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THE ORIGIN AND RELATIONSHIPS OF THE
ARAUCARIANS. I

L. Lancelot Burlingame

make the purpose

from

J

The comparative, developmental, paleobotanical, and experimental investi-

gation of the Coniferales is likely to throw more light on the stable and sound

general principles of biology than that of any other large group of animals or

plants, on account of their great geological age and remarkably continuous

display, both as regards external form and internal structure in the strata of

the earth

necessary

more and more to adopt certain general working principles, as for example

in the sister sciences of chemistry and physics. If there prove on trial to be no

generally applicable fundamental principles in morphology, that branch of

biological science cannot be too soon cast into the outer darkness, which pre-

vails outside the scientific view of nature.

It is doubtful whether anyone is likely to dispute the truth of the

first sentence quoted above. At any rate, it is sufficiently accurate

to make an examination of the various opinions concerning the

origin and relationships of the araucarians well worth while. It

is a conspicuous fact that among those most familiar with the facts

now known regarding conifers, the most diverse opinions are

strongly held. It is further to be observed that these various

ODinions are proiinHerl on the different values set upon different

t
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classes of facts. attempt

forth the principal views and to show on what sort of evidence each

rests. Having gotten at the facts, we may then inquire into the

merits of each sort of evidence and attempt

them made, we mi

morphology from

darkness." I am
manner

my purpose

more com

serious intention of determining just what principles are generally

applicable, if there are any, and what are the limitations to which

various sorts of evidence are subject.

In a broad way the opinions regarding the origin of the arau-

carians may be grouped under three heads: (i) the lycoj

(2) the cordaitean theory, (3) the abietinean theory. In setting

attempt

number

attempt will be made

facts or even the opinions of any one. It will undoubtedly happen

seem to me
them

unable

the authors themselves would choose. These are

cannot be wholly avoided. The best I can do is to

be as impartial as possible anc

the slips that are sure to occur.
1

The lycopod theory

The external resemblance of certain conifers to the lycopods has
#

attracted notice from early times. The first serious attempt that

I have found to set forth the evidence for believing that Coniferales,

or at least certain of them, have originated from Lycopodiales is

that of Potonie (47) in 1899. A rather free condensation of his

statement of this theory and the facts on which it is based is as

follows: (1) conifers, except possibly Taxaceae, are derived from
u Lepidophyten " ; (2) the ancestor of a cone scale was a leaf that
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was at once foliar and spore bearing; (3) this foliar organ became

differentiated into two parts, (a) a reduced spore-bearing part and

(b) a foliar part, somewhat after the fashion of an Ophioglossum

leaf; (4) these compound organs were aggregated into cones;

(5) in the process of cone formation the foliar portion was gradually

reduced and the ovuliferous (spore-bearing) portion was increased;

(6) in the pine cone the spore-bearing portion is the ovuliferous

scale, in Araucaria it is the ligule, and in many other plants ligule-

like outgrowths are to be explained in the same manner (47, pp.

320-323),- He offers the following arguments in its support:

(1) it harmonizes a great variety of facts; (2) this gradual develop-

ment of the ovuliferous scale and reduction of the bract is in accord

with geological history, because it is only in the Abietineae that the

distinction between scale and bract is comprehensible, and they are

later and more specialized forms than the earlier Araucariae and

Taxodiae; (3) the brachyblast theory requires us to think of the

ancestral forms as having less compact strobili and with cone scales

more like a leafy shoot, and this is directly opposite to the historical

fact. We shall return in a later paragraph to the question of

how much of this evidence is still pertinent after the presentation

of the more recent views.

In 1 00 s Campbell (8) stated his opinion that "as both the

formation

m
more than once. The close resemblance between

the conifers and the lycopods, especially Selaginella, probably

points to a real relationship. The strobiloid arrangement of the

sporophylls, as well as the development of the prothallium and

embryo, are extraordinarily similar, and it is not unreasonable

to suppose that this is something more than accidental. The

method

stem

of the conifers, as well as the anatomy of the leaves, suggests a

real affinity. It is known that some of these bore seeds, which

of typical conifers." He
terms in 191 1 (9).

may
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In 1905 Seward and Ford (54) surveyed the work upon arau-

carians up to that time, added a considerable body of observations

of their own, and discussed thoroughly the bearing of all the avail-

able facts. They came to the conclusion that the Araucariae

occupy a place so remote from other conifers that they should be

set off as a separate order under the name of the Araucariales.

It is difficult to summarize so extensive a paper, in itself more or

less a review, within the limits necessarily set on such a paper as

this. However, we may summarize briefly their conclusions and

indicate more or less inadequately the nature of the evidence on

which they are based. So far as their discussion of affinities is

concerned, the argument may be divided into three parts: (1)

Araucarineae are primitive plants; (2) there are numerous grave

objections to the assumption that they have originated from the

Cordaitales; (3) there are significant resemblances to various

living and extinct lycopods.

1. The Araucarineae are primitive plants.—This thesis these

authors attempt to prove in two ways. They show from a review

of the fossils that have been assigned to this family that it is

extremely probable that fossil stems are known as far back as the

Permian, and possibly the Carboniferous, both as impressions and

as petrifactions
;
that find their closest resemblances and affinities

with the present-day araucarians. Cone scales resembling those

of the Eutacta section of the genus Araucaria are known far back

in the Jurassic, farther back in fact than those of the Abietineae.

Historically, then, they argue the Araucarineae are primitive

plants. To the support of their argument from the geological

record they bring the testimony of comparative anatomy and

morphology. They think the primitive character of the group is

indicated by the gradual transition of foliage leaves to cone scales

or sporophylls, by the resemblance of the two cones in some species,

by the simplicity (as they attempt to prove) of the ovulate cone,

by the persistent leaf traces, by the anatomical character of the

leaves, by the homogeneous character of the wood without resin

canals or wood parenchyma, by the multicellular male gameto-

phyte, by the lateral distribution of the numerous archegonia,

and by the similarity of the embryo cap to a root cap.
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2. A cordaitean connection does not seem probable.—The chief

arguments for this view they summarize under three heads : (a) the

presence of hexagonal contiguous pits on the tracheal walls,

(b) a comparatively wide transition zone from protoxylem to

secondary wood, (c) a resemblance in the form of the leaf and in

the general habit of the vegetative shoots. They are of the opinion

that the first two resemblances are of little significance because

of their common occurrence among paleozoic plants. They are

primitive characters; but do not necessarily indicate a relationship

to Cordaitales. The external form of the leaves is not specially

significant, for the internal structure does not indicate a close

affinity with Cordaitales, and furthermore the more ancient

araucarian leaves are less like those of Cordaitales than those of

certain modern species.

Having refuted the supposed arguments for the cordaitean

connection, they offer certain other objections for good measure.

They point out that the leaf trace of Cordaitales is double when it

leaves the primary wood, while that of the Araucarineae is single.

They cite several other investigators in support of their opinion

that the ovulate cone is simple in structure. They recognize that

a comparison can be made between the simple appearing cone

scales of Araucaria and the apparently double structures of the

Abietineae. The evidences for the duplicity of Araucaria must

be derived second hand from the latter. The evidence for their

double nature rests on the assumption that certain abnormalities,

in which an ovulate scale is replaced by a foliar shoot, indicate that

the cone has been derived by condensation of a branching leafy

shoot whose leaves bore ovules abaxially. While this may be prob-

able enough (they do not even commit themselves to so much) for

this group, it is not considered valid evidence in the interpretation

of the apparently simple cone of Araucaria, which they believe to be

an older type and more likely to exhibit primitive structures than

the Abietineae. Their contention is that in the Araucarineae there

is nothing to explain. The cone is just what it appears to be.

The inverted vascular supply of the ovule is a normal feature of

such bundles, and the duplicity is no more than a sort of ligular

excrescence, such as is common among the Lycopodiales.
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The resemblance of the male gametophyte to that of Cordaitales

is no more than a parallel carried over by both from the pterido-

phytes. In short, there are not very many resemblances between

Araucaria and Cordaites, and even these are no more than an

expression of a common heritage from the pteridophytic ancestors

of both. From all this Seward and Ford conclude that the

Araucarineae are too unlike Cordaitales in too many respects to

make the supposition of actual relationship probable. This con-

clusion leads logically up to the presentation of what they believe

to be evidences of real affinity with the Lycopodiales.

3. The significant resemblances of araucarians and lycopods

appear to these authors to be numerous and important. They

recognize, however, that the application of Jeffrey's (27, 28, 29)

well known and widely accepted division of the vascular plants

into two great divisions, the Lycopsida and Pteropsida, on the

ground of the presence in the latter of leaf gaps and their absence

in the former, would constitute a serious objection to a derivation

of any conifers from a lycopsid ancestry. They prefer rather to

question the validity of his generalization, and express the opinion

that the characters on which it is founded "have been estimated

affinity
jy

Having thus cleared the ground by attempt

primitive

from

does not preclude a lycopsid ancestry, they reach the really critical

portion of the argument. Direct comparisons are instituted with

a number of living and fossil lycopods.

mam
sim

"poles asunder " from that of the Abietineae or Cordaitales. This

suggests the direct comparison with the ovulate cone of Lepido-

carpon. In opposition to the view of the discoverer (51), they are

of the opinion that it may "constitute a (possible) connecting

link between the Araucariae and lycopods" and approvingly cite

Scott's (53) admission that it furnishes an excellent argument

for their view. The organization of the cone, the sim

median
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so close a homology as to afford strong indications of real affinity.

The method of attachment of the single megasporangium by a

stalk and the similar cone scales serve to form the basis of a com-

parison with Spencerites (49)

.

The resemblance of the microsporophylls to those of Equisetum

is noticed, but is not held to indicate a direct relationship. Though

they admit that the typical lycopod did not have its microsporangia

on the dorsal side of the microsporophyll, they think they see a

certain significance in the fact that the Araucaria type is found in

Cheirostrobus (50), a genus that has been thought to be one of those

generalized types which serve as finger-posts to the paths which

evolution has followed, and which is considered to be intermediate

mosses

These investigators assert that not only are the ovulate cones

pier and more primitive in structure than those of other conifers

more more

from the Mesozoic

other group. This accords with their view; whereas, if they had

indirectly

some

theory

is followed backward toward the ancestral forms. They are of the

opinion that no such transitional forms are known. On the con-

trary, they are of the opinion that the older forms show an approach

to the lycopod situation in having smaller leaves and cone scales,

with a gradual transition between the two organs.

They point out that the stem apex more closely resembles that

much
value to this fact. The exarch veins of the leaf may
they think, as a nossihle " ancestral feature which has

^ stems." The leaf traces are accompanied by

;he cortex which the authors compare to the

lepidodendroid stems,

admit that there are many
do

them

from the other. They point out that the
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scalariform tracheids of the lepidodendroid stems is paralleled

by the same structures in the transitional primary wood of Arau-

caria. They do not urge this point as a strong argument, but

merely point out that the presence of the two distinct types of

pitting in the mature secondary wood of the two groups does not

"necessarily imply separate lines of descent." The resin canals

of thg araucarians can be derived as well from the mucilage cells

and canals of the Lepidodendreae as from those of the Cycado-

filicales.

They are strongly of the opinion that the multicellular pollen

grains of the araucarian alliance are very different from those of

Cordaitales or any other recent seed plants. They differ from the

former in the arrangement of the cells, and from the latter in the

much greater development of the vegetative cells. A comparison

with the microspore of Selaginella or Isoetes appears more convin-

cing. The reduction they "connect with the substitution of sipho-

nogamous for zoidogamous fertilization, which would demand as

much space and material as possible for the production of the

pollen tube."

Stiles (6i) argues that the conifers can be derived more readily

from the lycopods than from the Cordaitales. His argument is

divisible into two parts: (i) an attempt to show that Podocarpeae

(and hence other conifers, for he holds that all have had a common
origin) cannot have been derived from Cordaitales and must,

therefore, have been derived from the only other(?) available

source, the lycopods; and (2) a direct comparison of conifers and

lycopods to show the possibility of deriving the former from the

latter.

Under the first head he adduces much excellent evidence to show

that the podocarps are closely related to the araucarians. He
also attempts to show that the conifers are monophyletic. The

next step is to show that podocarps cannot have been derived from

Cordaitales, in consequence of which the other conifers are likewise

excluded from such an origin. He enumerates four points which

he considers sufficient to preclude the possibility of the primitive

podocarps having originated from Cordaiteans: (a) the stem of

these podocarps is no more like that of the Cordaitales than it is like
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that of conifers in general; they may have derived certain resem-

blances from a common ancestry but are not on that account closely

related; (b) the roots of the podocarps are not " particularly

reminiscent" of those of Cordaitales; (c) the primitive type of

leaf among the araucarian-podocarp alliance was small and narrow

and provided with a single midvein and unlike the broad parallel

veined leaves of the Cordaitales; (d) the structure of the micro-

sporophyll of the podocarps "no more favors this view [cordaitean

origin] than the three preceding pieces of evidence." It is scarcely

necessary to mention that most of these objections would be

equally valid as arguments against a relationship between

podocarps and araucarians, a relationship which he champions

vigorously, nevertheless. It seems rather unfortunate that

so many of the facts known about gymnosperms may be used

almost equally well to prove a variety of quite antagonistic

views.

gument

sim

the araucarians to the lycopod cone. They are, he thinks, alike

sim

sporophylls with a gradual transition to the leaves. In both each

simple sporophyll bears a single median megasporangium. In

both the sporangial organ is at first erect in the axil of the scale. In

certain of the podocarps he sees a tendency to the development of

a double structure of the cone scale analogous to that of the

Abietineae.

Secondly, "the microsporophylls are also easily comparable

with those of the lycopods." The presence of more

sporangium in the conifers "is not a serious" difficulty, since

septation is well known in the sporangia of lycopods. Moreover,

the shifting of the sporangia to the under side presents little

difficulty to the view under consideration," since it "has certainly

taken place in other cases." The other cases cited are the possi-

among
porangioph

found on the upper side of the sporophyll, while in Cingularia the

sporangia are below the sporophylls" (italics mine). In any case,
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whether conifers have sprung from ferns or lycopods, one sort of

sporangium must have migrated to the other side of the sporophyll.

This is true, of course, only if one accept the author's view that the

cone scales of conifers are really simple.

The presence of seeds in Lepidocarpon and Miadesmia is held

to prove that " there is thus abundant evidence that the potentiality

of seed production existed in this phylum as well as in the fern

phylum." Any differences that exist in the vascular supply of the

sporophylls between podocarps and lycopods is to be accounted

for by the greater relative importance of the ovule as compared

with the sporophyll." Small, narrow, uninerved leaves are char-

acteristic of both conifers and lycopods, but are unknown among

the Cordaitales. Those podocarps and araucarians with broad

parallel veined leaves are not primitive, but have derived their

leaves from narrow-leaved ancestral forms.

One of the most interesting points in the argument is the attempt

to show that, while a siphonostele with leaf gaps is certainly char-

acteristic of the fern alliances, it is not necessarily limited to them.

It merely represents a goal toward which vascular plants of all

sorts have tended. The ferns reached it early, while the paleozoic

lycopods did not quite reach it. They did actually attain the seed

habit, another one of the milestones of plant evolution, but attained

only to a medullated siphonostele in which nearly all the metaxylem

had been obliterated and which had become broken up in some

forms into separate strands. These bundles were still exarch,

however, and the leaf traces did not produce leaf gaps in the stele.

These would have been the next logical steps in the evolution of

the lycopod stele. The inference probably is that they were

actually attained by the yet unknown lycopodialean ancestors of

the conifers. While admitting that the presence of bordered pits

in the secondary wood of conifers is a point against the lycopod

theory, he thinks that the presence of a modified sort of pit in

Sigillariopsis Decaisnei (48, 53) shows the possibility of their de-

velopment in this phylum. The double leaf trace of the Abietineae

(and Araucarineae) , which has been used as an argument for the

cordaitean origin, he thinks is offset by the single trace of the

primitive podocarps.
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The conclusion is indicated by the following quotations: "To
the writer the evidence seems to point .... to the primitiveness

in the Coniferales of a type bearing female cones composed of

aggregations of simple sporophylls, each sporophyll bearing a

single erect axillary ovule." "This supposed primitive conifer

is very suggestive of the Lycopodiales, but is not reminiscent of

the Cordaitales."

It is evident from the preceding that, aside from what support

may be gained by discrediting rival theories, the lycopod theory

derives its greatest strength from the three following sources.

The first and strongest argument comes from the very close

resemblance in form and structure of the ovulate araucarian cone

to the strobilus of the lycopods. If there were no other reasons

for suspecting a filicinean origin of araucarians, and there were no

Abietineae with their perplexing structures, no one would, I think,

even suspect that the ovulate cone is other than what it appears

to be. Notwithstanding these influences most (though not all,

20, (44

simple in

sim

Next in importance and even more difficult to dispose of is the

structure of the seed and pollen tube. Seward and Ford have

pointed out the close resemblance of the seed structure (54) and

the writer has elsewhere (7) shown that these structures could

easily have arisen from the condition found in Miadesmia and

Lepidocarpon, but that it is exceedingly difficult to see how, and

more difficult to see whv. thev should have arisen from

know It is easy to see how pollination

most

type in plants which developed

pollination and seed habit. But it seems

ing

chamber in

any group of plants would pass through a course of evolution requir-

ing them to give up all the advantages comprised in these arrange-

ments and to acquire an entirely new and certainly less efficient

method of pollination. Considering how very little we know of the
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structure of paleozoic seeds of any sort, it would be rash indeed

to suppose that the known types of seeds were the only ones found

among Cordaitales, and even more rash to generalize more than

provisionally on the assumption that they did not possess a particu-

lar type. We do not know whether the seed habit was developed

in the phylum once or more than once, much less whether it was

developed before or after the organization of cones. In short, this is

today a strong argument for the lycopod theory, that the dis-

coveries of tomorrow may become an equally valid argument for

the cordaitean theory.

A third group of resemblances between lycopods and conifers
*

is presented by the leaves. The small, narrow, uninerved type

of leaf so characteristic of lycopods is very common among the

conifers. The arrangement in many cases is also similar. The

gradual transition from leaves to sporophylls in the lycopods pre-

sents a very close resemblance to certain araucarians. Most,

or perhaps all, of these resemblances, indeed, can be explained away,

but that is just where their strength as evidence for this theory

lies, they do have to be explained away.

On most other points the theory appears to be on the defensive.

It can, to be sure, offer more or less plausible explanations and

possibilities for some of the evidence that appears to be against it,

but still it must explain them in some other than the obvious way

to bring them into harmony with itself. The first and most

serious objection in the opinion of most of its opponents appears

to be the structure of the stem, more particularly the stele. Not-

withstanding Stiles's ingenious and convincing exposition of the
i

evolutionary tendencies of the lycopod stele, it yet remains true

that no known lycopod did attain to the possession of a mesarch

or endarch siphonostele with leaf gaps. That they might have

done so appears very probable, but there is yet no evidence that

they actually did so, and much less that any one that could be

supposed to be a form ancestral to the conifers had even nearly

approached it. The same sort of objections apply with even greater

force to the attempts to explain the origin of the staminate cone

structures. It is admitted by most botanists that septation has

probably occurred in certain lycopod sporangia. It may even be
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admitted that a shifting of sporangia from one surface of the
#

sporophyll has occurred in some pteridophytes. Again, there is

no evidence that they have occurred in any lycopod that can by

any possibility serve as a starting-point for modern conifers.

I have indicated above what seem to me to be the most funda-

mental objections to the theory, namely, that the individual

comparisons which can be made between conifers and lycopod

s

must be made with Dlants of the latter ohvlum which are admittedlv

remo No
that combines within itself any very considerable number of resem-

blances to the conifers. In a later paragraph I shall return to the

attempt to evaluate evidence of this sort. It is an interesting

fact that Dracticallv all the evidence for this theorv is derived from

comparative mor The two conspicu-

ous exceptions are (1) Stiles's comparison of the erect axillary

mature megasporangium of the lycopods with the position of the

very young ovule of the podocarps, which is also erect and axillary,

but which may later be inverted and carried out and away from

the axis by the growth of the base of the sporophyll; and (2) his

argument that the primitive leaf in the conifers was small, narrow,

uninerved, because many
sort.

an theory

m
5

to be derived from the Cordaitales. Scott (53), Oliver (45)

Worsdell (77, 78), Coulter and Chamberlain (16), Jeffrey

(29, 42), Thomson (70, 73), and many others have brought forward

much convincing evidence in support of this view. Although these

authors agree in general as to the ultimate origin of all conifers

from a common stock, there is considerable diversity of opinion

as to the relationship of the tribes. In the present paper we shall

consider these divergent views only so far as they pertain to the

origin and relationship of the araucarians.

opinion that this tribe is either the primitive

or constitutes an independent line by itself,

is that of Jeffrey and his students, who

There is a prevailing

view

most
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primitive group, and that the araucarians have been derived

from them.

The first view finds its support in (i) the many close resem-

blances between the modern araucarians and the paleozoic cordai-

teans
; (2) the apparently greater geological age of the Araucarineae

;

and (3) transitional forms of the Triassic and Cretaceous, which

appear to become more like the Abietineae from the earliest to the

later ones.

similarities

previous

believes them to have been secondarily acquired. It does not

necessarily deny that they are indications of relationship, but

merely that they do not indicate direct and immediate relationship.

most of its positive support from

,ulation Dhenomena in seedling aE

matic

Since the supporters of the lycopod theory have chosen the

most

m
evidence

implication, the other conifers have had a direct and immediate

origin from Cordaitales.

1 . Gymnosperms are a monophyletic group.—There has been

a general tendency toward the view that the gymnosperms resemble

one another so much more closely than they do any other group

that they must therefore have had a monophyletic origin. This

point of view was apparently prominent in the minds of more than

one (45, 52, 77) of the speakers at the Linnaean Society discussion.

If the monophyletic origin of gymnosperms be admitted, it follows

almost without dispute that they all have had a filicinean origin.

Among the known fossil groups of gymnosperms no other can present

anything like so strong a claim to be the ancestors of the conifers

as the Cordaitales. Just how numerous, striking, and significant

are the resemblances between Cordaitales and Coniferales (more

particularly Araucarineae) can be best shown by a brief review.

Ever since Jeffrey's (27, 28, 29) division of vascular plants into

Lycopsida and Pteropsida on the basis of the presence or absence of
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leaf gaps, there has been a very general disposition to accept this

distinction as entirely valid so far as it concerns the Pteropsida.

Striking as is this fact in the other groups of the Pteropsida, it is

preeminently so among the conifers, a small-leaved group where it

is not only present in the mature stem but also in the seedling and

reproductive axes (31). It is true (61) that the cladosiphonic

exarch stems of the ancient lycopods did occasionally become

medullated, and it is possible that in the course of evolution some

member might have lost all of its centripetal wood, and have

developed centrifugal wood and leaf gaps, but there is no evidence

as yet that any of them ever actually did either.

The histological structure of the stem is only less strikingly

uniform among gymnosperms than the general organization. In

fact, the wood of araucarians and cordaiteans is so nearly identical

that no absolutely trustworthy tests have yet been discovered

for distinguishing them. Although the other gymnosperms do not

all have exactly the same arrangement of the bordered pits, they

do all have such pits on the radial walls of the tracheids, and they

are, on the contrary, with a single exception (48, 53), unknown
among the lycopods. While there is greater diversity in the phloem,

perhaps that of lycopods differs still more widely.

Aside from the Araucarineae, the structure of the ovulate cones

is more readily brought in line with a filicinean than a lycopodinean

ancestry. Though the ovulate cone readily lends itself to the

derivation of araucarians from lycopods, it can nevertheless be

explained in terms of the Cordaitales; while, on the contrary, it

is very difficult to explain the cone of a pine in terms of a lycopod

ancestry, and next to impossible to so explain those of cycads.

The structure of the seed is remarkably uniform through the

entire phylum, from the oldest to the living representatives. Very

few lycopods (3, 51, 53) are known to have borne seeds of any

kind and even those are much simpler than those of any gymno-

sperms. I have elsewhere (7) pointed out that these seeds do offer

us an analogy of the way in which the peculiar pollination processes

of the araucarians may have originated. It may be objected,

however, and I think rightly, that if lycopods had developed high

grade seeds, they would have been likely to parallel the structures
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present in the Pteropsida. Still it remains true that they are not

known actually to have done so.

There are no microsporangiate structures known among lycopods

that are at all comparable with the pollen cones of the gymno-

sperms. Notwithstanding the puzzling diversity within the group,

it is still far easier to derive them from filicinean ancestors than from

club mosses. uniformly

m
gymnosperms.

With the exception of the Gnetales, the female gametophyte

of the gymnosperms is so uniform in mature structure and in de-

velopment as almost of itself to preclude any question of its diverse

origin. The deep-seated megaspore, the vacuolated free nucleate

embryo sac, the centripetal growth of walled tissue, the origin and

development of remarkably uniform archegonia are common to

all known members of the group, and form a unique and character-

istic series unknown outside of it.

The development and mature form of the embryo, with its

free nuclear phase, organization into a walled proembryo, elongating

suspensors, and terminal embryo, are no less striking and equally

without analogy outside the group. Nor is there any sufficient

diversity in the mature structure or in the course of development

of the male gametophytes to cast serious suspicion on their common
origin. The differences are strictly of degree, and find a ready

explanation in the changes incident to a long course of evolution.

seems to the reviewer that all gymnosperms

many On
more

than very slight resemblances to the lycopods, and even here the

significant points of resemblance are few and less exact than the

numerous ones that relate them to other gymnosperms.

2. The Araucarineae resemble the Cordaitales more

closely than any other conifers.—Among those who hold this

view no one has expressed himself more clearly or strongly than

Scott, who says: "The Araucarineae present a close agreement

with the Cordaiteae in the structure of the stem, and particularly

in that of the wood, which, as universally admitted, is often indis-
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families. The essential feature is that the

mass of the wood, apart from the medullary

multiseriate

(53iP- 654).

The more recent and comprehensive argument for this view

is that of Thomson (70). His arguments may be summarized

under four heads: (1) the Araucarineae closely resemble the Cor-

daitales in the anatomy of the stem, root, and leaf; (2) they are

mesozoic forms

from

stem, root, and reuroductive axes, some

from

from

Although I have not seen the papers by Gothan (21, 22), the

references to them by other writers, particularly Jeffrey and

Thomson, would indicate that he holds similar views respecting

the relationship between the Araucarineae and Abietineae.

Speaking of the pith, Thomson (70) says: "In the variability

of the size of the pith, and in the magnitude which it may attain,

the Araucarineae are the only forms of the conifers at all com-

parable to those of the cordaitean alliance."

The root is usually diarch, and the protoxylem points are

separated into two forks by the presence of a resin duct, as in the

Pineae (70); nor "is there any indication of a resin duct m
center of the metaxylem, as in the Abieteae."

There is a very broad transitional zone from the primary to

the secondary wood in the stem and particularly so in the cone

axis. "In no other group of the conifers is there an approach to

this cordaitean condition" (70).

There are many resemblances between araucarian and cor-

daitean leaves. The araucarian-podocarp alliance includes the

com
cordaiteans. many

dichotomously veined, with mesarch

collateral bundles and remarkably persistent leaf traces.

more

much
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mature (stem) wood, and occurs mai

roots)

the living forms. Some cordaiteans show a notable tendency-

same direction. The characteristic paleozoic type of pitting

Ld only in the primitive regions of the living forms (cones and

A torus is present in the bordered pits of all conifers except

araucarians and some podocarps (70). It is very poorly developed,

when present at all, in the Araucarineae, and entirely absent in

Cycadales, Ginkgoales, Cordaitales, Cycadofilicales, and Filicales.

Miss Gerry (20) has proposed to separate araucarians from

other conifers on the ground that they lack bars of Sanio in the

radial walls of the tracheids, which are possessed by all others.

Jeffrey has gone even farther and held that it is the most certain

distinguishing feature in separating fossil araucarians from the

abietineans (35). On the contrary, Thomson holds "that a rudi-

mentary bar of Sanio is present in all Araucarineae" and "that the

from

Sanio

as the basic forms from which this structure in the other conifers

has been derived" (70). I have found no reference to its presence

development

milarity

the

and Cordaitales is a well known and striking resemblance. Thom-

son holds it to be primitive in both cases (70) . He brings forward

much argument to show that resin canals in the pines are primi-

tively solid, and that they have been derived from resin paren-

chyma, which has in its turn replaced the resinous tracheids

characteristic of cordaiteans and araucarians. He concludes that
1

' the origin of the resin tissue of the pine alliance from tracheary

elements as in the Araucarineae, and the retention of similar stages

in its development, forms what the writer regards as one of the

fundamental features of relationship between the two groups."

So far as living araucarians are concerned, the cells of the

medullary rays are characteristically thin-walled and unpitted,

just as they are in the Cordaitales. There are known several

mesozoic forms in which the rays approach the abietinean type.
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It is obvious that forms intermediate in character may be inter-

preted as araucarians that are being modified in the direction of the

abietineans (70) , or as pines that are about to be transformed into

araucarians (32, 34, 35). It appears (70) that the older forms are

more like the araucarians, while the later ones resemble the pines

more closely. The geological sequence thus appears to be in favor

of the origin of pinelike conifers from araucarian ancestors.

Recently evidence (75) has been adduced to show that marginal

ray tracheids have arisen through a modification of the tracheids

of the wood, and not by a transformation of parenchymatous cells.

The oldest known forms with ray tracheids do not antedate the

Cretaceous. Since the Araucarineae are known with great cer-

tainty from the Jurassic and probably from earlier strata, the geo-

logical evidence appears to favor the view that thin-walled unpitted

ray cells are the primitive type.

The albuminous cells of the phloem have been considered (13,

65 1 75) homologous with the ray tracheids. Their absence from

the Araucarineae, accordingly, has been interpreted (70) in the

same way.

Annual rings are absent or feebly developed in the Cordaitales

most

from New Zealand with very definite

growth rings.

Aside from

those

Abietineae. cordaitean

m
The seed-bearing axis is not always axillary if one may trust the

illustrations (16). In some cases the bract appears to be borne

on the seed stalk. The seed itself is terminal and erect. The cone

of Araucaria differs in that the bract and axis are much more inti-

mately associated and in that the ovule is inverted and not terminal.

There are at least three obvious interpretations of the cordaitean

cone. may suppose the cone to be sim

of an axis covered with branched sporophylls, some of which are

some fertile. Secondly, one ma\
compound
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axis, which stands in #the axil of a bract or leaf, or merely

arises directly from the main axis among the bracts but without

a fixed relation to any of them. Thirdly, one may apply the

theory of Celakovski (16) of the pine cone to it, and suppose

that the seed-bearing axis really represents a branch, in the

axil of a bract, so intimately united with a sporophyll, which

itself bears the seed, that no traces are left of its complex

nature.

Without attempting to review the extensive and well known

literature relating to this third theory, the writer is disposed to

admit that it offers a reasonable explanation of the cones of the

Abietineae. It seems much less probable when applied to the

araucarian cone or to the ovulate structures of the podocarps and

taxads. The attempt to explain the cordaitean cone according

to it would appear to be beset with very many grave difficulties.

In the first place, most of the evidence used to support it for the

modern forms is here unavailable. In the second place, there is no

indication in the cordaitean cone itself of such a union of branch

and sporophyll. In the third place, it is hardly to be supposed that

if such a process had taken place in the ancestors of the pines,

there would be still in the present geological age clear indications

of it, and that the paleozoic ancestors would have apparently gone

so much farther than their modern representatives as to have

made their cone appear even simpler than any of them, including

even the apparently simple araucarians. Evolution plays strange

tricks, it is true, but it really puts a considerable strain on one's

credulity to believe, as I think we must if we accept the theory that

araucarians are derived from Cordaiteans through the Abietineae,

comDlex branch svstem

com
reverted in the abietinean descendants to a stage where the evi-

com
araucarians, where the evidence of complexity is again at least

doubtful.

It seems to the writer far simpler to make no such difficult

assumptions, but to consider that the cones of Cordaites and

Araucaria are no more complex than they appear to be. In any
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case, the cones of the two resemble one another closely in apparent

structure, and will probably both be eventually satisfactorily

explained in the same way.

The seed of Araucaria resembles that of Cordaites in having the

nucellus free from the integument to a zone below the female

gametophyte. It is doubtful whether this is a character of any

great consequence, inasmuch as there were seeds of both types

known among paleozoic plants. Nevertheless, it remains true that

this ancient type is not known in any other modern plants. Cor-

daitean seeds, so far as yet definitely known, appear to have had

pollen chambers in the nucellus. Since the pollen has been found

in these chambers, in some cases apparently sealed in, one can only

infer that the method of pollination was essentially the same as

that of modern Abietineae. In this respect the Araucarineae

differ very markedly. To the writer the difference appears so

great, and the method of the Cordaitales so much superior, that it

is difficult to believe that having been once attained it would ever

have been given up (36). If there is any dependence to be placed

on the facts that appear to indicate that podocarps have been

derived from an araucarian ancestry, it would appear that the

tendency of evolutionary selection had been in this case in the other

direction. This objection does not appear to be very formidable

at present, for we know many more seed genera from impressions

than we have plants to assign them to. Moreover, we know the

internal structure of very few of them. It is not unreasonable to

suppose that the Cordaitales may have borne more than one sort

of seed, and that among them may have been some which were

pollinated in the araucarian fashion.

When the pollen cones are considered, it is at once evident that

the closest resemblances to those of the Cordaitales are found in

three rath

taxads . I

a common

Ginkgo, araucarians, and

d their resemblances from

ated lines. So far as the

resemblance between the

araucarians and cordaiteans, in which the abietineans do not share.

The araucarian type, with its free pendent sporangia, has apparently

been transformed into the more common conifer type with two
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imbedded sporangia in the podocarps. It would appear more

probable that this transformation had taken place in several lines

of descent than that it had taken place in the supposed Cordaites-

Pinus line, and had then reversed itself in the supposed Pinus-

Araucaria line. The onlv very obvious difference between the

microspor

md terminal in the latter and reversed in the former.

This is precisely the difference in the ovulate cones.

But little evidence can be gathered from the gametophytes,

owing to our ignorance of those of the Cordaitales. In both

araucarians and cordaiteans the male gametophyte (4, 5, 36) is

larger than in other modern conifers. It is uncertain whether

the gametophyte of the cordaiteans had a more extensive prothallial

tissue, like that of the araucarians (5, 7), or a more extensive

1 modern

theory o

male

gametophyt

antheridium; that in the course of evolution it

lost its prothallial tissue with the exception of two primary cells,

but retained the spermatogenous tissue of the antheridium (this

would perhaps represent the cordaitean stage); that it further

lost all of its spermatogenous tissue during its evolution into the

Abietineae, except that part giving rise to two male cells; and,

finally, that in the course of the evolution of an abietinean into an

araucarian the place of pollen deposition became shifted (for reasons

not stated) to a point much farther away from the female game-

tophyte, thereby necessitating the production of a more extensive

prothallial tissue (36) to supply the needs of the larger amount of

extensive Dollen tube. Suchasm reauired to till the more

am
think that the evidence favoring it is yet very

In the present state of our knowledge the large size of the game-

tophytes is a point of resemblance between araucarians and cor-

daiteans, while the pine type of male gametophyte can be easily

derived in the same manner from either by the reduction of either

or both the prothallial or spermatogenous tissue.
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Not enough is known about female gametophytes to make a

comparison of much value. The cordaiteans apparently possessed

apical archegonia in the manner of all modern conifers. A compari-

son of embryos of course is at present impossible.

3. The Araucarineae are very ancient plants.—Although

wood of the Araucarioxylon type is known from the Paleozoic to the

present, it is not yet possible to say with certainty just how old are

plants corresponding in other essential points with modern arau-

carians. Seward and Ford (54) have given us a very careful

review of the fossils that have been assigned to the araucarians,

to which Scott (53) has given general agreement. It appears

probable, though not beyond question, that such genera of the

Permo-Carboniferous as Walchia and Voltzia were more nearly

allied to araucarians than to any other known conifers (54) . Voltzia

and Ullmannia appear very probable triassic representatives (24).

There is abundant evidence of impressions, cones, and wood of

araucarians in the Jurassic and Cretaceous (53, 54).

The Abietineae have been said to extend to the Paleozoic (33),

and this assertion has been vigorously disputed. The carbonif-

rm has been discredited on the ground

wn to be from rocks of that age (21, 22). from

Permian is said by Thomson and Allin not to be a Pityoxylon at

all, but a cordaitean or Araucarioxylon. Penhallow appears to

have originally regarded it as a Pityoxylon on account of what he

supposed were horizontal resin canals (46). These are now (71)

said, on a reexamination, not to be resin canals at all, but leaf

traces. If these forms are rejected, no true Abietineae are known

that can be compared in age with the araucarians.

4. Transitional fossil forms.—Of late there; have been

described (particularly by Jeffrey) a number of mesozoic plants

with wood more or less intermediate between the true Araucari-

oxylon and abietinean wood. As will be shown in a subsequent

section, the Jeffrey school interprets these as evidence of the

origin of araucarians from the Abietineae. Thomson (70), how-

ever, points out that the earliest of these transitional forms,

Woodworthia (38), is much more like true Araucarioxyla than the

later ones (as Arancariopitys), while the latter are much more
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abietinean. He refers particularly to the absence of resin canals,

even of the revival type, in the former, and their presence in the

latter. The rays of the latter are thick and pitted in the fashion

of the Abietineae, while those of the former are thin and resemble

those of modern araucarians as well as cordaiteans. In like manner

the pitting of the former is more extensive, more crowded and

flattened, and with the pits mostly alternately arranged; whereas

in the latter they are less numerous, more restricted to the ends of

the tracheids, less crowded, and more frequently opposite. He
contends that this is consistent either with a cordaitean or an

araucarian ancestry for the pines, but difficult to reconcile with an

abietinean ancestry of araucarians.

5. Vestigial structures, recapitulation, traumatic reac-

tions.—The broad transitional zone between primary and second-

ary wood in the araucarian cone has already been mentioned as a

remarkable parallel to the condition found in the cordaitean stem.

The pitting in the cone is also more extensive. The pits cover the

whole radial surface of the tracheids, are crowded and mutually

flattened, and there may sometimes be as many as five rows to a

tracheid. Thomson remarks (70) that not only does the pitting

in the araucarian cone resemble cordaiteans, but that "instead

of the opposite pitting, the pitting of the cone axis and early wood

of the Abietineae has characteristically either scattered uniseriate

pits or biseriate ones which are alternately arranged."

A torus, characteristically present in mature wood of Abietineae

and feebly developed in mature wood of Araucarineae, is entirely

absent (70) in such primitive regions of the latter as cone axis,

first-year stem wood, primary and young secondary root wood.

They should be expected in some or all of these places if araucarians

had descended from abietinean ancestors which possessed them.

Bars of Sanio are well developed in the Abietineae and feebly so

in the araucarians (42, 70). They are also poorly developed in

the primitive regions of Abietineae and in the mesozoic Pityoxyla.

From this Thomson infers that well developed bars of Sanio were

not characteristic of the ancestors of the pine alliance.

He also argues that, since resin canals are ontogenetically devel-

oped from solid parenchyma and are frequently solid in the abie-
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tinean cone and in certain fossil forms, resin canals are not actually

a character, as Jeffrey maintains (42), of the ancestors of modern

Abietineae, and much less so of the ancestors of modern araucarians.

The absence of ray tracheids from the seed cone of Pinus and

of the erect cells of the phloem from the cone and first few years'

growth of the stem and root (13, 70) is interpreted to mean
that these structures have been acquired in the comparatively

recent geological history of the group, very probably long since

the time at which Araucarineae are supposed to have originated

from it.

In the outer extremities of the vascular bundles of the leaf of

the Araucarineae there is a considerable amount of centripetal

xylem. It has been interpreted in various ways. Thomson holds

much
number

•xylem

Attention has often been called to the fact that seedling pines

nave only primary needle leaves and only later develop spur shoots.

If they are ancestral to araucarians, the latter might be expected

to develop spur shoots on the seedling.

Traumatic reactions play little part in Thomson's argument,

though he does invoke its aid in the attempt to show that the

ancestral type of resin canal (70) in the pines was solid. He points

out that the resin canals produced by wounding modern pines are

much more numerous than can reasonably be expected to have

been the case in the ancestral forms, and that they are frequently

solid. The argument would appear to cut both ways. In a

studied

ounding

to substantiate his conclusions. His

definite

find their counterparts in the normal variations in the number of

leaves to a fascicle of living pines, particularly such wide variations

as occur frequently on very vigorous branches, on reproductive

axes, and on vigorous seedlings. Variation in the number of needle

branchin

proliferating
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be produced by wounding. He interprets these reactions as a

reversion to the ancestral condition as indicated by their occurrence

in the fossil forms and in the primitive regions of living forms just

mentioned. Lloyd in a recent paper (43) has touched the same

subject and given his approval to the general conclusion as stated

by Thomson. The latter calls attention to the fact that the coni-

fers which do not have spur shoots show no evidences, either in their

primitive regions or as the result of wounding, that they have

descended from ancestors possessing spur shoots-

Stanford University, California



THE EFFECTS OF ILLUMINATING GAS ON
ROOT SYSTEMS

riONS FROM THE HULL BOTANICAL LABORATOR

Edward M. Harvey and R. Catlin Rose

(with nine figures)

Introduction
$

urious effects of illuminating gas upon trees and s

testified to bv numerous observers. In 1864 Gir

escaping

trees in several cities of Germany

illuminating gas. Similar observa-

tions have since been recorded by many writers, among whom are

Virchow (17), Kny (8), Spath and Meyer (14), Eulenberg (4),

Wehmer (18), Shonnard (13), and others.

The shade tree commissions of every city find themselves face

to face with this serious problem. The trees of our city streets and

parks are unusually subject to the various tree-injuring agencies,

the chief of which are insects, fungi, and atmospheric and soil

impurities. The two latter factors are particularly characteristic

of the troubles of city trees. The problem of gas injuries,

therefore, is one of considerable economic importance. City

foresters should know the exact cause of any tree death, not

only to enable them to provide means for future protection, but

also in order to determine with whom responsibility rests for the

present financial losses. They should therefore be able to say

with certainty whether or not a tree has been killed by gas in

the soil. At present this is no small undertaking, because there

are few, if any, reliable symptoms known by which one may differ-

entiate with certainty gas injuries from those due to several other

causes. For example, fungi sometimes quickly become prom-

inent in a tree injured by gas, as purely a secondary effect (see

Kny 8 and Stone 15); but in a case like this the primary injury

might easily be attributed to the fungi. It is claimed that char-

acteristic odors often accompany gas poisonings; sometimes in the

2 7] [Botanical Gazette, vol. 60
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roots as well as in the soil; in fact, these odors form the chief diag-

nostic characters. Stone (15) claims much for them, and it is

probably true that in many cases they furnish some evidence.

However, many instances are known where illuminating gas

odors have not given sufficient evidence for fixing responsibility.

A rational system of diagnosis of injuries in city trees would be

of value and would be welcomed by all parties concerned. No
such system, from the gas injury standpoint, is possible, owing

to the lack of definite knowledge concerning the effects of the

constituents of illuminating gas under various controlled conditions.

The experimental work previously done on gas injuries to root

systems will be briefly summarized. Kny (8) passed known

amounts of illuminating gas through the soil at the roots of a maple

and two linden trees. Among the symptoms of injuries recorded

were the bleaching and final fall of leaves and the appearance of a

blue coloration in the xylem of the roots. Finally the trees died.

Spath and Mayer (14) passed small amounts of gas into soil in

which grew a number of species of trees and shrubs. General

death resulted, but otherwise the only symptom recorded was the

yellowing of the leaves. Bohm (i) grew willow slips in water into

which he had passed a stream of illuminating gas. The short

roots produced soon died, but the slips themselves lived for three

months. Potted plants of Fuchsia and Salvia died after gas had

flowed to their roots for four months. Again, he found that when

gas had been passed through a soil for a long period of time, this

soil became very toxic to seedlings germinated in it. Also a

Dracaena transplanted to this soil became dry and died in ten days.

Molisch (10) found that roots of corn increased in diameter and

were bent in certain concentrations of illuminating gas. Shon-

nard (13) noted exudation of sap from the trunk and branches

of a lemon tree treated with gas in the soil. Richards and Mac-

dougal (11) found that carbon monoxide and illuminating gas

retarded the rate of elongation of roots of Vicia Faba, sunflower,

wheat, rice, etc. Swelling also appeared in the leaf sheaths of

wheat, being somewhat more pronounced in illuminating gas than

in carbon monoxide. Such increases in thickness were largely due

to the enlargement of the cortical cells. In some cases, however,
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the cambium seemed to have become more active. Recently

Stone (16) has reported proliferations of tissue at the lenticals

of willow slips growing in water which had been charged with

illuminating gas. He also noted a rapid proliferation at the

cambium in stems of Populus deltoides due to the influence of gas.

Another important phase of the gas injury problem is that after

trees have been killed by gas, a question arises regarding the safety

of resetting trees where the dead ones have been removed, assuming,

of course, that the gas leak has been located and stopped. It

seems to be the general opinion that resetting should only be done

either after a considerable time has elapsed, or after large amounts

of the old soil have been removed and replaced by fresh soil.

Neither of these methods of procedure is entirely satisfactory; the

first involves great loss of time, the second is expensive. The

practicability of resetting trees in any given case is often deter-

mined only by the crude method of smelling a handful of soil taken

from the place of injury, and if the odor of gas is still present,

resetting is deemed unsafe. One is thus led to ask whether the

odor itself is a true index of the toxicity of the soil to the roots of

plants.

mv
problems in mind: (1) that of determining some of the effects of

illuminating gas on root systems, having in mind the securing of

)stic characters of gas poisoning; and (2) whetherdiagn

injury

gas which are readily absorbed by the water film of the soil particles,

remain mainlv in the soil interstices

readily soluble)

.

Methods and materials

The illuminating gas used was the so-called "water gas" from

the Chicago Gas Light and Coke Company's system. Along with

the illuminating gas experiments, many parallel ones were carried

out with an ethylene-air mixture. The Chicago illuminating gas

contains 2-6 per cent ethylene; therefore, to facilitate comparison

between the ethylene alone and the ethylene of the illuminating

gas, the ethylene of the mixture above was made to constitute 4

per cent (by volume). Thus, volume for volume, the ethylene-air
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mixture and the illuminating gas contained approximately the same

amount of ethylene. In the following experiments, where the

term " ethylene in corresponding concentrations to the illuminating

gas" is used, it refers to the ethylene content of the latter gas. For

example, the ethylene concentration corresponding to an illuminat-

ing gas concentration of one part gas to four parts of air ("1:4")

would be one part ethylene to 100 of air (" 1 : 100"). Such parallel

experiments were considered important owing to the fact that

ethylene has been found to be by far the most toxic constituent

of illuminating gas for the aerial organs of several plants (see

Crocker and Knight 2, Knight and Crocker 7, and Harvey 6).

The experiments were primarily arranged so as to yield evidence

with regard to the two phases of the second problem above. The

methods will be described separately and in the order named.

Investigation of the second problem should yield data with regard

to the first.

A. THE TOXICITY OF THE CONSTITUENT OF ILLUMINATING GAS
ABSORBED BY THE SOIL

Good potting soil in 10-20-liter cans was treated with illuminat-

ing gas by allowing the gas to flow through at a definite rate, at

room temperature, for varying lengths of time. The rate of flow

was approximately 2 liters per hour. The time periods were from

30 hours to 20 days, hence the lots of soil received 40-1000 liters

of gas. The moisture content of the soil was kept as near the "op-

timum" as possible. In one experiment 10 liters of soil received

gas at the rate of about 0.2 liter per hour for 68 days. In another

experiment 8 liters of soil received gas at the rate of 2 liters per hour

for 53 days, and was kept at a temperature of 1-5 C. throughout

the period. The purpose of this soil treatment was to allow the soil

particles to absorb as much of the gas constituents as possible. In

the case of treatment at low temperature, it was the intention to

allow still better opportunity for condensation of substances on the

soil particles. After stopping the flow of gas, the soils were removed

from the cans and thoroughly stirred in pure air to free them from

the gas in the interstices. They were then taken to the greenhouse,

placed in shallow boxes, and planted to 41 different species of plants,
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representing 18 families. Controls were maintained throughout.

The seeds were allowed to germinate and grow for periods of 25-60

days.

B. THE EFFECT OF ILLUMINATING GAS ON ROOTS WITH NO SOIL

PRESENT

i. With roots alone exposed to gas

In order to expose the roots without exposing the shoots, the

following method was employed. Moist-air chambers were made

from 6-8 short glass tubes were

in

of young seedlings of Vicia Faba could be admitted to the chamber.

The space between a root and the sides of a tube was sealed by

means of a short length of pure gum tubing which had been previ-

ously fitted to the outer end of the glass tube. Definite amounts

of illuminating gas or ethylene were admitted through a small

to the bottom of the bottle. The pressure

resulting from the addition of the small volume of gas was relieved

through a second short tube.

reaching

2. With entire plant exposed to gas

Seeds of tomato, radish, and mustard were allowed to germinate,

and when the hypocotyls had reached a length of o. 5 cm. they were

transferred to flower pots under bell jars provided with water seals.

The seedlings were fixed to the rims outside of the flower pots, so

that the roots in growing would hang free in the air. Definite

amounts of illuminating gas could be easily added.

C. EFFECT OF ILLUMINATING GAS ON ROOTS GROWING IN SOIL

MEDIUM

i. Quantitative tests

In these tests young seedlings (two or three months old) of

Catalpa speciosa

were used. xperiments

the seedlings were transplanted from the pots, in which they had

battery jars filled with

admitting gas were thru
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then the roots and glass tubes were sealed in with a vaseline-

paraffin mixture by the Briggs and Shantz method. The total

volume of the interstices (allowing for a definite water content) was

previously determined, and upon the basis of this volume, known
concentrations of gas could be secured. The duration of experi-

ments was 5-21 days. Gases were changed every three days by

drawing pure air through the jars for 10-15 minutes by means of

an aspirator, and new gas added. Parallel experiments with

ethylene were also run in many cases.

2. Qualitative tests

number

met

where leaking gas mains are involved. Potted woody plants,

including 36 individuals of 11 species, were used. Illuminating

gas was allowed to pass slowly into the soil around the roots.

ms When
become

made
The rate of gas flow was often less than one-eighth liter per hour.

Results and discussion

method

were described.

A. EFFECT OF ILLUMINATING GAS ON SEEDS PLANTED IN SOIL

PREVIOUSLY TREATED WITH GAS AND THEN AERATED

In all cases, at the time of the planting of the seeds, the treated

soil gave an exceedingly strong odor of illuminating gas. Of the

41 species planted, 5 failed to germinate, but the failure was in

both the controlled and the treated soils. Throughout the 25-60

day period, the aerial portions of the seedlings were watched for

signs of injury. However, it was found that the plants in all the

treated soils gave no superficial evidence of injury. All seemed

perfectly normal. At the end of the period the plants were taken

up, their roots washed free of soil, and examinations made. Only

two species gave any evidence of injury; these were cotton and

lupine. In them the root systems were perhaps somewhat less

developed in the treated soils, and in the cotton there appeared to
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be a greater development of anthocyanin in the treated soils. At

the close of the experiments, the treated soils always gave a notice-

able gas odor and in most cases the odor was very strong.

The results of these experiments would indicate that of the con-
r

stituents absorbed from illuminating gas by soil, those which give

the odor to the gas are very prominent, and when once absorbed

are held for extended periods, even after the soil is freely exposed

to the air. But the most important fact from the standpoint of

the question in hand seems to be that these odorous constituents

are evidently not extremely toxic to plant roots growing in the same

soil. The plants tried in such soils included a wide range in regard

to relationship, and also they were taken at what is considered the

critical stage, that is to say, the germinating and young seedling

stages. Just what these odorous compounds are is an interesting

question. The odor of any illuminating gas is probably the

combined odor of a number of substances, for example, pyridine,

thiophene, picoline, quinoline, cumene, cymene, and others. Very

little is known concerning the effect of these on vegetation.

Crocker, Knight, and Rose (3) found cumene, thiophene, and

in

seedlings

The results of the experiments described indicate that the

presence of a gas odor in soil is not an index of its toxicity for

vegetation, and that odors would be valuable merely as a means of

determining whether or not illuminating gas had been in the soil.

With regard to using odors in diagnosis, Crocker has suggested

to us the possibility of distilling (at high temperature in vacuo)

soil from places where gas injuries have been suspected, but

where the odor even at the time is not discernible, thereby

some
soil particles.

B. THE EFFECT ON" ROOTS WITH NO SOIL MEDIUM

i. With roots alone exposed

Material, seedlings of Vicia Faba. Exposure period five days.

With illuminating gas.—(1) Concentration 1:4000; no effects

grew (2) concentration

1 ^400; growth in length somewhat retarded and two other strongly
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marked effects entered: (a) swelling back of the root tip, and

(b) turning and coiling of root (fig. i); (3) concentration 1:40;

growth in length greatly retarded, also considerable swelling;

coiling present, but the coils smaller and tighter.

With ethylene.—(1) Concentration 1:100,000 (that is, corre-

sponding to ethylene of illuminating gas with (1) above); appar-

ently no effect; normal growth ensued; (2) concentration 1 : 10,000;

responses similar to those shown in fig. 1 but somewhat more

pronounced; (3) concentration 1:1000; little or no growth in

length; strongly swollen, no coils.

The parallel experiments with ethylene gave some evidence

that the toxic effect recorded for the illuminating gas may be due

to ethylene present in that gas because corresponding concentra-

tions of illuminating gas and the

ethylene-air mixture gave quite

parallel results.

2. With entire plants

Material, radish, mustard, and

_ ,. ,„..„. tomato. The roots and hypo-
Fig. 1.—Outline of Vtcta Faba

roots, showing the effects of iilumi- cotyls gave responses as follows

:

nating gas on growth; a, control. Radish.—Exposure period 48

hours.

With illuminating gas.—(1) Concentration 1:500; bending of

root evident (similar to those of fig. 1); no coiling; no swelling of

hypocotyl or root; (2) concentration 1:5000; coiling and bending

of root evident; no enlargement of hypocotyl or root.

Mustard.—Exposure period 48 hours.

With illuminating gas.—(1) Concentration 1:100; coiling and

bending of root evident (similar to those of fig. 1) ; swelling of hypo-

cotyl evident; no swelling of root; (2) concentration 1:11,000;

bending of root slight; no other effect; (3) concentration 1 : 20,000;

bending of root slight; no other effect.

Tomato.—Exposure period 3 days.
*

With illuminating gas.

—

(1) Concentration 1:500; swelling

between stem and root (fig. 2); growth considerably retarded;

(2) concentration 1:10,000; swelling as above, but less marked;
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swollen zone longer and not so thick; more growth of hypocotyl;

(3) concentration 1 : 100,000; little if any effect. *

With ethylene.—(1) Concentration 1:12,500; short swollen

knob between stem and root; growth greatly retarded; (2) con-

centration 1:250,000; swollen knob longer and not so thick as in

C 1 ); (3) concentration 1:2,500,000; little if any effect.

The response shown by the tomato seedling differs very mark-

edly from that shown by the radish and mustard seedlings. While

the roots of the radish and mustard seedlings show a coiling and

A

Fig. 2.—Sections of the root of tomato seedlin

illuminating gas; X18.

similar

swelling of the hypocotyl, the only response shown by the tomato

seedling is a decided swelling of the hypocotyl and root at the point

where the two join. With the tomato seedling the parallel experi-

ments with ethylene again give some evidence that the toxic effect

recorded for illuminating gas is due to the ethylene constituent

of that gas.

mustard

show that injuries to roots may readily be brought about by placing

them in an atmosphere containing small amounts of illuminating ga 3
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or ethylene. If we consider here also the results of the first series

of experiments, it would seem that the chief causes of injury to root

systems are those constituents of illuminating gas which are present

mainly in the interstices of the soil, rather than those dissolved in the

soil water.

The greatest danger in replanting where other plants have been

killed by gas, seems to lie in the constituents remaining between the

soil particles. If, therefore, a method was devised for quickly

aerating this soil, trees might be safely planted at once without

removing large amounts of soil.
1

C. THE EFFECTS OF ILLUMINATING GAS ON ROOTS IN SOIL MEDIUM

i. Quantitative tests

a) Catalpa speciosa seedlings; illuminating gas; exposure

period 8 days; concentrations 1:2000, 1:400, 1:200, 1:40, 1:20,

and controls.

Stems and leaves showed no modifications; neither were there

any strongly marked effects on the root systems. In concentra-

tions 1:40 several roots gave indications of swelling 1-2 cm. back

of the tips, while in concentrations 1:20 these swellings were very

evident.

b) Same as above, with the exception of ethylene in place of

illuminating gas but in corresponding concentrations (that is,

1 : 50,000, 1 : 5000, 1 : 1000, and 1 : 500).

No effect on stems or leaves. The responses with concentra-

tions 1 : 1000 and 1 : 500 were like those above, but in addition, the

tendency of the roots to coil at the tips (as noted in Vicia Faba,

fig. 1).

c) Catalpa seedlings; illuminating gas; duration .of exposure

21 days; concentration 1:4 and controls.

Stem and leaves gave no response. Roots of 1 14 gave swelling

of main root extending from near the surface of the sand 4-7 cm.

downward (fig. 3). This increase in amount was 2-3 times that

of the normal thickness. The epidermis was often cracked and

sloughed off in places. The drawing of fig. 4 shows that the swelling

1 Perhaps this could be accomplished by passing pure air through the soil by
means of a pipe thrust below the surface.
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is brought about through an increase in size of the cortical cells,

and particularly by rapid proliferation at the phellogen layer.

d) Ailanthiis seedlings;

illuminating gas; exposure

period 15 days; concen-

trations 1:400, 1:10, and

controls.
-

1 : 400 gave slight swell-

ing in tap root near the

surface of the soil; while

in the 1:10 the leaves

began falling after 5 days,

and had all fallen before

the end of the exposure.

The tap roots were much
swollen for 3-4 cm. below

the surface of the soil.

Same as (d) but with

ethylene instead of illumi-

nating gas; concentrations

1:10,000 and 1 :25o.

Swollen zone of tap

root was somewhat more

pronounced in the 1 : 10,000

than in the 1:400 illumi-

nating gas above. In the

1:250 all plants had lost

their leaves within 8 days,

and the tap roots were

much swollen. The mor-

phological nature of these

swellings may be seen in

figs. 5 and 6.

are two outlines of trans-

In fig. 6
Fig. s.—Calalpa seedlings: A, controls; B,

treated with illuminating gas.

verse sections of the tap roots of Ailanthus seedlings in the region

where swellings take place; A, the control plant; B, a treated plant.

Fig. 5 shows the detailed structures of the regions outlined in A
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and B respectively of fig. 6. Through an examination of figs. 5

and 6 it becomes evident that the stelar region has remained un-

changed , while the cortex,

extending to the phellogen

layer, has increased in

thickness, partly through

increase in the diameter of

the cells, and partly

through cell division. At

the phellogen layer of the

treated root, cell division

has been rapid, resulting

in the production of a

loose tissue not present at

all in the normal. The

B tissue lying outside the

phellogen layer in the

beginning has been only

slightly modified in the

abnormal root.

/) A number of tests

were carried out with

Figs. 4, 5.—Fig. 4., section through the cortex Gleditschia seedlings, used

of tap root of Catalpa: A, control; B, treated in illuminating gas in

with illuminating gas; fig. 5, same for Ailanthus various concentrations Up

A B A

*».%••

roots, showing detail of the tissue regions out-

lined in fig. 6; X48.
to 1:3 (concentrations

higher than 1
:

3-1
:
4 were

not used for fear of oxygen becoming a limiting factor). Concen-

tration 1
: 3 gave leaf fall, but no definite injuries were detected in

the root system.

2. Qualitative tests with potted woody plants

When
might

in all cases in the course of a few days. This is not at all surprising.

result

effect of the shutting off of the oxygen supply, even though an
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inert gas (that is, nitrogen or hydrogen) be passed through the

soil in this manner. Accordingly, illuminating gas could do great

damage to vegetation independent of any direct toxic property.

This view is advanced by Kosaroff (9), who found that wilting

took place if a stream of carbon dioxide or of hydrogen was passed

through soil in which roots were growing. In all experiments where

illuminating gas was passed into the soil rapidly enough to cause

the death of the plant, the symptoms manifest in the aerial parts

were of a type which would indicate that the injury might be due

simply to the cutting off of the water supply as a result of injury

to the root system, and not, necessarily, due to a conduction

of toxic substances to them.

With hi^h evanoratinff r.on-

mutoms
injury (that is, wilting,

yellowing, and falling of

leaves in the aerial portions)

always became manifest very

much sooner than under con-

ditions favoring a low water

loss. It was found that when
roots were killed quickly by of *i«ai/AM77TOtTrV," control; B, treated

Using high concentrations of with illuminating gas; 5, stele; c, cortex;

gas, few if any symptoms -
e

>
ePidermis and tissue ***** outside of

phellogen; x, new tissue developed by the

phellogen; X6.

Fig. 6.—Diagrams of transverse sections

other than odors appeared

which might enable one to

diagnose the death as specifically gas poisoning. With reg

the injury to parts above soil, Stone (16) believes that ''poisonous

principles" are absorbed by the roots and conducted upward to

the leaves, hence the yellowing and wilting would result as a direct

poisoning of them.

When illuminating gas was so regulated that it passed very

slowly to the roots (sometimes as little as 40 cc. per day), a stimula-

tion of the roots often took place, resulting in the development of

new tissue resembling those reported from the quantitative experi-

ments made with young tree seedlings. Stems were likewise

affected when covered by soil or when slightly above the surface.
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In stems this proliferation of cells became first evident at the lenticels

by their increase in size and the protruding of white tissue, as shown

in the lower portion of the stem in fig. 7. Richter (12) has noted

a similar proliferation of tissue at the lenticels of Vicia villosa under

the influence of tobacco smoke. Stone's similar results have

been cited. In the roots this tissue was abundantly developed

in some cases, particularly in Hibiscus, which is shown in fig. 7,

where B and C are plants which were subjected to a slow stream

of illuminating gas for a period of 30 days. Fig. 8 shows detailed

structure of these proliferations in the roots of Hibiscus. The cork

Fig. 7.

—

Hibiscus: A, control; B, C, treated with illuminating gas

layer of the abnormal root has been sloughed off. Practically the

same morphological situation appears in this case as in Ailanthus

previously figured.

A similar response by lilac is shown by drawings of fig. 9. These

abnormalities were recorded for Hibiscus, lilac, Croton, Diervilla,

Ricinus, Ulmus, and pear.

An experiment similar to the foregoing was carried out with an

Ailanthus growing on the campus near the Hull Botanical Labora-

tory. The tree had a diameter of about 8 cm. and a height of 3
.
5 m.

At a short distance were other trees of the same species which served

as controls. Illuminating gas was admitted to the roots of the
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experimental tree through a glass tube thrust 0.7 m. into the soil,

0.6 m. from the base of the tree. The rate of flow of gas was 1
.

5

liters per hour. The experiment began July 3, and the gas was

stopped flowing September 2 . Except for two or three short periods,

amounting in all to less than three days, the flow of gas was

continuous during the two

months. Thus the soil

near the tree must have

received 1.5-2 cubic

meters of gas.

The first symptoms of

injury were manifest July

14. Leaves of some of the

young shoots, growing on

the same side of the tree

from which the gas entered

the soil, showed signs of

wilting. Three days later

these leaves and others

had shriveled and died,

but remained attached to

the shoots. In some cases

only a portion of a leaf

was injured. A few leaves

of older branches also

wilted, but there was no

general effect evident
throughout the tree at that

A B

A B

a iV

Figs. 8, 9.—Fig. 8, transverse sections through

cortex of Hibiscus at base of stem; X40; A ,
con-

4.;»~ T . y
• l 11 r cortex ui n/y^c»o at ua^ Vl , ..-r >

time. In the middle of
trol

. ^ treated with muminating gas; fig. 9,

September the apparently Sam'e for lilac; X35-

unaffected leaves began to

fall and finally the tree was free from leaves much before those

of the controls. In October the tree looked as though it were

entirely dead, and when an examination was made, after it had

removed from A

general dryness of the tissues was noted, but neither anatomical

changes nor gas odors were detected in them.
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. During the gas flow, the odor of gas was evident only at the

point where the tube entered the soil. In order to determine

whether the gas might be detected by a more delicate means, the

etiolated sweet pea seedling test, as described by Knight and

Crocker (7) was tried. When the seedlings were 1
.

5-2 cm. high,

the petri dishes containing the seedlings were taken to the Ailanthus
I

tree, placed directly on the soil, and the 10-liter cans inverted over

them. The cans, each with a dish of seedlings beneath, were

numbered and placed, with reference to distance from the point

of entrance of gas, as follows: no. 1, 5 cm., toward tree; no. 2,

0.6 m., at base of tree; no. 3, 0.8 m., also near tree but on side

opposite no. 2; no. 4, 1.2 m., on side directly opposite point of

entrance of gas; no. 5,3 m., as no. 4. The cans were placed August

27 and observations were made three days later. The results were

as follows: no. 1 gave no growth (observations refer to epicotyls

only); no. 2, some growth, with a little swelling; no. 3, growth

slightly reduced and diageotropic ; no. 4, slender and straight,

9-10 cm. high (normal); no. 5, as no. 4. These results indicate

that the pea seedling probably offers a rather delicate test for the

presence of illuminating gas in the soil. In this case the injurious

effect on the seedlings was very evident in those placed near the

base of the tree, where, as stated before, no odor of gas could be

detected in the customary manner.

In consideration of the great difference in behavior of a given

plant when exposed to low and to high concentrations of illumi-

nating gas, it seems appropriate to make the following suggestions

with regard to the diagnosis of gas injuries. One reason why the

foregoing abnormal tissue developments have not been recorded in

trees killed by gas is probably the fact that examination was made

for pathological symptoms in trees which have died or have become

seriously injured. Such conditions would mean that the gas had

been at their roots in too high concentration to allow the stimu-

lating effects to enter. Sometimes the proliferation reported above

was found in roots when no suggestion of injury could be observed

in the aerial portions. Therefore, when one is attempting to diag-

nose with certainty a serious injury suspected to be due to gas, he

ought also to make an examination of roots of other trees in the

vicinity which have not yet shown injuries in the leaves, thereby

»
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perhaps adding one more line of evidence. Another change found to

take place under the influence of low concentrations of illuminating

gas was the disappearance of starch from the cortex of the roots,

an observation in agreement with that of Richter (12) and others.

Summary

1. When illuminating gas is passed through soil, the odor- giving

constituents of the gas are readily absorbed by the soil particles

and strongly held.

2. These odorous substances are very slightly, if at all, toxic to

roots of plants growing in a soil containing them.

3. The constituents of illuminating gas which remain in a gase-

ous state in the soil interstices are the chief cause of injury to root

systems.

4. Among these constituents, ethylene is probably the most

harmful, except in extremely high concentrations of illuminating

gas, where the toxicity of other substances, together with other

factors, would be expected to play a part.

5. Low concentrations of gas induce abnormal development of

tissue.

a) Illuminating gas.—These abnormalities appear in certain

tree seedlings within 8-21 days, with concentration one part

illuminating gas to four parts air (air of the soil), or as low as one

part illuminating gas to forty of air.

b) Ethylene.—This gas alone, when used in concentrations

corresponding to the ethylene content of the illuminating gas used

in the tests, gives abnormalities similar in type and degree.

6. High concentrations of illuminating gas result in the rapid

killing of the roots, and the only symptom of injury to be observed

is death.

7- If illuminating gas is allowed to flow very slowly through a

soil in which woody plants are growing, abnormal tissue develop-

ment in the root will very often ensue.

8. In low concentrations of illuminating gas, hydrolysis of

starch and some other related chemical reactions are accelerated.

9- It was found that, by use of the etiolated sweet pea seedling,

small amounts of illuminating gas in the soil could be detected where

the odor of gas was indistinguishable by the usual methods.
1
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We wish to acknowledge our indebtedness to Dr. William

Crocker of this laboratory for many valuable suggestions during

the course of this investigation.

University of Chicago
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NOTES ON NORTH AMERICAN WILLOWS. II 1

Carleton R. Ball

(with three figures)

The first paper2 in this series dealt with four western willows,

including two new species, one new variety, and one new combina-

tion. The present paper contains one new species (§ Phylici-

foliae) and descriptions of typical Salix sessilifolia Nutt. and of

the plant which is usually described in manuals of botany under

that

The writer wishes to acknowledge here the courteous assistance

of Professor C. V. Piper in communicating his notes on the types

of Nuttall's Salix sessilifolia and other species in § Longifoliae,

studied by him at the British Museum. The same acknowledge-

ment is gladly given to Dr. C. F. Millspaugh of the Field Museum
and to Dr. B. L. Robinson of the Gray Herbarium, and to their

associates, for the loan of material representing the species dis-

cussed.

Salix pennata, n. sp. (fig. i).—Low shrub with dark, divaricate,

stoutish, glabrous branchlets and large chestnut buds; leaves obo-

vate or elliptic-obovate, 3-6 cm. long, acute, narrowed at base,

entire, very dark green above, glaucous beneath, the raised midrib

and parallel primary veins conspicuous beneath, glabrous; aments

1 Since the above was in press the writer has collected true 5. sessilifolia Xutt.

Ore

abundantvallis, Oregon. In both localities

S. bolanderiana Rowlee. It was not found around Portland nor along the Willamette

River and adjacent sloughs for a distance of about 15 miles below Portland, including

part of the famous Sauvie's Island. The species here treated as S. fluviatilis Xutt.

is a common plant about Portland, from Ross Island, 2 miles above the city, to

Sauvie's Island, some 15 miles below. It is the dominant willow at the Dalles,

Oregon, just east of the Cascade Mountains. Both here and on the lower Willamette

it apparently is the only species of the Longifoliae.

2 Ball, Carleton R., Notes on North American willows. I. Bot. Gaz. 40 :
376-

380. ph. I2y I3m lgo5
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Fig Salix pennata Ball: a portion of the pistillate type (Suksdorf 15 from
ML Adams) in Bebb Herb., Field Museum of Natural History; nat. size.
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sessile, stout; pistillate 2
.
5-7 cm. long; capsule subsessile, 6-8 mm.

long, densely silvery pubescent; style about 1 .4 mm. long, stigmas

long; scales obovate, acute, black, densely pilose; stamens 2, fila-

ments glabrous, free.

Low shrub, probably about 0.5-1 m. in height, of spreading

habit; bark (probably) dark gray to brownish, branchlets stoutish,

divaricate or somewhat virgate, dark brown to black, dull or some-

what shining; smooth or sometimes longitudinally finely wrinkled,

glabrous throughout; buds mid-sized to large, 6-10 mm. long,

ovate, apiculate, chestnut, glabrous.

Leaves usually exstipulate, petiolate; stipules wanting on

fruiting branchlets, on one sterile shoot (Applegate 2758) 4-8 mm.
long, lanceolate to semicordate, acute; petioles slender to stoutish,

5-10 mm. long, greenish yellow or becoming brown, glabrous;

blades on fruiting branchlets narrowly to broadly obovate or

obovate-oval, acute to abruptly acute at the apex, cuneate to acute

at the base, 3-6 cm. long, 1.5-3.5 cm. wide, common sizes being

4 by 2, 5 by 2
.
5-3, and 6 by 2

.
5-3.4 cm., those on luxuriant sterile

twigs elliptic-oblanceolate to elliptic-oval or even elliptic-oblong,

larger, 4-8 cm. long, 1.5-3.8 mm. wide, the narrowest 7 by 1.5,

the widest 8 by 3.8 cm., all entire or distal leaves on sterile twigs

crenate or crenulate, dark green and somewhat shining above,

strongly glaucous beneath, midvein and primary veins rather

prominent above, strongly so beneath, where the secondaries make
a strong reticulation, the primaries simple, parallel, glabrous

throughout or the under surface sparsely sprinkled with short shin-

ing hairs.

Aments precocious, stout, sessile, ascending or spreading,

loosely to closely arranged on the branchlet, the staminate naked,

the pistillate subtended by 1 or 2 very small, scalelike leaves, the

peduncle in fruit becoming 2-5 mm. long.

Pistillate aments 2
.

5-5 cm. long in flower, becoming 3-7 cm.

long in fruit, 1.2-2 cm. wide; capsule 6-8 mm. long, narrowly

lanceolate-rostrate, acute, subsessile, densely pubescent with silvery

white hairs; pedicel stout, o. 2-0.4 mm. long, pubescent; style 1 .

2-

1. 4-0

divided; scales in both sexes narrowly obovate, acute or obtusish,
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i . 2-1
.
5 mm. long, black, densely clothed on both surfaces with

long, straight, shining, white or yellowish hairs.

Staminate aments stout, sessile, 2
.

5-3 cm. long; stamens 2, fila-

ments slender, 6-8 mm. long, glabrous, free, anthers short, oval;

scales as described or somewhat narrower, hairs white or flavescent.

Salix pennata (fig. 1) is easily one of the most beautiful species of § Phyli-

cifoliae. In relationship it lies between S. chlorophylla and S. pulchra.

Geographically, also, it occupies a position between these twro species. It is

abundantly distinguished from both. From S. chlorophylla it is separated by

the much larger and darker leaves, obovate rather than elliptical, with their

conspicuous parallel primary veins, especially on the lower surface, and by the

longer aments and capsules. From S. pulchra it may be distinguished by much
the same series of characters. While S. pulchra also has large leaves, they are

more rhombic-oblanceolate than obovate in outline, always bright and shining

green above and less strikingly veined. The stipules in that species also are

linear-lanceolate, glandular, and very persistent. Owing to the cold and wet

situations in which it occurs, S. pennata is a late-flowering species. All the

specimens bearing flowers were collected in July, while fruit may be found well

into August.

Our species is also an interesting example of apparently restricted distribu-

tion. So far, collections have come only from the twro great peaks of the

central Cascades, Hood and Adams, which face each other across the gorge of

the Columbia. Further search may reveal the species on Jefferson and

Rainier. The specimen collected by Suksdorf in Skamania County, Washing-

ton, on July 31, 1883, and the battered, fragmentary specimen of the Wilkes

Expedition are somewhat doubtfully referred here. Both have leaves more

nearly oblanceolate than obovate, but otherwise they have the characters of

our species. S. chlorophylla and S. nelsoni have never been found in the

Cascades, though little S. monica is found in the central Sierra Nevada.

Specimens examined.—Oregon: Marion County: 10 miles west of Olay

Butte, in alder swamp at head of a canyon, E. I. Applegate 2758, Sept. 4, 1898

(N); north base of Olay Butte, in wet meadow, alt. 4000 ft., Applegate 2766,

Sept. 6, 1898 (N) ; Clackamas County: edge of swamp, 10 miles north of Olay

Butte, alt. 4000 ft., Applegate 2770, Sept. 6, 1898 (N); vicinity of Mt. Hood:

in swamp, north base of Mt. Hood, Thomas Howell, Oct. 2, 1886 (FBb); Gov-

ernment Camp, Mt. Hood, edge of wet meadow, E. I. Applegate 2801, Sept.

12, 1898 (N); F. A. Walpole 354, Aug. 28, 1899 (N), growth low, dense, com-

pact, 3-4 ft.; shore of Lost Lake, Mt. Hood, H. D. Langille 20, July 6, 1901

(B, N).

Washington: Mt. Adams and vicinity: Mt. Paddo (Adams), W. N.

Suksdorf, July 31, 1883 (B, N); mountains of Skamania County, Suksdorf

1371, Sept. 6, 1883 (B, N); Mt. Paddo (Adams), Suksdorf 15 (pistillate type),

16 (staminate type), 17, July 13, Aug. 12, 1886 (FBb) ; no locality, U.S. Explor-

ing Expedition under Capt. Wilkes, interior of Washington Territory (N).
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Salix sessilifolia Nuttall, N.A. Sylva 1:68. 1842; Bebb (in

part), Willows of California 85. 1879; not of most authors (fig. 2).

I

\ -

I

m

*

Fig. 2.—Salix sessilifolia Nutt.: a portion of the pistillate twig of Hall 474 in

Gray Herb.; nat. size.

5. sessilifolia var. villosa Andersson, Monog. Sal. 56. 1867; Anders, in

DC. Prod. i62
: 2 i4. 1868.
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S. macrostachya (in part) as interpreted by Rowlee, Bull. Torr. Bot. Club

27:250. pi. 9, fig. 5 (named S. macrostachya cusickii in the description of the

plate but this variety never published). 1900; not of Andersson.

Shrub 2-3 (or more) m. in height; branchlets slender, the older

dark brown, longitudinally striated, the younger yellowish, more or

less tomentose, those of the season densely white villous-tomentose

with spreading white or gray hairs.

Leaves sessile or subsessile, usually stipulate; stipules ovate to

lanceolate, acute, entire or occasionally minutely denticulate; peti-

oles none or 2-4 mm. long on vigorous sterile shoots; blades nar-

rowly to broadly lanceolate or elliptic-lanceolate; the smaller

rounded, the larger somewhat narrowed and acute at the base,

acute or short-acuminate at the apex, terminating in an extremely

sharp spinulose point, 2
.

5-5 cm. long, 8-15 mm. wide, on vigorous

sterile shoots larger, 5-7 cm. long, 15-20 mm. wide, all denticulate

to spinulosely denticulate (the spinulose teeth gland-tipped, some-

times 1 mm. in length), green and densely to thinly villous-

tomentose with spreading hairs on both sides, especially on the

midribs and on very young leaves, not obscuring the green color

on fully expanded leaves, only the very youngest silvery white in

color.

Aments appearing after the leaves, solitary in the specimens

seen, terminal on short leafy branches 1-4 or 5 cm. long and bear-

ing several well developed leaves, or old aments apparently lateral

and nearly sessile by the seasonal prolongation of the fruiting

branchlet from the bud subtended by the apical leaf.

Pistillate aments dense, 4-6 cm. long, spreading or drooping;

rachis densely villous; scales mostly deciduous, broadly elliptic-

lanceolate, acute, densely villous-tomentose with gray hairs; cap-

sule lanceolate, acute, 5-6.5 mm. long, villous; style and stigmas

together about 1—1.5 mm. long, style apparently 0.5 mm. long

(difficult to differentiate style from stigma in old dried material),

divided; stigmas about 1 mm. long, divided.

Staminate aments not seen on typical material (on approxi-

mately typical specimens they are 3-4 cm. long; scales elliptical,

pilose-pubescent; stamens 2, filaments pubescent, free, anthers

about 1 mm. long).
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The types of Nuttall's numerous species in § Longifoliae have re-

cently been studied by Professor C. V. Piper at the British Museum. As a

result of this examination it appears, among other things, that the type of

Salix sessilifolia is quite different from the plant usually described under that

name by American authors. From the illustration (fig. 2) and from the full

redescriptions prepared, the identity of S. sessilifolia should be established

readily. It is seen to be a plant with the leaves on the fruiting branches small,

truly lanceolate, and actually sessile! The leaves and the twigs of the season

are densely clad with a pilose tomentum of gray hairs which are spreading on

the petiole and midrib and more or less appressed on the blade. The capsule

also is densely pilose, even in age. True S. sessilifolia belongs, therefore, in

the group containing S. argophylla and S. macrostachya (as these are at present

understood) rather than with the S. fluviatilis-melanopsis aggregation. Just

what are the limits of variation in 5. sessilifolia, as well as the more certain

identification of the relatives named above, cannot be settled at this moment.
Further study of Nuttall's types and of collections from the type localities

will be necessary to a final decision. The plant commonly identified and

described as S. sessilifolia is here treated provisionally as S. fluviatilis Nuttall.

Specimens examined.—Oregon: Elihu Hall 474, in 1871 (FBb 6271, Gray
[fig. 2] distributed as 5. desertorum Richardson; the Gray Herbarium specimen

with "desertorum" elided and "S. sessilifolia var. villosa" written in; the

specimen in the Bebb Herbarium identified by Bebb as S. sessilifolia var.

villosa; both specimens attested as S. macrostachya Nuttall by Rowlee);

Ciisick (said by Rowlee to be no. 15 14), said by Cusick (fide Piper) to have

been collected in Linn County, Oregon, probably on the Willamette River

(FBb 994).

California: In most of the Californian specimens having leaves densely

villous-tomentose with somewhat spreading gray hairs, instead of villous with

appressed silvery hairs, the leaves are much narrower than in the typical S.

sessilifolia. Such material is found under the names 5*. sessilifolia, 5. argo-

phylla, and 5. hindsiana. Two Californian specimens which rather closely

approximate true 5. sessilifolia in habit and in shape, size, and vesture of the

leaves are cited below. Their leaves, however, are not so distinctly lanceolate,

nor are they spinulose-denticulate so far as observed, but they do possess

small stipules. Marin County, W. H. Brewer 2360, in 1863 (FBb 6172) or

1866 (G); Nasismento R., W. H. Brewer 544, May 3, 1860-1862 (G, on same

sheet with the preceding)

.

/- G. Jack's plant from Grant's Pass, Oregon, Aug. 23, 1904 (G) may
represent the glabrate autumnal aspect of the species. The leaves, though

broad, are blunter and quite entire. The spinulose teeth may be deciduous,

however. Cusick's 4497 from Roseburg, Oregon, 1914 (B) is the same as Jack's

Plant, but with densely pilose-tomentose, stipulate, sharply apiculate leaves

which are spinulose-denticulate. His no. 4457 differs only in the more linear

leaves; both bear foliage only.
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Salix fluviatilis (?) Nuttall, N.A. Sylva 1:73. 1842 (fig. 3).

S. sessilifolia of various authors, as Sargent, Silva N.A. 9:127. pi. 475.

1896; Rowlee, N.A. Willows. I. Longifoliae Bull. Torr. Bot. Club 27:250.

pi. 9. Jig. 8. 1900; Howell, Fl. N.W. U.S. 618. 1903; not of Nuttall, N.A.

Sylva 1:68. 1842.

Shrub, 2-6 and probably 8 m. in height; branchlets slender,

brown, longitudinally striated (probably from shrinking in drying),

glabrous, those of the season yellowish, often pubescent.

Leaves subsessile or the larger distinctly petiolate, stipulate on

young shoots; stipules ovate to lanceolate, 2-6 mm. long, sparingly

denticulate; petioles becoming 5-8 mm. long on the large leaves

subtending branchlets, mostly pubescent; blades very narrowly

elliptical or linear-lanceolate or those on fruiting branchlets nar-

rowly oblanceolate, acute or short acuminate at the very sharp or

spinulose apex, acute or short acuminate at the base, narrowing to

the very short petiole, 5-7 cm. long, 8-14 mm. wide, the subtending

leaves much larger, 8-10 cm. long, 15-20 mm. wide, all closely to

remotely and more or less spinulosely denticulate, especially near

the apex; thinly pubescent, becoming glabrate, the young leaves

often silvery silky-villous, finally almost glabrous, green above,

paler or occasionally slightly glaucescent beneath.

Aments appearing after the leaves, usually clustered, one ter-

minal and 2-5 younger lateral at the ends of leafy branchlets

5-10 cm. long; pistillate aments 3-7 cm. long, 10-15 mm. wide;

ovary silvery villous; capsule lanceolate, 5-7 mm. long, brown,

villous to thinly villous to glabrate or wholly glabrous in age; style

and stigmas together about 1-1
.
5 mm. long (difficult to determine

how much is style), style divided usually to the base, stigmas also

divided to the base, scales lanceolate or elliptical, 2.5-3.5 mm.
long, sometimes shallowly erose-dentate at the apex, yellow, 3-5-

striate, thinly pubescent when expanding to glabrate or glabrous

in age (obovate before anthesis).

Staminate aments clustered as the pistillate, 4-5 cm. long;

scales as in the pistillate ament; stamens 2; filaments densely

pubescent below and thinly so toward the apex, anthers about 1 mm,
*

long.
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The exact identity of this plant is uncertain. The descriptions given by

Nuttall of his seven new species in § Longifoliae are often meager. Fre-

quently, too, there is very little difference in the series of characters assigned

Fig. 3—Salix fiuviatilis (?) Nutt.: portions of two fruiting twigs, collected by
Howell in Multnomah County, Oregon, July, 1875 (specimens in Bebb Herb., Field

Museum of Natural History; left FBb 6575; right, FBb 6576); nat. size.

to two or more separate species. There is some confusion, also, in the types

and cotypes of some species. The plant here provisionally referred to S.
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fluviatilis Nutt. is the species which has been called S. sessilifolia by many
authors and is so named in most herbaria. It is the species described as S.

sessilifolia by Rowlee in his revision of the Longifoliae. No specimen of

Nuttall's collecting is known to exist. The species is quite different from

the true S. sessilifolia. It is closely related to S. melanopsis Nutt., a species

described from old Fort Hall, near Pocatello, Idaho. It resembles that species

in the broad green leaves (fig. 3), often slightly glaucous beneath, and in the

extremely long and glabrate or glabrous scales. It differs from 5. melanopsis,
*

however, in the much longer, acute capsule, initially pubescent, and in the

elongated style and stigmas. The style and stigmas, indeed, are very similar

to those of true S. sessilifolia. It agrees with the brief description of S.

fluviatilis in the spinulose-serrate, finally glabrous leaves. The capsules, how-

ever, are not normally glabrous but sometimes become entirely glabrous in

age. The stigmas, also, apparently are not sessile, as Nuttall records for

S. fluviatilis. The present species seems to be confined to the lower part of

the Willamette Valley and adjacent Columbia River. The type locality for

S. fluviatilis is "the immediate border of the Oregon (Columbia), a little below

its confluence with the Wahlamet." The writer plans to visit the type locality

during the present season.

Specimens examined.—Oregon: Multnomah County: On river banks

near water; Joseph Howell (145?), July 1875 (FBb 6575, 6576); July 1876

(F 206534); "Oregon, Howell" (FBb 4858); T. J. Howell, July 1877, dis-

tributed by G. C. Woolson, no. 362 (G); the first three collections cited above

are probably all one and the same thing but do not bear the same full label;

Corbett, F. A. Walpole 1032, April 29, 1900 (N); Columbia River bottoms:

Thomas J. Howell, July 1880, as "Salix sessilifolia" Nutt. (B, F 206860;

FBb 4859; N); Sandbars, Columbia River, Thomas J. Howell, July 1880 (as

5. sessilifolia var. villosa Nutt., F 206859; FBb 4860; N, 19244); Portland,

between Portland and the mouth of the river, E. P. Sheldon 10862, July 10,

1902 (N, 2 sheets); Portland, Sheldon 12029, July 9, 1903 (F 216993).

U.S. Department of Agriculture

Washington, D.C.



OXIDATION IN HEALTHY AND DISEASED APPLE BARK
Dean H. Rose

During an investigation of oxidase activity in the bark of trees

affected with Illinois canker, caused by Nummularia discreta (Schw.)

Tul., there appeared an interesting correlation between oxidation,

as measured by Bunzel's simplified apparatus (i), and the acidity

of the bark extracts. These were made, in a manner to be described

later, from material of three different kinds: (i) green bark from

limbs of trees unaffected by canker; (2) green and still seemingly

healthy bark from trees badly affected by canker; (3) brown dis-

eased bark from around the edges of cankered areas.

Bark obtained during the winter months did not separate easily

from the wood, but care was taken to make the removal as com-

plete as possible without scraping or cutting off any of the wood.

While the diseased bark may have contained fungus parasites other

than Nummularia, the precautions taken make this unlikely. All of

the really dead dry bark on the surface of the canker was cut and

scraped away, until the moist brown or blackened bark around the

edge was reached. A strip of this 3-4 cm. wide, including some-

times a little of the green bark next to it, was then cut off down to

the wood and used as " diseased bark." The various samples

obtained were dried to constant weight at 65-70 C, gro.und up

almost to a dust with a meat-grinder, and stored in glass-stoppered

museum jars or tightly corked flasks. The writer realizes, of

course, the need of tests on extracts from undried bark, and expects

to carry through a series of them as soon as time and other work

will permit.

Extracts for the various experiments were prepared under con-

ditions which made them quantitatively comparable. In all cases

distilled water was added at the rate of 8
.
5 cc. per gram of dried

ground bark, and toluene at the rate of o. 5 cc. per 100 cc. of water

used. The beaker containing the mixture was set on top of an

incubator at a temperature of about 29 C. for one hour, during

which time the mixture was thoroughly stirred five or six times.

55] [Botanical Gazette, vol. 60
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The extract was then filtered through four thicknesses of cheese-

cloth, and finally through S. & S. filter paper no. 588.

As previously stated, all tests were conducted with Bunzel's

simplified oxidase apparatus. In this there is no provision made

for absorption of the carbon dioxide produced, hence only compara-

tive results can be obtained. It is probable, too, as Bunzel points

out (2, p. 30), that with no separate alkali solution in the apparatus

a longer time is required for the reaction to come to an end, because

of the slower absorption of the carbon dioxide by the mixture in the

apparatus. This may partly account for the time required in the

experiments described later, but it seems unlikely that a mercury

rise which continued for 21 days in the absence of a means for

absorbing carbon dioxide would have ceased within a few hours

with such a means present. So far as Bunzel's (2) published

data are concerned, there is no evidence that oxidation would not

have continued longer if his experiments had covered a longer

period. Reed (3) and Appleman (4), using Bunzel's larger

apparatus, though they do not state whether or not they used

the alkali basket, set the limit for completion of the reaction at

2-4 days.

Corrections for temperature variations were made by running

with each experiment a blank apparatus containing only water, and

subtracting from the readings in the others the reading above

zero (negative pressure) in the blank. No readings were taken

when the mercury in the blank stood below zero (positive pressure)

.

It was feared that discrepancies might be introduced by the

temperature variations, but as a matter of fact the differences

between the results in any two comparable experiments were

found to be no larger than those between duplicate apparatus in

the same experiment.

As a preliminary experiment (no. 1) an extract was prepared, as

already described, from dried ground bark (sample 17) of a healthy

Ben Davis limb 3 inches in diameter, and the apparatus set up as

follows: 8, 9, 10, n, 12, with 1 cc. ext.+ i cc. H20+4 CC. 1 per

cent pyrogallol; 13, with 6 cc. of distilled water.

The shaking was performed by tipping back and forth six or

eight times the wire culture-tube holder in which the oxidase appara-
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tus were fastened. Oxidation, as indicated by rise of mercury

(negative pressure really), was not complete even at the end of

seven days, as was demonstrated

TABLE I

Manometer readings in experiment no. i; extract of healthy bark, sample 17

Day
OF
TEST

Time of
READING

1st.

2d.

3d.

4th.

5th.

6th.

7th.

3:SSP.m.
9:30 A.M.

2:30 P.M.

5:00 P.M.

2:37 P.M.

5:00 P.M.

8:50 A.M.

11:25 A.M.

9:00 A.M.

Elapsed
time IN

HOURS AND
MINUTES

Tempera
TURE AT
TIME of
READING

Manometer readings corrected against an appa-
ratus CONTAINING ONLY WATER

17
22

49
70

97
112

139
161

35

35
05

42

05

55
30
05

36.0

35-5
36.0
35-o

33-9
34-o
32.0
34-0
33°

Extract unchanged H,0

8

O.OO
O.I5
O.20
O.60
O.80
O.80

0.95
1.25
I.40

9 11 12

O.OO 0.00 0.00
— 0.20 -025

j

—0. 20

-0.25 -0.35 — 0.30
—O.60 -0.66 — 0.60

-O.75 -Q-93 -0.82
-O.78 —0.92 -0-95
— O.9O -1.08 — 1.04
-125 — 125 -115
-i-35 -1-35 -1.30

10

0.00
0.20
0.20
0.60
0.90
0.98
1.08

1.30
1 .40

13

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

Put in incubator at 2:55 p.m.; closed and shaken at 3:55 P-M. to mix thoroughly the extract and
pyrogallol; shaken again next morning.

A similar experiment (no. 2) was set up, using the extract of

diseased bark from another Ben Davis tree in the same orchard.

The results are given in table II.

TABLE II

Manometer readings obtained from experiment no. 2; extract of diseased

bark, sample 15

Manometer readings corrected against a tube
T-

^ CONTAINING ONLY WATER

Time of

Elapsed
TIME IN

Tempera-
ture atDay of W rf*

-^

TEST READING hours
and TIME OF

R FATlTNfl

Extract unchanged ILO

MINUTES IV L_j * \ i-/ I * ^ VJT

:

8 9 10 11 12 13

1st .. 4:10 p.m. O* 36.3 0.00 O.OO O.OO O.OO 0.00 0.0
2d... 4:i2 P.M. 24:02 35-4 -0.99 — O.95 —I.09 -O.85 -0.85 0.0

4:42 P.M. 24:32 35-6 — 1. 00 -0.93 -1. IO -O.95 -0.95 0.0
3d. . . 2:22 P.M. 46:12 36.4 — I.70 -1-45 -1.70 -1.52 -1.50 0.0

. 1
5:09 P.M. 48:59 37.0 ~i-75 -I.50 — 1-77 -I-55' 0.0

4th..
.

1 1
4:45 P.M. 72:35 36.0 ~i75 — I.65 -1-75 — I.8O -i-75 0.0

5th... 8:18 A.M. 88:08 36.2 -1-93 -175 -1-93 -1-95 — 1.90 0.0

*Pi
morning

it in iticubato
»•

f at 3:00 p.;m.; all appairatus close>d and shaken at 4: 10 p.m.; shaken aga in next
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It is seen from table II that oxidation by the extract of dis-

eased bark is more rapid than by the extract of healthy bark, being

greater at the end of five days than that caused by healthy extract

at the end of seven days.

These two extracts were titrated immediately after extraction

with n/20 NaOH, using phenolphthalein as an indicator. The

difficulty of determining- the end point, due to darkening of the

extract on addition of alkali, was avoided by using the test-plate

method described by Miss Schley (5) . In this two phenolphthalein

solutions are used, one slightly alkaline, the other slightly acid; the

end point is reached when a drop of the solution being titrated just

fails to decolorize a drop of the alkaline solution and just shows a

faint pink tinge in a drop of the acid solution. By this method

the following results were obtained, using 20 cc. of extract in 50 cc.

of distilled water: to neutralize 1 cc. of extract of healthy bark to

phenolphthalein requires 0.86 cc. n/20 NaOH; to neutralize 1 cc.

of extract of diseased bark to phenolphthalein requires 0.38 cc.

n/20 NaOH.
•These titrations, of course, measure only the base-absorbing

power of the extracts, not the H+ concentration, for the extracts

are probably mixtures of strong and weak acids and acid salts, all

having different degrees of ionization. But since the concentration

of free H+ ions is known to have a marked influence on many of the

reactions taking place in living matter (Hober, p. 176), it was

important to determine just what this concentration is in the bark

extracts. In the absence of facilities for doing this accurately by

the gas-chain method, tests were made of the effect of diluted and

undiluted extracts on the color changes of various indicators. The

most clear-cut results were obtained with mauvein, which is known

to give the following color changes : yellow atH4"= 2X io~ 3
;
green at

io~~ 3
;
green-blue at io~4

; blue at io~" 5
; violet at io""

6
. In repeated

tests on extracts from different samples of diseased bark, mauvein

was turned to a definite green, indicating that here H+ is about io~ 3
.

Extract of healthy bark turned mauvein yellow, indicating that

H4"= 2X io"" 3
. It was found, however, that any given quantity of

this extract had to be diluted to 2.4 times its original volume to

give the same green as the extract of diseased bark ; consequently
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(not allowing for increased ionization with dilution), H+ concen-

tration here would figure, not 2.0 times, but 2.4 times io"" 3
, or

10 2.62

.

that is, both indicator and titration figures show diseased

bark to be less acid than healthy bark. With this in mind, a

reference to tables I and II above shows that oxidation in the

Bunzel apparatus is in inverse ratio to the acidity of the solution

being tested.

This correlation between oxidation and acidity seems also to

have obtained in Reed's work (3, pp. 56 and 76), though he fails

to bring out the point, where juice of bitter rot apples caused

greater oxidation than the juice of more acid healthy apples. The

results obtained by Bunzel (2, p. 26) in testing the effect of differ-

ent concentrations of pyrogallol show that as the concentration

decreased from 16 per cent to 1 per cent pyrogallol the negative

pressure increased from 2. 11 cm. of mercury to 2.86 cm. This

may not be due to decrease in acidity, as determined by the pyro-

gallol concentration (attention is not called to it in Bunzei/s

discussion of the table) , but such an explanation seems the simplest

and most likely.

Titration and indicator tests on a 1 per cent solution of pyro-

gallol and on a two-thirds of 1 per cent solution, the strength used

in the apparatus if the diluent were only water, gave the results

shown in table III.

TABLE III

Results of titration and indicator tests with pyrogallol solutions

Pyrogallol
solution

No. of cc. of N/20 NaOH neces-
sary TO NEUTRALIZE I CC. OF

SOLUTION TO PHENOLPHTHALEIN

i per cent

Fresh

6 months old

§ of 1 per cent

O.I3

0-34

O.086
O.23

H+ CONCENTRATION AS INDICATED
BY METHYL ORANGE

1 per cent

<lO $$$

3.50X10-3 "33

i of i per cent

< IO -3..33

2.33X1O-333
= io- 2 -^

The indicator figures for H+ concentration of a fresh two-thirds

of 1 per cent pyrogallol solution (about 1/20 molecular) agree well

with those calculated from the electrical conductivity of such a

solution. This is known to be 3. 12 ju, whence the percentage dis-

sociation= 3. 12-^355 (fx at infinite dilution) = 0.88 per cent. If
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all the dissociation in pyrogallol at 1/20 molecular concentration is

due to H+ dissociation and only one H dissociates, the H+ con-

centration is less than 0.000616 equivalent. If all three H's dis-

sociate it is less than o . 000616X3, or, in other words, the theoretical

H^ concentration of the pyrogallol solution in the apparatus is

between io~ 2 and io~ 3 or less than either. Because of Bunzel's

statement (2, p. 28) that either fresh or old pyrogallol solution

may be used it is worthy of note that a 1 per cent solution six

months old required dilution to 3
.
5 and a two-thirds of 1 per cent

solution to 2 . 33 times its original volume before it failed to give the

red color with methyl orange, thus indicating for the two-thirds

solution an H+ concentration of 2.33X10""333 or io~ 296 (not

allowing for increased dissociation with dilution). That is, by

slow spontaneous oxidation the H+ concentration of a two-thirds

of 1 per cent solution of pyrogallol solution is increased in six

months from less than icT333 to 10"" 296
. It follows that fresh

pyrogallol solution should be made up for each experiment. In

this connection it seems rather more than a coincidence that in

Bunzel's experiment 6 (2, table VI, p. 28) fresh 1 .0 per cent and

o . 1 per cent pyrogallol solutions gave, in a test only one hour long,

respectively 0.1 and 0.05 cm. higher negative pressure (greater

oxidation) than similar solutions one year old.

The reaction to phenolphthalein of the mixtures in the apparatus

may be calculated from the data given in table III. For those

containing extract of healthy bark, sample 17, it would be

0.0+0. 86+ (4X0. 34) , .. . . . . . , A .— = 0.37; for those containing extract of dis-

eased bark, sample 15,
— :—7 : = 0.29. The acidity

of the once distilled water was found to be negligible. On account

of the correspondence already observed between titration and

indicator figures for both the pyrogallol solution and the extracts,

the reaction of the mixtures in the apparatus may be taken to

represent roughly the H^ concentration also until further work

can be done.

To test the effect of varying the acidity of the extract on the

rate and total amount of oxidation, experiment x was set ud, using
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extract of healthy Ben Davis bark, sample 17. The apparatus

contained the following solutions: 8, 9, 10, with 1 cc. extract

(acidity reduced one-fourth)+ 1 cc. H20+4 cc. 1 per cent pyro-

gallol; 13, with 6 cc. distilled water; 11, 12, with 1 cc. extract

(acidity reduced one-half)+ 1 cc. H 20+4 cc. 1 per cent pyrogallol.

The results are given in table IV.

TABLE IV

Manometer readings in experiment no. 3; extract of healthy bark, sample 17

Day of
test

1 St

2d.

Time of
READING

Elapsed
TIME IN

HOURS AND
MINUTES

4th.

5th.

6th.

7th.

8th.

9th.

4:40 P.M
9*.2oa.m
10:00 A.M

4:55 P.M

3 '• 5° P.M
1:40 P.M

4^35 P.M.

4: 20 P.M
5: 50 P.M
8:12 A.M,

O*
16:40
17:20
24:iS
7i:iO

93:00
U9:S5
143:40
169:10
183:32

Tempera
ture AT
TIME OF
READING

33'°
33-0
33-0

335
34.0
32.0
32.0
33-8
34.5

33 1

Manometer readings corrected against an apparatus
containing only water

Three-fourths acid

8 9 10

O.OO
1. 16

1. 19

2.05

239
2-51

2.71

2.94
2-94

0.00
1. 14
1. 17
1. 19
1.82

2.27

2.39
2.69
2.84
2.84

0.00
0.89
1.04
1. 14
1 .96

2-39

2-59
2.84

2-99
3.09

One-half acid

11 12

0.00

1-34
1. 55
1.69

2.59
2.92

3-33
3-44

3 49
374

0.00
1

1

1

2

2

3

3

3

3

3^

49
74
64
92

33
4^

59
79

H,0

U

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

* Put in incubator at 3
morning.

1
1

:io p.m.; apparatus closed and shaken at 4:40 MM shaken again the next

eriment
r*

sam 15, as follows: 12, with 1 cc. extract unchanged

38)+ 1 cc. H 20+4
6 cc. distilled water;

H20+4

11, with

9)+ 1 cc.

r t pyrogallol. It was thought desirable to run

the reactions thus close together (see table V) to test the effect

of v small differences in

oxidation. The results are given in table V, which summarizes

from all the experiments

z them in various wavs b

paper.

from

experiments

that unchanged extract of diseased bark causes greater and more
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rapid oxidation of pyrogallol than unchanged extract of healthy

bark. Moreover, when the acidity of healthy bark extract is

reduced the oxidation is increased, but greatly out of proportion to

the reduction in acidity.

TABLE V

Summary of experiments with extracts of healthy and diseased apple bark,

upon

oxidation of pyrogallol

Day of
Test

Extract healthy bark, sample 17
Extract diseased bark,

sample 15

Extract
healthy
bark,
no. 11

Extract
diseased
bark.

no. 22a

-»• JL^W *

1 2 3

(0.65)
o-33

— 1 .24

4 5 6 7 8 9

ISt

2d

*(3-66)

t 0.83
0.00.
0.00
0.00

-0.05
—0.10
-0.13
— 0. 17

(0.86)

1
0.37

—0.26
-0.61
-0.84
— 1. 01

-1.25
-1.38

(0.43)
0.29

— 1 .72

(o-44)
O.30

-0.87
-x-35
-!-53
-1.63
-1.88

(0.38)
0. 29

-0.98
— 1 .60

-1-73
-1.89
-i-95

(0-32)
0.28

-o-95
-1.45
— 1.76
-1.85
— 2.00

(o.73)
o-35

— O. 26

-o-53
-0.77
-0.86
-1.07

(o.34)

O.28
-0.57
— O.94

3d
4th. ..

5th
6th

— 2.04
-2.34
-2.49
— 2 77

-2.68
— 2.92
-3.29
— 1 A1

— I .20

-I.36
-I.50

7th. . .

— 2 OO — ** c*r* — 1 80 — "> T 2 — 2.19— . KJ\S O s)V -*• • ^-'W - • ~o

oth. -X.51 — 1.94\" ^

1 test Aver-
age of 6

Aver-
age of 3

Aver-
age of 3

Aver-
age of 2

Aver-
age of 6

Aver-
age of 2

Aver-
age of 2

Aver-
age of 2

* The figures in parenthesis indicate reaction of extract.

t The figures in this horizontal line indicate reaction of mixture in oxidase apparatus.

Further proof of the sensitiveness of the oxidase to changes in

acidity is found in columns 5 and 6 (table V), where a difference

of 0.01 cc. of n/20 NaOH gave throughout the experiment a con-

sistently greater oxidation by the less acid mixture. The figures

in column 7 seem unreliable and suggest an error in determination

of the acidity. Column 1 shows the great reduction in oxidation

produced by increasing the acidity of the mixture in the oxidase

apparatus to practically that of the unchanged extract. The figures

in columns 8 and 9 are from an experiment in which extracts of

healthy and diseased bark were tested at the same time; they show

again the correlation between acidity and oxidase activity. This

experiment was continued for zg days, although during the last 4

all oxidation, measured by changes in mercury level, had ceased.
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On the nineteenth day the negative pressure was released, all the

apparatus closed again, and the test continued for three days more.

The results are shown in table VI.

TABLE VI

Healthy Diseased 1

Before releasing 19th day of test

19th " " "

20th " " u

21st " " "

-2.03
O.OO

— O.I2
-O.15

— 2.46
After releasing O.oo

— O.08
u a — O. II

Average of 2 Average of 2

Table VI indicates that oxygen supply is a limiting factor as

well as acidity. importanc

periment

mixture from

t and from tt

bark extract had increased from an original acidity of 0.38 in the

first case, and 0.28 in the second case, to 0.50 in both (acidity

expressed here as before in terms of cc. of n/20 NaOH necessary

to neutralize to phenolphthalein). Similar results were obtained

come

It thus appears that the gradual slowing down of the rate of

oxidation in these experiments and in others conducted with similar

chemical

some

by Bunzel (2, p. 39). If this be true, the evidence is strong that

oxidases are true catalytic agents, prevented usually from bringing

about indefinite catalysis by the presence or absence of something

which acts as an inhibitor. It is probable that just as enzyme

hydrolysis of carbohydrates and other substances reaches a con-

dition of equilibrium because of accumulation of the products of

hydrolysis, in exactly the same way, in the Bunzel apparatus at

least, oxidation ceases because of inhibition by accumulated oxida-

tion products. These will include carbon dioxide and acetic and

oxalic acids if the decomposition of pyrogallol by oxidase is like

that induced by alkalies and the salts of heavy metals. In the

presence of 2 alkalies cause pyrogallol to turn brown with the
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formation of carbon dioxide and acetic acid; salts of mercury,

silver, and gold oxidize pyrogallol to acetic and oxalic acids. It

might appear that oxidation in the larger Bunzel apparatus, when

the alkali basket is used, is greater because of the removal of carbon

dioxide, which would tend to increase the acidity if allowed to

remain. This can hardly be true, however, since carbonic acid

has a low dissociation constant and at the temperature of these

experiments would be present in the solutions in comparatively low

concentration. Its effect on acidity is but slight at best, and the

removal of it merely shortens the time required for the reaction

to come to an end. Acetic and oxalic acids are both more impor-

tant, for two reasons: all of the acid formed remains in solution,

and if it is acetic acid, dissociation (and the consequent inhibitory

effect) is about ten times as great as for carbonic acid.

An H4" concentration of io"" 3 or io""4 is just in the midst of H
concentration optima for various enzymes, as given by Hober (6,

p. 721), varying from io" 1 s for pepsin to io~8 5 for esterase of the

blood. No data are given for oxidase, but the work here reported

on indicates that the optimum for them is much less than io~ 3
.

If the pyrogallol as used in the apparatus is just about the H
optimum, it is easily seen how the plant juice could make the H4"

concentration too high. Then when base is added, the strongest,

most highly dissociated acids are neutralized first, and the H
concentration drops faster than represented by the degree of

neutralization.

It may be possible to get some idea of the H4" optimum for

+

H+ mixtures

in the apparatus by further work with indicators, but definite

must come finallv from

minations bv the eas-chain method

Summary

1. Extract of apple tree bark affected with Illinois canker

causes greater and more rapid oxidation of pyrogallol than does the

extract of healthy bark.

2. Diseased bark extract is less acid than healthy bark

extract, according to both indicator and titration figures, hence the
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conclusion seems justified that oxidation is in approximately inverse

ratio to the acidity of the extract -in the range of concentrations

here used.

3. This conclusion is borne out by the fact that addition of acid

to the solution in the apparatus decreases oxidation and addition

of alkali increases it.

4. Oxidases are very sensitive to small variations in acidity of

the solution in the oxidase apparatus.

5. As a hypothesis in need of further proof the following is

offered. The gradual slowing down of oxidation in the Bunzel

apparatus is brought about by accumulation of oxidation products,

probably acetic and oxalic acids, and not by a using up of the oxi-

dase through chemical combination between oxidase and oxidizable

substance.

Missouri State Fruit Experiment Station

Mountain Grove, Mo.
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SANIO'S LAWS FOR THE VARIATION IN SIZE OF ,

CONIFEROUS TRACHEIDS
Irving W. Bailey and H. B. Shepard

In 1872 Sanio1 published the results of an investigation upon

the tracheids of Scotch pine, Pinus syhestris L. From his observa-

tions and measurements he deduced five general laws which may
be translated as follows:

1

.

In the stem and branches the tracheids everywhere increase

in size from within outward, throughout a number of annual

rings, until they have attained a definite size, which then remains

constant for the following annual rings.

2

.

The constant final size changes in the stem in such a manner

that it constantly increases from below upward, reaches its maxi-

mum at a definite height, and then diminishes toward the

summit.

3. The final size of the tracheids in the branches is less than in

the stem, but is dependent on the latter, inasmuch as those branches

which arise from the stem at a level where the tracheids are larger

themselves have larger tracheids than those which arise at a level

where the constant size is less.

gnarled branches of the summit
again

gularities occur which may be absent in

grown branches.

width

falls, and next rises to a constant figure. An increase in length also

takes place, but could not be exactly determined.

Sanio's measurements and conclusions have been accepted

by DeBary, Pfeffer, Haberlandt, and others and have been

considered to be applicable to conifers in general.

1 Sanio, Karl, Uber die Grosse der Holzzellen bei der gemeinen der Kiefer

{Pinus silvestris). Jahrb. Wiss. Bot. 8:401-420. 1872.

Botanical Gazette, vol. 60] [66
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The writers recently had occasion to test the validity of Sanio's

first two laws in connection with an investigation undertaken in the

endeavor to secure a simple method for segregating long and short

" fibers" in the manufacture of raw wood pulp. The following

North American conifers were studied: Pinus Strobus L., P. palus-

tris Mill., Picea rubens Sarg., Tsuga canadensis Carr., and Abies

concolor Lindl. and Gord. Chips of wood were removed from the

specimens and were macerated by the use of a 5 per cent solution

of equal parts of chromic and nitric acid. The tracheids were

separated after maceration by being shaken with water and glass

beads, insuring minimum breakage. They were then kept in a

mixture of 95 per cent alcohol and chloroform to prevent softening.

The measurements were made with a micrometer eyepiece, 50

measurements from each chip. The results obtained are shown in

the following tables:

EFFECT OF AGE ON THE LENGTH OF TRACHEIDS

TABLE I

Pinus Strobus, 120 annual rings, cross-section i foot from ground

Annual ring

20

40
So
60

70

TRACHEID LENGTHS—MILLIMETERS

Max.

3-35
365
4.80
4.20
465
4.80

Min.

I.60

2-35

2.35
2-45
2.65

Av.

2.65
3.02

364
3.30
3-47
3-52

Annual ring

80

90
100

110

120

Tracheid lengths —millimeters

Max.

5-io

4.60
4-65
4-45
5-40

Min.

2.65
2.50
2.50
3.20

3-45

Av.

3-77
3-79
3-85
3-91
4.20

TABLE II

Abies concolor, 80 annual rings, elevation of cross-section unknown

Annual ring

Tracheid

Max.

10

20

3o
40

350
390
4.90
5.65

MILLIMETERS

Min. Av.

2.20
2.40
2.50
2.15

2.75

330
365
353

Annual ring

Tracheid lengths—millimeters

Mas.

5°
60

70
80

5-45
5-45
6.30
6-45

Min

3-30
3-55
3-5°
3-55

Av

4
4

5

5

45
64
02

20
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TABLE III

Pinus palustrisj 230 annual rings, cross-section i foot from ground

Annual ring

TRACHEID LENGTHS—MILLIMETERS

Max.

10
20

30
40
50
60

70
80

90
100
no
120

3.00

3.8s
4.50
4-95

S-30
6.05
5-25
5-7o
6.05
6.30
6.05
5.80

Min.

I.80
2.40
2.80
2.8o

2-95

305
2.85

3-OS
3.20

3-45
3.60
3-85

Av.

2.42

3 .06 .

3 .70

4 .06

4 .11

4 33
3 .92

4 •4i

4 .66

4 .88

4-•57

4 .66

Annual ring

TRACHEID LENGTHS—MILLIMETERS

130
140
150
160
170
180

190
200
210
220

230

Max.

590
6.25
6.00
6. 20

6.05

5-75
5-50
6.20
6.05
5-90
5.20

Min.

390
3-75
4.00
4.00
3-45
3-4°
3.10
3-15
3-35
3.10
2.85

Av.

4
4
4
5

4

4

4

4
4
4
4

99
92
87
08

57
10

03
42
66

35
00

TABLE IV

Tsuga canadensis, 80 annual rings, cross-section i foot from ground

Annual ring

TRACHEID LENGTHS—MILLIMETERS

Max.

10

20

30
40

3

3

4

30
20

75
00

Min.

°-95
115
2.05

2.25

Av.

I.63
2.20

2.99
3.16

Annual ring

5°
60

70
80

TRACHEID LENGTHS—MILLIMETERS

Max.

425
3.80
3.20

315

Min.

I.85
I.6O
I.40
I.8O

Av.

3-17
2.48

2.47
2.84

AL
LENGTH OF TRACHEIDS

TABLE V

AVERAGE

A 1 *

Distance from ground in feet

Annual ring

I 6 12 18 24 30

TO 1.68
2.21

2.58

348

20 2.49
2.92
3.00
356

2.22
2.84

3 -48

384

?o 2.49
331
370

1.89

3-23
3-87

40 2.71
w

3-3 1
%J V
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EFFECT OF WIDTH OF RING UPON THE
LENGTH OF TRACHEIDS

TABLE VI

Pinus Strobus, DUE TO FASTER GROWTH ON

ONE SIDE, AVERAGE

Annual ring

TRACHEID LENGTHS

—

MILLIMETERS

Narrow Wide

10 I.63

2.58
2.51

2.24

1.66
22 2.41

2.53
2.20

27

Average . .

Discussion of measurements and conclusions

The results of these measurements are obviously not in accord

with Sanio's first law, since no constant tracheid length was found

specimen Inasmuch as Sanio found a

constant in all cases within the 50th ring, and in one case within

the 20th, and this study found none, even within the 230th, it is

evident that Sanio's first law cannot be applied to conifers, and

some doubt is cast upon the accuracy of his observations upon

Scotch pine. As is shown diagrammatically in the accompanying

figure, the length of the tracheids increases rapidly for a period of

arying from At the end of this period there is a

marked falling off in the length of the tracheids, which lasts for a

decade

length. In the case of the long-leaf pine, which unfortunately was

or more. Subsequently the tracheids again increase in

ery old m
maximum

eeding The factor or factors which pro-

duce the fairly regular cycles or series of crests and depressions which

occur in the long-leaf pine curve are obscure and deserve to be

studied carefully by some one who has easy access to old coniferous

trees. Douglass'2 and Huntington's3 interesting correlations

2 Douglass, A. E., Weather cycles in the growth of big trees. Monthly Weather

Review. June 1909.

3 Huntington, Ellsworth, The climatic factor. Carnegie Inst. Washington,

DC. 1914.
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between rainfall and ring width suggest the possibility that the

dimensions of tracheids may be equally sensitive to modifying

climatic factors.

It is evident from Table V that Sanio's second law is applicable

to Picea rubens as well as to Pinus sylvestris. However, a fact

unnoted by Sanio is that the maximum average tracheid length

occurs higher from the ground in rings nearer to the bark. This

probably bears a relation to the fact that each successive increment

is larger, that is, extends farther from the ground. The study of

Whit* fix

AGE Dl TEARS

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 60 120

Fig. i

the eccentric cross-section recorded in table VI seems to indicate

that width of ring has no marked effect upon the length of

tracheids.

A number of botanists have endeavored to make use of the

dimensions of the xylem elements in the classification and identi-

fication of the secondary wood of living and fossil plants. When
based upon the study of a limited amount of material taken from a

given region in a tree, the measurements are significant only if

compared with those secured from a homologous region in a tree

which has grown under similar conditions. Average dimensions
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for a species must obviously be based upon a large amount of

from

ments. However
systematic

tion of woody tissues, and are only of relative value to the manu-

facturer of wood pulp.

Bussey Institution

Harvard University



BRIEFER ARTICLES

CHARLES EDWIN BESSEY

(with portrait)

In the history of American botany the name of Charles E. Bessey

will always hold a conspicuous place. When his first textbook (Botany

for High Schools and Colleges) appeared in 1880, it introduced a new era

in botanical instruction in this country. Before that date, the study of

botany in the United States was bounded practically by the taxonomy

of the higher plants, with such gross morphology as enabled the student

to use a manual. Bessey's Botany brought the atmosphere of Sach's

Lehrbuch to American colleges,

and this compelled the develop-

ment of botanical laboratories.

This original textbook was the

first of a series of texts that

continued to be very influential.

Professor Bessey was a

most stimulating teacher, and
ft

perhaps no American botanist

has left his mark upon so many
students. Especially in govern-

ment service and in agricultural

colleges are these students to

be found, for the teacher be-

lieved that his science should

be directed toward the public

service. At the same time, he

was uncompromising in his views as to the difference between botany as

a science and its various practical applications.

He was born in Milton, Ohio, May 21, 1845; received his Bachelor's

degree at Michigan Agricultural College in 1869; and subsequently

studied at Harvard University. He held only two academic positions

as professor of botany: the first at Iowa State College (1870- 1884),

and the second at the University of Nebraska (1884-19 15), where he

Botanical Gazette, vol. 60] [72
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served also as dean and at various times as acting chancellor. He died

at Lincoln, Nebraska, February 25, 1915.

He was a member of many scientific societies, and was very active

in promoting their interests. His colleagues recognized his great services

by electing him to various important offices. Among these offices were

vice-president of Section F of the American Association, a position which

he filled four times, (1893, I^94 J 1902, 1907); president of the Botanical

Society of America (1896); and president of the American Association

(1910).

Aside from his preparation of textbooks, his special interests as an

investigator were the fungi, the flora of the Great Plains, plant migra-

tion, and the relationships of plant families. His later publications

dealt with " plant phyla," the last upon this subject appearing in January

1 9 14. These studies of the relationships involved a laborious assembling

and comparison of material that few would care to undertake, and the

conclusions as to classification were far from stereotyped. For example,

instead of the conventional four great groups of plants, Professor Bessey

presented the plant kingdom in fourteen "phyla."

In addition to textbooks and papers upon the special subjects referred

to, Professor Bessey was a regular reviewer of botanical literature for

Science, so that he was in continual contact with those interested in his

subject. His reviews were characteristic of the man, for they were always

kindly. Apparently he searched for the pleasant things to say, and left

the unpleasant things unsaid.

The botanical fraternity of this country will miss the presence of

Professor Bessey keenly, for his frequent attendance upon scientific

meetings made him well known personally to all botanists, and his very

genial nature made friends of all his colleagues.—J. M. C.
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BOOK REVIEWS
Ascent of sap

Dixon's 1 volume on transpiration and ascent of sap clearly puts the

evidence in favor of the cohesion theory, along with the weak points of the

other theories. The chapter headings give an idea of the organization and

contents of the work: (i) nature of transpiration and the ascent of sap; (2)

ascent of sap in stems; criticism of physical theories; (3) ascent of sap in

stems; criticism of vital theories; (4) cohesion theory of ascent of sap in

stems; (5) tensile strength of the sap of trees; (6) estimate of the tension

required to raise the sap; (7) osmotic pressure of leaf cells; (8) the thermo-

electric method of cryoscopy; (9) method of extracting sap for cryoscopic

observations; (10) osmotic pressure in plants; (11) energy available for raising

the sap.

The cohesion theory of the rise of sap assumes that the water is drawn up

through the stem by a pull applied at the top of the water column, and that

this pull is transmitted downward through the cohering water. The pull, at

least in high transpiration, is due to the evaporating power of the air, but it is

limited in amount, as experiments indicate, by the osmotic pressure of leaf

cells. The theory excludes living cells along the tracheary system of the

stem and root from an active part in the rise of sap. At times of low transpira-

tion, Dixo.v believes the living cells of the leaf blade may generate the pull by

secreting water into the intercellular spaces. For the support of this theory

three things require quantitative study: cohesion of sap under conditions

existing in the tracheae; osmotic pressure of leaf cells; and total pull required

to maintain the water column and to satisfy the transpiration loss in the highest

trees at maximum transpiration. It is scarcely less important to know whether

there is at all times a continuous water column in the stem of sufficient cross-

section to account for the rise by cohesion, and whether actual tensions of

considerable magnitude exist in this column. Dixon has apparently answered

the first three points adequately, and has brought some evidence for the

fourth ; while Renner has shown the existence of tensions of 10-20 atmospheres

in the water of the stem tracheae of transpiring plants.

Dixon's new measurements of the tensile strength of the sap of trees as

exhibited in capillary tubes are of great interest. The values range from 45 to

207 atmospheres. The latter, according to Dixon, is the highest experimental

1 Dixon, H. Hm Transpiration and ascent of sap in plants. 8vo. viii+216.

figs. 30. London and New York: Macmillan. 1914.

74
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value ever obtained for the cohesion of a liquid. The measurements were

made with sap containing considerable air in solution, thus approximating

the conditions in the tracheae. It is estimated that in the highest trees at

maximum transpiration, the cohesion necessary to raise the sap does not

exceed 20 atmospheres, a value well within the tensile strength of sap. For

determining the osmotic pressure of leaf cells, Dixon has used the freezing

point method. To this end, he and Atkins have improved the current

methods of extracting plant saps and have developed a thermo-electric method

of determining the lowering of the freezing point. The essential new feature in

the extraction of sap is the emersion of the tissue for some time in liquid air.

This destroys all living semipermeable membranes and allows the solutes to be

pressed out unrestrictedly with the water. The main advantage claimed for

the thermo-electric method is the small amount of fluid needed, 2 cc. as against

the 15-20 cc. for the ordinary Beckman apparatus. This is frequently a

very important consideration for the plant physiologist. With the use of

multiple juncture couples, a lowering of the freezing point by 0.0001 C. can

be measured as against o. ooi° C. for the Beckman. With the single juncture

couples, used in the main by Dixon, a lowering of 0.01 C. can be measured.

By reducing the size of the Beckman apparatus, Burian and Drucker were

able to measure the lowering of the freezing point of 1.5-2 cc. of solution

accurately to 0.005 C, and Drucker and Schreixer by a different method

were able to measure the freezing point of 0.005 cc. of a solution accurately

to 0.01 C.2 For the needs of the plant physiologist, I am inclined to think

that the latter methods are more suitable.

This book is rather more a statement of the extensive and in the main

extremely important work of the author on the rise of sap than a critical con-

sideration of the whole literature of the subject. This accounts for chap, vii,

which presents Dixon's cumbersome and inaccurate method of determining

osmotic pressure of cells of the leaf by balancing it against gas pressure; for

the slight consideration given Renner's work, which proves a critical point

for the cohesion theory, namely the actual existence under certain conditions

of a stretch of 10-20 atmospheres in the water of the tracheae; for the failure

to point out that by a very different method Rexner confirmed a law estab-

lished by Dixon, namely the rate of flow of a water column through a stem is

proportional to the push or pull applied to it; and for the absence of the sig-

nificant data of Hannig, Fitting, and others on the osmotic pressure of leaf

cells.

As yet the existence of a continuous gas-free water column from root to leaf

under all conditions has not been established. Until this is established, there

n orai net thf> million theorv of the rise of saD.

—

Wm.will be a just argument
Crocker.

x 9i3.

Hober, Physikalischechemie d. Zelle, etc., p. 22. 1914; Biol. Centralbl. 33:99-
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MINOR NOTICES
Plant breeding.—A new edition of Bailey's Plant breeding has been pre-

pared by Gilbert.* The preceding edition, the fourth, appeared in 1906.

The new edition includes much of the material of the older ones, and in addi-

tion presents the results of the more recent investigations in genetics that have

removed plant breeding from the simple operations of a few years ago, and

have made of it a subject of rigid experimental work, with a wealth of special

terminology. Professor Bailey voices a feeling among the older botanists

when he says: "The literature has now become complex and difficult, with

considerable gain no doubt in a closer acquaintance with the subject, and a

nearer approach to the ultimate truth ; but the charm of the simple literature

is largely buried, and I fear that much of our interest is now expressed in the

discussion of methods and in disputing about the reasons. Yet we are accumu-

lating knowledge, and after a time we shall come back to clarity and to a sim-

plicity that the layman can use."

The titles of the chapters indicate the contents: The fact and philosophy

of variation; The causes of individual differences; The choice and fixation of

variations; The measurement of variation; Mutations; The philosophy of the

crossing of plants; Heredity; How domestic varieties originate; Pollination;

and The forward movement in plant breeding.

A most useful feature of the book is the very complete bibliography, which

includes 59 pages of citations, extending from 1905 to 191 2, inclusive. There

are also 27 laboratory exercises, which will be most helpful to teachers who

wish to make plant breeding a laboratory course rather than a series of lec-

tures.—J. M. C.

The coco-nut.—Under this title Copeland* has published a detailed

account of one of the most valuable plants of the tropics. Naturally the book

is of chief interest to those engaged in the culture of the coco-nut palm. In

the introduction the origin and spread of this palm as a crop plant is considered.

Assent is given to the belief that it is a native of the American tropics, and that

in very early times it was carried across the Pacific and introduced into Poly-

nesia, where it has become a crop of the first importance. From Polynesia it

reached New Guinea and Malaya, but not Australia. Much more recently it

has been introduced along all tropical coasts.

The chapters deal with the physiology of the plant, climate and soil, dis-

eases and pests, selection and treatment of seed, field culture, and products.

The products of the coco-nut are considered under four heads: toddy, a general

name referring to the sap, which is the source of drinks of various kinds and

3 Bailey, L. H., Plant breeding. New edition revised by Arthur W. Gilbert.

8vo. pp. xviii+474. figs. 1 1j. New York: Macmillan. 1915. $2.00.

« Copeland, E. B., The coco-nut. 8vo. pp. xiv+212. pis. 23. London: Macmil-

lan. 1914. 105.
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sugar; coir, a commercial name for the fiber obtained from the husk of the

coco-nut; copra, the desiccated kernel or oil-cake; and oil.—J. M. C.

Cocoa.—The important cultural plants of the tropics are gradually becom-

ing known from the modern standpoint, and the most recent contribution in

this field is the large volume on cocoa by Van Hall,* director of the institute

for plant diseases and cultures at Buitenzorg, Java. In the brief historical

account it is stated that the first knowledge and use of the plant came to Europe

in connection with the conquest of Mexico, where Cortez found it in extensive

cultivation under the name "cacao," as he reported it. Some conception of

the kind of scientific data included in such a study of an important cultural

plant may be obtained from some of the titles of the chapters, such as Geo-

graphical distribution and climatic conditions, Chemistry of cocoa and cocoa

soils, Botanical characteristics of the cocoa plant, Varieties of cocoa, Cultiva-

tion of cocoa, Fermentation, Diseases and enemies, Cocoa-growing countries.

—

J. M. C.

Flora of California-—Part 5 of A flora of California by Jepson6 has just

appeared. The first parts were noticed in this journal, 7 attention being called

to the general high character of the work. This part completes the Portula-

caceae, includes the Caryophyllaceae, and begins the Ranunculaceae. A new

genus of Caryophyllaceae is proposed (Eremolithia), based upon Achyronychia

Rixfordii Brandegee —J. M. C.

NOTES FOR STUDENTS
The gases in the floats of marine algae.—This subject has attracted the

attention of a number of investigators during recent years. The fact that it

is being investigated from so many points of view gives hope that we may soon

have fairly complete knowledge of the subject. Lucas8 has investigated the

subject from the point of view of the origin of the gas. The following Austral-

ian marine algae have vesicles filled with gas: Sargassaceae (Sargassum, Car-

pophyllum, Turbinaria, Cystophora, Cystosira, Scaberia, Phyllospora),TucdLceae

(H ortnosira), and Laminariaceae {Macrocystis and possibly Adenocystis). In

young plants, and even in mature fruiting individuals in sheltered situations in

shallow water, there are no vesicles.

5 Van Hall, Dr. C. J. J., Cocoa. 8vo. pp. xvi+515. figs. 140. London: Mac-

millan. 1914. 14$.

6 Jepson, W. L., A flora of California. Royal 8vo. Part V, pp. 465-528. figs. 14.

San Francisco: H. S. Crocker Co. 1914-

7 Bot. Gaz. 49:153. 1910.

8 Lucas, A. H. S., The gases present in the floats of certain marine algae. Proc

Linn. Soc. New South Wales 36:626-631. 1912.
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There seem to be three possible sources of the gas in these vesicles: (i)

atmospheric air, (2) the gases dissolved in the sea water, and (3) gases pro-

duced in the metabolism of the plants themselves. He excludes (3) because

he has "never detected any gases beyond nitrogen and oxygen in the floats/'

and "it is hardly conceivable that any process of metabolism should yield

these two gases only without any carbon compounds." He excludes (1)

because his analyses (table I) do not show the nitrogen and oxygen in the

vesicles to be in the proportion that they are in atmospheric air (79:21), and

because the gas must be formed in the cavity pari passu with its growth, other-

wise the vesicles would collapse.

TABLE I
*

Analysis of Gases in the Floats of Algae

Species
Percentage of

nitrogen

Phyllospora comosa (1)

" (2)
" (3)
" (4)

Hormosira Banksii (1)

Cystophora monilifera.

Percentage of

oxygen

86.O

89.4
88.9
82.3
83.2
88.46
88.O

80.O

14.0

10

II

17
16

II

12

6
1

7
8

54
o

20.0

Comments

Fresh-looking plants

up on the shore

Just cast up

cast

it

u

<c

u u

.. u

Growing
Same gathering kept a day

longer

Floating in the sea

TABLE II

Analysis of gas obtained by boiling it off from wave-water from the ocean

Nitrogen
Oxygen
Carbon dioxide

<a> (b)

67. 12 58.33
26.03 30-55
6.85 II. II

He notes that in the analyses of surface waters collected by the "Chal-

enger" the proportion of nitrogen to oxygen varied around a mean of 2:1,

and that this would be expected from the relative solubility of the two gases.

He accepts (2), although his table does not show the proportion of nitrogen

and oxygen to be the proportion that he has found in sea water gas (table II),

and although he finds considerable carbon dioxide in sea water gas and none

in the gas from vesicles. He observes that the presence of organisms seems

to alter the natural ratio of the gases dissolved from the air. He believes that

the gas enters, dissolved in the water, by osmosis, and that just as marine algae

show a marked preference for potassium sulphate and commonly reject much

of the sodium chloride, so they may show a marked preference for oxygen, and
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the useless nitrogen together with the oxygen not required may be eliminated

and set free in the floats "in order to serve a mechanical purpose." He sug-

gests that since the proportion of oxygen in the vesicles is less than in atmos-

pheric air or in air dissolved in sea water, the plant must use up some of the

oxygen "for other purposes than levitation." This last suggestion evidently

means that the gas is modified by the metabolism of the tissues through which

it passes.

In regard to (3) we shall await with interest to see whether the absence

of carbon dioxide from the floats of marine algae is confirmed by other workers

on other species.

On the whole, the paper is a clear, clean-cut statement of the problem and

of the results of the investigation, although in a few places its scientific value

might be improved by assuming a less teleological point of view.

—

George
B. Rigg.

Cecidiology.—Among the American papers by botanists is one by

on the gall caused bv Andricus biinctatus Bassett. The author hasART*

histology

In his sum-with the histology of tissues foi

marization on this point he says:

The following conditions in this gall can be correlated with similar conditions in

traumatic tissue: (1) a recapitulation of similar conditions of ray structure; (2) a

vertical shortening of the broad rays; (3) the presence of ball-formations in the wood,

which appear only in tangential sections; (4) a parting of the fibers in the vicinity of

the larval chambers, similar to the condition resulting from longitudinal wounds;

(5) isodiametric parendiyma cells around the base of the larval chambers with irregu-

larly distributed fibers and other woody elements among them; (6) a great reduction

in the number, or an entire lack of vessels; (7) a shortening of many of the cells of the

wood; (8) absence of distinct annual rings of growth; (9) a suggestion of the return

of the cambium to normal activity after a time; (10) woody inclusions in the bark.

Unfortunately, the bibliography is not satisfactory in that it includes some

papers which have much less bearing on the subject than certain papers which

are not included. Also, some of the statements in the first part of the paper

concerning our knowledge of the anatomy of galls are misleading. The

reviewer also questions the statement of the title of the paper, in that the

inclusion of the generic name of the gall insect would have made the title much

more suggestive to those who may wish to become informed on the literature

of the subject. However, the author has brought out a number of points

which are frequently overlooked by students of abnormal plant growths.

Another very excellent paper is by Lutman10 on club root, in which the au-

thor discusses the relation of Plasmodiophora Brassicae to its hosts and the

9 Stewart, Alban, Notes on the anatomy of the punctatus gall. Amer. Jour.

Bot. 1:531-546. ph. 2. 1914.

10 Lutman, B. F., Studies on club root. Univ. Vermont, Bull. 175- PP- 2 7- l 9 1 3-
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structure and growth of its plasmodium. The parasite gains entrance to the

host through the epidermis or the root hairs, and thence from cell to cell either

by penetrating the cell walls or by division of the host cells, each daughter cell

containing a part of the parasite. The parasite is most abundant in the cortex,

but is always found in the central cylinder. The infected cells hypertrophy,

but there is no serious interference in nuclear or cell divisions until the disease

is well advanced, when both processes are suspended. Although the author

has not made a definite statement on this point, it appears from the general

discussion and the drawings that the hypertrophy is most pronounced in the

primary cortex. This is to be expected, but a careful study to determine the

extent to which the various groups of cells are susceptible to enlargement as a

result of stimulation by the parasite would be well worth while. The discus-

sion of the character and life history of the parasite is excellent.

A brief paper by Heald 11 gives a description and results of inoculation

experiments with a gall on Prosopis glandulosa. The gall is probably due to

Bacterium tumejaciens Smith and Townsend.

Among the most important contributions to cecidology by American

entomologists, we find a brief paper by Cockerell12 on a mite gall on the red

orpine (Clementsia rhodantha Gray), one of the Crassulaceae growing in the

high altitudes of the Rocky Mountains. The flowers "were aborted to a

dense, round mass of a dark crimson-like color, consisting of excessively tuber-

culated floral parts inhabited by an eriophid mite." The mite is similar to or

possibly the same as E. rhodiolae Can. of Rhodiola rosea of Central Europe and

Italy.

There is also a paper by Sears 13 in which the author records, figures, and

gives a brief description of 63 species of galls from Cedar Point, Ohio. These

galls occur on 31 species of host plants representing 22 genera.

An important taxonomic paper has been published by Felt, 1* in which he

lists a number of species and also describes several new species. This paper

will enable the botanist to determine a large number of species which come to

their attention.

Wells 15 describes 22 unreported galls from Connecticut and figures many

of them.

Fullway16 gives a very interesting taxonomic paper on gall fly parasite

as a result of studies on Mrs. Rose Paterson Blakeman's collection in Uni-

11 Heald, F. D., Aerial galls of the mesquite. Mycologia 4:37-38. pi. 1. 1914-

12 Cockerell, T. D. A., A mite gall on Clementsia. Entomol. News 25:466. 1914-

« Sears. Paul B., The insect galls of Cedar Point and vicinity. Ohio Xat. 15 :

377-388. pis. 4. 1914.

x« Felt, E. P., Additions to the gall midge fauna of New England. Psyche 21:

109-114. 1914.

f5 Wells, B. W., Some unreported cecidia from Connecticut. Ohio Xat. 14*

289-296. pis. 2. 1914.

i6 Full\vav, D. T., Gall fly parasite from California. Jour. X.Y. Ent. Soc. 20:

274-282. 1914.
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versity of California. Although this paper deals primarily with taxonomic

entomology, it contains many good records of American cecidia.

—

Mel. T.

Cook.

Cytology of the Uredineae.

—

Fromme17 described the processes taking

place in the formation of spores of the flax rust, Melampsora Lini (Pers.) Desm.,

thereby adding another rust to those whose life histories are fully known.

Interest in these forms centers largely in the aecidium. The sequence of events

here is essentially like that occurring in aecidia of the Caeoma type, and differs

only in the formation of two sterile cells above each gamete instead of one.

The gametes fuse laterally in pairs, but occasionally irregularities apparently

occur, since basal cells with three or more nuclei are found; however, the mode
of origin of these cells wras not observed. The spermatiophores also differ

from the usual form. They are divided into a number of cells, from each of

which a branch bearing a spermatium arises. The spermagonia and aecidia

are closely associated and mature at the same time. The formation of the

uredospores and teleutospores offers nothing noteworthy.

In a preliminary paper, Kunkel18 gave an account of the highly interesting

discovery that the widely distributed blackberry rust (Caeoma nitens), which

as a result of infection experiments reported by Tranzschel and by CLINTON

has been regarded as the aecidial form of Puccinia Peckiana, is in reality a rust

of the Endophyllum type. This conclusion was based upon the observation

that the aecidiospores of this fungus on germination produce promycelia and

sporidia instead of germ tubes. The nuclear phenomena occurring in the ger-

minating aecidiospores are described in a later paper. The processes agree in

all essentials with those in the germinating aecidiospore of Endophyllum. At

maturity the aecidiospore contains twro nuclei ; these fuse just before germination

begins, so that the germinating aecidiospore is uninucleate. The fusion nucleus

usually passes into the germ tube, where two divisions take place. Occasion-

ally the first division occurs in the spore, as also reported by Hoffman 19 for

Endophyllum Sempervivi. Five cells are formed in the promycelium; the basal

one, which is continuous with the spore cavity, contains very little protoplasm

and no nucleus. Sporidia arise from the other cells in the usual way. At the

time of germination the sporidia are generally binucleate as a result of a

division of the original nucleus. These facts, as well as some negative results

of infection experiments on blackberry leaves reported by the author, leave

no doubt that the orange rust of the blackberry is an independent fungus of the

type of Endophyllum, and not, as hitherto supposed, the aecidial generation of

17 Fromme, F. D., Sexual fusions and spore development of the flax rust. Bull.

Torr. Bot. Club 39:113-129. pis. 2. 1912.

18 KUNKEL, L. O., The production of promycelium by the aecidiospores of Caeoma

nitcns Burrill. Bull. Torr. Bot. Club 40:361-366. fig. i- 1913-

, Nuclear behavior in the promycelium of Caeoma nitens Burrill and

Puccinia Peckiana Howe. Am. Jour. Bot. 1:37-47- Pl - *• I 9 I 4-

19 Rev. Bot. Gaz. 54:437. 191 2.
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Puccinia Peckiana. The wonder is that the true nature of this exceedingly

common fungus has remained so long unknown.

Although the cell rows forming the peridial wall in the aecidia of rusts

are usually considered to be homologous with the spore chains, it is generally

believed that the intercalary cells characteristic of the spore chains are not

produced in the peridium. This belief is shown to be erroneous by Kurssa-

NOW,20 who has investigated the development of the aecidia of a number of

rusts belonging to different types, and finds that a complete homology exists

between the spore chains and the cell rows of the peridium. The basal cells

of the peridium give rise to a series of cells each of which divides, cutting off

a small cell in the lower outer corner. These small cells, which correspond to

the intercalary cells, thus lie toward the outside of the rows of cells forming

the peridial wall. By the growth of the peridial cells they are crowded still

farther outward. Their walls soon become gelatinous and their structure is

entirely obliterated, so that they are not recognizable in any but the youngest

parts of the aecidium. This fate undoubtedly accounts for their remaining

long unobserved. The basal cells of the peridial rows, as well as the peridial

cells themselves and the "intercalary" cells, are binucleate, like the basal cells

of the spore chains, in all cases except in a form of Aecidium punctatum Pers.

(Puccinia Pruni-spinosae Pers.), which had uninucleate basal cells, giving rise

to uninucleate aecidiospores and peridial cells. This form resembles in this

respect the aecidium with uninucleate cells which was described by Moreau21

on Euphorbia silvatica. This form, which was the first aecidium having

uninucleate cells discovered, has uninucleate basal cells also.—H. Hassel-

BRING.

Resistance of mosses to drought and cold.—It has long been known that

many mosses are able to survive long periods of extreme drought, although

much of this knowledge has been based upon inexact and insufficient data.

It is a matter of much satisfaction, therefore, to have their resistance proved

by the exact and extensive results of Irmscher22 based upon careful experi-

ments with a large range of species. He finds resistance to drying related in

a remarkable degree to the ordinary habitat of the species, but often sur-

prisingly great even for aquatic and mesophytic forms. Thus, while the

leaves of some species of Fontinalis succumbed to a week's air-drying or to five

days in a desiccator, Philonotis fontana and three species of Hypnum died only

after 15-20 weeks in dry air or 10-18 weeks in the desiccator. The mesophytic

species from deciduous forests, like Barbula subulata, Bryum alpinutn, Mnium

20 Kurssanow, L., Uber die Peridienentwicklung im Aecidium. Ber. Deutsch.

Bot. Gesells. 32:317-327. pi. 1. 19 14.

21 Moreau, Mrs. F,, Sur rexistence d'une forme ecidienne uninucleee. Bull. Soc.

Mycol. France 27:489-492. fig. 1. 1911.

22 Irmscher, E., tlber die resistenz der Laubmoose gegen Austrocknung und

Kalt. Jahrb. Wiss. Bot. 50:387-449. 19 12.
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rostratutn, and Catherinea undulata, withstood 8-20 weeks in dry air and 5-13

weeks in the desiccator; and in species from the drier coniferous woods, like

Bartramia ityphylla, Dicranum fuscescens, and D. scoparium, the resistance to

dry air extended to 50 weeks and in the desiccator to 40 weeks. It should be

noted that after all the leaves were thus killed, many of the plants were still

capable of growth by fresh shoots from the more resistant stems.

The leaves of soil-growing mosses showed drought resistance in the desic-

cator for periods varying from 3 weeks for Physcotnitriiim pyriforme, 7 weeks

for Bryum pallens, and 9 weeks for Funaria hygrometrica, to 15 weeks for

Bryum argenteum and 35 weeks for Pottia lanceolata. Rock-inhabiting species

included remarkably resistant forms, as Grimmia pulvinata, enduring 60 weeks

of exposure in the desiccator, and Schistidium apocarpum, with one-fourth of

it leaf cells still alive after 128 weeks of continuous exposure to dry air. Species

from tree trunks showed resistance of the same order as those from the rocks.

Field observations show that alternate wetting and rapid drying are more

detrimental in their effects than continuous drought; also, that the same

species growing under different conditions varies in its drought resistance, the

more hardy being that from drier habitats. Protonemata were correspond-

ingly variable, withstanding the action of the desiccator for periods varying

from 2 weeks for the cultivated protonema of Funaria hygrometrica ,
whose

natural grown protonema was twice as resistant, to 14 and 15 weeks for the

natural growing protonema of Bryum argenteum and Catharinea undulata.

The sporophytes were found to be almost as hardy as the protonemata.

Experimental evidence from a large number of species points to great

uniformity in the power of resisting cold. At — 20 C. the leaves of most

species were killed, whether they came from the aquatic, mesophytic, or

xerophytic habitats, although in a few species the resistance extended to

—30° C. Plants grown at a high temperature showed decidedly less resist-

ance to sudden cold than those from cooler situations. Attention is also

directed to the relation between turgor and the freezing point of the leaf cells,

and to the behavior of the cells in various solutions.

The evidences of careful methods, the large number of species under

experimentation, the abundance of the quantitative data, and the logical

organization of the report are to be commended.

—

Geo. D. Fuller.

Composition and qualities of coal.—By improved methods of making thin

coal sections, Jeffrey2* claims to have obtained new and valuable results in

the study of the composition of coal. In a brief discussion of the modes of

accumulation he holds the view that at present both the accumulation as the

result of heaping up of the remains of successive generations of plants in peat

bogs, the autocthonous hypothesis, and the accumulation by drift in lakes or

lagoons, the ailocthonous hypothesis, commonly take place in the temperate

23 Jeffrey, Edward C, On the composition and qualities of coal. Econ. Geol.

9 : 730-742. 1915.
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climates; but that only the method of accumulation by drift takes place in the

tropical climates, nothing corresponding to a peat bog of the temperate climates

having been found in the tropics. As the result of microscopic examination of

coal he concludes that the allocthonous hypothesis also harmonizes best with

the structure of coal. This is in harmony with the view of some that the

climate of the coal-forming epochs approached present tropical conditions.

The canneloid coals, such as the true cannel coals, tasmanite, and boghead

coals, are composed chiefly of spores, now very much crinkled and collapsed,

imbedded together with some woody material in a dark ground substance.

Hitherto many of these bodies had been considered gelatinous algae, but

owing to improved methods can now be identified as spores. These coals have

been formed under open water, representing the muck of ancient lakes or

lagoons.

The ordinary bituminous coals are composed of both woody or lignitoid

material and spore or canneloid matter in varying proportions. The woody

or lignitoid constituent, known in descriptive terminology as glanz coal, is

found in layers and has lost completely its original organization, a condition

generally observed in coals derived from vegetable debris. Carbonized wood

or charcoal is the only material derived from the grosser parts of plant bodies

which retain structure in coal. Between the shiny woody or lignitoid layers

are lodged the duller canneloid layers, known in descriptive terminology as

matt coal, consisting of a dark ground substance in which are imbedded remains

of flattened spores.

Coals, therefore, may be composed of three recognizable constituents:

(i) spores or canneloid, (2) modified wood or lignitoid, and (3) less commonly

relatively unmodified carbonized wood or charcoal. The properties of coal,

he conjectures, depend to a very large degree upon the proportions of the

original constituents; coals rich in spores, such as cannels, bogheads, and oil

shales, are highly bituminous, and in some form or other are the mother sub-

stance of oil and gas. The spore contents of a coal determine the fatness, and

in all probability have a definite relation to its coking properties; the lignitoid

constituent, on the other hand, reduces the bituminosity and coking value of

coal.

—

Reinhardt Thiessen.

Self-sterility in Nicotiana.

—

East24 has studied self-sterility in hybrids

between Nicotiana forgetiana (Hort.) Sand, and JV. alata Lk. and Otto. var.

grandijlora Comes. The parent plants were both self-sterile, though self-

fertile plants occur in at least one of the parent species. All the hybrids tested

(over 500 plants of F x , F2 , F3 , and F4) were self-sterile. The F x plants, like the

parent species, had 90-100 per cent of morphologically perfect pollen, except

for a single plant with only 2 per cent ot good pollen. Cross-pollination

between individual plants of F2 , F3 , and F4 demonstrated a high degree of cross-

fertility. There was found 1.5 per cent of apparent cross-sterility in F2 , 6 per

24 East, E. M., The phenomenon of self-sterility. Amer. Xat. 49:77-87. 1915.
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cent in F3 , and 9 per cent in F4 . Back crosses with the parents resulted in

about 6 per cent of cross-sterility.

Self-sterility was found to be wholly a matter of rate of growth of the

pollen tubes. The pollen germinated perfectly on stigmas of the same plants,

but the pollen tubes grew at the rate of about 3 mm. per day, and in no case

traversed over half the distance to the ovary in the 11 days maximum life of

the flowers. Growth of pollen tubes in cross-pollinated styles, on the other

hand, though starting at about the same rate, was so continuously accelerated

that the ovaries were reached in 4 days or less.

The simple Mendelian explanations ot self-sterility proposed by Correns
for Cardamine pratensis and by Compton for Reseda odorata2* are not applicable

to self-sterility in Nicotiana. East suggests that specific "Individualstoffe"

of the nature of enzymes present in the pollen grains can, except in the plant

that produced the pollen and in other plants of like germinal constitution,

"call forth the secretion of sugar that gives the direct stimulus" to growth of

the pollen tube. The hypothesis satisfies the facts presented as regards both

the total self-sterility in all generations and the slight cross-sterility, which

increases from generation to generation as the percentage of plants of like

germinal constitution increases. It occurs to the reviewer that, if the pollen

or pollen tubes have specific abilities to call forth the growth stimulus in plants

of unlike germinal constitution, while the stimulus itself (the secreted sugar

perhaps) is not specific, simultaneous cross and self-pollination of the same

flower should result in at least partial self-fertility. Evidence derived from

such pollinations would in any case be oi" interest.—R. A. Emerson.

Cytology of the Mucors.—Miss Keene26 has given an account of the

development of the zygospores of Sporodinia grandis. She finds at first no

essential morphological difference in the two sexual branches which give rise

to the zygospore. Slight differences in size are not regarded as significant.

Later the branches differ somewhat in their internal structure. The protoplasm

of one branch is retracted from the cell wall, the intervening space being filled

with a granular substance. Sometimes there is a slight retraction of the proto-

plasm of the opposite branch also. The nuclei in the sexual branches are small

and have the same structure as the nuclei in the rest of the mycelium. They

appear to increase in number, but divisions were not observed. When the

sexual branches meet, their wTalls coalesce in the region of contact. At this

time a portion of the protoplasm in the end of each branch is delimited either

by cleavage furrows which cut in from the walls, or by vacuoles which enlarge

and cut through the protoplasm to the hyphal wall. In either case a central

strand remains connecting the protoplasm of the suspensors with that of the

gametangium. Walls cutting off the gametangium from the suspensors grow in

25 Bot. Gaz. 57:242-245. 1914.
26 Keene, Miss M. L., Cytological studies of the zygospores of Sporodinia grandis.

Ann. Botany 28:455-470. pis. 2. 1914.
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from the hyphal wall. The opening is finally completely closed, and at the center

an excess of material is deposited, giving rise to a papilla-like structure described

as a "canal" by Leger. During this process the wall between the two game-

tangia is resorbed. The line of contact between the two protoplasmic bodies

remains distinct for some time, owing to the presence between them of the

granular material mentioned above, but finally the masses fuse. Multiple

nuclear fusions appear to occur at this stage. The nuclei which fail to fuse

are smaller than the fusion nuclei, and soon disintegrate. No evidence of a

uninucleate stage was observed. At this time numerous oil bodies, which are

regarded as being of the same nature as the elaioplasts of higher plants, appear

in the protoplasm. These bodies fuse until two or three large ones are formed.

The large elaioplast-like bodies the author believes to be the "sphere embryo-

naires" of Leger.—H. Hasselbring.

Proceedings of the National Academy*—This new monthly publication

began to appear with the January issue of 1915. In addition to the reports and

announcements that belong to it naturally, as the official organ of publication

of the National Academy, it will also serve as a medium for the prompt publi-

cation of brief original papers by members of the Academy and other American

investigators. The papers will be much shorter and less detailed than those

published in the special journals, and the aim of the Proceedings is to secure

promptness of publication and wide circulation of the results of American

research among foreign investigators. The editorial board includes a repre-

sentative from each one of the special fields of science, the editor of the Botani-

cal Gazette being the botanical representative on the editorial board of the

Proceedings.

The first two numbers contain the following botanical papers: Phoraden-

dron, by William Trelease (Proc. Nat. Acad. 1:30-35. 1915); The mor-

phology and relationships of Podomitrium malaccense, by Douglas H.

Campbell (ibid., 36, 37); and A phylogenetic study of cycads, by Charles

J. Chamberlain (ibid. 86-90). In addition to these papers that are credited

to the section of botany, certain papers in genetics, physiology, and chemistry

come well within the scope of present botanical interest. For example, the

paper by E. M. East, entitled An interpretation of self-sterility (ibid. 95-100),

deals with an interesting problem of genetics among plants.—J. M. C

Evolution of the flower.

—

Horjste2? has contributed a very detailed study

of the structures of the flower which he regards as indicators of phylogeny.

The families specially studied are the Hamamelidaceae, Caprifoliaceae, and

Cornaceae, but the principles involved have general application. He includes

in his discussion also the possible applications of the various theories of evolu-

3* Horxe, A. S., A contribution to the study of the evolution of the flower, with

special reference to the Hamamelidaceae, Caprifoliaceae, and Cornaceae. Trans.

Linn. Soc. London II Bot. 8:239-309. pis. 28-30. figs. 13. 1914-
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tion, and especially the light shed upon his problem by the work in plant

genetics. Much stress is laid upon the varying characters of the ovule and its

connections, beginning with the orthotropous ovule, as relatively primitive,

and advancing through "anatropal advance and specialization," which latter,

by the way, is said to be accompanied by the transition from two integuments

to one. It is interesting to note that in the author's judgment "no phylo-

genetic significance can be attached to a particular form of vascular system."

Applying his criteria, Horne concludes that both Caprifoliaceae and Cornaceae

are polyphyletic, and warns the authors of "systems" that "knowledge of the

phylogeny of angiosperms can only be truly advanced by the detailed mor-

phological and experimental investigation ox many more families, and then,

but not till then, can Engler's system be replaced by a greater scheme, more

nearly approximating to natural relationships."—J. M. C.

Fossil plants from Kentucky.—Six genera of fossil plants from Kentucky

are the subject of an intensive study by Scott and Jeffrey.28 The exact level

from which these plants come is somewhat in doubt, but the evidence favors

the base of the Carboniferous, although the uppermost Devonian is not ex-

cluded. The fossils belong to three groups. The first of these includes the

stem of one of the Cycadofilicales known as Calamostachys with its petiole

(Kalymma), another petiole of the related genus Calamopteris, and a petiole

referred to the genus Periastron. All of these genera have previously been

known only from the Culm of Germany, where they were found and named

by Unger, and it is of much interest to note that the same flora existed on this

continent, although as far as is known the species were distinct. The second

group comprises two new genera: Stereoptcris, which is apparently the petiole

of a fern, and Archaeopitys, which presents a new and interesting type of cor-

daitean stem. In a third group may be placed a cone of the usual Lepidostrobus

type. The structure is fairly well preserved in most of these fossils, and is

illustrated in the 13 quarto plates which accompany the paper.—M. A.

Chrysler .

4

Phylogeny of angiosperms.—In continuing their studies of this sub-

ject, Sinnott and Bailey2* have investigated the evidence to be obtained

from leaves. They conclude, from paleobotanical evidence, from the correla-

tion between the palmate leaf and the multilacunar node, and from the fre-

quency of this type of leaf in the relatively primitive groups, that the leaf of

the primitive angiosperm was palmate in type and probably lobed. They

afl
fossil

base of the Waverley Shale of Kentucky. Trans. Roy. Soc. London 205:315-373.

pls.2y-jg. 1914.

*SnmOR, E. W., and Bailey, T. \\\, Investigation? on the phylogeny of the

angiosperms. 5. Foliar evidence as to the ancestry and early climatic environment

of the angiosperms. Amer. Jour. Bot. 2:1-22. pis. 1-4- I9 I S-
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think that the chief factor in the evolution of the now dominant pinnate type

of leaf to have been the development of the petiole. Since among woody

plants the more ancient multilacunar type of node predominates in temperate

regions, and the palmately lobed leaf among such plants is also almost entirely

confined to temperate regions, they infer that angiosperms first appeared under

climatic conditions more temperate than tropical, a climate in the Mesozoic

probably found only in the uplands. Furthermore, such evidence from leaves

indicates that the angiosperms have come from the palmate coniferous stock,

rather than from the pinnate cycadean stock ; and also that the monocotyledons

were derived from some ancient palmate group of the dicotyledons.—J. M. C.

Seeds of Polygonaceae.

—

Woodcock30 has investigated the seeds of repre-

sentative genera of Polygonaceae, and has reached some interesting conclusions.

He finds that the outermost layer of the nucellus becomes transformed into a

nutritive jacket before fertilization, and that this layer apparently carries food

material from the chalazal region to the developing endosperm. He also

describes the growth of the endosperm by the activity of a " cambium-like

layer," which is differentiated very soon after cell formation begins, and also

calls attention to the varying position of the embryo in reference to the other

structures of the seed. He concludes that in the germination of certain of the

seeds which were investigated from this standpoint, the aleurone layer has a

digestive function, secreting a ferment which converts the starch of the endo-

sperm into available form *or translocation. In some cases also the absorbed

carbohydrate is temporarily reconverted into starch in the tissues of the

embryo, the cotyledons being the principal storage region.—J. M. C.

Fossil cycads.—Miss Holden31 has studied the relationship between

Cycadites and Pseudocycas. The latter genus was established by Nathorst

for certain cycad-like leaves formerly referred to Cycadites, but differing from

the latter genus in having a double instead of a single midrib, and in the fact

that the pinnules are not narrowed, but if anything broaden at the point of

attachment to the rachis. Miss Holden reaches the interesting conclusion

that Pseudocycas belongs to Bennettitales, as judged by the character of the

stomata and the epidermal cells. She further concludes that the presence of a

double or single midrib is of no diagnostic importance, and that the name

Pseudocycas should be applied only to leaves whose cuticular structure is

known.—J. M. C.

30 Woodcock, E. F., Observations on the development and germination of the

seed in certain Polygonaceae. Am. Jour. Bot. 1:454-476. pis. 45-48. 1914-

31 Holden, Ruth, On the relation between Cycadites and Pseudocycas. View

Phytol. 13:334-340. pi. 3. fig. 1. 1914.
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THE ORIGIN AND RELATIONSHIPS OF THE
ARAUCARIANS. II

L. Lancelot Burlingame

The abietinean theory

This theory has developed more or less gradually and can best

be understood by tracing the historical sequence of discovery and

the ideas of relationship that have grown out of them.

I. Foremost in time and importance was the discovery that the

steles of ferns, gymnosperms, and angiosperms are characterized

by a leaf gap opposite the departing leaf trace. To this group was
given the name Pteropsida. To the remaining groups of vascular

plants the name Lycopsida was applied. This conception grew

out of the investigations of the anatomy of Equisetum (27), the

stem of angiosperms (28), and the structure and development of

the stem in pteridophytes and gymnosperms (29). This dis-

tinction between these two great groups has been widely accepted

by botanists and has formed one of the most fundamental ob-

jections in the minds of many (16, 53) to the lycopod theory. It

has been questioned by the adherents of the latter theory (54, 61 ).

but only in so far as to deny that a phyllosiphonic siphonostele

fAraucarineae and possibly other conifers) might have arisen from

a lycopod ancestry. The contention is that this type of stele is

merely one of the important milestones along the evolutionary

highway along which all vascular plants tend to travel. It is con-

ceived to be in the same category as the heterosporic habit, the

seed habit, and the tendency to reduce the size of the gametophytes.

89
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It still remains true, notwithstanding that no known lycopod did

actually cross the line.

2. Two years later (1904) came the statement of certain canons

of evidence, some of which were well known and had already been

employed by zoologists and to a certain extent by botanists. These

are stated by Jeffrey (31) as follows: (1) ancestral characters

that have disappeared from the vegetative axes are apt to linger in

(a) reproductive axes, (b) foliar organs, (c) seedlings (ontogenetic

recapitulation of the zoologists), (d) first annual ring of vigorous

shoots; (2) ancestral characters may be recalled by wounding.

These canons of evidence have been consistently applied and

somewhat extended in all of the subsequent work. They have been

used to check conclusions derived from comparative anatomy

(resemblance) and geological sequence, and in some cases practically

overrule them. A really astonishing number of forms, both fossil

and living, has been studied by Jeffrey and his associates in the

last dozen years. Although not always without serious protest,

they have been able to interpret all these forms in conformity with

the general assumption that the Araucarineae have been derived

from an abietineous ancestry. Much of the most important

material has come from the Mesozoic of eastern North America.

A complete review of all this work is neither necessary nor

profitable. Essentially the same methods have been employed

in all of it. Reference will be made only to those papers in which

important new facts or an advance of ideas are contained.

3. It must always be borne in mind that this school of anatomists

is firmly committed to the brachyblast theory of the pine cone (19*

42, 58). From the vantage point of this conviction they extend the

conception to the ovulate cones of all other conifers, and regard

the spur shoot of the pines as the homologue of the assumed

axillary sporangium-bearing shoot of the cones. The contention

is that the spur shoot has disappeared from most modern conifers,

as represented in its most primitive form in such ancient conifers

as Prepinus and Woodworthia.

4. An additional canon was provided (1910) by Miss Gerry s

study of the distribution of the bars of Sanio in living conifers (20).

She concluded that this structure is present in the mature secondary
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wood of , all conifers except the Araucarineae. It has since been

used by this school as the sine qua non in distinguishing fossil

araucarian woods from those of abietinean affinities (9,24,25,57).

An early application (1906) of these principles was made by

Jeffrey and Hollick (32). Certain of the remains studied

consisted of cone scales that had previously been referred to plants

of such diverse relationships as Dammara, fossil genera belonging

to Cupressineae and Taxodineae, and even to Eucalyptus. These

scales have three basally attached and inverted seeds on their

adaxial surface. There are longitudinal resinous lines on their

surface. The internal structure, particularly the arrangement

of the vascular supply, is very like that of Agathis. For these

reasons they have called the plant Protodammara.

Closely associated with the scales were branches of Brachyphyl-

turn. The authors think it probable that the branches and cone

scales belong to the same plant. The branches were sectioned and

referred to the Araucarineae on the ground that of the three groups

(Cupressineae, Sequoiineae, and Araucarineae) which they exter-

nally resemble, only the last agrees with them in the possession of

a double leaf trace, insoluble resins accompanied by mucilage, and

flattened bordered pits which may rarely be alternate and biseriate.

Moreover, these branches lack the alternating bands of hard bast

in the phloem characteristic of all the living members of the first

two groups.

The wood fragments were of two kinds. One of them agrees

with the Brachyphyllum branches in lacking resinous tracheids and

in forming traumatic resin canals. This wood is believed by the

authors to be the wood of Brachyphyllum. The other wood has

resin tracheids and does not form traumatic resin canals. The

inference from these facts is that araucarians, as represented by

Brachyphyllum, have come from ancestors with resin canals.

In the same year (1906) Jeffrey and Chrysler (33) described

certain cretaceous Pityoxyla from the same source as the Brachy-

phyllum. These Pityoxyla appear very probably to be the wood
of cretaceous pines, since they are very closely associated with

typical cone scales and leaf fascicles of this genus. These pines

appear to have combined the characters of hard and soft pines.
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The scales and leaves resemble those of the hard pines, while the

presence of abundant tangential pitting of the autumn wood is a

character of soft pines. The ray cells are highly resinous, and there

are no ray tracheids such as are characteristic of the Pineae.

The authors point out that these are just the characters shown by

the wood of the cones of hard pines. They enforce their argument

from vestigial structures in the following words :
" there can be little

doubt that in the wood of the cones of Finns palustris, for example,

the general absence of marginal tracheids, the highly resinous char-

acter of the rays, and the abundant presence of tangential autumnal

pits, all features of difference from the vegetative wood structure of

existing hard pines, are ancestral characters, since such characters

are apt to linger on in the reproductive axes. In no other way

can the presence of these features in the wood of the cone be

explained. " They call attention to the great geological age of the

pines as further support of the application of these principles.

"There is good reason to believe from recent researches (33) that

m
features of the female cones go, existed as far back as the Jurassic.

There is even evidence that the two great series of the hard and

soft pines existed at this early period, so that the geological exten-

sion of the genus must have been much more remote."

Following up the same line of reasoning, Jeffrey (34), in

a paper on wound reactions of Brachyphyllum, put forward the

suggestion that "there is nothing inherently improbable in the

derivation of the Araucarineae from an abietineous stock." He

puts forward three sorts of evidence in support of this suggestion.

In the first place, he points out, the wound reactions of Brachy-

phyllum are of exactly the same character as those of Sequoia. In a

previous investigation he was led to conclude, from the traumatic

production of resin canals, taken in conjunction with their vestigial

occurrence in the cone axis, first annual ring of the stem, and in the

root, that resin canals were characteristic of the ancestors of

Sequoia (30) as well as of Abies and certain other Abietineae (3*)-

By combining the vestigial structures exhibited by the cones of the

living araucarians with the wound reactions of BrachyphyUum,

he is led to infer a similar ancestry for Araucarineae.
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The second proof brought forward in support of this conclusion

is that the triassic Arancarites moniliforme (34) is reported to have

strings of flattened moniliform masses of resin in the wood. The
author thinks that such masses of resin would be produced by resin

canals larger than those of Brachyphyllum. Apparently there is

a reduction series in resin production in the Araucarineae. It is

abundantly secreted in the canals of the triassic Araucarites, less

abundantly in those of the cretaceous Brachyphyllum and only

when wounded, and resin canals are entirely absent in living genera.

As a third proof a still stronger claim is made again for the

antiquity of the pines. The author points to the recognized

impressions of pine leaves from the Permian onward, of hard and

soft pines after the Jurassic, and of Pityoxyla from the Carbonifer-

ous and Permian. It should be recalled that both the Permian

and Carboniferous Pityoxyla have since been rendered extremely

doubtful by the work of Gothan (21, 22) and of Thomson and

Allin (71), though undoubted Pityoxyla are known from the late

Jurassic onward.

A raitcarlopitys was described (35) in 1907. The description is

based on certain leafless twigs with spirally arranged scars. They

were found in the Androvette pit (Cretaceous) in association with

"impressions of the deciduous leaf fascicles of Czekanowskia, a

supposed but doubtful representative of the Ginkgoales." It is

inferred, with some hesitation, that the two belong to the same

plant. It is shown that Araucariopitys had deciduous spur shoots

lasting, very probably, only a single year. Traumatic resin canals

were produced ; the ray cells are pitted on sides and ends ; the pits

are usually uniseriate, round, and remote, but may occasionally be

biseriate and alternate or opposite, in which case they are some-

times flattened. The uniseriate pits are also sometimes flattened

and in contact. It is rather difficult to credit close araucarian

affinities to this plant when one considers that it resembles a

Ginkgo externally and has the spur shoot and pitted rays of the

pines, as opposed to the slight resemblance to araucarians in the

occasional occurrence of alternate and flattened pits. The authors,

however, decide in favor of its being an araucarian on the ground of

Us close association with other araucarian woods and transitional
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cone scales. If this plant really is, as the authors think, an abietin-

ean in process of transformation, it would appear to be a question

whether it were headed toward Ginkgo, which it resembles in

external features, or toward an araucarian, which it does not

resemble externally and toward which it has made but a very small

beginning structurally.

In 1908 Prepinus was described (37). The name was proposed

"for this type in the belief that it is the direct ancestor of Pinus"

"It is characterized by the possession of short shoots or brachy-

blasts of a generalized type, which were deciduous, but bore numer-

ous spirally arranged instead of few verticillate fascicular leaves."

"The leaves attached to the brachyblasts differed from the fascicular

leaves of Pinus in having their paired resin canals continuous to the

very base. The leaves further possessed well marked centripetal

xylem. About the foliar bundles was present a complicated double

sheath of transfusion tissue closely related to the centrifugal wood

and resembling that found in certain of the Cordaitales." "Many
of the true pines of the Cretaceous possessed the same double

transfusion sheath as is found in Prepinus, but entirely lacked the

centripetal wood which is characteristic of that genus." "The

elongated pitted elements described by Worsdell and others on the

ventral side of the protoxylem in existing coniferous leaves appear

rather to be the relics of the inner transfusion sheath, which is a

feature of cretaceous pines, than of true centripetal xylem."

From the resemblance of the leaf structure to certain Cordaitales,

the conclusion is reached that the Abietineae are "a very old, if not

the oldest, family of the Coniferales." From this argument, and

others already detailed, it is concluded that "the Abietineae must

be considered more primitive than the Araucarineae." What at

first sight appears to be a new argument in support of this con-

tention is introduced in this paper. "The pitting of the older

Araucarineae, which still survived in the Middle Cretaceous, showed

a marked deviation from that found in Agathis and Araucaria, and

a transition toward the type of pitting found in the Abietineae,

while the oldest structurally known type of the Abietineae (Pre-

pinus) shows no tendency whatever toward the araucarian type of

bordered pits." There is, however, nothing new in this statement,
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for its entire force depends upon whether these intermediate forms

are called araucarians or not. It is, of course, precisely the point

at issue whether these intermediate forms are of araucarian descent

on the way toward becoming Abietineae or the reverse. In fact,

if this statement could be substantiated, it would completely

overthrow the abietinean theory of the descent of araucarians,

for this theory demands that Abietineans shall have departed in

many characters, not only toward araucarians, but that this

departure shall have continued until the latter were actually

reached.

In 1909 Sinnott (57) described from Second Cliff, Massachu-

setts, another fossil conifer, which he referred to a new genus,
1

Paracedroxylon. The pits are uniseriate, remote, and round.

The rays are without marginal tracheids, and the cells are thin-

walled and without pits on the ends or horizontal walls. Simple

pits occur on the radial walls corresponding to the half-bordered

pits of the adjacent tracheids. Resin canals are normally absent,

and no sure evidences were found of their traumatic production.

The new genus, nevertheless, is assigned to the Araucarineae on

the ground that bars of Sanio are absent. As I shall point out

later, other anatomists have strongly objected to the reference of

fossil woods to the Araucarineae on this ground.

In 191 1 Jeffrey described the structure of the cone of Geinitzia

gracillima (41) from the Kreischerville beds. This piece of investi-

gation furnishes a very interesting application of the canons of

evidence that have been applied in the attempt to seriate these

fossil types, for it furnishes an attempt to make a comparative

study of the structures of the vegetative and reproductive axes

of the same fossil plant, and to apply to the results the canon of

vestigial structures. The external appearance of the cones, as well

as the individual scales, are very reminiscent of certain Taxodineae.

The branches are thought to be Brachyphyllum. The structure of

the cone axis is that of Sinnott's Paracedroxylon (57). From these

facts the conclusions follow that Paracedroxylon is ancestral to

Brachyoxylon; that the evolutionary sequence must have been

Abietineae (Pityoxylon, perhaps), Paracedroxylon ,
Brachyoxylon,

Araucarioxylon, modern Araucarineae. It will be pointed out
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later that this scarcely accords with the strict geological sequence

as known at the present writing.

Woodworthia arizonica was described in 1910 by Jeffrey as a

new genus from the triassic petrified forests of Arizona (38). It

agrees in all respects with Araucarioxylon, with the exception of

possessing short shoots and the absence of persistent leaf traces.

The spur shoots are thought to persist as long as the axis which

bore them. The spur shoots are held to show a relationship to the

pine type of conifer. The failure of the subtending* leaf traces to

persist indefinitely, as in living forms, is held to be an argument

against this persistence being a primitive character. Notwith-

standing the fact that the cretaceous Araucariopitys is much more

abietinean in all respects and a much more modern type, the

author is still disposed to cite the two as evidence of "the tendency

of the Araucarineae to become more and more like the Abietineae.

In 191 1 Bailey described a cretaceous Pityoxylon with marginal

tracheids and concluded (2) that such marginal tracheids originated

in the Upper Cretaceous. In a paper published in 191 3, Miss

Holden has extended our knowledge of the generic and geologic dis-

?>

tribution of ray tracheids (25). She concludes from her study that

(1) "ray tracheids are present normally in the Pityoxyla from the

Middle Cretaceous on, and in the Abietineae"; (2) "ray tracheids

are present traumatically in the Taxodineae and the Cupressineae "

;

(3) "on the evidence of traumatic recapitulations of ancestral

characteristics, it is evident that the Taxodineae and Cupressineae

are descended from the Abietineae, having sprung from that line

sometime after the Middle Cretaceous"; (4) "since ray tracheids

are universally absent in the Podocarpineae, Taxineae, and Arau-

carineae, these lines must have come off the Abietineae at some

time before the Middle Cretaceous."

In 191 2 Jeffrey published a very complete resume (42) of his

views and investigations. The first part of the paper deals with

wood parenchyma and medullary rays. He concludes: (1) "The

ancestors of Araucaria and Agathis were characterized by the pos-

session of wood parenchyma." This conclusion rests on the facts

that, though the living forms resemble the Cordaitales in the

absence of wood parenchyma, it is present in the first annual rings of
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the root and shoot of both A gathis and Araucaria, in the early

wood of seedlings, in the wood of the cones, and may be traumati-

cally recalled in the older wood of both root and shoot. Further-

more, it is present in the more abietinean Araucarioxyla of the

Cretaceous. (2) "They likewise had strongly pitted rays." Thi>

is shown by their presence in the inner portion of the cone axis of

living forms and in the normal wood of those cretaceous forms

(Araucariopitys, for example) which the author assigns to the

Araucarineae. Pitted rays may also be recalled in the seedling

and root by injury. (3) "The possession of these twro features is

quite inconsistent with their derivation from cordaitean ancestry,"

notwithstanding the practical identity of structure of the two

groups. This argument rests partly on recapitulationary phe-

nomena and partly on merely calling the transitional cretaceous

conifers araucarians rather than abietineans, which some of them

resemble far more closely.

The second part deals with "the characteristic features of the

tracheids and the nature of the pitting." The conclusions are:

(1) "The characteristic pitting of the wood of Agathis and Aran-

carta, the Araucarioxylon type, is not ancestral but more recently

acquired." This conclusion is based on the fact that the multi-

seriate, flattened, and appressed pits of the mature wood of living

araucarians and of Cordaitales is replaced in the inner wood of the

cone and seedling axis of living genera and in the innermost wood

of the stem of mesozoic forms by a type of pitting with the pits less

frequently multiseriate, flattened, or appressed, but often uniseriate,

remote, and round. (2) Since bars of Sanio are absent from the

mature wood of living genera (see Thomson 70 for a contrary

opinion) and from the wood of mesozoic Araucarioxyla, but are
*

present in the wood of the cones, it follows that they are a feature

of the ancestors of the Araucarineae. In anticipation of objections

to be urged later, it may be mentioned here that the author admits

their absence in the stem of the mesozoic forms, in the seedling,

and probably in the leaf trace, in all of which they should be found

in accordance with theoretical expectations. (3) "On the basis of

comparative studies of the tracheids of the Araucarineae they cannot

be regarded as primitive representatives of the coniferous order."
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The third part deals with resin canals. Two reasons are alleged

for thinking them to be features of the ancestors of araucarians:

(i) Though they are practically absent from living araucarians,

" interesting vestigial resin canals appear in the vascular supply of

the lowermost abortive cone scales, attached to the peduncle of the

cone, and die out before the cone scale supply leaves the wood of

the peduncular axis." (2) Traumatic resin canals occur in the

wood of some mesozoic woods which the author assigns to the

Araucarineae because of the lack of the bars of Sanio and the pos-

session of a modified type of pitting. The pitting in the Arau-

cariopitys type, as has already been pointed out, is very little like

that of araucarians and very much like that of abietineans, as are,

in fact, its other characters. The Brachyoxylon type is rather more

reminiscent of araucarian affinities but still not beyond challenge.

The fourth part treats of the foliar trace and the pith, and pre-

sents a final summing up of conclusions. In regard to the leaf traces

and pith the conclusions are: (1) "This persistence of the leaf trace

[that is, in mesozoic forms] seems to be a characteristic of all woods

of the true Araucarioxylon type, and, as has been particularly

indicated by Thistleton-Dyer (66) and Seward (54), is likewise a

feature of the trunks of the living genera A gathis and Araucaria."

(2) In the Brachyoxylon type from the Cretaceous, which is more

abietinean in the rays, pitting, and in the formation of traumatic

resin canals, the traces persist for a short time only. (3) In the

seedling axis of A gathis australis the leaf trace is less persistent.

(4) The leaf trace is more persistent in Araucaria Bidwillii than

in Agathis australis, the former of which is assumed to be the more

primitive type. (5) It follows from the preceding that persistent

leaf traces are not an ancestral feature of the Araucarineae. (6) In

regard to the pith I am not at all sure that I apprehend clearly

Jeffrey's position. He records the usual presence of sclerotic

diaphragms in the pith of mesozoic forms, and finds them absent in

the pith of the seedlings and cones of living forms. Sclerotic

nests are said to occur in the latter, perhaps as a vestige of the

diaphragms of the earlier forms. He says further that "it is more-

over obvious that medullary diaphragms are equally characteristic

of both the older Araucarineae and of the Abietineae living and
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fossil. Their presence in the older araucarian types, consequently,

is one more piece of evidence in favor of the derivation of the arau-

carian tribe from abietineous ancestors.'' (7) The author reiter-

ates his belief in the compound nature of the ovulate cone and in its

essential unity throughout the group. He says, "it is perfectly

clear that not only in the more primitive species of the living genus

Araucaria, but also in the cones of the mesozoic representatives, the

araucarian female cone, like that of the other tribes of conifers,

was originally composed of cone scales with a double system of

bundles, independently emanating from the cone axis and of inverse

orientation." (8) In regard to the male gametophyte he says, " cer-

tainly we should not expect to find the primitive type of pollen

tube formation in a group in which the pollen no longer reaches

the apex of the ovule," and "the peculiar method of germination

of the pollen is an unmistakable stigma of aberration." "The

contents of the pollen tube likewise vouch for the highly specialized

condition of the Araucarineae. Here the two prothallial cells com-

mon to the Abietineae and the equally ancient Ginkgoales become

proliferated into a large number, doubtless in correlation with

the extreme length and meandering course of the pollen tube.

Moreover, the absence of a stalk cell in connection with the setting

off of the body cell, which gives rise to the two sperm cells, is a clear

and outstanding feature of aberrancy." These views are in a

measure a modified restatement of those stated by Jeffrey and

Chrysler in 1907 (36). Jeffrey is equally convinced that the

female gametophyte is not primitive but aberrant.

In a very complete study of Agathis (19) Eames has reached

conclusions closely paralleling those of Jeffrey in regard to the

specialization of the gametophytes and the interpretation of the

structure of the ovulate cone of the araucarians. An interesting

and important feature of this investigation is the very complete

reduction series which he has worked out in the supposed develop-

ment of the apparently simple scales of Agathis. Beginning with

Arthrotaxis cupressoides with a completely double vascular supply,

he traces the gradual fusion of the independent bundles through

other species of the same genus, Cunninghamia sinensis, and

finally reaches the condition found in Agathis. He also points out
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that a complete series is exhibited in the genus Araucaria with

A. Bidwillii standing as the most primitive and A. brasiliensis and

A. imbricata as the most specialized. In preceding papers of this

series the reviewer has discussed Eames's views in relation to the

gametophytes (6) and the embryo (7).

Although Sinnott (59) concludes from his study of the podo-

carps that they have been derived from the Abietineae directly,

and not through the Araucarineae, his view is incidentally interest-

ing in that it points out that on this assumption the podocarps

become the primitive members of the group instead of the Saxego-

thaea-Microcachrys forms. In his diagram it would appear that he

thinks this whole assemblage derived from the ancient Araucarineae,

and that they had arisen by an approximately equal split of some

m
From the text, however, it appears that "the close series of forms

Podocarp

Araucarineae
"

The argument turns on the interpretation of the vascular supply in

these forms as a reduction series and the epimatium as the equiva-

lent of a reduced ovuliferous scale. He calls attention to the

already well known gametophytic resemblances, which his own

studies have rendered more apparent, as evidence of a relationship

between podocarps and Abietineae. In like manner he minimizes

the points of difference. He recognizes that his series can be read

in the other direction, and calls attention to the necessity in that

case of recognizing and accounting for what would be numerous

parallel developments in the two lines.

In the concluding section of his paper on the Araucarioxylon

type (42) Jeffrey sums up the conclusions for the whole theory as

follows: (1) " The Araucarineae cannot have been derived from the

Cordaitales since they possessed primitively a number of features

which, so far as our knowledge goes, never existed in the cordaitean

Stock," (2) "The Araucarioxylon type is derived from ancestral

forms which possessed opposite pitting, bars of Sanio, strongly

pitted rays, and horizontal and vertical resin canals." (3) "The

primitive existence of these features in the ancestral type from which

Araucarioxylon has been derived shows clearly that it has taken its
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origin from the abietineous Pityoxylon type." (4) "This con-

clusion is entirely confirmed by a consideration of the reproductive

structures, both sporophytic and gametophytic." (5) "Any
hypothesis as to the origin of the Coniferales in general must start

with the Abietineae as the most primitive tribe."

This theory has received from time to time certain incidental

criticism in connection with the work of investigators who have

considered that their results justify other interpretations. A
number of these have already been mentioned in the presentation

of the lycopod and cordaitean theory. It is in the nature of things

that the facts which form the support of one theory are usually the

facts that refuse to adjust themselves easily to others. Objections

of this sort have found their proper place in the preceding para-

graphs. I shall now mention some of the more specific objection-

that have been made.

It has already been pointed out that the protagonists of the

lycopod theory hold the ovulate cone of the araucarians to be simple.

The abietinean theory is circumscribed by the necessity of proving

it compound. The weight of opinion, at least so far as numbers go,

among those who have investigated the subject appears very

decidedly to favor the idea that the ovulate structures of podocarps

and araucarians are homologous in structure and simple. It

appears from the work of Eames and Sinnott, already quoted

above, that if the abietinean theory prevails they can be explained

as a reduction series. On the other hand, if this theory were not in

question, it appears that most investigators would decide in favor

of simplicity of structure. Aside from the authors already men-

tioned, Tison (76) and Noren (44) have expressed themselves

in favor of a simple explanation.

The writer has in earlier papers called attention to the inade-

quacy of the explanation offered by Jeffrey and Chrysler (36) of

the more numerous prothallial cells in the gametophytes of podo-

carps and araucarians. These authors suggested that the greater

number of these cells might be a coenogenetic adaptation to the

extensive pollen tube. Aside from the reasons for thinking that the

tube itself has not undergone any such coenogenetic development

as this theory suggests (by implication) for the araucarians. it i^
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entirely inapplicable to the podocarps and Abies (26), which has

recently been shown to form regularly a considerable proportion

of pollen grains with 3 or 4 prothallial cells. Either these widely

separated cases are to be explained as a heritage from more or less

remote ancestors, or as remarkable examples of the revival of

abandoned structures, or as the still more remarkable origination

of apparently useless structures. In Jeffrey's paper on the

Araucarioxylon type (42) he speaks of the pollen grain and male

gametophyte as clearly aberrant in its germination, prothallial

cells, and absence of a stalk cell. Whether it is aberrant or not is

doubtless somewhat a matter of opinion. That a stalk cell is not

formed is an error so far as the statement concerns Araucaria

brasiliensis . I have figured in a previous paper the division

which results in stalk and body cells (5). Araucaria resembles

Podocarpus (4) exactly in respect to the manner of this division.

The axis of the spindle is transverse in both cases and the resulting

cells lie side by side above the prothallial cells. Because this

division occurs late in the development of the male gametophyte,

the cell wall and cell identity of the stalk cell are soon lost in both

genera. At the time of shedding, only the body cell retains its

cell identity, the other nuclei being free in the common cytoplasm

and often indistinguishable from one another.

The reference of some of the mesozoic fossils to Araucarineae

has met with rather severe criticism. Jeffrey's reference (40) of

Yezonia and Cryptomeriopsis (62) to Brachyphyllum and Geinitzia

respectively has met with opposition from their authors (63).

Dr. Stopes, notwithstanding the dissimilarity of the cones, is

inclined to agree that there is a considerable structural resemblance

between Brachyphyllum and Yezonia. She dissents entirely from

the opinion that Cryptomeriopsis is an araucarian. She has not

stated an opinion as to whether it is or is not identical with Geinitzia

as described by Jeffrey (41). She is emphatic, however, in think-

ing that it differs very little from the modern Cryptomeria.

Stiles (61) has also criticized the reference of Geinitzia (41) and

Paracedroxylon (57) to the Araucarineae. He is particularly severe

on the use of the bars of Sanio as a final criterion of relationship.

The soundness of this criticism has since been emphasized by
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araucarians (70). They have also recently been reported in the

cycads (56) . In this group they are said to occur when the pits are

scattered, but not when alternate and crowded.

Thomson (70) has suggested that the araucarian affinities of

some of the mesozoic transitional forms with traumatic resin canals

would be equally well explained as having descended from the

cordaiteans as by the assumption that they are acquiring araucarian

characters. If I understand this suggestion correctly, it assumes

that these forms are not directly related to araucarians at all, but

are really abietineans that still retain some cordaitean characters

and have acquired or are in the process of acquiring the characters of

modern abietineans.

On the principles of evidence

After having set forth the evidence that has been adduced by

various writers in support of the several theories, it is now pertinent

to return to the problem originally proposed by the quotation from

Jeffrey. Are there any general principles of evidence or are there

not ? Are all sorts of evidence of equal value ? Shall any class of

evidence be excluded, as is done in our law courts ? Such questions

as these must be answered by every botanist before he can properly

proceed to sound inferences from the facts uncovered by his investi-

gation. The arguments set forth in the preceding sections may be

conveniently grouped under the following heads: (1) resemblance

or likeness, (2) geological sequence, (3) vestigial structures, (4) onto-

genetic recapitulations, (5) traumatic reversions, (6) abnormalities
• ,

•

or monstrosities.

1. Resemblance or likeness means relationship.—This appears

to be the most fundamental principle in the minds of the great

thi That

this is a sound principle is unquestioned. No fact in our biological

experience is better grounded than that "like begets like." That

the parent and child may differ in minor points is an everyday

differencesexperience, but that they ever differ by larg

believed. The theory of evolution itself is founded firmly on these

two well known facts of general likeness with slight variations.
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From this it follows that affinity is roughly proportional to resem-

blance. Resemblance in one or a few points may mean a slight

degree of affinity, or it may merely show a case of parallel develop-

ment. Heterospory and the seed habit are excellent illustrations

of the latter. If, on the contrary, two plants are very similar in

all of their organs, the resemblance is usually considered unim-

peachable evidence of close affinity. The classification of all our

living plants is almost exclusively based on this principle.

A corollary of this principle is that neither of two supposedly

related plants must possess any organ or structure which cannot be

reasonably derived from the homologous organ or structure of the

assumed ancestor.

2. The geological sequence should roughly conform to the pro-

posed evolutionary sequence in the development of a modern group

from an ancient one. It is obvious that if all the intermediate

forms have been fossilized and all discovered, this agreement would

be exact and complete. Such conditions doubtless never occur.

Since evolution of related forms cannot be supposed to run exactly

parallel in different lines, it follows that the discovered fossils from

any given horizon might be expected to show one structure or

organ ahead in one and another in another. An important corollary

of this has frequently been insisted on by Coulter (14, i5i *6)-

One line of plants may run ahead along a certain line and remain

practically stationary for ages in some other. For these reasons

and because the fossil record is always very incomplete, inferences

from geological sequence must always be subject to considerable

doubt.

3. Vestigial structures.—By this is meant that anatomical char-

acters that once were general through the entire plant are likely to be

retained in certain supposedly primitive regions of the plant, such

as the root, cotyledons, cone axes, and leaves. The use of this

principle is attended with very considerable difficulties and may
frequently lead to very erroneous conclusions. The difficulties lie

in two assumptions that must be made in its application. First, we

must assume that the stem structure of a paleozoic (let us say) plant

was also present in the cone axis. Then when we find this same

structure in the cone axis of a modern plant, we must again assume
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that this structure is a retained one and not a newly acquired one.

If we could avoid the first assumption (that is, if we knew the

structure of the ancient cone), we should not need this principle,

but could apply the principle of resemblance. Neither is it always

easy to decide the correctness of the second assumption. Its limi-

tations, therefore, are clear. It is useful in enabling us to infer a

likeness which we do not know actually to have existed. It is, con-

sequently, of much lower value than a direct comparison of known

structures. Its highest possible value would equal that of a direct

comparison between the homologous parts of the two plants, while

its lowest value is actually zero.

4. Ontogenetic recapitulations.—This principle assumes that there

will be formed in the juvenile stages of a plant or animal organs
*

or structures that were characteristic of the adult ancestral forms.

In the form I have stated it, this principle is almost certainly

invalid. This is the form in which it is commonly applied. What
is probably true is that related animals and plants resemble one

another and their common ancestor at all stages from the egg to the

adult, inclusive, in all those organs and structures which have

neither been lost since the separation from the parent stock nor

added to either of the descendants. This principle is not infre-

quently applied in such a manner as to deprive the conclusions of

any real validity whatever. In so far as it possesses validity at

in

the same stage of development.

5. Traumatic reactions.—When a plant or animal is wounded

it not infrequently reacts by forming organs or structures that

differ from those usually formed. In some cases these structures

are such as are thought to be identical with those of its ancestors.

There is no a priori reason why they should be reversions, so far as I

can see, unless the original structures were introduced into the

sum of the hereditary qualities through wounding in the first place.

Pruning a grape vine or a fruit tree usually induces a yield of larger

fruit or even a greater total quantity. Increased physiological

activity is a very common result of wounding, but it does not there-

fore follow that this is an ancestral quality of the stock. Some of

these resnonsp-4 mav rpnrpwnt anrpstnil conditions, but it seems to
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me to be very unsafe to infer that any particular one is so, without

independent proof thereof.

6. Monstrosities or abnormalities.—So far as concerns inherited

abnormalities, it must be true that in the long run the progressive

changes must have much exceeded the reversions, else evolution

from the simpler ancestors to the more complex descendants of

today could not have occurred. This argument cannot be applied

in the same way to non-heritable abnormalities, though there is

no obvious reason why they should follow any different law of

probability. By themselves, abnormalities afford evidence of

little weight, since it is impossible to say whether they represent

reversions or other chance variations.

Conclusions

We may now attempt to apply these criteria of evidence to the

arguments that have been offered by the various supporters of each

of the theories. So far as concerns the lycopod theory and the

cordaitean theory, it is readily seen that each of them is founded

on certain more or less striking resemblances. The evidence,

then, is valid so far as the principles are concerned. The weakness

of each theory lies in the necessity of certain more or less plausible

explanations that must be accepted before the resemblances are

evident. The lycopod theory must explain away the very appar-

ent difference in the stelar structures of the two groups and must

show how the pine cone has been evolved from the simple cone of a

club moss. Without repeating what has already been set forth in

other parts of this paper, let it suffice to recall the very large number

of points of difference that must be explained away and the com-

paratively few points of likeness relied on to establish a relationship.

On the contrary, the points of resemblance between araucarians

and Cordaitales are numerous and striking. The points of differ-

ence are few, and for the most part more easily explained away than

those that confront the preceding theory. The geological record

appears also to favor the cordaitean theory, for none of the fossil

forms are known to approach lycopods in any character more closely

than do the modern forms. In fact, it would appear from our pres-

ent knowledge that the fossil forms were less like them than the
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modern ones. This would strongly indicate parallel development

of similar structures in the two groups. On the evidence, then, as

it stands, we must decide that the cordaitean theory is much the

more probable.

In respect to the abietinean theory we meet a different state of

affairs. It is not claimed that Abietineae are more like cordaiteans

than araucarians, but that it can be shown that the likenesses of the

latter have been secondarily acquired. This is not parallel develop-

ment. The theory assumes that a considerable number of char-

acters underwent extensive modification during the evolution of

the primitive conifers (that is, abietineans) . Multiseriate bordered

pits of the cordaiteans became uniseriate, remote, and rounded.

The thin-walled unpitted ray cells became thick-walled and pitted.

Resin canals were evolved. Then this primitive stock is conceived

to have split into two lines, one of which continued its evolution

along the same lines as the parent stock. The other line (arau-

carians) faced about and began the reacquisition of the characters

that had been lost. It almost completely regained the original type

of pitting, lost all trace of its pitted rays, and almost totally lost

the ability to produce resin canals in the wood. The history of

other characters is much the same. The adherents of this theory

do not seek to deny these resemblances nor the necessity of showing

that they have been secondarily acquired. I have already set forth

the evidence through which they believe that they have proved

this astounding evolutionary sequence. So far as resemblance

or likeness goes, the cordaitean theory is far and away the more

probable.

On the basis of fossil history there is not much to choose in

respect to antiquity of the two families, though the Araucarineae

have, perhaps, at present the more certain record in the older

rocks. Still, specialized abietineans are known so far back that

we must assume their origin to have been very much farther back.

I shall speak of the bearing of the transitional fossils of the Mesozoic

after discussing the remaining canons of evidence, because it is

only in the light of the inferences made in accord with them that

these fossils can be made to support this theory. On the basis

of geological sequence they favor the cordaitean theory, inasmuch
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as the older forms are more araucarian and the more recent ones

more like modern Pinaceae, particularly certain Taxodineae and

Sequoiineae.

Though the argument from resemblance and geological sequence

is unfavorable to this theory, there are, nevertheless, a great many

known facts that can be best explained in accordance with it. The

evidence derived from a study of vestigial structures, recapitula-

tions, traumatic reversions, and monstrosities largely favors this

theory, though many facts are known which appear to be incon-

sistent with it.

The pitting of the tracheids in the ovulate cones has been inter-

preted by Thomson and Jeffrey in exactly opposite ways. The

former calls attention to the multiseriate (3-5 rows) cordaitean

pits of the older wood, and the latter to the uniseriate wood

of the first few tracheids. To make matters worse, the former

calls attention to araucarian pitting in abietinean cones and

roots. This could, of course, be explained as a heritage from

the cordaiteans.

The argument from recapitulation is hardly more fortunate.

The seedling pine lacks spur shoots, just as does Araucaria, and

hence spur shoots are not ancestral; but on the other hand the

seedling Araucaria has abietinean pitting in the earlier annual rings.

Similarly, wounding an araucarian produces no resin canals,

though it should if this theory be true ; though wounding Brachy-

phyllum did. In other cases it does recall or induce abietinean

characters.

The use that has been made of the bars of Sanio appears to the

reviewer to fall in a class by itself. From the time of Linnaeus

classification of flowering plants down to the present many such

artificial distinctions have been proposed. They have usually

been short-lived. Inasmuch as a bar of Sanio must have been

at some time acquired, one would suppose that if you traced

the ancestral line backward it would gradually fade out. In

that case there would certainly be Abietineae somewhere along

the line that lacked this structure. Thompson's discovery of its

presence in mature secondary wood of modern araucarians renders
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its use of very doubtful value. It seems very unlikely that its

mere absence from a mesozoic form otherwise unlike an araucarian

is a character of sufficient importance to justify its inclusion in the

Araucarineae.

theory

subject to attack on the historical side as well as on the ground of

inherent probability. That a given abnormality represents always

a reversion is an assumption that no one seriously maintains.

For example, six toes are not uncommon in mankind. No one

believes that this is an ancestral character any more than brachy-

dactyly, where there are fewer parts than usual. An extra digit

in hoofed animals is, on the contrary, usually looked on as a reap-

pearance of an ancestral condition, because this condition is

believed on other and trustworthy grounds actually to have occurred

in this evolutionary line. In respect to the known conditions of the

cones that may be supposed to be ancestral to modern pines, there is

not a scintilla of evidence that they were any nearer the brachy-

blastic condition than their modern representatives. As I have

already pointed out, the case is still more difficult in regard to the

Cordaitales, the supposed remote ancestors, where the condition

should, theoretically, be well developed. The strength of this

pine

makes

very much
theory

seen to be of a less convincing kind. Moreover

same kind that favor the cordaitean theory

seems

rules of evidence in the investigation of phylogenetic problems,

but that the conclusions attained through their application have

far less certainty than a chemical analysis or a mathematical

prediction of a comet's course. With care the latter attains a

high degree of certainty. The degree of probability in phylo-

genetic inquiries is more nearly that pertaining to the verdict of

juries in our law courts. They are both always subject to attack

by the introduction of new evidence.
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Summary

i. The science of phylogeny possesses fairly adequate and

reasonably trustworthy rules of evidence.

2. The degree of relationship is most clearly indicated by a

detailed and accurate comparison of all the structures of the plant in

all the stages of development, and is roughly proportional to the

number and exactness of the resemblances.

3. Conclusions derived from direct comparisons should be

checked carefully by the geological record.

4. Direct comparisons may be supplemented by indirect com-

parisons instituted through the use of more or less valid conclu-

sions derived from the presence of supposed vestigial structures in

primitive regions and from recapitulationary phenomena. Such

indirect comparisons afford much less certain conclusions.

5. Reversions to ancestral conditions may sometimes occur

under normal conditions or be experimentally produced by wound-

ing or unusual conditions of growth. Conclusions based on evi-

dence of this sort have little weight unless supported by other more

reliable sorts of evidence.

6. Gymnosperms as a group resemble one another much more

closely in very many ways than any one of them resembles any other

group. They are, therefore, monophyletic. Since the cycado-

phytes are almost certainly derived from a filicinean ancestry, it

follows that all are ultimately traceable to the same source.

7. The conifers closely resemble Cordaitales and are probably

derived from them.

8. Araucarineae resemble the Cordaitales far more closely than

do any other conifers, and are probably derived directly from them.

This conclusion is consistent with the geological record.

9. The transitional conifers of the Mesozoic are either arau-

carians or cordaiteans well on their way toward Pinaceae. Some

of them may be actually ancestral to such Taxodineae as Crypto-

meria and Sequoia.

10. The Abietineae are very old and are derived either directly

from the Cordaitales or from the very ancient members of the

Araucarineae.

Stanford Umv
California
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TAXONOMY AND DISTRIBUTION OF ERIODICTYON
LeRoy Abrams and Frank J. Smiley

(with three figures)

In 1905, Chancellor Jordan (7), in reviving the isolation theory,

presented the following general law: "Given any species in any

region, the nearest related species is not likely to be found in the

same region nor in a remote region, but in a neighboring district

separated from the first by a barrier of some sort."

Botanists were not agreed as to the applicability of the law to

plants, and Lloyd (8) even asserted that it "would be more in

harmony with the facts in the case as understood by the botanists

if stated in the converse form." At the time we were inclined to

accept the law and offered (1) a number of illustrations in support.

But it was obvious that very few data on the distribution of plants

in this country were available. Few attempts had been made to

map accurately the distribution of closely related species. Distri-

man o

they were largely useless for such a study, and many of the her-

barium specimens were but little better, the average collector's

data being far too meager and often confusing. The need for care-

ful distributional studies of closely related species seemed impera-

tive, and with this in mind we have been collecting data on a

number of Pacific Coast genera.

Eriodictyon was selected as one of the genera for these distribu-

tional studies for various reasons. The species constitute a single

clearly defined natural group instead of an aggregate of groups,

as is often the case with the larger genera; they are all evergreen

shrubs readily detected in the field at all times of the year; and,

finally, their center of distribution is in southern California, the

region with which we are most familiar.

As originally recognized by Bentham (2) and Gray (4) and as

recently delimited by Brand (3), the genus Eriodictyon com-

prises a small natural group of sclerophyllous shrubs peculiar to

California and the Southwest, where they are commonly called

»5l [Botanical Gazette, vol. 60
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"Yerba Santa." All the species are essentially Upper Sonoran,

but range in their zonal distribution from the upper edge of the

Lower Sonoran to the Transition.

Propagation may be by seed or, at least in E. californicum, it

may be by suckers; whole colonies or thickets are often connected

by lateral roots that lie only three or four inches below the surface

of the ground. In the xerophytic habitat where these plants

usually grow, ability to propagate in this manner is an effective

factor, for seedlings have difficulty withstanding the long dry

seasons.

The leaves present striking examples of adaptations to xero-

phytic conditions, which fall into two categories. One type,

represented by E. californicum , has the upper surface covered by

sessile glands that give a smooth varnished appearance, and the

lower surface conspicuously reticulate-veined with the stomatic

surface in the sunken meshes clothed more or less densely with a

short grayish tomentum. The palisade tissue is also prominent,

comprising several tiers of cells. Other xerophytic adaptations

in this type are mainly in the reduction of leaf surface; in £.

californicum, an inhabitant of central and northern California,

the normal leaf is flat and 10-15 mm. wide, while in E. angusti-

folium
y
of the Arizona mountains, where xerophytic conditions are

more severe, the leaves are revolute and only 2-5 mm. wide.

In the other foliage type, represented by E. crassifolium, both

surfaces of the leaves are clothed with thick-walled unicellular

trichomes that form a dense mat In

E. tomentosum these trichomes stand out at right angles to the sur-

face for a short distance, then turn sharply and interlace, forming a

dense felt just above the surface; by this arrangement a sort of

"ramada" is produced which shuts off the sun's rays and the hot

winds, but allows slow diffusion. The palisade layer is much less

developed than in the glutinous type, comprising a single tier of

cells instead of several tiers. The leaves are also broader and never

revolute.

It is evident that the members of the genus are adapted to

xerophytic conditions, and that two diverse methods of meeting

these conditions have been evolved. That the two types have
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from a common stock is also evident as we shall show,

there are forms still existing that comprise an almost unbroken

series from the glutinous to the tomentose tvne.

Fig. i.—Eriodictyon crassifolium Benth.: type specimen in the Bentham Her-

barium at Kew Gardens.
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Since E. crassifolium, a typical tomentose form, inhabits the

San Diego region, and E. californicum, a glutinous form, the

more humid central and northern California, it would indicate that

a direct environmental influence was the causal factor in evolving

the two types. That is to say, if specimens of the two types were

grown under the same environment they would eventually become

alike, but that is a point that remains as an enticing future problem.

From the present studies, however, we learn that other members

of the glutinous series occur in the San Bernardino Valley and even

in the vicinity of Ensenada, Lower California, where they are

subjected to more severe xerophytic conditions than are members

of the tomentose type in the Los Angeles region. These distribu-

tional facts demonstrate that the glutinous forms may be as well

fitted to a xerophytic environment as those of the tomentose group.

We may with equal propriety, therefore, suggest that the two groups

represent two strains of a common stock that have developed

independently. This theory is borne out further by the fact that

forms of the two groups growing in contiguous territories more or

less intergrade where they meet; while in isolated regions, where

only one strain is represented, no marked variation occurs even

in strikingly different environmental conditions. As an example,

E. californicum is the only species represented on the Santa Cruz

Mountain peninsula, while no related form extends north of the

Santa Barbara region. On this peninsula various climatic condi-

tions are at hand, and if the glutinous and tomentose types simply

represent more or less xerophytic conditions, we should find some

indications of the two strains; but such is not the case. Plants

have been observed associated with the madrono, California black

oak, thimbleberry, and similar plants in mesophytic conditions,

where the average annual rainfall is approximately 40 inches and

where the rainless summers are ameliorated by frequent coast

fogs. Other plants have been observed growing in typical xero-

phytic chaparral, where the annual rainfall is less than half as much

and summer fogs very infrequent. The only difference detected

between the plants from these two stations was found in the stature

of the plants and in the size of the leaves.
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It is not possible in this preliminary work to prove or disprove

the " Jordan law," but it is evident that the species of Eriodictyon

conform remarkably. We wish to reiterate, however, that mere

Fig. 2.

—

Eriodictyon tomentosum Benth.: type specimen in the Benthi

barium at Kew Gardens.

Her-
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isolation has not been the primary factor in evolving these forms.

That would hardly be argued by anyone. Isolation is no more a

causal factor in variation or mutation than is artificial segregation,

but like artificial segregation, as practiced by all breeders and experi-

mental evolutionists, it is of prime importance in preserving new

variations or mutations. We saw at the outset that our method

of investigation was not such as to divulge the real underlying

factors that have brought about the different forms of Eriodictyon.

It must be supplemented with experimental studies, but whether

it is possible to conduct these experiments successfully remains

a future problem. For the present it has been our aim to ascertain,

first of all, what forms exist in the group selected, and so far as

possible where and under what conditions they grow. With data

of this nature available, the experimental work can be undertaken

by anyone with a clearer conception of the problem, and with more
4

likelihood of interpreting rightly the results of his experiments.

ERIODICTYON Benth. Bot. Voy. Sulphur 35. 1844.

Low shrubs with thin shreddy bark and persistent, alternate,

more

firm

texture. Flowers in a terminal, usually naked, panicle of scorpioid

cymes. Sepals linear, not enlarged above. Corolla funnelform

>anulate. Dale or dark violet or white. Filamentscam
more

and of irregular length. meeting

dilated placentae in the axis. Capsule first loculicidal then septi-

cidal, thus 4-valved, each valve with a short beak and closed on

one side by the adherent dissepiment or half-partition. Seeds

brown or black, finely reticulate with ridges running lengthwise, and

connecting them many cross-bars.

A genus of eight species restricted to southwestern United States

m
and southern Nevada and Utah through Arizona and California

to northern Lower California, but they belong essentially to the

California element, and six of the species occur within and are

practically confined to that state.
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In addition to the species included in these studies, there are

two other plants which were transferred by Greene (5, 6) from

*\

FlG, 3.—Distributional map of Eriodictyon: each species is given the same num-
ber as in the text; species 1-5 are outlined by an unbroken line and the stations cited

in the text are marked by a circle; species 6-8 are outlined by a dotted line and the

stations by a black dot.

Nama to Eriodictyon. Nama Parryi Gray agree typical

Eriodictyon in seed character and essentially in fruit, and perhaps
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should be placed here rather than in Nama, but it is an ill-scented

herbaceous perennial of a totally different habit from true Eriodic-

tyon and at least worthy of subgeneric distinction. The other

species, Nama Lobbii Gray, has seeds merely muriculately papillose

without any traces of longitudinal ridges, a seed character of the

Nama type, and it is with that genus that it is most closely related.

Leaves petioled; herbage glutinous or tomentose, not hirsute.

Herbage not grayish or hoary tomentose throughout; upper surface of

the leaves glabrous and glutinous.

Branches glabrous and glutinous or those of the panicle sparsely

pubescent; reticulations evident on the lower surface of the

leaves.

Corolla tube about 12 mm. long, lavender-purple, much exceed-

ing the nearly glabrous sepals I.E. californicum.

Corolla tube 5-7 mm. long, little or not at all exceeding the

sepals, white.

Leaves mostly broadly lanceolate, not revolute; sepals

densely pubescent; filaments adnate to the corolla tube

half their length 2. E. trichocalyx

Leaves mostly narrowly linear and revolute; sepals usually

sparsely pubescent; filaments adnate one-third their

length 3. E. augustifolium.

Branches tomentose, becoming more or less denuded with age in

lanatum.

Leaves lanceolate, firm-coriaceous and more or less revolute,

densely white-tomentose beneath, obscuring the reticulations.

4. E. lanatum.

Leaves broadly oblanceolate, not revolute; sparsely soft-

tomentose beneath; reticulations evident.

$b. E. c. denudatum.

Herbage more or less densely tomentose throughout.

Calyx and corolla not glandular-pubescent; corolla not constricted

at the throat.

Leaves densely covered with a silvery tomentum.

5. E. crassifoliitm.

- Leaves clothed with a dull gray tomentum or sometimes nearly

glabrous on the upper surface.. 5a. E. crassifoliitm nigrescens.

Calyx and corolla with stalked glands; corolla more or less constricted

at the throat.

Stamens equaling the corolla tube, this slightly constricted at

the throat 6. E. tomentosiini.

Stamens half as long as the corolla tube, this strongly constricted

at the throat 7- E. Traskiae.

Leaves sessile; herbage more or less hirsute 8. £. sessilifoliutn.
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i. Eriodictyon californicum (Hook. & Arn.). Torr. Bot. Mex.

Bound. 148. 1859.

Wigandia califomica Hook. & Arn. Bot. Beechy 364. 1840.

Eriodictyon glutinositm Benth. Bot. Voy. Sulphur 36. 1844.

Eriodictyon glutinositm var. serratum Choisy, DC. Prod. 10:483. 1846.

Eriodictyon californicum forma linearis Brand, Univ. Calif. Pub. Bot. 4:224.

1912

calif

59:141. 1913.

Eriodictyon californicum forma latifolia Brand, loc. cit.

An erect shrub 1-3 m. high, with mostly erect branches, the

older branches and trunk clothed with light brown shreddy bark,

the branchlets glabrate and glutinous, terete or sometimes angled:

leaves lanceolate or oval, sometimes linear-lanceolate, 4-10 cm.

long, 1-5 cm. wide, dentate or undulate, glabrous and glutinous

above, whitened beneath with a fine indument between the reticu

lations, the midvein prominent, its main branches usually anas-

tomosing at the margin; petioles gradually narrowed to the base,

sometimes winged: branches of the inflorescence glabrous: sepals

corolla

:

few scattered hairs or glabrous, linear, £ as long as the

corolla funnelform, about 12 mm. long: stamens unequal.

in sets of three long and two short or sometimes the reverse:

style half as long as the corolla tube: capsule globular, usually

covered with a white gum: seeds brown, about 6-12 maturing in

a capsule.

Brand's two forms, latifolia and linearis, may occur in almost any locality

where plants are subjected to different exposures. They are adjustments of the

individual to local environmental conditions, and are not worthy of a taxonomic

designation.

Type locality. glas

coastal region of central California, between Sonoma and Monterey.

Distribution.—Inhabits the Upper Sonoran and Lower Transition

zones, growing on clay, sandy, or rocky soils. Ranges from the southern end

of the Sierra Nevada in Kern County and the Coast Ranges of San Luis Obispo

County northward to the Siskiyou Mountains, where it reaches its northern

limit, so far as known, in the vicinity of Wimer, Jackson County, Oregon. In

the central Sierra Nevada it has been collected well within the Transition zone

in Yosemite Valley (Abrams 4563) between Mirror Lake and Kenneyville, but

associated with a number of other Upper Sonoran intruders. In the coastal
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region it is seldom met with in the fog belt or typical redwood region, or again

on the dry hot eastern slopes of the Inner South Coast Ranges.

Specimens examined.—Oregon, Jackson County: Wimer, Hammond 291

;

Dunn's Butte, near Ashland, Walpole 250. Josephine County: Waldo,

Piper 6215.

California.—Siskiyou County: hills west of Yreka, Heller 7996; dry

thickets, near Yreka, Butler 1405. Humboldt County: Hupa Indian Reserva-

tion, alt. 500 it. .Chandler 1352; between Three Rivers and the mouth of Willow

Creek, Tracy 3360. Mendocino County: near Cummings, Davy and Blasdale

5336; Round Valley, alt. 400m., Chestnut 165; near Ukiah, Bolander 3912;

Purdy, 1897. Tehama County: Cooper's South Fork of Elder Creek, Ward

108; Fort Reading, Newberry. Colusa County: College City, Miss King

1905. Butte County: Butte Creek, Mrs. Austin 1811; Little Chico Creek,

Mrs. Austin 296. Plumas County: Shoo Fly Bridge, Mrs. Austin. August

1893. Lake County: Eel River, one mile below Hullville, Heller 6032; Clear

Lake, Torrey, 1865. Sonoma County: Little Sulphur Creek, M. S. Baker,

June 11, 1898. Marin County: Mount Tamalpais, Michener and Bioletti,

May, 1892; Eastwood, May 30, 1898; Bolinas Ridge, Palmer 2339. Solano

County: Putah Bluffs, Jepson, May 1891; Gates Canon, near Vacaville,

Heller and Brown 5380. Contra Costa County: northeast of Mount Diablo,

Brewer 1133; southeast of Mount Diablo, Brewer 1158; Antioch, Brandegee,

June 1908. Alameda County: Oakland, Chestnut. San Mateo County:

Belmont, Davy, June 17, 1893; Lake San Andreas, Elmer 4801; King's Moun-

tain road, Miss Randall 164; Searsville Ridge, Dudley, June 4, 1895. Santa

Clara County: hillsides near Stanford University, Dudley, April 1893 ; between

Saratoga and Los Gatos, Dudley, April 16, 1893; Black Mountain, Rutter 8;

foothills west of Los Gatos, Heller 7384; near Stanford University, Abrams,

May 1898, May 190 1. Santa Cruz County: upper part of San Lorenzo

road near the river, Dudley, May 7, 1893 ; Glennwood, Horace Davis, September

1907; Boulder Creek, Bailey, October 13, 1891; Soquel Gulch, Mrs. B. H.

Thompson, June 7, 1902; Lorenzo Canon, Mrs. B. H. Thompson, July 6, 1902.

Monterey County: Monterey, Parry, 1850; Pescadero ranch, Brewer 670;

near Mission Soledad, Brewer 583; Santa Lucia Mountains, Plaskett, May
1898; Tassajara, Elmer 3204. Calaveras County: Gwin Mine, Jepson,

October 6, 1902. Amador County: Agricultural Station, alt. 2000 ft., Hansen

187; New York Falls, alt. 1500 ft., Hansen 1647; vicinity of lone, alt. 200-500

ft., Braunton 102. Mariposa County: Mariposa, Congdon, June 1883; Yose-

mite Valley between Mirror Lake and Kenneyville, Abrams 4563; Kingsley,

Miss Hook, May-June 1905. Madera County, Chiquito Creek, alt. 6000 ft.,

Blethen, June 30, 191 2 ; North Fork and vicinity, Grijjths 4538. Tulare County:

Giant Forest, Brandegee, August 1905. Kern County: North Fork of Kern

River, alt. 750m., Coville and Funston 1034; Kern River Cliffs, Dudley 767;

vicinity of Havilah, F. Grinnell 275; Johnson's Canon, Walker Basin, F.

Grinnell 30, 116.
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2. Eriodictyon trichocalyx Heller, Muhlenbergia 1:108. 1904.

Eriodictyon angustifolium pubens Gray, Proc. Am. Acad. 17:224. 1882.

Eriodictyon californicum subsp. australe Brand, Engler; Pflanzenreich 59: 141.

1913, in part.

Eriodictyon californicum var. pubens Brand, loc. cit.

Eriodictyon glutinosum var. intermedium Parish, Brand, loc. cit., published as

a synonym.

Low shrub o . 5-1
.
5 m. high, with the erect branches and

branchlets glabrous or nearly so and glutinous: leaves broadly

lanceolate to linear-lanceolate, 5-10 cm. long, 1-3 cm. wide, firm

coriaceous, flat and dentate or sometimes slightly revolute, glabrous

and glutinous on the upper surfaces, paler beneath with a close

fine tomentum within the conspicuous reticulations: branches

of the inflorescence pubescent: calyx densely pubescent, nearly

equaling the corolla tube: corolla 5-6 mm. long, its tube funnel-

form, white, densely pubescent without.

This species was first described by Gray as a variety of angustifolium, but

afterward (4) considered by him as one of the intermediate forms between that

species and californicum. Brand, basing the distinction mainly on the rela-

tive length of the free and adherent parts of the filaments, considered it as a

variety of californicum , and restored angustifolium to specific rank. That the

ustifolium and calif

if,

almo

d californicum, but with crassifolium nigrescens. It is through this variety

ill three of the species, californicum, crassifolium, and trichocalyx, form

t a complete series of intergradations. With this as the status of these

forms, as demonstrated now by a large series of specimens, there are two

ways of expressing their relationship taxonomically, either crassifolium,

trichocalyx, and californicum should be considered as strains of a single

species, or each should be given specific rank, and their more extreme geo-

graphical forms varietal rank, admitting that they do have a tendency to

intergrade in contiguous territory. We have chosen the latter course because

relationship can be shown sufficiently accurate by the simple binomial and

trinomial method without the introduction of such burdensome combinations

lifi Such combina-

tions are as cumbersome as the pre-Linnaean system and less significant, for

they need not be in any way descriptive.

Type locality.—"Seven Oaks Camp, San Bernardino Mountains. ,,

Distribution.—This species grows in stony or sandy soil in the chaparral

of the San Gabriel and San Bernardino mountains. It extends from elevations

of iooo ft. on the sandy plains of the San Gabriel and San Bernardino valleys
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to 8000 ft. on the south slope of San Antonio Mountain, and to nearly the same

altitude on the south side of the divide between Seven Oaks and Bear Valley.

On the desert slopes of the mountains it has been collected as low down as the

juniper belt along Rock Creek.

Specimens examined.—Los Angeles County: Mount Wilson, alt. 5600 ft.,

Abrams 2607; Claremont, Chandler, May 11, 1897; Rock Creek, desert slopes

of the San Gabriel Mountains, A brams and McGregor 526; Mount San Antonio,

alt. 8000 ft., Abrams 1939, 2607. San Bernardino County: Lytle Creek,

San Gabriel Mountains, alt. 800 m., Leiberg 3335; near San Bernardino,

Vasey 438; Coville and Funston 107; sandy plains, near Colton, Pringle, May
27, 1882; Hogback, San Bernardino Mountains, Parish 2977 (approaching

crassifolium nigrescens); Holcomb Valley, San Bernardino Mountains, Shaw

and Illingsworth 85; Victorville, Hall 6188. Riverside County: Banning,

Brandegee, May 14, 1895; Whitewater, alt. 11 26 ft., Parish 2976. Lower

California: no locality, F. E. Fish, May 7, 1883 (this is herbarium sheet no.

45671 of the National Herbarium. The locality is not given and two labels

are attached, one purporting to be Orcutt's and the other Fish's, but neither

is apparently original. The specimens are not in flower, but seem to belong

here) ; near Ensenada, Jones 3739 (this plant together with a specimen collected

by Brandegee, May 20, 1893, on San Pedro Martir Mountain, Brand described

as californicum subsp. australe var. pubens subvar. coaractatum. Jones's speci-

men may well be placed with trichocalyx, although the specimen at hand is too

scrappy to warrant more than a guess, but Brandegee's specimen is strikingly

different. It is much like typical angustifolium in foliage characters and size

of flowers, but the filaments are a little more united to the corolla tube. In this

respect it seems intermediate between angustifolium and trichocalyx).

3. Eriodictyon lanatum (Brand) Abrams, sp. nov.

Eriodictyon californicum subsp. australe var. lanatum Brand, in Engler,

Pflanzenreich 59:142. 1913.

An erect branching shrub, 0.6-2 m. high, with the branches

more or less permanently tomentose: leaves thick coriaceous,

slightly revolute on the entire, undulate or dentate margins, 2-7,

mostly about 5, cm. long, 8-20 mm. wide, tapering from near the

middle to both ends, glabrous and glutinous above, at least in age,

densely covered beneath with a white tomentum obscuring the

reticulations: branches of the inflorescence pubescent; flowers

crowded in the scorpioid cymes: sepals densely white-pubescent,

about 2.5 mm. long: corolla funnelform, 7-8 mm. long, much

exceeding the calyx, pale purplish-blue or nearly white, the tube

pubescent without.
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Type.—The type of the variety is Abratns 3632, collected in chaparral

between Campo and Jacumba. The description of the species is drawn from a

sheet of the same collection deposited in the Dudley Herbarium.

Distribution.—Southern California from the vicinity of Toro Mountain,

Riverside County, southward through the chaparral region, especially on the

desert slopes of the Cuiamaca Mountains, to the northern boundary of Lower

California.

Specimens examined.—Riverside County: near Toro Mountain, Leiberg

3199. San Diego County: Jacumba Hot Springs, Mearns and Schoemfeldt

3261, 3288; Mountain Springs, Mearns and Schoemfeldt 3207; Cameron's ranch,

Laguna, Mearns and Schoemfeldt 3702; San Felipe, Brandegee, April 16, 1895;

Colorado Desert, in the foothills, Brandegee, April 13, 1896; Potrero, Alderson,

May 1893; Palm Creek, Colorado Desert, Brandegee, April 18, 1895; Laguna

Mountains, Brandegee, June 20, 1904; in chaparral between Jacumbo and

Campo, Abrams 3632; Campo, Hall 9424. Lower California: Nachoguero

Valley, Mearns and Schoemfeldt 3463.

4. Eriodictyon angustifolium Nutt. Jour. Acad. Nat. Sci.

Phil. 11.2:181. 1848.

Eriodictyon glutinosum angustifolium Torr., Gray, Syn. Fl. 2:176. 1878.

Low erect shrub, 0.6 to 2 m. high, the branches often crowded,

glabrous and glutinous: leaves narrowly linear to narrowly linear-

lanceolate. 5-10 cm. long, 3-10 mm. wide, entire or inconspicu-

ously dentate, revolute, glabrous and glutinous above, canescent

and reticulated beneath: branches of the inflorescence glabrous

and glutinous or sparsely pubescent: cymes racemosely or corym-

bosely arranged: sepals linear, nearly glabrous or somewhat

hirsute : corolla nearly campanulate, its tube only about 5 mm. long,

not exceeding the calyx: filaments united only § their length:

seeds black, slightly longer than those of californica.

Type locality.—"On the Sierra of Upper California [Arizona]."

Distribution.—In the Upper Sonoran chaparral of southern Nevada and

southern Utah southward through Arizona, and also in Lower California in the

San Pedro Martir region.

Specimens examined.—Utah: Silver Reef, alt. 3500 ft., Jones 5149. 5176;

nearly at the head of the grade 5 miles above Bellevue, Jones 5001; Sandy,

4 miles east of Leeds, alt. 3400 ft., Jones 5214. Nevada: Charleston Moun-

tains, alt. 4000-5000 ft., Purpus 6074; Bunkerville, Yirgen River, Goodding

746. Arizona: Diamond Valley, Purpus, May-October 1898; "hills near

Cactus Pass in the western part of New Mexico" (probably in western Arizona

on Bill Williams Fork), Bigelow, 1853; Pinal Mountains, Jones, May 24, 1890;
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Oak Creek, Rusby 239; no locality, Palmer, 1869; Santa Catalina Mountains,

Lemmon, May 1881; Copper Basin, Tourney 199-6; Cheno Valley, Tourney

igg-a; canyon 2 miles below Pagumpa, alt. 4000 ft., Jones 5089. Lower

California: Trinidad Valley, Belding, May 1885; Vallederos Creek, Brandegee,

May 29, 1893; San Pedro Martir Mountain, Brandegee, May 4 and 20, 1893.

5. Eriodictyon crassifolium Benth. Bot. Voy. Sulph. 35

1844.

Eriodictyon tomentosum of various authors, not Benth.

Eriodictyon crassifolium subsp. Grayanum Brand, in Engler, Pflanzenreicl

59:139. 1913.

Eriodictyon crassifolium var. typica Brand, loc. cit*

Shrub 1-4 m. high, with spreading branches, the twigs, both

surfaces of the leaves, and calyx densely hoary or silvery tomentose

:

leaves 7-15 cm. long, 2-5 cm. wide, reticulate beneath, not revolute,

entire or crenate, dentate or sometimes shallowly lobed: sepals

about 5 mm. long, narrowly linear: corolla 10-15 mm. long, rather

broadly funnelform, pale bluish purple, pubescent without: seeds

smaller than in californicum and indented.

Type locality.—" San Diego."

Distribution.—Typical crassifolium inhabits the dry gravelly or sandy

mesas and foothills in the vicinity of San Diego and extends northward to

Santiago Canyon, Santa Ana Mountains, in the coastal region, also on the mesas

and foothills between the Santa Ana and the San Jacinto mountains, where it

extends to the desert slope in the vicinity of Palm Springs. In the Los Angeles

region, extending along the coastal slopes of the San Gabriel Mountains to the

Santa Monica and San Fernando mountains, the leaves are covered with a

somewhat less dense and shorter tomentum, giving a dull gray instead of a

hoary tone. These plants often have the flowers reduced in size and grade

fairly gradually into the variety nigrescens. This more or less intermediate

type extends on northward to the Tehachapi region.

Specimens examined.—Kern County: San Emidio Canyon, Davy 2026;

San Emidio Potreros, alt. 5000 ft., Hall 6391; vicinity of Fort Tejon, Xantus

de Vesey 94; Canada de las Uvas, alt. 1050 m., Coville and Funston 1142.

Los Angeles County: Mount Lowe, Grant 417; Little Santa Anita Canyon,

Abrams 2627; San Fernando Mountains, near Chatsworth, Abrams 1363;

Santa Monica Mountains, Hasse, June 1892; Los Angeles, Brewer 39; Glen-

dora, Braunton 293. Orange County: Santiago Canyon, Miss Bowman,

June 1899; Hall 9402. Riverside County: western base of the San Jacinto

Mountains, Hall 2006; Hemet, Hall 561; Valle Vista, San Jacinto Mountains,

Hall 1107; Elsinore, Abrams 5052; Tahquitz Canyon, near Palm Springs,
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Dudley, December 25, 1903; near San Jacinto, Leiberg 3214; Berg, April 3,

1904; Menifee, Miss King, 1893. San Diego County: San Diego, Barclay

(type); Cooper 498; Palmer, 1875; Pringle, April 26, 1882; Dunn, April 21;

/0W6S3I43; Mission hills, near San Diego, A brams 3432; Point Loma, Chandler

5067 (this specimen resembles the less tomentose form of the Los Angeles

region, a condition undoubtedly due to the greater humidity on the promontory
than on the adjacent mainland); Encinatas, Brandegee, March 28, 1894;

Witch Creek, Alderson, April 1894; San Ysabel, Henshaw 148; near Benning-

ton, Dudley, January 1908.

Sa. Eriodictyon crassifolium nigrescens Brand, in Engler,

Pflanzenreich 59: 140. 1913.

Leaves smaller and comparatively narrower, dull gray green

with a shorter and much less dense tomentum, usually crenate-

dentate: corolla narrowly funnelform, about 6 mm. long, white

and densely hairy without.

This variety is intermediate between crassifolium and trichocalyx. The
intergradation with typical crassifolium is complete but less marked with

trichocalyx, although the form originally described by Gray as angustifolium

var. pubens partakes of both and might be placed in either category.

Type locality.—Acton, Los Angeles County.

Distribution.—Chaparral-covered slopes of the Liebre and San Gabriel

mountains, especially in the Soledad Pass region.

Specimens examined.—Acton, Elmer 3596, 3598 ; Kings Canyon, Liebre

Mountains, Dudley and Lamb 4343; Oakgrove Canyon, Liebre Mountains,

Abrams and McGregor 322.

56. Eriodictyon crassifolium denudatum Abrams, var. nov.

Leaves 10-15 cm. long, 2-3.5 cm. wide, flat and more or less

dentate on the margins, green and glabrate but not evidently

glutinous on the upper surface, soft tomentose beneath, as also the

branches and inflorescence: calyx densely clothed with silky hairs,

about one-third the length of the corolla tube: corolla lavender,

densely pubescent without, 8-10 mm. long.

This variety is the extreme type of the crassifolium group; it merges into

typical

folium surface of the leaves suggest close affinity

alifornicum. It occurs in the cross ranges of Santa Barbara and Ventura

diverge. It is natural, therefore,

find here the intermediate forms.

liforn icum , crass ifolium
Jorda
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Type.—Red Reef Canyon, Topatopa Mountains, alt. 2800-3500 ft.,

Ventura County, California, Abrams and McGregor 159, June 8, 1908. The

type sheet is deposited in the Dudley Herbarium of Stanford University.

Distribution.—Chaparral-covered hills and mountains of Santa Barbara

and Ventura counties.

Specimens examined.—Santa Barbara County: Santa Inez Mountains,

near Santa Barbara, Brandegee, 1888. Ventura County: Ojai and vicinity,

Peckham, April 13, 1866; Sisar Canyon, Topatopa Mountains, Abram and

McGregor 65; Red Reef Canyon, Topatopa Mountains, Abrams and McGregor

142, 159. Kern County: Vicinity of Fort Tejon, Abrams and McGregor 300

(approaches the Los Angeles form of crassifolium) .

6. Eriodictyon tomentosum Benth. Bot. Voy. Sulph. 36. 1844.

Eriodictyon niveum Eastw. Proc. Cal. Acad. III. 1:130. 1898.

Eriodictyon crassifolium subsp. Benthamianum var. niveum Brand, in Engler,

Pflanzenreich 59:140. 1913.

An erect, branching shrub with the herbage hoary throughout

with a dense feltlike tomentum or rarely becoming more or less

denuded and green: leaves thick, elliptic-ovate or obovate, 4-6 cm.

long, 1-3 cm. wide, cuneate at base, acute or obtuse at apex,

entire, crenate, or even coarsely dentate, veins scarcely evident on

the upper surface, beneath reticulate-rugose; panicle terminating

a usually elongate naked peduncle widely branched or simple;

flowers crowded, nearly sessile: calyx lobes linear-subulate, equal-

ing the corolla tube, clothed with white silky hairs with a few

stalked glands interspersed: corolla white or pale violet, 4 mm.

long, urceolate, glandular-hirsute without, the tube slightly con-

tracted below the very short spreading lobes: stamens with the

free portion of the filaments short, inserted below the throat;

anthers oval 1 mm. long.

Until now the identity of E. tomentosum has been misunderstood. Torrey

(9) first considered it and crassifolium as conspecific, with the remark, "We
have specimens that are intermediate and Dr. Parry informs me that he has

seen them in California passing into each other/' We have failed to find in the

field or in any of the herbaria any intermediate forms, nor is there any evi-

dence that Parry ever collected true tomentosum. Geographically and

structurally, aside from the superficial character of hoariness, these two species

are more distinct than crassifolium and califomicum. Torrey's conclusions

were followed by Gray and other botanists until Greene (6) discovered a

plant in Monterey County which he believed to be the true tomentosum.
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Miss Eastwood, red scovering the same plant and wishing to solve the problem,

sent specimens of her Monterey plant and also crassifolium material from San

Diego to Kew to be compared with the types. The person at Kew who investi-

gated the matter for her replied that " Eriodictyon crassifolium and E. tomen-

tosum are conspecific, and your plant is apparently an undescribed species."

This seemed final, but from our distributional studies we found that the north-

ern limit of true crassifolium is far south of the region visited by Douglas, who
first collected tomentosum. We know that Douglas collected in the vicinity

of Mission San Antonio where niveum is found, and about Santa Barbara

where Traskiae and crassifolium denudatum grow. Which of these was the

true tomentosum was not evident without access to the type, but that one of

them and not crassifolium would prove to be it seemed probable. We wrote,

therefore, to Dr. Otto Stapf, of the Kew Herbarium, who furnished us with a

photograph of the type of both crassifolium and tomentosum, and also fragments

for study. The evidence was clear; tomentosum and niveum were found to be

one and the same.

Type locality.—Not given in the original publication, but collected by

Douglas probably in the vicinity of Mission San Antonio, Monterey County.

Distribution.—On the chaparral-covered eastern slopes of the Santa

Lucia Mountains, extending southward through the middle foothill region of

Monterey and San Luis Obispo counties.

Specimens examined.—Monterey County: without locality but probably

from the Jolon region, Douglas 1833; Jolon, Vasey 439; Mrs. K. Brandegee,

June 8, 1909; Tassajara Hot Springs, Elmer 3210; San Antonio Creek, above

the Mission, Dudley, May 11, 1895; Cholome, Lemmon; Arroyo Seco, Santa

Lucia Mountains, Dudley, January 1, 1896; China Camp, on road to Tassajara

Hot Springs, alt. 3500 ft., Cox, July 1908; near Soledad, Congdon, June 1881.

San Luis Obispo County: between Pozo and La Panza, Miss Eastwood, June 10,

1902; Santa Margarita Mountains, east of pass on road to San Luis Obispo,

Dudley, April 3, 1903; central coast ranges, Palmer, 389.

7. Eriodictyon Traskiae Eastw. Proc. Cal. Acad. III. 1:131.

1898.

ijoli

Pflanzenreich

An erect branching shrub 1-2 m. high, clothed with a hoary

feltlike tomentum except on the calyx: leaves oblanceolate to

elliptic-ovate, 5-12 cm. long, 1.5-4 cm. wide, acute at apex,

narrowed at base to a petiole 1 cm. long or more, dentate, veins

obscure on the upper surface, reticulate-rugose beneath: panicle

usually much branched, bearing short congested terminal cymes,

or these elongated; flowers short-pediceled, crowded: sepals
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narrowly linear, 4-5 mm. long, dark colored, and glandular-

hirsute: corolla purple, the tube equaling the calyx, contracted at

the throat and base: the lobes irregularly orbicular, these and the

upper part of the tube glandular-hirsute without: stamens inserted

in the middle of the tube, nearly sessile: ovary glandular-hirsute.

This species is closely related to tomentosum and possibly should be con-

sidered a variety. The two are best differentiated by the position of the

stamens.

Type locality.—"On one volcanic upland on Santa Catalina Island,

California, at an elevation of about 1500 feet."

Distribution.—Santa Catalina Island and on the mainland in the Santa

Inez Mountains, Santa Barbara County. Why it should occur in practically

unmodified form on the mainland and the islands is not easily explained,

although the fact that it is found on the islands in only one station and that

composed of only a few bushes would indicate that it had been transported,

possibly by birds of passage, from the mainland. It is significant in this con-

nection that a number of insular species are also found on the mainland in the

Santa Barbara region.

Specimens examined.—Santa Barbara County: Painted Cave ranch,

Eastwood, May 9, 1908; Sisquoc, M. S. Baker, July 1895; La Cumbre trail,

Santa Inez Mountains, Abrams 4311; Santa Inez Mountains, Eastwood, May

17, 1904; Hall 7845; bushy hills, head of Santa Inez River, Hall 7830; near

Santa Barbara, Brewer 296; Elmer 4017; Brandegee, 1888. Los Angeles

County: Santa Catalina Island, Blanche Trask, May 1897 and September 1910.

8. Eriodictyon sessilifolium Greene, Bull. Cal. Acad. Sci.

1:201. 1885.

A shrub 1-2 m. high with very leafy glandular-pubescent and

hirsute branches: leaves lanceolate-oblong, 6-1

2

wide, acute at apex, sessile and truncate or cordate-clasping at

base, coarsely serrate, glutinous and nearly glabrous to densely

hirsute on the upper surface, sparsely to densely hirsute beneath

and short-tomentose between the veins: inflorescence an open or

somewhat congested cymose panicle: sepals villous-hirsute and

glandular, about 5 mm. long: corolla funnelform, 12 mm

cm

5?

rple stamens

with

seeds dark brown or nearly black.

Considerable variation in the amount of hirsute pubescence suggests a

plastic condition or possibly two varietal strains, but too few collections have
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been made and too little is known of its geographical range to warrant any

new propositions to designate these forms.

Type locality.—"All Saints Bay, Lower California."

Distribution.—On canyon slopes in the coastal region of northern Lower

Santas, Fish, Tune 2,

California, especially in the neighborhood of Ensenada.

Specimens examined

J

January 20, 1882, and Jur

Stanford University

California
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A. H. Hutchinson

(with plates i-iv and one figure)

Three of the species of Pellia—P. epiphylla, P. calycina, and

P. endivaefolia—show morphological differences, especially with

respect to the apical cell, which would suggest a generalized or

possibly an unstable ancestral form. No detailed study of any of

these species has been reported. During the investigation upon

which this account is based, it has been found that in P. epiphylla

not only are there transitions in the method of growth, but also that

the development of the antheridium may follow any one of several

divergent lines.

Antheridium

theridium

is larger than that of Anenra, but its development is very similar,

except that the stalk is multicellular, as it is in other A nacrogyneae."
1

In addition to this method of development, P. epiphylla shows

young antheridia having characters of Marchantiales; moreover,

the spermatogenous initials may be cut out in the same way as the

primary axial cell of the archegonium.

The division of a dorsal cell, the third or fourth from the apical

cell, by a horizontal cross-wall is the first evidence of an antheridial

initial. formed divides

three cells of the antheridial row—the basal cell, the stalk initial,

and the outer cell; the latter by successive divisions gives rise

to the wall cells and spermatogenous cells. Meanwhile, the dorsal

cells, immediately surrounding the antheridial group, divide and

become papillate, thereby producing a ring-shaped involucre

(figs. 2, 3). The outer cell of the antheridial group divides next.

The position of the wall is significant; if it is vertical and

1 Campbell, I). II., Mosses and ferns. New York. 1905 (p. 92).

Botanical Gazette, vol. 60] 1*34
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the successive divisions follow an antheridial sequence; if, how-

ever, the wall is inclined and somewhat removed from the central

position, the cell divisions which follow are similar to those of a

developing archegonium. In the former case the vertical wall is

followed by a curved wall on either side, which cuts the vertical

wall as shown in figs. 7 and 8. Two similar walls, rotated about

the central axis through an angle of 90 (figs. 8, q), complete the

separation of the peripheral region from the central spermatogenous

region. The first two of these walls may be nearly parallel at the

base (fig. 7), or they may be at right angles; similarly the second

pair. Such an antheridium is characteristic of the Jungermanniales.

Occasionally the outer cell, mentioned above, is divided into

quadrants by walls at right angles to the vertical wall (figs. 10, 11),

in which case four wall cells are cut off by periclinal divisions,

giving also four spermatogenous cells. The process is similar to

that characteristic of Sphaerocarpus or Marchantiales.

Fig. 14 illustrates the result of a combination of these two

methods of development. In fig. 1 5 is shown a double antheridium

;

the two halves have become completely separated by the vertical

division and each has developed independently. The process may
be compared to the characteristic development of the double

antheridia of Anthocerotales.

Wh
remov

second and a third wall, each of which is similarly placed, but

revolved with respect to each other through an angle of 120 about

the vertical axis (figs. 17, 18, 26, 27, 28). A transverse wall divide

the central cell into the cap cell and the spermatogenous initial

(fig. 19). The characteristic archegonial development is followed

until the massive spermatogenous group begins to be formed (figs.

22, 28), instead of the axial row.

Occasionally this critical third wall of the antheridium is inclined

inward instead of outward, as described above (fig. 23). Two
walls similarly inclined complete the separation of the peripheral

region from the central spermatogenous initial (figs. 24, 25). This

form is similar to that last described with the exception of the inch-

nation of the walls and the resulting lack of the cap cell.
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The differences in these antheridia are emphasized by the

fact that in the first form (fig. 8) there are two spermatogenous

initials, paired as in Jungermanniales ; in the second form there are

four, arranged in the form of a quadrant (fig. 10), as in Marchanti-

ales; and in the third and fourth there is but one spermatogenous

initial (figs. 10, 24, 25).

That the structures described above are developing antheridia,

and not archegonia, is evidenced by their position and by the pres-

ence of an individual involucre. The antheridia are single and

dorsal, while the archegonia are grouped in the terminal pocket.

Archegonium

The position of the archegonial group is of considerable mor-

phological importance. Campbell, with reference to the work of

Janczewski, states: "The archegonia are formed

[j

able to detect any relation between them and the apical cell such

as obtains in Aneura, but it is possible that such a relation does

exist." As mentioned above, the archegonia are terminal and

inclosed in a "pocket," which is formed by a cup-shaped involucral

growth. As will be described more fully, the archegonia arise

from an apical group of cells, any of which may become an arche-

gonium initial. There is no regular succession in the formation of

archegonia; apparently old and young organs are indiscriminately

intermingled. Since the apical group ceases to function as such

after the production of archegonia, P. epiphylla may be regarded

as truly acrogynous. The involucre is produced by cells which are

cut off laterally by the apical group (fig. 40), and pushed out very

much as the wings during the previous period of growth; in this

event, however, the lateral cells are forced out on all sides to form a

com

ment of the archegonium

in general, to form. Some specific

characters may be noted.2 "After the archegonial mother cell is

cut off it does not divide at once by vertical walls, but a pedicel is

first cut off [fig. 31]; after which the upper cell undergoes the

2 Campbell, D. H., Mosses and ferns. New York. 1905 (p. 90).
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usual divisions. " This character serves to emphasize the similarity

which exists between the archegonium as shown (figs. 31-33), and

the antheridium (figs. 16-21). Except for the position and pres-

ence or absence of the involucre, these organs would be difficult to

differentiate until the spermatogenous group or the archegonial

axial row, as the case may be, begins to develop. The cap cell

gives rise to a group consisting of more than the usual number

of cells. The first division of the cap is often simultaneous with

the division which gives rise to the primary neck canal cell and the

primary ventral cell (figs. 32, 35), and four cap cells may appear in

cross-section when there are but three neck canal cells and a ventral

cell (fig. 36). Fig. 38 shows a group of cap cells, 6 in cross-section,

which may be compared with those which form the neck of the

archegonium of Filicineae. Janczewski reports, that the number

of neck canal cells may be as high as 16 or even 18; 9 is the greatest

number seen by the writer (fig. 38). The venter becomes massive

before fertilization; it may be 2 or 3 cells in thickness; a many-

celled stalk is also formed (fig. 37). In the young archegonium the

neck has usually only 5 vertical rows of cells. The cells originating

from the third wall cell do not divide until the archegonium ap-

proaches maturity (fig. 39).

Methods of growth

A certain form of apical cell may usually be given as character-

istic of a genus or even of a larger group. In Pellia, however, there

is no such conformity ; the apical cell of P. calycina has four cutting

faces, two lateral, a dorsal, and a ventral—the cuneate apical cell.

The dolabrate apical cell of P. endivaefolia has but two cylindro-

convex cutting faces; while that reported as characteristic of P.

epiphylla, the lenticular cylindric apical cell, has a posterior convex

and two lateral cutting faces. In the last named species, however,

there are several methods of growth; these cannot be sharply

delimited, but for clearness five rather distinct forms may be taken

as characteristic of successive periods of growth.

During the time of intra-capsular gametophytic division a

massive body is formed. There is no regional growth, but all cells

have an equal power of division. This period of growth is of short
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duration. The gametophyte body retains this massive form

until after the resting period.

The second period of growth begins by the formation of a cuneate

apical cell. A terminal cell is cleft by a wall inclined about 30

with reference to the longitudinal axis of the spore; a second

inclined wall bisects the first at an angle of approximately 90 ;

lateral walls complete the cuneate apical cell (fig. 41). The latter

cuts off dorsal and ventral segments (fig. 42) as well as lateral

segments (fig. 43). Such a method of growth is characteristic of

the young gametophyte until about the time of antheridium

formation.

The growth of the third period is by means of a lenticular

cylindric apical cell (fig. 47). The transition is somewhat irregular.

Sometimes the apical cell is more or less equally divided; then the

two halves simultaneously cut off cells (fig. 45) which correspond

to the dorsal and ventral segments of the preceding form. The thal-

lus in cross-section has the appearance of being medianally divided

by a wall. Another transition form is shown in fig. 44. As the

thallus becomes thicker the posterior angle becomes greater, the

two faces being finally replaced by one which is curved. The cells

cut off from the posterior face divide rapidly; as many as 6 segments

may be formed before the next division occurs. The rapid division

of the laterally placed cells causes the wings to be protruded out-

ward and forward (figs. 46, 48, 49). There has been much dis-

cussion regarding the method of branching. Hofmeister3 believed

that the central papilla ("Mittellappen") shown in fig. 14 was the

seat of the chief apex; hence that there is no true dichotomy.

Leitgeb4 states that the origin of the central papilla is from a

marginal cell. When branching takes place, the apical cell,

instead of cutting off a lateral segment, divides equally or almost

so; each of these daughter cells assumes apical characters. The

central papilla is produced by the crowding together of lateral

segments from the two apical cells. It later develops into a

central lobe corresponding to fused wings. Branching, is essentially

3 Hofmeister, W., Higher Cryptogamia. Ray Society. 1862.

* Leitgeb, H., Untersuchungen iiber die Lebermoose. 1882. Vols. II and III.

Jungermannieen

.
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dichotomous; although the thallus may appear to have a central

axis along the main line of growth, it is a matter of comparative

rapidity in growth rather than origin. This form of apical cell

is continued throughout the antheridial period.

The fourth period of growth is terminal and regional; it is con-

cerned with the production of the archegonial pocket. The cells

surrounding the original apical cell assume the power of cutting

off lateral and posterior segments. The region of growth is in the

form of a terminal disk. Lateral segments are crowded out on all

sides to produce the continuous, cup-shaped involucre. A cross-

section in any plane is similar to a horizontal section through the

growing region at the time of branching (fig. 49). This growth is

checked by the production of archegonia; any of the surface cells

of the pocket may produce an archegonium (fig. 40). About the

time of fertilization the last period of growth begins.

Any further growth is in connection with the developing sporo-

phyte. Starch accumulates in the cells surrounding the foot and

a massive growth takes place. Usually only one sporophyte

develops in each pocket; a rather thick calyptra is formed about

it, and sterile archegonia are carried along; these are to be seen

attached to the surface of the calyptra. The first growth of the

gametophyte is massive, similarly the last.

Relation of antheridium and archegonium

The relationship of the various forms of antheridia and their

relation to the archegonium is demonstrated by the occurrence of

antheridia in a single species, Pellia epiphylla, which are similar in

development to each of these organs. The Marchantiales condi-

tion is generally to be found among the first antheridia; the Junger-

manniales form is most dominant at the middle period, occurring,

however, throughout the complete antheridial period. The arche-

gonial form is usually found among the last antheridia to be pro-

duced. There is an evident time relation between these forms.

Moreover, one may be regarded as derived from another through

a series of progressive sterilizations (text fig. i). s In the form

s Cf. Hofmeister, The higher Cryptogamia. Untersuchungen iiber die Leber-

moose. Vol.11 (PcUio),
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March

wall (i) is followed by two walls (2 and 3) at right angles to the

former, thereby forming quadrants (A, B, C, D). Four periclinal

walls (4, 5, 6, 7) form a sterile wall cell and a spermatogenous cell

A

2 2

1 1

1

2 2

1 1

2

Fig. 1.—Explanation in text

from each quadrant. In the Jungermanniales form (figs. D, E, F)

the median vertical wall is followed by two walls corresponding to

the second and third above, but somewhat inclined (2, 3, fig. £)•

Periclinal walls (5, 7) form two centrally placed spermatogenous

cells. The quadrants A and C have become sterile wall cells; only

the quadrants B and D give rise to spermatogenous cells. In the
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archegonial form (G, H
7
1) the first wall (1) is not median, but some-

what laterally placed and inclined; there is no wall no. 3; the

section corresponding to the quadrants C and D does not divide,

but remains as a sterile wall cell. Wail 2 again cuts off a section

corresponding to quadrant A, which also persists as a sterile wall

cell. A periclinal wall (5) divides the section corresponding to

quadrant B into a wall cell and a spermatogenous cell. Three

of the quadrants have become sterile. Starting with the Mar-

chantiales form of antheridia, by the sterilization of alternate

quadrants the Jungermanniales form is derived; and by the

sterilization of three quadrants the archegonial form results. The

sterilization sequence corresponds to the time sequence as de-

scribed above.

Only one step is lacking in this series to complete the transition

from the antheridium of Marchantiales to the archegonium. namely

the reduction of the spermatogenous mass into a single row of cells,

only one of which, the egg, shall be functional. Such transition

forms have been described by Davis6 in Marchantiales. The

writer has seen such "archegonia" with gamete masses in sections

prepared by Dr. W. J. G. Land. The antheridial forms of P. epi-

phylla furnish evidence that the various types of antheridia and the

archegonium have had a common origin, possibly gametangia resem-

bling in structure the antheridium of Marchantiales.

Relationships

The genetic relationships of P. epiphylla, because of its diversity,

present a rather complex problem. With respect

species retain

ascribed

follow that P. epiphylla has branched sooner from the general

line of progress and has retained and developed generalized char-

acters. As a member of the Jungermanniales, this species is

acrogynous in the sense that growth is checked, apical growth is

stopped, by the production of archegonia. It differs from the more

characteristic Acrogynae in having several regions of growth, each

of which is checked in the same way. It is possible that acrogyny

6 Davis, B.M., The origin of the archegonium. Ann. Botany 17: 477~492. 1903.
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has been reached by several lines of development; hence close rela-

tionship with "Acrogynae" is not necessarily implied. If the

development of the antheridium may be taken as a basis of classi-

fication, it would seem that Pellia arose from the main line of

advance before the two branches, Jungermanniales and Mar-

chantiales, became separate, even before the archegonium and

antheridium became definitely differentiated in their methods of

development.

From Pellia we have evidence regarding the relation of Jun-

germanniales and Marchantiales. There is in the life history a

transition from the cuneate apical cell of Marchantiales form to the

lenticular cylindrical apical cell found in certain Jungermanniales;

similarly, the antheridium, already discussed, affords strong evi-

dence for the existence of such a relation. The evidence tends to

indicate that Marchantiales are primitive and that Jungermanniales

are derived.

Summary

The antheridium.—The development varies. The dominant

method is that characteristic of Jungermanniales; forms occur, not

infrequently, which are like the antheridium of Marchantiales, while

others are like the archegonium in their early development.

The archegonium.—The archegonia are produced from cells of

the apical group and occur in an archegonial pocket. The diver-

sities from the regular form are few; the large number of neck

canal cells, the extreme development of the cap, the frequent

reduction of the number of tiers of neck wall cells to five, and

the somewhat massive venter may be noted. The outer cell of the

two resulting from the division of the archegonial initial divides

horizontally before the vertical wall is formed.

Methods of growth.—Several periods of growth may be recog-

nized, each having a specific method of growth: the massive; the

period of the cuneate apical cell extending until antheridium

formation; the period of the lenticular cylindric apical cell, or the

antheridial period; the period of regional apical growth, or the

period of archegonium production; and the second period of mas-

sive growth, or the period of sporophyte dependence.
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am greatly indebted to Professor John

whose direction the work was done.

University of Chicago

w.j

EXPLANATION OF PLATES I-IV

All drawings were made with the aid of the Abbe camera lucida. Original

magnification of figs. 15, 40, and 50 was 500; of all other figures 1730. The
reduction in reproduction is one-third.

Figs. 1-29.—The antheridium of Pellia epiphylla.

Figs. 1-6.—Longitudinal sections of a young antheridium, such as is char-

acteristic of Jungermanniales.

Figs. 7-9.—Cross-sections of the same.

Figs. 10-12.—Cross-sections of antheridia of Pellia similar to those of

Sphaerocarpus or Marchantiales.

Figs. 13, 14.—Sections through the stalk (fig. 13) and spermatogenous

region (fig. 14), the latter illustrating two methods of growth.

Fig. 15.—A double antheridium.

Figs. 16-22.—Longitudinal sections of antheridia showing a development

similar to that of an archegonium.

Figs. 23-25.—Similar to last, with the elimination of the cap cell.

Figs. 26-29.—Cross-sections of the same.

Figs. 30-40.—The archegonium.

Figs. 30-38.—Longitudinal sections.

Fig. 39.—Cross-section.

Fig. 40.—Cross-section of archegonial pocket.

Figs. 41-50.—Growth structures.

Fig. 41.—A cuneate apical cell in young gametophyte which has just

escaped from the spore coat.

Figs. 42, 43.—Sections of sporeling showing the segmentation of the

cuneate apical cell; fig. 42, vertical; fig. 43 1 horizontal section.

Figs. 44, 45.—Transition forms of apical cells.

Figs. 46-48.—Sections of the lenticular cylindric apical cell, also showing

the region surrounding; fig. 46, a transverse vertical section; fig. 47, a longi-

tudinal vertical section; fig. 48, a marginal longitudinal vertical section,

showing how the lateral segments produce the wing or lobe.

Fig. 49.—A section through a region of apical growth.

Fig. 50.—A young sporophyte inclosed by a somewhat massive calyptra

and the involucre; sterile archegonia on calyptra.



THE SCHUMANN RAYS AS AN AGENT FOR THE
STERILIZATION OF LIQUIDS

W. T. Bovie

(with one figure)

The early investigators were unsuccessful in their attempts

to use light as a sterilizing agent, partly because of a lack of knowl-

edge concerning the nature of the action of ultra-violet light upon

living organisms, and partly because of the inefficiency of the

sources of light at their command.

Finsen and his co-workers greatly extended our knowledge of the

action of ultra-violet light upon living organisms, and Kuch (6)

in 1905 (working in the laboratories of the firm of W. C. Heraeus)

invented the quartz mercury vapor arc, a source of light very rich

in the ultra-violet rays.

Nogier and Thevenot (8) in 1908 were the first to make use

of the quartz mercury vapor arc in the study of the biological

action of light, and Courmont and Nogier (3) in 1909 advocated

the use of the quartz mercury vapor arc for the commercial sterili-

zation of potable waters. They found that water which was

contaminated with Bacillus coli and B. Eberth was sterilized in

1-2 minutes by a quartz mercury vapor lamp 3 dm. in length,

using 9 amperes of current. The water passed through an iron

tube which inclosed the quartz lamp.

In the same year Henri and Stodel (5) claimed to have

sterilized milk with a quartz mercury vapor lamp. They per-

formed many experiments and were certain that the milk was

sterilized and that there were no bad effects on the milk such as

are produced in the sterilization of milk by heat.

Courmont and Nogier (2) pointed out the fact that ultra-

violet light does not penetrate colloidal solutions, and Dornic and

Daire (4), in a paper on the use of ultra-violet rays for sterilization

in the brewing industries, pointed out that the light could not

sufficiently penetrate milk or cream to sterilize them, and that,

Botanical Gazette, vol. 60] [i44
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even if it did, the method would not be practical, because the

ozone formed would be harmful to the milk and cream. They

were not able to sterilize water completely by ultra-violet light,

but they found that the number of bacteria was greatly reduced

by the treatment.

Billon-Daguerre (i), nephew of the inventor of the daguerreo-

type, described in 1909 a new quartz lamp for the sterilization of

liquids. The source of light was a quartz discharge tube filled

with rarefied hydrogen gas. Other gases were also used. Such a

lamp, according to Billon-Daguerre, emits Schumann rays.

In a paper published in 1910 he figured an improved lamp and

asserted that with this lamp water containing 29,000 bacteria

(Bacillus coli) per cc. could be sterilized at the rate of 5 liters

per minute. The discharge tube of the improved lamp was

25 cm. long and 20 mm. in internal diameter. It was excited by

the current from the secondary of an induction coil which gave

a spark 15 mm. in length; the primary of the induction coil was

operated by a current of 2 amperes at 6 volts. He said that the

lamp was more than 20 times as efficient as the mercury vapor arc.

Urbam, Scal, and Feige (9) questioned the efficiency of

Schumann rays for sterilizing, because of their small penetrating

power. They recommended a lamp with terminals of carbon and

of aluminum for sterilizing large quantities of water.

Lyman (7) studied the absorption by water of the Schumann

rays and showed that light of wave-length 1750 Angstrom units

was completely absorbed by a layer of water 0.5 mm. thick. He
pointed out the improbability of the results claimed by Billon-

Daguerre.

The Schumann rays are undoubtedly very active chemically,

but they have such a small penetrating power that it seemed

improbable to Professor Lyman (at whose suggestion the writer

undertook this work) that in a sterilizer such as described by

Billon-Daguerre the bacteria would be exposed to sufficient

light to kill them. Billon-Daguerre passed the water, which

he was attempting to sterilize, through his apparatus at so

rapid a rate that sufficient exposure for sterilization seems im-

possible, since the organisms in the water could be affected
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by the rays only during the times when they were in very

close proximity to the discharge tube.

In order to test the efficiency of

Billon-Daguerre's method, a sterilizer

similar to the one which he described

was constructed by the writer, and dis-

tilled water, contaminated with various

bacteria, was passed through it.

Although the water passed through at

much. r~^

by Billon-Daguerre, the water was

not sterilized. Another sterilizer was

then constructed in which the organ-

isms a much

B

x.
\

posure; the discharge tube was longer,

the volume of liquid exposed at any

one time was much less, and the chance

of the bacteria coming in close contact

with the discharge tube was much

greater, as the liquid was caused to

circulate around the discharge tube.

The construction of the improved ster-

ilizer is shown in fig. 1 . A glass tube A

with bulbs on each end, into which

electrodes F were sealed, had side tubes

as shown at B and C. The electrodes

were of aluminum. The tube B served

as the inlet and C as the outlet for the

liquid under treatment. Within the

glass tube there was a very thin-walled

tube of quartz (D). The distance be-

tween the outside of the quartz tube

and the inside of the glass tube was

o . 3 mm. The quartz tube was sealed

to the glass tube at E, E with

DeKotinski cement, so that the space between the two tubes was

not in communication with the remainder of the interior of the

\

Fig. i
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glass tube. A gold wire was drawn down exactly to fit this space.

The wire was coiled spirally around the quartz tube as shown at G.

The distance between the inlet tube B and the outlet tube C was

1 6 cm. The quartz tube was 5 mm. in outside diameter, and the

gold wire made 15 turns about the quartz tube. The solution

under treatment was thus spread into a thin layer, 0.3 mm. in

thickness, and took a spiral course through the sterilizer. The

discharge tube was filled with rarefied unwashed hydrogen, con-

taining carbon dioxide as an impurity, since a discharge tube

filled with pure hydrogen would not emit light of wave-lengths

between 2000 and 1675 Angstrom units. The carbon dioxide

which the tube contained filled in this gap. This is important, for

it is highly improbable that the strong 1600 lines of the hydrogen

spectrum, because of their small penetrating power, could be

effective in sterilizing the water. Any virtue which the sterilizer

might have must be due to its emitting light between wave-

lengths in 1850 and 1675 Angstrom units.

A discharge tube filled with carbon dioxide is short-lived. After

the tube has been excited a few hours, the carbon dioxide dis-

appears and is replaced by hydrogen. To insure a carbon dioxide

spectrum, the discharge tube was filled and pumped before each

experiment.

! tube was excited by a current of 14 milliamperes.

and Cambridge city water was passed through the sterilizer at the

rate of 10 cc. per minute. By this treatment the bacterial count

of the water was reduced from 50 to 4 per cc, and the fungal count

from 3 to 1 per cc. In none of the experiments was the water

completely sterilized.

It is apparent that a hydrogen discharge tube such as is

described by Billon-Daguerre is not an efficient source of light

for photo-sterilization.

Laboratory of Plant Physiology

Harvard University
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SOME FILAMENTOUS FUNGI TESTED FOR CELLULOSE
DESTROYING POWER1

Freeman M. Scales

Every year large quantities of cellulose in the various com-

binations occurring in plant tissue are returned to the soil. In

this tissue there is also a great deal of carbohydrate material, such

as sugar, starch, pectose, and hemicellulose. These substances are

more easily available and will under ordinary circumstances be all

used up before the cellulose is attacked. In spite of this abundance

of easily available food, at the end of several months practically

all the plant tissue will be disintegrated and split into soluble

substances and humus. The destruction of this large quantity

of cellulose in such a comparatively short time means that the

cellulose destroying organisms must work very vigorously. By '

special methods of culture, cellulose dissolving bacteria have been

obtained which hydrolyze this complex material very rapidly,

but when plating on cellulose agar directly from a soil for the

isolation of cellulose destroying organisms the filamentous fungi

usually grow more abundantly and destroy more cellulose than

do the bacteria. In order to determine whether the addition of

cellulose to soil makes any difference in the number of molds in it,

2 per cent of cellulose was added to 200 grams of soil which was

moistened to the optimum with distilled water and then incubated

for 30 days at 30 C. The initial count of this soil on cellulose

agar was 20,000 mold colonies. A check sample which received no

otherwise
»^ 00.000

while the sample which received cellulose showed a mold content of

200,000,000. It is evident from these data that the filamentous

fungi are an important factor in the dissolving of cellulose in the

soil.6

It is a well known fact that filamentous fungi are very numerous

in woodland soils and also that they are abundant in acid arable

149]
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4

soils where the reaction is naturally favorable for them. Marchal 2

found numerous mycelia of molds in acid humus soils which were *

naturally rich in organic material, and he believed that they took

an active part in the mineralization of organic nitrogen under

these conditions, but that in an arable soil under active cultivation

the molds were relatively few in number owing to the alkaline reac-

tion and the absence of large quantities of organic matter. While

the filamentous fungi are naturally thought of as occurring in great

numbers in acid soils, still the recent work of Dale3 in England

indicates that in some cultivated alkaline soils they are just as

numerous. Jensen4 at Ithaca found a great variety of filamentous

fungi in alkaline cultivated soils. Lately Traaen5 has reported

the results of his investigation of the species and physiological

activity of some of the soil fungi of Norway. In our own investi-

gations on the destruction of cellulose by bacteria and filamentous

fungi, we worked almost entirely with alkaline soil that had been

under active cultivation, and found among the fungi occurring in

both great variety and enormous numbers many species active

cellulose destroyers. The physiological activities of these organ-

isms on organic material, whether nitrogenous or not, are well

recognized. All these data indicate that the filamentous fungi

are important factors in carrying on the biological processes in

cultivated soils.

In further study6 of the destruction of cellulose by micro-

organisms, 19 species of cellulose destroying filamentous fungi

were identified and two new ones found. One of these species was

found7 to produce a very active cytase. The present work was

2 Marchal, Emile, Sur la production de Tammoniaque dans le sol par les

microbes. Bull. Acad. Roy. Belgique III. 25:741. 1893.

3 Dale, Elizabeth, On the fungi of the soil. Ann. Mycol. 10:452-477. pis. 5-

1912; 12:33-62. pis. 5. 1914.

« Jensen, C. N., Fungous flora of the soil. N.Y. (Cornell) Agric. Exp. Sta. Bull.

315. pp. 415-501. 1912.

• TRAAEN, A. E., Untersuchungen uber Bodenpilze aus Norwegen. Nyt. Mag.

Naturv. B 52:20-121. pi. 1. 1914.

6 McBeth, I. G., and Scales, F. M., The destruction of cellulose by bacteria

and filamentous fungi. U.S. Dept. Agric, Bur. PI. Ind. Bull. 266. 1913

7 Kellermax, K. F., Formation
[nd. Ore. no. 113. pp. 29-31. 1912.

Bur. PI.
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undertaken for the purpose of determining more species of the

filamentous fungi that are capable of exercising this function.

Dr. Charles Thom, mycologist of the Bureau of Chemistry,

kindly supplied us with the 30 species of Penicillium and 10 species

'pergill The cellulose destroy-

orgamsms

sources of nitrogen. An ammonium sulphate cellulose agar and a

peptone cellulose agar were used for this purpose. The ammonium
sulphate medium was prepared by the method described in a

previous publication,6 and the peptone medium by substituting 1

gram per liter of peptone for the ammonium sulphate.

The stock cultures were kept on Czapek's agar. The spores

from fresh growths on this medium were added to freshly poured

duplicate cellulose agar plates of both media. The plate cultures

were inoculated in four places. Test tube cultures on both media

were also made in duplicate at the same time. The Petri dishes

were placed in moist chambers and then put in the incubator along

with the tube cultures, which were kept at 28-3o° C. for two

months. They were then examined for an enzymic zone either

around the colony on the plates or underneath it in the tubes.

The size of this enzymic area varied considerably in the different

cultures, ranging from a very thin clear zone less than 1 mm. to

deep in some of the tubes. Although the depth of the

clear zone was fairly constant in the duplicate tubes, this phase

of the work will not be emphasized until more data are obtained.

As the surface growth on cellulose agar is frequently scanty,

with few definite microscopic differences, it seemed best to trans-

plant from the plates and tubes onto Czapek's agar, in order to

mm

each

from the stock material of this species. A

examination

The results are given in the accompanying table. The appar-

number
ammonium
peptone as the source of nitrogen may be accounted for in two

ways. One is that the organisms produced such an abundant

sterile growth in the medium that any slight clearing was obscured;
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the other is that the carbon in the peptone was utilized, being

more easily available, and the cellulose was not attacked.

TABLE I

Results of the test to determine the cellulose destroying power of some

fungi with different sources of nitrogen

+ indicates cellulose destroyed; indicates cellulose not destroyed.

Species

ia. Penicillium luteum Zukal
2a.

40.

6a.

lb.

8ft.

gb.

ioft.

IIC.

12C.

I4d.

i$d.

i6e.

i7tf.

1 8/.

19/.

20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

31.

32.

33.

34.

35.

36.

37-

38.

39-

..

u

a

u

u

u

a

a

a

a

u

u

a

u

a

pinophilum Hedg
rugulosum Thorn
sp. no. 2670 Thorn.. . .

purpurogenum O. Stoll

duclauxi Dela
commune Thorn
biforme Thorn . .

sp. no. 66 Thorn. . .

sp. no. 13 Thorn.. .

expansum Link.. . .

,

sp. no. 2694 Thorn .

chrysogenum Thorn
notatum West.
sp. no. 12 Thorn. .

camemberti Thorn

a
camemberti var. rogeri Thorn
intricatum Thorn

Spicaria simplisissima Jensen
Penicillium lanosum West

u
claviforme Bainier

u

granulatum Bainier

roqueforti Thorn. . .

spinulosum Thorn

.

funiculosum Thorn

.

lilacinum Thorn . .

.

divaricatum Thorn

.

sp. no. 64 Thorn. .

.

sp. no. 3505 Thorn.
Scopulariopsis repens Bainier.

.

Aspergillus candidus Link ....
clavatus Desm

u

u

..

u

u

u

a

flavus Link
fumigatus Fresen
nidulans Eidam

.

niger VanTiegh

.

oryzae Ahlb ....
Wentii Wehmer

.

u
sp. no. 144 Thorn*

Ammonium
sulphate

+
+
+
+
+
+

+
+
+
+
+
+

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

+
+
+

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

Peptone

+

+

+

+
+

+

+

+
+
+
+

+

+
+

+

+

* Another culture of this species sent in from the Riverside Experiment Station, California, by
Mr. I. G. McBeth, gave the same reactions.

Some cultures of Actinomyces that have been accumulated for a

classification of this group were also tested, and of 31 cultures, 8
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dissolved the cellulose agar containing ammonium sulphate as a

source of nitrogen. These cultures all show marked microscopic

differences and are without doubt different species. These 8

organisms may be of the same species as some of the 12 cellulose

destroying species which Krainsky8 has recently described.

Soil Bacteriology Laboratory

U.S. Department of Agriculture

8 Krainsky, A., Die Aktinomyceten und ihre Bedeutung in der Xatur. Centralbl.

Bakt. 41:649-688. 1914.
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THE RELATIVE IMPORTANCE OF DIFFERENT SPECIES

IN A MOUNTAIN GRASSLAND

A careful study has been made by the writer through four seasons

upon an area of dry grassland in a mountain park at Tolland, Colorado.

The park (altitude 8889 feet) is a widened area in the valley of South

Boulder Creek. The dry grassland covers most of those parts of the

park that lie from 10 to 50 feet above the stream level.

As a part of the investigation 16 quadrats, each a meter square,

were staked off and examined from time to time through the four seasons

of study. Most of these quadrats are on morainic material, but a few are

on the upper creek terraces. In the quadrats 64 species of plants were

found, while the entire dry grassland area of the park showed 62 species

in addition.

Estimates were made, as explained in a former paper, 1 of the amount

of bare ground in each quadrat and also the area covered by each species

of plant. By combining the figures for the different quadrats, the rela-

tive abundance of the various plants was determined. While the

figures for the less frequent species are of little value, those for species

occurring in any considerable number of quadrats show well the relation

of these plants to the composition of the association as a whole. It is

certain that every plant of frequent occurrence in the dry grassland of

the park is represented in a number of quadrats.

The data for July 19 13 are gathered together in table I. These

midsummer records have been selected for presentation as probably of

greater interest than would be the figures for spring or autumn. In

certain genera two or more species of similar ecological nature have

been put together as one item, the names arranged in order of importance.

According to the records, the two species present in the quadrats

in greatest abundance are Artemisia frigida and Aragallus Lambert it,

but Muhlenbergia gracilis and Carex stenophylla are almost equally

important. Plants of the different species of Carex taken together

cover a larger part of the area than do those of any single grass genus

but the grasses as a whole are of much greater importance than the

sedges. The most abundant grasses are the species of Muhlenbergia,

'Bot. Gaz. 57:526-528. 1914.

Botanical Gazette, vol. 60] 1*54
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followed in order by the species of Festuca, Poa, Agropyron, Koeleria,

and Stipa. If the dry grassland were to be named by its chief
*

generic constituents, it would be called a Carex-Artemisia-AragaUus-

Muhlenbergia association.

From table II it will be seen that in the midsummer of 1913 two-

TABLE II

The chief constituents of the vegetation of the quadrats

Names of plants

Selaginella densa
Agropyron violaceum
Festuca ingrata, saximontana, rubra
Koeleria cristata

Muhlenbergia gracilis and subalpina
Poa crocata, interior, rupicola, subpurpurea
Stipa comata, minor, Nelsoni
Carex filifolia

Carex stenophylla and pennsylvanica
Cerastium occidentale

Aragallus Lambertii
Aragallus Richardsonii
Artemisia frigida

Total

Percentage of

ground covered

4-31
2.56

5-75
2.38
6.06

3-31
2.00

2.56

6.25
1.94

494
2.31

5.62

49-99

Percentage of

vegetation

5-75
3.41

7.67
317
8.08
4.41
2.66

341
8.33
2.58
6.58
3.08

7.49

66.62

TABLE III

The most important plant families and their part in the

vegetation of the quadrats

Names of families
Percentage of

ground covered

Poaceae (19 species)

Carduaceae (10 species) . .

Cyperaceae (3 species) . . .

Fabaceae (4 species)

Selaginellaceae (1 species)

Total

25-38
11.49
8.81

8.50

431

Percentage of

vegetation

33
15

11

11

5

82

30

74
32

75

58.49 77-93

thirds of the vegetation of the quadrats was made up of plants listed in

13 items in the first table. A certain few plants that are widely dis-

tributed do not make up a large percentage of the ground cover and are

therefo J

Chrysopsis foliosa

stenopetalum , Mertensia

The five plant families best represented in the quadrats are shown in

table III. '/



CURRENT LITERATURE

BOOK REVIEWS
Plant poisons and stimulants

i

The first volume of the Cambridge Agricultural monographs 1 covers a

very much more restricted field than the title would lead one to expect, since

it deals only with the effects, mainly upon the higher plants, of compounds

of the five elements, copper, zinc, arsenic, boron, and manganese. Miss

Brenchley has previously published some of the results of work with these

compounds which she has been carrying on since 1907 at the Rothamstead

Experimental Station, 2
' 3 these results being here brought together in con-

nection with a resume of certain portions of the related literature.

An introductory chapter of six pages points out that the classification of

the elements into the three groups, nutritive, toxic, or indifferent as respects

their action upon plants, no longer holds, and expresses the belief that no such

simple grouping is possible. The second chapter describes the water culture

methods employed by the author in her work, discusses the comparative

advantages and disadvantages of water, sand, pot, and field experiments,

emphasizes the necessity for caution in comparing results obtained by these

different methods, and asserts that "all crucial experiments have always been

and must always be done in water cultures." Then follow five chapters, each

devoted to discussion of the physiological effects of compounds of one of the

five elements employed. The subdivisions of these chapters deal with such

topics as the occurrence of the element in higher plants, its effects upon growth

when present alone in water cultures, when present along with nutrient or non-

nutrient salts or with insoluble substances, its effects upon growth in soils, its

* action upon algae and fungi, and its effects upon germination of seeds and

spores. A four-page chapter entitled " Conclusions' ' and a bibliography of

182 titles complete the work.

The general conclusions reached are that compounds of copper, arsenic, and

in all probability those of zinc also, do not exert stimulatory effects in any con-

centration when added to water cultures of higher plants, but are toxic at all

concentrations having a discoverable effect. A stimulatory effect of each of

1 Brenchley, Winifred M., Inorganic plant poisons and stimulants. 8vo.

pp. no. figs. iq. Cambridge: University Press. 1914.

2 Brenchley, Winifred M., The influence of copper sulphate and manganese

sulphate upon the growth of barley. Ann. Botany 24:571-583. pi. 47. i9 IO «

3
f
On the action of certain compounds of zinc, arsenic, and boron on the

growth of plants. Ann. Botany 28:283-301. 1914.

xs8
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these salts for such fungi as Aspergillus and PeniciUium, and in the case of zinc,

for the lower algae also, is definitely shown by the literature. Boron and

manganese compounds in low concentration are stimulatory for higher plants;

peas show stimulation by boric acid to a greater degree, by manganese to a less

degree, than does barley. Aspergillus, Saccharomyces, and green algae are

indifferent to high concentrations of boric acid, while there is no evidence in the

literature that it is stimulatory at any concentration. The contradictory

results obtained by Richards and Loew and Sawa as respects the effects of

manganese upon fungi are reviewed, but no opinion is expressed.

The introductory chapter states that "a voluminous literature has arisen

around the subject, and in the present discussion some selection has been made

with a view to presenting ascertained facts as succinctly as possible. No
attempt has been made to notice all the papers; many have been omitted per-

force; it would have been impossible to deal with the matter within reasonable

limits otherwise." A successful attempt of this sort requires that one have at

least as great familiarity with what is left out as with what is included. But

it must be said that Miss Brenchley has not this knowledge, and that the

character and importance of the omitted literature is such as to make the book

very far from "a succinct presentation of the ascertained facts." For while

the various chapters include discussions of the effects upon the fungi and the

algae of the five elements under discussion, the citations made betray unfamil-

iarity with the literature; not only do they fail to give any idea of the enormous

extent of the work done in this field, but they are by no means those which

add most, either to the body of observed facts or to our present conceptions of

the nature and effects of salt action upon lower forms. To cite important omis-

sions would be to fill pages of this journal, and an example or two must suffice

to illustrate a general situation. Thus, there is nowhere in the several sections

dealing with change of form in algae and fungi when grown in salt solutions

any mention of osmotic pressure as a significant factor; indeed the words do

not occur in the book, and there is no reference to the work of Klebs, Living-

ston, and the host of others who have furnished our present knowledge of this

phase of the subject. Again, while the effects of copper sprays upon foliage, a

subject which has long received particular attention at the hands of American

physiologists and pathologists, is discussed to the extent of three pages, no

American worker finds a place among the seven whose work is cited, and the

most recent paper mentioned appeared in 1908. Such omissions would be

surprising in any case; they become inexcusable when we recall that the

very recent paper of Pickering and the Duke of Bedford, certainly readily

accessible to any English worker, not only furnished important results of

work done at the Woburn Fruit Farms, but also admirably summarized the

results of others up to the time of its publication. That the author reaches

conclusions as to the effects of Bordeaux mixture upon assimilation and tran-

spiration which are diametrically opposed to those of most recent workers, as

for example Reed and Duggar, is therefore not surprising. All the sections
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dealing with the action of salts upon the lower plants are of this character, not

only failing wholly to present the literature adequately, but making such

bizarre selections therefrom as to force the conclusion that the papers discussed

were brought together, like Cain's rejected sacrifice, "unculled, of such as

came to hand." It is sincerely to be regretted that these sections of the book

were not submitted to some physiologist or pathologist whose acquaintance

with this field might have made of them a reliable summary of our present

knowledge.

If those portions of the book which are concerned with higher plants had

been intended simply as a compilation of results of authors who have recorded

visible effects of salts on plants, they would have fallen short of the mark by

reason of the many and important omissions both of American and of German

work. But the work professes to be critical, and this it emphatically is not.

The author nowhere gives expression to her own beliefs or convictions in clear,

unmistakable terms, nor does she evaluate for us the ideas of others. Con-

clusions of the earlier workers, filled as they are with mistaken interpretations

of results, are repeated without comment, and unproven assumptions and

exploded theories stand side by side with established fact. Consequently,

the reader not already thoroughly familiar with the literature will at once

lose his bearings and grope his way blindly through a maze out of which he will

carry at least as much of fundamental error as of " ascertained facts."

But it is in the sections dealing with the mode of action of toxic compounds

upon protoplasm that the book is most vitally defective. The last ten years

have been years of extraordinary advance in the study of protoplasmic per-

meability and of its modifications under the action of external agencies, and

the facts gained in this field have been utilized by a host of workers in formulat-

ing theories of toxic and antitoxic action as phenomena arising primarily from

modification of permeability. The literature dealing with these subjects is

readily accessible and has, moreover, recently been summarized in new editions

of Czapek's Biochemie and Hoeber's Physikalische Chemie; consequently

there are few American physiological laboratories in which the new knowledge

has failed to find its way into undergraduate instruction. Consequently it is

amazing to find that the author of the book under review has nowThere men-

tioned any portion of this literature; that Lepeschkin, Trondle, Czapek,

Hoeber, and Ruhland are not mentioned; that the conceptions of salt action

which we owe to Wolfgang Ostwald, Morowitz, Fluri, Sztics, Pauli,

DeRufz de Lavison, and Hansteen Cranner, with a host of others, nowhere

appear, and that the author's ideas of the whole subject are of the character

generally held before 1900, when the ion-proteid theory of Pauli and Loeb

appeared. A few examples will suffice to indicate this. The discussion of

the nature of stimulation confounds increased permeability to water and

consequent increase in green weight with true stimulation of protoplasmic

activity, as on pp. 2, 3, 75, and this confusion exists throughout. One reads

(pp. 40-41) that "it is very striking to see the desperate efforts that badly
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poisoned pea plants make to reproduce themselves In the greater

strengths of such poisons as zinc and copper sulphate [sic] root growth is

checked from the outset, but usually a very little shoot growth is made, and

one frequently obtains ridiculous little plants about an inch high bearing

unhappy and diminutive flowers, which are occasionally replaced [succeeded

is meant] by equally unhappy and miniature fruits." The author fails to

apprehend that the source and fount of all this woe is a lowered permeability

for water, with a resultant development in which lack of water is the limiting

factor. This is also the case with the plants of Pisum, Phaseolus, and Zea

described on p. 18; the high concentration of copper sulphate here employed

totally inhibited root development, but the resultant strong growth of tops,

instead of being due to "stimulation of the shoots by some physiological process

or other," as the author thinks, is exactly what we find wherever inhibition of

root development, however caused, permits the utilization of the foodstuffs

present in the seed solely in the development of aerial parts. The most

remarkable passage in the book, however, is undoubtedly that on p. 27, in

which we are told that "so long as the solution of copper salts is dilute enough,

the absorption layer of the root, acting as a semipermeable membrane and

upheld by the resistant protoplasm, is able to keep the copper out of the

plant and to check its toxicity. As soon as a certain limit is reached the

copper exercises a corrosive influence upon the outer layer of the root whereby

its functions are impaired, so that it is no longer able efficiently to resist the

entry of the poison. As the concentration increases it is easy to conceive thai

the harmful action should extend to the protoplasm itself." Just what this

"absorption layer" may be the author does not tell us; it seems not to be

protoplasmic, and inasmuch as it seems to combine the active role of Horatius

at the bridge with the more passive function of the Holland dikes, physiologists

will regret that we are told no more of its origin, functions, and relation to

cell wall and protoplasm than has been quoted.

That the book is exceedingly disappointing will be obvious from these

quotations. Physiologists have been awaiting the appearance of a resume

of the whole subject of toxic action which would bring together the extensive

observations of the older literature and unify and explain them in the light

of the new knowledge of the nature and behavior of the protoplasmic mem-
brane. The author who successfully undertakes the task must have kept

abreast of the literature in many fields; with the tremendous advances made

in physical chemistry and in our knowledge of the colloids, no less than with

the work done directly with the subject in hand, for most help will come from

the literature of these related fields. It is just here that Miss Brenthley

has failed; her book merely collects a mass of observations which it will be the

task of some future physiologist possessing wide training and a modern point

of view to organize and explain.

There are various minor omissions and slips of the pen. Thus while

formulae for two nutrient solutions are given on p. 13, we are nowhere told.
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in the various sections dealing with experiments in which plants in nutrient

solutions were employed, which of these was used in any particular case.

The description of Haselhoff's experiments (p. 25) leaves the reader to wonder

whether each sample of soil was extracted with 375 liters of water, divided into

15 equal quantities, or with 25 liters used 15 successive times. The substitution

of "below" for "above" in line 8, p. 30, would lead the unwary reader to

conclude that the toxicity of copper is decreased as the concentration of the

solution increases. The citations of literature are not numbered, and when a

given author has a number of papers listed in the bibliography, the reader has

no means of knowing what particular citation contains the results quoted in

the text. While physiologists have universally adopted the terminology of

the normal solution, concentrations are here written as parts per thousand or

million, and when quotations from authors who follow the modern custom are

made, normal solutions are sometimes converted to parts per million, sometimes

have equivalents parenthetically introduced, and are sometimes carried over

unchanged. Consequently, comparison of the figures is impossible without

resorting to calculation. In the graphs showing dry weight of plants grown

in various concentrations of salts, some one concentration, as 1/100,000, is

chosen as a "unit," and other concentrations are written in the graph as

multiples or fractions of this unit, making easy reference impossible. Those

hyphenated and immortal acquaintances of our early youth, "carbo-hydrate

and "photo-synthesis," greet a surprised public in these pages once more, after

a generation of absence from the ken of physiologists.

The concluding paragraph gives naive expression to a point of view which

physiologists had supposed to be happily confined to a certain rapidly decreas-

ing class of agricultural workers in this country. After discussing the results

obtained by physiological experimentation with manganese and boric acid and

those obtained in field trials of stimulatory fertilizers, the author says, "the
*

possibility now exists that in some respects the two lines of work are converging

and that the more purely scientific line will have a big contribution to make

to the strictly practical line." Those of us who regard plant physiology as the

science of economic plant production had thought that the artificial lines of

demarcation between "scientific" and "practical" work had long ago dis-

appeared, and that future progress was to be made, not independently or along

convergent lines, but by the common utilization of scientific facts and methods

in the cooperative attack upon common problems. In view of the fact that

the long series of publications from the Rothamstead Experimental Station

have set a standard to which comparatively little of the agricultural literature

of this country has attained, it is surprising that this book, with its lamentable

deficiencies in grasp of subject-matter and in point of view, should have been

issued as the initial number of a series of monographs whose general editors

are Professor Wood, of Cambridge, and Director Russell, of Rothamstead.

Closer editorial supervision would have withheld the book from publication
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in its present form, and it is to be hoped that immediate and radical revision

may make of it an acceptable and trustworthy guide to the literature of this

interesting field.

—

Joseph S. Caldwell.

NOTES FOR STUDENTS
Experimental embryology.—Morphologists and experimental workers have

been aware for some time of a need of greater cooperation between their

respective lines of research. Too often morphological or cytological studies

are pursued without reference to important physiological conditions, while

conclusions are drawn from experimental work which would not be warranted

by morphology and cytology. It is'becoming increasingly evident that results

can be more properly interpreted in the additional light afforded by supple-

mentary researches in a related field. The value of this cooperative method

is emphasized in a recent paper by Kusano4 on angiosperm embryology. A
favorable form for such study was found in the orchid Gastrodia data. Since

the inflorescence develops at the expense of material stored in a tuber, it is a

simple matter to maintain the plant under normal nutritive conditions. Some

of the results of Kusano's research, which is still in progress, are cited below.

The normal development in Gastrodia is as follows: A subepidermal

archesporial cell becomes the megaspore mother cell and undergoes the two

maturation divisions. In some cases reduction, which is said to consist in a

simple pairing and separation of the chromosomes on the equator of the

spindle, fails to occur, so that the functioning megaspore and gametophyte

are sometimes haploid and sometimes diploid. The embryo sac contains only

4 nuclei, 3 of which are organized as an egg apparatus. This reduced condition

is regarded as an economical specialization correlated with the peculiar vege-

tative habit. Many irregularities which occur are related to poor nutrition.

At fertilization, which occurs only in haploid sacs, one of the male nuclei

fuses with the egg nucleus, while the other fuses with the single polar and

a synergid nucleus. The fertilized egg forms the usual undifferentiated

proembryo, which is nourished through the suspensor and large nucellar

cells. The endosperm nucleus does not divide. The following time schedule

was determined: two days before the flower opens the ovule is yet in a rudimen-

tary stage; the embryo sac is completed 3 days after bloom; fertilization occurs

the 4th day after pollination; the fertilized egg divides the 5th day; the seed

is completed the 14th or 15th day; the capsule dehisces about the 23d day.

This exceptionally rapid development (for Orchidaceae) is correlated with the

fact that it occurs at the expense of stored food. Occasionally two arche-

sporial cells arise in a single ovule and undergo complete development.

An extended series of experiments led to the following conclusions: After

a few days the fertilizing power of the pollen is lost and the ovules become

4 Kusano, S., Experimental studies on the embryonal development in an angio-

sperm. Jour. Coll. Agric. Tokyo 6:7-1 20. pis. 5-g. jigs. 28. 191 5.
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incapable of fertilization. Although the development of ovules and embryo

sacs is promoted by the presence of pollen tubes, they are completed in unpol-

linated flowers unless nutritive conditions are too severe. In such flowers

the egg apparatus may remain in healthy condition 8 or 9 days. In some

cases it then degenerates; in other cases the ovule forms an embryoless seed,

the number of these seeds in the fruit depending upon nutrition. Such embryo-

less seeds may develop from ovules with either the haploid or the diploid egg.

If the floral axis is separated from the tuber, scarcity of food material

causes an imperfect development of ovarial and ovular tissue in pollinated

flowers, but it does not interfere with the number of ovules going into seed

formation nor with the development of the embryo. If pollinated flowers are

cut from the floral axis and kept moist, fertilization occurs but the ovary does

not grow. Some of the ovules develop into seeds with imperfect coats, while

others degenerate after one or two embryonal divisions have occurred. The

effects of reduced nutrition are here manifest. Of all the parts the embryo is

the least liable to be retarded in development by poor nutritive conditions. It

is evident that the embryo can develop without the accompanying development

of the ovule or ovary tissue, and that the seed coat may likewise form without

the development of the embryo or ovary wall. The growth of the latter,

however, seems to be dependent upon the development of the ovules.

Self-pollination appears to be as effective as cross-pollination in Gastrodia.

The pollinium will germinate within the cavity of the ovary and effect fertiliza-

tion. Pollination with foreign (Bletia) pollen resulted in fruits and seeds of

normal form and size, but the seeds were without embryos; no fertilization

occurred. If both Gastrodia and Bletia pollen are placed on the same stigma

the fertilizing activity of the Gastrodia pollen is greatly hindered.

With regard to parthenocarpy, the author recalls the distinction between

vegetative (Winkler) or autonomic (Fitting) parthenocarpy, in which

embryoless fruits are formed without the agency of any external factor, and

stimulative (Winkler) or aitionomic (Fitting) parthenocarpy, in which the

formation of embryoless fruit is induced by pollen or some other agent. Both

types occur in Gastrodia; the aitionomic fruits are of normal size, while the

autonomic ones are much smaller. The former appear to be well developed

because the pollen or other agent stimulates nutritive activity; it seems that

the size of the fruit may depend upon the intensity of the stimulus and also

upon its duration. Parthenocarpic development of the ovary is dependent

upon ovular development, the amount of seed apparently governing the size of

the capsule.

Polyembryony occurs frequently in Gastrodia, and is correlated with

delayed pollination. One embryo arises from the fertilized egg, and the other

probably from a fertilized synergid.

Although diploid eggs occur frequently in Gastrodia their apogamous

development was not observed in any case. It is interesting to note, however,

that Kusano saw several cases in which the nucleus of a haploid egg under-
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went division. This is the first step in true parthenogenesis, but it is never

accompanied by cell division and never leads to embryo formation. Other
works on apogamy are cited, but the author believes the cytological facts

regarding such matters are yet too few to warrant the formula t ion of a hypothe-
sis on the evolution of parthenogenesis from amphimixis.

The value of contributions of this sort is obvious. The correlation of

physiological conditions and morphological phenomena is clearly shown.
This should lessen the morphologist's frequent neglect of physiology, and,

on the other hand, should lead to a more careful checking up of experimental

results, especially those in plant breeding, by morphological study.—L. \V.

Sharp.

Chromosomes and Mendelian inheritance.

—

Sturtevant5 presents a

recapitulation with much new data bearing upon the "coupling" and "repul-

sion" of Mendelian genes in the fruit fly {Drosopliila ampelopinio), and ably

discusses the bearing of these breeding results upon the chromosome inter-

pretation of Mendelian phenomena. The large number of "cross-overs" (that

is, changes from coupling to repulsion and vice versa between two given genes)

and the relatively small number of chromosomes in the fruit fly, makes this

organism very favorable material for such a study. Over 40 Mendelian char-

acters of the fruit fly have been studied by Morgan and his students, and these

characters form four groups, so related to one another that all of the characters

within one of these groups show "linkage" with one another; while those

which have been sufficiently studied are independent of genes included in any
one of the other groups. Each of these groups of characters is believed to be

carried by a single pair of homologous chromosomes. On the basis of the

relative number of cross-overs between different genes, considered two by two,

the number of cross-overs which may be expected in any untried combination

among the same series of "linked" genes may be readily calculated. Each

gene is assumed to occupy a definite position or "locus" in the chromosome,

and these loci are represented as forming a linear series whose distances from

one another is measured by the relative frequency of cross-over. When cross-

overs between two genes are rare, the two loci involved are assumed to be very

near each other, and when cross-overs are frequent it is assumed that the two

loci in question are correspondingly removed, though still lying in the same

chromosome. No less than six of these loci have been established in a single

chromosome, by a fairly adequate amount of data, and the correspondence

between calculated distances and the observed numbers of cross-overs is con-

vincing as to the fundamental value of this method of representation. Further-

more, the discrepancies between the observed and calculated results are so

consistently in the same direction that they make possible another important

5 Sturtevant, A. H., The behavior of the chromosomes as studied through

linkage. Zeitschr. Ind. Abstamm. Vererb. 13:234-266. 1915.
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generalization; namely that the occurrence of one cross-over in a chromosome

lessens the likelihood that a second cross-over will take place in the same

chromosome. This phenomenon the author describes as " interference.

Following Morgan, the author explains the phenomenon of crossing over as due

to the twisting together of homologous chromosomes, and the failure to com-

pletely untwist when the chromosomes are separated—the " chiasmatype " of
i

Janssens. Two cross-overs, or even three, may take place in the same

chromosome when a series of loci sufficiently removed from one another are

involved, but the frequency of such plural cross-overs is correspondingly low.

While the percentage of cross-overs between any two "linked" characters was

fairly constant in most of the material which has been studied by Morgan
and his students, the author points out that in certain strains there was a great

deal of variation in the intensity of linkage. A part of this variability seems

to be hereditary, but it is also suggested that some of the variation is probably

due to conditions of food, etc. Most of the data regarding this variability are

withheld for presentation and discussion in subsequent publications.

The author discusses the relation of chromosomes to Mendelian inheritance,

and gives a list of 17 species of plants and animals in which clear cases of linkage

have been described, and also a list of chromosome numbers which have been

found in 25 species of plants and animals used in genetic experiments. He

points out, as has been done by a number of geneticists, that each unit char-

acter is directly or indirectly due to the action of numerous Mendelian genes,

and that each gene may and usually does affect a number of characters. The

terminology used by the author, following that of Morgan, is in one respect

essentially the reverse of the one now most widely used, in that the symbols

chosen to represent any Mendelian pair are based on the recessive instead of the

dominant character; thus, instead of Cc for the factor for color, Ww is used,

intending to suggest that in the absence of W a white individual results. This

is just as usable a method of formulation as that now in general use, and has

only the disadvantage that would be due to any such reversal of terminology.

It has the strong pedagogical advantage that any dominant character is less

likely to be misconstrued by the non-specialized reader, as the sole result of the

single gene represented by the symbol.—G. H. Shull.

A case of obligate symbiosis.

—

Rayner6 has discovered a very interesting

case of obligate symbiosis between Calluna vulgaris and one of the mycorhiza.

He has carried his investigations into careful experimental work, so that the

details of the symbiosis in connection with the life history of Calluna have

been discovered. It seems that infection by the fungus takes place shortly

after germination, the source of the infection being the testa. This infection

does not cease with the development of the mycorhiza in the roots, but affects

6 Rawer, M. C, Obligate symbiosis in Calluna vulgaris. Ann. Botany 29:97

153. pL 6. figs. 4. 1915.
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all parts of the seedling, from whence it extends to all parts of the mature

plant; that is, into the tissues of the stem, leaf, flower, and fruit. The ovary

becoming infected, the mycelium enters the seed coats of the developing seeds,

but the embryo and endosperm are free from infection. The fungus was iso-

lated in pure cultures, and the seeds sterilized, so that a synthesis of the fungus

of Calluna was accomplished. It was found that in case this specific fungus

did not infect the growing seedling, it did not develop roots, and suffered com-

plete inhibition of growth, remaining alive but rootless for several months.

The fungus concerned is said to resemble the genus Phoma, and the author

proposes that the species should be placed in a new subgenus, for which the

name Phyllophoma is suggested.—J. M. C.

Development and distribution of Leguminosae.

—

Andrews 7 has brought

together all the data dealing with the development and distribution of Legumi-

nosae, and has reached certain conclusions of general interest. His thesis is

that "the present distribution of plants and animals is the algebraic sum of the

responses made by organisms to their changing environment during the whole

of the known geological record, and the present adjustment of the activities

involved has been obtained only after ages of development during various

geographical changes." This is a problem, therefore, which involves the

cooperation of geology, geography, and biology. Andrews finds that many
uniform types of Leguminosae are widely diffused through the tropics, and that

in extra-tropical countries these uniform tropical forms are represented by

specialized types, which are mainly xerophytic. The details are fully presented,

and it is thought that such study will throw light upon the nature of former

land connections. Legu

that New Zealand was separated from the tropics early in the differentiation

of the family, while Australia was cut off at a date considerably later.—J, M. C.

Growth of Nereocystis.—Accurate data concerning the behavior of the

large marine algae are much needed, the usual statements of the textbooks

being vague and often misleading. This need promises to be supplied by the

work of the Puget Sound Marine Station, whose first publication describes the

growth of the blades of Nereocystis Luetkeana. Miss Fallis8 finds, that this

species grows as well when loosened from its foothold on the rocks, the holdfast

serving only to fix the plant. Nor is the stipe, including the bulb, necessary

for the growth of the blade, small pieces from which can grow independ-

ently. The growing region is not at the place of transition, between the blade

and stipe, but its basal limit is at the beginning of the flattened part of the

7 Andrews, E. C, The development and distribution of the natural order

leguminosae. Jour. Proc. Roy. Soc. N.W. Wales 48:333-407- 1914.

Fallis, Annie Lv Growth of the fronds of Nereocystis Luetkeana. Puget Sound

Marine Station Publ. 1:1-8. 1915.
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blade, while its terminal limit is difficult to determine, because growth gradually

decreases toward the tip of the blade.

A second paper, by Miss Sheldon,9 deals with the growth of the stipe.

It was found that the region of maximum growth in mature plants is 2-4 feet

below the blade, the rate decreasing in both directions. In July the rate of

growth was found to be about an inch a day.—J. M. C.

Ferns of the oriental tropics.—The richness of the fern vegetation of the

tropics is being emphasized by the work of Copeland. 10 In the papers cited,

new species are described in the following genera: Adiantum, Aglaomorpha (a

new subgenus Holostachyum, including two other species, being described),

Angiopteris, Asplenium, Athyrium (6), Balantium, Cyathea (6), Davallia, Dryop-

teris (6), Leptochilus, Loxogramme (2), Marattia, Microlepia, Oleandra, Ophio-

glossum, Polypodium (8), Prosaptia, Pteris, Tectaria (4), Trichomancs, and

Vittaria. The genera Diplora and Triphlebia were found to be invalid, because

founded upon inconstant and "illusory" features, and should be included in

Phyllitis, which comprises only three well defined species in the Malay-

Polynesian region.—J. M. C.

Sphagnum bogs of Alaska.—Rigg11 has noted the peculiarities of the

flora of some Alaskan peat bogs and finds that while sphagnum occurs in many

different habitats in Alaska, only where there is an absence of drainage do

bogs accompany it. The peat in the bogs visited had a maximum depth of

only 2.5 ft. Aside from the sphagnum, Empetrum nigrum is the most abun-

dant and uniform in its occurrence, but Ledum palustre, Kalrnia glauca, Oxy-

coccus oxycoccus, and Drosea rotundifolia are among other characteristic

species. The bogs occur surrounded by treeless areas, by tundras, or by

coniferous forests, and vary much in area.

—

Geo. D. Fuller.

^ Sheldon, Sarah M., Notes on the growth of the stipe of Ncreocystis Luetkeana.

Ibid. 1 : 15-18. 1915.

10 Copeland, E. B., The ferns of the Batu Lawi Expedition. Appendix HI.

Roy. Agric. Soc. (Straits Branch), no. 63. 71-72. 1912.

% Some ferns of northeastern Mindanao. Leaflets Philipp. Bot. 5:1679-

1684. 1913.

, Notes on some Javan ferns. Philipp. Jour. Sci. 8:139-145* P^St 2~4

1913.

, On Phyllitis in Malaya and the supposed genera Diplora and Triphlebia

Ibid. 8:i47-i55- pis. 5~7- 1913-

, New Papuan ferns. Ibid. 9:1-9. 1914.

-, New Sumatran ferns. Ibid. 9:227-233. 1914.

21 Rigg, G. B., Notes on the flora of some Alaskan sphagnum bogs. Plant

World 17:176-183. 1914.
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IS THE BOX ELDER A MAPLE?
A STUDY OF THE COMPARATIVE ANATOMY OF NEGUNDO

Amon B. Plowman

(with plates v-x)

The difficulties and uncertainties of classification, upon the

basis of purely superficial characters, is perhaps nowhere better

exemplified than in the case of the common box elder.

This tree occurs in large numbers over the greater part of its

range throughout the northern^ portion of the United States and

Canada, and only less frequently in the Southwest and along the

Pacific Coast. It is also very generally cultivated ii

gular and its light

com
that

esome

manifestly

lik

ma
thing ever produced by a maple; the fruit is quite like the maple

fruit; yet, unlike the maple, the box elder is anemophilous and

strictly dioecious; the wood is maple-like in appearance and

structure, though much softer, lighter, and less durable.

These and many other peculiarities of the box elder have engaged

the attention of botanists since Linnaeus named this tree Acer

Negitndo in 1753. To the mind of Linnaeus, even approximate

169
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agreement in reproductive structures and processes easily out-

weighed in importance the most conspicuous differences in general

morphology. In 1794 Moenchhausen set up for the box elder

the new genus Negundo, at the same time recognizing the close

relationship to Acer in the name Negundo aceroides. Extreme

opposition to the Linnaean rating of the box elder was developed

by Karsten, who in 1880 gave the name Negundo Negundo. Each

of these three names is held in favor by a considerable group of

time, though Karsten has a much

matter

men, as well as to most

the minute anatomy of plants was of course a sealed book, whose

importance was wholly ignored because unknown and unsuspected.

remained

demonstrate the fundamental

significance and value of anatomical features in the study of

phyletic relationships.

comparative anatomy

some

mierht be thrown unon the problem

this paper.

General morphology

As is well known, the box elder is usually a rather low-growing *

more

in many parts of its range, attaining to its maximum size of 50-70

feet in height, with a trunk diameter of 2-4 feet, only in the lower

Ohio Valley. In a number of characters the box elders show a

remarkable range of variety.

Referring to fig. 1 com
3-9-foliolate, with the leaflets variously toothed, lobed, and

divided. The range in leaf types is apparently not so great in the

America Most

America

in stating that the leaves are 3-5-foliolate. As the result of a careful

Wisconsin

it was found that the leaves were predominantly of the 3-foliolate

type on a little more than 5 per cent of the trees; 5-foliolate leaves
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were in the majority on more than 32 per cent; while on about

62 per cent of the trees most of the leaves were 7-foliolate. Two
trees out of the entire number showed 9-foliolate leaves in greatest

numbers. No tree bore one type of leaf exclusively, except a very

few having only the 3-foliolate sort. No 3-foliolate leaves occurred

on the 7 and 9-foliolate trees, neither did the 9-foliolate leaves

appear on 3 and 5-foliolate trees. The higher number of leaflets,

as well as the larger and more deeply lobed leaves, occur on suck-

ers and second growths. In general, the leaflets are more numer-

ous, larger, and more deeply divided on staminate trees. The two

9-foliolate trees mentioned above were both staminate trees.

More than 7 per cent of the leaves studied bore trifoliololate

basal leaflets, such as are shown in no. 6 of fig. 1. Intermediate

forms appear in nos. 3,4, 5, and 7 of the same figure. It was

impossible to detect any intimate and constant relationship between

leaf types and the quality of the soil in which the trees grew.

Light and shade relations seem to be more effective agents in this

respect, the higher number of leaflets usually occurring on the more

brightly lighted trees and parts of trees. The leaves of box elder

are commonly thicker and of softer texture than are those of true

maples growing in similar situations.

An interesting peculiarity of the box elder is its very common
habit of developing new buds and leaves as long as the growing

season lasts. In other words, its growth is indeterminate. This

characteristic seems to be more pronounced in the northern part

of the range. Here not uncommonly the box elder trees con-

tinue to develop new leaves at the tips of the twigs until checked

by the first killing frost. This fact accounts for the diffuse and

angular habit of the trees in the colder parts of the range, since

because of this mode of growth the terminal buds are usually killed,

and the lateral buds carry on the development in the following

season. Indeterminate growth is much more conspicuous in the

male trees than in the female, especially in those years when the

female trees bear a heavy crop of fruit. This in turn explains why
the female trees are so much more symmetrical in form, and hence

better suited for artificial planting and cultivation, than are the

male trees.
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In a series of forcing experiments, twigs of box elder and of

several species of maples were placed in the hothouse at intervals

throughout the winter. All were subjected to uniformly favorable

conditions for development. The box elder buds opened in about

one-half the time required by the maples. The same quick response

is noticeable in the box elder in the first warm days of early spring.

By thus utilizing the maximum length of the growing season, the

box elder is able to make its remarkably rapid growth. .This

again is particularly true of the male trees.

Brilliant autumnal colors are not developed by box elder leaves.

Toward the close of long or dry growing seasons, all but the very

young leaves turn a dull greenish yellow, but do not fall in any con-

siderable numbers until after frost, when the trees may be entirely

stripped in a single day. In many of the characteristics here

noted, the leaves of the box elder differ strikingly from those of

the true maples.

The young twigs of box elder also show marked differences.

Two types are commonly described. In one of these types the

twigs are of a pale grayish green color, usually quite slender, and

with rather short internodes. In the other type the twigs are of a

maroon color, often covered with a white bloom, stout, and with

longer internodes. These two forms are said to occur in almost

equal numbers in the eastern part of the range, while the green type

predominates in the southern part, and the maroon type in the

northern part. In the course of these studies, it has been found that

green twigs are usually developed by female trees, and maroon twigs

on male trees. However, the color of the twigs, in addition to being

in a measure a secondary sex character, is subject largely to weather

conditions, exposure, etc. Thus we find vigorous young shoots

of both sexes pale grayish green in color when growing in protected

or poorly lighted situations, while both take on more or less of the

maroon tint when exposed to full light and severe weather con-

ditions. Also it is to be noted that the maroon color in all these

twigs gives place more or less completely to green in the warm days

of spring. In all probability we have here to do with a phenomenon

similar to the development of rhodophyll and anthocyanin in

autumn leaves, in rosette plants in winter, in alpine types, etc.
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In the series of hothouse experiments already mentioned, it

was observed that all lateral buds in the box elder are of nearly-

equal vitality, and that most of them spring into active development

at the first favorable opportunity. It was also observed that the

box elder twigs were able to develop a much greater amount of

new growth from their stored food material than were true maple

twigs or even poplar and willow twigs of the same size. In the

matter of rhizogenetic capacity, the twigs of box elder compare

well with those of black poplar, and while the development is not so

rapid as in the case of willow twigs, the number of roots developed

is considerably greater, one or more appearing at every lenticel.

Thus the propagation of the box elder by cuttings is comparatively

easy, while in the case of true maples it is well-nigh impossible.

On the older trunk surfaces the bark of the box elder shows a

very characteristic " expanded metal" appearance, with the rather

blunt ridges arranged in a fairly regular oblique diamond pattern,

as shown in fig. 2. most

seldom

off in larger or smaller thin plates, as shown in fig. 3. The most

notable exception to this rule among maples is Acer platanoides
y

which, by the way, seems to be one of the few contact points between

the true maples and the box elder. In fact, the trunk surface of

the box elder is strikingly similar to that of the white ash, even

to the gray or grayish brown color.

Anatomy of the root

stem

comparison with the size of the tree. Slender fibrous roots are

immense
to an unusual depth in the soil. Where a larger root is uncovered

and exposed to the air and light, buds appear and rapidly develop

much
form

are exposed or injured. This bud-forming activity of box elder

roots is especially marked when the main trunk has been injured

in any way. Thus great clumps of second-growth shoots are likely

to spring up around the stumps of recently cut trees.
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Fig. 7 shows the more prominent features of the anatomy of a

young box elder root. The pith is almost all eliminated by growth

pressure. Medullary rays are numerous, straight, 1-2-seriate, and

expanded considerably in the inner bark. Tracheae are large

and very numerous, often in clusters of 5 disposed in radial rows.

Tracheids are large, and of thin-walled and thick-walled sorts dis-

posed in irregular groups in such a way as to give a marbled appear-

ance to the section. The cambial zone in growing roots is 8 or

10 cells thick. The bark is comparatively thin, and contains but

very few sclerotic, crystallogenous, or tanniniferous cells. The

many large sap-storage cells and canals are a conspicuous feature

of the bark. The dead bark scales off in small thin plates, leaving

the root quite smooth, in striking contrast to the appearance of the

older stems.

A comparison of figs. 6 and 7 makes it evident that the maple

root is heavily charged with tannin in the older part, the wood

is more compact, the bark is thicker, more dense with numerous

groups of stone cells, few sap reservoirs, and it scales off in larger

plates. The cambial zone is not so extensive, and everything

about the structure points to a less vigorous functional activity in

the root of the maple than in the root of the box elder. The

appearance of the medullary rays in the outer wood and bark of an

older root of Acer rubrum is shown in figs, n and 12. Fig. 12

also shows fairly well the irregular massing of the sclerotic cells of

the bark. Assuming the root to be a very conservative structure,

it is interesting to compare this figure with figs. 13-16 inclusive,

which show corresponding regions in some stems.

Reference may here again be made to the remarkable rhizo-

genetic powers of box elder stems when covered with water or

buried in moist soil. Young shoots may be propagated by cuttings

or by "layering," as in the case of many berry canes.

Anatomy of the stem

The young shoots of box elder are commonly of very robust

growth, especially in the male plants, and on all second growths.

Not infrequently the season's growth may reach a length of 5 or 6

feet, with a basal diameter of five-eighths of an inch or more. The
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twigs are not quite cylindrical, but more or less elliptical in section,

the longer axis lying in the plane of the two leaves borne at the top

of the internode. The surface of the young twigs is quite smooth

and shining, except in those forms which develop a whitish bloom.

Lenticels are not very numerous, but they are of rather large size,

long and narrow in the early part of the season, and later becoming

broad.

Fig. 19 shows a section of a moderately vigorous young shoot

of a male box elder. For comparison a section of a young stem of

Acer saccharinum is shown in fig. 17. The characteristic 6-sided

appearance of the pith in the box elder section is due to the sym-

of the 6 lar^e leaf traces, x for each leaf.metrical arrangement

most

internode, but they are conspicuous even to the lower end. The

section was taken from near the middle of an internode 5 inches

long. While the leaf traces are prominent in all types of box elder,

much

plants which bear leaves with the higher numbers of division.

The medulla is usually about one-half the diameter of the stem.

The pith cells are large, thick-walled, circular, oval, or hexagonal

em
zone. Fig. 40 shows a portion of this zone, very greatly magnified.

While the zone is very irregular in width, it is everywhere at least 3

or 4 cells wide. In the true maples this starch zone is much

narrower, even sometimes entirely absent. An average condition

of the starch zone of Acer saccharinum is shown in the drawing

fig. 41. It will be observed, also, that the medullary ray of box

elder is expanded at its inner end, thus affording a better connection

with the starch zone than in the case of the maple. The box elder's

quick response to the first warmth of spring is doubtless made

possible, in part at least, by its large starch-storing capacity and its

highly efficient medullary rays. These rays are very numerous,

mostly uniseriate, and seldom much farther apart than the width

of a large trachea. The cambial zone, in the growing season, is

made up of a considerable number of layers of actively dividing

cells, thin-walled, and filled with protoplasm. The bark is com-

paratively thin on young twigs, and is composed of small, thin-
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walled cells for the greater part of its thickness,.with a few layers

of collenchyma toward the outside, covered by a small-celled

epidermis over which is spread a smooth, uniformly thick cuticle.

Sclerenchyma tissue occurs as a narrow and frequently inter-

rupted band of bast fibers, with numerous small and irregularly

scattered masses of stone cells. The bark contains some starch,

and usually a few large empty cells, corresponding to the sap-

storage cells of the root. No true phellem is formed in the first

season.

Comparing figs. 19 and 17, it will be seen that the leaf traces

of the maple are inconspicuous, the medullary starch zone is not

prominent, medullary rays are less numerous, and the bark is

thicker and more dense. In twigs of Acer rubrum the starch zone

is thinner; there is less sclerenchyma; no phellem, but many thick-

walled tanniniferous cells; cuticle thick and lenticular over a

larger-celled epidermis. In A. saccharum and A. platanoides ,
the

starch zone is thin; few medullary rays; but little sclerenchyma;

phellogen and phellem very prominent, with numerous large

lenticels; epidermis early tanniniferous; cuticle thin and smooth.

The medullary rays of box elder are continued far out into the

cortex, both in young and in older stems. A study of figs. 13-16,

which show sections of older stems, will make clear the relative

development of box elder in this respect. Further comparison with

figs. 11 and 12 indicates that this prominent development of the

medullary rays in the cortex of box elder is a primitive ancestral

characteristic, as well as another important factor making for rapid

growth.

An additional point of interest in this connection is found in the

form and number of the pits in the walls of both the ray cells and the

cells of the amyliferous zone. While these pits are comparatively

small in the box elder, they are far more numerous here than in any

of the true maples. Moreover, they are ideally arranged to facili-

tate the movement of sap to the regions of most active growth.

For comparison of sizes of the various cells, and the thickness of the

walls, the reader is referred to table I. In general, it may be

said that the tissues of the young stem of box elder are much less

compact than in the case of the true maples.
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Considering now more specifically the minute anatomy of the

older trunk of box elder, we find that the rough " expanded metal"

appearance of the trunk surface shown in fig. 2 is almost exactly re-

produced in the photomicrograph of a tangential section of the

bark (fig. 24). The numerous concentric layers of bast fibers

are imbedded in a spongy mass of soft, thin-walled paren-

chymatous phloem, which is split up into thin radial plates by the

medullary rays. Near the cambial zone these layers of hard bast

are almost continuous, except where perforated by the thin medul-

lary rays. As the sheet of hard bast is forced outward by growth,

the fibers cling tenaciously to each other, and the whole sheet is

expanded into an oblique diamond-mesh pattern, as a result of the

great tangential tension. At the same time, centripetal pressure

is brought to bear upon all of the tissues inside the network of

bast fibers. As a result of these conditions, there is more or less
*

radial compression and tangential expansion of all the softer ele-

ments of the bark. For the same reasons, there is likely to be a

considerable tangential shifting of each layer of hard bast with

reference to that next inside. When this shifting is all in the same

direction in all the layers, the medullary rays are often bent aside

30 or 40 from the radial line. This is of course a common feature

in those plants in which the medullary rays extend far out through

a thick bark. The hard bast fibers are quite slender, except occa-

sional isolated specimens, but they are usually several millimeters

long, and very firmly united with each other. The walls are very

thick, often almost eliminating the cell cavity. Angular, irregu-

larly shaped sclerotic cells are found in fairly large numbers, most

frequently in the angles of the bast fiber network. In the young

bark the medullary ray cells are oval in form, and occur in loose

moniliform rows. The nuclei are here of large size and the proto-

plasm is especially abundant. The medullary ray cells in the outer

part of the live bark are shorter and thicker. As seen in tangential

section, these cells are commonly drawn out transversely into an

oval shape. In the still older bark the ray cells are empty, crushed

and distorted by the pressure of growth. The bast parenchyma

begins its development in the form of thin-walled, radially com-

pressed cells about the diameter of autumn wood cells. From

these are derived two types of parenchymatous cells: the larger
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are 15^X35-40^ in size, becoming crystallogenous in the older

part; the smaller 8-10 /xX 30-45 /x in size, and are more numerous,

in the ratio of about 3 to 1 of the larger. The walls of the larger

are not lignified at any stage, while the walls of the smaller cells

are slightly lignified at maturity. Sieve tubes are numerous in

the younger bark, with large sieve plates especially conspicuous in

tangential sections. The outer, dead bark consists of a mass of

crushed, irregular, thin-walled cells, alternating with several zones

of thick-walled phellem. Each zone of phellem is made up of

3-8 layers of brick-shaped cells, 7-12 /x thick radially, and 20-35 ju

square on the tangential surface. These cells are very thick-walled

(2-4 /x), lignified, and only the outer ones in each zone are con-

spicuously suberized. Progressive parenchymatous degeneration

of the hard bast and stone cells occurs in the outer portion of the

live bark, so that very few of these elements are to be found in the

dead bark of the box elder.

In the radial section of box elder bark (fig. 25) the bast fibers

appear apparently in discontinuous masses, scattered throughout

the live portion of the bark. As a matter of fact these strands are

connected longitudinally for great distances, but, owing to the fact

that they are tangentially oblique, the section shows only short

portions of each strand. This type of structure evidently gives

great strength to the bark, while at the same time it secures a

maximum degree of elasticity even where the bark is quite thick,

thus readily permitting the rapid expansion so characteristic of the

growing box elder stem.

In the case of A. saccharinum, the bark is thinner than in

box elder, and quite smooth even in older trunks, scaling off from

thin, even plates (fig. 3). Under the microscope,in

made

parenchyma in alternating narrow zones of radially compressed

cells and round cells, with 2 or 3 nearly continuous zones of hard

bast lying close together near the middle of the bark, and also many

small scattered islands of sclerotic cells, both inside and outside

of the bast fiber zones.

The medullary rays are commonly bent aside from the radial

line 20-30
, to the first hard bast zone, where they are again nearly

radial, but beyond which they quickly disappear.
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In radial and tangential views the most striking feature is the

incoherence of the hard bast zones. Only rarely do the elements

hold together in a diamond-mesh network, such as is so character-

istic of the box elder. This is apparently due to the fact that most

of the hard bast cells are comparatively short, blunt at the ends,

and not interlocked to any great extent. In the outer part of the

bark some of the fibers lie in the tangential plane almost at right

angles to the axis of the stem, as the result of the great tangential

tension in this region. There is extensive parenchymatous atrophy

of the sclerotic elements in the outer bark. Only one phellem zone

is commonly present. This is made up of 6-10 layers of small

cells, quite thin-walled and strongly suberized. Crystallogenous

cells are found in small numbers, principally in the middle and outer

portions of the bark. Occasionally an older medullary ray cell is

found containing tannin.

In A. rubrum (fig. 16) the bark is much thinner than in box

elder, smooth on young stems, and separating into thin regular

plates on older trunks. Hard bast occurs in larger proportion

than in A. saccharinum, and is distributed quite irregularly through-

out the outer three-fourths of the thickness of the bark. The

zonation is imperfect, and there is scarcely any tendency to form a

diamond-mesh network (fig. 23).

Only the larger medullary rays extend out into the bark.

These are only slightly oblique as far as the first hard bast, beyond

which they extend radially one-half to two-thirds of the way to the

outer surface, becoming increasingly diffuse. Crystallogenous

cells are quite numerous, while tanniniferous cells occur less fre-

quently. The parenchyma cells are nearly all much flattened.

The hard bast zones and masses are incoherent and the cells are

drawn out to oblique and transverse positions in the outer bark.

There is a single zone of phellem, 5-12 cells thick, the walls strongly

lignified and suberized.

The bark of A. saccharinum (fig. 15) is thin, and shows a definite

zonation of hard bast in the inner two-thirds of its thickness. The

zones are 2 or 3 cells thick, interrupted by the broad medullary rays

which usually disappear about half-way out through the bark,

beyond which point the sclerotic tissue is very irregularly scattered
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and progressively atrophied. Most of the parenchyma cells are

irregularly flattened. Both tanniniferous and crystallogenous

cells are collenchymatous. The single phellem zone is 5-10 layers

of cells thick, suberized, but only slightly lignified. Sieve plates

are prominent in tangential view of the youngest phloem.

A. platanoides (fig. 14) shows a much smaller proportion of

hard bast than do most of the other maples. There are only 2-4

narrow zones, and these are widely interrupted by the broad,

irregular medullary rays, which extend about two-thirds of the

way to the outer surface of the bark. The rays are not much

deflected from a radial course, and the deflection is not at all uni-

form. The parenchyma is less flattened than in other forms. The

bast fiber network is least coherent in this species. Crystallo-

genous and tanniniferous cells are very numerous. Parenchyma-

tous atrophy is pronounced in the outer part. There is a single

zone of phellem, very irregular in thickness. The cells are highly

suberized. The collenchyma zone just inside of the phellem is con-

spicuous and of uniform width around the stem.

These brief studies of box elder and of four species of maples,

together with the measurements of elements tabulated on p. 177,

show that the bark of the maples is more dense and better able

to resist unfavorable conditions and the attack of enemies,

but less rapid in growth, less elastic, and hence less perfectly

adapted to the needs of a quick-growing tree than is the bark of

the box elder.

In figs. 26, 27, and 28 are shown sections in three planes of the

wood of A. saccharinutn, while the three succeeding figures show

corresponding sections of box elder wood. The maple wood is evi-

dently more compact, with somewhat smaller elements arranged

with greater regularity than in the case of box elder, thus readily

accounting for the fact that the maple wood splits more easily than

the box elder wood. The groups of tracheae are larger in the box

elder, showing qc m
posed row, while the maple rarely shows more than three in a group.

medull

radial section does not show such large plates of " silver grain" as

in the maple.
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Fig. 39 shows a bit of the cross-section of box elder wood highly

magnified. The tracheae are elliptical or oval in section, with

the longer axis radially disposed. They range in size from 30 /x to

65 /x, with an average size of 40 /jlX 55 p- The individual cells

of which the tracheae are composed are 150-200 /x long, with their

end walls obliquely disposed at an angle of about 45 ,
the dip in

almost every case being radial, so that the end wall seems to be

quite transverse as seen in tangential section (fig. 31). The perfora-

tion through the end wall is about one-half the size of the end plate,

and elliptical in shape. The tracheal walls are marked off in a

regular hexagonal pattern, each area of which is about 5 /x across,

with a simple pit o. 3 /xX 1 . 5 m transversely disposed at the center.

Where tracheae lie in contact with medullary rays, the pits are

circular and 1.5-2.5 jx in diameter. Some smaller tracheae show

occasional traces of scalariform and even spiral thickening of the

walls. In the acute angle with the oblique end wall, there is some-

times a considerable area of the tracheal wall in which the thickness

is uniform and unbroken by pits. In these regions quantities of

tannin may be stored.

The tracheids of box elder are of three fairly distinct sorts.

(1) The thin-walled summer tracheids are 12-15^ in diameter,

with walls only 0.5-0.8 \x thick. These occur in largest propor-

tion near the beginning of the season's growth, but they are also

to be found in small numbers even bordering upon the zone of the

thick-walled autumn cells. (2) The thick-walled summer tracheids

are 8-10 /x in diameter, and their walls are 1 . 5-2 . 5 \x thick. These

occur in small groups at the beginning of the annual ring, the groups

becoming larger and more numerous as the season's growth pro-

gresses. The two kinds of summer tracheids are commonly grouped

in such a way as to give a distinctly marbled appearance to the

cross-section. All of these cells are angular and very irregular in

shape. The majority of them are 400-600 /x in length, and they are

firmly interlocked at the ends. (3) The autumn tracheids consti-

tute a dense zone 3-6 cells thick at the close of the season's growth.

These cells are much flattened, measuring 10-15 /x tangentially and

5-7 \x radially. The walls are 2 \i or more in thickness and more

strongly lignified than other parts of the wood. This zone of
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autumn tracheids is frequently divided into two parts by the inter-

polation of a few thick-walled summer tracheids. All tracheids

show a few small circular pits in their walls at points of contact

with medullary rays, while elsewhere their pits are very rare.

Faint oblique striae are occasionally found in the walls of the

thicker-walled sorts.

Wood parenchyma cells in the mature parts of box elder are

very few, small, short, and thin-walled. They are usually found

bordering upon the larger tracheae. Very rarely they become

crystallogenous. The medullary rays are 1-3-seriate, about

100-120 fi apart, and slightly wavy as seen in cross-section of the

wood. In radial and tangential sections the medullary rays show

200-500 The

ray cells are of two fairly distinct kinds (figs. 34, 36). (1) The

ray body cells are nearly cylindrical, 7-10 /j, in diameter, with

walls 2-2
. 5 /x thick. Their length is from 25 \i to 40 /x, except in

the region of the autumn growth, where the length hardly exceeds

the diameter, and where the walls are slightly thicker. The end

minute

simple pits. The pits communicating with the tracheae are large

and numerous, while those connecting with tracheids are small and

few. (2) The ray marginal cells form usually a single, sometimes

a double, row on each edge of the ray. These are a little larger

than the ray body cells, with somewhat thinner walls. They are

triangular in section, and when seen in radial sections they show

marked irregularity in form along the free border (fig. 36). The

pits are larger and more numerous than in the body cells. Much

protoplasm and large nuclei are usually to be seen in the ray body

cells, while the marginal cells are usually almost empty.

Where injuries have been inflicted, the wood of box elder shows

traumatic tissue made up of thin-walled, unlignified cells contain-

mg a very little tannin.

As would be expected from the comparison of figs. 27 and 30,

the density of box elder wood is considerably less than that of the

)les. The average for box elder wood is 27 pounds per cubicma

m
In color the wood of box elder is a pale cream or white. Its rather
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more

i-i

uses to which maple wood is commonly put.

The wood of A. saccharinum is shown in figs. 26, 27, 28, and 38.

Here the tracheae are nearly circular in section, except where two

or three are crowded together. The diameter is 20-40 /x, and the

walls are o. 7-0.8 /x thick. In the older wood the tracheae often

contain tannin plugs 250-300 ju in length. The oblique end walls

have in most cases a tangential dip of 40-60°. The pit areas are

hexagonal and 5-6 /x in diameter. The transverse pits are about

1 juX 2 At. The thickenings in the walls of the smaller tracheae

are sometimes scalariform, but not spiral. The tracheids are of

two sorts, both rectangular in section in a large proportion of cases.

(1) The summer tracheids are about 8-12 /x across, with walls

.5/x thick, more highly lignified in the neighborhood of the

tracheae. (2) The autumn tracheids appear as 1-3 rows of much

flattened cells, 4-5 juX 10 /x, with walls '1
.

5-2 /x thick. There is

often a very gradual transition from summer to autumn types of

cells. The tracheids are 250-300 ju long. Some wood parenchyma

cells occur near the tracheae, but they do not contain either resin

or crystals.

The medullary rays are 1-3-seriate, 125-150 /x apart, 200-500 n

broad, and 20-30 /x thick. The body cells are cylindrical, 6-10 /x

in diameter and 30-60 /x long, with walls o . 7 \x thick. The marginal

cells are a little larger, triangular in section, and quite straight on the

outer margin, as in the case of other true maples (figs. 35, 37). The

pits are circular, large, and very numerous at points of contact

with the tracheae. All ray cells contain much protoplasm and

some starch. The end walls as seen in radial section are but

slightly oblique, while in the transverse section they stand at an

angle of 20-30°. Large parenchymatous masses appear at intervals,

connected with the medullary rays.

In A. platanoides the tracheae are nearly round in transverse

section, occurring in irregular groups. The end walls have a

tangential dip of 30-40°. The smaller vessels show well marked

spiral thickenings in their walls. The tracheids are of only one

general sort, with a very gradual increase in thickness of walls and

in lignification through the year's growth. All are very irregular

in shape. Some are considerably distended and show numerous
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pits. Tannin is found in these larger cells. There are but few

cells, and these do not contain crystals. Tra-ma
much

some tyloses. The medullary from

those of A. saccharinum, except that the cells are much shorter at

the close of the season's growth, and elsewhere an occasional cell

is shorter, thick-walled, and filled with tannin.

In A. saccharum the end walls of tracheal cells are about 45

oblique, but with no definite direction of dip. The smaller tracheae

show scalariform and imperfect spiral markings. Tracheids are of

three kinds, quite similar to those of box elder. Crystallogenous

wood parenchyma cells are numerous, especially along the sides of

the medullary rays. The ray marginal cells are very irregular in

shape, and show a marked tendency to overlap each other.

In A. rubnim the end walls of the tracheal cells have a dip of

30-60
, chiefly in the tangential direction. The smaller vessels

show scalariform but not spiral markings. There are occasional

tannin plugs and diaphragms in the tracheae of the older wood.

Tracheids are of two types. The autumn tracheids are flattened

to a greater extent than in other species, measuring 10-14 /x by

only 3-4 fx in cross-section. The wall is 1
. 5 /x thick except near the

edges of the flat cells, where it is 2 /x or more. Many older tracheids

contain crystals and tannin, and small simple pits are common in

the walls. The medullary ray cells are often hexagonal in tan-

gential view, and the walls are unusually thick. The rays are

much The marginal cells

are larger and quite irregular. They are much shorter at close of

the season's growth, and often erect on the edge of the ray. The

most striking feature of this species is found in the much greater

number and larger size of pits in all kinds of elements than in other

species of maple.

Further details in regard to size of elements in the wood of the

may
on p. 177.

leaf

It has already been stated that the leaf of box elder is thicker

and of softer texture than are the leaves of the true maples. The

principal features of the minute structure are indicated in fig. 32.
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Palisade tissue is developed to an unusual degree, there being

at least two well defined rows of these cells, and often as many
as four, in which case there is scarcely any spongiophyll and the

air spaces are small and few. Where the spongy layer is prominent,

there are groups of collecting cells at the lower ends of the deepest

palisade cells. Protoplasm is abundant in all palisade and sponge

cells, where chlorophyll is also present in large amounts. Crystal-

logenous cells are found in small numbers. The upper epidermis is

made up of medium-sized, lenticular, empty cells, which are regular

and even in arrangement, and covered with a moderately thick

cuticle. The lower epidermis is composed of cells much less uni-

form in size and shape, and in consequence the lower surface of the

leaf is not so smooth as the upper. A few small hairs may be

found widely scattered over the lower surface of the older leaves;

hairs are quite numerous on younger leaves. The stomata are

small, but very numerous, with the guard cells set flush with the

lower surface. The midrib of the leaflet of box elder is very similar

to that of A. rubrum (fig. 18), except that the crest of spongy

tissue on top is even more prominent.

In all of the maple leaves examined, there was found but one

rank of palisade cells, and these formed not more, and usually much

less, than half the thickness of the lamina (fig. 18). No well

defined zone of collecting cells was observed. The spongiophyll

contains many good sized air spaces, except in A. platanoides

.

The epidermal cells of both surfaces are quite varied in size, and

the cuticle is thin. Stomata are comparatively few and some-

what depressed from the surface. The midrib crest is present in

all forms, but not so large as in box elder. Hairs are short and few

on all types but A. platanoides, where they are quite numerous and

long. A section of A . saccharinum leaf is shown in fig. 33.

The petiole of box elder presents some interesting structural

features (fig. 9). If we follow the three large leaf traces a little

way up the petiole from their emergence from the stem, they are

found to break up into a considerable number of fibrovascular

strands arranged in an interrupted ring around a large medulla. A
little farther out, not more than one-fourth of the way to the first

pair of leaflets, there will usually appear from 1 to 4 or 5 medullary
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fibrovascular strands, which become larger out to the first pair

of leaflets. Beyond that point these strands are smaller, and they

may be fewer. These medullary strands are larger and more

numerous in petioles of leaves having the larger numbers of leaflets.

In these cases the strands are often typically amphivasal, but

with the greater part of the xylem directed upward. Large cells

and ducts appear in the cortex, similar to those found in the cortex

of the root. Neither A. saccharum nor A. platanoides (fig. 10)

develops medullary strands in the petioles. In A. rubrum (fig. 8)

there is a single small centrivasal strand, conspicuous for its dense

and tanniniferous phloem. In A. saccharinum there are a few

very small medullary strands clustered near a sclerotic rib that

projects into the upper side of the medulla. In neither of these

cases, however, is there any indication of a true amphivasal con-
*

dition. The petiole of box elder is larger and less compact than

that of the true maples. Sclerotic tissue is almost entirely wanting,

and the same is true of crystallogenous and tanniniferous cells.

All of the maples possess these three sorts of cells in greater or less

amount. The petiole of A . rubrum is particularly dense (fig. 8)

.

Anatomy of reproductive axis and fruit

The reproductive axis of box elder is characteristically com-

pressed, so that the cross-section is a broad ellipse, with axes

about in the ratio of 3:4 (fig. 5). The surface is ribbed and the

cuticle is very thick. The pith is composed of cells of very unequal

them interru

by 10-15 one or two-seriate medullary rays. The hard bast is

prominently developed in a thick continuous zone which is

crowded close upon the phloem. All cell walls are comparatively

thick.

platanoides

the reproductive axis is quite cylindrical, smooth, and covered with

a thin cuticle. The pith cells are uniformly rather small. The

interrupt The hard

bast zone is but slightly developed, narrow, widely interrupted, and

remote from the young phloem. Compared with the vegetative

stems, the reproductive axis of box elder and the maples shows an
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almost complete reversal of structural characteristics, but with

far more conspicuous differences.

Fig. 21 shows a section through the fruit (samara) of box elder

at about the mid-level of the embryo. The walls of the seed vessel

are very thick throughout, with a dense fibrous sclerotic lining of

remarkable thickness. The fibrovascular strands are not very

numerous, but some of them are quite large, with dense, centri-

fugally massed pericycle. There is a subepidermal sclerotic zone

of usually one layer of large thick-walled cells. The embryo is

simply and symmetrically folded, and surrounded by a moderately

thick, tanniniferous coat.

Figs. 20 and 22 show sections of the fruit of A. platanoides.

The wall is very thick at the base, but much thinner around the

embryo. There is a fibrous sclerenchyma lining only near the base,

and it is not thick or dense even here. Fibrovascular strands are

numerous, but all are small. The subepidermal sclerotic zone

is composed of small, thin-walled cells. The embryo is very irregu-

larly folded, and covered with a thick, dense, tanniniferous coat.

The box elder fruit is clearly better fitted to withstand unfavor-
-

able weather conditions than is the fruit of the maple.

Geological record of box elder

The Acer group apparently made its first appearance in the

Upper Cretaceous, and became widespread and diversified in

species during the Eocene, in which fossil remains of various maples

are abundant. However, there is recorded only a single instance of

the mention of Acer Negundo in a fossil state, and that in the

Miocene at Oeningen in Baden (Neues Jahrb. 1835. p. 55). But

since this record has not been referred to by any recent authority,

be set aside as of verv doubtful value. Fossil leaves of themay
like

the Upper Cretaceous. Lesquereaux in 1868 founded the genus

Negundoides for a single species from the Cretaceous (Dakota

Group) of Nebraska, but Pax, in his revision of Acer, reduced this

genus to Negundo (Bot. Jahrb. 6:346. 1885). Under the genus

Negundo the following fossil species have been described: Eocene,

N. europaeum Heer (Switzerland and Oeningen in Baden), N.
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decurrens Lesq. (Colorado), N. triloba Newberry (Ft. Union Beds,

North Dakota); Oligocene, N. bohemica Menzel (Bohemia);

Miocene, N. trijoliata Braun (Oeningen in Baden), A. Negundo

(from Oeningen, 1835; doubtful). To these may be added the

apparent box elder described by Knowlton, under the name of

Rulac crataegifoliutn, from the Miocene of the John Day Basin,

Oregon (Bull. U.S. Geol. Surv. no. 204. p. 77. pi. 16. fig. 7).

Since the Glacial Period the Negundo type has been abundant

and varied throughout all of the morainal regions. The remark-

able elasticity of the type under shifting stress of environment

doubtless accounts in large measure for its unusual success.

Theoretical considerations

As a result of the studies and observations outlined in this

paper, the writer is of the opinion that the box elder, in its present

highly specialized form, is a product of the Glacial Period. The

evidence may be stated concisely as follows:

1. Negundo characters were but slightly developed before the

Pleistocene or Glacial Period. They have been widespread since

that time. Negundo occurs in greatest abundance in regions of the

richest glacial drift, especially upon and below the great terminal

moraines.

2. Negundo characters were apparently developed rapidly, and

partially fixed, through exposure to the inclement conditions along

the margins of the great continental ice sheet.

3. Negundo was apparently a primitive variant from the

ancestral Acer stock, possessing peculiarities especially adapted to

glacial conditions. These features were greatly

the glacial experience of the species. The impetus gained from

glacial influences is not yet lost. Negundo is highly variable, yet

irretrievably separated from the true maples. The nearest points

of correspondence are found in A. pennsylvanica, A. spicatum, and

A. platanoides.

4. Characters of Negundo that would fit it for glacial environ-

ment are as follows: (a) leaf morphology and anatomy; maximum

utilization of light; (b) medullary strands in petiole; great capacity

for transportation; (c) extended insertion of leaf trace into stele;

em
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(d) color of twigs; energy absorption; protection; (e) indetermi-

nate growth; maximum growing season; (/) food storage capacity;

amyliferous tissue
; (g) high vitality of lateral buds

;
(h) vegetative

activity of shoots; quick response to warmth and light; rhizogeny;

(i) medullary rays; marginal cells; extension into bark; (J) large

and numerous pits in wood elements; (k) bark; thick, tough,

elastic, persistent; (/) unobstructed conduction in roots; (m) great

extent of root system; (n) large number of seeds; (0) anemophily;

(p) extreme protection of embryo; thick, resistant seed coats;

(q) food storage in embryo; (r) fruit long persistent on the tree.

Summary and conclusions

1. Negundo aceroides does not appear as an authentic species in

the geological record before the Glacial Period.

2. The fundamental Negundo characters made their appearance

as early as the Upper Cretaceous, but only as minor variations from

the Acer type.

3. In structure of leaf, efficiency of transporting tissue, capacity

of storage organs, and in maximum utilization of light, heat, and

growing season, Negundo became peculiarly adapted to the rigors

of a glacial environment.

4. The impetus acquired by Negundo during the strenuous period

of its adaptation to glacial conditions is still manifest in the pro-

nounced inconstancy of the Negundo type. However, there seems

to be no true reversion to the pre-glacial ancestral forms.

5. In practically every particular, except the morphology of

the fruit, Negundo is now essentially different from the true maples.

6. Upon purely anatomical grounds, it appears that Negundo

possesses characteristics of generic rank, and while the box elder

is undoubtedly a descendant from the ancestral Acer stock, it has

now reached a stage of differential development that may fairly

exclude it from the group of true maples. Thus there seems to be

ample justification for the name " Negundo aceroides Moench.

1794."

In conclusion, I wish to express my thanks to Professor F. H.

Knowlton for facts in regard to the geological record of the box
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elder; and to Professor William Trelease for valuable sug-

gestions and for his lively and encouraging interest in the progress

of this work.

Waukesha, Wis.

EXPLANATION OF PLATES V-X

Fig. 1 .—Photograph showing the commoner types of box elder leaves ; X i

.

Fig. 2.—Trunk surface of box elder; Xi.

Fig. 3.—Trunk surface of Acer saccharinum; X i.

Fig. 4.—Transverse section of the reproductive axis of Acer platanoides;

X20.

Fig. 5.—Transverse section of the reproductive axis of box elder; X20.

Fig. 6.—Transverse section of young root of A, rubrum; X 20.

Fig. 7.—Transverse section of young root of box elder; X20.

Fig. 8.—Transverse section of petiole of A. rubrum; X20.

Fig. 9.—Transverse section of petiole of box elder; X20.

Fig. 10.—Tranverse section of petiole of A. platanoides; X 20.

Fig. 11.—Radial section of the bark and outer wood of an older root of

A. rubrum; X20.
Fig. 12.—Transverse section of the bark and outer wood of an older root

of A . rubrum; X 20.

Fig. 13.—Transverse section of the wood and bark of a 10-year stem of

box elder; X20.
Fig. 14.—Transverse section of the wood and bark of a 12-year stem of

A. platanoides; X20.
Fig. 15.—Transverse section of the wood and bark of an 8-year stem of

A . saccharum; X 20.

Fig. 16.—Transverse section of the wood and bark of a 20-year stem of

A . rubrum; X 20.

Fig. 17.—Transverse section of a vigorous i-year stem of .4. saccharinum;

X15.

Fig. 18.—Transverse section of the midrib of the leaf of A. rubrum; X25.

Fig. 19.—Transverse section of a vigorous i-year stem of box elder; X 10.

Fig. 20.—Transverse section of a seed of A. platanoides; X8.

Fig. 21.—Transverse section of a seed of box elder; XiS-

Fig. 22.—Tranverse section through the base of the samara of A. plata-

noides; X8.
Fig. 23.—Tangential section of the bark of A, rubrum; X20.

Fig 24.—Tangential section of the bark of box elder; X20.

Fig. 25.—Radial section of wood and bark of box elder; X20.

Fig. 26.—Radial section of wood of A. saccharinum; X20.

Fig. 27.—Transverse section of wood of A. saccharinum; X20.
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Fig. 28.—Tangential section of wood of A. saccharinum; X20.

Fig. 29.—Radial section of wood of box elder; X 20.

Fig. 30.—Transverse section of wood of box elder; X 20.

Fig. 31.—Tangential section of wood of box elder; X 20.

Fig. 32.—Transverse section of leaf of box elder; X500.

Fig. 33.—Transverse section of leaf of A. saccharinum; X500,

Fig. 34.—Tangential section, medullary ray of box elder; X500.

Fig. 35.—Tangential section, medullary ray of A. platanoides; X500.

Fig. 36.—Radial section, medullary ray of box elder; X500.

Fig. 37.—Radial section, medullary ray of A. rubrum; X5°°-

Fig. 38.—Transverse section of wood of A. saccharinum; X500.

Fig. 39.—Transverse section of wood of box elder; X500.

Fig. 40.—Transverse section through the amyliferous zone of the medulla

of box elder; X500.

Fig. 41.—Transverse section through the amyliferous zone of the medulla

of A. saccharinum; X500.
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some effects of ethylene on the
Metabolism of plants .

CONTRIBUTIONS FROM THE HULL BOTANICAL LABORATORY 207

Edward Maris Harvey

(with TWO figures)

Introduction

Etiolated pea seedlings develop abnormally when they are

grown in the "impure air" of a laboratory. This response to

atmospheric impurities has become well known through the

work of Neljubow (25) and others. Three phases, at least,

are usually distinguished in the response of the epicotyl of the

seedling: (1) a retardation in the rate of elongation, (2) swelling,

and (3) a change from negative geotropism to diageotropism.

Furthermore, this characteristic response can be produced by a large

number of chemical compounds. However, the three phases

mentioned are not induced with equal ease; the third may never

appear for a given substance, although that substance readily

causes swelling and interferes with the rate of elongation. Like-

wise, both the second and the third may not appear, although there

is a marked retardation of growth. The swelling of developing

plant organs in the presence of poisonous substances is a very com-

mon response, especially when the concentration of the substance

in question is near the lower toxic limit. So frequently does this

phenomenon occur that one is perhaps justified in saying that swel-

ling is one of the first superficial indices of a disturbance in the

metabolism of a plant.

Of the large number of chemical compounds capable of inducing

swelling in the pea seedling, ethylene has been found to be the most

effective. According to Knight, Rose, and Crocker (19).

ethylene will cause swelling of the epicotyl of the sweet pea seedling

in dilutions of about 0.00004 per cent (by volume), while to pro-

duce similar results with chloroform, for example, the concentration

193 [Botanical Gazette, vol. 60
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must be about i per cent. This illustrates how sensitive the sweet

pea seedling is to traces of ethylene. Moreover, it seems fairly

well demonstrated that for plants in general (but by no means all)

ethylene is relatively very toxic.

The remarkable capacity of ethylene to induce swelling naturally

suggests the question, What is the effect of ethylene on plant

metabolism ? A certain amount of work has been published on the

effects of illuminating gas and " laboratory air," which should

furnish required data on the question, since in both those gaseous

mixtures ethylene has probably been an important factor. Never-

theless, with regard to the effect of ethylene as such, I have been

able to find no literature. This was largely the reason for under-

taking the investigation reported here, the work having as its sub-

ject the determination of the changes brought about in plant tissue

by ethylene.

Historical

Our knowledge of the changes in metabolism causing and accom-

panying swelling of plant organs has been gained largely from

investigation of the effects of anaesthetics, particularly ether and

chloroform. For a general historical resume of the literature of the

effects of anaesthetics on plants, the reader is referred to an excellent

paper by Hempel (ii). The following consideration of the litera-

ture deals only with the effects of anaesthetics on the chemical

composition and the respiratory processes.

Johannsen (i6, 1 7) found that certain concentrations of ether

and chloroform caused an increase of soluble sugars and a decompo-

sition of proteins in bulbs of Crocus and seeds of pea and barley.

But he also noted that very weak ether gave reversed effects, that

is to say, favored starch and protein synthesis. His explanation

for the increase in sugars and amino bodies was simply that anaes-

thetics interfered with the condensation, but not with the hydro-

lyzing processes. Zaleski (36), working with Lupinus, found that

protein synthesis was favored by ether and hindered by caffein.

Butkewitsch (3) and Bartel (2) both reported an increase of

tyrosin in Lupinus, as an effect of chloroform. Prianischnikow

(28) was able to demonstrate a considerable increase of asparagin in

Lupinus when the seedlings were grown in an atmosphere containing
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traces of gaseous impurities. Leschtsch (22) studied the effect of

turpentine on protein metabolism in bulbs of Allium. An accelera-

tion of protein synthesis occurs in wounded bulbs, but the process

is further accelerated by small amounts of turpentine and hindered

by large amounts. Puriewitsch (27) noted that ether interfered

with the synthesis of starch. To account for this phenomenon

he assumed an increased rate of respiration, whereby the sugars

were used up. Butkewitsch (4) reports similar effects for toluol

and chloroform. Starch in the bark and wood of Morus and

Sophora was rapidly hydrolyzed. This hydrolysis cannot be

explained, he thinks, on the supposition of an increased respiration,

since sugars increase concomitantly with the decrease of starch.

Also, he points out the analogy between the effects of toluol and

chloroform and of low temperatures; both may be explained on

the basis of injury to the plastids. ' Reinhard and Suschkoff (29)

determined the effects of several substances upon starch synthesis.

Ether seemed to act, not only as a hindrance to starch formation,

but also as an accelerator of hydrolysis. Antipyrin, morphine, and

caffein hindered, but urea and asparagin favored starch synthesis.

Similarly Deleano (6) observed a rapid destarching of leaves in

the presence of chloroform, a result apparently contradictory to

that reported by Czapek (5). Richter (30), working with illu-

minating gas, laboratory air, xylol, etc., and Grafe (8), with

formaldehyde, have shown that an accumulation of sugar is favored

by these substances. Armstrong and Armstrong (i) have

demonstrated that toluol, ether, chloroform, etc., cause an increase

of glucose and HCN in leaves of Prunus lauro-cerasus, due to a

rapid splitting of the glucoside present. Hempel (ii) has made

a careful study of the effects of ether on seedlings of Pisum and

Lupinus with particular regard to the C0 2 output, and the changes

in the nitrogen compounds and sugars. Her results show that

ether effects are dependent upon the concentration. The normal

destruction of the proteins in germination was retarded by "weak"

doses (up to approximately 0.01 per cent by volume), but the

process was accelerated in strong doses. All concentrations inter-

fered with the inversion of sugars. Grafe and Richter (9) have

published an article on the effects of acetylene on the chemical
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1

composition of several kinds of seeds and shoots. They found

that the sugars and amino acids increased in tissues which were

naturally high in carbohydrate (Vicia, Laburnum, and potato

shoots), while in fatty tissue (seeds of squash, mustard, and flax)

there was a slight decrease. Also, acetylene caused an increase

in the amount of glycerine and fatty acid in the seeds, resulting in a

decrease in the amount of fat. Like results were obtained for illu-

minating gas. They conclude that the condensation processes alone

are affected. However, it seems quite possible that anaesthetics

sometimes also hasten the hydrolyzing processes. This is further

indicated by the recent work of McCool (24). in which he claims

that the acceleration of enzymatic activity (of diastase and oxidase)

takes place during etherization, although the activity of catalase

is depressed.

A preliminary examination of the results referred to above shows

a number of inconsistencies; but Grafe and Richter have well

pointed out that these inconsistencies are probably not real. Most

of them become clear when the effect of anaesthetics, with regard

to the general chemical reactions of plants, is expressed as follows:

that the condensation processes are favored by "weak" and hin-

dered by "strong" concentrations; but that the effect on the hydro-

lyzing process is uncertain.

The literature dealing with the effects of anaesthetics on respira-

tion processes uncovers about the same general situation as stated

above, since weak doses seem to accelerate and strong doses to

retard respiration. This statement is borne out by the results of

Elfving (7), Johannsen (15), Morkowin (23), Lauren (21), and

others. However, Morkowin considers that the respiration of

carbohydrates cannot be accelerated by ether; that such is possible

only with nitrogenous substances. Also Lauren found that

whether or not respiration could be accelerated by ether depended

upon the kind of plant used. Respiration was accelerated in

proportion to the dose in Ricinus and Lupinus; slightly accelerated

in limited doses, later depressive, in Pisum, Phascolus, and Cucur-

bita; and there was no acceleration in Brassica, Hordeum, and Zea.

Irving (12) has shown that for chloroform the effect depended upon

the dose. Small doses increased the CO* releasal; medium doses
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caused an initial outburst, afterward a falling off; and strong

doses caused depression from the beginning. Thoday (33) has

made some careful determinations, both of C02 releasal and of

2 absorption. Weak concentration of chloroform accelerated

both processes to an equal degree, hence the respiration ratio

remained the same. When the doses were considerably stronger,

respiration was retarded, but the correlation between the two

processes was broken up.

(X absorution was deDre<

In leaves without tannin (Tropaeolum)

sed more than the C0 2 output. But in

leaves containing tannin (Pinus and Helianthus) the situation was

reversed; there was an initial rapid absorption of 2 which soon

fell to a level somewhat above the C02 production.

Material

The sweet pea seedling was chosen as experimental material

for the present study, largely because it is so sensitive to toxic

substances, and on account of the general interest surrounding its

characteristic responses.

Etiolated seedlings were used throughout the experiments.

The seeds were purchased under the trade name Gladys Unwin

(Vaughn's Seed Store). The cultural methods employed have

been described by Knight and Crocker (20), although some minor

changes were necessary in order to care for large cultures. The

methods are briefly outlined below.

The seeds were scratched with a file (to secure quick and uni-

form germination), soaked for 12 hours in distilled water, and

germinated on wet filter paper. When the hypocotyls had become

3-7 cm. long the seeds were sowed upon wet absorbent cotton in

large pans (2X30X48 cm.) and covered with a layer of wet filter

paper. They were allowed to develop in absolute darkness at a

temperature of 21-24 C, until the epicotyls had reached an average

length of about 2 cm. The filter paper was then taken off the

seedlings and the culture equally divided into two portions, one

for treatment with ethylene, the other for control. The entire

culture usually consisted of 12 pans, each containing about 250

seedlings. The portion for ethylene treatment was transferred

to a galvanized iron box of 225 liters' capacity; the lid sealed gas-
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tight; and enough ethylene1 admitted to make the concentration

about 0.0001 per cent by volume. Both control and treated por-

tions were then allowed to continue

development for 72 hours under

the same conditions (that is, of

temperat dark-

ness) , except for the ethylene in

one. At the end of this period

the epicotyls were collected for

perimentation The total cul-

ture period was 9 days.

The epicotyls of the control

time

cm in length and verti-

cal and straight. But the ethy-

lene treated seedlings showed the

well known " horizontal nutation"

(Neljubow 25) or " triple re-

sweet pea, showing the stage of sponse" (KNIGHT and CROCKER);
development at which the epicotyls ^at is, the epicotyls were only
were taken for experimentation: A

y

normal; B> ethylene treated, showing

the "triple response"; Xi

Fig. 1.—Etiolated seedlings of the

3-5 cm. long, swollen, and had

assumed horizontal or nearly hori-

zontal positions. The difference

in appearance between the ethylene treated and the untreated

seedlings is shown in fig. 1. Certain histological differences are

shown by the drawings of fig. 2.

Methods and experimentation

The present attack of the problem on the effects of ethylene has

made through a study of the followin chemical
• . *

compositio permea

and (4) respiration. A decided emphasis has been laid upon the

chemical phase of the problem.

1 The ethylene used in these experiments was prepared by dropping ethyl alcohol

into syrupy phosphoric acid at a temperature of about 215 C. The final dilutions

of ethylene were made from a stock ethylene-air mixture containing 2.5 per cent

ethylene.
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A. CHEMICAL ANALYSIS

i. General procedure

At the close of the culture period, the epicotyls of the seedlings

were collected, their wet weight determined, and preserved in

£

D
Fig. 2.—Sections of the sweet pea epicotyl at the stage corresponding to fig. 1

:

A and B
y normal; C and D, ethylene treated; X50.

85 per cent alcohol2 (redistilled). Both the ethylene treated and

00-1 Soon after

2 Enough 95 per cent alcohol was added to make the final concentration 85 per cent,

allowing for water in the tissue, which was about 92 per cent.
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preserving, the tissue was heated in a water bath for one hour at

70 C. and set aside for at least one week before proceeding with

the analysis. Later the epicotyls were cut with scissors into

2-5 mm. lengths, transferred to ashless filter paper extraction cups,

and the preserving liquid filtered through the cups. Two extrac-

tions followed, one with hot 95 per cent alcohol for 4 hours and the

other with hot ether for 2 hours. Then the tissue was powdered

*n a mortar and finally extracted for 12 hours more with hot 95 per

cent alcohol. This procedure separated the sample into alcohol-

ether soluble and insoluble portions. The dry weight of each was

determined by methods which are described below. That of the

insoluble fraction was found simply by drying to constant weight

in an oven at 104 C. But the soluble fraction was concentrated

upon a water bath to about 450 cc, transferred to a 500 cc. volu-

metric flask, and made up to the mark. Then an aliquot part

(usually 100 cc.) was taken for dry weight determination, and later

for ashing. The final drying was carried out in a vacuum desic-

cator over CaCl2 .

Analysis of the alcohol-ether soluble fraction was carried out

on the remaining 400 cc. This was evaporated to small volume to

free it from alcohol, taken up with water, and transferred to a 500 cc.

volumetric flask. Fats and lipoids were precipitated from solu-

tion by the addition of 3-5 cc. of chloroform and 10-15 cc. of

5 N HC. After shaking, the solution was made up to volume and

set aside in an ice box for 24 hours to settle. The clear supernatant

liquid was then decanted and filtered. No determinations were

made upon this fat and lipoid residue. The water solution was

divided into portions for the following determinations: (a) car-

bohydrates, (b) total nitrogen, and (c) ammonia and alpha-NH 2

nitrogen.
*

Analyses on the alcohol-ether insoluble fraction included the

following : (a) reducing sugars after acid hydrolysis, (b) total nitro-

gen of the fraction, (c) total nitrogen of the portion rendered soluble

by acid hydrolysis, (d) "crude fiber" (dry weight only), which was

that portion remaining insoluble after acid hydrolysis, and (e) weight

of ash. The "crude fiber" would largely be cellulose plus protein

which was yet undissolved by acid hydrolysis, hence the results
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from (d) — [(b) — (c)] should give an approximate figure for the

cellulose present.

2. Carbohydrates

Reducing sugars, before and after hydrolysis, were determined

for the alcohol-ether soluble fraction. The methods employed

were those of Munson and Walker (26, pp. 241-251). The

reduced copper was determined by the volumetric permanganate

method described in the above-named bulletin (p. 52). Similarly,

the reducing sugars were determined for the insoluble fraction after

2
.
5 hours of hydrolysis with 3

. 5 per cent HC1.

3 . Nitroge

Kje

the amino acids and amids by both the formol titration (as described

by Jessen-Hansen, 14, and Van Slyke's methods, 34). While

employing the latter method, estimations were made of ammonia

and alpha-NH 2 groups both before and after a 24-hour hydrolysis

with 20 per cent HC1 at 98-00 C. (see 35).

4 . Fats

Only the dry weight of the ether extract and tKe free fatty acid

value were estimated. Separate samples were used for fat deter-

minations erved

described, but instead of the alcohol extraction being used as before,

absolute

from time to time The

dried tissue was then extracted for 12 hours with absolute ether.

Also, the preserving liquid was evaporated, the residue dried in

vacuo, and taken up with absolute ether. The ether extracts were

combined, dried in vacuo, and the weight determined. Free fatty

acids of this residue were estimated by titration in the usual manner.

5 . Results

The following statements are made in explanation of the tables

of results. Whenever percentages are given, the figures are always

in terms of the total dry weight of the samples. Also, the numbers

of the samples are given in order to facilitate proper comparison
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between ethylene treated and untreated tissue; for, as has been

stated, a given culture was not divided into the two portions until

72 hours before the end of the cultural period. Considering the

unavoidable variations which must enter into different cultures,
m

the treated and untreated pair of samples from one culture should

therefore be more comparable than any other combination; for

example, the treated sample of one culture and the untreated of

another. Samples I and II, afterward IV and V, VI and VII,

etc., are directly comparable.

TABLE I

Total alcohol-ether soluble substances in the ethylene treated and
untreated tissue

Untreated

No. of

sample

1

v
VII ... .

XIII . .

.

XV...
XIX...
XXI...
XXIII

.

Mean

Percentage
of alcohol-

ether

Percentage
of alcohol-

ether

Percentage
of total

solids
soluble insoluble

59-79 40.21 8-73
59 .28 40.72 8.00

59 .04 40.96 7.82

59 40 40.60 8.50
60..00 40.00 7.80

59 60 40.40 8.34
59 .70 40.30 8.53
59-66 40.37 8.48

59 55 40.45 8.27

Treated

No. of
sample

Percentage
of alcohol-

ether
soluble

II

IV
VI
XII
XIV
XVIII (a)

XVIII (b)

67.63
68.80

67-43
64.98
67.60
68.64
68.76

Percentage
of alcohol-

ether
insoluble

Percentage
of total

solids

32-37
Si. 20

32.57
35-02
32.40

31-34

8.54
7.82

8.32
8.60

8.30
8.90
8.94

Mean. . 67.70 3 2 3° 8.48

Table I gives the results of the separation of the samples into

alcohol-ether soluble and insoluble portions. Two facts are note-

more

the ethylene treated than in the untreated tissue, a difference

amounting to about 8 per cent; and, secondly, the water content of

same
To what substances this difference is due should become clearer

from the tables to follow.

Table II shows the amount of reducing sugars in the alcohol-

ether soluble fraction before and after hydrolysis, and also the redu-

cing power of the insoluble fraction after hydrolysis. These latter

data cannot be expressed, even approximately, in percentages,
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on account of the probability of a great variety of hydrolyzable

polysaccharides present.

The amount of reducing sugars in the soluble fraction is con-

siderably greater in the treated tissue, although the results of sample

II are inconsistent. Again, after hydrolysis, the treated tissue

still shows more reducing sugar, but the difference is less pro-

nounced, which means that the higher soluble carbohydrates, such

as the disaccharides, are really less in this tissue than in the un-

treated. One seems justified in saying that the ethylene treated

tissue has about 1 1 per cent more of the lower, and about 3 per cent

' TABLE II

Carbohydrates

Alcohol-ether soluble fraction

No. of
sample

(

Untreated tissue

Percentage of

reducing sugars

before hydrol-
ysis

>

Ethylene treated

tissue

I

V
VII
XIII (a)

XIII (b)

XV
II

IV
VI
XIV

10.19

Percentage of

reducing sugars

after hydrolysis

Increase by
hydrolysis

Alcohol-ether
insoluble
fraction

Mg. cu. reduced
for each gm. of

material after

2.5 hours'
hydrolysis

15-92

12.30
13.84
2318
23.70
20.39

15 -7°

i5- x 5

25 56

25.30
21.51

583

3 40

2.38
1.60
1. 12

153-9
162.2

143-4
I3I-4

US- 2

140.

1

120.7
124.6

109.7
118.

8

* Hydrolysis 5 hours.

less of the higher soluble sugars than the untreated. The reducing

power of the alcohol-ether insoluble fraction after hydrolysis is

clearly less in the treated tissue. The polysaccharides, which are

likely to be present and which are capable of yielding reducing

sugars by this acid hydrolysis, are starch, ligno-celluloses, galactans,

pectins, etc. Microchemical tests show that very little starch is

present in either tissue. The reducing sugars, therefore, are largely

An
Around the

from other polysaccharides.

fig. 2 will aid in interpreting the differences found.

four leaf traces, mechanical tissue is considerably more abundantly
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developed in the untreated epicotyl. This anatomical difference

agrees with the findings of Kaufmann (18) for lupine seedlings

treated with ether. From a chemical viewpoint the difference

seems sufficient to account for the greater power of reduction of the

untreated tissue after hydrolysis, inasmuch as mechanical tissue

contains a large proportion of rather easily hydrolyzable carbohy-

drates. That these polysaccharides are not completely hydrolyzed

by the 2.5 hours' hydrolysis is shown by comparing samples

XIII (a) and XIII (b), in which the hydrolyzing time of the latter

was doubled.
TABLE III

Untreated tissue

Ethylene treated tissue

No. of sample
Percentage of

"crude fiber"

v
VII
XIII (a)

XIII (b)

XV
II

IV
VI
XIV

is 09
16.18
15.00

13 -94

15-05
9.22

11. 12

11.28
11.66

Approximate per-

centage of cellulose

9.2
11.

4

6.22

8-3

* Hydrolysis 5 hours

Table III gives the results of " crude fiber" determinations.

"Crude fiber" obviously is a mixture of a large number of sub-

stances, such as unhydrolyzed protein, cellulose and other poly-

saccharides, etc. However, this fiber must
and protein. in

The approximate percentage of cellulose was estimated by sub-

protein

em
me

per

less cellulose than the control.

In table IV are shown the total nitrogen and the ammonia and

amino nitrogen, before and after hydrolysis, in the alcohol-ether

soluble fraction, and the total nitrogen in the alcohol-ether insoluble

fraction

.

The total nitrogen figures for the former fraction do not show

a difference between the treated and untreated tissues. Both the
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formol titration and the Van Slyke methods show a higher amino

nitrogen content in the treated tissue before hydrolysis, but after

hydrolysis the difference does not appear. (Determinations after

Slyke Since the

increase of alpha-NH2 nitrogen, by hydrolysis, is somewhat more

in the untreated tissue, it suggests a less amount of polypeptides

in the treated tissue, a situation for the soluble nitrogenous sub-

stances corresponding to that of the soluble carbohydrates of this

fraction. The ammonia-nitrogen results are very variable and no

conclusions can be drawn from them.

TABLE IV

Nitrogen

Alcohol-ether soluble fraction
Alcohol-ether

insoluble
fraction

•

No. of sample
Total

nitrogen

NH3
before
hydrol-
ysis

Amino-
nitrogen
before
hydrol-
ysis

NH 3

after

hydrol-
ysis

Amino-
nitrogen
after

hydrol-
ysis

Total
nitrogen

2.19
I. QI

Protein

f

1

V
VII
XIII
XV
XIX
XXI
XXIII
II

IV
VI
XII
XIV
XVIII (a)

XVIII (b)

S°7

13.68
H-93
9-38

Untreated I.62*
I. 71*

I.96

2.02

^ ^^

O.32
*

I.30

2.89
2.78

5.20
5.62

5. 20

O.76
> I.82 11-37

Ethylene
treated

tissue •

1-57 9-8l

0.95 1 5-93

2.25*
2-34*
2 -54
1 AT

^ ^*

0.83 0.93
1. «S

3.22
2.980.4° 2.41

Obtained by the formal-titration method.

The total nitrogen of the alcohol-ether insoluble fraction is

less in the treated tissue. By employing the factor 6.25 to the

nitrogen figures, it is found that the proteins are about 3 per cent

less in the treated tissue. Although the results at first seem some-

what inconsistent, they no longer appear so when treated and

untreated samples of the same culture are compared.
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Table V gives the percentage of ash of the soluble and insoluble

fractions. No marked difference appears between the two tissues.

Untreated tissue

Ethylene treated

tissue
,

TABLE V

Ash

No. of sample

i

v
VII

II

IV
VI

Percentage of ash of the
alcohol-ether

extract

3.o8

2.76
3- is
3.22

Percentage of ash of the

alcohol-ether insoluble

residue

1.58
i-73

1-35

1. 54
1. 41

1.47

amount

free fatty acid value. The figures in parentheses were not deter-

mined, but calculated on the assumption that the percentage of

TABLE VI

Fats

No. of
sample

Untreated
tissue. .

Ethylene treat-

ed tissue . . .

XXVII
XXIX

XXVI
XXVIII

Wet wt. of
tissue gm.

"9-57
171.64

13945
264- 55

Dry wt. of

tissue gm.

Dry wt. of

ether-

extract gm.

IO.043

14.417

II. 713
22. 222

(o . 2 20)

0.3I3

(0.I40)

o. 271

Percentage
of ether-

extractives

cc. of

N/10
NaOH to

neutralize

free fatty

acid

(2.2)

2.17

.2)

I .22

3.OO
3.86

1.92

356

cc. of

N/10
NaOH to

neutralize

free fatty

acid in

1 gm. of

ether ex-

tract

(13
12

63)

33

(13.71)

13 J 3

ether-extractives was the same in these samples as in others. One

nam
in

Grafe The free acid

value is of particular interest on account of the claim of Iwanow

(13) that the free acid value is predetermined by the degree of

saturation of the fatty acids involved in the fat in question. How-

ever, the frPf* flrirl valiiA nf tVi^ fate in tVia twr* ticcnpc wftS not fOUIlCl
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to differ. On the foregoing assumption one may therefore say the

nature of the fats in the treated and untreated tissues is the same

as regards degree of saturation.

B. ACIDITY

For acidity determinations the epicotyls were collected as

described for the chemical analysis. The wet weight of the sample

was determined, but instead of being preserved in alcohol, the

tissue was directly triturated with water in a mortar. More water

was added to bring the mixture up to a definite volume, and finally

the free acids present wrere titrated with N/10 NaOH, using

phenolphthalein as indicator. The entire procedure, from the

cutting of the seedlings to the end of the titration, required about

one hour. The foregoing method is rather unsatisfactory; in

addition to the fact that in this way one estimates only the surplus

H-ions, other objections may be offered. However, any marked

relative difference can be caught by this method.

TABLE VII

Acidity

Untreated

Ethylene treated

cc. of N/ioNaOH to

neutralize 1 gm. wet wt
of tissue

O.7706
0.73I3
O.8288
0.8118

The results obtained are found in table VII, expressed in terms

NaOH
No consistent difference is evident between the treated and control

tissues.

C. OSMOTIC PRESSURE AND PERMEABILITY

Osmotic pressure was estimated by two methods, freezing point

and plasmolysis. For the former method, the juice was expressed
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by means of a hand press giving about 300 kgm. per sq. cm., the

tissue having been coarsely cut up with scissors and wrapped in a

single layer of art canvas. The freezing point was determined with

the Beckman apparatus, following the directions given by Ham-

burger (10). Both osmotic pressure and permeability were

investigated by the plasmolytic method. Plasmolysis was ob-

served in the cortical cells just underlying the epidermis at the

base- of the second leaf scale (that is, second from cotyledons).

Plasmolytic agents employed were sucrose, glucose, KN03 ,
and

glycerine. A solution was considered isotonic with the cell sap

if it just caused plasmolysis after 30 minutes. The temperature

was 20-24°C.

TABLE VIII

Osmotic pressure by point

No. of sample A Pressure in

atmospheres
Mean pressure

r V
VII
XI

IV
VI
VIII
X
XIV

_ _.—_^
0.610
0.632
0.703

7-33
7.60
8.46

TTntrpatprl

1 7-79
>

0.755
0.818
0.827
0.782
0.821

•

9.08
9.84
9-94
9.41
9.87

9 » •

r - « « -

Ethylene treated. .<

963
.

F *•'

me It

is evident that the juice of the treated tissue has a higher osmotic

pressure than that of the control, a difference of about two

atmospheres.

IX
The figures show that the same relative difference of about two

atmospheres exists between the treated and untreated tissues,

themselves Richter

(31) and others have assumed a rise of osmotic pressure in tissues

under the influence of anaesthetics. This assumption is based

upon the fact that sugars and other osmotically active substances

were known to increase. However, no previous measurements
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of osmotic pressure under such conditions have apparently been

made.

Results with KN0
3 and glycerine indicate probably two things:

first, that neither the treated nor the untreated tissues are very

TABLE IX

Osmotic pressure and permeability

Untreated

Ethylene treated . .

Plasmolyzing
agent

Concentration
gm.-mol.

Sucrose
Glucose
KNO
Glycerine

Sucrose
Glucose
KNO

a

Glycerine

o-37
o.37
o. 21

o.43
0.46
0.47
0.29
0.56

20-24 C.
Osmotic pressure in

atmospheres

Difference in gm
mol. between
treated and
untreated

9-38-9S2

II
.
70-II.84 0.09

O.IO
0.08

013

permeable; and, secondly, that the treated tissue is slightly more

permeable than the control.

D. RESPIRATORY CHANGES

differed

some respects from those already described. When the epicotyls

had become 2-3 cm. long (that is, ready for the usual 72 hours'

exposure period), the entire seedlings or the epicotyls only were

taken from the pans and placed in test tubes of 20 cc. capacity,

graduated for 15 cc. The condition in the test tubes were as fol-

lows : They were filled with mercury and inverted over a dish of the

same. The mercury in the tubes was displaced to the 15 cc. mark,

000

per cent ethylene. Three entire seedlings or four epicotyls were

introduced from below into the various tubes. The experimental

periods were 3, 6, 12, 24, 48, and 72 hours. At the close of a period

the seedling or epicotyls were withdrawn by means of a hooked

rved The Bonnier

and Mangin apparatus was employed for the gas analysis, fol-

lowing practically the procedure suggested by Thoday (32).
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In table X are the results of the analyses. Each set of fig-

ures represents the average of a number of analyses; for example,

the 1 2-hour cultures are from 16 analyses upon gas of 3 different

cultures. The results plainly show a general depression of respira-

tion by ethylene, both in the C0 2 production and the 2 absorption.

The respiratory ratio gradually increases with the time in both

tissues, an increase which probably is due to the lowering of the

TABLE X
Respiratory changes

XT.

U

°l

3
6

6

12

24

24

48
72

Untreated tissue Ethylene treated

cc. CO2 cc. O
CO*
O*

Concentra-
tion of gas
used, per-
centage
(by vol.)

Epicotyls only .

6i a
m m

Entire seedling
.. ..

a a

Epicotyls only
Entire seedling

a a

0.2I85

0.22S5
O.4138

0-3758
0.3587
0.3I45
O.25OI
O.32IO

o
.
3664

0.34I9
o . 6069

0.5345
0.4190
0.4025
0.2897
0.2360

0.66
0.66
0.69
0.70
0.84
0.78
0.86
i-39

0.0002
u
CI

li

a

O.OI
O . 0002

it

CC. COa CC. Oa

0.2449 O
.
3030

0.1703 O.2898
0.3780 0-5744
0.3197 O.4668
0.3127 0.3873
0.3380 O

.

4086

. 2404 O.2869
0. 2610 0.22I2

COa

Oa

0.8l
0.6l

O.66
O.69
0.8l

O.84
O.85
I.04

oxygen pressure. In the 3-hour culture with ethylene the ratio

is very large. The result, as it stands, comes from an excessive

production of carbon dioxide. This ratio of 0.81 seems extremely

high in consideration of the o . 66 ratio of the control, and particu-

larly of the 0.61 ratio of the 6-hour ethylene culture. However,

Irving (12) in her study of the effects of chloroform on barley

leaves found that "medium" doses cause a large initial outburst

of C0 2 quickly followed by a depression.

Conclusion

The results of the present study seem to indicate that the general

tabolism

the effects of the common anaesthetics, chloroform, ether, etc., as

reported by other workers. Also, that the 0.0001 per cent ethy-

lene concentration used is equivalent in its physiological effects

to the so-called
a
strong

n
concentrations of those anaesthetics,
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concentrations which are in reality, for example in the case of

chloroform or ether, thousands of times stronger. Probably most

of the ether concentrations employed by Hempel (ii) were many
times weaker, physiologically, than the ethylene concentrations of

the above-described experiments. Such an assumption would

account for the difference between some of her results and those

reported in this paper. It seems probable that ethylene, also,

would favor condensation processes if used in "weak " or "medium "

concentrations.

In the presence of ethylene the simple soluble substances in-

crease at the expense of the higher soluble and insoluble forms;

direct reducing sugars against soluble non-reducing sugars and

insoluble polysaccharides; amino acids and amids against proteins;

and probably fatty acids and glycerine against fats, seeing that the

latter were found to diminish. Accordingly, ethylene appears to

affect the balance of the general chemical reactions of the plant

in favor of the simpler substances. The experimental work offers

no evidence as to whether or not this result is accomplished through

an acceleration of the hydrolytic as well as through a retardation

of the condensation processes, since all the substances present in

the tissue examined (epicotyls) had, within a relatively few hours,

arrived, in simple translocation forms, from the cotyledons.

The accumulation of soluble substances in the tissue changes

the osmotic relations of the cells and may have much to do with

the observed swelling of plant organs in the presence of ethylene,

for example in the characteristic "horizontal nutation" or "triple

response" of the pea epicotyl. Also, the observed retardation of

the rate of elongation may partly be accounted for by the fact that

the gas interferes with the synthesis of complex substances, that

is to say, perhaps with tissue formation.

Summary

i. Ethylene was found to be very effective in producing changes

in the general processes of plant metabolism.

2. Chemical analyses showed that ethylene caused the simple

soluble substances to increase at the expense of the higher soluble

and insoluble forms.
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a) The hot alcohol-ether soluble substances (sugars, amino

acids, amids, polypeptides, lipoids, etc.) increased by 8-9 per cent,

while the insoluble substances (proteins, starch, cellulose, ligno-

celluloses, etc.) were correspondingly diminished. The water

content of the ethylene treated and control tissues was the same.

b) The lower soluble sugars (by direct reduction) were about

1 1 per cent more and the higher soluble sugars (by reduction after

hydrolysis) about 3 per cent less. The reducing power of the

alcohol-ether insoluble residue, after hydrolysis, was decidedly

less for the ethylene treated tissue; also, the cellulose content was

diminished by about 3 per cent.

c) Amino acid plus amids were more, and the polypeptides

apparently less in the ethylene treated tissue. The protein con-

tent also was about 3 per cent less.

d) Fats were much less abundant in the treated tissue. The

free fatty acid value was unchanged.

3. The acidity of the ethylene treated tissue was not found to

be changed.

4. Ethylene caused an increase of osmotic pressure, as measured

both by the freezing point and plasmolytic methods.

5. The permeability was not sharply affected by ethylene,

although it was somewhat increased.

6. Ethylene affected respiration, retarding both the C0 2 pro-

duction and the 2 absorption, but the respiratory ratio remained

practically the same. An exception to the preceding statement was

found in the case of the shortest exposure period (3 hours), in which

there occurred, apparently, an excessive production of C0 2 ,
thereby

increasing the ratio.

I wish to acknowledge the many valuable suggestions of Drs.

William Crocker, of the Department of Botany, and Fred-

erick C. Koch, of the Department of Physiological Chemistry,

under whom the foregoing investigation was undertaken.

University of Chicago
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ON THE CUTICLES OF SOME INDIAN CONIFERS
Ruth Holden

(WITH PLATE Xl)

In no branch of science has the improved technic of the last

few decades brought about a greater increase of knowledge than

in paleobotany. The old purely systematic work based on impres-

sions alone has been supplanted, or at least supplemented, by a

microscopic examination The

results have been valuable along both geological and botanical lines;

the former by insuring the reliability of stratigraphical correlations

through more accurate diagnoses, and the latter by indicating the

relationships between living groups of plants through more exten-

sive information regarding their extinct ancestors. Recently the

examination of epidermal tissues has opened up a new line of

attack. This method has been especially fruitful among the

Cycadales, and our ideas of the affinities of fossil cycads have

been materially altered. The next group to be attacked is

obviously the Coniferales. Such genera as include both fertile

and sterile shoots have, as a rule, certain definite diagnostic

characters, but where a knowledge of the reproductive parts is

lacking, chaos reigns supreme. In a few cases structurally pre-

served material has been examined, and the results have shown

in a very striking manner the futility of attempting to classify

according to impressions alone, and the folly of affiliating specimens

with the living genera which they may simulate in external appear-

ance. When we consider that Thuyitis cretacea and Widdring-

tonitis Reichii, both formerly included in the Cupressineae, have

been proved to be araucarians (14), the truth of this statement is

evident. In cases where the state of preservation precludes the

possibility of a satisfactory investigation of the internal anatomy,

the next best thing is to examine their cuticles. Such work has

in

Frenchpsis, Schenk (21) and Nathorst

on Palissya, Thompson (30) on Frenelopsis, Androvettia, and

215} [Botanical Gazette, vol. 60
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Brachyphyllum, and Thomas (28) on Taxites. In addition to these,
*

there are many scattered references to the distribution of stomata

in the description of coniferous leaves, as by Jeffrey (14), Berry

(3), Stopes (26), and Stopes and Kershaw (27), but too often there

has been no attempt at correlation with living forms.

In the structure of the epidermis there are certain features which

are constant, and certain others which seem to vary, not only

within the genus or species, but even in different individuals.

For example, in the case of flattened dorsiventral leaves of

the Taxites type, the stomata are always abundant on the

lower surface, but may or may not be present on the upper as

well. Thus Malhert (16) states that in Sequoia sempervirens,

Abies, and Pseudotsuga they are present on both surfaces, but I

have found many instances where they were completely lacking

above. As regards numbers, such a character must obviously

vary, and even a hasty examination shows flaws in the elaborate

keys of Bertrand (6), where Arducaria excelsa is described as

having 3 nerves, and 4 groups of stomata of 5 rows each; A.

Balansae, with 5 nerves, and 4 groups of stomata of 8 rows each,

etc. This is commented on by Seward and Ford (25): "The

veins vary in number in the leaves of a species according to the

part of the lamina examined and the age of the leaf. The rows of

stomata exhibit similar varieties; for example, Araucaria imbricata,

said by Bertrand to have 70 rows, may have any number from

60 to 80.
n

As regards arrangement of the stomata with reference to each

other, there seems to be remarkable constancy. Thus in practi-

cally all leaves of the Taxites type, they are in regular rows on each

side of the midrib, with the long axis of the stoma parallel with the

edge of the leaf. This seems to hold irrespective of the family

to which the specimens belong: Pseudotsuga, Tsuga, Abies, and

Keteleeria in the Abietineae; Widdringtonia in the Cupressineae

;

Cunninghamia and Sequoia sempervirens in the Taxodineae; Taxus,

Cephalotaxus, and Torreya in the Taxineae; and Prumnopitys and

Saxegothea in the Podocarpineae.

The character of the epidermal cells has not been fully described

by most investigators, but there is every reason to regard it as
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fixed. Such is undoubtedly the case with cycads; for example,

Ptillophyllum hirsutum (29) from Marske is identical both with

specimens from Whitby in the Sedgwick Museum, Cambridge,

England, and with others collected by the writer from Navidale,

Sutherland, Scotland. Since there is such specific constancy in the

cycads, it is probable that the same holds true for the conifers,

although too little work has been done on the latter to speak

dogmatically.

On the other hand, so far as uniformity within large groups is

concerned, there seems to be less in the case of the conifers than in

the cycads. To illustrate : the Bennettitales group may be marked

off from the Nillsoniales by the sinuous-walled epidermal cells of the

former as contrasted with the straight walls of the latter; while

within the Abietineae, sinuous walls have been observed only in

some species of Abies and Keteleeria; in the Taxodineae, only

Cunninghamia; in the Podocarpineae, Saxegothea and Podocarpus;

and in the Araucarineae, Araucaria. Furthermore, this tendency

toward diversity even within a single genus is much more marked

among the conifers than among the cycads. Thus, Didyozamites

Johnstrupi Nath. (18) from Bornholm is substantially like D.

Hawelli Seward (23) from Marske, and the three species of

Ptillophyllum (P. hirsutum from Yorkshire and Sutherland, P.

pecten from Yorkshire, and P. acutifolium from India) are very

similar, both in the sinuous walls and in arrangement of stomata.

Within the genus Araucaria, on the other hand, members of

§ Colymbea have the long axis of all the stomata parallel to

the leaf margin, while in § Eutacta there is no uniform angle;

or even in § Eutacta, A. Cunninghami has distinctly sinuous-

walled epidermal cells, while in A. Cookii and A. elegans they

are straight. A similar state of affairs exists for the genus Podo-

carpus, where within § Eupodocarpus, P. macrophylla and P.

totara have sinuous walls, whereas in P. alpina and P. elatus they

are straight.

Another feature which seems to be fairly constant is the presence

of characteristic thickenings of the cuticle, either on the accessory

cells of the stomata or on those of the general epidermis. These may

constitute teeth projecting into the cavity of the stomatal opening,
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as in Frenelopsis (30), or they may make a rim around the opening

itself, as in species of Taxus, Juniperus, Thuja, Libocedrus, etc.

In other cases, all the epidermal cells, at least in the vicinity of

the stomata, may have peculiar knoblike projections of cuticle.

These last seem to be diagnostic in their constancy; they are

present in Taxus baccata, including vars. erecta, jastigiata, and

variegata.

As a last feature, we may refer to the shape and extent of the

lignified lamellae of the guard cells. These have been found to be

absolutely constant in the case of the cycads, and the investigations

of the writer on the conifers indicate a considerable uniformity

not only within the species, but even within the genus or family.

Thus in all the members of the Araucarineae examined, the ventral

thickenings are relatively larger and overlap the dorsal to a greater

extent than in any other family. Unfortunately, however, the

employment of this feature in examining fossil conifers is usually

rendered impossible through imperfect preservation, although it

has been found to be of considerable value for the cycads.

From this discussion of the significant points in structure of

the epidermis, two conclusions may be drawn. The first is that

the number and general distribution of stomata (upper or lower

surface of leaf) is variable within the species, but that the character

of the walls of the epidermal cells (uniformity of thickness, cuticular

projections, straight or sinuous), arrangement of stomata (whether

or not in rows, angle of long axis with reference to leaf margin), and

extent of lignified lamellae of guard cells, are remarkably constant.

The second relates to the phylogenetic value of these features and

seems to indicate that it is small. For example, all leaves of the

Taxites type, no matter to what family they belong, have long

rows of stomata on each side of the midrib of the under surface

margin

exem

Similarly,

n. Arthro-

'perus, Cup 9

stomata

obvious, accordin

sign It seems

systematic
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noses, but that it is of little interest to one concerned with the

broader problem of the evolutionary history of the Coniferales.

Palissya

numerous sent

by the Director of the Indian Geological Survey to Professor

Seward, there were but two with cuticle preserved. One of these,

from the

from the Jabalpur group, is cal

Jurassic. Oldham and Morris

specimens

them

very specimens

but slightly in external appearance, and the structure of the

cuticle indicates that they are specifically identical. The general

habit is shown in fig. i , and it is evident that in the spirally arranged,

linear, and decurrent leaves, they resemble closely typical specimens

of Taxitis or Palissya. The only discrepancy is the absence of a

midrib, a feature noticed also by Feistmantel. A general view

of the epidermis is given in fig. 9. Toward the left are represented

the cells of the upper surface, angular in shape, with straight walls

and no stomata; toward the right, those of the lower, showing the

stomata scattered with no semblance of regularity, but with their

long axes more or less parallel to the margin of the leaf (see also

fig. n). Details of a single stoma are shown in fig. 4. The acces-

sory cells are usually 6 in number, though not rarely 4 or 5 ; the

guard cells are deeply sunken and often lacking; occasionally,

however, the thickenings persist. Sometimes, as in fig. 4, the

dorsal lamellae remain, while the ventral at one or both ends

disappear. Not infrequently there are a few stomata on the upper

surfaces of the leaf, and on the stem itself there are usually a few.

due probably to the decurrent nature of the leaf bases. In no case,

however, is there the slightest indication of the central astomatic

region which would normally cover a midrib. The fact that the

midrib is indistinguishable either in gross specimens or in detached

cuticles, suggests a doubt as to the propriety of referring these

specimens to either Taxitis or Palissya. The former is always
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described as "uninerva" (see Schimper 22, Unger 32, etc.), and

Thomas (28) has pointed out that the stomata, at least in Taxitis

zamioides, occur in two bands, one on either side of the midrib.

Palissya is also "uninerva" in Endlicher's original description;

and in P. sphenolepsis (19) and P. Brauni (21), the stomata have

the same distribution as in Taxitis. It seems clear, accordingly,

that these Indian specimens do not conform to the Taxitis type,

as represented either by the living Tsuga, Abies, Taxus, etc., or by

the fossil Taxitis or Palissya. Among other existent forms the

absence of parallel veins separates them from the Araucarineae

and from the genus Podocarpus. A possible affiliation would

be with Dacrydium or Arthrotaxis, but in both these genera, al-

though there is no obvious midrib in gross specimens, preparations

of the cuticle show a marked astomatic path running down the

center of the lower surface of the leaf. By the process of elimina-

tion, we are driven to the only other flat-leaved conifers, namely

Cupressineae of the Retinospora type, such as are found in seedlings

of Thuya or Juniperus. Here, also, the stomata are scattered

irregularly, sometimes on the upper surface, sometimes on the

lower, sometimes avoiding the midrib, but often disregarding its

presence; furthermore, the leaves are not constricted at the base,

and they are markedly decurrent. The only objection to referring

them to that family is the spiral phyllotaxis, but when the diversity

existing in nearly related forms, both living and fossil, is considered,

it seems doubtful whether this point is of much importance. For

example, the leaves of Podocarpus are spiral except § Nageia,

where they are decussately opposite ; again, in all the Araucarineae

they are spiral except in the two fossil forms Thuyites cretacea and

Androvettia (14). The different types of phyllotaxis sometimes

found in the same specimen add further evidence in the same direc-

tion. Thus, the Retinospora-like seedling leaves of Thuya and Jurn-

perus are occasionally arranged in a spiral fashion, which soon gives

way to characteristic verticils. Daguillon (7) has described an

Abies seedling with whorled instead of spiral leaves, and Masters

(17) one of Cephalotaxus with first a pair of opposite leaves and then

a whorl of four. Moreover, although the foliage leaves of Micro-

cachrys are decussately opposite, the sporophylls, both micro-

sporangiate and megasporangiate, are in spirals.
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From these considerations it seems evident that this so-called

Palissya presents a type of leaf new to paleobotany, and to indicate

its similarity to living forms, it may advantageously be called

Retinosporitis indica. It should be emphasized, however, that

this name is not intended to signify that it is necessarily closely

related to Retinospora, or indeed that it belongs to the Cupressineae

at all; but merely that in external appearance and epidermal

structures it has certain features in common with that genus.

with

Echinostrobus expansus

The next specimen to be described has been referred by Feist-

mantel (8) to Echinostrobus expansus, with the statement that it

is identical with Thuyitis expansus L. & H. (15). Fig. 2 shows the

general decussately opposite disposition of the leaves; other figures

are given by Feistmantel {loc. cit. pi. 9010); and fig. 6 shows the

epidermis of a single detached leaflet. The dark crescent in the

upper part may correspond to what was originally the free end of

the leaf. Above it is a rim of fairly regularly arranged cells which

is probably the "marginal depression" mentioned by Lindley

and Hutton, while the astomatic part to the left may have been

overlapped by the leaf adjacent to it. The epidermal cells are

exceedingly irregular in shape, though below the midrib they tend

to become somewhat elongated. The stomata are scattered

out definite order beyond the fact that there is an astomatic area

down the center, and that they are more abundant near the margins,

where they might have been partially shaded by the adjacent

leaves. The accessory cells (fig. 5) are almost invariably 4 in

number, beneath them is at least one intercalary layer, and then

the guard cells, which have practically disappeared. The depth

to which the stomata are sunk is probably correlated with their

relative abundance and direct exposure to the sun's rays, for in

living conifers of similar habit they are often less deeply sunken,

but are usually confined either to the under surface of dorsiventrally

flattened shoots (for example, Thujopsis dolabrata), or to the depres-

sions where one leaf overlaps another (for example, Liboccdrus

decurrens, Thuja gigantea, Frenclla sp., etc.).

The sytematic position of branches of this type has long been

a disputed point. They were first referred by Lindley and
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Hutton (15) to Thuyitis because of the verticillate arrangement of

the leaves. Schimper (22) then transferred them to Sternberg's

taxodineous genus Echinostrobus, where the leaves are sometimes

spiral and sometimes whorled. Saporta (20), however, pointed

out the inadvisability of this step and put them back into the

Cupressineae, this time as Palaeocyparts expansa. Seward (24)

refers to the difficulty of distinguishing between the whorled leaves

of Thuyitis and the spiral ones of Brachyphyllum, and suggests (23)

that, at least so far as the specimens of Lindley and Hutton are

concerned, the two genera are identical. The structure of the

cuticle is not without bearing on this question, for in the species

of the latter which have been examined

—

B. macrocarpum NEWr-

bury (14), B. Miinsteri, and B. affine (21)—the stomata are in

long rows alternating with strands of sclerenchyma. This condi-

tion, of course, is entirely different from that of Thuyitis expansus,

though it is singularly like T. Schlonbachi Schenk (21) and the

living podocarpineous genus Microcachrys. For a parallel, we are

driven to the Taxodineae (Arthrotaxis) or the Cupressineae (Thuja,

etc.), and though, as suggested above in the case of Palissya,

phyllotaxy is not an invariable test for affinities, still in view of

the fact that, as a whole, the leaves of the Taxodineae are in spirals

and those of the Cupressineae in whorls, it would seem to be

advisable to retain the original name, and, at least until an examina-

tion of their internal structure settles the question of affinities, to

continue to call shoots of this type Thuyitis expansus.

Taxitis tenerrimus

The next specimen to be described has been referred by Feist-

mantel (10) to Taxitis tenerrimus, and the spiral arrangement of

the linear, uninerved, and decurrent leaves, shown in fig. 3, indi-

cates the correctness of this identification. The cuticle of the

upper surface is entirely devoid of stomata; that of the lower is

represented in fig. 8. The epidermal cells are irregular in shape,

with a slight tendency to become elongated below the midrib.

The stomata are scattered without definite arrangement, but the

indifferent state of» preservation prevents any detailed description.

In general, however, there are 4-6 accessory cells, and the opening
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is parallel to the leaf margin. This distribution is quite unlike

that of Taxitis zamioides (28), where there are two narrow rows of

stomata, one each side of the midrib, and warrants at least a specific

distinction. As to its affinities, it is impossible to go farther than

to state that it is totally unlike Taxus or any other living member of

the Taxineae.

Podozamites lanceolatus

The last specimen to be described was referred by teistmantel

to Podozamites lanceolatus (11). Isolated leaves were found fairly

commonly in the Jabalpur group of South Rewah (Jurassic), but

there were none attached to the rachis. Various specimens showing

the characteristic shape are represented in Jigs. 2-5. pi. 1 (loc. cit.),

and their resemblance to the type specimen of Lixdley and Hutton
is obvious. There is no difference between the epidermis of the

upper and lower surfaces; these cells (fig. 10) are all straight-

walled, more or less elongated over the veins, while the stomata are

confined to the area between the veins, with their long axes parallel

to the margin of the leaf. The structure of a single stoma is shown

in fig. 7. There are usually 6 accessory cells, rarely 4 or 5. The

character of the guard cells is unfortunately difficult to determine,

but there seems to be a double rim of cuticle around the opening.

This appearance is constant in the best preserved specimens, but

its interpretation is doubtful. Probably there was at least one

row of cells intercalated between the accessory cells and the guard

cells, and the rims referred to may represent cuticular projections

on these intercalary cells, such as are characteristic of certain

living conifers and cycads. The lignified lamellae of the guard

cells have invariably disappeared.

resembl

SCHENK

both have straight-walled epidermal cells with stomata between the

veins. In the latter, however, there are no stomata on the upper

surface. The difference between Podozamites and Zamites is

rather obscure, Brongniart including the former as a subsection

of the latter. The cuticles, however, show them to be entirely

distinct, for Zamites (29) has all the bennettitalean characters,

sinuous-walled cells and long axis of stomata at right angles to
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leaf margin; while if the affinities of Podozamites are cycadean at all,

they are with the Nillsoniales. It seems entirely probable, however,

that they are coniferous. Seward (23) has stated the pros and

cons of the situation, and in view of the spiral phyllotaxis and bud

scales at the base of the petiole reaches that conclusion. Schenk

(21), on the other hand, compares these scales to those found in the

living CycaSj and argues that Podozamites cannot be related to the

conifers as exemplified by Dammara orientalis for three reasons:

(1) the leaves are not opposite; (2) the vascular tissue in the petiole

is not like that of Dammara; and (3) the epidermal structure is

different. The first reason may hold for Zamites distans and

Dammara orientalis, but it does not hold for Zamites lanceolatus,

for the original description of this species by Lindley and Hutton

(15) states that the pinnae are " sometimes opposite and sometimes

alternate "j nor does it hold for other species of Dammara, where the

leaves are spiral. The second reason seems equally questionable,

for of the two vascular strands figured by Schenk, one shows pro-

toxylem rings and the other has the crowded hexagonal pitting

characteristic of both cycads and araucarians. As regards the third

reason, the difference in epidermal structure is slight; in both

Podozamites and Dammara the stomata are in rows between the

veins, but in the former the long axis is parallel to the edge of the

leaf, while in the latter it is at right angles. The resemblance to

Araucaria § Colymbea, however, seems to be very close. The

phyllotaxis is the same, and both have rows of stomata with their

long axes parallel to the leaf margin. Another possibility is pre-

sented by § Nageia of the genus Podocarpus. It is not suggested

that Podozamites can be identified specifically with any living

conifer; for example, the sinuous walls of P. Nageia and A. bra-

siliana bar them out, as do the heavily pitted epidermal cells o

A. imbricata and A. Bidwillii; but it does seem fairly clear that

Podozamites is nearer to the conifers than to the cycads.

f

Summary and conclusions

1. A comparative study of living and fossil conifers indicates

that epidermal structures are of great value for accurate specific

diagnoses, but of relatively little importance for indicating affinities.
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2. On account of the character of its cuticle, the so-called

Palissya indica of Feistmantel cannot properly be referred to that

or any other fossil genus; and to point out its resemblance to the

living Retinospora, it is suggested that it be called Retinosporitis

indica.

3. Echinostrobus expansus closely resembles many living mem-

bers of the Cupressineae, both in epidermis and in phyllotaxy;

accordingly it would seem better to retain the old name of Lindley

and Hutton, Thuyitis expansus.

4. Taxitis tenerrimus has a type of cuticle common to many

extant conifers, and its affinities cannot be decided.

5. The epidermal structure of Podozamites lanceolatiis consti-

tutes another reason for referring that genus to the conifers rather

than to the cycads.

In conclusion, I wish to thank Professor Seward for this oppor-

tunity to study the fossil conifers sent by the Director of the

Indian Geological Survey, and to compare them with the living

ones in the collections at the Botany School, and for valuable

suggestions in regard to this work.

Botan\ School

Cambridge, England
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE XI

Fig. 1.

—

Palissya indica: showing general habit; linear leaves, with

decurrent bases, in spiral phyllotaxis.

Fig. 2.

—

Echinostrobus expansits: showing general habit; small, closely

imbricated, decussately opposite leaves.

Fig. 3.

—

Taxitis tenerrimus: showing general habit; linear leaves, with

decurrent bases, in spiral phyllotaxis, with distinct midrib.

Fig. 4.

—

Palissya indica: single stoma, showing 6 accessory cells, and

thickened lamellae of guard cells.

Fig. 5.

—

Echinostrobus expansus: single stoma showing 4 accessory cells.

Fig. 6.—Same: cuticle of single leaf, showing irregular shape of epidermal

cells and scattered stomata.

Fig. 7.

—

Podozamites lanceolatus: single stoma, showing 6 accessory cells,

and cuticular rims, probably on intercalary cells.

Fig. 8.

—

Taxitis tenerrimus; epidermis of lower surface, showing stomata

scattered on each side of the midrib.

Fig. 9.

—

Palissya indica: cuticle from leaf; toward the left is the upper

surface; toward the right, the lower.

Fig. 10.

—

Podozamites lanceolatus: cuticle showing rows of stomata,

with their long axes parallel to the side of the leaf.

Fig. 11.

—

Palissya indica: cuticle of lower surface, showing irregular

disposition of stomata and shape of epidermal cells.



THE DETERMINATION OF ADDITIVE EFFECTS

W. J. V. OSTERHOUT

(with four figures)

It was pointed out in previous papers1 that in measuring antag-

onism it is of importance to determine the additive effect; this is

the effect produced by dissolved substances in a mixture when each

substance acts independently of all the others. It was also stated

that when two equally toxic solutions are mixed the additive effect

may be predicted, since it will be equal to that of one of the pure

solutions. In this discussion it was assumed that if two solutions

are equally toxic they will not become unequally toxic when both

degree. This is true (either completely

or with negligible error only) for cases which have hitherto come

under the writer's observation, but other cases might possibly

occur to which it would not apply, and it seems desirable to

discuss briefly the treatment of such cases.

. As an example of this we may consider the influence of dilution

on the effects of two solutions, A and B. These may be mixtures,

same

but for the sake of simplicity we may assume that they are pure

solutions of two salts, A and J5, and that ioo cc. of solution A, or of

solution B, diluted to 200 cc. will permit the same amount of growth

to take place, as shown in fig. 1. In this figure the abscissas

represent growth, while the ordinates represent the number of cc.

which are taken and diluted to make 200 cc. of the culture solution.

Thus on the curve A , A , the abscissa at 60 represents the growth in

a culture solution made by taking 60 cc. of solution A and adding

water to make 200 cc. Similarly on the curve B, B, the abscissa

at 40 represents the growth in a culture solution made by taking

40 cc. of solution B and adding water to make 200 cc.

Ordinarily we should expect these curves to be almost or quite

identical, but we may imagine cases in which they diverge, as shown

in fig. 1. It is apparent from the figure that while 100 cc. of either

x Bot. Gaz. 58:178, 272. 1914
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solution (diluted to 200 cc.) produces exactly the same effect, 50 cc.

of solution A (diluted to 200 cc.) produces a different effect from

50 cc. of B (diluted to 200 cc).

Let us now consider an antagonism curve obtained by growing

plants in a culture solution made by mixing the two solutions, A
and B, so as to make 100 cc, of mixture,

which is then diluted to 200 cc.

The result of growing plants in such mix-

tures may be expressed by a curve, as shown

in fig. 2. In this figure the ordinates repre-

sent growth, while the abscissas represent

cc. of solution A, or of

CC.

150-

100-

50-

number

solution B, taken (and diluted to 200 cc.)

to make up the culture solution. Thus,

A 60, B 40 means that 60 cc. of solution A
was mixed with 40 cc. of solution B and

sufficient water added

to make 200 cc.

measure the

amount of antago-

nism at any point on

this curve according

80 80 M.M

Fig. i.—Curves showing growth in various dilutions of two solutions of salts, A

and B: the abscissas represent growth; the ordinates represent the number of cc. of

the salt solution which are mixed with water to form 200 cc. of the culture solution in

which the plants were grown; the two salt solutions are equally toxic at certain con-

centrations but not at others; the curve C is drawn by taking points half-way between

A and B (measured vertically); it serves as a basis of comparison in computing

additive effects.

to the method outlined in previous papers, 2 we must first

determine the additive effect. To ascertain this at any point.

2 Bot. Gaz. 58:178, 272. 1914-
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A
B

-60 MM.

as for example at A 60, B 40, in fig. 2, we must answer the ques-

tion: What is the effect of 60 cc. of ^4 +40 cc. of jB+ ioo cc. of water,

when each salt acts independently of the other ? It is obvious that

we cannot answer this by

merely adding together

the abscissas at these

points on the curves3 in

fig. 1. Since this cannot

be done, it might be

thought feasible to ex-

press the effect of A in

terms of 5, or vice versa.

If the curves A, A, and

B, B, in fig. 1 were iden-

tical, this would be very

simple, since the additive

effect of +40

Fig. 2.

would equal the additive

effect of (60 A +40 A) or

the effect of 100 A, which

^
Antagonism curve showing growth in jg shown by the curve to

various mixtures of solutions of the two salts, A A •

and B, the dilution curves of which are shown in be II. .Proceeding in

fig. 1
:
the ordinates represent growth; the abscissas this way we should find

represent the number of cc. of the salt solutions . , ,, , * , i v
which are mixed with water to make 200 cc. of the the additive ettect at any

culture solution in which the plants were grown; point on the antagonism
thus A 75, B 25 signifies that 75 cc. of solution A ,

exactlv the
were added to 25 cc. of solution B, the whole CUrve l° ^e exdtuy

being then diluted to form 200 cc; the additive same (that is, II), and
effect (calculated by the method explained in the

text) is shown as an unbroken line; the additive

effect which would be obtained if the two dilution

curves in fig. 1 did not diverge is shown as a hori- j™ a straight horizontal
zontal dotted line; the antagonism at the point C _. . r „

is CD+DE. line, as is done in tig. 2

the additive effect could

therefore be represented

(dotted line).

But when the curves diverge, as in fig. 1, we cannot consider

the effect of 40 B as equal to that of 40 A; we see by inspection

^ This is evident, for example, from the fact that the abscissa at 50 on curve A A

is not equal to exactly twice the abscissa at 100 on curve AA; the abscissa at 30 is not

equal to exactly twice the abscissa at 60, etc.
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of the figure that the growth in 40 A is 47, while that in 40 B is

28.5 (this is equivalent to the growth in 71 ^4). The additive

effect of (60 ^4+40 B) is therefore equal to the effect of (60+71

131 A, which gives (as read from the curve in fig. 1) the additive

effect 6.

If we calculate the additive effect of the same mixture in terms

of B, we find that the effect of 60 A is 39, which is equal to the effect

of 24 B. Hence the additive effect of (40 5+60 A) equals the

effect of (40 5+24 B = ) 64 B, which gives as the additive effect

19-5

r

TABLE I

Additive effect when the effect of 3/= the
effect of 2 n

Mixture which is diluted to 200 cc. to make
Aclditive effect

the culture solution

IOO CC. M
80 M\ AM

40
" N)

60 « N(-'oM

100 " N = 50 M

1.0

2.0

3-3

SO

7-5

11.

o

We have in this case, therefore, two values for the additive

effect, namely 6 and 19
.
5. One is undoubtedly too high, the other

too low. Instead of taking the mean (or the weighted mean) of

these two values, it seems desirable to avoid this complication

altogether by calculating A and B in terms of a third curve, C.

This may be obtained by taking points midway between the two

curves A and B (the distance being measured vertically) and

drawing a line through them, giving the dotted line C. The curve

C could be drawn in any convenient manner (it might, for example,

be a parabola or a hyperbola) , but it should have two points in com-

mon
mult

ed

these curves coincide at the origin and at the half-way point with

the arbitrary standard curve.
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tlP 2

cc.

By this method we find that the effect of 60 A is equal to the

effect of 42 C, while the effect of 40 B is equal to the effect of 56 C.

The additive effect of (60 A +40 B) is therefore equal to the addi-

tive effect of (42 C+56 C=) 98 C, which is seen from the figure

to be 11. 5.

The values of the additive effect thus obtained are plotted in

It will be seen that these values do not differ greatly from

the value of an additive effect which is con-

stant (and equal to the effect of 100 A or

100 B). Unless, therefore, the two dilution

curves (as plotted in fig. 1) diverge widely,

there will be no great error in regarding the

additive effect as constant (and equal to the

effect of ioo^4 or 100 B); this error will in

fact ordinarily be less than the experi-

mental error.

case there are several salt solu-

150-

to be mixed, wre may draw the

corresponding dilution curves and

average theordinates

these curves at

various elevations to

obtain points through

70M.M.

Fig. 3.—Curves showing growth in various dilutions of two unequally toxic

solutions of salts, M and N: the abscissas represent growth; the ordinates represent

the number of cc. of the salt solution which are taken and diluted to 200 cc. to make
the culture solution in which the plants are grown.

which a curve may be drawn which shall serve the same purpose

as the curve C in fig. 1 ; or an arbitrary curve (for example, a parab-

ola or hyperbola) may be drawn for this purpose.

When
amounts

200
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effect. For example, it will be seen in fig. 3 that a growth of

M
M If this relation holds throughout (even

approximately
) , we may consider the effect of M

effect of 2 N. If we grow plants in culture solu-

tions made by taking sufficient of M+N to make
100 cc. (and then diluting this mixture to 200 cc),

we shall get an additive effect which is not con-

stant but which will always be the same for any

given mixture, whether calculated as M or as N.

The additive effect obtained under these

conditions is shown as a curved and dotted

line in fig. 4 (cf. table I). This procedure,

as will readily be seen, is the same as

.60M.M

determining the additive effect of M
mixed with another solution of M
which has been diluted

to a definite degree with

water (each 100 cc. of

the mixture of M+[M
diluted] being itself di-

luted to 200 cc). This

is in fact the method
FlG 4._Antagonism curve showing growth in

suggested in a previous various mixtures of two solutions of salts,M and 2V,

paper. of which the dilution curves are shown in fig. 3 : the

\ i ,. 1 , ordinates represent growth; the abscissas represent

the number of cc. of the solutions of salts which
tne etlect OI M= the are taken and diluted to 200 cc. to make the culture

effect of X A7
will be solution in which the plants were grown; thus N 75,

found to hold (at least
M 25 signifies that 75 cc

"

°J
N were adde

u
d t0

,

2

J
cc '

of M and the whole diluted to 200 cc; the additive
approximately) in most effect is shown by the curved dotted line; the

cases If it does not, antagonism at the point is OP-i-PR.

the additive effect may
be calculated in terms of a third curve drawn arbitrarily or by

taking points midway between the two (measured vertically), as

previously explained.

4 Bot. Gaz. 58:178. 1914.
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When
nethod similar to that already

containing more than two com

In

pensed with, as the error (if any) in proceeding by the method

described in the two preceding papers5 is so small as to be negligible.

Calculations such as are here discussed will be necessary only in

those cases in which equally toxic solutions acquire, when diluted

to the same degree, a very marked difference in toxicity, or in cases

where a mixture is made of unequally toxic solutions which have

dilution curves of very dissimilar character.

Summary

In most cases two solutions which are equally toxic remain so

(at least approximately) when both are diluted to the same

degree; this allows the additive effect to be easily determined.

But in exceptional cases, where this does not hold, a value may be

assigned to the additive effect.

Similar considerations apply to unequally toxic solutions.

Laboratory of Plant Physiology

Harvard University

5 Op. cit.



BRIEFER ARTICLES

TISSUE TENSION IN AMORPHOPHALLUS

(with one figure)

Large monocotyledonous plants which do not develop woody
mechanical tissue afford excellent opportunity to demonstrate the ten-

sion to which cortical and central tissues are subjected. The combined

result of the stretching of the cortex and the compression of the central

tissues is the rigidity of the organ.

Fig. i.—Leaf of Amorphophallus campamdatus

Such a plant in the Philippine Islands is Amorphophallus campanu-

la fits (Roxb.) Blume (Araceae). The decompound blade may often be

more than a meter above the ground and occasionally spreads out over

an area i . 5-2 meters in diameter. The stemlike petiole, which is often

10 cm. in thickness, is the part utilized in studying tissue tension.

Two sets of experiments were performed. In the first set, medium

sized petioles were collected in the middle of a hot day, when the plant

was partly flaccid, brought into the laboratory, and there experimented

upon during the following hour. In each case a piece 30 cm. in length

and as nearly uniform in thickness as possible was selected from the

petiole. A strip of the cortex, 1 cm. wide, was taken from one side of

235J [Botanical Gazette, vol. 60
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the petiole and laid on a table. The rest of the cortex was peeled off

and the core laid next to the strip. When the elongation of the core

and the contraction of the strip had ceased, both were measured and the

results assembled. For the second set of experiments, petioles were col-

lected in the early morning and soaked for about 40 minutes in tap water

to make sure that they were turgid. In the experiment three lengths

were employed: '20, 25, and 30 cm., with each following the same

methods as above. The results of both sets, summarized in tabular form,

are shown in the accompanying table.

TABLE I

Table of tissue tension in A morphophallus

Number of
plants

1 .... 69 ... .

Length

Original Core Strip

Petioles partly flaccid

30.0 31.6 29.4

Percentage
increase in

CORE

5
. 3 per cent

Petioles turgid

2a. . .12

lb. . .12

2C. . .12

20.0

24.7
30.0

21 .7

26.8

32-5

I9.8

24.

5

29.7

Average of turgid petioles

8-5
8.4
8.3

8-4

Percentage
decrease in

STRIP

2 . per cent

1.0
0.8
1.0

0.9

As shown in the table, the core is capable of greater elongation when

turgid, but the cortex will contract more when flaccid. The possibility

of change in length in the core is greater than in the cortex because the

former is more vascular. In the petiole, in nature, under turgid condi-

tions, the sum of the possibilities of change in length of the tension-

producing elements is greater than when the organ is flaccid, consequently

greater tissue tension is present under turgid conditions.

—

Frank C

Gates, Los Banos, P. I.



CURRENT LITERATURE

BOOK REVIEWS
A montane rain-forest

As a result of several visits to Jamaica, affording in all about n months'

residence upon the island, Shreve 1 has contributed a study of a tropical

rain-forest that is particularly valuable, since it represents practically the first

attempt to determine quantitatively the factors concerned in the production

of such vegetation. The forest investigated covers the Blue Mountains above
an altitude of 1372 meters. This ridge, having an altitude ofThis ridge, having an altitude of 1500-2265

meters, runs lengthwise of the island and, therefore, is nearly at right angles

to the direction of the trade winds. The northern or windward side is fog-

covered for 70 per cent of daylight hours during 9 months of the year and for

30 per cent of daylight hours during the remaining months, while the rainfall

approximates 425 cm. annually. The southern slope is drier, with less than

half the amount of fog, and with an annual precipitation of about 265 cm. A
further indication of the humidity is to be found in the evaporation measure-

ments upon the leeward slope, giving maximum and minimum daily average

losses of 17.9 cc. and 1.8 cc. (compared with approximately 45 cc. and 10 cc.

respectively for the Chicago region) as shown by the standard atmometer placed

in the open, with half of these amounts for the forests of the ravines. These

low amounts seem to be four or five times as great as for corresponding situa-

tions upon the more humid northern slopes.

Temperature has an annual range of 23 C, with the monthly mean from

15 to i7°C, the maximum seldom exceeding 22°C. or the minimum 7°C,
while frosts are unknown. Detailed temperature and humidity data for

limited periods, as well as soil temperature records, are given.

The mountain soil is very subject to erosion, and this instability may
account, in part, for the absence of large trees; still, the forest is very con-

tinuous, reaching its best development, however, in ravines, where trees 20

meters in height are seen, with trunks 80 cm. in diameter in such species as

Solatium punctulatiiyn and Gilibertla arborea. There seems to be no great

complexity of floristic composition, the forest resembling in this respect temper-

ate forests rather than those of tropical lowlands. This is indicated by the

fact that Clethra occidentalis , Vaccinium meridionale, and Podocarpus Urbanii

form about 50 per cent of the stand, and that an additional 35 per cent is made

1 Shreve, Forrest, A montane rain-forest. A contribution to the physiological

plant geography of Jamaica. Washington. 8vo. pp. no. ph. 29. Jigs. 18. Carnegie

Institution of Washington. Publication 199. 1914- % l • 5°-
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up of 10 other species. The comparatively small number of lianas, the paucity

of floral display, the slow rate of growth, and the absence of plank buttresses

and cauliflora, all show rather unexpected variations from the rain-forests of

other lands. Epiphytes are abundant, however, but limited to comparatively

few species of bromeliads and orchids, a profusion of the Hymenophyllaceae,

and a great bulk of mosses and hepatics.

The richer forests of the windward ravines show a distinct stratification

of vegetation, passing from the more or less continuous canopy of large trees,

through under-trees and shrubs, to the herbaceous carpet, the lower levels being

festooned with mosses (species of Phyllogonium and Meteorium), while the

larger limbs and leaning trunks are crowded with orchids and ferns. Among

the notable genera, represented by several species each, are tree ferns (Cyathea)

found among the under-trees, Piper occurring among the shrubs, and the

herbaceous species of Peperomia and Pilea. Upon the slopes the trees are

smaller, the stratification is less marked, and epiphytes are less abundant,

changes that are more accentuated upon the ridges, where a low open canopy

results. Here thickets of ferns and of climbing bamboo (Chusquea abietifolia)

are common. The distinct type of forest occupying the various habitats are all

carefully described, and Shreve concludes that by no possible physiographic

change could any one of these habitats occupy all or nearly all the region;

hence there is no means to fix on any one of the types as the climax of the region.

The great uniformity of temperature, with no pronounced dry season,

affords excellent opportunities for studying the seasonal behavior of the various

species. It is quite interesting, therefore, to note that although the months

from October to January have a maximum rainfall it is a season of relative rest,

during which a few tree species, such as those belonging to Rhamnus, Clethra,

and Viburnum, allied to north temperate forms, shed all or a part of their leaves,

while others make little growth. This may be accounted for by the compara-

tive lack of sunlight. Other trees, while evergreen, flower in the spring and

complete their growth by October; but in still others, growth and leaf forma-

tion is continuous, but flowering periodical, while not a few show continuous

growth and blooming. Among the large trees belonging to the last category

are Ilex montana and Solatium punctulatum, while under-trees and shrubs

include species of Piper, Boemeria, Malvaviscus, and Datura. Quite as interest-

ing is the behavior of introduced species, Quercus robur and Liquidambar

Styraciflua becoming evergreen, wThile Liriodendron Tulipifcra and Taxodiuni

distichum retain their deciduous habits.

Rates of relative transpiration in the rain-forest and in the desert of

Arizona are found to be of the same order of magnitude, that is, they are

proportional to evaporation, but in its own climate the desert plant loses far

more water per unit area than the plant of the rain-forest. The foliage of the

rain-forest, however, shows great diversity of structure, corresponding to

the different strata of vegetation, from sclerophyllous leaves of the trees, the
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coriaceous succulent leaves of the epiphytes, and the mesophytic shade leaves

of the herbaceous plants, to filmy ferns with leaves composed of a single layer

of cells. The effect of rainfall upon the foliage is reported elsewhere,2 and it

is seen that, with a single exception, all adult leaves are wet table. In spite

of this, aside from the Gramineae and Cyperaceae, only four seed plants and

two ferns have functioning hydathodes, and dripping points are neither abundant

nor conspicuous. Injected leaves were seen only once, and that after five days

of violent rains, wThen those with as well as those without hydathodes alike

recovered, showing no evidence of injury. The wettable leaf surface reduces

the water intake from the shoot, but does not reduce the temperature to an

extent sufficient materially to affect transpiration. Epiphyllous plants are

common in the ravines, and in other situations of maximum humidity. They

are favored by the wet leaf surfaces, nor do the dripping points, when devel-

oped, so greatly promote drying as to reduce the probability of the leaves

being thus overgrown. The epiphyllae are mostly Hepaticae of the genus

Lejunea.

Most of the conclusions arrived at in these two publications are the result

of experiment, and are supported by qualitative data, thus marking a new era

in the investigation of tropical vegetation, and necessitating a readjustment of

many generalizations resting upon less definite evidence. Taken together,

they form one of the most notable of recent contributions to our knowledge of

rain-forest phenomena.

The importance of the Cinchona Botanical Station, the headquarters from

which these investigations were carried on, has been emphasized quite recently

by Johnson,* wTho draws attention to its many advantages for the student

who would become familiar with a great variety of tropical conditions or who

would undertake the solution of some of the many ecological and physiological

problems of tropical vegetation. Situated upon the slopes of the Blue Moun-

tains at an altitude of about 1500 meters, it has a climate agreeable to workers

from temperate zones, a supply of pure water, freedom from tropical diseases,

and yet from it as a center easy access may be had both to the higher parts of

the forest-covered mountains, now reserved by the government of the island as

a watershed, and to the more torrid plains below. It has an equipment of

residence, laboratories, and greenhouses capable of affording accommodations

for eight or ten workers, and gardens and grounds planted with species from

other tropical and temperate lands. In addition, two botanical gardens situ-

ated in the lowlands can be used as substations of the main laboratory. One

at Castleton has an altitude of 150 meters and a rainfall of S55 cm., while the

other at Hope at a similar altitude has less than half as much precipitation.

2 Shreve, Forrest, The direct effects of rainfall on hygrophilous vegetation.

Jour. Ecol. 2:82-98. 1914.

* Johnson-, D. S.
?
The Cinchona Botanical Station. Pop. Sci. Monthly 85:512-

530. 1914; 86:33-48. 1915.
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Not less important than the natural advantages of the Station in climate

and vegetation is its accessibility, and the fact that it is located in an English-

speaking country with a stable government and reliable sanitary control. For

the past ten years it has been a station of the New York Botanical Garden, but

it is now to be maintained under the auspices of the British Association for the

Advancement of Science with the cooperation of the Jamaican government.

—

Geo. D. Fuller.

NOTES FOR STUDENTS
Cultures of the Uredineae.—In the review covering the cultural work with

the Uredineae for 1912, 4 the following results of Treboux and of Long should

have been included. Treboux5 in two papers from Nowotscherkask, reports

the following cultures. Teleutospores of Uromyces Festucae Syd. from Festuca

ovina L. produced aecidia on Ranunculus illyricus L. (The reverse culture

has previously been reported.) 6 Aecidiospores from Allium decipiens Fisch.,

A. moschatum L., A. rotundum L., and A. sphaerocephalum L. produced uredo-

spores and teleutospores (Puccinia permixta Syd.) on Diplachne serotina Lk.

The reverse infection on 3 of these and 13 other species of Allium was success-

ful also. Teleutospores of Puccinia stipina Tranzsch. from Stipa capillata L.

infected 5 native species of Salvia and 15 others grown from seed, and also

Origanum vulgare L., Latnium amplexicaule L., Glechoma hederacea L., Lal-

lemantia iberica F. et M., Leonurus cardiaca L., and Stachys recta L. This rust

shows very little selection among the Labiatae. Puccinia littoralis Rostr.

from Juncus Gerardi Lois, produced aecidia on Cichorium Intybus L. (the reverse

culture has been previously reported). Aecidiospores of Puccinia Polygoni-

amphibii Pers. from Geranium collinum Steph. infected Polygonum amphibium

L. but not P. lapathifolium L. The reverse infection was successful on Geranium

collinum L., G. pratense L., G. divaricatum Ehrh., G. columbinum L., and G.

rotundifolium L. Aecidiospores of the autoecious form P. ambigua Alb. et

Schw on Galium aparine L. produced successive generations of aecidia when

sown on that host. Aecidiospores of Puccinia Agropyri Ell. et Ev. from

Clematis pseudo-flammula Schmalh. infected Agropyrum repens P.B. The

uredospores from this culture infected Agropyrum cristatum Bess, and A.

prostratum Eichw. Aecidiospores of Puccinia bromina Erikss. from Litho-

spermum arvense L. infected Bromus tectorum L. and B. squarrosus L. Similarly

aecidiospores from Myosotis silvatica Hoffm, infected B. tectorum. The two

aecidia belong to the same rust. Aecidiospores and uredospores of Uromyces

Limonii (DC.) from Statice latifolia Sm. infected Statice Gmelini Willd. also.

Aecidiospores of an unnamed species of Puccinia from Centaurea trichocephala

4 Bot. Gaz. 56: 233-239. 1913.

* Treboux, O., Infektionsversuche mit parasitischen Pilzen II. Ann. Mycol.

10:303-306. 1912; and idem III. Ibid. 557-563. 1912.

6 Rev. Bot. Gaz. 56:239. 1913.
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M.B. produced uredospores and teleutospores on Carex slenophylla Wahlenb.

Aecidiospores from Euphorbia virgata W.K. infected Caragana arborescens L.,

Trifolium agrarium L., and Lotus corniculatus L., but none of the species

usually inhabited by U. Genistae-tinctoriae Pers. This result seems to indicate

that the species of Uromyces on Caragana is a biological form distinct from

U. Genistae-tinctoriae. With aecidiospores from the same host from another

locality, Medicago minima Bart., M. murex Willd., and Trifolium arvense L.

were infected. This form proved to be Uromyces striatus Schroeter. A third

form with its aecidia likewise on Euphorbia virgata produced uredospores and

teleutospores {Uromyces Astragali Opiz.) on Astragalus criticus Lam. and A.

sanguinolentus M.B. Aecidiospores of Uromyces caryophyllinus (Schrank)

j

pseudon

Aecidiospores from other plants of Euphorbia Gerardiana produced an abun-

dance of uredospores and teleutospores of Uromyces Schrocteri De Toni on

Silene otites Sm. ifi

Rhamnus cathartica L. and reverse cultures and cross-sowing of the aecidio-

spores thus derived seem to show that the specialization of forms in this

species of crown rust is not so well marked as former experiments appeared to

indicate.

Long's7 experiments dealt with three species of rusts on members of the

genus Andropogon. He reports the -following successful cultures. Teleuto-

spores of the type of Puccinia Andropogonis Schw. from Andropogon furcatus

Muhl. collected in Texas produced aecidia on Oxalis cornirulata L. Teleuto-

spores of Puccinia Ellisiana Thiim. from Andropogon virginicus L. collected in

Virginia produced aecidia on Viola fimbriatula Sw., V. hirsutula Brainard, and

V. papilionacea Pursh. Viola sagiltata L., which was not infected, had been

successfully infected in a former experiment. Aecidiospores from V. sagittata

and V. papilionacea reinfected Andropogon virginicus. In igro the author had

sent material of this same type and from the same locality to Arthur, who

made successful sowings of teleutospores on Penstemon. These two results

seem to indicate that two forms of Puccinia occur on Andropogon virginicus.

Finally, teleutospores of Uromyces Andropogonis Tracy from Andropogon

ulifolia

Ait. but none of the other violets. midifolia

fected Andropogon virginicus. In conclusion, the author points out the close

similarity between Puccinia Ellisiana and Uromyces Andropogonis, which

differ from each other only in the number of cells of the teleutospore.

During r^3 no very extensive series of cultures has been reported, but

small additions to our knowledge of the biological relations of hitherto isolated

forms come from many sources and include studies in several genera. In this

7 Long, W. H., Notes on three species of rusts on Andropogon. Phytopathology

2:164-171. 1912.
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connection the past work of Fraser8 on the fern rusts has been of special inter-

est. This author now reports9 a further series of cultures supplementing and

confirming former work which was not regarded by him as entirely conclusive.

The work was done at Pictou, Nova Scotia. Successful infections on Abies

balsamea (L.) Mill, were made with teleutospores of Uredinopsis Struthiopteridis

Stormer from Onoclea Struthiopteris (L.) Hoff., U. Osmundae Magn. from

Osmunda Claytoniana L., U. Phegopteridis Arthur from Phegopteris Dryopteris

(L.) Fee, and £/. mirabilis Magn. from Onoclea sensibilis L. -The aecidial

form on Abies is Peridermiurn balsameum Peck. Successful infections with

aecidiospores of this form were made on Onoclea Struthiopteris, O. sensibilis,

and Aspidium Thelypteris Sw. The telial phase on the last is known as Ure-

dinopsis Atkinsonii Magn.

Cultures with three other species not belonging to the fern rusts are reported

also in confirmation of former work. Teleutospores of Pucciniastrum Myrtilli

(Schum.) Arthur from Vactinium canadense Kalm produced a Peridermiurn

of the type of P. Peckii Thiim. on Tsuga canadensis (L.) Carr. Teleutospores

of Melampsora Medusae Thiim. from Populus grandidentata Michx. produced

Caeoma Abietis-canadensis Farl. on Tsuga canadensis (L.) Carr. Teleutospores

of Melampsora arctica Rostr. from Salix sp. produced aecidia (Caeoma sp.) on

Abies balsamea (L.) Mill.

Further work on the Peridermiurn rusts is reported by Meinecke, Spaul-

ding, and by Hedgcock and Long.

Meinecke 10 infected Castilleja miniata Dougl. with aecidiospores of

Peridermiurn staiactiforme Arthur and Kern from Pinus contorta Loud. The

resulting telial stage is Cronartium coleosporioides (Dietel and Holway) Arthur.

Hedgcock and Long11 report the following results. Aecidiospores of

Peridermiurn inconspicuum Long from Pinus virginiana Mill, produced uredinia

(Coleosporium inconspicuum (Long) H. and L.) on Coreopsis verticillata L.;

aecidiospores of P. delicatulum Arthur and Kern from Pinus rigida Mill,

produced uredinia (Coleosporium delicatulum (Arthur and Kern) H. and L.) on

Solidago lanceolata L.; and aecidiospores of P. staiactiforme Arthur and Kern

from Pinus contorta Loud, produced uredinia and telia on Castilleja linearis

Rydb. The last result is regarded as confirming the work of Meinecke

mentioned above. For the synonomy of these forms see the work of Arthur

and Kern mentioned below.

In 1907 Clinton showed that Peridermiurn pyriforme Peck (ex Arthur

and Kern) on Pinus silvestris L. is the aecidial form of Cronartium Comptoniac

8 Rev. Bot. Gaz. 56:234. 1913.

x9iJ

9 Fraser, W. P., Further cultures with heteroecious rusts. Mycologia 5 •* 233-239-

"Meinecke, . P., Notes on Cronarlium coleosporioides Arthur and Cronartium

filamailosum. Phytopathology 3:167-168. 1913.
11 Hedcom k, G. C, and Long, W. H., Notes on cultures of three species of

Peridermiurn. Phytopathology 3:251-252. 1913.
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Arthur on Comptonia asplenifolia Banks. Spauldixg 12 has now succeeded in

infecting this host with aecidiospores of Peridermium pyriforme from Pinus

silvestris (confirming Clinton's work), P. ponderosa Dougl., P. Taeda L.,

and P. austriaca Link. On account of its increasing frequency in nurseries,

this fungus is becoming economically important.

Jacob 13 in a short note reports that teleutospores of Puccinia Poiygoni-

amphibii Pers. from Polygonum amphibium L. infected Geranium pratense L.

(confirming the result of Klebahn), G. pusillum Burm., and G. pyrcnaicum

Burm. Among the species not infected was Geranium phaeum L., wThich

Klebahn had successfully infected with this rust. The aecidiospores from

these cultures were sown on various species of Polygonum, but only P amphi-

biiim wTas infected. Teleutospores of Puccinia Poiygoni Alb. amd Schw. from

Polygonum Convolvulus L. infected only Geranium columbinum L., with a

doubtful infection on G. molle L. which was successfully infected by Klebahn.

Aecidiospores from G. molle reinfected only Polygonum Convolvulus. Uredo-

spores from Uromyces Rabatian us Bubak from G. pyrenaicum infected G.

pyrenaicum, G. maculatiim L., and G. pusillum Burm., but not G. silvaticum

L. which is the principal host of Uromyces Geranii. These cultures furnish

further evidence in justification of Bubak's separation of U. Kabatianus from

U. Geranii. Cruchet 1 ^* reports that teleutospores from Polygonum Bistorta L.

infected Peucedanum Ostruthium Koch, and that the aecidiospores (Aec.

Imperatoriae Cruchet) derived from the culture reinfected Polygonum Bistorta.

The rust is described as Puccinia Imperatoriae-mamillata. Cruchet was

led to suspect this connection by the fact that Peucedanum Ostruthium bears,

in addition to Aecidium Imperatoriae, a micropuccinnia whose teleutospores

resemble those of Puccinia mamillata Schroter on Polygonum.

Fischer 1 * in two short papers reports further experiments with Urmoyces

caryophyllinus (Shrank) Winter and Puccinia Pulsatillae Kalchb. which is a

micropucrinia of the type of P. Ancmonis-virginianae Schwein. inhabiting mem-

bers of the Ranunculaceae. In his former work 16 Fischer found that aecidio-

12 Spauldinx, P., Notes on Cronartium Comptoniae. Phytopathology 3:62, 308-

3io. 1913.

«* Jacob, G., Zur Biologie Gmz>///"w-bewohnender Uredineen. Mycol. Centralbl.

3:158-159- 1913-

J4 Cruchet, P., Contribution a l'etude des Uredinees. Etude biolo^ique et

description de Puccinia Imperatoriae-mamillata, nov. sp. Mycol. Centralbl. 3 :
209-214.

15 Fischer, Ed., Beitriige zur Biologie der Uredineen. 4. Weitere Versuche iiber

die Specialisation des Uromyces caryophyllinus (Schrank) Winter. Mycol. Centralbl.

3:145-149. 1913-

, idem. 5. Puccinia Pulsatillae Kalchb. (Syn. P. de Baryana Thiim.)

und Theoretisches uber die Spec ialisation. Ibid. 214-220. 1913.

16 Rev. Bot. Gaz. 56:237. 1913.
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spores of Uromyces caryophyllinus from Euphorbia Gerardiana Jacq. collected
,

near Heidelberg infected Tunica prolijera (L.) Scop, and rarely Saponaria

ocymoides L., while aecidiospores from the same host collected in the Wallis,

Switzerland, infected Saponaria ocymoides. The relations of the last form to

Tunica prolijera were not determined. Further cultures have now shown that

the form from the Wallis infects both Saponaria ocymoides and Tunica prolijera

and to some extent also T. Saxifraga (L.) Scop. Uredospoies from Saponaria

ocymoides or fiom Tunica prolijera infect either of those hosts indifferently.

The cultures with Puccinia Pulsatillae Kalchb. from Anemone montana

Hoppe showed that this form infects, besides A. montana, A. vernalis L., A.

pratensis L., and A. Pulsatilla L., but not A. alpine L., A. sylvestris L., and

Atragene alpina L. Comparing the specialization of these forms with that of

Uromyces caryophyllinus, Fischer distinguishes two types. The first is cor-

related with the geographical distribution of the hosts and is illustrated by

Uromyces caryophyllinus. In the Wallis, where both Saponaria and Tunica are

common, this rust occurs on both of these plants, whereas in Baden, where

Saponaria ocymoides does not occur, the fungus has become adapted to Tunica

prolijera to such an extent that it scarcely infects Saponaria. Specialized races

of this type show no distinctive morphological characteristics by which they

might be separated from each other. The second type of specialization is

correlated with the degree of affinity of the host plants. The forms of rusts

showing this type of specialization each inhabit groups of closely related species

of host plants and do not cross readily from one group to another. The races

showing this type of specialization usually have slight morphological differ-

ences, besides their biological behavior, by which they can be distinguished.

Ixo 17 reports the successful infection of Pourthiaea villosa Decne. with

teleutospores of Gymnosporangium Photiniae (P. Henn.) Kern (G. japonicum

Syd.) from stems of Juniperus chinensis L. Pyrus sinensis Lindl., P. Malus L.,

and Amelanchier asiatica Koch were not infected. These cultures show that

the stem-inhabiting form of Gymnosporangium on Juniperus chinensis is

connected with Roestelia Photiniae P. Henn. and is distinct from the leaf-

inhabiting form which the author identifies with Gymnosporangium Haraeanum

Syd. (G. asiaticum Miyabe) which, according to the experiments of Shirai

and those of Hara cited by the author, belongs to Roestelia koreaensis P. Henn.

on leaves of Pyrus sinensis. Shirai does not state whether he used the leaf-

inhabiting form or the stem-form in his experiments.

The following papers were published in 1914.

Fromme 18 successfully infected Myrica cerijera L. with teleutospores of

Gymnosporangium Ellisii (Berk.) Farlow from Chamaecyparis thyoides L. This

17 Ito, S., Kleine Xotizen uber parasitische Pilze Japans. Bot. Mag. Tokyo

27:217-223. 1913.

x8 Fromme, F. I)., A new gymnosporangial connection. Mycologia 6:226-230.

1914
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result is of special interest since the aecidial host (Myrica) belongs to a family

far removed from the Pomaceae. The aecidia are of the cupulate type.

Tranzschel19 reports the results of cultures carried out from 191 1 to 1913.

During that time the connections of 4 species of Puccinia with their aecidia

were established for the first time, and confirmatory cultures were made with

12 other species whose aecidia were known. In each case sowings were made
*

on a number of plants besides those infected. Only the new connections are

given here. Puccinia simplex (Korn) Eriks. and Henn. from Hordcum vulgare

L. produced aecidia (Asc. ornithogalum Bubak) on Ornithogalum umbellatum L.

and O. narbonense L. Aecidiospores from this culture produced uredospores

and teleutospores on Hordeum vulgare. Puccinia Hemerecallidis Thiim. from

Hemerocallis minor Mill, produced aecidia (Aec. Patrinae P. Henn.) on Patrinia

rupestris Juss. and P. scabiosifolia Link. Puccinia nitidula Tranzsch. from

Polygonum alpinum All. produced aecidia on Heracleum sibiricum L. Puccinia

Stipae-sibiricae Tranzsch. from Stipa sibirica L. produced aecidia {Aec. Sedi-

Aizoontis Tranzsch.) on Sedum Aizoon L.

Klebahn20 reports new hosts for Cronartium asclepiadeum (Willd.) Fr.

and various species of Coleosporium. Aecidiospores of Cronartium asclepiadeum

{Peridermium Cornui Rostr. and Kleb.) were successfully sown on Vincetoxicum

officinale Moench (the usual host), V.fuscatum Reichenb., V. laxum Koch, Tro-

paeolum minus L., T. majus L., T. canariensis Hort. (7\ peregrinum L.), T. Lob-

bianum Hort., Impatiens Balsamina L., and Pedicularis palustris L.

Uredospores obtained from the cultures on Vincetoxicum officinale infected Im-

patiens Balsamina and Pedicularis palustris. Aecidiospores of Peridermium

Pint (Willd.) Kleb. failed to infect Tropaeolum minus, Pedicularis palustris,

Vincetoxicum officinale and Schizanthus Grahami Gill. The results of cultures

on Pedicularis show that the Cronartium on that plant belongs to Peridermium

Cornui Rostr. and Kleb. and not, as Siro had erroneously supposed, to P. Pini

Chev. P. Pini remains an isolated aecidium. The ooservation that the

Chilean species, Schizanthus Grahami Gill, growing in Brandenburg was in-

fected with a Coleosporium led the author to make sowings of a number of

European species of Coleosporium, with the surprising result that not one but

several of the European forms infected Schizanthus. At the same time, cul-

tures were made upon another exotic plant, Tropaeolum minus L., upon which

Coleosporium had been observed. Schizanthus Grahami was infected by

uredospores of the following forms: Coleosporium Euphrasiae (Schum.) Wint.

from Alectrolophus major Reichenb. and A. minor Wimm. and Grab.; C.

Melampyri (Rahenh.) Kleb. from Melampyrum pratense L.; C. Campanulae f.

rapunculoides Kleb. from Campanula rapunculoides L.; C. Campanulae f.

x* Tranzschel, W., Culturversuche mit Uredineen in den Jahren 1911-1913.

Mycol. Centralbl. 4:70-71. 1914-

20 Klebahn, H.,Kulturversuche mit Rostpilzen. Zeitschr. Pflanzenkrank 24:1-32.

J 9i4.
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rotundifoliae Kleb. from Campanula rotundifolia L.; C. Campanulae f.

Trachelii Kleb. from Campanula patula L. and C. Trachelium L.; C. Tws-

silaginis (Pers.) Kleb. from Tussilago Farfara L.; C. Senecionis (Pers.) Fr.

from Senecio sylvaticus L. and 5. vulgaris L.; and C. Sonchi (Pers.) Lev. from

Sonchus arvensis. Tropaeolum was infected with all these forms except C.

Euphrasiae, C. Melampyri, and C. Sonchi.

Fraser21 gives a short account of cultures confirming work that has been

previously reported. The cultures with Uredinopsis mirabilis Magn. deserve

mention since they show that this form, which in common with a number of

other species of Uredmopsis has its aecidia on Abies balsamea (L.) Mill., pro-

duces its uredospores and teleutospores only on Onoclea sensibilis L. and does

not infect Osmunda Claytoniana L., O. regalis L., Aspidium Thelyteris (L.) Sw.,

Asplenium Felix-foemina (L.) Bernh., and Phegopteris Dryopteris (L.) Fee.

These experiments show that Uredinopsis mirabilis is a distinct species.

In their revision of the North American species of Peridermium on pine,

Arthur and Kern22 mention cultures establishing the connection between

Peridermium cerebrum Peck. (P. fusiforme Arthur and Kern) from Finns Taeda

and Cronartium Quercus Arthur on Quercus rubra L. and Q. Phellos L. This

species of Peridermium occurs also on many other species of pine.

As a result of cultural experiments with Gymnosporangium Blasdaleanum

(Dietel and Holway) Kern. (G. Libocedri (P. Henn) Kern.) and Libocedrus decur-

rens Torr., Jackson 23 is able to add Cydonia vulgaris L., Pyrus communis L., P.

rivularis Dougl., Amelanchier alnifolia Nutt., and Crataegus Lindl. to the list

of hosts upon which the aecidial generation of this fungus has been grown.

The aecidium, which has distinctive characteristics, has been found occurring

also in nature upon a number of other plants.

In continuation of his work on the rusts of Southeastern Russia, Tre-

boux24 reports the following connections. Aecidiospores from Ranunculus

flammula L. produced uredospores and teleutospores (Uromyces Festucae Syd.)

on Festuca rubra L. With teleutospores of Puccinia Magnusiana Korn. from

Phragmites communis Trim, which is known to have its aecidia on Ranunculus

repens L., R. chaerophyllos L., R. creticus L., R. illyricus L., R. Kotschyi Boiss.

and R. sardous Crantz were also infected. The successful infection of Berberis

vulgaris L. with teleutospores of a Puccinia on Sesleria caerulea Ard. shows

that this rust, which had been described by Fischer as P. Sesleriae-caeruleae, is

21 Fraser, W. P., Notes on Uredinopsis mirabilis and other rusts. Mycologiu

6:25-28. 1914.

22 Arthur, J. C, and Kerx, F. D., North American species of Peridermium on

pine. Mycologia 6: 109-138. 1914.

2* Jackson, H. S., A new pomaceous rust of economic importance, Gymnosporan-

glum Blasdaleanum. Phytopathology 4:261-270. pis. 2. 1914.

2*Treboux, O., Infectionsversuchen mit parasitischen Pilzen IV. Ann. Mycol.

12:480-483. 1914.
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P. graminis. Sowings of teleutospores of Puccinia Phragmitis (Schum.)

Korn. showed that Rumcx aquaticus L., R. confcrtus Willd., R. maritimus L.,

R. patientia L., R. arifolius All., R* bucephalophorus L., R. fennicus Murb.,

R. thyrsiflorus Fingerh., Rheum pdlmatum L., R. undulation L., R. compaction L.,

and R. tartar
1

'cum L. are additional aecidial hosts for this rust. Further experi-

ments with the crown rusts lead the author to doubt the validity of the species

Puccinia coronifera which Klebahn separated from P. coronata (Corda) Kleb.

This doubt is founded on the one hand on the infection of a number of typical

P. coronata hosts with aecidiospores from Rhamnus cathartica L., and on the

other hand on the infection of Avena sativa L., a P. coronifera host, by aecidio-

spores from R. Frangula L., the aecidial host for P. coronata.—H. Hasselbring.

Origin of herbaceous angiosperms.—The question of the relative antiquity

of herbaceous and woody angiosperms has been considered at some length by

Sinnott and Bailey. 2 * It has frequently been assumed, although definite

statements of the view are rare, that herbaceous plants preceded the woody, and

such a view was likely to be held as long as the monocotyledons were believed

to be the older angiosperms. The authors deal with evidence from four

sources: paleobotany, anatomy, phylogeny, and phytogeography, and reach

a conclusion entirely at variance with the prevailing theory. Under the

first head it is pointed out that the ancient club mosses and horsetails

were arborescent, but it is admitted that the evidence is not conclusive.

The anatomical evidence hinges on the question whether the primary wood was

originally a continuous layer or a series of bundles. Examination of various

groups of plants leads to the inference that the cambium was originally a com-

plete ring, and that its segregation into " fascicular" and "interfascicular"

cambium is a relatively recent occurrence. In explaining how this may have

come about, Jeffrey attaches importance to the leaf traces, but from this

view our authors dissent; they attribute the production of discrete bundles to

a simple decrease in activity of the cambium. In connection with phylogeny,

a survey of the families of angiosperms shows that the primitive types are

much more woody than the recent ones. In more than half of the families of

dicotyledons there are no herbaceous species, and exclusively herbaceous

families consist of insectivores, parasites, or other recent forms. Under the

heading of phytogeography a large array of facts is gathered, leading to the

conclusion that angiosperms made their appearance in the tropics as woody

plants, and spread into the north temperate zone, where gradual stunting

occurred, largely as a consequence of lowered temperature, resulting finally in

the production of annuals. Such herbaceous plants have subsequently

spread to all parts of the earth's surface. Insular and other endemic flora

* SlNNOTT, E. W., and Bailey, I. W., Investigation? on the phylogeny of the

angiosperms 4. The origin and dispersal of herbaceous angiosperms. Ann. Botany

28:547-600. ph. 39, 40. 1914-
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are examined, and the influence of glacial periods is considered.—M. A.

Chrysler.
-

Some abnormal pines.

—

Boodle26 has described an abnormality obtained

from a specimen of Pinus Laricio growing in the Kew Gardens. Most of the

foliage of the tree is normal, but pairs of concrescent leaves are produced every

year in considerable number. The fusion of the two leaves seems to be very

much as has been described for the double needles of Sciadopitys.

Worsdell27 has described a remarkable shoot of Pinus Thunbergii grown

in England. Some of the scale leaves bear ordinary axillary spur shoots with

two needles, but a majority of them subtend a very different axillary structure,

the most frequent form being "a swollen fleshly foliar organ arching outwards

over or against the subtending scale leaf.
,, Another form which the axillary

shoot assumes is that of a pair of transversely placed fleshy leaves. The

phenomenon of the recurved leaf and its origin by the uniting of the first two

leaves of an axillary shoot by their adaxial margins is additional proof of the

accepted character of the ovuliferous scale of the Abietineae.—J. M. C.

Death camas.—This name is applied to species of Zygadenus to distinguish

them from Quamasia and Calochortus, which were also known as camas, and

were much used for food by the Indians. Reports of the poisoning of stock

from eating the roots and leaves of the species of Zygadenus led to its investi-

gation by Marsh and Clawson. 28 It seems that Zygadenus grows abundantly

on many of the stock ranges of the west, and is one of the most important

sources of loss to sheepmen. All the species are poisonous, through the whole

season of their growth. The toxicity of the bulbs and tops is about the same,

while the seeds are much more toxic than any other part of the plant. The

poisonous principle is an alkaloid or alkaloids allied to veratrin and cevadin.

Sheep, cattle, and horses are poisoned by the plant, but the fatalities are almost

entirely confined to sheep.—J. M. C.

Thelephoraceae.

—

Burt29 has begun the publication of a monograph of the

North American Thelephoraceae. The first three papers contain a general

discussion of the limitations of the family, a key to the genera, 23 of which are

recognized, and a presentation of three genera. The genera presented are

Thelephora, with 23 species, 3 of which are new; Craterellus, with 18 species,

6 of which are new; and Cyphella, with 21 species, 5 of which are new.—J. M. C.

26 Boodle, L. A., Concrescent and solitary foliage leaves in Pimis. New Phytol.

14:19-22. figs. 4. 1915.

2? Worsdell, W. C., An abnormal shoot of Pinus Thunbergii Pari. New Phytol.

14:23-26. figs. 5. 1915.

28 Marsh, C. D., Clawson, A. B., and Marsh, H., Zygadenus, or death camas.

Bull. U.S. Dept. Agric. no. 125. pp. 46. 1915.

" ^Burt, E, A., The Thelephorac le of North America. I, 11, III. Annals Mo.

Hot. Card. 1:185-228, 327-350, 357~382. pis. 4, 5, i5-i 7 , ig. 1914.
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I. Introduction

In the phenomena of regeneration the problem of correlation

appears, that is, the influence of the whole on the part. A part cut

out from a whole organism may regenerate, while no such regenera-

tion will occur so long as the part is not separated from the whole.

What are the forces inherent in the whole which exercise the con-

trol over the part resulting in the prevention of regeneration ?

We cannot form a definite idea of this inhibitory mechanism

until we know the laws or rules underlying this prevention of

th in the normal plant. Only if we succeed

finding

gro\

nature

of the mechanism underlying these phenomena of inhibition and

correlation. find

the fact that the phenomena of regeneration in most organisms are

too complicated or too indeterminate for such a purpose, and we

are compelled to look for an organism which is especially favorable

for such a purpose. ^phyll

is apparently such an organism, and the writer has succeeded in

finding some rules governing the phenomena of inhibition and

249
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correlation of growth. These rules are so sim

that thev form, in the ODinion of the writer.

most former experiments

such simnle rules.

.em

regeneration lies in the fact that shoots can grow out only from

definitely located buds in the stem and in the notches of the leaf.

The "Anlagen" of roots are not so definitely located, and roots

may grow out apparently from practically any spot on the stem of

the plant; they are, therefore, not so appropriate for the estab-

sim

this

Bryophyllum

begin

and later shoots. It is well known that if the leaves of this plant

moist

will form roots and shoots from their notches. This is the mode

of propagation of this plant. The question is: Why does a leaf

not form roots and shoots in its notches so long as it is in connec-

tion with a healthy plant ? The buds in the notches of the leaf

are not the only ones which are inhibited from growing when

stem

found in the axilla of each of the two leaves in each node, are in

may
Why

may
will suffice to show that the stimulus

growing

conditions at the edge of the wound are responsible for the healing

or covering of the wound by the spreading of epithelial cells over

the area laid free by the wound; and they may possibly be directly

responsible for the callus formation in the case of plants. When

we break off a leaf of Bryophyllum, the notches of the leaf will grow

out into roots and shoots, but these notches are far away from the

cut end of the stalk of the leaf. Moreover, as a rule, the notches in

the middle of the leaf will grow out first, and not those nearest the

wound caused by the cutting or breaking off of the leaf. It *s
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plainly impossible, therefore, to connect in any way the growth of

the notches of a leaf with the "stimulus" of the wound. The same

may be said for the growth of roots in the main stem of the plant,

which may take place several inches away from the seat of injury.

We need not dwell on this point any further, since this is generally

conceded. It is chiefly in animals that we find regeneration local-

ized at the wound; but this is apparently due to the fact that in

such animals any cells may give rise to new growth, while in

Bryophyllum calycinum the power of giving rise to shoots is

restricted to buds located in definite places in the plant.

II. Isolation as the cause of regeneration

It is generally stated that "isolation" is responsible for regenera-

tion, inasmuch as isolation would release the leaf from the inhibit-

ing influence which the whole has on each part. 1 It is obvious,

however, that isolation is an abstract term and that it cannot help

us, therefore, in visualizing the forces inhibiting the growth of the

buds while the plant is intact. We will show in a simple example

that the conception of isolation, while it may fit some cases, will not

fit others.

winter

months. Bryophyll

with

the tips of the leaves (or about one-half of each leaf) were sub-

mersed in water at the bottom of the aquarium (figs, i, 2, 3). Leaf

1 was completely isolated from the stem; leaf 2 had a piece of a

stem of the plant attached; and leaf 3 had in addition to a piece of

the stem of the plant also the opposite leaf attached. The draw-

ings Leaf 1

formed roots in a few days, and soon after shoots at the notches of

the submersed part of the leaf. In leaf 2, as a rule, all growth from

the notches was inhibited, but the bud of the stem opposite the

leaf grew out very rapidly into a shoot (fig. 2,5). The submersed

part of leaf 3 again formed roots and stems in its notches, not quite

but almost as quickly as leaf 1. Experiments showed that the

1 Child, C. M., Die physiologische Isolation von Teilen des Organismus, etc.

Roux's Vortrage und Aufsatze. Leipzig. 1911.
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result is the same if both leaves of specimen 3 are partly sub-

mersed in water; both form roots and shoots in that case.

According to the idea that isolation is the cause of regeneration,

we should say that leaf 1 formed new roots and shoots because

it was completely isolated; that leaf 2 did not do so (for a long

time at least) because, being connected with a piece of a stem, it

was less isolated. But leaf 3, which was still

less isolated than leaf 2, inasmuch as it had

another leaf attached to the stem, formed roots

shoots much more quickly than leaf 2

and often almost but not quite as quickly as

leaf 1. The idea that isolation is the cause of

regeneration is obviously inadequate in this

case.

Figs. 4 and 5 are a repetition of this experi-

ment. The two leaves had been submersed in

water for 5 weeks. The leaf in fig. 4, with a

piece of stem attached,

had formed no roots or

shoots in its notches; in-

stead it had formed a long

shoot (S) from the bud of

the stem opposite the leaf.

The leaf in fig. 5, with a

piece of stem and the

opposite leaf, had formed

four shoots from the sub-

mersed notches, while the

3 2 *M v\ % * stem had formed one tiny

Figs. 1-3 shoot (S) from a bud in

the axilla of the lower

leaf, and roots (R) at the under side of the basal end of the

stem.

When we modify this experiment and suspend the three leaves

entirely in moist air (instead of submersing them partly in water)

,

leaf 1 (entirely isolated) will again form roots and shoots in its

notches; leaf 2 will as a rule show no growth, but from the opposite
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bud of its stem a shoot will grow (S in figs. 2 and 4); and in the

leaves 3 tiny roots may begin to grow from the notches which,

however, usually dry up after some time; and no shoots are formed

if the leaf is suspended entirely in moist air.

III. Inhibition of growth of leaves by growth of buds on stem

The question now arises : Why does the presence of the piece of

main stem in fig. 2 inhibit or retard the formation of roots and

shoots in the notches of the leaf, and why does the same piece

of stem cease to inhibit (or why does it inhibit considerably less)

when, as in fig. 3, in addition

to the stem another leaf is

left with it ? Each node has

two buds, one in the axilla of

each leaf. When we use a

specimen, as fig. 2, a shoot

(5) will grow out in a few

days from that bud of the

stem where the leaf is

removed; and this is the first

grow

this

which will occur in

specimen The bud in

Figs. 4 and 5

in winter Hence we

the axilla of the leaf which is

preserved will as a rule not

grow out. In fig. 3, where

both leaves are preserved,

neither bud of the stem will grow

notice that where a shoot grows out very rapidly from the bud

of the stem, as in fig. 2, the leaf in contact with the stem is

prevented or delayed in forming roots and shoots, but when no

such shoots grow out from the bud of the stem (as in fig. 3), the

notches of the leaf (if submersed in water) will form roots and

shoots rather quickly.

2 In the spring this is not so stricUy true, but all these experiments were made in

a greenhouse during the winter months. The greenhouse had a temperature of 70 F.

or above.
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The stalk of an isolated leaf without any piece of the stem is not

capable of giving rise to any regeneration. Such a leaf will form

adventitious roots and shoots in its notches very rapidly.

All these facts make it appear as if the growth of the buds on a

piece of the stem might have an inhibiting influence on the growth

of the adventitious roots or shoots of the leaf.

In order to estimate properly such an influence, an extensive

made

with

moist In a number of stems both

removed

#

6 7
8 9

Figs. 6-9

removed (fig. 8) , while in the rest of the stems none of the buds were

removed (fig. 9) . If the inhibiting effect of the stem were exclusively

due to the growth of the buds on the stem, the latter should lose its

inhibiting effect entirely if these buds were removed; and the leaf

connected with such a "debudded" stem should form adventitious

roots or shoots as fast as a leaf without any stem. This was,

however, not entirely the case. While a leaf connected with a

"debudded" stem (fig. 7) formed as a rule its adventitious roots

more quickly than a leaf with a normal stem (fig. 9), the leaves

connected with the "debudded" stem formed their adventitious

roots not quite so quickly as the completely isolated leaves

(fig. 6).
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Figs. 6-10 give the average results of such experiments. The
drawings were made May 10, seven days after the operation.

The isolated leaves (fig. 6) had all formed their adventitious roots,

and so had some but not all the leaves with "debudded" stems

(fig. 7). The leaves which had lost only the upper bud had not

formed roots as fast as the leaves with entirely "debudded" stems

(fig. 8). The leaves with normal stems (fig. 9) had not yet formed

any adventitious roots, but the shoot (S) on the stem where the leaf

had been removed had begun to grow out.

The following record of an experiment performed May 1 had

yielded on May 10 the following result;

1. Completely isolated leaves (fig. 6). All ten leaves had

formed adventitious roots and tiny shoots.

2. Eighteen leaves each attached to a completely " debudded'

'

stem (fig. 7). Eleven leaves had formed adventitious roots and

one also adventitious shoots.

3. Ten leaves with a stem whose upper bud was removed

(fig. 8). Four leaves had formed adventitious roots or shoots.

4. Ten leaves with a normal stem (fig. 9). All these stems

formed shoots from the upper bud. No leaf has formed adventi-

tious roots or shoots.

It is, therefore, obvious first that a stem whose buds are removed has

still an inhibiting influence upon the formation of roots in the notches

of a leaf; and second, that if the buds of the stem are not removed

the growth of the bud opposite the leaf enhances this inhibiting effect of

the stem upon the leaf considerably.

Since the growth of this bud of the stem is as a rule also inhibited

when the opposite leaf is not removed, as in fig. 3, we understand

why the non-removal of this leaf favors the growth of the adventi-

tious roots from the notches of the other leaf.

We have seen that isolated leaves when suspended in moist air

will form roots and shoots from their notches even if they are not

submersed in water; while if a leaf is connected with a stem, the

formation of roots and shoots in the notches will be permanently

inhibited in moist air. It should be added, that the leaves attached

to a "debudded" stem may form very short adventitious roots

when suspended in moist air (instead of in water), but will not
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com The

remov

from the stem a

pretty complete.

IV. Continuation of these experiments

We have thus seen that the growth of buds on the stem is one

factor which inhibits or delays the growth of the notches in the oppo-

site leaf. We intend to

show the influence of this

factor in some further

observations.

In all previous experi-

ments we had cut out

from a plant a piece of

10-1

stem with only one node.

If we cut out a piece of

a stem containing two or

three nodes (figs. 10, n,

12, 13) and preserve one

pair of leaves, the behavior

of these leaves will be

different if they are left in

the apical or in the basal

node of the piece. Figs.

3 illustrate this differ-

ence. In all cases one or

both leaves are partly sub-

mersed in water, while the

rest of the preparation is suspended in moist air. In such cases

new shoots (SS) were formed in a few days from the two apical

buds of the stem in fig. 11, where the apical leaves had been

removed and only the basal leaves left; while in specimens like

fig. 10, where the apical leaves were left, the buds on the stem

either formed no new shoots or formed them with some delay.

As a consequence, we notice that in fig. 11 the submersed leaf

formed at first no shoots, while the submersed leaf in fig. 10 in

Figs. 10 and ii
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about 50 per cent of the cases formed roots and shoots in its

notches rather rapidly. This happened often, but not always, when

the formation of shoots on the stem itself was long delayed. Ulti-

mately all the leaves may form adventitious roots and shoots in

the notches that are under water or near the edge of the water.

This experiment, therefore, supports the conclusion that if the

buds of the stem grow out very rapidly, their growth inhibits or

Figs. 12 and 13
1

delays the growth of roots and shoots in the notches of the leaf

attached to the stem.

Figs. 12 and 13 are a repetition of the same experiment. The

drawing was made 17 days after the beginning of the experiment.

The stem in fig. 1 2 formed rapidly two shoots (SS) from its apical

buds and this inhibited the growth of roots and shoots in the

submersed leaf; in fig. 13 the stem formed no shoots and the sub-

mersed leaf could form roots. The root formation in both stems
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was about equal. These experiments have been repeated so often

that they can be asserted to form reliable demonstration experi-

ments, during the winter months at least.

We have already stated that in a completely isolated leaf (as in

fig. i) the roots in the notches in the leaf do not begin to grow until

a few days after the bud in a stem (S in fig. 2) has begun to grow.

It would seem, therefore, that we might weaken the inhibiting

influence of a piece of stem, as shown in the experiment in fig. 2, if

t

Figs. 14 and 15

we inhibit or retard the shoot formation of the bud on the stem.

This can be done, as we have already stated, by not removing the

other leaf on the stem, as in fig. 3. It is not necessary, however, to

leave the whole leaf attached to the stem ; it suffices if we leave a

piece of the stalk of a leaf attached as in fig. 14. In this case a

leaf (with a piece of stem and a piece of the stalk / of the other leaf)

were suspended November 12 in moist air. The bud in the axilla

of the stalk / was by the presence of the latter prevented from

growing out, and after some time roots (R) were formed at the basal
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end of the stem. Still later, roots and shoots began to grow out

from the notches of the leaf (although this was not submersed in

water). Fig. 14 was drawn January 18, therefore 9 weeks after

the beginning of the experiment. About a week after the drawing

was made, the stalk I which had wilted fell off and now the bud in

the axilla of the stalk I was able to grow and the shoot S was formed

(fig. 14). The drawing (fig. 15) was made when the shoot was one

week old. The experiment shows also incidentally that the root

formation on the stem does not (under the conditions of this experi-

ment) inhibit the formation of roots and shoots on the leaf. We
shall return to this fact later.

In this experiment the leaf was merely suspended in moist air

and yet shoots developed from the leaf although it was attached to

a piece of stem. This is unusual, since in order to obtain such a

result with certainty it is necessary to submerse part of the leaf in

water.

V. Inhibiting influence of roots on the growth of the

notches of a leaf

A piece of stem when cut from a whole plant of Bryophyllum

is not only able to form shoots but it also forms roots, and it is now

our intention to consider the influence which the root formation of

stem Wakker
DeVries,3 and Goebel4 all have reached the conclusion that it is

main

which prevent the growth of adventitious roots or shoots on the

If we break or cut off a leaf of Bryophyllum calycinum fromleaf.

stem

forming roots, and this inability

Wakker and DeVries to be th

of the notches. " According to Wakker the organic separation of

the leaf from the rooted part of the plant acts as a stimulus upon

the leaf and induces the growth in the notches."5

* DeVries, Hugo, Jahrb. Wiss. Bot. 22:35. 1890.

« Goebel, K., Einfuhrung in die Morphologie der Pflanzen. Leipzig, 1908

(pp. 142-149).

s DeVries, Hugo, loc. cit. The writer was not able to obtain Wakker's mono

graph.
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DeVries describes a very striking experiment which supports

the idea of Wakker that the root of the main plant is the factor

which inhibits the growth of the notches in the normal plant.

The apices of six plants were cut off beneath the most vigorous adult leaf

and planted in soil. After strong roots had been formed (in the soil) their

stems were cut above the lowest pair of leaves, the apices removed, and this

lowest pair selected for the experiment. Both leaves were put flatly on moist

sand, the one after having been removed from the stem, while the other remained

connected with the roots. The axillary buds were destroyed. After three

weeks the isolated leaves had formed numerous young plants on their margin.

The leaves which had remained connected with the rooted piece of stem had

formed no plants in their notches (and did not form any afterward), although

they had otherwise been exposed to the same conditions as the isolated leaves.

xperiment

normal

growth of notches in the leaves. DeVries reports a second experi-

ment in favor of the view of Wakker. He cut the stem of a plant

in its internodes and thus isolated seven pairs of leaves.

From each pair one leaf was broken off; all axillary buds were destroyed.

The leaves were now put on moist sand. After a month the seven stems had

formed roots. The isolated leaves6 had formed in their notches rooted plant-

lets, varying from 10 to 26 in number. The leaves whose stems had formed

roots behaved differently. One leaf had formed no trace of growth in its

notches; it was the one whose stem had formed roots first. The rest of the

leaves had formed only a few plants whose number varied between 2 and 6.

They reached only a few mm. in length, while those of the isolated leaves

measured from o. 5 to 2 cm.

We see here that if a root is formed on a stem before the roots

in the notches of a leaf can grow out, the root (under proper con-

ditions) may inhibit the growth of the notches of a leaf.

While these facts leave no doubt that the root (under proper

conditions) can inhibit the growth of the notches in the leaves of

Bryophyllum, the experiments mentioned on the previous pages

of this paper show that this is not the only factor. A piece of stem,

even if it does not form any roots but only a shoot, will inhibit

or greatly delay the growth of the notches of a leaf connected

with it.

6 That is, those broken off from the stem.
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VI. Influence of root formation and of root pressure

DeVries assumes with Wakker that it is not the root forma-

tion in itself by which the stem or main plant inhibits the growth

in the notches of a leaf , but the root pressure. Goebel is inclined

to think that it is the root formation in itself, regardless of the root

pressure (or flow of water caused by it), which in-

hibits the growth in the notches of the leaf. The

writer has made a number of observations which

indicate that of the two views that of Wakker
#

and DeVries is better supported by the facts.

As an illustration, we may take figs. 14 and

15, in which a leaf with a piece of stem was

suspended in moist air. The basal end of the

stem formed a mass of roots, yet this did not

prevent the growth of roots and shoots from the

notches of the leaf. This contradicts Goebel's

assumption, but is in harmony with the view of

DeVries, since these roots in the air were not

able to give rise to "root pressure.

"

As a further support, we may give the draw-

ings (figs. 16 and 17). In these cases the leaves

were cut off with only a fragment of the stem

attached, which was a little larger in fig. 17

than in fig. 16. The axillary bud was not

removed. The leaves were suspended in moist

air. Although the remnants of the stems formed

roots, yet the leaves formed also roots and

moist The

formation

formation

prevent the latter. The experiment shows again
FlGS l6 AND , ?

mere

moist air does not prevent the formation of roots and shoots in a

leaf of Bryophyllum. It should be pointed out, however, that the

shoots grew out from the axillary bud of the leaf; it is the growth of

the opposite bud which has the inhibitory power on the leaf

mentioned in the third and fourth sections.
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While the root formation on the stem does not inhibit the shoot

formation on the leaf if the root is exposed to moist air, the result

is different if the roots are in water. If one leaf with a piece of

stem (fig. 1 8) is put into a Petri dish, the bottom of which contains

a thin layer of water, the stem will form enormous roots (Ri) at

its basal end from the callus, and R2 from the basal end of the

shoot (5) which grows out from the bud of the stem where the

leaf was removed. On the other hand, the leaf has formed only

a few small roots (JR3) at one notch. (As a rule the notches of the

leaf formed no roots in such an experiment.) In this case the roots

of the stem which were functioning, and probably established the

Figs. 18 and 19

time and in most

permanently the regeneration in the leaf.

immediately

from

the stem will form a shoot (S in fig. 19). may or may

formed on the stem, but thev will always be formed

siderably later than the shoot, at least in winter. month

form

stem remains in moist

and shoots. The con-
— _ —

9
—

trast between the behavior of the leaves in this case and the one

mentioned before is very striking. In the experiment represented

in fig. 19, the roots (R) at the base of the stem could not establish
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a flow of water in the stem and could not inhibit the growth of the

shoots in the notches of the leaf; and by the time the leaf was
put in water they were obviously not in a position to produce a flow

or a root pressure.

Roots formed on the stem have as a rule, therefore, an inhibiting

effect on the growth from a leaf if they can produce a root pressure,

that is, if they are in water. The formation of a shoot from the bud

of a stem can produce such an inhibiting effect upon the opposite

leaf if the shoot is in moist air and if no root is formed. This

influence of roots on the growth of the notches of a leaf was dis-

cussed only for the sake of completeness, since it does not strictly

belong to our problem, which deals only with the growth of shoots.

VII. The conditions inhibiting and accelerating the growth of

the axillary buds

Each node of Bryophyllum has one pair of leaves, and in the

axilla of each leaf is found a bud which in the normal life never

grows out, but which may grow out as a consequence of a mutilation

of the plant.

If we cut through two successive internodes of a stem and isolate

a single node, and if we remove the two leaves, the two buds on the

stem will grow out rapidly (if we provide the necessary water supply

or if the node was cut out from near the base of the stem).

If we remove only one instead of both leaves, only one bud will

as a rule begin to grow, namely the one whose leaf is removed.

This suggests the idea that the leaf, while favoring the growth of the

opposite bud, inhibits the growth of its own axillary bud. If we

remove neither of the two leaves, in many cases (especially in

winter) neither bud will grow out, a fact which harmonizes with

the assumption that each leaf suppresses the growth of its own

axillary bud.

The following experiment, however, restricts this last assump-

tion that each leaf will inhibit the growth of its axillary bud. If

we isolate a node with its two leaves (which we do not remove),

and if we split the piece of stem longitudinally, we obtain two

leaves, each attached to a half of a node containing the axillary bud

of the leaf (fig. 20). In this case the axillary bud will grow out,
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figs. 20 and 21 is of interest.

although often with some delay. Hence the leaf in this case does

not prevent the growth of its own axillary bud, and if we speak of

an inhibition in the previously mentioned cases, we have to add

the remark that this inhibition only exists if the other leaf or the

opposite bud are in connection with the first leaf. A comparison of

In both cases leaves with a piece of

stem attached were suspended in

moist air on February 20. They

were drawn on April 1. In fig. 20

the shoot (S) in the axilla of the

leaf left attached to a longitudi-

nally split piece of stem grew out.

In fig. 21, one leaf with a whole,

non-split piece of stem attached

gave rise to the growth of the

shoot (S) on the upper side of the

stem where the leaf was removed,

while the bud in the axilla of the

leaf was prevented from growing.

Fig. 22 is a case similar to fig. 14, one leaf with a

21

stalk In

this case the bud (S) in the axilla of the intact leaf

most commongrew out. This is not the

More often in winter neither of the two axillary buds

of the stem will grow out under such conditions.

The experiment in which the piece of stem is split

longitudinally (fig. 20), however, generally succeeds.

some

cance. remove
Figs. 20-22 bud, but preserve one leaf and the bud in its axilla,

the latter will grow out into a shoot after some

delay. Hence the removal of the opposite bud removes the in-

hibiting the growth

the bud in We
this

opposite bud and leaf we make an incision or cut out a piece from

the rind apically to the axillary bud whose leaf is not removed. In
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this case the bud in the axilla of a leaf which is not removed will

grow out rather rapidly.

We may anticipate that all these experiments indicate that the

growth of the bud depends upon the flow of certain substances

from the leaf to the bud. That bud which receives these substances

first will grow out first, and thereby prevent the flow to the other

bud whose growth is thereby "inhibited." The apparent inhibi-

tion of growth in one place is simply due to the fact that under the

conditions of the experiment the substances required for growth

flow to some other place and are retained there, and the removal

of the inhibition consists in creating conditions which will force

the substances to flow where we want growth to occur.

VIII. The rules and mechanism of inhibition in regeneration

We cut off the base and tip of the main stem of a plant of Bryo-

phyllum, remove all the leaves, and suspend the stem in a closed

aquarium saturated with water vapor. Only the two buds at the

highest apical node will grow out (fig. 23); it does not matter

whether the stem is hung upright or inverted. The buds at the

more basal nodes are all inhibited from growing by the growth of

the two apical buds; for if we isolate any of the lower nodes, their

enrow (fie:. 24), This is the well known example of anmay
inhibition of one part by another. Reinke

mi What

source of their dominance ? By way of an answer we intend to show

that the following relation exists: If an element a inhibits the growth

in an element b, b very often accelerates or makes possible the growth

in a. When we cut off a single node near the top of the main stem of

^phyll

rule

If, however, we leave it in connection with one or more of the lower

nodes of the stem, it will regenerate, and incidentally inhibit the

growth in the lower nodes (figs. 23, 24). The regeneration and

growth of the two shoots at the apical node will as a rule be the

nnr\p* arp left in contact with it. Hence the lowermore

part of the stem whose regeneration is inhibited by the apical node, at
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I

the same time accelerates the latter's regeneration or makes it

possible.

The second example is the following: When we cut off one leaf

with a piece of the main stem (as in fig. 2) and suspend it in water,

the bud opposite the intact leaf will grow out into a shoot (5 in fig. 2).

We have seen that the growth of this shoot has a share in the inhibi-

tion of the growth of the notches of the leaf in this experiment. It

can be shown that conversely the leaf accelerates or renders possible

the growth of the bud in the stem. As stated, the isolated node

near the top will not be able to form shoots if suspended in moist air.

If, however, one leaf or even

a fraction of one leaf is left in

connection with the stem, the

bud on the opposite side will

grow out (figs. 25-29). In

24 d

Figs. 23 and 24

23

the isolated nodes (figs. 28,

29) cut off near the apex no

buds could grow in moist air.

When, however, only a piece

of a leaf was left in connection with such a stem, as in fig. 25

or 26, the bud could grow out. Here we see again that

the presence of the leaf accelerates or renders possible the

growth of that shoot in a stem whose formation inhibits or

retards the growth of the notches of the leaf.

This gives us a clue to the nature of the dominance and

the power of inhibition. The inhibition seems to consist in

this, that the dominant part receives something from the inhibited

part which accelerates growth or renders it possible in the former.

When we put an isolated node from near the top (whose

leaves are removed and which cannot regenerate in moist air) m
a very thin layer of water, new shoots grow out (figs. 30-32). This

looks as if the " something" which the inhibited part supplies to

the dominant part were water. But the writer is suspicious that

the water may be only indirectly needed, namely to render the flow

of material in the conducting vessels possible. In animals we know

that the blood vessels must be filled to render a closed circulation

possible. It would seem as if in plants a flow of substance through
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conducting vessels should be possible only if a certain minimum
amount of water is contained in the conducting cells or vessels.

The buds of an isolated node nearer the base of the stem may
grow out if suspended in moist air, probably because such a piece

does not dry out so easily.

The following experiment rarely fails. If we suspend a piece of

stem consisting of several nodes and stripped of all leaves in moist

a*r (%• 33) > the two most apical buds (b) will grow out. Their

growth, which is usually slow, is greatly accelerated if we leave

one leaf (or more) on the stem (b in fig. 34). In two weeks the

growth of the apical buds (b) in fig. 33, which had no leaves, was

very slight, while it was strong in the stem (fig. 34) in which one

26

Figs. 25-29

leaf was left. Here we have the combined accelerating effect of

stem and leaf upon the growth of the apical bud.

is it that the apical bud grows out first ? Should this be

1 with the anatomy of the conducting vessels, possibly

iv that the maioritv of these vessels go directly from the

Why

the growing

stem inhi

the growth of adventitious roots of the opposite

follows that the removal of the bud or the inhibiti

should favor the growth of adventitious roots in the notches of the

leaf. indeed If we suppress the growth of the two

buds in an isolated node, we favor the growth of adventitious roots in

(% The same hap-

pens if we split the node longitudinally (figs. 35, 36)- The leaf
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(fig. 35) connected with a longitudinal half of a node was submersed

in water and formed adventitious roots in nine days. The leaf

(fig. 36) attached to a whole node formed no adventitious roots

under the same conditions.

IX. Isolation, inhibition, and the flow of material

through the plant

These rules give us some basis on which we may try to form a

preliminary idea on the nature of the mechanism of inhibition.

As we mentioned already, the rules are com-

prehensible if we assume a flow of certain

,
(possibly specific) substances (or formed cells)

from the places where the dormant buds are

ready to grow, or the prevention of such a

flow toward these dormant buds.

We will first show in a few simple

examples that this idea leads us easily

through the maze of facts in which the terms

isolation or inhibition have no more than a

m
31 When

moist air or put it into a Petri dish the bo

of which is covered with water, as a rule

only a few of the notches will grow out into

shoots. Wh\ not all grow out? From

Figs. 30-32

what was said in the previous section it was

natural to expect that the growth of the

shoots in some of the notches of a leaf inhibits

the growth in the rest of the notches of the

same

other this inhibiting effect would cease and they would all grow out.

This idea was put to a test in a way indicated in fig. 37. Five

notches on one side of a leaf were isolated from the leaf and from

each other. The rest of the leaf and the isolated notches were

put into a Petri dish whose bottom was covered with a layer of

water. All five isolated notches grew out into shoots, while only

three of the ten or twelve notches left on the leaf grew out. This
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experiment, which has often been repeated, succeeds easily if the

piece of leaf left around each notch is not too small. It is noticeable

that the rapidity of growth is greater in shoots which grow out

from a whole leaf than in those growing out from the isolated

notches. Here we see again an application of the rule that if an

organ a inhibits the growth in b, the presence of b accelerates the

growth in a. This is intelligible on the assumption that the leaf

furnishes a flow of liquid containing material for the growth of shoots;

and that the flow of

this material away from

the notches (wherever

this may be) leads to

the inhibition of the

growth in the notches.

When the piece of

leaf around an isolated

notch is too small, no

growth may occur or

only tiny roots or shoots

will grow out. This

observation again agrees

with the assumption

that a notch of a leaf

will grow into roots and

shoots if certain sub-

stances or formed con-

stituents of the leaf flow

toward a notch or are

prevented from flowing

away.

We can understand the experiment illustrated in fig. 37 on the

assumption that if in a leaf one or more notches begin to grow out

into roots and shoots, these shoots determine a flow in the rest of

the leaf in a similar way as if a piece of the stem had remained

Figs. 33 and 34

attached the

effect upon the growth of the other notches of the leaf. If, how-

ever, each notch is isolated and given enough water (for example, if
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it is put into a Petri dish which has a very thin layer of water), each

notch can grow out, since the inhibitants through the establish-

ment of currents in the leaf to growing shoots are lacking.

We have stated that if a leaf is suspended in moist air the

growth of the shoots is prevented if a piece of a stem is left attached

to the leaf. It seemed of interest to find out if this inhibiting effect

would show itself even in a leaf in which a number of lateral incisions

were made. This is indeed the case, as figs. 38 and 39 show. In

these experiments the incisions were such that the pieces of the leaf

had to be kept together by stitches of a thread. The leaves were

suspended in moist air. Yet complete inhibition of the growth of

Figs. 35 and 36

which

stem (fig. 38). from

inhibition

along a zigzag path in the leaf. One finds occasionally in such an

that in the extreme apical niece of the leaf the m-experiment

stem may
roots may occur in the notches.

That the flow of water and of the material it carries in a stem

may be deviated and altered by the growth of new shoots is rendered

obvious by such observations as are represented in figs. 40 and 41.

In this and similar cases thick pieces of the stem of Bryophyllum
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Fig. 3 7

were cut out from the plant, deprived of their leaves, and put on

moist soil. As is usual, shoots grew out very soon from the top

buds of the stem; very soon after-

ward the piece in front of the top

node began to shrink and wilt, not

directly to the top node, but to

within a few millimeters (fig. 40).

When by chance the new shoot

grows out not from the top node

but from the one next to it, the

whole piece in front of the top

node may wilt (fig. 41).

These observations were made

on stems kept in the laboratory rooms (not in the greenhouse).

When the root of the stem is left intact and in its natural position,

this wilting of the piece of

the stem in front of the

node from which the new

shoots grow out will not

occur. The ascending

flow of liquid or material

in the stem was deflected

in this experiment into the

most apical bud, and there

was not enough root pres-

sure to maintain a flow

through the pieces of the

old stem more apical than

the new shoot.

By way of parentheses

we may here briefly men-

tion that light exercises a

great influence on the

growth of the notches of

an isolated leaf. If such

leaves are suspended in moist air but free from light, as a rule

none of the notches will grow out. while they will grow out

Figs. 38 and 39
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promptly as soon as they are exposed to the light; provided they

had not been kept too long in the dark. If the leaves are kept

in the dark in a Petri dish whose bottom is covered with water, a

few notches mav grow out. but thev are not nearlv as numerous as

Figs. 40 and 41

those growing out in the light. Whethe
chemical

remains It should not be

phyll

become

X. Theoretical remarks

We may
paper and try to analyze them on the basis of the old idea that

omena

growth. We start from
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grow out only if there is no flow of liquids (carrying non-formed

or possibly formed material) away from the notches. This is not

the case in the normal plant when the circulation is normal, and

Wakker and DeVries have shown the role which the root pres-

sure plays in this case. But the root pressure is not the only factor

which influences this flow. The experiments in figs. 1-3 seem to

indicate that different factors aside from the root pressure can

determine the flow away from the notches of the leaf, provided our

assumption is correct that such a flow is the cause of the phe-

nomena of growth and regeneration observed.

If we go back to these first experiments in this paper and try to

formulate them in harmony with this idea, we should have to state

that in a completely isolated leaf the flow away from the notches

ceases. As a consequence, one or more of the notches may grow

out, and as soon as this happens the flow in the leaf is directed

toward the growing notches. They act as if they exercised a

"suction" on the flow of liquids in the leaf, and they may inhibit

the growth in other notches of the leaf.

If the leaf is in connection with a piece of stem, the latter exer-

cises this "suction," and the flow of liquids is away from the leaf

to the stem ; hence the inhibiting effect of the stem upon the growth

of the notches of the leaf. This " suction effect " is especially great

if the bud opposite this leaf can grow out, as in fig. 2. If both leaves

are left attached to the piece of stem (as in fig. 3), the flow from a

leaf will be deflected from the buds and may go into the opposite

leaf. This might explain why when both leaves remain attached to

a piece of stem the growth of the notches of the leaves is favored

again, though it is not so rapid as in a completely isolated leaf.

This idea of a deflection of the current away from the leaf

toward the opposite side of the stem is in harmony with the fact

that the bud opposite a leaf grows out very quickly if its own leaf

is removed (fig. 2) ; while the growth of the axillary bud of the leaf

which is not removed is inhibited in this case. If we split the stem

longitudinally, this deflection ceases and the leaf ceases to inhibit

the growth of its own axillary bud. This idea is supported by the

fact that if the leaf attached to a longitudinally split node is partly

suspended in water its notches will grow out rather rapidly.
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We have assumed that if we have a node with its two leaves

from the buds; this again is in

harmony with t

buds grows out.

normal, it is almost

impossible to induce the notches of a leaf which is connected with

the plant to grow. The writer has submersed such leaves in water,

but in months not a single notch ever formed a root or a shoot. If,

however, the flow of substances in a plant is abnormal, either

because the roots or the apical parts or both have suffered, a

may occur in moist air from

which This fact is men
RIES

their natural conditions in Bermuda.

from which we started, name

eaves of Bryophyllum will r

while in connection with the normal

material from the root and from

stem

growth. Through this flow material is carried away from the

notches of the leaves. The anatomy of the conducting vessels and

tissues, which is inherited, and the dynamical factors determining

the flow are the factors concealed in the term "correlation." We
understand why it is that if we isolate a part, buds may grow out

which without the isolation would not have grown, the reason being

that in the mutilated part material can flow to and be retained at

places where if the part had remained in the whole it could not have

been retained. This assumption agrees with the older ideas of

Dutrochet, Sachs, DeVries, and Goebel on regeneration in

plants. We understand on this basis why it is that the term iso-

lation of parts or the inhibiting effect of growing parts on others

may express some but not all the facts of regeneration. It is not

the isolation in itself, but the retention of material in places where

there would not have been such a retention under ordinary condi-

tions which apparently determines the growth of dormant buds in

an isolated piece; and so it may happen that while this term

expresses adequately some results, it fails in others.
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Sachs assumed that specific organ-forming substances were

needed for growth, and that the consumption of these substances

in the growing regions was the cause of the inhibition of growth in

the dormant buds of a plant. While the first half of the theory may
be correct, the second part is not tenable, since in each stem of a

Bryophyllum there is enough ''formative" material to allow each

bud in all the nodes to grow out, while as a matter of fact only the

most apical ones will do so. This is intelligible on the assumption

that these apical nodes retain the "formative" material in excess of

what they need for their own growth.

The ideas expressed in this paper agree in the main with the

results and conclusion of the author's older experiments on regenera-

tion in animals. The writer had found that if a piece be cut out

from a stem of a Tubularia a new polyp may form at each end of

the stem, but that the formation of the polyp at the oral end pre-

cedes that at the aboral end; and the difference in time may be

from one or two days to as many weeks, according to the species or

the temperature. He found also that the formation of the oral

polyp is the cause of the delay in the formation of the aboral

polyp, and that if he prevented the formation of the oral polyp

this delay in the formation of the aboral polyp was no longer

observed.7 This is the same rule which we have found for the

relation between the growth of the bud of the stem and the

formation of adventitious roots and shoots in the opposite leaf of

Bryophyllum. The growth of this bud causes a delay in the

growth of adventitious roots and shoots in the opposite leaf, and

this delay is suppressed or diminished if the bud is prevented

from growing.

The writer suggested that a flow of substances was the cause of

enomena He
carried

in the circulation are always collected at the spot where regenera-

tion of the natural growth of the hydroid is to start.

These remarks may suffice to indicate that the rules of inhibition

observed in Bryophyllum may have a wider application.

1 Loeb, J., Untersuchungen zur physiologischen Morphologie <kr Tiere. I and II.

Wurzburg. 1890 and 189 1; Pfluger's Archiv 102:152- I9°4-
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XI. Summary of results

The phenomena of inhibition of regeneration have been studied

in Bryophyllum calycinum and it was found that they are governed

by the following simple rule

:

If an organ a inhibits the regeneration or growth in an organ b,

the organ b often accelerates and favors the regeneration in a.

This rule is best understood on the assumption that the inhibit-

ing organ receives something from the inhibited organ necessary

for regeneration.
1

It is pointed out that this harmonizes with the older assump-

tion of botanists and of the writer that the flow of material and the

block to such a flow after mutilation is responsible for the phe-

nomena of inhibition in regeneration, as well as for the phenomena

of correlation.

Rockefeller Institute for Medical Research

New York City
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(with 196 figures)

Introductory and historical

The megasporophyll in Coniferales has been the subject of

much investigation and discussion, as on the interpretation of this

structure depends to a great extent the views held in regard to

the relation of living conifers to fossil forms, and the interrela-

tion of living genera. If the scale in Pinus, the ligule in Araucaria,

and the epimatium in Podocarpus represent a dorsal outgrowth

of the bract, there is added a strong argument in support of the

contention that the conifers have sprung from lycopod stock.

If the megasporophyll represents a metamorphosed fertile shoot

and its subtending bract, there exists a suggestive likeness to the

Cordaitales, in which the presence of bracts on the shoot makes

its identification as a shoot less difficult. Again, if the scale in the

Abietineae represents an axillary shoot and the ligule in Araucaria

represents a dorsal outgrowth, two other possibilities may be sug-

gested: either the Coniferales have a double origin, or the Cor-

daitales included not only forms with compound strobili in which

the scale is a metamorphosed structure, but also forms with sir

strobili in which the scale is a ligular outgrowth of the bract.

views

;. All

Cor-

relative with the views taken as to the origin of the group as a

whole are the views as to the interrelation of genera; forms which

may be considered as progenitors according to one theory may be

the descendants according to another, or there may exist no

relation.

The investigators before 1868 were concerned chiefly with

gross observations of development and abnormalities. Rather

277] [Botanical Gazette, vol. 60
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complete summaries of these investigations are given by Radais

(2) and Worsdell (11).

Van Tieghem (9) in 1869 was the first to attack the problem

from the standpoint of vascular anatomy. He studied forms from

all the six large groups. He concluded that the megasporophyll

in all Coniferales is a compound structure. The seminiferous

scale represents the first and only leaf of an axillary shoot, as the

vascular supply to the scale is arranged in an arc. The ovules

are borne on the dorsal side of the leaf except in Araucaria, where

the ovule is reflexed toward the ventral side and hence appears

to be located between the bract and scale. In the Podocarpineae

and Taxineae the leaf is reduced to such an extent that it is repre-

sented practically only by the ovule. In Podocarpus the leaf is

folded on its dorsal surface to form an anatropous ovule, while in

Pherosphaera, species of Dacrydium, Phyllocladus
y
and the Taxineae,

the leaf remains erect and the ovule is orthotropous. The inver-

sion of the ovule in certain forms is probably related to the greater

elongation of the sporophyll beneath the ovular insertion in those

forms.

Strasburger (6, 7) in 1872 and 1879 gave comprehensive

descriptions of forms from all the groups. He held that in all cases

the ovule-bearing organ is an axillary structure. In Taxus and

Torreya the ovule is borne at the end of a secondary leafy shoot; in

Cephalotaxus the secondary shoots are reduced to ovules. In the

podocarps the secondary shoot is leafless and often reduced to an

ovule as in Phyllodadus, or provided with a stalk as in Dacrydium

and Podocarpus. In the Araucarineae it appears as if a stalk

bearing an inverted ovule were fused to the dorsal side of the bract.

In Cunninghamia, which he classified with the Araucarineae, there

is a fusion of an inflorescence to the bract. In the Abietineae

the scale is a flattened axillary structure which is folded inward

and hence bears the ovules inverted. The two ovules suggest

that the axillary shoot is an inflorescence, a primary and two

secondary shoots similar to the two-flowered inflorescence in

Cephalotaxus. In the Cupressineae and Taxodineae the scale and

bract are fully welded together. Where many ovules occur, as

in Cupressus, he left it undecided whether the ovules represent
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a reduced branch system, or the large number of ovules is a new
feature.

Radais (2) in 1894 made a rather intensive study of a number

of cones of the Abietineae and Taxodineae. He notes that the

bundles to bract and scale are distinct in origin in the Abietineae,

Sciadopitys, and some of the Taxodineae, as Cryptomeria, Taxodium,

and Sequoia, and how this distinctness is on its way to obliteration

in species of A rthrotaxis and more so in Cunninghamia , and is lost

in Araucaria Rulei.

Worsdell (10, n) in 1899 made a comparative study of types

from the different tribes. He believes that in the megasporophyll

in all conifers there is an axillary structure concerned. Speaking

of Araucaria he says:

Holding to the theory of the axillary bud as the explanation of the structure

of the appendage of the cone in Araucaria, I believe, with Celakovsky, that

the ligule represents the seminiferous scale which is itself the vegetatively

developed outer integument of a sporangium situated in the anterior position

on an axillary bud. This outer integument has become almost completely

fused with the subtending bract in Araucaria, completely so in Agathis.

Concerning the Taxeae and Podocarpeae he says:

The Taxeae differ from the other groups in the fact that the sporangia

occur in a position terminal instead of lateral to the axis on which they are

borne. The anatomy points clearly to the fact that no axial foliar appendage

of any kind exists upon which the sporangia are inserted, the cylinder of the

axis being directly continuous into the base of the sporangium. This latter

difference, however, amounts to very little if we regard, with Celakovsky,

the seminiferous scale of the other groups as being the morphological equivalent

of the outer integument of the Taxeae, which has become, with the exception

of Podocarpeae, vegetatively developed. In the Podocarpeae the relationship

is precisely the same as in the Taxeae, with the exception of the axillary instead

of terminal position of the sporangium. In this order the bundle system belong-

ing to the sporangium (which is in all the other groups the sole representative

of the sporophyll according to the view I here adopt) becomes obvious, owing

to the fact that the latter gets by the basal intercalary growth on to the upper

part of the bract. In the four other groups the bundle system pertaining to

form

expand

Seward and Ford (3) in 1906, in a somewhat extensive article

on living and fossil Araucarineae, offer no interpretation of the
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megasporophyll in the Abietineae, but in the Araucarineae they

consider it as a simple structure which may or may not be homol-

ogous with the double structure in other conifers. They regard
*

the Araucarineae as one of the oldest if not the oldest of the coni-

fers. They favor the lycopod origin of the Araucarineae and set

them apart under the name of Araucariales.

Thomson (8) in 1909, in a paper on Saxegothaea and Microca-

chrys, admits that the brachyblast theory is inevitable in the

Abietineae, Taxodineae, and Cupressineae. Accepting Braun's

conception that the scale in the Abietineae represents the first

and only two leaves of an abortive shoot, which have fused by

their adaxial margins, he says:

The first inversion is explained and the ovules in the group are borne on

the morphological under side. The second inversion is analogous to the single

one in Saxegothaea and of the nature of a sporangial supply. There are then

two great groups of conifers from the standpoint of this study, the simple

and the complex scaled series. Both forms have the ovules on the physiologi-

cally upper surface, a position rendered almost imperative by the necessities

of the seed habit. This position however has been attained in two very differ-

ent ways.

Stiles (5) in 191 2 investigated several species of Podocarpus.

He concludes that the original position of the ovule was erect and

axillary as in Pherosphaera, but that owing to growth of the scale

at the base of the sporophyll it has been carried away from the

axis. As a result it has become inverted, and correlated with the

inversion is probably the development of an incomplete epimatium.

Whether this epimatium is an outgrowth of ovular or sporophyll tissue

it is at present impossible to say. The evidence of development in Saxegothaea

and Microcachrys suggests the former, while a somewhat older state in Dacry-

dium cupressinum suggests the latter.

In the latter form the ovule is borne on the epimatium, while

in Podocarpus the epimatium has elongated into a stalk. The

development of a strong and independent vascular supply in the

epimatium he thinks is the result of a required need of a larger

ovule. The epimatium in the podocarps and the scale in the Abie-

tineae are homologous, but both are new structures. Both these

complicated structures have been derived from a simnle sDorophyll.
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The Abietineae and Podocarpineae have come from a common
primitive stock. The Abietineae are more advanced in the develop-

ment of the scale, but more primitive in holding on to a perfect

cone. " The evidence at present is much in favor of the lycopodean

ancestry of the conifers." He has little faith in the brachyblast

theory, as it depends for its support mostly on abnormalities and

the vascular anatomy of the cone scales. "But abnormalities,

especially when they are supposed to be more or less of the nature

of reversions, afford by themselves unsatisfactory evidence of phy-

togeny." Vascular anatomy disproves the double nature of the

megasporophyll of the araucarians and podocarps, except in some

species in the latter, and there the compound structure is of recent

origin.

Sinnott (4) in 1913 gave a very clear account of the strobilar

anatomy in a number of podocarps. He is of the opinion that the

podocarps and araucarians, along somewhat parallel lines of

development, have been evolved from ancient abietinean stock.

The scale in the Abietineae, the ligule in the araucarians, and the

epimatium in the podocarps are all homologous and vestiges of an

axillary shoot, and a simple sporophyll has arisen either by the

fusion of both of its parts or by the abortion of one. Of the podo-

carps he considers those most primitive in which the epimatium is

well developed and has a strong vascular supply, as Podocarpus;

and those most advanced in which there is a reduced epimatium,

as Dacrydium. In Podocarpus dacrydiodes there is a definite step

in the direction of Saxegothaea, Microcachrys, and Pherosphaera.

The resemblance in reproductive structures between certain mem-

bers of the Podocarpineae and Cephalotaxus, the most primitive

genus of the Taxineae, suggests that the latter family has arisen

from some ancient member of the Podocarpineae.

Eames (i) in 1913, in a paper on Agathis, considered also the

megasporophyll situation in other conifer groups and concludes

that the megasporophyll is compound in origin in all Coniferales.

"Even within themselves the Araucarineae show a complete series

from a form with strobilar units of a distinctly double nature to

one most simple through reduction." Eames has traced a similar

reduction in the Taxodineae.
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Investigation

Abietineae

The ovulate strobilus in all the Abietineae is composed of a

comparatively large number of sporophylls. The sporophyll

here is obviously composed of two organs. In some forms, as Kete-

leeria and Pseudotsuga, each of the three-pronged bracts is reflexed

over the scales below, giving the strobilus a bristly appearance;

while in others, as Cedrus Libani, the bract is a minute flap, and

its bundle dies before it reaches the free portion. Between these

two extremes are many intermediate forms. That the bract is a

modified leaf seems evident at least in some genera. In Pseudo-

tsuga and Larix there is a gradual transition from ordinary foliage
*

leaves to bracts of a well developed sporophyll; and in abnormal

cones of Picea, Larix, etc., the bracts are like the vegetative leaves.

The scale is well developed in all the Abietineae.

The vascular anatomy of the megasporophyll is less variable

in the different genera of the Abietineae than is the case in any of

the other five groups.

In the lower one-third or more of the strobilus of Pinus maritima

and P. Banksiana there is a general sterilization, beginning with

failure of the ovules to produce seed, followed lower down by the

abortion of the ovules, and finally at the base of the strobilus the

reduction in size and final disappearance of bract or scale or both.

In P. Banksiana the bract disappears before the scale, but both

are finally lost, and between the lowest ovuliferous scales and the

bud scales is a region where the strobilus stalk is smooth except

for slight elevations (fig. 2). Each of these elevations is supplied

with a small vascular strand and suggests a vestige of a megasporo-

phyll. In P. maritima only the scale suffers reduction and loss,

and the bract, reduced throughout the strobilus, increases in size

toward the base (fig. 1).

Correlative with the sterilization and reduction of the append-

ages in the lower portion of the strobilus are variations in mode of

origin of their vascular supplies (figs. 3-29). In the upper half

of the strobilus the bract supply originates as a single bundle at

the base of the cylinder gap. The scale originates as three or four

bundles instead of two as in other Abietineae, one at each side of the



Fig. i.—Pinus marilima: longitudinal section of ovulate strobilus; vascular

supplies to bract and scale of each sporophyll, separated in cortex of strobilus by mass

of parenchyma in upper portion, approach one another near middle and merge in

lower portion of strobilus; in lower portion of strobilus scale decreases in size, while

bract becomes comparatively larger.
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gap some distance above the bract bundle, and above these again

one at each side of gap, or one at one side only. The two uppermost

Fig. 2.

—

Pinits Banksiana: longitudinal section of ovulate strobilus; bract and

scale supplies, as in P. maritima, separated in upper region of strobilus but become

merged in lower; unlike P. maritima, bract becomes very small in lowest sporophylls;

beneath lowest sporophylls are humps, each supplied with a bundle.
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bundles soon unite into one, so that four bundles in all with xyleni

facing result; the lower passes undivided to the end of the bract,

the three remaining spread out and give rise in the scale to a row

of inverted bundles, seven or more in P. maritima. twelve or more

in P. Banksiana. No branches are seen to bend toward either of

the two inverted ovules. Below the middle of the strobilus the

uppermost one or two bundles, as the case may be, originate near

the lower scale bundles or become united with the latter so that the

scale supply starts as two bundles. One of the two bundles soon

divides, so that four bundles including that of the bract result:

the subsequent course in the appendages is as described before.

In the lower sporophyll, the scale supply originates as one or two

bundles very near the bract bundle. In the lowest sporophylls

the bract and scale supply originates as a single bundle at the base

of the gap. In either case there is a subsequent separation into

four bundles which supply their respective appendages as before

described. In this region of the strobilus the four bundles remain

closer together in their course through the cortex than is the case

in the upper. In P. Banksiana the phloem is continuous around

the four xylem strands, which except for a few parenchyma cells

would form a solid xylem strand. Near the base of the strobilus,

in this species, where the sporophyll supply begins as a single

bundle, the xylem creeps around its protoxylem as a pivot and the

phloem about the xylem, so that a concentric bundle results.

On nearing the appendage the bundle drops into four. In this

species the gaps are small, owing to a shortening of the strobilus axis.

In both species the sporophyll supply takes a diagonal downward

course through the cortex in the lower part of the strobilus, in

contrast to the diagonal upward course taken near the tip. This

is also likely due to a shortening of the strobilus axis and a conse-

quent crowding of the appendages.

For the sake of comparison, the anatomy of a young vegeta-

tive shoot was investigated. In P. maritima and P. Banksiana

(figs. 30-35), whether the bud is to give rise to a spur shoot or a

long branch, a single bundle springs from the base of the cylinder

gap and supplies the bract, while two other bundles, one at each side

of the gap. supply the bud. The bud bundles increase in size and
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divide, giving rise to a semicircle of bundles with xylem on the

concave side, facing the xylem of the bract bundle. The semicircle

Figs. 3
- 2 i.—Pinus maritima: figs. 3-9, course of bundles to bract and scale in

upper half of strobilus; fig. 3, origin of bract bundle (b) and scale bundles (4 remaining)

erse

bundles; figs

undiv

2 and figs. 13-15, from lower half of strobilus, scale bundles decreas-

ing in number and originating nearer to bract bundle as base of cone is approached:

figs. 16-20, from lowest sporophylls, bract and scale bundles (bs) one in origin; fig.

21, transverse section of one of lowest sporophylls; X 16.

Figs. 22-29.

—

Pinus Banksiana: figs. 22-24, from middle of cone, bundles closing

up to form concentric cylinder; figs. 25-29, from lower portion of cone, phloem creeps

about xylem so that concentric bundle is formed; X34.
In all cases four bundles result (figs. 5, 12, 15, 20, 24, 29), the lower supplying

the bract, the remaining three the scale.
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gradually approaches a circle, and in a slightly older bud closes

to form the cylinder of the shoot. The bud is united with the bract

at its base, and the general appearance of a young bud and its

subtending bract is suggestive of a young abietinean sporophyll.

In Keteleeria Fortunei (figs. 36-57), one bundle originates near

the base of the gap in the strobilus cylinder and supplies the bract.

It remains undivided throughout its course. Two bundles, one

34 ««
.,..<5

31

Figs. 30-35.—-Pinus Banksiana, vegetative bud: fig. 30, radial longitudinal

section of lower portion of young vegetative branch; a vegetative bud in axil of each

bract except at base of branch; fig. 3 1, origin of bract (ft) and bud bundles; figs. 32-35,

transverse sections, young bundles of bud beginning to form cylinder of branch; X 16.

from The two bundles

soon unite, forming one inverted bundle, that is, its xylem faces

the xylem of the bract. The inverted bundle then breaks, forming

semicircle

ovulascale a row of sixteen or more bundles. Near the

a small concentric branch is given off to each of the two inverted

ovules.
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In the lower sporophylls the bract and scale bundles originate

proximity In the lowest sporophylls

the vascular supplies to both organs originate as one bundle, and

Figs. 36~57-—Keteleeria Fortunei: fig. 36, longitudinal section of sporophyll,

X16; figs. 37-42, transverse sections of sporophyll from upper half of strobilus;

figs. 36-39, two scale bundles divide actively, a single strand is given off to each ovule

(fig. 41, 0), X7; %s. 43"48, from one of lower sporophylls, bract and scale bundles,

close together in origin (fig. 47), gradually separate, X34; figs. 49~55 > from one oi

united

din

small

ovul

the two systems separate later for their respective organs. In

some of the lowest sporophylls the scale supply begins blindly in

the scale.
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Between the ovules of the lower sporophylls is found an out-

growth which suggests an ovule with a poorly developed nucellus.

At each side of and behind this median outgrowth are others which

are more bractlike. In some of these xylem cells are present.

Whether these abnormal excrescences mean reversions to ancestralvvneuier inese aDnormai excrescences

features may be difficult to determine,

no such outgrowths.

The

CUPRESSINEAE

The general features of the ovulate strobilus in the Cupressineae

are the great reduction in the number of the sporophylls, the cyclic

arrangement of the sporophylls, complete coalescence of bract

and scale, and erect ovules variable in number.

The strobilus of Cupressus Benthamii (figs. 58-70) is composed

of four decussate pairs of sporophylls. Many erect ovules are

packed at the base of each sporophyll. At the megaspore mother

evidence

ovules

strobilus cylinder. In somewhat later stages the free part of the

almost

Contact and between

neighboring sporophylls in such a way that the ovules become

entirely inclosed.

The vascular anatomy is slightly variable in the individual

sporophylls of a strobilus. As in other cyclic forms, the cylinder

gap fails to close after the departure of the appendage vascular

supply, and hence is continuous with the one above and below.

The bract supply may arise as a single strand at one side of the

continuous gap, or as two, one from each side of the gap, in which

latter case the two unite into one. The scale supply originates as

two bundles, one from each side some distance above the bract

supply. In other cases two bundles, one from each side of the gap.

compose both bract and scale supply. A strand may be given off

from one of the bundles to form the bract bundle, or a strand may

be given off from each bundle and the two strands unite to form the

bract bundle. Whatever may be the origin, the bract bundle

remains undivided to the tip of the bract. The scale bundles divide
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actively; the majority come to lie near the dorsal side of the

sporophyll and have inverted orientation of xylem and phloem,

but several twist around to each side of the bract bundle and have

Figs. 58-70.

—

Cupressus Benthamii: fig. 58, longitudinal section of young stro-

bilus, scale (S) evident only by slight elevations on upper side of sporophyll, and begin-

ning of scale bundles; fig. 59, longitudinal section of older strobilus, scale (S) evident

but incorporated with tissues of bract (B), X7; figs. 60-67, three methods of origin of

sporophyll bundles; figs. 60, 61, bract (6) and scale bundles (s) distinct in cylinder

gap; figs. 62-64, bract bundle derived from one of scale bundles (bs); figs. 65-67,

bract bundle derived from both scale bundles (bs) ; figs. 68-70, transverse sections of

sporophyll, scale bundles divide vigorously, some scale bundles persist in bract portion

(fig. 70, B), X16; o, ovule.
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the same orientation of parts as the latter bundle. A fact to be

noted in the further course of the bundles is that some of the lower

scale bundles extend into the bract, though not as far as the bract

bundle.

strobilus of Thuja occidentalis (figs. 71-89) con-The ovulate strobilus of Thuja occidentalis (figs.
\

sists of about five decussate pairs of sporophylls. The two lower

pairs are sterile, the third may have only one ovule to each sporo-

phyll, the fourth two ovules to the sporophyll, and the fifth is

sterile. The tissues of the bract and scale are so closely welded that

it is impossible to distinguish one from the other except at the very

tip. In the upper fertile pair of sporophylls the vascular supplies

to bract and scale are distinct in origin. The supply of the first

arises as one bundle at one side of the continuous gap; that of the

latter as two bundles, one at each side and at a higher level. The

bract bundle does not divide; the scale bundles give rise to numer-

ous bundles, a few of which become inverted and lie near the dorsal

side of the sporophyll ; the majority, together with the bract bundle,

form an irregular lower row of inverted bundles. In the two sterile

pairs at the base, the bract and scale supply have their beginning as

one bundle at one side of the long gap. This bundle soon drops

into three, the median one supplying the bract, the two lateral the

scale. The further course is as described before for the upper

fertile sporophyll. In the lower fertile sporophyll is found a com-

bination of the two methods of bundle origin mentioned. One

of the scale bundles rises separately, but the other is combined with

the bract bundle and rises at a lower level; it later separates

from the bract bundle. The sterile tip pair of sporophylls receives

the last two bundles of the strobilus axis. One bundle goes to

each sporophyll, and drops into three bundles which divide further.

The strobilus of Chamaecyparis Lawsoniana (figs. 90-104)

consists of about four pairs of sporophylls. In the cone repre-

sented in cross-section (figs. 100, 101), one of the lowest sporophylls

has one lateral ovule, each of the sporophylls of the second pair

two lateral ovules, and each of the third pair one median ovule;

the fourth pair is sterile. In the early free-nuclear stage the

scale is apparent only as a slight elevation on the dorsal side of the

bract, which at this stage is almost straight. At a little later stage
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FlGS. 71-89.—77//(/a occidentalis: figs. 71-81, transverse section of strobilus axis,

showing origin of sterile bract bundles {sib, sib 1
) below cone, bract bundles {b-b*) of

sporophylls, and scale bundles (s-s4) ; fig. 82, transverse section of same strobilus, many

of scale bundles become oriented like bract bundle, two pairs of sporophylls fertile,

one pair bearing one ovule per sporophyll, the other two ovules; figs. 83, 84, transverse

sections near tip of sporophyll, bract (B) and scale (5) beginning to separate; fig. 85,

longitudinal section of sporophyll, bract (B) and scale (5) closely united; figs. 86-

89, sections parallel to cone axis; fig. 86, bract (b) and scale (s) bundles distinct in

origin in upper part of strobilus, united in lower {bs) ; figs. 87-89, bract bundle separat-

ing from scale bundles; X 16.
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Figs. 90-104.—Chamoecyporis Lawsoniana: figs. 90-99, transverse sections of

strobilus axis, showing origin of bract (fr-*») and scale («*) bundles; figs. 100, 101,

transverse sections of same strobilus, scale bundles remain close to dorsal side; one

of sporophylls of lowest pair bears one lateral ovule, each of second pair two lateral

ovules, each of third one median ovule, fourth pair sterile; fig. 102, longitudinal

section of strobilus, bract (B) and scale (5) separate only at recurved tip of sporophyll;

fig. 103, longitudinal section of younger strobilus, scale (5) evident as slight elevation

on dorsal side; fig. 104, origin of bract (b) and scale bundles (s) in cylinder gap; X 16.
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the growth on the dorsal side of the sporophyll is very marked,

resulting in the deflexing of the coalesced bract and scale. The

bract is free only at the tip of the deflexed portion. The vascular

systems to the bract and scale are distinct from the strobilus cylin-

der. The bract bundle remains single to the tip of the bract. The

two scale bundles end in a dorsal rowr of numerous inverted bundles.

The flank bundle may turn partly and lie nearer the ventral side

of the appendage.

The strobilus of Juniperus communis (figs. 105-113) consists of

a whorl of three sporophylls united at the base and surrounding

three ovules. In the older stage the sporophylls coalesce also at

the tip, forming a fleshy berry-like body. The coalescence of

bract and scale is complete.

After the traces to the three bracts beneath the sporophylls

have left the cylinder, each of the three remaining bundles divides

into three; the median or bract bundle proceeds undivided into

the bract; the two lateral or scale bundles divide, giving off some

bundles to the dorsal side of sporophyll and some to ventral in

such way that, including bract bundle, an oval ring of bundles

with xylem facing is formed.

Taxodineae

The general features of the ovulate strobilus in the Taxodineae

are spiral arrangement of sporophylls, reduction in number of

sporophylls in some forms, considerable coalescence of bract and

scale, and varying number and orientation of ovules.

In Cryptomeria japonica (figs. 1 14-128) the axis of the young

strobilus is very short and the sporophylls are crowded at the

broadened summit. The ovules at this stage appear to be inserted

on the strobilus axis. The scale begins its development as four to

six lobes between the ovules and the dorsal side of the bract. In

an older stage the axis has elongated, forming a globose cone. The

erect ovules, usually three in number, are definitely inserted on

the sporophyll. The lobed scale is united for two-thirds of its

length to the bract. In the upper portion of the cone three bundles

leave the axis for the sporophyll; one at the base of the gap to

supply the bract, and one from each side of gap to supply the scale.
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The two scale bundles divide, resulting in the sporophyll in a ring
*

of bundles with xylem facing inward. Included in the lower

portion of the ring is the bract bundle. One and sometimes two

bundles enter each lobe of the scale. A number of the scale bundles

stb

Stb

0*
b

105

P
106

b

$'

U7

Figs. 105-113.—Juniperus communis: figs. 105-1 10, course of bundles from base

of strobilus to middle of three sporophylls; sporophylls closely coalesced at base;

some of scale bundles come to lie in same plane as bract bundle (b); figs, in, 112,

transverse sections of tip of sporophyll, bract apparent as small ridge (B); fig. 113,

longitudinal section of strobilus; 0, ovule; stb, sterile bracts below strobilus; X16.

pass into the free portion of the bract at each side of the bract

bundle and have the same orientation of parts as the bract bundle.
* * . • 1

The gular

tracheids. The scale bundle may arise in closer proximity to the
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1

bract bundle; in the lower sporophylls scale and bract supplies

spring from the base of the gap as one large bundle which breaks

into three; these latter supply the sporophyll parts as described

before.

Figs. 1 14-128.

—

Cryptomeriajaponica: fig. 114, longitudinal section of sporophyll;

tig. 115, origin of bract (b) and scale bundles in upper part of strobilus distinct, in

lower part united (bs); figs. 116-125, transverse sections, further course of bundles in

sporophyll; bract bundle (b) remains undivided, some of scale bundles come to he

in same plane as bract bundle (figs. 121,122); lobes of scale separate from one another

and from bract, each lobe receiving usually one bundle; remaining scale bundles enter

free portion of bract (figs. 123, 124); bundles end in large irregular tracheids; ovules

not represented; X 7; fig. 126, longitudinal section of young strobilus, scale (5) appears

as small lobes between bract (B) and ovules (0), X16; fig. 127, transverse section of

young sporophyll, showing bract (B), four lobes of scale (5), and ovules (0); fig- 128,

transverse section of one of uppermost sterile sporophylls, showing outgrowths similar

to lobes of scale in fig. 127, X34-
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The strobilus of Taxodium distichum possesses the same general

characters as described for Cryptomeria japonica.

The strobilus of Cunninghamia Davidiana (figs. 1 29-141) is

composed of a relatively large number of sporophylls. The scale

is united to the bract, with the exception of a small edge distal

to the insertion of the three inverted and slightly winged ovules.

The vascular supply to the sporophyll departs from the cylinder

gap as one large bundle; this bundle soon divides more or less

definitely into three; a further division takes place until a row of

fifteen or more normally oriented bundles results in the expanded

part of the sporophyll. In the earlier course of the branching of

the bundles weak strands separate from the lateral bundles and

swing around 180 so as to lie on the dorsal side of sporophyll;

some of these strands fork, so that an upper row of five or six

inverted bundles results; some of these bundles may begin blindly;

near the insertion of the ovules one or two strands bend toward

the chalaza and end there or a short distance behind the chalaza.

Owing to the fact that the bundles in the lower row adhere more or

less in the earlier course of division, it is difficult to determine

whether the median of the three first bundles passes undivided

into the narrow portion of the bract. It is accompanied, however,

by branches from the lateral bundles for some distance into the free

portion of the bract. At the tip and base of the strobilus are

sterile sporophylls. These have a vascular anatomy similar to

that of the fertile sporophylls, with the exception of the absence

of the upper inverted bundles in the former. Neither scale nor

ovules are present, but in place of these appear slight excrescences

with different staining reactions.

Araucarineae

The ovulate strobilus in the Araucarineae is composed of

numerous spirally arranged and closely compacted sporophylls.

Each sporophyll bears one inverted ovule, which is imbedded in

the sporophyll tissues in Araucaria, and naked and winged on one

side in Agathis. Another feature of the Araucarineae of significance

in this connection is the branching of the sporophyll bundle in the
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Figs. 129-141.

—

Cunninghamia Dandiana: fig. 129, vascular supplies to bract

and scale leave cylinder gap as one bundle (bs); figs. 130, 131, and 132-134, splitting

up of single bundle; figs. 135-138, transverse sections of sporophyll small strands split

off from lower series or begin blindly (fig. 134, dots) and come to lie on dorsal side of

sporophyll; the majority of these small bundles finally bend toward chalaza of ovules

and end there; the majority of lower bundles enter free portion of bract (fig. i38 > #)
beyond insertion of scale (S); fig. 139, longitudinal section of sporophyll, scale (5)

appears as flap beyond insertion of ovules (0); fig. 140, transverse section of sterile

sporophyll near tip of strobilus, dark stained elevations (*) taking place of scale and

ovules; fig. 141, longitudinal section of sterile sporophyll at base of cone, similar

outgrowths (x) as in fig. 140; X7.
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vegetative leaf. This is a characteristic which so far as investi-

gated occurs outside the Araucarineae only in Podocarpus Nageia.

The sporophyll of Araucaria is characterized by the so-called

ligule, which there is good reason to believe is homologous with

the scale described in the foregoing groups. In the young strobilus

of Araucaria Rulei and Araucaria Balansi the comparatively small

ligule is attached to the bract at its base only, the greater portion

being free. In the older strobilus it is free only at the tip. Distal

to the line of coalescence of bract and scale the bract remains thick

and wide, then becomes narrow and stiff, resembling the bracts

at the base of the strobilus.

The vascular supply to the sporophyll of A. Balansi (figs.

142-154) arises as a single bundle near the base of the gap in the

strobilus cylinder. In the middle of the cortex the single bundle

divides into two unequal parts, the smaller of which twists through

an angle of 180 so as to lie above the parent bundle with its xylem

facing the xylem of the latter. The upper bundle may or may not

divide at this stage; the lower bundle divides into two or three; in

case of two, one bundle soon divides and a median lower bundle

is formed. The lateral bundles divide actively; some of the result-

ing bundles become inverted and lie on a level with the upper

bundle, others normally oriented come to lie on a level with the

median bundle. Where

with normal ovules

bundles of the upper series begin to converge in groups, and finally

end in masses of irregular tracheids. A bundle is sometimes found

to continue almost to the free portion of the ligule. Where the

bract becomes narrow, the lower bundles also end, with the excep-

tion of about three median ones which extend into the slender

portion. In the lowest sporophylls, where the ovule and scale are

poorly developed or absent, the upper bundles are weak and few

in number, or wanting.

In the other forms investigated, A. Rulei (figs. 1 55-161) and

A. excelsa, the general features are as in the above-described species.

The strobilus of Agathis australis (figs. 162-170) is composed of

numerous sporophylls which are very closely packed, probably

owing to the shortening of the strobilus axis. A ligule, as found in
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Figs. 142-154. fig

from single strand near base of cylinder gap; figs. 143-146, course of bundles in cortex;

figs. 147-152, transverse sections of sporophyll, lines drawn between bundles indicate

last division; upper bundles run together in groups and end in large irregular tracheids

(fig. 151); one persists almost to free portion of scale (fig. 152); fig. 153, longitudinal

or ligule; B, bract, 0, ovule); fig. 154, transversescale

section of sterile sporophyll at base of strobilus, upper bundles few; X8 .
5.
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Araucaria, is absent, but the general appearance of a slight eleva-

tion behind the ovule suggests the possibility of a fused body.

The vascular supply begins as a single stout trace a little to one

side at the base of the short wide cylinder gap. The trace increases

in size, and in the outer one-third of the cortex a branching begins

which in the lamina of the scale results in about thirteen bundles.

About half-way between the insertion of the sporophyll and the

insertion of the ovule a small strand splits off from one of the median

bundles, swings around 180 , and becomes an inverted bundle

Figs. 155-161.—Araucaria Rulei, young sporophyll: figs. 155-160, course of

bundles from strobilus axis to free portion of bract, upper bundles differentiated in

cortex and base of sporophyll (#, bract; S, scale; o, ovule); fig. 161, longitudinal

section of sporophyll ; X 8
.

5

.

opposite its sister bundle. The inverted strand may fork, and also

inverted strands mavspring from several of the median lower bundles

may
varies from one to several. In any case, each of the upper

ovule— —

7

o o

large irregular tracheids.

PODOCARPINEAE

In most of the Podocarpineae a definite strobilus is absent, the

fructification consisting in most cases of one or two fertile sporo-

phylls. In many forms there is a tendency for some part of the

fructification to mature fleshy.
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Figs. 162-170.

—

Agathis auslralis: fig. 162, vascular supply to sporophyll springs

from single strand near base of cylinder gap; figs. 163-168, course of bundles in cortex

and sporophyll, a bundle springs from a median bundle, becomes inverted (fig. 166),

then breaks into two branches which enter chalaza of ovule (fig. 168), X8. 5; fig* i"9j

longitudinal section of sporophyll, an elevation appears distal to insertion of ovule;

fig- I 7o
s
transverse section of sporophyll, inverted bundles have sprung from three 01

median lower.
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In a species of the subgenus Eupodocarpus (figs. 1 71-182) the

ovule-bearing branch is a dwarf lateral branch bearing at its tip

one and occasionally two fertile sporophylls, and a few small bracts

some distance below. The single inverted ovule is imbedded in

the tissues of the "epimatium," which there is evidence for believing

to be homologous with the ovuliferous scale in other conifers. At

maturity the portion of the fruiting branch between the fertile

sporophylls and the upper sterile bracts becomes fleshy.

STB

.-5/6-..

-b

176 177

...X%

181

Figs. 17 1-18 2.—Podocarpus (sp. of Eupodocarpus): figs. 171-181, transverse

sections from base of uppermost sterile bracts (fig. 182, STB) to tip of strobilus; stb,

bundles supplying sterile pair of bracts; b, bundle supplying sterile bract opposite

fertile sporophyll; s, bundles inclining toward sterile bract then ending; b\ bundle

supplying bract of fertile sporophyll; **
f
two bundles uniting into one enter scale of

fertile sporophyll where the single bundle breaks into three (fig. i?9> &*$ *m **Ji distal

to chalaza each of three bundles bends to pass down dorsal side of ovule (figs. 180, 181;

fig. 179; dotted lines between bundles indicate that one bundle is a continuation of the

other); fig. 182, longitudinal section of strobilus; X7-

The vascular anatomy was investigated only in cases of one

fertile sporophyll. The vascular supply of the branch axis, after

the traces to the sterile bracts have gone out, consists of three

small and three large bundles. The median of the three smaller

bundles enters what in the young stages appears like a bract

opposite the fertile sporophyll; the two small lateral bundles bend

in the same direction as the small median bundle, then end. The
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median of the three larger bundles supplies the bract of the fertile

sporophyll; each of the lateral bundles twists so as to lie with xylem

facing the bract bundle, then the two unite into one bundle which

proceeds into the scale. The single bundle increases in size, and

on nearing the chalaza of the ovule breaks into three; at the base

of the ovule each of the lateral branches curves over and passes

downward in the tissues of the scale flanking the ovule. The

median bundle proceeds slightly farther, then curves over the base

of the ovule, and at the same time breaks into two branches which

pass downward in the portion of the scale on the dorsal side of the

ovule. The recurved branches of the scale supply fork so that

Figs. iS3-i&6.—Phyllocladns alpinus: fig. 183, longitudinal section of young

strobilus, aril (a) appearing around the base of the ovule; figs. 184, 185, scale \s)

bundles unite to form a semicircle; fig. 186, transverse section of an older sporophyll,

bract bundle (b) forks in this instance, scale bundle (5) ends at base of ovule; X61.

*

in cross-section a ring of bundles with xylem facing ou

surrounds the ovule.

tward

Podocarp

divides curves

at the chalazal end of the ovule and passes downward, one at each

ovule. The crests of the two curves

irregular xylem cells, and a strand of similar tissue extends from

each crest outward into the protuberance on the scale behind the

ovule.

Phyllocladus alpinus (figs. 183-186) consists of a globose stro-

bilus of few sporophylls. The ovule is sessile in the axil of the

bract. The vascular supply to the bract springs from the base
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of the gap. Two bundles from the sides of the gap unite to form a

semicircle which ends at the base of the ovule.

Taxineae

Perhaps the most outstanding features of the Taxineae in this

connection are the distinctly terminal ovule in some forms and the

development of the aril in the later stages.

In Taxus baccata (figs. 187-196) the bud of the primary fertile

and dwarf branch develops in the axil of a leaf of a long branch of

the first season's growth; the second season the ovule matures.

Near the tip of the primary fertile and dwarf branch is a secondary

dwarf branch bearing a few decussate pairs of bracts and termi-

nally an ovule. Occasionally two secondary dwarf ovule-bearing

branches are produced, one at each side of the terminal vegetative

bud of the primary branch. Beneath the ovuliferous branch or

branches the primary shoot is covered with scalelike bracts. The

growth of the terminal vegetative bud of the primary shoot is

usually arrested by the active development of the secondary ovulif-

erous branch, so that the latter appears to be terminal. Ovules

are found maturing on the second, third, and fourth seasons'

growth, instead of on the second season's only. This implies that

the ovule in some cases fails to mature the second season, or that

the vegetative bud of the primary dwarf branch may resume

activity and produce other ovuliferous branches; the latter seems

most probable; also the presence of branch scars on the older and

more elongated dwarf shoots suggests that the latter conclusion

may be drawn.

After the bundles to the upper sterile bracts have either passed

into their respective appendages or have ended before entering

the latter, the vascular supply of the axis of the ovule-producing

branch consists of four bundles. These bundles unite in pairs,

one bundle from each side of the bract bundle of the next lower pair,

and not one from each side of the bract of the last pair as is usually

the case where the united bundle is to supply some axillary struc-

ture. The xylem creeps around the phloem in each of the two

bundles formed. Sometimes one of the four bundles in the axis

ends, whereupon the odd bundle behaves like the fused bundle
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. Figs. 187-196.—Taxns baccata: figs. 187-194, transverse sections upper part of

fertile branch to middle or ovule; b, b l
, bundles to supply pair of bracts; b2

,
ft
3

,
bundles

to supply uppermost pair of bracts; b* ends before entering bract; 1, ends in axis; 2,

xylem surrounds phloem; 3, 4, unite into one bundle, xylem surrounds phloem (fig-

191), the two bundles continue as weak strands of xylem cells in base of each wing of

ovule, xylem cells are soon replaced by elongated slightly thickened cells without

true xylem markings, X16; fig. 195, longitudinal section of fertile branch, terminal

vegetative bud (v) is turned aside by rapidly growing ovule bearing branch; x, scar

left by vegetative or fertile bud or branch, X7; fig. 196, young fertile branch showing

two lateral ovule-bearing branches and a terminal vegetative bud (v); x, scar as in

fig. 195, X16.
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(figs. 183, 186). At the base of the ovule each bundle passes into

a mass of short irregular tracheids of large caliber. From each

mass arises a small strand consisting of poorly developed xylem

soon replaced by elongated thickened cells without xylem markings.

Each strand passes upward in the thickened ridge of the ovule.

Discussion

summg
xillary

torms may be divided into four ge

of bract and scale to one another.

almost to th(

y prominent

Here belong Keteleeria (fig. 36), Pseudotsuga, species of Abies, and

species of Larix.

In the second group the bract and scale are separate as in the

first group, but the bract, at least in the later stages, is much

less prominent than the scale, and in certain instances appears

distinctly to be on its way to obliteration. In this group belong

species of Abies (2), species of Larix, Tsuga, Picea, Pinus (figs. 1,2),

Podocarp Cedrus Libani (2)

and the lower sporophylls of Pinus Banksiana (fig. 2) show the

bract in process of extinction. In species of Podocarpus the scale

has folded toward its dorsal side, thus forming the second integu-

ment or epimatium of the inverted ovule (fig. 182).

In the third group the bract and scale are considerably to com-

pletely welded, but the fused structure shows some evidence of

its double nature. Sciadop

(2), Cunninghamia (fig. 139), species of Arthrotaxis (1), Cryp

Cup

yparis (fig. 102), Juniperus

and Podocarpus dacrydioides (4). In young strobili of Araucaria

Rulei (fig. 161) and Cryptomeria japonica (fig. 126) the bract and

scale are distinct almost to the base, and the fused portion become

comparatively large in the subsequent development of the organ.

In Cupressus Benthamii (fig. 58), Thuja occidentalis, Chamaccyparis

Lawsoniana (fig. ioi), and Juniperus communis the scale in the
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young strobilus is one with the bract and becomes evident in the

later stages by the comparatively rapid growth of the tissues on

the dorsal side of the composite organ.

In the fourth group there is no external evidence of more than

one organ. Into this group fall Arthrotaxis selaginoides (i),

Agathis (fig. 169), Saxegothaea (5, 8), Phyllocladus (fig. 183),

Taxus (fig. 191), Torreya (6, 7), and Cephalotaxus (6, 7). It should

not be surprising to find forms in which the welding has taken

place beyond the recognition of more than a single structure when

one considers to what extent this process has taken place in Chamae-

cyparts, Juniperus, Thuja, Cunninghamia , and Podocarpus dacry-

dioides (4). The low cushion behind the ovule in Agathis •

australis suggests the complete fusion of a scale to a large bract;

a similar fusion is nearing its completion in Cunninghamia

Davidiana.
*

On the basis of vascular anatomy the investigated sporophylls

fall into two general groups.

In the first group the bract and scale supply arises as separate

bundles in the cylinder gap. In this group belong in general those

forms in which the two sporophyll parts are separate and fairly

well developed , as the seed-producing sporophylls of Pinus Kete-

leeria, Picea, Larix, Tsuga, Pseudotsuga, and Abies (2). To this

group belong also many in which the two sporophyll members

present considerable to complete fusion, as Araucaria Bidwilli

(i, 3, 10), Chamaecyparts Lawsoniana, Juniperus communis, and

the upper sporophylls of Thuja occidentalis , Cupressus Benthamn,

and Cryptomeria japonica. This group includes also some in which

the sporophyll is evident only as a single organ, namely Phyllocladus

and Cephalotaxus (6, 7).

In Podocarpus and Dacrydium, where the strobilus consists of

one or two sporophylls, and in Juniperus communis, the sporophylls

receive the final bundles of the axis. There is in these instances no

cylinder gap, and the bract and scale supplies, at least in the forms

investigated by the writer, result from the division of one of the

final bundles in the axis. The early division of the bundle in the

tip of the axis perhaps justifies the placing of these forms in this

group.
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In the second group based on vascular anatomy the bract and

scale vascular supplies are more or less intimately united into one

bundle which springs from the base of the cylinder gap.

Of sporophylls with parts separate there belong here the lower

sporophylls of Pinus Banksiana, P. maritima, and Keteleeria

Fortunei (the ovules in these sporophylls are to greater or less

extent abortive), and Cedrus Libani (2). Of the sporophylls with

parts considerably united there fall into this group those of Cun-

ninghamia, Arthrotaxis laxifolia (1), most species of Araucaria

(1, 3, 6, 7, 9, 10) , and the lower sporophylls of Cryptomeriajaponica,

Cupressus Benthamii, and Thuja occidentalis. Most of the appar-

ently simple sporophylls are included in this group, as those of

Agathis, Saxegothaea (5, 8), and Arthrotaxis selaginoides (1).

The degree of welding of the bract and scale vascular supplies

varies considerably. In Arthrotaxis selaginoides, Agathis, Arau-

caria, and Saxegothaea the two remain united into one bundle for

greater or less distance in the cortex; in most of the others the single

bundle divides early; but in many cases, where the two sporophyll

parts have fused extensively, branches of the scale supply swing

about to lie on the ventral side of the appendage at each side of the

bract bundle. This fact is well illustrated in Thuja occidentalis,

Juniperus communis, Cupressus Benthamii, and Cryptomeria

japonica. In Cupressus Benthamii and Cryptomeria japonica the

scale bundles at either side of the bract bundle even accompany

the bract bundle into the free portion of the bract.

Bundle distribution is generally directly related to the size of the

organ supplied, hence the bundles extend into the most expanded

region of the sporophyll, whether that particular region represents

bract or scale.

In Cunninghamia, Araucaria, and Agathis, in which absence

of sporophylls with separate bract and scale supplies makes com-

parison impossible, it is difficult to determine with certainty what

is bract and what is scale supply. The matter is further compli-

cated by the presence in the last two genera of a branching bundle

in the vegetative leaf, a condition which probably implie.> a branch-

ing bract bundle in the bract of the sporophyll as well. And,

further, Cupressus Benthamii and Cryptomeria have clearly shown
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that the final destination of a bundle does not always determine to

which sporophyll part it belongs. It is to be suspected that the

bundle system of Agathis and Araucaria represents a complex of

bract and scale bundles. Judging by the course of events in

other conifers with single-veined vegetative leaves, it may be

suggested that the large median lower bundle in Cunninghamia

Davidiana is the bract bundle proper, which is accompanied

for some distance into the free portion of the bract by a few scale

bundles.

Taxus presents some features which perhaps ought to be men-

tioned. The single ovule is produced terminally on a secondary

dwarf branch clothed with a few pairs of decussate bracts. The

primary dwarf branch may occasionally become a long branch by

the resumption of growth by its terminal bud. In all of the many

ovules examined the ovule is flattened transversely to the upper-

most pair of bracts. The four final bundles of the branch of the

axis which fuse in pairs before entering the two wings of the ovule

fuse in pairs across the next lower pair of bracts, and not across the

uppermost pair of bracts, a behavior which is contrary to what

should be expected if the fused bundle were destined to supply an

axillary structure. The dying out of bundles near the tip of the

axis and the consequent failure to supply the uppermost bracts or

enter into the formation of the ovuliferous supplies, as the case may

be, suggest that a general reduction and loss of parts is taking

place. The terminal position of the ovule, the flattening of the

ovule transversely to the uppermost bracts, and the fusion in pairs

of the final bundles of the axis in the definite way to form the two

bundles of the wings of the ovule suggest a structure which might

result from a process well under way in Juniperus communis^

namely the fusion of sporophylls to form a single structure. This

in Taxus would imply the reduction of the ovules to one, the com-

plete fusion of two sporophylls to the integument of the ovule, and

finally the reduction of the vascular supply of each sporophyll to

the single weak bundle present in the wing of the ovule. In view

of the modifications that are apparently taking place in other coni-

fers such a course of events may be possible, but further

investigation is necessary.
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The ovule of Phyllocladus glauca presents a slightly simpler

situation than that of Taxus. The two bundles beginning from the

sides of the gap and ending at the base of the ovule are probably the

only vestige of the scale. The aril may be no more than an out-

growth such as appears in connection with the ripening of ovules

in the podocarps. The outer integument of Torreya may be a

more complex organ.

If any probable conclusions can be made concerning the ovulate

structure of the Taxineae, they must in any event be preceded by a

more thorough investigation of the different forms.

triking

homologo As to the identity

of the organ in question there seems nothing new to be added.

The gradation from foliage leaves to bracts of sporophylls is so

definite in many forms, as in Larix and Pseudotsuga, that the

homology of one with the other need not be questioned. The scale

is the organ in doubt. Its axillary position and the origin of the

vascular supply when separate from that of the bract justifies

the theory that it is some modification of a fertile branch. Through

shortening of the axis and rather delayed development of the shoot

in general, together with a relatively earlier development of the

ovules, the semicircle of bundles at the base of an ordinary shoot

failed to form the cylinder, but instead flattened out into an arc

and in some cases even into a straight line.

Summary

1. In the evolution of the ovulate strobilus in members of the

Coniferales, two general tendencies are apparent: (1) the reduc-

tion in number of sporophylls in the strobilus; (2) the modification

of a compound sporophyll into an apparently simple sporophyll;

the latter appears in diverse disguises, but in general implies los>

of one of the sporophyll members or welding of the two.

2. Strobilus reduction has reached its highest expression in

members of the Cupressineac, Taxineae and Podocarpineae; one

type of strobilus reduction is represented by the general sterilization

and reduction of parts in the lower sporophylls of Pinus.
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3. Simplification of a compound sporophyll has been attained

to fullest extent in Arthrotaxis selaginoides , Agathis, and Saxego-

thaea, and possibly others; an extensive reduction of bract occurs

in Cedrus Libani and the lower sporophylls of Pinus maritima; the

scale in Phyllocladus is probably reduced so as to be represented

only by a distinct ovular supply; the welding of the two organs is

complete in Juniperus communis and Chamaecyparis Lawsoniana.

4. Fusion of bract and scale vascular supplies does not directly

parallel fusion of bract and scale.

5. Separate origin of bract and scale vascular supplies occurs

most generally in the Podocarpineae and Abietineae; fusion of

bract and scale supplies has reached its highest expression in the

Araucarineae ; both types of bundle origin are represented in the

same strobilus in Cryptomeria japonica, Cupressus Benthamii, and

the lower sporophylls of Pinus.

6. The bract bundle in plants with uninerved vegetative leaves

divides only slightly if at all ; the extent of the scale bundle system

is directly related to the size of the organ supplied.

7. The scale bundles in the Abietineae and Chamaecyparis

Lawsoniana form in the expanded portion of the organ a straight

row or arc; in members of the Taxodineae and Cupressineae scale

bundles swing around so as to lie at each side of the bract bundle.

8. In Cryptomeria japonica and Cupressus Benthamii and per-

haps Cunninghamia Davidiana scale bundles accompany the bract

bundle into the free portion of the bract:

9. A branching bundle in the vegetative leaf in Araucaria and

Agathis probably implies a branching bundle in the bract of the

sporophyll ; the vascular system in the megasporophyll is probably

a complex of bract and scale bundles.

10. In species of Podocarpus the scale bundles continue in the

portion of the scale folded toward the dorsal side, forming the

epimatium of the ovule.

J. M
C. J. Chamberlain fc

for excellent material.

University of Chicago
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THE INDEX OF FOLIAR TRANSPIRING POWER AS
AN INDICATOR OF PERMANENT

WILTING IN PLANTS
A. L Bakke

(with one figure)

The index of transpiring power as put forward by Livingston1

is taken as a measure of the power of leaves to supply moisture to

the surrounding air. The reciprocal of this index is a measure of
*

the power of leaves to retain water against the drying influence of

the surroundings. The index of transpiring power for any leaf as

found by means of cobalt chloride paper represents the power of the

leaf to give off water, this being measured in terms of the similar

power possessed, at the same temperature, by a saturated blotting

paper surface blanketed by a millimeter of air. The index for an

entire leaf is obtained by averaging the indices obtained for the

two leaf surfaces. Indices less than unity represent leaf surfaces

with lower power of giving off water than is possessed by the

standard evaporating surface. Those greater than unity can give

off water faster than does the standard surface at the same tempera-

ture. The work of Briggs and Shantz,2 that of Caldwell,3 and

that of Shive and Livingston4 have recently brought forth the con-

cept of permanent wilting in plants. This is that stage of progres-

1 Livingston, B. E., The resistance offered by leaves to transpirational water

loss. Plant World 16:1-35. 1913.

2 Briggs, L. J., and Shantz, H. L., The wilting coefficient and its indirect deter-

mination. Bot. Gaz. 53:20-37. 1912.

, The relative wilting coefficient for different plants. Bot. Gaz. 53:229-

235. 1912.

, The wilting coefficient for different plants and its indirect determination.

U.S. Dept. Agric, Bur. PL Ind. Bull. 230. 191 2.

3 Caldwell, J. S., The relation of environmental conditions to the phenomenon

of permanent wilting in plants. Physiol. Res. 1 : 1-56. 1913.

Shive, J. W., and Livingston, B. E., The relation of atmospheric evaporating

power to soil moisture content at permanent wilting in plants. Plant World 17:

81-121. 1914.
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sive wilting at which the plant cannot recover turgidity if inclosed

in

air. Interest in this stage of wilting centers mainly about the deter-

mination of the residual moisture content of the soil at the time when
permanent wilting is attained. It is unnecessary here to review the

important contributions already made in this connection, but it

may be safely stated that the concept of permanent wilting promises

to be of great importance in soil moisture studies for ecological

and agricultural interpretation. Besides the authors above men-

tioned, Alway5 has studied the relation of plants to soil moisture,

with results bearing upon this general question.

It is somewhat difficult to determine just when the stage of

permanent wilting is attained; an observer can never be quite sure

whether a plant is permanently wilted or not until after the 24-hour

exposure in the moist chamber, and there is always considerable

danger that the wilting may be carried too far. This difficulty sug-

gested to the writer the possibility of employing the cobalt chloride

paper test of foliar transpiration power as an indicator of attain-

ment of permanent wilting.

In the summer of 1 913, at the Desert Laboratory of the Carnegie

Institution, some preliminary studies were carried out upon the

relation of the index of foliar transpiring power to the stage of

wilting in plants. It was the writer's privilege to carry out these

tests upon plants actually employed in the work of Shive and

Livingston, then in progress. The results of some of these tests

have already been published.6 They clearly indicate a direct rela-

tion between the value of the index and the extent of wilting.

During the summer of 1914 it was again the writer's privilege

to carry out studies in this connection at the Desert Laboratory,

and he wishes here to express his appreciation of the kindness of

Dr. D. T. MacDougal, director of the Department of Botan-

ical Research of the Carnegie Institution, in placing at his

disposal the facilities of the Laboratory. At the suggestion of

s Alway, A. J., Studies on the relation of the non-available water of the soil to

the hygroscopic coefficient. Nebraska Agric. Exp. Sta. Research Bull. 3. 19 13.

6 Bakke, A. L., Studies on the transpiring power of plants as indicated by the

method of standardized hygrometric paper. Jour. Ecol. 2:145-173. J9H (see pp.

166-168).
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Professor B. E. Livingston, an attempt was made to obtain further

information concerning the march of the wilting process by means

of cobalt chloride paper and the index of foliar transpiring power.

Various writers have shown that the transpiration rate falls

suddenly with wilting, but rises again thereafter to a considerable

extent, subsequently to fall once more as desiccation finally occurs.

It appeared that these alterations in the transpiration rate must be

due to internal conditions (within the" plant), and that a similar

march should be shown by the value of the index of transpiring

power. To test this supposition, sunflower plants (Helianthus

annum L.) were lifted from the open soil in the forenoon, the adher-

ing soil was shaken from the root system, and the plants were

allowed to wilt in the laboratory. The temperature of the room

was about 3
2° C. and varied but little during the experiments.

Determinations of the index of transpiring power for both the

upper and lower leaf surfaces were made at hourly intervals, the

first determination just preceding the lifting of the plant.

An example of the sort of results obtained is given in table I.

Five leaves of different ages were employed, the same leaves being

tested at each time of observation. Although there were con-

siderable differences in the indices for different leaves at any one

time, according to their various ages or positions upon the plant,

all five indices have been averaged to give a single index for each

time. The first observation was made just before the plant was

lifted from the soil. No wilting was apparent at this time. The

last observation was made after drying of the leaves became pro-

nounced. It required 10-15 minutes to complete each observation,

the tests being begun at the time indicated in the table.

From the data given in table I it is at once clear that the indi-

ces first decrease rapidly, then increase, and then decrease again.

This march for the upper and lower surfaces is shown graphically

in fig. 1, where abscissas denote time and ordinates denote index

values which are shown upon the graphs.

Wilting began almost immediately after the removal of the

plant from the soil. The indices are seen to decrease very rapidly

during the first hour. This first rapid decrease is followed by a

continued but very gradual decrease during the four following
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hours. Then a marked increase in the index values is evident,

lasting for two hours, after which another decrease is clearly

shown.

TABLE I

March of the index of transpiring power for upper, lower, and entire leaf

SURFACE OF UPROOTED PLANT OF Heltantkus (DIUUUS L. DURING PROGRESSIVE

WILTING AND DRYING OF THE LEAVES

Time of
Index of foliar transpiring power

OBSERVATION
Lower surface Upper surface Entire surface

8:30
9:30
10:30
11:30
12:30
i3-'3°

14:30
15:30

O
.
9468

O.H7S
O.IO54
O.0632
O.0657
O.0571
O. 1029
O.1723
O . 0899

0.-9020

O. 1289
O.0865
O.0699
O.0616
O.0578
0.1013
O. 2029
O. 1216

0.9243
O. 1232
O.0959
O.0665
O.0636
O.0574
O. I02I

O.1876
O.IO58

To interpret these alterations in the index values, it may

safely be supposed that the great initial fall in the graphs rep-

resents the prompt increase in incipient drying7 within the

leaves, which must have followed the uprooting of the plant and

the consequent breaking of its connection with the soil moisture

films.8 Temporary wilting had already set in before the end of

the first hour.

in

gradual

ward slope of the graphs for the hours 9:30 to 13:30. During this

time

remained

drawing water from With increasing tension on these

' Livingston, B. E., and Brown, W. H., Relation of the daily march of transpira-

tion to variations in the water content of foliage leaves. Bot. Gaz. 53 :305~33°- I9 12 -

8 Brown, W. H., The relation of evaporation to the water content of the soil at

the time of wilting. Plant World 15:121-134. 1912; Caldwell, J. S., be. cit.

9 Dixon, H. IT., Transpiration and the ascent of sap. Proir. Rei Bot. 3:1-66.

T909; Rexxer, O., Experimented Beitrage zur Kenntnis der Wasserbewegung.

Flora 103: 171-247. 1911.
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water columns t]

which should in

.?)4GQ

3020 columns

The relatively high transpiring power indicated

for the hours 14:30 and 15:30 appears to have

followed the breaking of the water

which the entire water mass of the plant had pre-

viously been united. Such a breaking should

remove the tensile strain from the leaf cells,

decreasing the saturation deficit of their exposed

cell walls and increasing their transpiring power.

From the time when this rupture occurred, the re-

moval of water from the leaves should be accom-

panied by air entrance and no further tensile

strength could be developed. this

interpretation the observation here set forth,

the rupture of the water columns

iod from 13:30 to

transpiring power

After hour ik:io<

which time

markedly

that

from

stem, and leaves gradually dried out,

cin or tran<;r»irin0- DOWer which

accompany

.202.9

J 723/

.1285

1175

8:30

.\054- J02^>A

.08 €5
0699 ,o657

9:30 I0--30

.0632

M:30

OCiG

12-30

0576

13:30

J0I3

14:30

IZI6

.0893

15:30 163

Fig. 1.—Graphs showing march of index of foliar transpiring power for wilting

sunflower plant: lower leaf surface full line; upper leaf surface broken line.

From the nature of permanent wilting, and from

Lsiderations above stated, it appears highly pro
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stage of wilting represents simply the most intense wilting possible

without serious rupture of the water columns of the plant. At any rate,

this rupture should represent a rather definite critical point in the

march of the power of the plant to extract water from the soil,

probably the same critical point about which the concept of

permanent this

rect, then the graphs of fig. 1 show that this critical point occurred

in the particular case under discussion about hour 13:30, or five

hours after the roots actually ceased to absorb moisture from the

soil. In other words, it appears that the plant in question probably

attained the stage of permanent wilting about five hours after it

was uprooted and taken into the laboratory.

mini

mum in foliar transpiring power and the attainment of permanent

wilting, it will of course be necessary to employ the hygrometric

paper tests upon plants in which permanent wilting is subsequently

established by the method of Briggs and Shantz—the 24-hour

exposure to a saturated atmosphere, the plants being still rooted in

the soil. The press of other experimentation prevented the writer

from undertaking this comparison, and the foregoing suggestions

have been made with the hope that such a study as that just men-

tioned may be accomplished at no distant time. Enough has

been done to render it highly probable that the index of foliar

transpiring power determined by means of cobalt chloride paper

may furnish a somewhat precise criterion for the determination of

that state of plants heretofore vaguely denned as permanent

wilting.

Iowa State College

Ames, Iowa



BRIEFER ARTICLES

A TROPISM CHAMBER

(with three figures)

A few years ago the writer planned some classroom experiments to

illustrate the geotropism of roots. The students wasted much time and

many seedlings because of

the wilting of the roots while

they were transferring them

to the observation chambers

and fastening them to their

supports. To overcome this

difficulty some special tro-

pism chamberswere designed.

These have given excellent

satisfaction, and have proved

to be so well adapted to the

study of tropic responses

that their use has suggested

a number of new classroom

experiments, which would

have been impracticable

without this apparatus.

The first makeshift con-

trivance consisted simply of

a Petri dish, 4-5 inches in

diameter, with a small piece

of cork cemented to the

bottom, near one side. The

dish was partly lined with

wet filter paper. The seed-

ling was pinned to the cork

and the dish set on edge on

top of an ordinary tumbler. The curvature of the top of the tumbler

made a convenient support for the cover of the Petri dish. The Petri

Fig.

Botanical Gazette, vol. 60] [320
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the

the

served the purpose

tumbler support was not always convenient. A special support was

then constructed. As will be seen from the drawings, the support con-

sists of a circular trough (of brass) mounted on a pedestal. There are

two sockets for attaching the trough to the pedestal, which screws into

the socket. These sockets are 90 apart. .The purpose of the extra

socket is shown in fig. 2, where the tropism chamber is shown attached

to a regular laboratory support. This arrangement is for use with the

horizontal microscope. 1 The
chamber may be transferred

from the base to the laboratory

support without altering the posi-

tion of the seedling.

Fig. 1 shows the chamber

provided with a strip of cork so

as to make room for several seed-

lings. The drawing is from an

experiment to illustrate trau-

matropism.

Fig. 3 shows the improved

apparatus. The support is

provided with a scale marked in

degrees. This makes it possible

to place the seedling at any

desired angle with the vertical.

Four marks etched or scratched

on the cover of the Petri dish

90 apart serve as pointers.

Into a hole, bored through the bottom of the Petri dish, a cork is inserted.

The seedling is pinned to the inner face of the cork. The cork can be

moved from the outside and it is possible, therefore, to make the final

adjustments of the position of the seedling (for example, bringing the

Fig. 2

the

Petri dish.

1 The tube from any compound microscope, clamped to a laboratory support,

will serve as a horizontal microscope. A hair stuck to the diaphram in the eyepiece

will serve as a cross-hair.
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The bottom of the Petri dish is ruled into 5 mm. squares. The

squares not only aid in determining the angles made by the bending root,

but also serve as markers to

locate the regions of growth

and curvature. A sheet of

coordinate paper pasted

over the bottom of the dish

will serve nearly as well as

the cross-ruling. Thin

paper, such as is used for

making blue-print tracings,

is best. The paper can be

made more transparent by

wetting it with a mixture of

alcohol, glycerine, and w^ater.

Seedlings may be grown

for a number of days in the

chambers. It is possible,

therefore, to place the seed-

lings in the chambers some

time previous to the time

set for the experiments. If

the filter paper lining the

chamber is placed symmetri-

cally, so as to avoid hydro-

tropic curvatures, the

radicles will grow straight

downward. The chamber

can now be rotated and the

seedling quickly brought to any desired angle with the vertical, and

without exposing it to the dry air of the laboratory. The chambers

are excellent for experiments on perception and latent periods, and for

periodic responses.—W. T. Bovie, Laboratory of Plant Physiology,

Harvard University.

Fig. 3
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NOTES FOR STUDENTS
The "graft hybrids" of Bronvaux.—Since the work of Winkler in pro-

ducing so-called "graft hybrids" among several species of Solatium, the older

chimeras, Laburnum Adami and the " Crataegomespili of Bronvaux" have

attracted renewed attention. The graft hybrids of Bronvaux originated from

the callus formed at the junction between a Crataegus monogyna stock and a

Mespilus types

and have been described under the names Crataegomespilus Asnieresii and

Crataegomespilus Dardari. The first of these resembles more closely Crataegus

monogyna, while the Crataegomespilus Dardari has a much closer resemblance

to Mespilus. A thorough study of these two chimeras has been made by

Meyer, 1 in order to find means of identifying the tissues which have been de-

rived from the two parent species. In most respects the tissues of Crataegus

and Mespilus are so similar that few distinguishing features can be found.

Numerous chemical tests failed to discover any method for certainly differ-

entiating the tissues of the two species. A study of the chromosomes, how-

ever, gave one good criterion, for, although the number of chromosomes in the

two species is the same (32 in the diploid nucleus), the chromosomes of Mes-

pilus germanica are considerably longer and thinner than those of Crataegus

monogyna. The capacity to produce anthocyan, which is present in the epi-

dermis of the fruits of Crataegus, is lacking in the fruits of Mespilus, while the

reverse relation with respect to anthocyan is seen in the fact that Mespilus

flowers turn reddish in aging, while those of Crataegus remain white. The

fruits of the two chimeras show no anthocyan, and the flowers of both turn

reddish with age.

The only clear distinction that could be found in the internal anatomy of

the two species was visible only in longitudinal sections. The libriform vessels

in Mespilus possess spiral thickenings which are absent in those of Crataegus.

In both chimeras the libriform vessels lack spiral thickenings. The form ot

the epidermal ceils is also strikingly different in the two species, those of

Mespilus germanica being oblong, while those of Crataegus are nearly spherical.

The cuticle of Crataegus is level, while that of Mespilus follows the contour

of the rounded ends of the underlying cells. The epidermis of both chimeras

agrees with that of Mespilus. The fruits of Mespilus are five-loculed and

those of Crataegus one-loculed. Both of the chimeras have one-loculed fruits.

1 Meyer, J., Die Crataegomespili von Bronvaux. Zeitschr. Ind. Abstamm.

Vererb. 13:193-233- i^S-
323
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The view of Batjr is sustained throughout, that these two "graft hybrids"

consist of a core of Crataegus tissue overlaid by a mantle of Mespilus.

In Crataegomespilus Asnieresii the mantle is the single epidermal layer, while

in C Dardari the first subepidermal layer is also of Mespilus tissue. By
periclinal divisions this subepidermal layer may come to be represented by

a number of cell layers, Mespilus chromosomes having been identified as

deep as the eighth cell layer in one case. As the initiation of lateral branch-

ing results from periclinal divisions in the second subepidermal layer, the

author argues that no chimera would be able to maintain itself as a chimera

in which the mantle should consist of more than two layers. Several "rever-

sions" to one or the other component species, and changes from one of the

chimeras to the other, are described and easily explained, and one sectorial

branch is figured and described.—G. H. Shull.

Albinism in maize.—The important studies of Emerson2 on the inheritance

of albinism and partial albinism in maize have been continued by one of his

students. 3 Two different forms of albinism are found, one in which the

seedlings are pure white, the other in which they are yellowish white, the latter

turning slightly greenish as they grow older and sometimes developing enough

chlorophyll to reach maturity. Both of these sorts of albinism prove to be

simple Mendelian recessives to the normal green stains. The pure white seed-

lings could not be used in breeding, but the yellowish white supplied several

mature plants which were selfed and which gave progenies consisting entirely

of yellowish white seedlings. When plants heterozygous for the pure white

were crossed with plants heterozygous for yellowish wrhite T all of the offspring

were. green, showing that the normal green plants possess two determiners,

the absence of one of which gives rise to pure white seedlings, while the absence

of the other gives yellowish white seedlings. In confirmation of this interpre-

tation, the second generation from these crosses between the heterozygous

plants consisted of four different kinds of families: (a) all green; (b) green and

pure white in the ratio 3:1; (c) green and yellowish white in the ratio 3:1;

and (d) green, yellowish white, and pure white in the ratio 9 : 3 : 4- These

results demonstrate the existence of the same genotypic situation in maize

that Nilsson-Ehle* assumed to be present in rye in which pure white and

yellowish white albinos were also found.

A continuation of the work on yellowish green (chlorina) plants described

by Emerson confirmed that investigator's conclusions that the yellowish

Emerson
corn leaves. Rep. Nebr. Agric. Exp. Sta. 25:89-105. 191 2.

5 Miles, F. C, A genetic and cytological study of certain types of albinism in

maize. Jour. Genet. 4:193^214. pi. 1. 1915.

« Nilsson-Ehle, H., Einige Beobachtungen iiber erbliche Variationen der

Chlorophylleigenschaft bei den Getreidearten. Zeitschr. Ind. Abstamm. Vererb.

9:289-300. 1913.
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green is a simple Mendelian recessive to the normal, and a similar result was

obtained in crosses between the striped forms known as Zea japo?iica, in

crosses with the normal green strains, the striped being recessive to normal,

though in the latter cross there is some confusion when certain differences in

aleurone colors are also involved in the same cross. The exact nature of this

relation between aleurone colors and leaf colors was not worked out. Crosses

between striped plants and chlorina, and between striped and yellowish white

yielded in each case normal green plants, owing to the bringing together of

complementary factors.

Miles also made a study of the chloroplasts in the several strains with

which he worked. He could find no plastids in the pure white seedlings, and

only a few small plastids in the yellowish white, which became more numerous

and larger as the plants grew older, until they resembled, in the better developed

individuals, the normal condition. In the case of striped-leafed plants, the

arrangement of the plastids showed a sharp distinction between the cells of

the green portions of the plants and those of the white stripes.—G. H. Shull.

The physiology of pollen.—In his wrork on the physiology of pollen,

Tokugawa* dealt with three main points of interest: factors determining

germination, factors determining the direction of the pollen tube, and factors

determining the rate and extent of the growth of the pollen tube. The investi-

gator adds evidence against the views of Molisch and of Burch that specific

substances on the stigma generally determine whether the pollen will germinate

or not. Already many cases have been found in which the physical conditions

are the important ones in determining germination. Jost showed for various

species in several families that restricted water supply is the main requirement

for the germination of the pollen. He secured this condition by germination

of the pollen in a saturated atmosphere or on leaf epidermis or parchment

paper. Tokugawa adds many more to the list. He has evidently failed, how-

ever, to notice the work of Martin,6 which shows the important newly discov-

ered fact that conditions giving a free water supply to the stigma may lead to

sterility. This holds for alfalfa and certain clovers in the central Mississippi

Valley when pollination occurs at moist or wet periods.

The author confirms the statement that sugars and proteins are important

chemotropic substances for the pollen tube. In certain plants (Narcissus

Tazetti and Prunus mume) sugars are effective, and in other (Camellia japonica)

proteins. He concludes that chemotropism determines the entrance of the

tube into the stigma canals and the micropyle. and that the tube is directed in a

physical manner in the rest of its course.

The conditions affecting growth of the pollen tube are considered in

relation to their significance in determining self-sterility and failure to

5 Tokugawa, V., Zur Physiologie des Pollens. Jour. Coll. Sci. Tokyo 35:1-35.

figs. 2. 1914.

6 Bot. Gaz. 56:112-126. 1913.
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hybridize. In this connection it is found that tubes penetrate rather deeply into

agar. The work with several species of lilies shows that the tubes penetrate

most rapidly in stigmas of the same species, and progressively slower as the

species becomes more distant. When the tube penetration was slow in these

crosses, it became continuously slower as the depth of penetration increased,

and finally ceased short of the embryo sac. The writer thinks that he has

shown that this behavior is due to shortage of nutrient or stimulative materials

and not due to toxic materials. His evidence, however, is not at all against

the gradual formation of antibodies, a suggestion made by Jost. Self-sterility

and failure to hybridize, so far as it is due to lack of tube penetration, deserves

a thorough physiological study in the light of our modern knowledge of anti-

bodies and of several other phases of physiology. The later evidence (per-

haps not entirely conclusive) that the character of self-sterility mendelizes does

not subtract in the least from the need of such an exhaustive physiological

study.

—

William. Crocker.

A new type of embryo sac.—The evolution of the sporophyte and the

gradual reduction of the gametophyte are well known to every botanist. In

the angiosperms, where the reduction of the gametophyte generation is most

extreme, intensive research has revealed several types of embryo sac. Doubt-

less the most common type and the one long believed to be practically the only

type is the familiar 8-nucleate sac, two of whose nuclei fuse to form the endo-

sperm nucleus. This sac is formed by one of a row of 4 megaspores. Soon the

Liliiim type, looking like the preceding but formed from 4 megaspores, was

discovered. Sacs with 16 nuclei, some formed from four megaspores and

some from a single megaspore, were added to the list. Cypripedium has a

4-nucleate sac formed from two megaspores. Since the discovery of the

Cypripedium type, other 4-nucleate sacs have been found, some formed from

one megaspore and some from two.

A new type of embryo sac has been found in Plumbagella, one of the

Plumbaginaceae.7 The development starts as in Lilium, there being 4

megaspores, not separated by walls, but there are no further nuclear divisions.

One nucleus becomes the nucleus of the egg, two fuse to form an endosperm

nucleus, and the remaining nucleus, which is at the antipodal end of the sac,

disintegrates. At the time of fertilization, there are only two nuclei in the

sac. The most important feature is that a megaspore functions directly as the

egg. The fusion of two megaspore nuclei to form an endos]

is also new. Without question, this is the most reduced female gametophytt

ever described, and in the nature of the case the reduction can go no farther

Dahlgren recognizes that th M reduction is as extreme as in animals, and ht

compares this sac with the egg and three polar bodies.

erm

7 Dahlgren, K. V. Ossian, Der Embryosack von Phtmbagclla, ein neuer Typus.

Arkiv fiir Botanik 14:1-10. figs. 5. 1915.
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Ten years ago, in a paper on alternation of generations in animals,8

the reviewer predicted that gametophytes more reduced than those known at

that time might still be found. Miss Pace soon described the Cypripcdium

type and afterward various investigators found digressions from the " normal'

'

type in Peperomia, Penaea, Oenothera, Clintonia, Lawia, Podostemon, Dicraea,

HelosiS) and Plumbagella.

It is interesting to note that the most reduced sac has not been found in the

most advanced family. It has been a prevalent custom for investigators to

focus their attention upon forms which at the moment seemed to have particu-

lar phylogenetic significance, forgetting not only that phylogenetic schemes

might be awry, but also that facts of great importance in interpreting phylogeny

might be found in plants not in the supposed line of ascent.—C. J. Cham-

berlain.

Phytopathology in the tropics.—Dr. Johanna Westerdijk presented a

paper at the twenty-fifth anniversary celebration of the Missouri Botanical

Garden9 dealing with the general facts concerning plant diseases in the tropics,

based upon recent observations she had made in the Dutch colonies of the East

Indies. The combination of high temperature and moisture would seem to

be peculiarly favorable to fungi, and therefore to diseases of economic plants

induced by fungi; but in fact there are only a few such diseases of real impor-

"

tance. Not only among cultivated plants, but also among the native plants

are attacks of fungi rare. Dr. Westerdijk has concluded that the tropical

temperature is too high for many fungi, a conclusion confirmed also by experi-

mental work. The condition of the tropical host is also unfavorable for

invasion by fungi because of the high water content and small air content of

the tissues concerned. Among the disease-producing fungi in the tropics,

mention is made of the root fungi (certain Hymenomycetes) which attack

practically all cultural woody plants. The fungi (certain Ascomycetes and

Fungi Imperfecti) inducing die-back diseases of orchards and forests, so com-

mon in temperate regions, are represented in the tropics only by a Cortichim

(a Hymenomycete) ; and there are no representatives of the powdery mildews

(Erysiphaceae). The relation of fungus attacks to temperature is well shown

in the behavior of Phytophthora infestans in Java, where potatoes are culti-

vated in mountain districts between i soo and 6000 feet altitude. In the lower

areas the infected regions are rare, but in ascending to the higher areas of lower

temperature, the more destructive does Phytophthora become. Among the

rusts there is only one representative of importance in tropical agriculture,

namely the coffee leaf disease {Hemileia vastatrix). Leaf spot diseases are

much less frequent than in Europe or in the United States; while bacterial

8 Bot. Gaz. 39:i37- I 44- i9°5-

* Westerdijk, Johanna, Phy

Gard. 2:307-313. 1915.

Annals Mo. Bot
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diseases are scarcely to be found. The general conclusion is that the small

part which fungi play in the plant diseases of the tropics is not due to the

absence of fungi, but the tropical conditions that influence the hosts in their

relation to parasites.—J. M. C. >

Soil acidity.

—

Daikuhara10 finds that more than 75 per cent of the soils

of Japan and Korea are acid, while the Chinese, South Oceanic, and European

soils show little or no acid. This is due to the difference in geological forma-

tions, climatic conditions, and fertilization methods. Soils of acid rock origin

show the most prevalent acidity, those of basic origin less, and those of laval

ash are generally free from acids. Mesozoic formations are most commonly

acid; tertiary, paleozoic, and diluvial next; and alluvial formations least.

The condition in Japan and Korea is related to the common occurrence of

acid soils in the United States. The author finds that more than half of the

cases of acidity are due to aluminium and iron compounds of acid reaction

that are adsorbed by the colloids of the soil and set free upon the addition of

such fertilizer salts as KC1, K2S04 , KN03 , and NaCl. In these soils ferti-

lizing with neutral salts alone often proves very detrimental, but fertilizing

with neutral salts plus lime is highly beneficial. More than 50 per cent of the

cases of soil acidity in Japan and Korea are due to this colloidal phenomenon.

The author cites from mineralogies a number of iron and aluminium compounds

that are acid in reaction, as phosphates, double salts of silicates, etc. It was

already known that negative colloids of the soil often render lime-poor soils

acid by adsorbing the basic ion of neutral salts and setting free the acid. The

author speaks of his finding as a newly discovered source of soil acidity. He

has developed a test for soil acidity that shows advantages over the litmus,

Baumann and Gully, or the Loew tests. He has also evolved a method for the

quantitative determination of soil acidity. The acid soils generally bear little

lime, and the lime factor is unfavorable, owing to the excess of magnesium.

We are now coming to recognize that many acid-forming processes take

a part in the dissolution of lime from the soil and the final rendering of it acid.

The two absorption processes described above are only two of the several

known."

—

William Crocker.

Field physiology of cotton.

—

Balls and Holton12 have published an

article on analysis of agricultural yield which exemplifies the application of

10 Daikuhara, G., Uber saure Mineralboden. Bull. Imp. Cent. Agr. Exp. Sta.

Japan 2:1-40. 1914.

21 Readers will be interested in the following citations from American literature, in

addition to the literature in the foregoing paper: Harris, J. E., Soil acidity and methods

for its detection. Science N.S. 40:491-493. 1914. Troug, E. A., A new method for

the determination of soil acidity. Science N.S. 40:246-248. 1914. Barker, J. F.,

and Collison, R. C, Ground limestone for acid soils. Bull. 400. Geneva Exp. Sta.

New York. 1915.

"Balls, W. L., and Holton, F. S., Analysis of agricultural yield. Part I.

The spacing experiments with Egyptian cotton, 191 2. Phil. Trans. Roy. Soc. London

B 206:103-180. 1915.
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very accurate scientific methods to the problem of crop yield. The work,

with its excellent analytical methods, deserves the careful attention of students

of field crop production. When such methods are in general use in this phase

of agronomy, the results and conclusions gained will carry with them much
more weight and dependence. One is especially impressed with daily deter-

minations of growth rate and flower and boll opening, which make possible the

evaluation of accidental and temporary factors. Aside from the important

contribution to method in analysis of agricultural yield, which after all is its

greatest value, the article also contributes some clear-cut conclusions upon

spacing as effecting production in the Nile valley, as follows: "(a) the experi-

ment shows that the yield of a cotton crop is primarily dependent on the

number of flowers which it forms; (b) the normal extension of the root system

of an isolated cotton plant can utilize more than 2 m. 2 of soil surface in soil

which is more than 2 m. deep; (c) the plants in the field crop have only o. 18 m.2

allowed them or less; most of the phenomena of field crop physiology in the

fruiting seasons are traceable to the interference of one root system with

another; (d) the yield per unit area of the conventional spacing of the Egyp-

tian Fellah is the maximum obtainable under the limitations of field culti-

vation (two plants per hole, each hole 0.34 m. 2
); (e) the sources of error in

field experiments with cotton can be traced to (1) soil variation, especially

below one meter depth; (2) insufficient frequency of observation, whereby

accidental episodes cannot be distinguished from normal sequences
; (3) fluctua-

tions of single plants, heterogeneity of commercial varieties, and normal

physiological variations from day to day."

—

William Crocker.

Geotropism of the grass node.—It is well known that lodged grass stems

recover their vertical position by growth on the lower flank of the older mature

nodes. Gravity, acting transversely on the stem rather than longitudinally,

incites growth in these otherwise mature regions of the stem. Elfving

showed that these nodes are incited to growth when the stems are rotated

with transverse exposure on the clinostat, thus giving a diffuse all-sided action

of gravity; but in this case growth is equal on all flanks and no bending results.

Riss x * has attempted to analyze more fully the mode of action of gravity in

this behavior. She finds that when the gravity stimulus is applied inter-

mittently but equally (intermittent clinostat) on two opposite flanks, the

growth is greater than when it acts equally (continuous clinostat) on all flanks.

By means of a compound centrifuge clinostat, 1* she has applied a centrifugal

stimulus of one gravity transversely (intermittently and continuously as

above), at the same time the organ held its vertical position in relation to the

pull of gravity. While the transverse stimulus thus applied incites growth,

its effect is far less than in the absence of the longitudinal pull of gravity.

** Riss, M. M., Uber den Geotropism der Grasknoten. Zeitschr. Bot. 7: 145-170,

1915

14 See Box. Gaz. 58:89. 1914.
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She finds no conclusive evidence for or against the view that the tropic and

growth stimuli of gravity in this organ are distinct. Her work makes it evi-

dent that the lack of growth in the older nodes with the stem vertical is due

both to the lack of the stimulating transverse action of gravity, and to the

presence of the inhibiting longitudinal action. Thus we see these responses

to stimuli becoming more and more complex. One wonders whether a study

of changes, acid and otherwise, induced in the tissues of the nodes by these

various exposures might not simplify the matter. Such, I believe, is the

possibility of real progress in this field.

—

William Crocker.

Phylogenetic significance of endosperm.—Nuclear endosperm and cellular

endosperm, and also endosperm beginning its development with a free nuclear

period and later passing into a cellular condition, have been known since the

days of Hofmeister ; and since that time various modifications and peculiari-

ties have been described, some of them characterizing genera or families or

even orders; while others seem to be confined to species. Whether the char-

acter of the endosperm has any phylogenetic significance or not, is a question

which has otten been discussed and often answered, both in the affirmative and

in the negative.

The most recent discussion 1* is also the most comprehensive. It is a study

of the literature rather than a laboratory investigation. For all the orders of

Dicotyledons and Monocotyledons, the literature dealing with the endosperm

has been assembled and discussed and charts have been made, so that it is

possible to see at a glance just what the endosperm and haustorium conditions

are in any order. In this bird's-eye view, the names of the principal investi-

gators are given and full citations appear in an extensive bibliography. After

describing the endosperm and haustorium situation in each order, often

treating the families separately, sometimes the genera, and occasionally the

species, the author adds a long summary dealing with orders. Both in the

introduction and in the conclusion it is very plainly stated that the endo-

sperm character is only one factor among many, but nevertheless endosperm

and haustoria characters have great phylogenetic significance.

—

Charles J.

Chamberlain.

Temperature and photo-perceptions.—In studying the influence of tem-

perature upon phototropism in the coleoptile of Avena sativa, Miss DeVries 1

has determined the influence of temperature upon the rate of photo-perception

and photo-reaction and the influence of previous heating upon the rate ol

these processes. She finds that van't Hoff's law of rate of chemical reaction

*s Jacobsson-Stiasny, Emma, Versuch einer phylogenetischen Verwertung der

Endosperm- und Haustorialbildung bei den An<^iospermen. Sitzungsb. Kaiserl.

Akad. Wiss. Wien 123:1-137. 1914.

16 DeVries, M. S., Der Einfluss der Temperatur auf den Phototropismus.

Extrait du Rec. Trav. Bot. Neerland. 11 : 195-291. Jigs- 7. 1914-
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applies to photo-perception, with a coefficient of about 2.6 for io° C. rise in

temperature up to 30 C. It also applies to photo-reaction with a considerably

smaller coefficient. Above 30 C. an injurious time effect of high temperature

sets in, and finally at 40 C. the power of perception and response is soon lost.

These results stand in contradiction to those of Nybergh, who claimed that

temperature ranging from — 3 C. to 47 C. have little influence upon the photo-

perception rate, indicating that the process is a strictly photo-chemical reaction

such as occurs on the photographic plate. DeVries' work, on the other hand,

lines these two processes up, so far as they are influenced in rate by tempera-

ture, with chemical reactions in homogeneous solutions in general, and with

photosynthesis, respiration, and geo-perception. 17 From o° to 25 C. the per-

ception speed was independent of the time of previous warming. Long pre-

vious warming at 27.5-3o°C. hastened perception rate, and such previous

heating at 32. 5 C. or higher temperatures slowed the perception rate. One

hour's heating at 39 C. lowered the perception speed at 20 C. more than four-

fold. This effect entirely disappeared, however, after four hours' storage at

20 C, and is therefore considered rather a matter of hysteresis than of the

accumulation of poisonous materials.

—

William Crocker.

Invasion of a prairie grove.—In the high prairie just outside of Lincoln,

Nebraska, a grove was started about forty years ago by running furrows at

intervals of 4-6 feet through the prairie and dropping the tree seeds into the

furrows. At present about 20 acres are thus forested with Fraxinus pcnn-

sylvanica, Juglans nigra, Ulmus fulva, Acer saccharinum, and A, Negnndo.

No culture has been attempted at any time during the history of the grove,

nor has there been any damage by fire or grazing, hence the forested area

affords an exceptionally good demonstration of the fact that trees grow freely

once they are planted in this prairie soil, although they almost never invade

the grasslands, and it also provides an unusually good opportunity of studying

the changes in the undergrowth vegetation resulting from the changed con-

ditions due to the tree growth. Pool18 in investigating the character of the

invasions has found that not only has the prairie sod gone, but nearly every

one of the original prairie species has entirely disappeared, being replaced by

some 90 invading species, of which 85 per cent are mesophytic and 60 per cent

are distinctly woodland. Lists of these species prove how completely the

area has been transformed from prairie to forest in a very short period. Doubt-

less changes in soil moisture, evaporation intensity, and light as the trees devel-

oped led to the changes in the undergrowth. Pool has these and other factors

under investigation and doubtless his results will form a valuable contribution

to the understanding of the problems of the relations existing between the

grasslands and the forests.

—

Geo. D. Fuller.

x?Bot. Gaz. 50:233-234. 19 10 ; 51:239. 191 1.

18 Pool, R. J., The invasion of a planted prairie grove. proc# Soc. Amer. For.

10:1-8. 1915.
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Embryology of the Rosaceae.—A literary study of the embryology of the

Rosaceae brings Jacobsson-Stiasny19 to some conclusions in regard to the

interrelationships of the subdivisions of this large family. The characters

which were traced through the various forms are number and character of

integuments, number of archesporial cells and megaspores, number of tapetal

cells, presence or absence of an obturator, character of young and mature endo-

sperm, fate of the nucellus, character of the suspensor, orientation of the ovule,

and form of the embryo. After tabulating and comparing all these features,

the author concludes that the Rosaceae do not represent a single developmental

line, but that the Spiroideae are the primitive stock which has produced two

principal lines, one consisting of the Pomoideae and Prunoideae, and the other

of the Rosoideae.

While everyone recognizes that in an investigation of such scope it would

be impossible to make a laboratory study of all the forms, still those who are

familiar with such investigations realize that descriptions are not always

reliable, and that observations upon embryology, made before technique

had reached its present efficiency, may be quite misleading. However, such an

assembling of the literature and the graphic presentation of the results will be

useful to workers in various fields.

—

Charles J. Chamberlain.

Growth forms.—On the basis of Raunkiaer's classification of growth

forms, Taylor20 has made an interesting analysis of his own Flora of the vicinity

ofNew York, both as a whole and as to certain of its constituent elements. He

notes the high percentage of water plants and of perennials possessing root-

stocks and bulbs; and calls attention to thfe much greater abundance of woody

forms among the southern types in the flora than among the northern ones.

The "biological spectrum" of growth forms in the region covered is compared

with spectra of several other areas, arctic, temperate, and tropical, and certain

conclusions as to climate are suggested. Such a method of studying climate

as this of Raunkiaer's, by rigid comparative analyses of the floras of widely

separated regions, seems to be open to the general objection that it under-

estimates the importance of the historical factor. Temperate areas of the

Northern Hemisphere, for example, contain a much higher proportion of her-

baceous species than do regions with a corresponding climate south of the

equator, presumably owing to the fact that the herbaceous type has originated

for the most part in the north temperate zone. Such careful analyses of growth

habit as the present one, however, are of much value for drawing critical

comparisons between floras, and for other purposes. It is to be hoped that

their number will continue to increase.—E. W. Sinnott.

w Jacobsson-Stiasny, uyia, Versuch einer embryologisch-phylogenetischen

Bearbeitung der Rosaceae. Sitzungsb. Kaiserl. Akad. Wiss. Wien 123:1-38. 1914*

30 Taylor, N., The growth forms of the flora of New York and vicinity. Amer.

Jour. Bot. 2:23-31. 19 1 5.
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Modification of germ plasm.—In connection with the twenty-fifth anni-

versary celebration of the Missouri Botanical Garden, Macdougal21 has pub-

lished an account of the work done at the Desert Laboratory of the Carnegie

Institute in experimental modification of germ plasm. It is directed against

the old conception of "an inviolable germ plasm," in the interest of the con-

ception that germplasm is a responsive structure, with its chemistry and physics.

At the Desert Laboratory over 200 species of seed plants, selected for their

suitability and promise of response, have been included in the cultures, sub-

jected to various conditions (mountain top, desert, and seashore). Less than

80 of these have survived, and about 20 continued in all three habitats. The
notable feature in the behavior of these plants in unaccustomed habitats is

the variation in sexual reproduction and seed formation. A second method

of experimentation has been to use "inciting agents" applied directly to the

reproductive bodies. In this kind of experimental work the forms chiefly

used at the Desert Laboratory were certain cacti, Penstemon Wrightii, and

an undescribed species of Scrophularia, the results reported in the paper being

chiefly obtained from the last form. The paper concludes with a condensed

statement of the conditions involved in any experimental work upon the germ

plasm.—J. M. C.

Bacterial diseases of plants.

—

Smith,22 in a paper presented at the twenty-

fifth anniversary celebration of the Missouri Botanical Garden, has summar-

ized our present knowledge in reference to the bacterial diseases of plants, all

of which has come within a generation. It is an interesting historical fact

that our first knowledge of such diseases was the announcement by Burrill

in 1878 that pear blight is a bacterial disease. Smith states that he is now

ready to venture the sweeping statement that eventually a bacterial disease

will be found in every family of plants, from the lowest to the highest. At

present such diseases are known to occur in 140 genera, representing more than

50 families. The paper includes a list of the families of seed plants, those in

which bacterial diseases have been found being indicated. There is also dis-

cussion of the following interesting topics: period of greatest susceptibility;

what governs infection; how the infection occurs; time between infection and

appearance of the disease; recovery from disease; agents of transmission;

extra-vegetal habitat of the parasites; action of the parasites on the host; the

reaction of the host; prevalence and geographic distribution; and methods

of control.—J, M. C.

Stem anatomy of Isoetes.

—

Lang has begun an investigation of Isoetes,

whose problems, as he remarks, remain difficult and fascinating. The first

"Macdougal, D. T., The experimental modification of germ plasm. Annals

Mo. Bot. Gard. 2:253-274. figs. 4. 1915-

22 Smith, Erwin F., A conspectus of bacterial diseases of plants. Annals Mo.

Bot. Gard. 2:377-401. 1915.
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paper2^ deals with the morphological nature of the so-called stem, which he

calls "stock," the reason being that one of the questions is whether this tuber-

ous axis represents only a short stem. After a presentation of the anatomical

details, Lang concludes that the stock consists of an upwardly growing shoot

region, and a downwardly growing region giving rise to the roots; the latter

region he calls the rhizophore. He suggests that the origin of the rhizophore

may hold some relation to the deep-seated secondary meristem at the base of

the shoot, but that, once initiated, "the growing region of the rhizophore

behaves like the primary axis which is congenitally sunken and inclosed.

"

This region, it seems, is very suggestive of the basal root-bearing region of

Lepidodendron and its allies, and confirms Williamson's suggestion that

Isoetes may be the nearest living representative of that paleozoic stock.

J. M. C.

Phylogeny of the Ascomycetes.

—

Atkinson,2^ in a paper presented at the

twenty-fifth anniversary celebration of the Missouri Botanical Garden, dis-

cusses at length the vexed question of the origin of the Ascomycetes and their

interrelationships. In general his thesis is that the Ascomycetes have been

derived from the Phycomycetes, rather than from the red algae, the possible

transitions being suggested most strikingly by such a form as Dipodascus.

The details of the argument are too numerous to cite here, but it is well sus-

tained, and more convincing than any argument hitherto favoring the algal

origin of the group. A chart presents in graphic form the conclusions as to

interrelationships, the Protoascomycetes arising from the Phycomycetes, and
„ >>

in turn giving rise to the Euascomycetes through the Dipodascus "stock.

The divergent lines of the Euascomycetes are represented as emerging from

two primitive overlapping stocks (Gymnoascus and Monascus). The paper is

a very important contribution to our knowledge of a perplexing group

J. M. C.

Cecidology.—One of the latest American papers on cecidia is by Felt,25

in which the author describes a very large number of species of midges, many

of which cause galls, while others are more or less closely associated with galls.

Although this paper is primarily entomological, it contains many descriptions of

galls which are of value to the botanist.

** Lang, William H., Studies in the morphology of Isoetes. I.
.
The general

morphology of the stock of Isoetes lacuslris. Mem. and Proc. Manchester Lit. and

Phil. Soc. 59: no. 3. pp. 28. 1915.

24 Atkinson, Geo. F., Phylogeny and relationships in the Ascomycetes. Annals

Mo. Bot. Gard. 2:315-376. figs. 10. 1915.

« Felt, E. P., A study of gall midges II. Itonidinae. Rep. N.Y. State Entomol.

1913. pp. 79-211.
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In the recent European literature we find a very interesting article by

Christy,26 in which the author describes a gall previously unrecorded for the

British Isles. It reaches its full size of 2-10 inches in length by the middle

or end of May. It is a malformation of the pistillate flower and has the

appearance of a bunch of moss. The same or a very similar gall due to Erio-

phyes triad iatus Napela is well known on the Continent, but thus far the

author has failed to find the mites in the British forms. It appears to be some-

what similar to our American Acarus aenigma Walsh.

—

Mel T. Cook.

Anthocyan pigments in plants.—In an examination of the recent work upon

the occurrence and chemical nature of the red, purple, and blue plant pig-

ments known as anthocyans, and yellow pigments designated flavones or

flavonols, Everest2? has summarized the present state of our knowledge in

a very concise manner. He shows that it has been established that (1) the

anthocyans always occur as glucosides, and that some seven of these pig-

ments have now been isolated; (2) the same pigment may be capable of

showing a blue, purple, or red color, according as it exists as alkali salt, free

pigment, or oxonium salt of some acid; all anthocyans do not, however, form

blue alkali salts; (3) the anthocyans may be obtained from flavonols by

reduction followed by spontaneous dehydration; and (4) glucosides of flavonols

can pass, by reduction, to glucoside anthocyans without intermediate hydrol-

ysis.

—

Geo. D. Fuller.

Morphology of Gnetum.

—

Thompson28 has published a preliminary note

on the embryo sac conditions in Gnetum, several species of which he has investi-

gated. There are no vegetative cells in the male gametophyte, which is the

expected contrast with Ephedra. Only free nuclei occur in the embryo sac

before the pollen tube enters, although cells are formed before fertilization

takes place, and one or more eggs are definitely organized. Perhaps the most

significant observation is that before fertilization the female gametophyte

becomes divided into a large number of multinucleate compartments, all the

. nuclei in each compartment later uniting to form a fusion nucleus, the endo-

sperm being formed by the division of the fusion nuclei in the lower compart-

ments. This situation is certainly very suggestive of a historical relation to

the polar fusion in the embryo sac of angiosperms.—J. M. C.

Origin of stipules.—The much debated question of the origin of stipules

has received fresh light from the anatomical studies of Sixxott and

26 Christy, Miller, Witches brooms on British willows. Jour. Botany 53:

97-102. 1915.

27 Everest, Arthur E., Recent chemical investigations of the anthocyan pig-

ments and their bearing upon the production of these pigments in plants. Jour.

Genetics 45:361-367. 191.

28 Thompson, W. P., Preliminary note on the morphology of Gnetum. Amer.

Jour. Bot. 2:161. 1915.
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Bailey. 2* The former had already concluded that in the primitive angiosperms

the vascular supply of the leaves arose as three strands. It is now found that

such leaves are usually provided with stipules, the vascular supply of which is

connected with the lateral leaf traces; where there is a single leaf trace at the

node, stipules are absent, but if the leaf is supplied by many strands it has a

sheathing base. It is further observed that leaves with an entire margin

generally have no stipules, even though three strands supply the leaf. Stipules

are regarded as an integral part of a leaf, and are homologous with sheaths,

ligules, and similar modifications of the base of the petiole.—M. A. Chrysler.

Scientific phytopathology.

—

Appel presented a paper at the twenty-fifth

anniversary celebration of the Missouri Botanical Garden which has just been

published,;* dealing with the scientific aspects of plant pathology. This point

of view is rapidly developing in this country, but still needs to be emphasized.

As Appel states, until recent times there were no places where scientific phyto-

pathology was taught. The thesis of the paper is illustrated by the biological

work in connection with the smut problem, the culture work in establishing

polymorphic life histories and, in many identifications, the experimental work

on the air content of host tissues, the work in physiological chemistry, and

finally the histological study of the host tissues involved.—J. M. C.

A new genus of Erysiphaceae.

—

Ito^1 has described a new genus

(Typhulocaeta) of Erysiphaceae from Japan, parasitic on Quercus glanduhfera.

The asci are several in the globose perithecium, and 8-spored; while the append-

ages are simple and clavate. The conidia have not been observed. The genus

is most closely related to Erysiphe, but differs in its appendages.—J. M. C

^Sinnott, E. W., and Bailey, I. W., Investigations on the phylogeny of the

angiosperms 3. Nodal anatomy and the morphology of stipules. Am. Jour. Bot.

1:441-453. pi. 44. 1914.

3° Appel, O., The relations between scientific botany and phytopathology.

Annals Mo. Bot. Gard. 2:275-285. 1915.

* Ixo, Seiya, On Typhulocaeta, a new genus of Erysiphaceae. Bot. Mag. Tokyo

29:15-22. pi. 1. 1915.
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OENOTHERA GIGAS NANELLA, A MENDELIAN MUTANT
Hugo DeVries

In a recent book Gates has studied the significance of the experi-

ments made with species of Oenothera as proofs for the general

theory of mutation, and has given an exhaustive and critical review

of the facts in this rapidly increasing field of research. 1 He has

laid special stress upon the results of crosses, which show the great

diversity of these phenomena when studied in some wild plants, as

contrasted with the now prevailing doctrine of Mendelism; for

among the mutants of Oenothera instances of Mendelism are rare.

The first known example is that afforded by 0. brevistylis, which

follows the law of Mendel as a recessive in all its crosses with the

parent species, with other mutants, and with other species of the

same group.2 But, unfortunately, the production of this form by

means of mutation from 0. Lamarckiana is so rare that it has not,

as yet, been repeated under experimental control. Another

instance is 0. rubricalyx, discovered and studied by Gates (op. cit.,

p. 103), which behaves as a dominant in its crosses with 0.

Lamarckiana.
which

many com formulae

which

may, at least in

that law as exactly as in any other pure Mendelian case. This

1 Gates, R. R., The mutation factor in evolution. London. 1915.

2 DeVries, Hugo, Die Mutations-Theorie. 1:223; 2:151-179, 429.
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ffords a means for the experimental i

form by mutation. The main resuli

the occurrence of mutant Mendelian

besides

my book on the mutation

from O. Lamarckiana may
by the mutation combined

normal

from

This hybrid would then, in its self-fertilized seeds, follow the law of

Mendel
same type and partly specimens of the type

O. brevistylis. From this origin and the subsequent free intercross-

ing in the field, the yearly appearance of 0. brevistylis would receive

a sufficient explanation (DeVries, op. ciL, p. 506).

If the process of mutation into this type were more often

repeated, it should be possible to discover the original hybrids.

They would, it is true, not be discernible from their normal sisters

by external marks, but would yield, after artificial self-fertilization,

about 25 per cent of brevistylis. And since mutants are produced

ordinarily in a proportion of 1-2 per cent or less, the difference

would be large enough to be noticed. Until now, however, such

cases have not been observed.

I have, therefore, been looking for another example in which a

Mendelian behavior of the mutants might be associated with a

normal coefficient of mutation from the parent species. Such

cases would betray themselves by exceptionally high coefficients

in single parent plants. Instances of such individual deviations

limited

mother plants from

observed

produces 1-2 per cent dwarfs, may be seen to throw them

large a number as k ner cent. The same phenomenon .

of 0. gigas.

1 (op. ci

among

» Schoutex, A. R., Mutabiliteit en Variabiliteit. 1908.
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From time to time I have noticed the same deviating percent-

ages in my own cultures. Thus, for instance, I fertilized in 1910 a

specimen of 0. gigas by its own pollen, and among 50 seedlings

of its offspring 10 were dwarfs, pointing to a percentage of about 20

per cent.4 Similar facts have since occurred more than once in my
cultures.

Schouten and Gates have interpreted these figures as indicat-

ing a Mendelian proportion of dwarfs, and on this assumption the

same

xplained Mutant hybrids would then

which produces dwarf mutants

would then, of course, have to be considered as the products of the

combination in fertilization of two sexual cells, both of which had

mutated into nanella. ' The production of dwarfs from O. rims

same

origin of O. gigas itself from 0. Lamarckiana; and the copulation

of two similarly mutated cells would then more easily be accessible

to experimental investigation.

In order to verify the exactness of this conception I have fol-

lowed up the progeny of such a presumed mutant hybrid, and on the

other hand have made crosses between O. gigas and 0. gigas nanella.

In both cases the truth of the assumption was easily ascertained.

Mutations of single gametes may be discovered by different

means

gametes by O. Lamarckiana being the most likely to be betrayed

in this way. 5 I have observed such cases in crosses between

O. Lamarckiana and O. rubrinervis. From these ordinarily two

types arise in the first generation, one of which resembles the

mother my book on Grupp

Artbildung I have called them "Lamarckiana" and "subrobusta."

Both types are usually constant after self-fertilization. But,

from time to time, individuals appear which in their progeny

produce an unexpected number of dwarfs. The following cases

may be adduced.

4 DeYries, Hugo, Gruppenweise Artbildung. p. 340. 1913.

5 Besides the production of gametes for gigas by O. Lamarckiana, as shown by
the occurrence of specimens of semigigas in self-fertilized strains of the parent species,

or by the production of the Hero-type in crosses of O. Lamarckiana with allied species.
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The rubrinervis strain for these experiments had arisen as a

mutant

cultivated in 1905. No
from

remainder giving

mutation
TABLE I

Exceptional production of dwarfs by single plants of Oenothera subrobusta

Cross Cross 1 Gen. 2 Gen.
Number of
individuals

Percentage
of nanella

LamarckianaX rubrinervis. . .

.

rubrinervisXLamarckiana
I905
I9°5

1907

1913
1907
19*3

1914
*9 J 3
1914

140
70
70

9
11

16

If we compare these figures with the results of the crosses

between O. rubrinervis and 0. nanella itself, as described in my
Gruppenweise Artbildung (p. 215), we find a complete analogy,

since these crosses give no dwarfs in the first generation, and in the

second about 10-14 P^r cent from the self-fertilized specimens of

O. subrobusta. It is evident, therefore, that the exceptionally high

yield of dwarfs in these crosses of O. Larnarckiana and O. rubrinervis

must be the product of latent mutations which occurred in some of

the sexual cells of one of the parents. And since O. Larnarckiana

is known to produce ordinarily 1-2 per cent dwarfs, while O.

rubrinervis does not show signs of such a mutability, we may con-

fidently assume that our figures indicate latent mutations of sexual

cells of O. Larnarckiana.

Bartlett6 recently described a similar instance of an unexpect-

edly high mutability, and proposed for it the same explanation, on

the assumption of a latent mutation of a sexual cell in a previous

generation. This case is of the greatest interest since it relates to

a pure species and not to the discovery of mutated gametes by

means of crosses as in the experiments just described. The mutat-

ing species was O. Reynoldsii Bartlett, one of the forms of the old

O. biennis. It produced in 19 13 three marked types, one repeating

the parental form, and the two others being dwarfs and called

6 Bartlett, H. H., Mutation en masse. Amer. Nat. 1915.
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mut. semialta and mut. debilis. The latter is, on the average, about

half as high as the former. This curious segregation repeated itself

in the next generation in 1914, not from all the individuals, but

from only one of the two whose offspring have been tried in this

respect.

Similar proofs of latent mutations of sexual cells may evidently

be expected to occur in other strains also and will have to be looked

for in all cases of an unexpectedly high degree of mutability.

I will now return to my experiments on the production of dwarfs

by O. gigas. In order to obtain specimens of 0. gigas yielding a

high percentage of dwarfs from their seeds, I sowed in 19n seeds

of my pure strain, cultivated the plants as biennials, and fertilized

them in 1012 bv their own nollen. in basrs. They were vigorous

(Gruppenweise

and yielded a large harvest of seed, which was sown in 19 13, and

served as a criterion, since no essential differences were to be seen

on the plants themselves. Moreover, I used the seeds of some good

biennial specimens of the previous or third generation. The

ancestors of all these plants had been fertilized by myself in bags

from the mutant The harvest

of 191 2 and 19 10, sown in 19 13, gave the result as shown in table II.

TABLE II

A. Percentages of dwarfs among offspring of 0. gigas

Generation

4th generation
a

a
u
c<

3rd generation
a
tt

u

Number of
seed-bearer

I

2

3

4
5
6

7
8

9
10

Total of seedlings

174
176

191

154
166

164

43

132

130

Dwarfs

O
I

34
1

1

o
1

o
2

O

Percentage of

dwarfs

O.O
0.6

17-8
0.6
0.6
O.O

2.3
O.O

1.5
O.O

From a second strain, derived from t

:ribed in my Gruppenweise Artbildung (p

2 nine biennial specimens which yieldec

mutant
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Tried in the same way, they gave the percentages of dwarfs shown

in table III.

TABLE III

B. Dwarfs of O. gigas

Generation

6th generation
a
ct

a

li

it

a

it

Number of
seed-bearer

Total of seedlings

I 132
2 165

3 155

4 161

5 159
6 76

7 151

8 130

9 124

Dwarfs

o
o
1

o

25
o
o
o

19

Percentage of

dwarfs

O.O
0.0
0.6
0.0

15.7
O.O
O.O
O.O

15°

All in all, 19 specimens were studied. Among them three gave

a percentage of 15-15.7-17.8, but the others gave only 1-2 per

cent or no dwarfs at all. The dwarfs produced by this latter group

were evidently due to ordinary mutability, but the figures for the

former group differed too widely from these to be looked at in the

same way I consider them to be due to Mendelian segregation,

and assume that the fact that they fall short of the expected 25 per

cent is due to the difficulties of cultivation and to a less viability

normal I chose

no. 3 of the first group (17.8 per cent dwarfs) for continuing the

experiment.

If the segregation in this second generation followed the law

of Mendel, then among the plants of normal stature one-third

must be constant in their progeny and the remainder must split

up according to the same law. I succeeded in having a dozen of

plants flower and ripen their seeds as annuals, fertilized them purely,

and sowed the harvest in the spring of 19 14. The result is given

in table IV.

Three of the individuals yielded no more dwarfs than in ordinary

mutation, and the seven others showed figures which approach

the Mendelian law as nearly as might be expected. If we combine

these figures with the 17.8 per cent of dwarfs of the former genera-

tion, we find for this about 18 per cent dwarfs, 57 per cent hybrids

7 See Gates, op. cit., p. 89.
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sufficient

normal high specimens. This may
: that the splitting took place after

Mendel
table IV

C. Dwarfs among the offspring of O. gigas (A, no. 3)

Number of
seed-bearer

*

Total of
seedlings

Dwarfs Percentage of
dwarfs

I

2

242 |

276

177
237
238
236
196
81

269
265

I

O
I

39
52

50
42
25

59
57

0.5
O.O

X o-S
l6.04

X 22.0
6 21 .O

7 21.0

8 3I.O
22.0

10
— w

2I.O^

The dwarfs were counted in June and July, and the degree of

development at this time corresponded with the photographs given

in my Gruppenweise Artbildung, p. 316, figs. 115 and 116. At this

period they are clearly distinct from the normal specimens and so

there was no difficulty in counting them. In some specimens of

O. gigas mut. nanella the number of chromosomes has been deter-

mined and was found to be the same as in O. gigas itself (28), as

was to be expected. Partly on account of this fact, partly in con-

sequence of the nearer relationship, the fecundations did not experi-

ence the difficulties which are connected with crosses between

O. gigas and 0. Lamarckiana mut. nanella. They succeeded fairly

well and yielded, as we have seen, relatively large numbers of seeds.

The Mendelian behavior of the production of dwarfs by means

of mutation from O. gigas, moreover/may be proved in another way.

If the mutant hybrids of this form are fertilized by the pollen of

O. gigas nanella, the expectation will, of course, be the production

of 50 per cent of tall specimens and 50 per cent of dwarfs. But,

on account of the smaller viability of the latter, we should have to

be content with somewhat smaller numbers. In 1913, therefore.

I crossed some specimens of apparently normal 0. gigas with the

pollen of a constant race of O. gigas nanella, my culture being the

third generation derived from a mutant of 1910 (Gruppenweise

Artbildung, pp. 315-316). I was fortunate in choosing, among
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some normal plants, two mutant

normal

of O. gigas, in table V.

small in this case, owin

of O. gigas nanella.

numbers

TABLE V
Dwarfs in the first generation of O. gigasXO. gigas nanella

Number of
seed-bearer

I

2

3

4

Number of

seedlings
Dwarfs

Percentage of

dwarfs

38
65
28

59

11

28
1

2

3°
43

3

The first two seed-bearers had evidently about one-half of their

egg cells mutated into nanella, which by the fertilization with

pollen of dwarfs must, all of them, become nanella specimens,

two last-named plants, although externally not differing from

others, had only very few mutated sexual cells, and therefore j

duced only about 3 per cent of dwarfs.

TABLE VI

Dwarfs in the second generation of O. gigasXO. gigas mut. nanella

The

Seed-bearer

A. O. gigas nanella XO. gigas

No. 1

No. 2

B. O. gigasXO. gigas nanella

No. 1

No. 2

No. 3
No. 4
No. 5

No. 6

C. O. gigas mut. hybridXO. gigas nanella

Total of

seedlings
Dwarfs

Percentage of

dwarfs

291

69

60

310
304
74

283
210

326

45
12

16

73
62

14

46
30
52

15

17

27

24
20

19
16

14
16

The experiment showed at the same time that hybrids between

O. gigas and O. gigas nanella have the features and the stature of the

former tvoe. and thereby iustified the assumDtion made above in

splanation of the behavior of mutant h]

made the reciprocal cross in the same
fs of my race by the pollen of normal pi The
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fecundation was a difficult one and I got only 38 seedlings, all of

which developed into tall plants of the stature and character of

0. gigas (1914).

In order to study the segregation of dwarfs in the next genera-

tion I fecundated a number of specimens of the three described

groups of artificial hybrids and sowed their seed in 191 5. On the

basis of MendePs law the expectation is, for all of them, 25 per cent

dwarfs, or somewhat smaller numbers on account of the lesser

viability of these dwarfs. The sowings of 1915, counted in May

j
sufficient Droof that the crosses between

Mendel

Summary

1. Oenothera gigas produces dwarfs (about 1-2 per cent) and

mutant hybrids of normal stature, which after self-fertilization give

15-18 per cent, theoretically 25 per cent, of dwarfs.

2. These mutant hybrids split up, after self-fertilization,

according to the law of Mendel, yielding about 18 per cent dwarfs,

25 per cent normal specimens of tall stature, and 57 per cent hybrids

of the same type. The latter gave about 21 per cent of dwarfs

among their progeny.

3. The mutant hybrids, fertilized by 0. gigas nanella, yield

30-43 per cent, theoretically 50 per cent, of dwarfs.

4. In artificial crosses with O. gigas the dwarfs follow the law

of Mendel.

5 means of mutation

therefore, is to be considered as requiring the copulation of two

gametes, both of which are potentially mutated into dwarfs. The

mutant hybrids must then be the

mutated gamete bv a normal one. They are correspondingly less

the

6. In combination with the fact that the dwarfs of O. Lamarcki-

ana do not follow the law of Mendel, either in their origin by muta-

tion or in artificial crosses with the parent species, these conclusions

reveal a new differential character between O. gigas and its parent

species.

Amsterdam



THE INFLUENCE OF THE TANNIN CONTENT OF THE
HOST PLANT ON ENDOTHIA PARASITICA

AND RELATED SPECIES 1

Melville Thurston Cook and Guy West Wilson
.

The differences between species, genera, and families by which

certain groups of plants are resistant to certain parasites while

others are more or less susceptible are very generally recognized by

all botanists. Actinomyces scabies attacks potatoes, turnips, beets,

carrots, and parsnips, representing four different families. Pseu-

domonas tumefaciens attacks a much larger range of host plants.

Many familiar parasitic fungi and bacteria are restricted to certain

families, to a few genera, or even to a single genus; others have

similar restrictions as regards species; and still others are restricted

to the races within the species. The same law will apply to the

insects which cause the peculiar physiological or pathological

structures known as galls. Cecidomyia pilulae occurs on a very

large number of oaks, Amphibolips confluentus on four species,

while the very common Andricus seminator occurs on but one.

Individual plants which are more or less immune to destructive

parasitic organisms have attracted the attention of the plant

pathologists and plant breeders and have been the starting point

for long series of selection experiments resulting in resistant varieties

which are of great value to the practical agriculturists. Many
theoretical explanations of the resistance or susceptibility of related

varieties or species have been offered by botanists who should

know better, but very few facts of real value have been collected.

Marshall-Ward's studies indicated that the histological char-

acters were of but little if any importance in aiding the plant to

resist its parasitic enemies. He finally says: " Infection and resist-

ance to infection depend on the power of the fungus protoplasm

to overcome the resistance of the cells of the host by means of

enzymes or toxins; and reciprocally, on that of the protoplasm of

1 A more complete discussion of the experiments given in this paper will appear

in some of the publications of the New Jersey Agricultural Experiment Station,

New Brunswick, New Jersey.

Botanical Gazette, vol. 6ol [346
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the cells of the host to form auto-bodies which destroy such enzymes

or toxins, to excrete chemotactic substances which expel or attract

the fungus protoplasm.

"

2

The little work that has been done indicates that these problems

involve both plant pathology and plant physiology, and that the

must eive more

mental

j-

j

xperiments 1

to the cell contents of the host plants. 3 The primary object of this

work was to determine to what extent tannin might be a factor in

enabling the host plant to resist parasitic fungi. Although the

fungi which attack fruits were used for most of these experiments,

some attention was given to Endothia parasitica. This organism

gave a good growth of mycelium and scant spore formation when

grown on an agar medium containing 0.6 per cent tannin, but a

less toleration to tannin when grown on a liquid medium. It was

also evident that its toleration of tannin was somewhat dependent

on the character of the food supply.

made simila

in

varying from 0.2 per cent to 14 per cent. All cultures grew in

media containing as high as 4 per cent tannin; about one-half of the

cultures of E. gyrosa grew on media containing 8 per cent tannin,

but all failed to grow on cultures containing more than 12 per cent.

E. parasitica was a little more tolerant to tannin than the other

species used. Clinton used a potato agar, and therefore his

com
haus, who used synthetic media.

Although the results of all of these studies indicate that tannin

is in a measure toxic to fungi, the report of the chemist of the

2 Marshall-Ward, H., Recent researches on parasitic fungi. Ann. Botany

19:1-54. 1905.

3 Cook, Mel. T., and Taubenhaus, J. J., Relation of parasitic fungi to the

cell contents of the host plant. 1. Toxicity of tannin. Delaware Agric Exp. Sta.

Bull. 91. pp. 77. figs. 43. 1911.

4 Clinton, G. P., Chestnut bark disease, Endothia gyrosa var. parasitica (Murr)

Clint. Ann. Reoort Conn. State Agric. Kxp. Sta. 1012. pp. 359-453- ph. 21-28. 1913.
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commissionPennsylvania chestnut tree blight disease

that the tannin content of the diseased bark was higher than that

of the healthy bark. This report appears to contradict the idea

therwise

would be destroyed by the tannin. However

investigated by Kerr
;
who says "the incremc

apparent and does not really occur. We hav

matter

the decav. It simply means

remains

commercial

very uncertain substance, as packages of tannin from the same

manufacturers and supposed to be the same were found to give

different results when used in cultures. It was also evident that

ordinary methods of determining tannin are unsatisfactory. There-

fore, Kerr, a well known technological chemist of Lynchburg,

Virginia, who has devoted considerable attention to the study of

tannin, was asked to cooperate in this work. He furnished us with

three extracts ("i-X," "2-X," "3-X," and "A") which are

described in connection with the experiments. In addition to

these extracts we also used commercial tannin (Merck) for com-

parison

Source of cultures

Cultures of various American species of Endothia, as well as

foreign strains of some of the species, were obtained from various

laboratories. In addition, some strains of E. parasitica were iso-

lated in our own laboratory. We have indicated these by the names

and the serial numbers used by the laboratories when they came

to us, except in the case of E. parasitica. In this instance we have

uniformly referred to this fungus as E. parasitica, without regard

to whether it was considered a species or a sub-species at the source

of supply.

The use of the specific names of E. gyrosa and E. radicalis varies

in different laboratories, according to Shear and Stevens. s In

the light of this paper it appears that the fungi from Clinton

s Shear, C. L., and Stevens, F. K., Cultural characters of the chestnut blight

fungus and its near relatives. U.S. Dept. Agric. Bur. PL Ind. Circ. 131. pp. 18. 1913-
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labeled E. gyrosa and that from Stevens called E. radicalis are in

reality identical. Our culture work also leads us to the same con-

clusion. Therefore, in order to avoid confusion, we will use the

name E. radicalis', but will in such case indicate the origin of our

original culture.

A careful study of our cultures indicates that we have only three

distinct species : Endothia parasitica (American and Chinese races)

,

E. radicalis (E. gyrosa and E. virginiana), and E. radicalis missis

-

sippiensis.

Several months were devoted to preliminary work to determine

the most desirable medium, best methods for mixing the tannin

into the medium, and for perfecting the technique of the work.

The formula for the most satisfactory medium, the one which was

used in all our work, is as follows: water 1000 cc, glucose 20 grains,

peptone 10 grains, potassium phosphate (monobasic) 0.25 grain,

magnesium sulphate 0.25 grain. A given series of cultures was

always made from the same lot of medium, treated with the same

extract, inoculated in the same manner, and kept under exactly the

same conditions.

The difficulties arising from the use of tannin in a medium con-

taining proteid were not overcome. The first difficulty encountered

is the fact that commercial tannin (Merck) is an unstable and

variable substance. According to Fischer (Ber. Deutsch. Chem.

Gesells. 36:3252. 19 13), tannin is an anhydrous glucoside of gallic

acid. This relationship makes it easily convertible by hydrolysis

into gallic acid and related substances. // is therefore entirely

possible that no sterile culture medium can be prepared which contains

all the tannin unchanged.

The usual statement that tannin in contact with proteid forms

an insoluble precipitate has not been borne out by our work.

Indeed, comparatively large quantities of tannin may be added to

the agar formula which we used without changing perceptibly either

the tannin or the proteid, so far at least as we were able to determine.

The experiments were conducted with two lots of Merck's

tannin. The first of these was already in stock at the time the

work was undertaken. By using a 10 per cent solution of this

tannin, as much as 2 per cent of tannic acid could be added to the
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agar without changing the composition of either. However, to

accomplish this it was necessary to allow the tannin solution to run

slowly from a pipette into the melted agar while the latter was

constantly agitated. If the tannin was added too rapidly, or the

agitation of the agar was insufficient, more or less coagulation re-

sulted. With a 20 per cent aqueous solution of tannic acid, less

than half this amount (0.8 per cent) could be added without coagu-

lation. Moreover, even a very small amount of tannic acid in its

solid form would cause coagulation in the agar. Another lot of

Merck's tannin was of such character that only about half as much

tannic acid could be added to the agar without change.

When first placed in the agar, the tannic acid caused a milky

appearance, which disappeared on sterilization. Where high per-

centages of tannin were used, the agar upon sterilization showed

a tendency to become viscid (about 0.8-2 per cent) or even

liquid (about 2-2.5 percent). The transition between viscosity

and liquefaction is gradual in such a series as we used, where

each member differed from the next by o . 2 per cent of tannic acid.

In no case was the distinct curd which various investigators have

described to be observed. In agar with 3 per cent of tannic acid

the entire mass of medium becomes a clear liquid with a thin film

of solid matter on one side of the test tube if set for a slant, or in

the bottom if set upright. This solid material gives the same reac-

tion both to Millon's Droteid test and to the ammonium molybdate

members

the series. Similar

medium. Evidently, the explanation of this lique-

some

interaction of tannin and proteid.

If the agar medium used is titrated to various degrees of acidity

and a series of such tubes sterilized, it is found that the agar ranges

from solid through viscid to liquid; that is, the same phenomenon

can be induced by acidulating the medium as by the addition of the

tannic acid. In each case a more careful test of the nature of the

proteid substance in the liquid from the acidulated agar shows that

proteid digestion has progressed so far that the power of solidi-

fication has been lost*
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These considerations naturally raise the question of the acidity

medium
that a 3 per cent aqueous solution of tannic acid is about +65
Fuller's scale. This is considerably higher than is indicated by

Clinton (Report Conn. Agric. Exp. Sta. 191 2. p. 432). However,

as Clinton used a vegetable (potato agar) medium, while we used

a synthetic medium, the results are in no wise comparable,

as no account is taken by Clinton of the effects on the tannic

acid of the various organic constituents of the medium to which he

added it.

Gallic acid was similarly tested, but failed to show any coagu-

lating effect either on the agar medium or on its constituents.

The various materials furnished by Kerr behave in much the

same way toward agar as does commercial tannin. His purer

tannin extracts, however, do not liquefy the agar at as low percent-

ages as does commercial tannin. Those extracts from which the

coloring matter had not been removed had a more pronounced

action on the culture medium than even the second lot of Merck's

tannin. The original acidity of the agar and the quantity and

mi

mo
m

To test tannin fermentation

To test the ability of the fungi to live in pure solutions of tannin

and related substances, two experiments were made with varying

strength of aqueous solutions of these materials. In the first

medium

mm
parasitica

were used.

Merc
"A" and "i-X," of 2.05 per cent and 5 per cent solution. The

strength of the solution appeared to have less effect on the fungus

than did the nature of the material. The two species of fungi

showed no more difference in quantity and vigor of growth than

would be exnect.ed for two strains of the same species.
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On tannin neither species grew even as much as might have

been expected from the nutriment stored in the agar block.

On extract "A" a fair growth was made, using up the food

material stored in the original agar block and forming masses of

mycelium about 2 cm. across and producing abundant pycnospores.

On extract "i-X" an abundant growth was secured, entirely

filling the liquid in the flask with a thick growth of mycelium which

rose above the liquid and produced abundant pycnospores.

The second series was made up in strength of 0.2, 0.4, 0.6,

0.8, and 1 per cent tannic and gallic acid. These were sown with

spores of the same fungi used before. In no case was growth made,

although check sowing on agar showed the spores to be viable.

Endothia on tannin

GROWTH OF ENDOTHIA ON COMMERCIAL TANNIN (MERCK)

The cultures used for this series were made to contain o . 1 per

cent, 0.2 per cent, 0.4 per cent, and by intervals of o. 2 per cent

up to 2
. 4 per cent of tannin. In this series of experiments the agar

remained firm, except in one or two of the cultures containing the

highest percentages of tannin, in which there was a slight tendency

to a semifluid condition. sufficient

digestion to allow the formation of a liquid. The following strains

parasitica

from

"P.P." of our own isolation from Prospect Park (Brooklyn)

material; E. radicalis (Metcalf no. A, Stevens no. 2391, a Euro-

pean strain secured from Anderson, and Clinton's E. gyrosa

no. 7677); and E. radicalis mississippiensis (Stevens nos. 1196

and 3443).

Endothia parasitica (American strain) gave a good growth

of aerial mycelium, varying in amount in direct ratio to the

percentage of tannin used. Poor growth on check until the end

of the second week. Yellow color in mycelium at end of first week

and discoloration of the agar during the second week. Cultures

(

6 This cultu

Plant Industry.

China to the Bureau of
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who was unable to detect any positive trace of tannin, but found

a trace of gallic acid not exceeding 0.002 gm. This appears to

to indicate that the fungus can use the tannin as a food. Pycno-

spores appeared on the check at the end of the sixth week, on o. 1

per cent tannin at the end of the seventh, on 1
. 4 per cent tannin at

the end of the eighth, and ultimately on the 4 per cent tannin.

E. parasitica (Chinese strain) grew about the same as the

American strain except that the growth was 5 days earlier and a

lighter gray color. Pycnospores appeared during the fifth week on

2
. 4 per cent tannin and ultimately on the entire series.

It is rather remarkable that the Chinese strain is more tolerant

to tannin than the American strain, and it raises the question

whether this resistance is due to origin, age, or modification of

the fungus since its first introduction into America, or some other

cause.

E. radicalis (European) was more resistant than the American

strain. Pycnospores were produced on 1 . 2 per cent tannin after

8 weeks' growth.

E. radicalis (American) gave an abundant growth of aerial

mycelium, varying in color from yellow in the lower percentage

of tannin to ashen in the higher. The presence of o . 2 per cent

tannin was stimulating, but 0.8 per cent retarded the growth. No
pycnospores were produced.

E. radicalis (Clinton's E. gyrosa no. 7677) grew well, but no

pycnospores were found. The tannin had an inhibiting influence.

E. radicalis mississippiensis grew well, but apparently was not

able to use the tannin as food. No pycnospores were produced.

The two cultures (nos. 2443 and n 96) used were very resistant to

tannin, the former making the more vigorous growth.

From this series of cultures it appears that tannin (Merck)

affects various species of the genus Endothia quite differently. E.

parasitica may for a time be retarded in its growth, but subsequently

it feeds on the tannin, using the entire supply in the cultures tested.

PP
tannin

substance. The cultures labeled E. radicalis (and Clinton's

E. gyrosa no. 7677) are inhibited by the action of tannin. This is
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true of the American strains to a greater extent than of the

European.

GROWTH ON KERR'S EXTRACTS

Extract " i-X" is described by Kerr as the water soluble tannin

of the chestnut bark. It is insoluble in alcohol and in similar

solvents. This occurs in quantities of 3-5 per cent in the bark.

The sample used was between 95 and 100 per cent pure. The

quantity available would not allow as extensive a series of cultures

as were used for commercial tannin products. Accordingly, the

percentages used were .1, 1.2, 1.6, 2, and 2
. 4 per cent. The agar

remained firm in all cases. Inoculations were made with E. para-

sitica (Stevens no. 11 58), E. radicalis, and E. gyrosa (Clinton's

no. 7674).

E. parasitica (American) gave an abundant aerial growth dur-

ing the third week and of pycnospores during the fifth week. The

great growth of pycnospores was on 2 per cent, which is about the

normal amount in the bark. This extract is stimulating in normal

and subnormal amounts.

E. radicalis (Clinton's E. gyrosa no. 7674) gave a growth

similar to E. parasitica. At the end of the first week the most

normal growth was on 1 . 2 per cent and the maximum on 2 per cent.

Pycnospores appeared in 10 days and were present on all cultures

at the end of the fifth week. Finally, it may be said that small

quantities of this extract are stimulating, and that higher percent-

ages produce vigorous growth of aerial mycelium and reduced

number of pycnospores. It is rather surprising that this extract,

which is so near pure tannin, is not as toxic as the commercial

tannin

.

Extract "2-X" is in all its reactions similar to that designated

I-X," except that it is soluble both in water and in alcohol. Its

effect on agar is quite different, however, showing a tendency to

digest proteids as do acids, and so render the medium viscous. A
series of cultures was prepared containing 1, 1.2, 2, and 2.4 per

cent of the extract, and inoculated with E. parasitica (Stevens no.

1158) and E. radicalis (Clinton's E. gyrosa no. 7674). The cul-

tures of the two upper members of the series were quite noticeably

viscous.

a
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E. parasitica (American) gave growth on 1-1 . 6 per cent in one
>

week, on 2 per cent in two weeks, and on 2.4 per cent in four

weeks. Pycnospores were produced rather abundantly on 1 . 6-2
.

4

per cent at the end of two months.

Endothia radicalis (Clinton's E. gyrosa no. 7674) gave a good

growth on 1 . 6 per cent in one week, and on 2 per cent three days

later. In two weeks the growth was greater than with any other

extract used, the maximum on 1 per cent and 1 . 2 per cent.

Pycnidia began to appear on 1 . 2 per cent in about three weeks

and finally on 1 per cent and 1 . 6 per cent, the maximum on the

last percentage.

It is very evident that extract "2-X" is not so favorable for

the growth of the fungus as extract " i-X." Both these results are

surprising when compared with those obtained with commercial

tannin.

Extract "3-X" is the coloring matter of the bark. While this

is estimated as tannin in bark analysis, its real nature is unknown.

It precipitates gelatin and combines with hide, but does not give

the same distinct reactions with metallic salts as do other tannins.

The sample used was between 85 and 90 per cent pure. As the

quantity available was very small, it was used only in the proportion

of 1 and 2 per cent. Both E. radicalis (E. gyrosa Clinton no.

media

par

parasitica (American

of the extract in one week. This growth increased slowly, but

finally became abundant. Germination was retarded for about

10 days on 2 per cent of the extract, and the growth was never so

good as on 1 per cent. Pycnospores were found on cultures con-

much
medium

£. radicalis (Clinton's E. gyrosa no. 7674) gave a growth very

similar to that of E. parasitica, but at the end of two months there

were few pycnospores on the 1 per cent extract.

This extract was very toxic; the growth was always unhealthy

and the production of pycnospores greatly checked. These results

are surprising in that this extract, which is primarily coloring matter
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of the bark, which under ordinary methods of analysis is estimated

as "tannin," is more toxic than commercial tannin. Kerr in

commenting on these results, says

:

The action of "3-X" is also surprising, as it is what we term the coloring

principle of the bark, the exact nature not having been determined by anyone

that I know of. Its action brings out a rather interesting point, and that is

that chestnut trees of northern growth, say on a line north of the southern

boundary of Pennsylvania, contain very materially less coloring matter than

the growth south of it, and, as we all know, the wood in the. latitude referred

to seems to have been more susceptible to the disease than that further south

[letter December 26, 1913].

GROWTH ON COMBINATION OF KERR'S EXTRACTS

Since " i-X," which is a tannin extract, was stimulating, and

"3-X," which is primarily coloring materials giving tannin reac-

tions, was toxic, it was decided to combine the two into one extract.

The material was made up into a series of cultures containing

0.2, 0.6, 0.8, 1.2, 1.6, 1.8, 2, 2.2, 2^.4, 2.6, and 2.8 per cent.

Sowings were made with E. radicalis (Clinton's E. gyrosa no.

7674), E. radicalis mississippiensis (Stevens no. 2424), and both

American and Chinese strains of E. parasitica.

There was a tendency for the agar containing as much as 1 .

2

per cent of the extract to become less solid, but even with 2 . 8 per

cent there was no approach to a real liquid condition.

E. parasitica (American) made a fair growth on 0.6 and 0.8

per cent in one week, with a slight growth throughout the series

except on 0.2 and 2.2 per cent. The growth increased, but was

relatively the same on the different cultures throughout the entire

period. During the third week pycnidia appeared on 0.6 per

cent, and by the end of the fifth week had developed on all cultures

up to 2 . 2 per cent. In cultures containing more than 2 . 2 per cent

the pycnospores decreased. The growth was always subnormal,

but not so pronounced as in some other cultures.

E. parasitica (Chinese) also failed to grow on 0.2 and 2.3 per

cent, but made some growth on o. 6, o. 8, and 1 . 2 per cent during

the first week. At the end of the second week the cultures con-

taining 0.6 per cent showed a subnormal growth, and the 2. 8 per

cent a very slight growth. The growth generally was less than that
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of the American strain. Pycnospores were not found on either the

check or the cultures containing tannin.

E. radicalis (Clinton's E. gyrosa no. 7674) made a fair growth

on 0.2, 0.6, and 0.8 per cent, and a slight growth on the higher

percentages. The growth generally increased on all cultures, but

was always subnormal; no pycnospores were found.

E. radicalis mississippiensis grew on only the o . 8 per cent extract

during the first week. In 10 days there was good growth on both

0.6 and o . 8 per cent, fair growth on 1 and 1 . 6 per cent and slight

growth on 2 and 2 . 8 per cent. The growth increased on all cultures

during two months' observation, and pycnospores were produced

in abundance on all cultures up to 2 per cent.

In general it may be said that E. parasitica and E. radicalis

thrive fairly well on cultures containing these extracts, but not

so well as on the checks. The American strain of E. parasitica

is more resistant that the Chinese strain, and E. radicalis mississip-

piensis is the most resistant of any species used.

Kerr's extract "A" is a compound of various forms of tannin

and of other more or less related substances. It represents about

9 per cent of the dry weight of the bark. Its composition is as

follows: tannin (containing the forms represented as "i-X,"

"2-X," and "3-X") 60 per cent, fermentable sugars 10 per cent,

gallic acid 7 per cent, pentoses and pentosans 8 per cent, water 5

per cent, undetermined 10 per cent. This extract produces a rather

advanced proteid digestion, causing the agar to become semi-

fluid, and in the higher percentages used a considerable amount of

fluid was present. The series included 1, 1.2, 1.6, 2, and 2.4 per

cent of the extract. Sowings were made with E. radicalis (Clin-

ton's E. gyrosa no. 7674) and E. parasitica (Stevens no. 11 58).

E. parasitica (American) made a slight growth on all cultures

during the first week. In 10 days the growth was good on all

cultures up to 2 per cent. After that time the growth was slow.

At the end of the first month pycnospores began to appear on

cultures containing 1 per cent, but did not appear on others. Thi

organism made its best growth on this medium.

s

E. radicalis (Clinton's E. gyrosa no. 7674) made a slight growth

on cultures up to 1 per cent. The growth was poor throughout
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the entire time. A very few pycnospores were produced on the

i per cent, but not on the others.

This was the most toxic extract used in the entire series of

experiments.

In order to test the possibility of preparing from commercial

sources a compound similar in its effects to Kerr's extract "A,"

a tannin compound was made as follows: tannin (Merck) 60 gm.,

dextrose 10 gm., gallic acid 7 gm., arabinose 8 gm., total 85 gm.

This material was added to the agar in the same manner as was the

tannin. The series of cultures prepared were at intervals of 0.2-

3.0 per cent. The effect on the proteids was the same for this

substance as for tannin. The higher percentages digested almost

all proteids so that the medium was a clear liquid. Sowings were

made with E. radicalis mississippiensis (Stevens no. 2424), E.

radicalis (Clinton's E. gyrosa no. 7674), E. parasitica (American,

Clinton's no. 7675, and the Chinese strain).

It seems scarcely necessary to give a detailed statement of these

results. In all cases, except the American strain of E. parasitica,

pycnidial formation was greatly retarded. Growth was very

similar to that obtained with Merck's tannin.

Summary

1. Results obtained with commercial tannin are not always

comparable to each other or to those obtained from specially pre-

pared extracts, because of variations in chemical composition and

the presence of tannin-like substances other than tannic acid.

Commercial tannins of the same brand differ in their behavior in

culture media, as indicated by the growth of the various species

of Endothia used in these experiments.

2. Commercial tannin and tannin in the plant are not the

same. No extract will be the same as the substances in the

plant.

3. Tannin is an anhydrous glucoside of gallic acid and is easily

converted by hydrolysis into gallic acid and related substances.

It is very doubtful if any culture medium can be prepared contain-

ing as much pure, unchanged tannin as was put into it. Therefore,

we cannot know the exact percentage of tannin in a culture medium,
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but we can put known amounts into those with which we are

working

.

4. The quantity and form of tannin compounds present in the

substratum each exerts an influence on the growth of the fungus;

but when the fungus attacks a plant, we have no way of knowing the

form of the tannin with which it comes in contact. However, it

is quite evident that the tannin of the plant is associated with

coloring materials and other substances, some of which are toxic.

Furthermore, the fungus may be selective during either a part of

or during its entire existence, and send its mycelium into certain

tissues containing little or no tannin. E. parasitica is especially

destructive because it works in the cambium cells, but later in life

it pushes through the outer tannin-bearing cells of the bark for the

production of its spores.

5. The character of the food supply influences the vigor of

the fungus, and therefore its power to resist the toxicity of the tannin

and other materials with which it comes in contact. The amount

and character both of the food supply and of the tannin and other

materials no doubt vary with the seasons and the growing periods

of the host plant.

6. In almost every instance, without regard to the form of

tannin used or the fungus grown, a high percentage (0.8 per cent

or more) of tannin caused a retardation of germination, fre-

abnormal

mycelium

7. Species of Endothia show a marked response to the presence

of tannin and related substances in the culture medium.

8. The species of Endothia, and to a certain extent strains of the

same species, show a considerable variation in their response to

tannin and other substances, (a) E. radicalis mississippiensis was

unaffected by the tannin, but did not use it for food and did not

produce pycnospores in cultures containing tannin, (b) E. para-

sitica was slightly retarded in its germination and early growth,

but later was able to use as much as 2 per cent tannin as food. It

was the only species studied that was able to utilize any considerable

amount of tannin for food. The A merican strains were more resistant

to tannin and associated toxic materials than the Chinese strains.
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(c) E. radicalis (including E. gyrosa) was very susceptible to the

influences of tannin.

9. Tannin (Merck) affects the various species of Endothia very

differently. E. radicalis (including E. gyrosa) is inhibited; E.

parasitica is at first retarded and later is able to feed on the tannin;

ppien

feed on tannin

.

10. Analyses of chestnut bark made by Kerr show a corre-

sponding tannin reduction in diseased areas, which confirms the

culture experiments and makes it possible to state that E. parasitica

is able to use the tannic acid for food.

11. E. parasitica appeared to have its power of pycnidia pro-

duction stimulated by commercial tannin and the true tannin

extracts of chestnut bark, but reduced or inhibited by those extracts

almost

estimated

as tannin.

12. Specially prepared extracts of pure tannin were either

stimulating or only slightly toxic when combined with coloring

materials and other substances associated with tannins and respond-

ing in the same or in a similar manner to tannins, (a) Kerr's

"i-X" extract has a stimulating effect on E. radicalis (E. gyrosa)

and E. parasitica, (b) Kerr's "2-X" extract has a tendency to

retard E. radicalis (E. gyrosa), E. parasitica (both American and

Chinese strains), and E. radicalis mississippiensis. (c) Kerr's

"3-X" extract was extremely toxic to E. radicalis {E. gyrosa) and

E. parasitica, (d) In E. radicalis (E. gyrosa) conidia production

was at its maximum at 1-1 . 2 per cent of the extracts designated

" i-X," " 2-X," and " 3-X," while but few if any pycnospores were

produced on the other substances used, ie) The European strain

of E. radicalis showed similar results, but the American strain

showed a tendency to remain sterile. (/) A combination of " i-X"

and "3-X" is somewhat toxic, but the toxicity of "3-X" appears

to be largely overcome by the stimulating influence of "i-X."

E. radicalis (E. gyrosa) and E. parasitica were slightly retarded,

and E. radicalis mississippiensis was very slightly retarded. The

Chinese strain of E. parasitica was less resistant than the American
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strain, (g) Kerr's "A" was most toxic of all compounds on E.

radicalis (E. gyrosa) and E. parasitica, (h) Tannin compounds

gave results similar to Merck's tannin instead of "A."

13. A supernormal growth of aerial mycelium was usually

accom

Harmful

pigment from

the ashen color of the aerial hyphae. One or both of these might

be present in the same series of cultures.

15. While tannic acid is no doubt toxic to many parasitic fungi,

there are also other substances associated with tannin which are

toxic. Some of these substances respond to the ordinary tannin

tests and have probably been mistaken for tannin. The factors

which enable plants to resist the attacks of parasitic organisms

present an extremely complicated problem. The solution of

this problem lies in the study of the chemistry and physiology

of the cell.

16. Throughout the summary the terms "tannin" and "tannic

acid" have been used in the generally accepted sense, but experi-

ments with Kerr's extracts "i-X," "2-X," and "3-X" indicate

that the toxic property is in the coloring material, which in

analytical work is usually estimated as tannin.

The authors are indebted to Mr. George A. Kerr of Lynch-

burg, Virginia, Dr. Haven Metcalf, Dr. C. L. Shear, and

Dr. Neil Stevens of the U.S. Bureau of Plant Industry, Dr.

George P. Clinton of the Connecticut Agricultural Experiment

Station, and Dr. H. W. Anderson of Cornell University for

extracts, cultures, and valuable assistance in this work.

Rutgers College and
New Jersey Agricultural Experiment Station

New Brunswick, N.J.



STUDIES OF DIOSPYROS KAKI. I

CONTRIBUTIONS FROM THE HULL BOTANICAL LABORATORY 209

Kono Yasui

(WITH PLATES XII AND XIII AND ELEVEN FIGURES)

Although the Ebenaceae are recognized as a primitive family of

the Sympetalae and possess several remarkable features, the only

morphological investigation of them has been that of Miss Hague 1 on

Diospyros virginiana. My purpose in undertaking the investiga-

tion of D. Kaki was to answer the following questions: (1) Are

the Ebenaceae really primitive among the Sympetalae ? (2) Are

there cytological differences among the so-called garden varieties

of D. Kaki? (3) How are the garden varieties related to one

another ? (4) How have they been obtained ?

Material and method

D. Kaki is in very common cultivation in Japan and is repre-

sented by many so-called garden varieties. The fruits of these

varieties differ in shape, size, and flavor, and also in their seeds.

Each variety has also its characteristic flowers, leaves, etc., to which

horticulturists paid little attention in classification, as compared

with the differences in fruits and seeds. For example, the horti-

cultural classification recognizes two principal divisions, dependent

upon flavor of the fruit, as follows : (1) astringent kaki (shibu-kaki)

,

and (2) sweet kaki (ama-gaki).

Each of these two divisions is divided into four or five groups,

based upon the shape of the fruit, as follows. The astringent group

( while

the sweet group contains (a) gosho, (b) long, (c) round, (d) square,

and (e) flat types.

In her report on D. virginiana, Miss Hague makes the following

statement: "So far as the trees from which material was collected

1 Hague, S. M., A morphological study of Diospyros virginiana. Bot. Gaz.

52:34-44. pis. 1-3. 1911.

Botanical Gazette, vol. 60] (362
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were observed, they were dioecious, and bore only perfect flowers.

One possible exception has been found recently." In D. Kaki, on

the other hand, there are many such exceptions, as follows.

1. In some varieties only the pistillate flowers occur in good

condition, while all the staminate and some of the pistillate flowers

are imperfectly developed.

2. In other varieties (gosho, egosho, yamagaki, jenjimaru)

both kinds of flowers are always well developed.

3. A tree in Mr. Yabe's garden in Tokyo (no. 1 of my
material) has the same type of fruit as in some of the varieties in

group 1, but has pistillate, staminate, and perfect flowers, and

produces also two types of fruit from the two kinds of flowers.

4. No tree has been discovered by the writer on which only

staminate flowers occur.

5. Some varieties have pistillate flowers only, when the trees are

young, but as they become older or weaker (on account of poor

nutrition or transplanting) they begin to produce staminate flowers

also (hyakume-gaki)

.

6. Some trees show an alternation of fruiting and non-fruiting

years, which means that during one year they produce many pistil-

late flowers and many fruits, while during another year they pro-

duce a few pistillate flowers and abundant staminate flowers.

Under the latter conditions they bear very little fruit, or no fruit

at all.

may
to, that in Japan the staminate trees are being continually destroyed

unconsciously, because the better varieties are produced always by

grafting, and therefore many seedlings of staminate plants are

destroyed, and pistillate plants take their place. The foregoing

me
plant (fig. 1), and that it is in process of losing this character, pro-

ducing staminate flowers under cultivation.

I have selected five different varieties from one hundred or more

for this study, as follows.

No. 1.—I am not certain of the name of this variety, but it

resembles "yemon," which is an astringent, flat type. The differ-

ence is that yemon has no staminate flowers at the Okitsu
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station, but this form has three kinds of flowers upon the same

individual.

No. 2.—Tenryubo, which is a sweet, round type. It has no

staminate flowers at the Okitsu station. The fruit is rather small

and has many seeds.

Fig. i.—Branch of Tsuru-no-ko (one of the varieties of D. Kaki), showing the

vigorous upper branchlets with pistillate flowers and the lower small branchlets with

staminate flowers; Xi.

No Jenj

staminate

round type; but in this case there

The fruit is small and with many

seeds, as in no. 2.

No •Tanenashi

type. staminate

No —Fuyu is a sweet, gosho type.

sionally the

may

stami-

Occa-

number
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fluids.

stigm

I have also examined many other specimens, but the main

results of the investigation were obtained from these five. The
material of no. 1 was collected in Tokyo, but the others were

obtained from the experiment station at Okitsu, in Central Japan.

The material was fixed with Flemming's weaker solution, and

chromo-acetic acid mixture was also used, giving better results than

the former medium. The sections were stained with Flemming's

triple stain and Haidenhain's iron-hematoxylin.

Development of staminate flower

The cluster of staminate flowers appears on young shoots in

early spring. It consists usually of three flowers (fig. 1), but some-

times includes 7 or more. The very young shoot bends downward,

and 2-4 of the lower leaves have nectaries on the under surface,

near the base. The succession of members is strictly centripetal.

The calyx is valvate, but the four petals are spirally arranged

(%• 3)- The 16 stamens occur in four cycles (fig. 3), and appear

in pairs from the earliest stage (fig. 2). The mature stamen has a

very short filament, and the connective extends above the anther.

The pistils complete their development very early. A few flowers

were found which were 5-merous instead of 4-merous.

Development of perfect flower

The perfect flower always occurs at the top of the cluster. It

has the same arrangement of members as the staminate flower

when young (fig. 4) , and the pistils of the perfect flower are smaller

than those of the pistillate flowers. Occasionally they have less

than 8 ovules, which is the ordinary number in the pistillate

flowers, and sometimes they have no ovules. Abnormalities

occur, not only in the number of ovules, but sometimes in the

irregular forms of the pistils themselves. The fruit of the perfect

flower is always smaller than that of the pistillate flower, and usually

it has no seeds.
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The foregoing facts suggested that the perfect flower is an

abnormal one, produced by favorable conditions of nutrition ; and

that therefore it does not indicate a general tendency.

Figs. 2-6.

—

D. Kaki: fig. 2, longitudinal section of a young staminate flower of

no. 1; fig. 3, transverse section of a young staminate flower of no. X, with calyx

removed; fig. 4, longitudinal section of a perfect flower of no. 1, with calyx removed;

fig. s, transverse section of the lower part of a pistillate flower of no. 4, showing the

8 anthers and a pistil; fig. 6, flower of no. 4: a, radial section of a young pistillate

flower through the two large opposite protrusions; b 7
longitudinal section through the

two initial papillae on the large protrusion.
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Microspore formation

There is no marked difference between the primary sporogenous

cells and the primary wall cells before the latter begin to divide.

Two periclinal divisions give rise to three outer wall layers and a

tapetal layer. Two or three successive divisions separate the

primary sporogenous cells from the mother cells. At the same

time the uninucleate tapetal cells become very distinct between the

sporogenous tissue and the wall layers, the latter of which become

more and more flattened.

comparatively

becomes

dense as that of the tapetal cells), and the nucleus becomes large

(pi. fig. 1). The nucleus contains rather a small amount of

chromatin granules associated with the fine linin network,

and also a remarkably large nucleolus and several small ones

(pi. figs. 2, 3).

chromatin

this did not seem The

reticulum is denser at the outer part of the nuclear cavity than

within. During presynapsis certain connections between the

chromatin granules disappear, so that the reticulum gradually

becomes simpler in structure. At the maximum of synapsis the

mass of granules (pi

and 5).

mo
reticulum and the nucleolus, although they seem to occur in very

intimate relationship. A great many nucleolus-like bodies were

observed close to the chromatin thread, near the large nucleus, but

in other cases there was no such relationship (pi. fig. 4)- In the

presynapsis stage the double nature of the chromatin thread is not

loosening

thread (pi. figs. 6, 7).

Before 1895, when Moore called attention to the synapsis

stage as an important period in the history of the nucleus, this stage

was ignored. Since that time it has attracted chief attention,

and is regarded in general as an important event in the history
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of the nucleus. Some investigators, however, do not regard it in

this light. For example, Lawson2 makes the following statement.

During their development, however, there is a great accumulation of sap

within the nuclear cavity, which causes a great osmotic pressure. The pressure,

acting from within, causes the nuclear cavity to expand. This expansion con-

tinues until the nuclear cavity grows to twice or even three times the original

size. As the growth proceeds the membrane is gradually withdrawn from the

chromatin mass within. The result of this withdrawal of the nuclear membrane
is the formation of a large clear area of nuclear sap containing the mass of

chromatin which has been left at one side. No evidence whatever was found

to show that any contraction of the chromatin had taken place.

In my material of D. Kaki I could not recognize such a remark-

able enlargement after the chromatin reticulum began to separate

from the nuclear membrane. The great enlargement of the nucleus

occurs in the resting stage, so that there is no conspicuous differ-

ence in the size of the nucleus at the synapsis stage and at the end

of the resting stage, as Lawson indicates.

The synapsis stage is a normal occurrence, and during it there

is some rearrangement, but not fusion of chromatin bodies, which

results in the spireme stage. At the beginning of the spireme

stage the thread is distributed in the outer cavity of the nucleus,

where thickening and shortening occur, resulting in the diakinesis

stage (pi. figs. 6, 7, 8). There is no difference in the size of the

pairing chromosomes, which are usually parallel, but sometimes

X or V-shaped. At the same time there appear in the cytoplasm

numerous fibers which penetrate the nuclear cavity and become

attached to the chromosomes by one end, in connection with

which the nuclear membrane begins to disappear. By the elonga-

tion of the fibers the chromosomes, which have been distributed on

the surface of the nucleus, are drawn into the center of the nuclear

cavity, and there are arranged in an equatorial plate by the gather-

ing of the free ends of the fibers at the poles (pi. figs. 9, 10, 11).

The nucleolus disappears entirely during metaphase.

The number of chromosomes is difficult to count by reason of

their small size. Usually there are 28 in pairs, but sometimes

2 Lawson, A. A., The phase of the nucleus known as synapsis. Trans. Roy. Soc.

Edinburgh 47:591-604. ph. 2. 191 1.
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27 in no. 1 (pi. fig. 1 1) . In D. virginiana Miss Hague counted 30 or

more

The longitudinal division of the chromosomes in preparation

me
chromosomes become

the outer cavity of the daughter nucleus. The number of chro-

matin granules is not the same as the x number of chromosomes;

and there appear two or three nucleoli in the daughter nucleus

(pi. fig. 12, a, b). The homotypic division of the microspore

mother cell occurs in the usual way. The two axes of the spindle

ivision

(pi microspores

hedral arrangement (pi. figs. 15, 16), and the mother cell wall,

which becomes mucilaginous and separates the four young micro-

spores (pi. fig. 17), disappears gradually with the formation of the

thick wall of the pollen grain.

At the same time the uninucleate tapetal cells enlarge and

become multinucleate. These divisions of the tapetal nuclei are

mitotic at first, but later they become amitotic, after which they

begin to disorganize when the homotypic division of the mother

cell has been completed (pi. figs. 20, 21, 22).

The mature pollen grain is spherical, with remarkable canals

upon the surface of the wall (pi. fig. 18). The cytoplasm occurs

nding In general

only a single nucleus was observed in the pollen grain, pi. fig. 19

representing the only specimen in which two nuclei were observed.

The foregoing account of microspore formation was obtained

from material of no. 1. I have investigated no. 3 also, but could

not determine the number of chromosomes. The pollen grain is a

little larger than in the case of no. 1 . The anther of no. 3 contained

many withered pollen grains.

Development of pistillate flower

The pistillate inflorescence usually appears upon an upper

branch, consisting of one flower and two bracts that suggest the

position of flowers that have disappeared. The bracts usually
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fall after blooming, but in some varieties they persist even after

the ripening of the fruit.

The staminate flower begins to develop as early as the pistillate,

but the pistils develop more rapidly than the stamens, resulting

in the sterilization of stamens and in some cases in their disap-

pearance.

The mature pistillate flower generally has two sets of stamens

(nos. i and 2), but in some cases has more (nos. 1,2, and some of

4) or less (no. 1 and some of no. 2).

I did not discover the following condition described by Miss

Hague: "In the pistillate flower it is a common occurrence to

find the number increased by the branching of one or more of the

stamens."

In the development of the pistil there appear first four large

protrusions, and then four smaller ones between them (figs. 5 and

6, a, b). The larger ones give rise to two small papillae, which are

the initials of ovules (figs. 6, d, and 7). The papillae grow at first

toward the wall of the ovary, then curve downward toward the

center, and finally upward (figs. 8 and 9). Simultaneously the

small protrusions develop toward the center of the ovary, resulting,

along with the development of larger protrusions, in 8 loculi for the

8 ovules.

which

em
(fig. 10).

Megaspore formation

In all the varieties examined the archesporial cell is solitary

and hypodermal. There is no division resulting in a parietal cell,

so that the archesporial cell is the megaspore mother cell. The

heterotypic division of this nucleus occurs in the same way as in

the case of the nucleus of the microspore mother cell. After

nuclear division, the cytoplasm organizes into two parts, the inner

one being the larger. Sometimes a wall between these two parts

does not appear before another division of nuclei occurs.

Wall formation in connection with the megaspores is variable

in direction. Sometimes the two walls are perpendicular to one
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la

II

9

Figs. 7-11 —D. Kaki: fig. 7, cross-section of a pistillate flower of no. 4, at a little

older stage than in figs. 5 and 6 : a , lower part, showing 4 large protrusions which have

papillae, and small protrusions among them; b, portion of the upper part, showing

4 petals, 8 anthers, and upper part of ovary; c, a still higher part, showing 4 petals,

8 anthers, and 4 young stigmas; fig. 8, longitudinal section of a young pistil of no. 4;

fig. 9, longitudinal section of the central part of an ovary of no. 4, showing the

longitudinal section of an ovule; fig. 10, longitudinal section of an ovule of no. 4;

fig. n, longitudinal section of the upper part of a nucellus of no. 4, showing the

disorganizing embryo sac mother cell.
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another, but at other times more or less parallel, resulting m differ-

ent arrangements of megaspores (pi. figs. 23-26). The micro-

pylar megaspores degenerate in connection with the maturation of

the large innermost one in forming the embryo sac (pi. fig. 27).

In my material I observed all of the megaspores disorganizing

(fig. 11), and it is evident that this disorganization of the megaspore

which ordinarily gives rise to the embryo sac is one reason for seed-

less fruit. In such a country as Japan, where many different kinds

of persimmons are cultivated together, the difficulty of pollination

is out of the question.

Summary

Diospyros Kaki is not a dioecious plant, but a monoecious

hose staminate flowers are disappearing under cultivation.

The monoecious habit might have been derived from a con-

dition of perfect flowers;

character in this species.

primitiv

primitive

among otl

through restoration of lost parts.

4. The primitive character of Ebenaceae among Sym

indicated by the spiral arrangement of petals ; the stamen

number of stamens is not definite; and the two

integuments.

5. Megaspore formation is also of a primitive character, and

suggests, along with other characters of the family, that it may

have some relation to the Myrtiflorae.

6. There is no parietal tissue in the microsporangium, which

indicates that Ebenaceae come from some higher family of Archi-

chlamydeae, because in the lower families parietal tissue usually

occurs in the megasporangium.

7. Embryo sac formation occurs in the usual way, and in general

furnishes no evidence for the evolution of dicotyledons. It is true

in general, of course, that the gametophytes of angiosperms are

of less value for evidence concerning evolution than the sporo-

phytes.
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8. The 2% number of chromosomes is 56 or 54

I desire to express my thanks to Professor John M. Coulter,

under whose direction the investigation was undertaken; to

Professor C. J. Chamberlain, who gave much advice; and to Mr.

Y. Kumagai and Professor Y. Yabe, who assisted in securing

material.

TXIVERSITY OF CHICAGO
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NEW AND NOTEWORTHY PLANTS FROM
SOUTHWESTERN COLORADO

Edwin Payson
*

During the summer of 1913 and the spring and summer of 19 14

it was the writer's privilege to make a collection of the plants of

western Montrose County, from the Uncompahgre Plateau on the

east to the La Sal Mountains of eastern Utah on the west. Of all

parts of the state, the southwestern portion is the least known

botanically and may therefore be expected to furnish novelties
m

to the systematist for many years to come. This is especially

true of the spring flora of the arid or so-called "Upper Sonoran

life-zone. The reason for this is obvious when one considers that

most of the collections have been made upon the summer flora,

and that by the middle of June most of the vegetation of the arid

district has withered and even the seeds have scattered. Though

the collections of 1913 and 19 14 were made upon the montane

as well as the desert flora, most of the interesting forms were dis-

covered at the lower altitudes. The undescribed species, those

that had not previously been reported from the state or had been

omitted from recent manuals of the district, as well as some per-

plexing forms, are treated in this paper. A complete set of these

plants, containing the types of the species and varieties character-

ized, is deposited in the Rocky Mountain Herbarium.

Calochortus flexuosus Wats.—This lovely and interesting

mariposa lily, which has heretofore been known only from farther

south and west and has not generally been credited to Colorado,

was collected in bloom near Naturita on May 12 and May 26,

on a red clay hillside over which it was growing in great profusion.

The stems were stiff and flexuous and showed no inclination to

become prostrate or twining. The flowers have been described as

" purple' ' or "purplish," but as a matter of fact they are at first

white and later become a very delicate pink; it is only in withering

become "purplish." Nos

Botanical Gazette, vol, 60] [374
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Salix.—Nos. 288 and 289, collected in flower near Naturita

on May 9, 191 5. The stamineal filaments are united nearly to

the summit in these specimens. If it were not for this char-

acter, I would refer this willow to 5. cordata Muhl., but because

of knowledge of material from one plant only and the lack of

mature leaves, I prefer to leave it undetermined for the present.

Eriogonum microthecum Nutt.—Collected near Naturita,

September 26, 1914, on a dry rocky hillside; no. 613.

Polygonum amphibium L.—A form of this species with long

fringed sheaths is common in ponds on the Uncompahgre Divide

in Tabeguache Basin; no. 173.

Aquilegia pallens, n. sp.—Perennial: stems slender, erect,

glandular, pubescent, and sparsely villous throughout; radical

and lower cauline leaves biternate; petioles slender, only somewhat

glandular, moderately villous, much exceeding the rest of the leaf;

leaflets rather thick, broadly cuneate to suborbicular, base often

quite truncate, margins inclined to be revolute, under surface

slightly glaucous, more viscid and hairy than upper one; upper

cauline leaves once or twice ternate, only the few small floral

bracts entire: flowers about 3 cm. in diameter and 5 cm. long,

mostly erect; sepals 15 mm. long, white or pale blue, lanceolate

with narrow claw; petals white, blades about 8 mm. long and 6 mm.

broad, truncate, spurs straight, about 3 cm. long; stamens exceed-

ing the petals and exceeded by the mature styles; ovaries pubes-

cent: mature fruit unknown.

Collected only in the canyon of La Sal Creek, Utah, within a few miles of

the Colorado boundary, at an elevation between 6500 and 7000 ft. The plants

were growing in a moist area at the foot of the sandstone walls of the canyon.

The slender stems, the thick leaves, the viscid and villous herbage to which

grains of sand were clinging, and the small white or pale blue flowers gave

this plant of the Upper Sonoran life zone quite a different aspect from .4 .
coerulea

of alpine and subalpine stations to which it is evidently related. No. 443-

June 16, 1914.

Cleomella montrosae, n. sp.—Glabrous annual, 8-15 cm. high,

from a slender taproot: stem diffusely branched from base: leaves

trifoliate; petiole 2-3 mm. long; leaflets linear-oblong, 10-14 mm.

long, thickish, distinctly petiolulate, more or less folded and with
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prominent midrib; stipules present, of two or three filiform setae:

flowers small, yellow, crowded in corymbiform racemes terminating

the branchlets; pedicels 2-3 mm. long, subtended by simple,

linear, foliar bracts; calyx segments greenish yellow, 1 mm. long,

lanceolate, weakly bristle-tipped; petals elliptical, thickish, three

times as long as sepals; stamens exserted; ovary slightly obovate,

with two ovules in each cell: capsule ovate, 3 mm. long, 2-3 times

as long as the slender stipe and 4-5 times as long as the persistent

style; seeds 1 or 2, dark brown, broadly obovate, 2 mm. long.

Probably most nearly related to C. oocarpa Gray, from which it is easily

distinguished by the possession of a very short stipe. Collected on dry, loose,

gypsiferous hillsides near Montrose, alt. 5800 ft., in fruit, October 1912.

Flowers produced in May and June. No. 222.

Lupinus crassus, n. sp.—Perennial, caudex branched, forming

a dense mat from which arise many stems: stems rather stout,

erect, unbranched, sparsely sericeous, 3-4 dm. high: leaves five

or six on a stem, green; petioles silky-pubescent, those of lower

leaves 8-10 cm. long, of upper ones generally longer than the leaflets;

leaflets 5-10 (usually 7 or 8), thickish, somewhat folded, cuneately

obovate to oblanceolate, obtuse, silky-pubescent below, upper

surface glabrate, 3-4 cm. long, 10-12 mm. wide: inflorescence

erect, many-flowered; pedicels 4-5 mm. long, pubescent with short,

spreading, white hairs; bracts purplish, lanceolate, 10-12 mm. long,

exceeding the buds at the apex of the inflorescence and falling by

the time the flowers are fully expanded : calyx not spurred, densely

pubescent, lower lip entire, 7-8 mm. long, slightly exceeding the

bifid upper Up; corolla white, fading brownish, 12 mm. long, dis-

tance from apices of banner and wings about 6 mm., keel included,

triangular, acute, scarcely falcate, ciliate except at apex; ovary

pubescent, ovules 7 or 8.

This splendid lupine was collected near Naturita, April 21, 1914- At this

time it was not in full bloom. Its habit of growth is peculiar in that it forms

a dense mat rather than a clump. It seems to prefer soils that are somewhat

gypsiferous in character and is often found growing on a loose hillside.

No. 239.

Lupinus fulvomaculatus, n. sp.—Perennial: stems nearly gla-

brous, several to many from a single root, branching upward and
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forming a rounded clump 5-7 dm. high: leaves numerous, petioles

of stem leaves about equaling the longest leaflets; leaflets 6-8,

rather unequal, oblanceolate, not folded, green and glabrate above,

sparsely pubescent and somewhat glaucous beneath, 4-6 cm. long,

8-10 mm, broad, obtuse: racemes numerous, terminating the

branchlets, 2-3 dm. long; bracts deciduous; pedicels about 2 mm.
long, softly pubescent as is also the calyx: flowers very small (7-8

mm. long and about 6 mm. deep), crowded and rarely somewhat

verticillate, light blue with a conspicuous rich brown spot on banner;

calyx neither spurred nor gibbous, strongly bilabiate, with two

linear-lanceolate bractlets attached near sinus; upper lip 3 mm.
long, 2-cleft, lower lip 4 mm. long, entire; banner nearly orbicular

when spread out, 7 mm. in diameter, shorter than wings, distance

between apices of banner and wings about 3 mm. ; wings broadly

oblong, exceeding the keel by 2 or 3 mm.; keel strongly curved,

margins ciliate from middle to near the comparatively blunt, blue-

purple apex: pods densely villous, 2-3 cm. long and 8-9 mm.

wide; seeds 4 or 5.

A species with distinctive characteristics and peculiar aspect due to the

numerous long racemes of very small, "compact," light blue flowers with the

conspicuous brown areas on the banners. Collected only at Tabeguache

Basin on the Uncompahgre Divide, alt. 8000 ft., where it is rather plentiful

in open aspen groves or on brushy hillsides. Type no. 547, July 29, 1914.

Onobrychis sativa L.—Escaped from cultivation on upper

La Sal Creek, Utah; no. 437, June 16, 1914.

Astragulus Coltoni Jones.—Common in Long Park, near

Naturata among the junipers and pinons; no. 336, May 22, 1914.

Astragalus naturitensis, n. sp —Perennial: gray with appressed

pubescence throughout: stipules large, scarious, ovate to broadly

lanceolate, free; leaves 5-7 cm. long; petioles 2-3 cm. long;

leaflets 9-1 1, narrowly elliptical,

side, 6-7 mm. long: inflorescence racemose-capitate in flower,

elongating somewhat in fruit
;
peduncles equaling or exceeding the

leaves, spreading: flowers few (6-10); calyx tubular, about 7 mm.

long, appressed pubescent and sparsely nigrescent, teeth short

-2 mm.), triangular-subulate; corolla 12-15 mm. long, con-

spicuously bicolored, standard white, 2 mm. longer than keel,

more
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apical portion of lateral petals and blunt keel red: pods sessile,

mottled with red or purplish blotches, horizontal or ascending,

2 cm. long, 6 mm. wide, acute, straight, linear-elliptic, flattened

dorsally and on account of the intrusion of the dorsal suture very

broadly cordate in cross-section.

This species is in general aspect so remarkably close to A . desperatus Jones

that at first glance one would suppose them to be identical. Closer examina-

tion of the floral and fruit characters, however, show them to be quite distinct.

In A. desperatus the standard, as well as the wings and keel, is red, while in the

new species the flowers are conspicuously bicolored. Jones has described the

pod of A. desperatus as being "long hairy"; the pods of the new species are

short pubescent. No mention is made of any markings on the pod of A. des-

peratus; the pods of the new species are very conspicuously mottled.

Collected on dry, rocky mesas near Naturita; alt. 5400 ft.; May 27, 1914;

no. 360.

am —Biennial or short-lived perennial:

dm
more

leaves comparatively few, 8-12 cm. long; leaflets 17-21, oblanceo-

late, truncate or retuse at apex, those of lower leaves opposite, of

upper often alternate, 9-12 mm. long, 4-6 mm. broad, green,

glabrate above, sparsely pubescent below; stipules 3-4 mm. long,

united only at base: surpassing

leaves, 7-10 cm. long: flowers 12-15, horizontal, pale violet

mmfresh; calyx tube cylindric-campanulate, 6

lobes linear, 2-3 mm. long; banner scarcely reflexed and inclosing

the keel and wings; wings about 14 mm. long with slender claw half

mm
mm pods sessile, sparsely pubes-

cent, completely 2-celled, coriaceous, 2-2
.
5 cm. long and 6 mm. in

diameter, neither suture intruded and hence pod nearly circular

in cross-section, arcuate dorsally, mottled on dorsal surface with

irregular purplish splotches.

This species evidently belongs to the Micranthi section of Watson's

revision of the genus in King's Report, and to the genus Astragalus as restricted

by Rydberg in his segregation of the genus in Bull. Torr. Bot. Club 32: 657-

1905. Collected on dry hillsides in Long Park near Naturita, May 22, I9 J4;

alt. about 6000 ft. (apparently infrequent); no. 335.
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Psoralea aromatica n. sp.—Perennial herb, 1.5-2 dm. high:

stems decumbent and sparingly branched, 2-3 dm. long, sparsely

pubescent with short, rigid, appressed hairs: leaves green, rather

numerous, on petioles 3-5 cm. long; leaflets usually five, petiolulate,

cuneate-obovate, obtuse, mucronate, 2 cm. long, 1 cm. broad,

lepidote, sparingly appressed pubescent; stipules lanceolate and

scarious, persistent, 6-8 mm. long: flowers borne in axillary racemes

1 . 5-2 cm. long, light blue, in part at least; bracts linear-lanceolate,

scarious, much shorter than the calyx; calyx somewhat accrescent

in fruit, bilabiate, sparingly pubescent except on the margins where

it is densely pubescent with short rigid hairs, lower lip lanceolate,

nearly equaling the corolla, upper lip 2-cleft, almost one-half

as long as the lower division, lateral lobes 2 mm. long; corolla

1 cm. long, blade of standard broadly elliptical; lateral petals

narrow, scarcely equaling the standard; keel much shorter (7 mm.

long) : pods 1
.
5 cm. long, bearing a broad, slightly curved acute

beak 8 mm. long; seed smooth, compressed, elliptical, 4-5 mm.

long.

alifi

distinguished by the glabrate calyx

lobes. The name is given because of the delicate but pleasant odor of the

dried plants. Collected on a dry, clay hillside near Bedrock, Paradox Valley,

Colorado; alt. about 5000 ft.; no. 451, June 17, 1914.

Euphorbia Fendleri dissimilis, n. var.—A well marked variety,

differing from typical E. Fendleri T. & G. principally in the larger

ovate to lanceolate leaves (7-10 mm. loi

ch are i--* time-

as the gland.

Common on dry rocky hillsides, throughout the western half of Montrose

County; no. 119, June 27, 1913, and no. 493, July i3> i9H> at Xaturita,

Colorado.

Rhus utahensis L. N. Gooding.—Collected on a rocky hillside

near Bedrock, Paradox Valley; alt. about 5200 ft.; June 17, 1914;

no. 457
LINEARIFOLI

gul

•Leaves elliptic and quite

inex and then truncate,

4-6 cm. long, 1-3 cm. broad.
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Growing with the species on dry fiats in Tabeguache Basin; alt. 8000 ft.

Intermediate forms were not seen. No. 369, June 1, 1914.

Aulospermum Betheli Osterhout.—Collected at Naturita on

dry hillsides, April 27, 1914, where it is rather common. Previously

known only from t

Colorado. No. 225.

Mesa County,

Navarrettia Breweri (Gray) Greene.—Typical plants of

Tune 23, 1914;

no. 459.

Oreocarya tenuis Eastwood.—Collected in flower in Long

Park, near Naturita, on May 22, 1914; alt. about 6500 ft.; no. 337.

Oreocarya gypsophila, n. sp.—Densely cespitose perennial:

caudex much branched, woody, and clothed with the petioles of

former leaves : radical leaves crowded, narrowly spatulate, usually

folded, 2-3 cm. long, obtuse, canescent with short, stiff, appressed

hairs which on the dorsal surface are often pustulate a.t base; blade

3-4 mm. broad; petioles ciliate with coarse white bristles; stem

leaves reduced upward, uppermost broadly linear, passing into

inconspicuous, lanceolate bracts: stems slender, 6-10 cm. high,

moderately hirsute: inflorescence short-hirsute, not becoming

fulvous, thrysoid, the relatively few flowers somewhat capitate;

pedicels short (1-2 mm. long): calyx consisting of five narrowly

lanceolate, bristly divisions, 6 mm. long; corolla white, salverform,

tube twice as long as the calyx lobes, limb 12 mm. in diameter, con-

sisting of five subelliptical lobes, the divisions of which do not reach

to the throat; crests present but not conspicuous; anthers less than

2 mm. long, filaments very short, attached about midway on the

corolla tube: nutlets broadly ovoid, white, sharply rugose trans-

versely, all of the nutlets developing.

This species is probably most closely related to 0. cristata Eastwood. Col-

lected on a dry gypsum hill in Paradox Valley, Colorado; alt. slightly over

5000 ft.; no. 458, June 18, 1914.

Pentstemon cyanocaulis, n. sp.—Glabrous and more or less

glaucous perennial: dm
purple in the inflorescence

leaves spatulate, 4-7 cm. long; cauline leaves oblong-spatulate,

sessile, passing gradually into the much reduced lanceolate
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bracts: flowers in a somewhat secund, interrupted thrysus, 1-2 dm.

long; sepals lanceolate, acute or acuminate, 4-5 cm. long, with a

rather broad membranous margin; corolla usually horizontal,

blue, scarcely ventricose-gibbous, obscurely bilabiate, 17-20 mm.
long, lobes subequal; sterile filament sparsely hirsute for over half

its length, slightly dilated; anthers bearing short, stiff hairs, cells

not confluent, dehiscent from base to apex.

The closest relative of this species is apparently P. strictus Benth., from

which it is easily distinguished by the shorter, broader leaves and the unusually

small flowers for this group. Collected on high, dry mesas near Naturita,

May 25, 1914, where it is rather infrequent; alt. about 5800 ft.; no. 348.

omitted

Pedicularis centranthera A. Gray.—-Rather common among

junipers and pifions in western Montrose County at altitudes

from 5800 to 7000 ft. Collected near Naturita, May 25, 1914;

no. 345.

Chrysothamnus formosus Greene.—This almost unknown

species has apparently been collected but once before, by Greene

near Grand Junction, Colorado, in August 1899, and has been

from recent works on the flora of this region. When

Greene described it he did not know the floral characters and

therefore I append a brief description of the species.

Low, branched from a woody base, forming dense mats 3-4 dm.

high, branches permanently white tomentose: leaves narrowly

filiform, somewhat revolute, tomentose but becoming greenish with

age, 3-4.5 cm. long: inflorescence cymose, heads rather large and

showy; involucres nearly or quite glabrous, their bracts imbricated

in distinct vertical rows, 4-5 bracts in each row, ovate to oblong-

linear, subacute: corollas usually five in a head, 1 cm. long, the

pubescent tube gradually enlarging to form the somewhat inflated

throat; tube and throat subequal, lobes short, less than 1 mm.

long, scarcely acute; anthers equaling the corolla; style branches

exserted, appendages subulate-filiform, three times as long as the

stigmatic portion : pappus somewhat deciduous, dull white; achenes

pubescent.

Collected near Naturita, alt. 5400 ft., on red clay hillsides that were more

or less alkaline in character; September 8, 1914; no. 605.
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Helianthella scabra, n. sp.—Stems several, 6-8 dm. high,

from a woody, perennial root, somewhat cymosely branched

above and bearing many rather small heads: leaves dark green,

coriaceous, prominently nerved, linear-lanceolate at base to nearly

linear in the inflorescence, hispidulous-scabrous (occasionally

glabrate above), acute or obtuse; radical leaves 15-25 cm. long,

attenuate into a petiole two-fifths the length of the blade ; cauline

5-10 cm. long, short-petioled to sessile, first pair opposite:

peduncles whitened with minute pubescence; involucral bracts

more or less pubescent, in about three series, mostly lanceolate

and shortly acute; ray flowers 8-10, neutral ray flowers bearing

orange-yellow ligules over 1 cm. long, oblong, entire or cleft at

apex, somewhat recurved; disk flowers purple with pubescent

teeth; chaffy bracts of involucre nearly equaling disk, truncate

and ciliate pubescent at apex: pappus of several short, lacerate

squamellae and two awnlike elongated ones; achenes flattened

but scarcely winged, from densely long pubescent in the marginal

flowers to sparsely pubescent in central ones.

This species seems to be most closely related to the little known H. micro-

cephala Gray; from it, however, it is apparently easily distinguished by the

very much larger size, the relatively longer ligules, and the different character

of the pappus of the new species. Collected at Naturita, August 11, 1914?

where it grows in gulches and ravines; no. 591.

Chaenactis scaposa Eastwood (Chamaechaenactis scaposa

[Eastw.] Rydb.).—Nos. 267 and 305 of my collection may best be

referred to this species, at least until more is known of the variability

of C. scaposa. My plants differ principally from the type as

described by Miss Eastwood in having leaves that are pubescent

but not at all hirsute on the upper surface; pappus that is quite as

long as the achene ; and an achene that is appressed long-pubescent

rather than villous. The original description does not mention

the existence of rows of many small, superficial dark dots on the

achene such as the Naturita specimens possess. Collected on

gypstferous hillsides, April 30 and May 15, 1914. It is interesting

to note that the flowers of this plant have a peculiar, "heavy*

fragrance that reminds one somewhat of Abronia fragrans.

i'xiversity of wyoming
Laramie, Wyoming



MORPHOLOGY OF THE LEMNA FROND
Frederick H. Blodgett

(WITH PLATE XIV AND ONE FIGURE)

In the case of structures simplified by reduction, it is sometimes

necessary to trace the development of the parts through their imma-

ture stages in order to understand the morphology of the mature

individuals. This has especial interest when the normal method

of reproduction depends upon the development in rapid succession

of vegetative propagules, as in the Lemnaceae. The character of

such greatly reduced bodies has been variously interpreted, being

regarded as stem, leaf, or both fused together, by different writers;

while some use a term like "disklike bodies." Since Gray1 used

Lemna as the type of "frondose stem or frond," this name will be

used for convenience through the paper. In but few of the articles

mentioning the character of the frond has any attempt been made

to indicate the basis for the choice of terms, even HeGELMAiER2

depending largely upon academic argument rather than upon

structural details in his discussion of the frond. Caldwell3

devoted most of his attention to the development of the flower

parts, and did not attempt more than a review of the general char-

acter of the frond as presented by others. In the following notes

an effort is made to show what structural units contribute to the

formation of the frond and the part taken by each in the develop-

ment of the successive vegetative individuals.

Inception of frond rudiment

The Lemna frond is characterized by a sheath or pouch on each

side of the base. Within each of these pouches a frond of the next

vegetative generation arises, but the two do not develop at the

same time. When flowers are produced each one grows in the

1 Gray, Asa, Structural botany. New York. 1879 (p. 67).

2 Hegelmaier, F., Die Lemnaceen. Leipzig. 1868.

* Caldwell, Otis W., Life history of Lemna minor. Bot. Gaz. 27:37-66. 1899.

383] Botanical Gazette, vol. 60
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position in which the frond ordinarily grows, although a young

frond may later develop within the same pouch. Behind the

growing frond or flower there is a bud normally present. The

rudiments of this bud appear very early in the development of

the frond, in the axil of which it is located. Such a bud is shown

in fig. 1, The frond subtending this bud was slightly smaller than

that shown on the same scale in fig. 10. The development of the

bud involves only elongation at first (figs. 3 and 4), but at an early

stage there is a thickening of the basal region. The limitations of

space soon force the elongating bud to turn from the nearly erect

position to one more or less oblique and finally to the horizontal.

This is less rapidly accomplished when the bud lies behind a flower,

since in this case the developing seed by its bulk spreads the for-

ward part of the pouch, and leaves immediately behind itself a

space in which an erect development of the bud may go on for a

considerable time; but even in this case the frond becomes hori-

zontal while still minute.

Differentiation of parts

When the bud is about twice as long as the diameter of its base,

the cells of the root initial may be distinguished. They are usually

the fourth cell layer from the ventral surface, and develop a cleavage

along the contact region of the third and fourth series of cells

(figs. 5 and 8)- The cells of the fourth layer and deeper develop

the root cap and the root structures within the cap ; those of the

second and third layers are crushed by the elongation of the root

tissue; but the outer layer elongates with the forward growth of

the root and forms the "root sheath" which commonly persists

mature

same
mound

cells. marks

the origin of the bud for the next frond in the series (fig. 3). Very

mound
behind

(figs. 7 and 7a). This is the inception of the bud axillary to the

frond the development of which is being followed. This bud will
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develop but slowly, as compared with the bud anterior to it,

which represents the daughter frond; thus when the latter is as

shown in fig. 10, the axillary bud is only as shown in fig. 2, or in

figs. 6 and 10.

The next stage marks the beginning of the upper wall of the

inclosing pouch by which the bud will be protected until large

enough to project beyond the pouch margin. This first appears

as a sharp projection just anterior to the bud of the daughter frond,

as shown in fig. 6. At first the bud and the protective ridge are

both in the median region of the young frond, and nearly opposite

the root rudiment; but with the continued growth of all parts,

the space available for vertical enlargement becomes insufficient

and there is a lateral shifting of the dorsal structures. The bud

itself becomes divided into two groups of cells, each a potential

growing point. The development of the poiich wall is shifted from

the position of a covering which is directed posteriorly over the

bud, to that of an outgrowth which is directed obliquely backward

from either side of the original position.

A further change follows this shifting of the bud. The over-

growing wall is displaced along with the inclosed bud, and thus

there are formed two pouches at the base of the frond. The pouch

walls, which are first recognized as a slight ridge anterior to the

bud rudiment, extend around this as a flattened ring having its

insertion along the side of the elongating base or stem of the frond
.

and laterally on the widening frond. At the ends there is but

little projecting growth of this ridge, but from the portion just

above and below the inclosed bud a considerable development

takes place. The pouch walls merge into the body of the frond

completely at their insertion.

A vascular connection remains between the two buds after

they are separated by the upward growth of the supporting tissue,

as is shown in fig. 9. No distinctly vascular elements are developed

at this stage, but the elongated cells here shown are their rudiments.

This figure also indicates the unequal development of the opposite

buds. In Lemna trisulca there is less difference in development

than in most species, but the general sequence of stages is

similar.
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9

Later stages of development

The young frond now has present all the structural units which

will be visible in the mature free frond, the later developments

being in the manner of enlargement of parts present and the com-

pletion of structures already initiated. The two buds in their

respective pouches will follow the same stages as the frond develop-

ing from an axillary bud, such as is being discussed; while the root

shows little of special interest. Two changes which take place,

however, should be mentioned; the rapid elongation of the region

anterior to the bud-root region, and the thrusting forward of the

whole structure by the development of the basal region into a stalk

or stipe. In Lemna this basal region is attached marginally to

the main portion of the frond, but in Spirodela it is inserted upon

the ventral surface some distance from the edge, and in Wolffia

it is almost completely lacking.

The axillary bud which was at first upon the dorsal surface of

the stipe is forced into a lateral position, as was the case with the

frond bud which was divided. In this case the lateral shifting

seems to be due to the more rapid growth of the stipe to one side of

the median line, resulting in a tipping of the bud and raising its

base as the stipe thickens. In the frond this stage is accompanied

by the development of air cavities in the anterior region which is

elongating rapidly. The individual cells become highly vacuo-

lated, and the stomata are differentiated. The vascular strands

appear at this time in the anterior region, which in all essentials

assumes the structural characteristics of a foliage leaf.

The vascular cells in the stipe become more clearly defined as

a single strand centrally located in the tissues of the connecting

structure. This strand ends in a confused group of cells at the

point of origin of the vascular tissues of the root, the lateral buds,

and the anterior region. This region corresponds to the mat of

vascular elements in the base of a bulb as discussed by Chrysler4
,

and may be considered as locating closely the stem apex of the

plant. In bulbs the apical region usually gives rise to a single main

bud, with some lateral buds axillary to bud scales. In Lemna the

4 Chrysler, M. A., Development of the central cylinder in Araceae and Liliaceae.

Bot. Gaz. 38:161-184. 1904.
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terminal bud is divided by vertical pressure and constraint, and

appears as a pair of lateral buds except in the initial stages; but the

axillary bud is developed in its normal position, behind the foliar

outgrowth.

Homologies of the Lemna frond

The Lemna frond is a structure of reduced character, especially

adapted to vegetative propagation under particular conditions.

The two forces which act upon the plant as possible determining

factors in the resulting structure are the tension of the water film and

the buoyant effect of the liquid. The film tension tends to atten-

uate in all directions any elastic structure floating upon it, while

the upward thrust of buoyancy tends to lift any deep-lying portion

plane with the thinner parts . The thin frond respondssame

1m
forces involved. The roots act as drags or brakes against too

free movement in the water, and to return the dorsal surface to the

air after the frond has been immersed by any sudden shock, the

drag of the projecting roots tending to orient the frond as it rises

to the surface by its buoyancy. Inverted plants of Spirodela

will thus orient themselves in a 3-inch dish of water, but complete

inversion would but rarely occur under natural conditions.

The runner of Erythronium is a structure also of reduced nature

and also developed to meet particular conditions. In this case

the forces involved are the outward thrust of growing tissues and

the resistance of the surrounding soil. The root type of structure

is manifestly best fitted to this condition, having the region of

elongation close to the apex of the structure. An investigation of

the development of these runners5 showed that the zone of elonga-

tion is so located, and that the component parts of the runner are

adapted to the conditions and factors present, namely, the offsetting

of propagules, and their movement through soil. A longitudinal

section of a runner is shown in text fig. 1 (I). The bud scale form-

ing the anterior wall of the hollow tip elongates, as do leaves, by

runner

forward The two

5 Blodgett, F. H., Origin and development of bulbs in Erythronium. Bot. Gaz.

50:340-372. 1910.
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growing regions harmonize completely., and the inclosed bud is

thrust forward through the soil, with no serious injury from antago-

nistic growth forces. The pointed cylinder meets the conditions

of progress through a solid medium as does the flat frond for floating

upon a fluid surface.

The Lemna frond may be closely compared to the Erythroninm

runner in structural details. If the outer scale of the terminal

a "--**- -

a

Fig. i.—Homology of Lemna frond and Erythroninm runner: a, tip of first leaf;

b, stem apex of bud; s f
shoot axis; pp, walls of pouch.

bud of the runner could be turned forward on its base as a hinge,

a structure would result of the character shown at II in the text

figure. rminal foliar region, a central one from

;ral root originate, and a basal stem or (

region,6 but the bud is erect. The growing regions are still at the

base of the foliar and near the tip of the cauline portions of the

whole. formed

space, the dorsal bud would be flattened, and probably somewhat

nternode " the "node

"basal internode" of Caldwell {op. cit., p. 43), and supports his use of the word
a

terminal
11stem, rather than of an

"basal and nodal regions/'

undifferentiated upper internode" and specially modified
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fused to adjacent parts (as in III of the text figure), as is the case

on the posterior surface of the bud scale in the runner bud shown

at I. The vertical thickening of the tissues at the insertion of the

bud would tend to split the meristem group of cells so that a pair

of lateral buds would finally result, as in the Lemna structure.

The protective inner scale of the bud
?
which is represented in

diagram III as bent backward under the overlying pouch wall, in

the Lemna frond shown at IV, is fused with the posterior margin

of the foliar tissues of the frond, and laterally to the side of the

stem. This pouch wall arises as a ring about the base of the bud

which it will finally inclose, and is therefore homologous with the

development of the scale leaf about the stem tip of a bulb, or a bud

of the Erythronium type. Under the adjustment to space and

pressure, the ring is flattened to a narrow eclipse, and is divided by

the same conditions as those which divide the bud within.

In the region immediately below the stem apex in bulbs, and

the corresponding point in Lemna, the root initials are developed;

this region is indicated in the diagrams by cross-hatching, adjacent

to b in I, II, III. In Lemna only one root is regularly developed,

but in Spirodela several are formed. The activity of the adjacent

apical meristem evidently continues for a considerable period,

allowing for the successive formation and development of new

fronds within the same parent pouch. The old fronds are released

by the separation of the cells close to the insertion of the stem upon

the parent tissues, apparently by the breaking down of the middle

lamella of a band transverse to the stem. The stump left in such

a case is seen at s in fig, 2. By the enlargement of the axillary bud

stump

Conclusions

structure

terminal

which is fused to the base of the leaf and laterally to the stem; and

an apical region from which new fronds are developed. Two buds

are formed through the splitting of a single bud rudiment by

vertical pressure during early stages of growth. The frond meets

the conditions of a floating habitat in which the tension of the
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film apparently is an active factor. Through the lack of

space for vertical succession, the several outgrowths from the

apical region are liberated as a horizontal series, the overlapping

forming an element

examination

Texas Agricultural Experiment Station

College Station, Texas

EXPLANATION OF PLATE XIV

Figs, i, 2 axillary buds: magnification,

mm
its special scale indicated.

Fig. 3.—Median section of older bud: 6, daughter bud rudiment; a, axil-

lary bud.

Fig. 4.—Similar section at next stage: buds displaced by thickening of

base; 4a, details of root from adjacent section.

Fig. 5.—Adjacent sections of bud in axil of nearly grown seed (to left),

showing daughter bud and root regions; axillary bud not yet defined; inter-

mediate in age between figs. 2 and 3.

Figs. 6, 7.—Daughter buds from opposite sides of median section shown

in fig. 4; 7a, axillary bud the edge of which shows at a in fig. 7.

Fig. 8.—Sagittal section of frond, showing origin of inclosing scale leaf

or pouch (p,p) about daughter bud (b) ; below the root is pushing out, and to

the right the leaf is elongating.

Fig. 9.—Transverse section through apical region of frond, showing dis-

placed halves of daughter bud, now unequally developed, and connecting

cells; compare figs. 2 and 3; low power.

Fig. 10.—Young frond in sagittal section: leaf forms right half; basal

buds partly inclosed by bud scale or pouch (at 10a and 10c); axillary bud at

106, with edge of buds (a and c) and of pouch wall (p).
t
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NOTES ON NORTH AMERICAN WILLOWS. Ill

Carleton R. Ball

The first1 of a projected series of papers under this title was

published in this journal in November 1905. Since that date, the

writer's contributions on Salices have been confined to treatment

of the genus for two floras covering widely different sections of the

country, namely, the Rocky Mountains2 and the Central Atlantic

states. 3 In the ten-year period, however, thousands of specimens

have been determined for collectors and herbaria, extensive field

studies and collections have been made, and a considerable fund

of data accumulated, some of which are presented in the third

paper4 of this series and in the following paragraphs.

1 . The willows of the Black Hills

The first list of the plants of this district, of which the writer

has knowledge, was published by Rydberg5 in 1896. He collected

at some 20 points in the Black Hills, during the period from May 27

to August 18, 1892, visiting some places twice. Four species of

Salix are recorded (p. 523): S. fluviatilis Nutt., S. cordata Muhl,

S. discolor Muhl., and S. Bebbiana Sarg. Of these, S. fluviatilis is

listed only from Rochford; S. cordata only from Custer and Lead;

S. discolor only from Custer; while S. Bebbiana was collected at

5 points. No data on frequency of occurrence are given for the

willows, though such notes are given commonly throughout the

paper. It is probable, however, that the three species first named

were met with at points other than where collections wrere made.

American willows. I. Box. Gaz

40:376-380. pis. 12, 13. 1905.

, Salix in Coulter and Nelson, New Manual Rocky Mt. Bot. pp. 128

139. 1909

, Salix in Tidestrom, Elysium Marianum 3'-*9~37- Pl$- 4r9* I9 I°-

, Notes on North American willows. II. Bot. Gaz. 60:45-54- figs- 3-

1915-

s Rydberg, P. A., Flora of the Black Hills of South Dakota. Contrib. U.S.

Nat. Herb. 3:463-536. 1896.

39i] [Botanical Gazette, vol • \s\j• •
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While the Black Hills have always been recognized as belong-

ing to the Rocky Mountain system, and as having a flora allied

to that of the Rocky Mountain region, it will be noted that the

four willows reported by Rydberg are all eastern species. They

range from the North Atlantic and the New England states west-

ward across the great interior valley. S. Bebbiana extends com-

monly and S. fluviatilis less commonly into the Rocky Mountain

region itself, but primarily they are eastern species. The question

of the identification of the specimens collected is not raised at this

point.

Hills

by Williams,6 presumably in 1895. The willows of the state,

10 in number, include the 4 of Rydberg's Black Hills list and also

3 others credited to the Black Hills. It does not appear from this

anum specimens

tained. Williams refers frequently to Rydberg's collections from

the Black Hills and was doubtless familiar with a manuscript copy

of his list. The 3 additional species credited to the Black Hills

are as follows

:

"18. Yellow willow (Salix flavescens Nutt.).—A shrub found in the

Black Hills. It may be recognized by the nearly entire leaves which are

downy, or smooth and dull green above, and pale with a rufous pubescence

beneath'' (p. 106). No reference is made to any collections.

"19. Hairy willow (Salix glauca villosa Anders.).— . . . - Found at

various places in the Black Hills and on the Yellow Bank in Grant County"

(p. 106).

(Salix humilis Marsh.).—A small shrub reported"20. Prairie willow
from the Black Hills by Mr. Rydberg" (p. 107). In no case is herbarium

material cited. Again the question of identification is waived for the time.

A third list covering the territory of the Black Hills in South

Dakota was published by Saunders. 7 The striking thing about

this list is that it does not include two of the three additional willows

to the Black Hills by Williams, namely, S. flavescenscredited

and 5. glauca villosa. It does list S. humilis, but as occurring only

6 Williams, T. A., Native trees and shrubs. S.D. Exper. Sta. Bull. 43- l895

(pp. 105-107).

'Saunders, D. A., Ferns and flowering plants of South Dakota. S.D. Exper.

Sta. Bull. 64. 1899 (pp. 134, 135).
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in the eastern part of the state. The reasons for omitting these

three willows can be guessed only. Either specimens were not

found in the herbaria examined or they proved to belong to other

species than those listed. It is a fair guess that S. humilis was

included by Williams on the strength of Rydberg's8 identification

of his no. 101 9 from Rochford, of which he says:

A few specimens with thick leaves as in 5. humilis and S. tristis were col-

July Even these have been referred

Mr

At any rate, the list of Black Hills willows was again reduced

to four species. So far as publications are concerned, the number

seems still to rest there, though in 191 2 Perisho and Visher9

reported Salix lutea, a western species, as being " fairly common
along brooks" in Washington County, which adjoins the Black

Hills on the southeast.

On September 19, 1908, the writer studied and collected the

willows occurring along Whitewood Creek from the railroad station

upstream for a mile or more. Five species were found. Two of

them, 5. lutea Nutt. and 5. prinoides Pursh, were very common in

the floodplain of the stream. Of each of the remaining three.

S. Fendleriana Anderss., S. Scouleriana Barr., and 5. Bebbiana

Sarg., only a single plant was found. All three were obtained in

the edge of the city. An examination of Rydberg's specimens

showed that S. lutea was the species reported as S. cordata by him,

while S: prinoides was the basis of his record for S. discolor. The

finding of 5. Scouleriana bears out the statement quoted from

Williams under 5. flavescens, which is a synonym. This is the

first recorded collection of S. Fendleriana in the Black Hills. It

occurs commonly in the canyons of the Rocky Mountains and

westward at elevations of 5000 feet and over. The number of

species was now increased to six.

Collections of 5. atnygdaloides, 5. flmiatilis, and S. cordata

were made also at Beliefourche on the same date, but as Belle-

% Op. cit., p. 523.

9 Perisho, E. C, and Visher, S. S., The geography, geology, and biology of

south central South Dakota. State Geol. and Biol. Survey Bull. 5. p. 90. 1912.
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fourche properly is not in the Black Hills, 5. amygdaloides is not

added.

On September 14, 1910, the writer again visited Deadwood

for a short time and studied the willows found on the northern

flank of the White Rocks, principally around a spring lying just

below the wagon road. Here 5. Bebbiana and S. prinoides were

found abundantly and S. lutea less commonly on the seepy slope

below the spring. Two or three stunted plants of S. Scouleriana

occurred in dry ground just across the road above the spring.

On August 2$, 1913, the writer collected 5. lutea at the railroad

Myst

White All these collec-

tions are cited under the respective species at the end of this article.
10

In the spring and summer of 1910, Mr. John Murdoch, Jr.,

of the United States Forest Service, collected an extensive series

of specimens in various parts of the Black Hills. A portion of

the series was sent to the writer for identification through the

United States Forest Service, on April 1, 1913. Seventeen num-

bers were flowering specimens of S. prinoides and S. Bebbiana, one

was S . fluviatilis , and one proved to be a young pistillate specimen

of S. Nelsonii Ball, a rather rare member of § Phylicifoliae ,

known previously from the mountains of Colorado and Wyoming.

A more complete set from the private herbarium of the collector

submitted

Service, on January 14, 1915. It was found

to contain, besides numerous specimens of S. prinoides

m
collected at Redfern Plantation no. 2, and also a specimen bearing

mature foliage (no. 4233), collected at the same place in July.

10 Since this paper was prepared, the writer has seen a series of short papers by

Visher, entitled Additions to the flora of the Black Hills of South Dakota (Torreya

9:186-188. 1909; Muhlenbergia 8:135-137. 1913; ibid. 9=33"39- I9 I 3)« In the

first paper he records 5. Scouleriana as " Frequent, forming trees, in deep woods, well

up on Custer's Peak." The collection was made in August 1908, just a month

before it was collected by the writer at Deadwood.

In one of another series of papers (Additions to the flora of South Dakota.

II. Muhlenbergia 9:69-77. 1913) Visher reports S. Fendleriana as " Common m
boggy soil in the forest reserves and along the Little Missouri River" of Harding

County, north of the Black Hills, in the northwest corner of the state.
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There was also one specimen each of S. amygdaloides and S. lutea.

Very interesting also were a specimen of S. Fendleriana (no. 4375),

with mature foliage, from Rochford; three foliage specimens of

5. Scouleriana, also from Redfern Plantation no. 2; a foliage speci-

men of S. Geyeriana (no. 4367) from Bear Butte Creek; and

finally a single collection of what is probably S. monticola Bebb

(no. 4374) from South Rapid Creek, at an elevation of 6100 feet.

By this collection four species, S. amygdaloides, S. Geyeriana,

S. monticola, and 5. Nelsonii, not previously reported, were added

to the flora of the Black Hills. All except the first are strictly

plants of the western mountains. The specimen identified as

S. monticola, which consists of autumn-colored foliage collected

September 16, is certainly not referable to either S. cordata or

S. lutea, and with equal certainty is a species not previously

recorded for the Black Hills. Two of the sheets of S. Scouleriana

show only small but mature leaves, suggesting a dwarfed habit,

and the data indicate that they come from dry situations.

some

Messr

the Merritt Ranger Station in the Black Hills Forest Reserve,

were sent the writer for identification. On examination these were

found to include such Rocky Mountain species as S. glaucops

Anderss., S. chlorophylla Anderss., S. Nelsonii Ball, and S. Geyeriana

Anderss. Of these, the first two had not been collected previously

in the Black Hills. At the request of the writer, Mr. W. H. Lamb,

of the Forest Service, kindly made immediate arrangements to have

better material collected in 1913. As a result, there were received

for identification, on January 21, 1914, another series of these

same species. Careful examination confirmed the previous deter-

minations and hence added two more species to the list of those

known to be native to the Black Hills. This list now contains 12

species, all native. Three out of the 12,

5. Jluviatilis, and 5. Bebbiana, are founc

name

nent. One, S. prinoides, is an eastern species finding here nearly

the western limit of its range. The 8 others are habitants of the

Mountains the eastern limits

Hills
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KEY TO THE SPECIES

Capsule glabrous

Scales yellow

Leaves large, lanceolate, serrate; stamens 3-5

Leaves glaucous beneath 1. S. amygdaloides.

Leaves green beneath 2. S. Fendleriana.

Leaves linear; stamens 2
*

Leaves green beneath, remotely denticulate 3. S'. fluviatilis

\

Scales brownish to black

Aments short-peduncled ; twigs yellow; style less than o. 5 mm.
4. S. lutea.

Aments sessile; twigs reddish; style 1 mm. or over 5. 5. monticola.

Capsule hairy

Style long; scales usually black, pilose

Aments peduncled; leaves gray pubescent above 6. S. glaucops.

Aments sessile; leaves bright green above, glabrous

Leaves broadly elliptical or oval 7- S- chlorophylla.

Leaves narrowly elliptical 8. S. Nelsonii.

Style short or none

Scales obovate, black, pilose; aments sessile

Leaves elliptical, undulate-crenate, glabrous 9. S. prinoides.

Leaves obovate, entire, often pubescent beneath ... 10. S. Scouleriana.

Scales linear-oblong, yellow or the tip dark; aments short-pedunculate

Leaves elliptic-obovate; pedicels long n. S. Bebbiana.

Leaves linear-oblanceolate; pedicels short 12. S. Geyeriana.

SPECIMENS EXAMINED

The following specimens have been examined by the writer.

Their present location in herbaria, so far as known, is indicated

by the letters following the collection numbers. The key to these

letters is: B, Herb. C. R. Ball; C, Herb. Canada Geol. Survey;

F, Herb. U.S. Forest Service; G, Gray Herbarium; I, Herb. Iowa

State College; M, Herb. John Murdoch, Jr.; N, U.S. National

Herbarium: R, Rockv Mountain Herbarium.

i. Salix amygdaloides Anderss.

Bellefourche.—Floodplain of Bellefourche River, Ball (I34 1
*

B, C,

N, R) 1908; (1697, B; 1699, B) 1910.

Deadwood—Whitewood Creek below Smelter, all. 1370 m., Murdoch

(4322, M) 1910.
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2. 6*. Fendleriana Anderss

Deadw
1400 m., Ball (1356, B, N, R) 1908.

Murdoch

fluviatilis Nutt.

Bellefourche.—Floodplain of the Bellefourche River, Ball (1340, B,

C,N,R; 1344, B,N) 1908; (1696, B, N, R) 1910.

July

banks, alt. 1525 m., Murdoch (4166, F, M)

4. S. lutea Nutt.

Bellefourche.—Floodplain of Bellefourche River, Ball (1694, B, N;
1695, B, C, N, R), foliage, 1910.

Custer.—Alt. 1690 m., Rydberg (1015, N) June 4, 1892.

Deadwood.—Floodplain of Whitewood Creek, alt. about 1400 m., Ball

(1352, B, C, G, N, R; 1354, B), foliage, 1908; spring below White Rock, alt.

about 1460 m., Ball, 1686, B, C, I, N, R), foliage, 1910.

Ft. Meade.—Forwood, flowers, May 1, 1887.

Lead.—Alt. 1675 m., Rydberg (1017, N), foliage, July 7, 1892.

Mystic.—At railroad station, alt. 1460 m., Ball (1827, B, N), foliage,

Redferin.—Plantation No. 2, alt. 1675 m., Murdoch (4038, M), pistillate

flowers, May 13, 1910.

Sturgis.—Alt. 1065 m., Carr (344, B; 345, B), staminate and pistillate

flowers, May 17, 1912.

5. S. monticola{?) Bebb

South Rapid Creek.—Alt. i860 m., Murdoch (4374, M), foliage, Septem-

ber 16, 1910.

Merritt

6. S. glaucops Anderss.

ation, headwaters of Jim
Range 5 E., alt. about 1525 m., Setzer (F) 1912; Seizer (2, B), staminate,

May 6, 1913.

7. S. chlorophylla Anderss.

Merritt.—Ranger Station, headwaters of Jim Creek, Sec. 8, Tp. 2 N.,

R. s E., alt. 1525 m., Setzer (F) 1912; Setzer (1, B), staminate. May 6, and

foliage, June 2, 191 3.

8. S. Nelsonii Ball

Merritt.—Ranger Station, headwaters of Jim Creek, Sec. 8, Tp. 2 X.,

R. 5 E., alt. 1525 m., Setzer (F) 1912; Setzer (3, B), pistillate, May 6, and

foliage, June 2, 1913.
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Redfern.—Plantation no. 2, alt. 1710 m., Murdoch (4039, B, M), pistil-

late, May 13, 1910; Murdoch (4233, M), foliage, July 13, 1910.

9. 5. prinoides Pursh

Bear Butte Creek and vicinity.—Mostly 6-8 miles southeast from

Deadwood, and about the same distance northeast from Custer Peak; alt.

1525-1650 m., Murdoch (4002-4015 inclusive, F, M), staminate and pistillate

flowers, April 7-10, 1910; (4366, 4369, both M), foliage, September 8, 1910.

Custer.—Alt. 1675 m -> Rydberg (1014, N), staminate and pistillate flowers,

May 31, 1892.

Custer Peak.—About 3 miles E., alt. 17 10 m., Murdoch (4001, F, M)

staminate flowers, April 7, 19 10.

Deadwood.—Floodplain of Whitewood Creek, alt. about 1400 m., Ball

(i349,B,N,R; 1353, B, C, G, N, R; 1355, B, N, R), foliage, 1908; at spring

north of White Rock, alt. about 1460 m., Ball (1681, B, N, R; 1684 and 1685,

B, C, I, N, R), foliage, 1910.

Dumont.—Alluvium, Thompson's Bridge, alt. 1830 m., Murdoch (4267,

M), foliage, August 4, 19 10.

Sturgis.—Carr (308, B), flowers, May 17, 1912.

10. S. Scouleriana Barratt

Deadwood.—Bank of Whitewood Creek, alt. about 1400 m., Ball (13S ?

B, C, G, N, R), foliage, 1908; at spring below White Rock, alt. about 1460 m.,

Ball (1683 and 1687, B, C, I, N, R), foliage, 1910, (1832 and 1833, B, N),

foliage, 1913.

Redfern.—Plantation no. 2, alt. 1740 m., Murdoch (4220, 422I > 4 237>

all M), foliage, July 13, 19 10.

n. 6
1

. Bebbiana Sargent

Bear Butte Creek.—About 5-8 miles S.E. of Deadwood, alt. 1555 m
Murdoch (4010, in part, and 4022a, F, M), flowers, April 10-27, 1910; (4368

M), foliage, September 8, 1910.

Alt. 167=; m., Rydberg (1012, N; 1013, N), May 31 and J

1892.

Murdoch (4365. M)

foliage, September 8, 1910.

Alt. 1525 m., Rydberg (1016, N), June 2, 1892.

Deadwood.—Floodplain of Whitewood Creek, Ball (1351, B, N), foliage,

1908; (1680 and 1682, both B, C, N, R), foliage, 1910; (1829, B, N; 1830

[pistillate], B, N; 1831 [pistillate], B), foliage, 1913.

\lt. 1 100 m., Rvdbere (1018, N), August o, 1802.
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Redfern.—Plantation no. 2, alt. 1710-1740 m., Murdoch (4036 and 4037,

F, M), flowers, May 13, 1910; (4219 and 4232, M), foliage, July 13, 1910.

Rochford.—Alt. 1675-1830 m., Rydberg (1019, N), foliage, July 12, 1892.

12. S. Geyeriana Anderss.

Bear Butte Creek.—Alluvium, Sec. 19, Tp. 4 N., R. 4 E., alt. 1645 m ->

Murdoch (4367, M), foliage, September 9, 1910.

Merritt.—Ranger Station, headwaters of Jim Creek, Sec. 8, Tp. 2 N.,

R. 5 E., alt. 1525 m., Setzer (F) 1912; (4, B), staminate flowers, May 6; leaves,

June 2, 1913.

U.S. Department of Agriculture

Bureau of Plant Industry

Washington, D.C.



ON THE OCCURRENCE AND SIGNIFICANCE OF "BARS"
OR "RIMS" OF SANIO IN THE CYCADS

H. B. SlFTON

(with plate xv)

The "bars" or "rims" of Sanio were probably first figured by

Goppert (2) in 1849, as has been pointed out by Miss Gerry (i).

Sanio (7), however, did not, as she states, claim to be the dis-

coverer of them, although he was the first to describe them at all

adequately, and hence they have borne his name. In studying

the development of the wood cells in Pinus silvestris, he found

thickened rings, complete or incomplete, which grew up around

thin spots in the cellulose primary, walls. The thin areas he

designated as the " Primordialtiipfeln," and on these bordered pits

were formed. The thickened rims, or "Umrissen," of these areas

are the structures that have until recently been known as the

"bars of Sanio." In 1913 Groom and Rushton (3) applied the

name "rims" to them. This term is descriptive of Sanio's theory

of their method of formation and serves to distinguish them from

trabeculae.

Until the last few years they did not come into much promi-

nence, but in several recent papers they have been considered of

great importance. Miss Gerry, in the paper mentioned above,

gave a comprehensive account of their distribution in the conifers.

She found them in all the members of this group except the arau-

carians, whose wood structure could in this way be distinguished

from the other forms. She also suggests the extension of this

distinction to the fossil forms, as the following sentence indicates:

"The distribution of the bars of Sanio .... establishes a con-

stant and useful diagnostic character in the determination of fossil

woods" (p. 122). She would associate all the fossil conifers which

have the "rims" with the Abietineae, and those which do not

exhibit them with the Araucarineae, regardless of other character-

istics of their tracheary structure.

Botanical Gazette, vol. 60] [400
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Miss Gerry's suggestion has been followed in a number of recent

articles on fossil plants. Miss Holden (4, 5) has used it in several

papers. Her statement of the importance of the "rims" is even

stronger than that of Miss Gerry, making their occurrence "by
far the most reliable criterion for diagnosing coniferous woods"

(5, p. 252). Again, in another paper she speaks still more strongly:

"Comparative examination of living and fossil forms leads to the

rejection of all criteria except cellulose bars of Sanio as an infal-

lible test for tribal affinities
7

'

(4, p. 544).

Jeffrey (6) has also attached much weight to it, especially

since his discovery in 191 2 of what he considers a vestigial bar

in the araucarian cone axis. His conclusion from its presence here

is stated as follows: "Agathis and Araucaria have obviously come

from ancestors which, in accordance with the accepted principles

of comparative anatomy, had .... bars of Sanio in their tra-

cheids" (p. 548). The phylogenetic significance which he attached

to its occurrence in this position figures prominently in his theory

of the abietinean ancestry of the Araucarineae. Recognizing that

his conclusion from its occurrence in the araucarian cone axis

would be invalidated if the same condition were found to occur in

similar regions of forms such as the cycads, Jeffrey examined the

primitive regions of Cycas, Zatnia, and Ginkgo , but found no evi-

dence of its presence. He was therefore doubly assured of its

meaning in the araucarians.

In connection with some investigations of the wood structure

in the cycads, I have found a "bar" 1 of Sanio entirely similar to

that in the araucarians, and since this discovery has such an

important bearing on the theories above stated, it has been thought

advisable to publish it separately.

The material in which the "bars" were found is from the petiole

of Cycas revoluta. The sections of this, as well as all the others

figured in the plate, were stained in the usual way with a double

stain of Haidenhain's iron-hematoxylin and safranin. The bars

thus appear in the sections as dark bands on a red background and

stand out as distinctly as in the photographs.

*The name "bar" has been retained in this paper for the structure as found in

Araucaria and Cvcas, for considerations to be stated later.• 7
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Fig. i is from a section of the vascular bundle of the Cycas

petiole cut so as to show the tangential walls of the tracheids of

the primary wood. Spiral and scalariform elements of the xylem

are shown at the left center of the figure, while the two transitional

tracheids to the right of these exhibit the border-pitted condition

typical of the region. Crossed pores can be seen in several of the

parenchym

lumina observable

the "bars of Sanio."

primary

ma
the part of the two border-pitted tracheids represented between

(a) and (b) on that figure. The knife has passed diagonally

through the wall of the left tracheid, leaving only a portion of one

the upper region.

primary

come
from

the top of the series.

mentioned by Jeffrey

in the bars which he found in the araucarian cone axis is indi-

cated here. An extreme iristance of this can be seen between the

fifth and sixth pits from the top. These pits are farther apart

than is usual, and the bar instead of having merely its ends

forked is cleft throughout its length, half clinging to each pit, as

a definite "rim" of Sanio. This seems to indicate a double

origin for the bars, suggesting that each may have its origin

in two "rims," formed in the manner indicated by Sanio,

one in connection with each pit. In the tracheid at the right,

the bars are very plainly visible, though the forking is not so

evident.

The "rims" which form the bars in Cycas are characterized

especially by two features. They invariably cling closely to the

borders of the pits, and they are short, never reaching across the

entire width of a tracheid, but only across that of a single pit.

These are the two characteristics mentioned by Thomson (8) as

distinguishing the type of bar found in the Araucarineae from that

in the members of the Abietineae.
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Fig. 4 is from the cone axis of Araucaria Bidwilli and shows the

structures referred to by Jeffrey as occurring there. Here again,

in the upper part of the figure, the wall has been partly cut away.

The photograph is at the same magnification as fig. 3, and on com-

parison it will be seen that the characters of the bars in the two

are identical. Here also they invariably cling closely to the pit

borders and extend only across the width of a single pit. In

almost every case the forking is plainly seen. A very favorable

place for observing this is in the left hand tracheid at about the

center of the figure. Near the top of this tracheid and in the

majority of cases in the other two, the pits are so closely approxi-

mated horizontally, owing to the multiseriate character of the

pitting, that the ends of the forks of adjacent bars meet, so that

only more or less trapeziform lighter areas are seen between them.

At one place, indeed, below the center of the middle tracheid, even

this is not shown. It is quite evident, however, that this is not

a case of a single bar passing across two pits, but of the application

of two bars to each other, end to end. This is more evident from

the section than from the photograph, for in it a light area similar

to those shown in the series above, though not so pronounced, is

visible.

There are, therefore, bars in the primitive region of Cycas exactly

comparable to those in the araucarian cone axis. This, as Jeffrey

recognized, makes their presence in the araucarian cone axis value-

less as an argument in favor of abietinean ancestry of the Arau-

carineae. Indeed, the evidence of a reverse relationship is apparent

from a study of the characters of the "bar" in the different regions

of the Abietineae themselves.

The typical condition in old stem wood of the Abietineae is

illustrated in fig. 2, a radial section of Abies amabilis. Where the

pits are closely approximated in vertical series, as for example in

the left tracheid of the figure or in the lower part of the tracheid

to the right, the "rims" unite to form bars. Where the pits

are scattered, as in the central part of the middle tracheid, each

"rim" stands by itself. In neither case, however, are the "rims"

closely appressed to the pit borders, as is always true in the arau-

carian and cycad form. They are not, moreover, limited in length
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to the width of a single pit. This is especially striking in the

tracheid to the left, where opposition and even multiseriate pitting

is in evidence.

In fig. 5 is shown a section of the wood of the cone axis of Pinus

resinosa near the primary xylem. It was difficult to get a good

in

The figure illustrates the type of "rim" found in this region. The

structures usually adhere closely to the pit borders, appearing as

dark arcs, and not extending beyond the pits. One long bar.

however, is shown just below the four pits at the top of the tracheid,

passing across nearly the width of two pits, and thus presenting to

some extent the appearance of the bar found in specialized abie-

tinean wood. Such structures are exceptional.

Fig. 6, from a radial section of the root of Pinus Strobus, shows

a condition quite often found in the secondary wood close to the

primary. rims'' of Sanio

evidence, present the same

fig, 5. As one passes out from this region into the outer root wood,

transitions are seen between this rim and the type shown in fig. 2.

The rims become more and more separated from the pits. They

also elongate and exhibit a tendency to fusion. The mature

complex structure and very specialized

acter. in the cone axis in passing

from

admitted

stem

these

formed when the plant is older. If in this case the accepted reason-

ing holds true, the Abietineae must have been derived from ances-

tors which had bars of the araucarian or cycadean type.

The discovery of "bats" or "rims" of Sanio in the primitive

region of the cycads must either nullify their value as evidence of

from

th
• . •

which can scarcely be assumed. Moreover, the study of the rims

ind

type of bar, as found in the cycads and araucarians, has become
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specialized in the higher conifers, the original type persisting only

in the primitive regions, the cone axis and the root. Thus the dis-

covery of the bar in the cycads has, besides confirming the primitive

character of this structure in the araucarians, made apparent its

significance in the different regions of the Abietineae.

This work has been carried on at the suggestion of Professor

whom
his constant assistance.

University of Toronto
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE XV

primary

X225.

Fig. 2.

—

Abies amabilis: radial section of secondary wood of stem, showing

'rims" and " bars" of Sanio; X225.
Fig. 3.

—

Cycas revoluta: a portion of fig. 1 more highly magnified; X445-

Fig. 4.

—

Araucaria Bidwilli: radial section of secondary wood of seed cone

axis, showing "bars" of Sanio; X445-
Fig. 5.

—

Pinus resinosa: radial section of secondary wood of seed cone

primitive

Fig. 6. ood

primary xylem, showing primitive "rims" of Sanio; X445-



THE DISTRIBUTION OF BEACH PLANTS
»

Edith A. Roberts

The following observations were made of the distribution of

plants on the lower and middle beaches of the coasts of the

Elizabethan Islands and Falmouth. The Elizabethan Islands and

Falmouth are situated in eastern Massachusetts, Falmouth being

a part of the mainland, and the islands extending in a chain into

the ocean, bordered by Buzzard's Bay on the west and by Vineyard

Sound on the east.

The facts here noted were observed while I was collecting

material for the investigation of the osmotic pressure of succulent

plants in the above-named localities. A more or less definite

grouping of the succulents was found, and, when present, certain

plants were always in advance, where they would the more often

be covered by the salt water. Later investigation will attempt to

show whether the different locations on the beaches present more

or less difficult situations for maintenance of growth, and, if so,

whether there is a greater or more variable osmotic pressure among

the forms to account for their being able to occupy more adverse

situations. Competition of species cannot account for the presence

or absence of forms, for Ganong (6) has shown that the ground is

not already occupied, therefore the struggle must be with the

physical environment.

Thirteen locations were selected as affording types of all shores

on the Islands and Falmouth where succulents might be found.

These may be divided into sea beach and sea cliff types. The

coasts of the sea beach type are readily divided into lower, middle,

and upper beaches according to Cowles (4). The upper beach

in all cases is a low dune, back of which there is always found a

pond. The dune at Chappaquoit Point is the highest.

The sea cliffs may be divided into two classes: those at whose

base the rise and fall of water varies so little that a zone of Zostera

marina is present and those at whose base this plant is absent.

The sea beach type was found at Chappaquoit Point, Falmouth

Botanical Gazette, vol. 60] [406
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Beach, Nobska Beach, Lackey's Bay, Tarpaulin Cove, Cuttyhunk,

and Quicks Hole. The sea cliff without Zostera marina was found

at Nobska Cliff and Falmouth Cliff. The sea cliff with Zostera

marina was found at Lackey's Bay (inside), Ram Island, Cutty-

hunk Pond, and Deer Island.

The following 9 plants were the characteristic succulents found

on the middle beach: A triplex arenaria, Salsola Kali, Chenopodium

rubrum, Arenaria peploides, Cakile edentula, Artemisia Stelleriana
}

Solidago sempervirens, Euphorbia polygonifolia, and Lathyrus

mantimus; while Ammophila arenaria has been included in the

chart as a tenant of the middle beach because it plays a part in the

zonal distribution of some of the succulents. Snow (7) speaks of

ph

middle

half) and low Ammophila (upper half). The drift spoken of as

middle The

seems

with its own gatherings, to a line back of the daily tide. This

irregular line of debris at the front of the lower middle beach,

determined by the spring tide, marks the extent forward of the

succulent zone, while the summer storm tide line marks the begin-

ning of what I term the transitional zone, corresponding, I believe,

ph phila

phila dominating

back of the winter storm tide line or on the upper beach, the term

phila The

>ph

given as outpost plants as shown on the chart.

At Chappaquoit Point all the 10 characteristic plants were

found. A triplex arenaria was the forerunner, as it always is when

present. Bergen (i) states that Salsola Kali is the most tolerant

of the plants he observed. It ranges here from Artemisia Stelle-

riana to just back of Atriplex arenaria, with some plants occasionally

at the top of the dune. Chenopodium rubrum is confined to a

region just back of Salsola Kali. Arenaria peploides grows in

masses and monopolizes a wide zone. Cakile edentula grows more

in bunches and is closely associated with Artemisia Stelleriana,
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which often finds its best location at an Ammophila arenaria out-

post. The Artemisia Stelleriana presents more or less of a solid

front and only thin strands of Ammophila are found beyond; in

fact, it might be said to define the border line of upper and middle

beaches. Euphorbia polygonijolia becomes established on the

wind-swept dunes, where there is nothing else, but never is found

toward the ocean beyond the limit of Ammophila runners. Lathy-

rus maritimus occasionally extends into the transitional zone, but

always in company with Ammophila.

At Falmouth there is an illustration of what is common at

several of the beaches; at the region of the incoming daily tide

there is a mass of dry eel grass and immediately back of that a
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zone of small shingle, doubtless brought there by the stronger

spring tide. At the limit of this shingle a slight depression occurs,

then an elevation and the loose sandy zone with the succulents,

and beyond this another depression, then an elevation rises slowly

to the winter storm tide line.

At Nobska Beach Chenopodium rubrum is abundant, with only

a little A triplex arenaria and Salsola Kali, but wherever all three

are present the same relationship holds, A triplex being always

nearer the water than the others.

Cakile edentula forms masses in front of Ammophila at Lackey's

Bay. At Tarpaulin Cove much Salsola Kali is found in mats, and

bunches of eel grass have been caught by it, forming stable mounds.

The beach formed at Cuttyhunk Harbor and Vineyard Sound is
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separated from Vineyard Sound by a high shingle mound. Among
the shingle Cakile edentula grows most luxuriantly and forms thick,

hedgelike masses. They are the most abundant and thrifty plants

seen. Here the entire shingle strand must be washed often by the

summer storms.

The relationship of the plants found at the base of Xobska

Cliff and Falmouth is the same as that found on the beaches, but

. the tide lines are nearer together there, and the zones are con-

densed. The telescoping comes in the zone between the summer
storm tide line and the winter drift, so that there is a more sudden

transition from the succulent zone to the Ammophila zone, prac-

tically eliminating the transitional zone.

The low sea cliffs, at whose base the lower beach is eliminated

and where there is living Zostera marina, as at Lackey's Bay. furnish

an additional grouping. Here, on what corresponds to the plant-

less lower beach, is a grouping of Zostera marina and Spartina

glabra pilosa. Their advance is checked by a mass of dry eel grass

three feet in depth, but on the top of the eel gras, as on the sub-

stratum of the lower middle beach, is a grouping of succulent plants

with exceptionally long roots. This is a strictly succulent zone,

for the Ammophila does not advance beyond the eel grass debris.

Why succulents can grow on the eel grass substratum and Ammo-
phila not is an interesting question.

Along the cliffs where Zostera marina is present and the lower

beach is covered by water, the following new forms are found:

Suaeda maritima, Salicornia europaea, Limonium carolinianum,

and Ligusticum scoticum. Their ecological relationship is shown

on the chart. The last three divisions of the chart show what

Ganong (5) speaks of as a Salicornia-Suaeda association. Chrys-

LER (3) gives a list of plants arranged in a descending scale with

respect to salt-resisting capacity, and in this Salicornia europaea

is next to Limonium carolinianum. Ganong found that the root

hairs of Salicornia europaea can endure 90 per cent of sea water

without plasmolysis, and those of Suaeda maritima 60-70 per cent.

Cannon (2) refers to salt-containing places as having marked

zonal distribution; several species of Atriplex and Suaeda are

nearer the center of salt spots, where the concentration of salt is

highest.
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Summary

middle beaches of some

id Falmouth are found 1

in general definite zonal distribution.

2. The shores may be divided into sea beach and sea cliff types;

the latter may be subdivided into cliff types with Zostera marina

and those without.

3 most

type: Ammophila arenaria, Atripl

Kali, Chenopodium rubrum, Arenaria peploides, Cakile edentula,

Artemisia Stelleriana, Solidago sempervirens , Euphorbia polygoni-

folia, Lathyrus maritimus, and Suaeda maritima. Salicomia

europaea, Limonium carolinianum, Ligusticum scoticum, Zostera

marina, and Spartina glabra pilosa were taken as representatives

of the sea cliff type.

uppe

. zone.

5. When the lower beach is covered most of the time by water,

Suaeda maritima, Salicomia europaea, and Limonium carolinianum

are found in the order given, from ocean to shore.

6. The forms of the middle beach are found in definite zones,

and when not present their places are not filled; for instance,

Atriplex arenaria, Salsola Kali, Chenopodium rubrum, and Arenaria

peploides are always found in the order given on the lower half of

the middle beach, while Cakile edentula, Artemisia Stelleriana,

pervirens, and Euphorbia polygonifolia

>phila

7. As to the cause of this distribution I hope to offer some

suggestions in the near future.

Mount Holyoke College
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BRIEFER ARTICLES

GROWTH
ENDOTHIA

The writers found it necessary to conduct a series of experiments

on the influence of ether on the growth of Endothia, preliminary to more

extensive studies on the influence of the tannin content of the host plant

on Endothia parasitica and related species. Owing to a change in plans

this phase of the work was abandoned. However, it has been considered

advisable to publish the results of these experiments.

The medium used was as follows: water iooo cc, glucose 20 gm.,

peptone iogm., potassium phosphate (dibasic) o.25gm., magnesium

gm parasitica

radicalis (American and European strains), including one from Quercus

alba which was sent to us by Dr. George P. Clinton. This last organ-

ism was a much slower grower than the others. In order to prevent

the evaporation of the ether, the cotton plugs were pushed a short

distance into the tubes and close-fitting corks inserted.

periments, approxima

ether

a graduated pipette (that is, not more than o. 1 cc). These tubes were

then inoculated with the organisms. In all cases the che

slowly than those to which the ether had been added,

made it necessary to conduct a more careful series of e

;ks grew more

These results

the ether

In this second experiment, o. 1 cc. ether was added to certain tubes

medium These were inoculated and kept

as above. The results confirmed the first experiments, but made it

necessary to conduct a still more extensive experiment.

This experiment was as follows. To 10 cc. of culture solution, ether

was added in quantities of 0.05, o. 1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, o.S,

0.9, and 1 per cent. In this experiment only one species was used,

E. parasitica. On the third day the check showed a good normal growth

;

that having 0.05 per cent ether was somewhat accelerated and that

having o. 1 per cent was noticeably so. The next two members of the

series showed slight germination. The next day but little change was

Botanical Gazette, vol. 60I i
412
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noticeable except that germination was apparent up to and including

the tubes containing 0.6 per cent ether. The second day the culture

containing 0.3, 0.4, and 0.5 cc. ether showed accelerated growth,

while the one with o . 6 per cent showed good growth. On the tenth day

after inoculation, the cultures wTith the higher percentages of ether showed

signs of more vigorous growth, except the twro highest members of the

series, which never germinated. From this time on the results do not

agree in all details with the earlier stages of the experiment, owing to the

unavoidable escape of varying amounts of ether from the different

tubes and the consequent change of percentages. Therefore, it was not

practicable to keep these cultures containing ether under observation

for more than ten days or two weeks, a time too short for pycnidial

formation in liquid media.

These results are represented in the accompanying table, in which

the check is rated 5, and the acceleration of retardation computed on

this basis.

TABLE I

Growth of Endothia parasitica in liquid media to which the indicated amounts

OF ETHER WERE ADDED (AMOUNT IN CC.)

Days after

inoculation

3

4

5
6

7

8

10

0.0 0.0s 0.1 0.2 °-3 0.4 05 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9

5 7 9 2 I O

5 7 9 4 3 2 I 2

5 5 6 5 4 4 3 3

5 5 6 5 5 5 4 3

5 6 7 6 5 5 4 3 1

5 6 6 6 5 5 4 3 2 1

5 7 6 6 5 5 4 3 2 3

1.0

o
o
o
o
o
o
o

It appears that small quantities of ether have a stimulating effect

on the fungus, quantities of from o . 2 per cent up retard germination, and

quantities from 0.4 per cent up have injurious effect on the growth of

the fungus. While it is possible to grow the mycelium under the influ-

ence of ether, the volatile nature of this chemical makes it impossible

to keep such cultures intact long enough for pycnospores to appear.

After two to two and one-half weeks the mycelium showed signs of dying

and pulling away from the glass in the cultures containing the higher

percentages of ether.

—

Melville T. Cook and Guy W. Wilson,

Rutgers College and Xew Jersey Agricultural Experiment Station, Nem
Brunswick, NJ.
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WIND BURN IN AMORPHOPHALLUS

Wind
seem to be conspicuous in plants. An interesting case was observed

during the past typhoon season at Los Banos, Philippine Islands.

During July and August a strong southwest wind is contin

often become violent. This wind is frequently warm and

In the latter Dart of August 1014, the southwest \

dry

ticularly and continuously heavy. By the third day of the heavy wind,

large red blotches were noticed on the petioles of plants of Amorpho-

phallus campanulatus (Roxb.) Blume (Araceae). Investigation of

many plants revealed the fact that only in those plants which were

exposed to the wind was the red color present. Light green areas on the

petioles were more affected than dark areas. When wind and sun acted

in combination, the red color was more apparent, occurring on both

blades and petioles. Plants growing in ravines and in places otherwise

sheltered from the wind, even though fully exposed to the sun, did

not show red coloring. Opening up the brush to allow the wind access

resulted in the development of the red coloring within two to three

days.

The red color from this cause, however, was not a permanent effect,

for in the rainy period which succeeded the heavy wind the red color

entirely disappeared within ten days.—Frank C. Gates, Los Banos, PJ-



CURRENT LITERATURE

NOTES FOR STUDENTS
General biology of rusts.

—

Klebahn1 has published a series of observations

on rust fungi made during 19 12 and 19 13. The report covers three phases of

work: a study of the factors which bring about the termination of the rest

period in teleutospores, cultural work, and some observations on the mallow

rust in relation to Eriksson's mycoplasma theory.

In order to study the factors influencing the termination of the rest period

in teleutospores, the author subjected teleutosporic material of Puccinia

gratninis, P. Phragmites, and P. Magnusiana to various treatments such as

exposure to low temperatures, alternate wetting and drying, and continuous

immersion in water. Apparently the changes in the spore which make

germination possible depend not so much upon exposure to low temperatures

as upon the action of moisture. Spores suspended in a dry shed and subject

only to atmospheric moisture failed to germinate. Alternate wetting and

drying is most potent in shortening the rest period; spores subjected to such

treatment, even at room temperature, germinated in January two to three

months before the usual time. Even continuous immersions with frequent

changes of water somewhat shortens the rest period, although occasional drying

seems to be essential to produce any marked effect.

The second part of the paper has already been noted.2 In the third section

some experiments and observations on the mallow rust furnish a basis for dis-

cussion of Eriksson's views on the means of distribution of this fungus.

Ericksson's main contention^ is that the fungus is distributed in the myco-

plasma state with the seed, and manifests itself by a general outbreak over the

entire surface of the infected plant when it is about three months old. These

contentions are not borne out by the experiments of Klebahn, who finds that

different groups of plants grown from the same lot of seed become infected at

different times, and the outbreak does not involve the whole plant at once.

The sori are at first scattered and few, as if originating from local infections.

To the conidia-like segments sometimes produced by the promycelium of this

rust Eriksson attributes the special function of giving rise to the mycoplasma

1 Klebahn, H.
t
Kulturversuche mit Rostpilzen. Zeitschr. Pflanzenkrank 24:1-

32. fig. r. 1914; also Beobachtungen liber Pleophagie und iiber Teleutosporenkeimung

bei Rostpilzen. Jahresb. Verein Angew. Botanik 11:55-59. 1913 (a short statement of

the main facts in the foregoing paper)

.

3 Rev. Bot. Gaz. 60:245. 1915. 3 Ibid. 54:431. *$**•

4i5
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in the plants infected by these spores. Dietel* has already shown that the

production of "conidia" by the promycelium does not indicate a functional

differentiation of the teleutospores, but is dependent on external conditions.

In this matter Klebahn agrees with Dietel, but the two investigators differ

somewhat as to the factors which determine the segmentation of the germ

tubes. Klebahn finds that spores germinating within a liquid medium pro-

duce, in place of normal mycelia, germ tubes which may become segmented or

not. The number of segments produced is always four, and under some condi-

tions the "conidia" produce sporidia. Teleutospores germinating in contact

with air always produce promycelia and sporidia. Dietel attributes the

production of segmented germ tubes to a scanty moisture supply in the sub-

stratum. Klebahn infected a number of leaves of hollyhock with cultures

of teleutospores which were producing "conidia." The groups of sori origi-

nating from these infections were cut out of the leaves which were kept under

observation during the rest of the season. According to Eriksson, these

leaves should have contained mycoplasma which should later have given rise

to a general outbreak of rust on the leaves. Klebahn found, however, that

the leaves from which the sori had been removed remained free from infection.

The mycoplasma theory is attacked from another standpoint by Haase-

Bessel,5 who finds in and about mature rust pustules of secondary origin on

leaves of Althaea rosea attacked by mallow rust mycelial structures resembling

the promycelium described by Eriksson. These structures on account of

their delicate walls have the appearance of naked masses of protoplasm which

conform to the shape of the intercellular spaces which they occupy. A study

of their origin shows that they are the outgrowths of older hyphae at the base

of the rust pustules. The author attributes to them the function of distributing

the mycelium through the leaf. Since these structures, conforming in every

way to Eriksson's promycelia, are observed originating from the mycelium

of mature pustules of undoubted secondary origin, the author argues that the

similar structures of Eriksson may be explained without the aid of the myco-

plasma theory. To this conclusion Eriksson would object, as to the other

similar arguments, that the mycoplasma does not occur in connection with

rust infections originating from spores. Thus the elusive mycoplasma again

escapes annihilation.

A cytological study supplemented by field observations has enabled Olive6

to explain some apparently anomalous phenomena in the sequence of spore

forms and the formation of aecidia in certain rusts with perennial mycelia.

« Rev. Bot. Gaz. 56:163. 1913.

5 Haase-Bessel, G., Zur Erikssonchen Mycoplasmatheorie. Ber. Deutsch. Bot.

Gesells. 32:393-4°3- pi- 9- 1914-

6 Olive, E. W., Intermingling of perennial sporophytic and gametophytic genera-

tions in Puccinia Podophylli, P. obtegens, and Uromyces Glycyrrhizae. Ann. Mycol.

11:298-311. pi. 1. 1913.
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The forms investigated are Puccinia Podophylli, P. suaveolens, and Uromyces

Glycyrrhizae. Early in spring Puccinia Podophylli usually produces teleuto-

spores on the bud sheaths at the base of the stems of the host plant (Podophyl-

lum peltatutn). These teleutospores are produced before any other spore

forms and also before the plants are fully developed. Sometimes, according

to Olive, traces of aecidia also, but no spermagonia, are found on the bud

sheaths. Later, spermagonia and aecidia develop abundantly on the leaves.

These aecidia have been shown by Sharp? to arise from a binucleate mycelium.

Teleutospores are produced on the leaves in late summer. Olive finds that

the teleutospores on the bud sheaths and the aecidia, both here and on the

leaves, arise from a perennial sporophytic (binucleate) mycelium which extends

throughout the plant. Intermingled with the sporophytic mycelium is a

perennial gametophytic (uninucleate) mycelium which gives rise to spermagonia

and to incepts of aecidia which, however, are soon invaded by the sporophytic

mycelium whose hyphae give rise to basal cells and rows of binucleate aecidio-

spores. The mycelia of these two generations are generally commingled

throughout the plant, but in the young parts the gametophytic mycelium

is somewhat in advance of the sporophytic. Besides these perennial forms,

local binucleate mycelia, originating from aecidiospores and giving rise to

teleutospores, occur on the leaves. In Puccinia suaveolens on the Canada

thistle and in Uromyces Glycyrrhizae on Glycyrrhiza lepidota three conditions

of mycelial distribution have been observed by the author: first, perennial

gametophytic mycelium giving rise to spermagonia and perennial sporophytic

mycelium giving rise to secondary uredospores and to teleutospores are com-

mingled throughout the same plant; second, perennial sporophytic myce-

lium giving rise to secondary uredospores and to teleutospores occurs alone;

third, annual local mycelium occurs which also produces uredospores and

teleutospores, but the sori in which these are produced ar; rarely confluent

like those of the perennial mycelium. Perennial gametophytic mycelium

alone or local colonies of gametophytic mycelium have not been observed.

In all these cases no spore forms resulting from gametophytic cell fusions

have been found. The aecidiospores of Puccinia Podophylli and the uredo-

spores of P. suaveolens and Uromyces Glycyrrhizae are all regarded as secondary

in nature. They arise apogamously, solely from sporophytic mycelia. The

author has not observed aecidiospores nor primary uredospores arising as

the result of fusions between gametes in these forms.

fi

and Aecidium leucospermum in the rhizomes, buds, and leaves of Anemon

nemorosa. The mycelium of these fungi is found in the rhizomes and buds of the

7 Sharp, L. W., Nuclear phenomena in Puccinia Podophylli. Bot. Gaz. 51 l&Sr

464. 1911.

8 Dawson, \V. J., Ober das Mycel des Aecidium leucospermum und der Puccinia

fusca. Zeitschr. Pflanzenkrank. 23:129-137. 1913-
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infected plants, but its distribution may be more or less local. Frequently one

section of the rhizome with its buds is infected, while the adjacent sections re-

main free from the fungus. All the leaves arising from the infected sections

become infected. Experiments like those reported by Tischler9 for Uromyces

Pisi, to determine if the plants could outgrow the fungus, were not conducted.

The mycelium is found in all the tissues except the phloem and xylem; in the

buds even the cells of the dermatogen are invaded. In this respect the dis-

tribution of the mycelium in the growing points agrees with that of Uromyces

Pisi in Euphorbia Cyparissias as observed by De Bary and Tischler. There

is apparently a marked difference, however, in the behavior of the mycelium

of these two fungi in the embryonic tissue. Tischler observed the interesting

fact that no haustoria were formed by the hyphae of U. Pisi in the strictly

meristematic cells, while Dawson states that haustoria are formed in all parts

of the plant containing mycelium, even " close" to the growing point. Un-

fortunately neither the description nor the imperfect sketches make this physio-

logically important point entirely clear.

Tischler9 has published a further contribution to his interesting studies

on the relation between Uromyces Pisi and its aecidial host Euphorbia Cyparis-

sias. In his former account the fact was brought out that under certain con-

ditions the upper portions of infected shoots of this plant might produce normal

leaves to all appearances free from the fungus. In such cases it was found that

the growing point had became emancipated from the fungus, which was there-

after unable again to invade the strictly embryonic tissues. The behavior

of these shoots is now contrasted with that of shoots from dormant buds

of infected rhizomes. Such shoots produce only typically deformed leaves

characteristic of plants infected by the fungus. If, however, the infected

rhizomes are kept permanently in a vegetative state by pruning or other means,

the new shoots produced show no external signs of the fungus and bear only

normal leaves. If infected plants, which as a result of such treatment have

produced only normal leaves for a season, are allowed to remain dormant for

a time, only infected shoots grow out from the dormant buds. It appears,

therefore, that buds that develop on the rhizome while the plant is kept con-

tinually in a vegetative state, and which start into growth without having

undergone a distinct period of rest, are not subject to the formative influence

of the fungus; but buds which have undergone a period of dormancy become

subject to such influence and produce only deformed leaves. Nevertheless,

the apparently sound shoots are not free from the fungus, for the mycelium

is found in all parts except the meristematic tissue of the growing point; this

it is entirely unable to invade in shoots which have once become emancipated.

« Rev. Bot. Gaz. 56:161. 1913.

10 Tischler, G., Uber latente Krankheitsphasen nach Uromyces-InltVxXoii bei

Euphorbia Cyparissias. Bot. Jahrb. 50:95-110. Jigs. 6. 1914.
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Wherein lie the causes of this peculiar difference of behavior of the two kinds

of buds the author was unable thus far to determine.

Haak11 has published a somewhat lengthy account of a series of general

observations and experiments on the biology of Peridermium Pini, and particu-

larly on the question of the propagation of this rust by aecidiospores. From
the observation that no probable telial host is coextensive in its distribution

with Pinus sylvestris and its blister rust (Peridermium Pini), and also because

of the failure up to this time to find the telial phase of this rust, Haak infers

the likelihood that this fungus is propagated on the pine by aecidiospores.

This assumption contains in itself nothing anomalous, since several rusts with

repeated aecidial generations are known. The experiments by which it is

endeavored to substantiate this assumption furnish only probable evidence.

Cultures on sound trees having failed to give satisfactory results (out of 72

trees with about 200 sowings only one infection resulted), subsequent cultures

were made only on trees which showed the presence of Peridermium. The

diseased branches were removed and numerous small twigs were infected in

wounds. Although the number of Peridermium cankers resulting from these

infections was small compared with the number of infected twigs, the proportion

of diseased twigs to sound twigs was much greater on the infected branches

than on the uninfected ones. The circumstantial evidence, therefore, seems

to indicate that this fungus can be propagated on the pine by means of aecidio-

spores. A histological examination to determine whether the mycelium under

the aecidia was sporophytic or gametophytic was not made. Two further

points of interest in the biology of this fungus are brought out by the author.

First, natural infections take place only in green twigs still bearing needles;

no infections occur in older twigs. Even old cankers on trunks and large

branches, where the origin has not been completely obliterated, can be traced

to infections of small twigs from which the disease has gradually spread.

Secondly, when a tree is once infected, the disease spreads by new infections

to other branches during succeeding years. This fact is in accord with the

theory that the aecidiospores are capable of reinfecting the pine.

Baudys12 adds a contribution to the question of the maintainance of rusts

by means of wintering uredospores or mycelium. The observations were made

during the winters of 1910-1911 and 1911-1912 in Bohemia, where the tempera-

ture ranged as low as - 16 C. and - 21 C. respectively during the two seasons.

From 60 to 100 per cent of the uredospores in the winter sori of Pucehi ia

glumarum and P. dispersa on rye. and P. bromina on Bromussterilis were found

to retain their capacity for germination throughout the winter. These rusts

"Haak, ., Der Keinzopf Peridermium Pini (Willd.) Kleb. Zeitschr.

Forst u. Jagdwesen 46:3-46. pis. 2. 1914-

lib Ann.

30-43
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were kept under observation from early autumn until the general outbreak of

rust the following spring. It was found also that young undeveloped sori in

the leaves continued to develop when temperature conditions were favorable.

The mycelium in the neighborhood of the sori was found to be alive. Uredo-

spores of Puccinia dispersa retained their germinative power as long as ioo

days, although the percentage of viable spores decreased during that time.

The uredospores of a number of other rusts were found to be capable of ger-

minating during the winter, but observations on these forms were not carried

through the entire season. Uredospores of Puccinia simplex on Hordeum

murinum germinated on December 29; those of Uromyces Anthyllidis on

Anthyllis vulneraria on December n; those of U. Ervi on Vicia hirsuta on

January 29; and those of Puccinia Lolii on Lolium perenne on March 5.

Stakman 13 has investigated for the conditions of Minnesota some of the

problems relating to the specialization of physiological races of the cereal rusts

and the resistance of different varieties of wheat to rusts. The results are in

general in accord with the observations of other investigators, and serve to

emphasize the fact that particular strains of Puccinia graminis inhabiting the

common cereals are more or less specifically adapted to particular species, but

that this adaptation is not entirely rigid. Of all the forms, that on the oat is

most strictly specialized. The forms on wheat, barley, and rye migrate more

or less readily from one cereal to another. Treatment of the plants with anaes-

thetics makes them more susceptible to infection. Resistance to rust seems to

depend more on the nature of the variety than upon any external factors to

which the plant is subjected. Certain phenomena, such as length of the incu-

bation period of the rust within the plant, size of pustules and of spores, seem

to be correlated with the degree of resistance of the host. The observations of

Marshall Ward that in resistant plants the rust mycelium usually killed

small infected areas of the leaves and thereby brought about its own destruc-

tion was confirmed.

Miss Sahli14 has continued the investigations begun by Fischer15 on the

susceptibility of hybrids and chimaeras of mixed immune and susceptible

parentage to the attacks of fungi to which one parent is susceptible. A number

of cultures with teleutospores of Gymnosporangium Sabinae, G. clavariaefornie,

G. confusum, and G. tremelloides, all inhabiting species of Crataegus, Sorbus,

and Mespilus, wTere made on hybrids and chimaeras of these plants. In general,

there appears to be no constant relation between the state of immunity of the

parents and that of the hybrids or chimaeras. For the details concerning each

case, the paper itself should be consulted.—H. Hasselbring.

« Stakman, E. C, A study in cereal rusts. Physiological races. Tech. Bull. 138

Agri pis. Q. I914

Sahli
maren fur Gymnosporangien. Mycol. Centralbl. 3: IO-IX. 1913.

"« Rev. Bot. Gaz. 56:163. 1913.
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Germination.

—

Muller16 has done a very important piece of work on the

breaking of seed and fruit coats in germination. The work deals with four

general topics: (1) source of energy for breaking the coats; (2) structural

features aiding in freeing the embryo; (3) measurement of pressure exerted

against the coats by the growing contents; and (4) pressure required for

bursting the coats in germination.

1. The author finds four different types of seeds and fruits as to the source

of the pressure for bursting the coats: (a) swelling of the seed or fruit contents

resulting from water absorption (swelling endosperm of Ipomaea and others,

swelling embryo of Chenopodina maritima)
;

(b) growth of endosperm (Pinus

Pinea, Ricinus communis, and several others); (c) growth of cotyledons

(Prunus persica and several other species of Prunus, Juglans regia, J. nigra,

J. cinerea, and Corylus avellana)
;

(d) growth of primary root or hypocotyl.

In type (d) the author recognizes five different groups: (1) radicle borne

between the subtending ends of the cotyledons and exerting its pressure upon

the coat through these; (2) embryo located centrally in the endosperm and

exerting its pressure upon the coat through this tissue (Rumex species, Ruta

graveolens, Nigella damascena, Viola tricolor, etc.); (3) no nutrient tissue,

embryo directly against the coat, hypocotyl in wedge-shaped cavity (Helian-

thus annuus, Cucurbita Pepo, etc.); (4) hypocotyl peripherally placed and

in a wedge-shaped channel formed by integuments or by integuments and

endosperm or cotyledons (Ervum lens, Phaseolus multiflorus, Saponaria

vaccaria, Potomogeton species, etc.); (5) root or root-bearing portion of

cotyledon generally cylindrical, pushing out through hole stopped by

plug, lid, or valves (mostly monocots, as Marantaceae, Musaceae, Cannaceae,

Phoenicaceae, etc.).

2. Under structural features of fruit or seed coats related to freeing of the

embryo, the author discusses five classes: (a) free openings through which

embryo grows without resistance (Coix lacrymae); (b) a special hole for exit

of the embryo, the hole being stopped by a plug, cap, or valves (Canna, Tra-

descantia, Commelina, Sparganium, etc.); (c) a preformed dehiscent line

(Prunus, Pinus, Juglans, Amygdalus, etc.); (d) zones of slight resistance at

which coats break (Polygonaceae, some Lepidocaryeae) ;
(e) no special mechan-

ism (Trigonella foenum graecum, Ligustrum vulgare, Capsicum annuum, Allium

species)

.

3. The pressure exerted against the coats by growing contents were

measured for three forms. The growing cotyledon of Corylus avellana develops

an average maximal outer pressure on the coat of 4759*42 gm., 34-i4gm.

per mm. 3
, or 3.305 atmospheres. The growing endosperms of Ricinus com-

munis and Pinus Pinea develop a maximal average pressure of 4539 .07 gm.

16 Muller, Gottfried, Beitrage zur Keimungsphysiologieuntersuchungen iiber

die Sprengung der Samen- und Fruchthullen bei der Keimung. Jahrb. W'i Hot.

54:529-644. 19 15.
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and 4106.96 gm., 32.06 and 38 gm. per mm. 2
, or 3,104 and 3.678 atmospheres

respectively.

4. The hard seed and fruit coats of Corylus and Pinus are greatly weak-

ened at the dehiscent line merely by water absorption. The breaking re-

sistance offered by the soaked coats in these forms is generally one-half to

one-sixth that offered by the dry coat. This weakening is not due to the dis-

solution of materials from the dehiscent line, for the old breaking strength is

recovered upon drying. Soil agencies (bacterial, fungal, and acid effects) and

enzymes from the living contents play no part in the dehiscence except where

cellulose is present, as in Juglans. In Pinus, if rings of the coat were buried

in soil for a period considerably exceeding germination time, the dehiscent

zone was considerably weakened by soil agents. In these experiments, how-

ever, the agents can attack the dehiscent zone from every side. Water

absorption also greatly lowers the breaking strength of brittle coats like

Ricinus, as well as leathery or skinlike coats, as in Vicia Faba. It seems that

the breaking strength of a great number of organic substances (Laminaria

thallus, filter and parchment paper, etc.) falls greatly with water absorption

and rises with water loss.

One must doubt the correctness of a fundamental assumption of Muller
in determining whether rupture of the coat is due merely to swelling or mainly

to growth of the contents. If the bursting occurs at o° C, Muller pro-

nounces it due to swelling; if only at a considerably higher temperature, to

growth. The coats to be broken are gels of various consistency, which vary

in viscosity and other physical characters, including no doubt breaking strength,

with temperature, H+, OH— , and salt content. Again, the actual force with

which the colloidal contents absorb water varies with conditions. We have

found 17 cases where the coats are broken by swelling of the embryo and endo-

sperm, but it occurs only at 15 C. or above, unless the coat is weakened by

various treatments, when it occurs at o°C. It is likely that there are cases

where the seed or fruit contents exert much greater pressure upon the coats

than those reported by Muller (3-4 atmospheres). Indeed, Crocker and

Davis 18 showed by a very different method that the swelling embryo of A lisma

Plantago exerts a pressure of about 100 atmospheres against the coat. Soil

and other natural and applied agents play a much greater part in lowering the

breaking strength of seed or fruit coats (A lisma, Sagittaria, Amaranthus, etc.)

than Muller found for the seeds upon which he worked. It seems odd that

Muller uses the micellar theory in his explanation rather than applying the

modern colloid conception. There is no doubt that this leads him to certain

incorrect inferences, such as cited above. It is very doubtful whether any

generalizations can be drawn from Muller 's measurements, since they cover

so few forms and in the main the same types of seeds and fruits. For this

17 Unpublished work by Davis and Crocker
,8 Bot. Gaz. 58:285-321. 1914.
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reason his pioneer work should be followed by a similar study of a great variety

of seeds and fruits.

—

William Crocker.

Light and growth.

—

Vogt19 has shown that the effect of light upon the

growth rate of the coleoptile of Avena saliva is very complex, in contrast to the

older statement that light always inhibits growth. Temporary illumination

of sufficient intensity is shortly followed by a considerable decrease, which in

turn is immediately followed by a greater and longer enduring increase in

growth rate. This increase is due to the action of light alone, and not to the

combined action of light and darkness. The initial inhibitory effect of light

on growth is not due to increased transpiration, as Blaauw* suggests. In

sufficient illumination the rate and total amount of growth of this organ is

reduced. The greater amount of illumination causes a second inhibitory effect,

which greatly exceeds the former acceleration, so that the total effect is a

marked reduction in rate and amount of growth. This total effect of light

was all that was definitely studied before Jacobi's20 work in 191 1. In this

total effect, like amount of light gives like effect, even within wide variation of

the intensity and duration factors. For a given reduction in growth, light

intensityX duration of illumination is a constant. This is the quantity of

stimulus law which has been shown to have rather general application in

growth and movement stimuli in plants. It seems then that there are three

effects of light: inhibition, followed by a greater acceleration upon

temporary illumination, and a second inhibition largely determining the total

effect in long or enduring illumination of sufficient strength. These results

tally in general with those of Blaauw on sporangiophores of Phycomyces,

except that Blaauw has not found important the initial inhibitory effect of

light.

While all the work of Jacobi, Blaauw, and Vogt will greatly modify the

statements current in our texts, there is one set of experiments by Vogt which

is especially interesting in this respect. When the organ was alternately

illuminated (100 M.K. or less) and darkened in 15. 30, or 60-minute periods,

the illuminated periods gave less growth only in the 30 and 60-minute periods,

and not in the 15-minute periods. In the longer periods, Vogt has shown that

the greater growth in darkness is due largely to the stimulation effect of the

previous illumination, and the slower growth in light is not due in the main to

inhibitory effect of light. This quite reverses the former interpretation given

to such results.

Red light acts as very weak diffuse light. This tallies with the known

existence in the red of photo-stimulation power. A sudden change of 10-1

2

C.

in the temperature has effects very similar to temporary illumination. This

leads Vogt to inquire whether the effect of temporary illumination is not due

19 Vogt, E., tiber den Kinfluss des Lichts auf das Wachstum der Koleoplile von

Ivena sativa. Zeitschr. Bot. 7:193-270. 1915.

w Bot. Gaz. 59:67-68. 1915.
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to a purely physical change, perhaps a temperature change. Some will object

to the distinction between physical and physiological changes, for is not the

latter, as well as its physical aspects, largely unknown ? In this connection it

might be mentioned that we know little about the effect of light upon " hydra-

tion'
}

of colloids in general, and of cell colloids especially. Recently we have

been coming to see that this is quite as important in growth as is turgor pres-

sure.

—

William Crocker.

Embryo sac of Myosurus.—In 1913 Nawaschin and Finn21 concluded

that chalazogams are primitive and derived from gymnosperms, the conclusion

being based largely upon the reduction series shown by sperms. They found

that the generative cell of Juglans reaches the embryo sac as a binucleate

cell, which means that nuclear division had occurred, but that distinct male

cells had not been organized. This condition, carried over from gymnosperms,

was regarded as an intermediate one between a well developed sperm and a

naked sperm nucleus. Tchernoyarow22 has now found the same condition

in Myosurus minimus, and concludes that this is probably a feature of the

"Polycarpicae," and that this phylum and the chalazogams are two inde-

pendent primitive branches from the gymnosperm stock. The paper also

contains a detailed account of the events from the development of the pollen

tube to the act of fertilization. In general the events are of the usual kind,

but attention may be called to the fact that the author lays special stress upon

the idea that there is some coordination which assures the discharge of the

pollen tube at the moment of maturity of the embryo sac.—J. M. C.

Northern plains forests of Canada.—A recent report by Connell23 deals

with the forest region lying north of the prairies in Manitoba, Saskatchewan,

and Alberta. It extends from the contact line with the Laurentian pine plain

near Lake Winnipeg in the east, to the Rocky Mountains in the west. The

northern limits are not determined. If the portion of northern Alberta most

carefully studied be taken as typical of the entire region, it is made up as

follows: (1) boulder clay slopes, which comprise about 50 per cent of the area,

more than half of these slopes being covered with a poplar association, a little

less than one-fourth with a mixed spruce-poplar forest, and less than 2 per cent

with a pure spruce association; (2) sand ridges, which amount to 18 per cent

of the area and are covered with nearly pure Pinus Banksiana, P. Murrayana

appearing in mixture with it in the western portion of the region; (3) swamps,

which occupy the remainder, showing how poorly developed the drainage is.

In the swamps there is a stunted growth of Picea mariana and Larix laricincu

the former predominating.

—

Geo. D. Fuller.

"Rev. Bot. Gaz. 57:162. 1914.

22 Tchernoyarow, M., Les nouvelles donnees dans Tembryologie du Myosurus

minimus L. Mem. Soc. Nat. Kievv 24 .-95-1 70. 1915.

23 Connell, A. B., Some aspects of the nothern plains forest region of Canada.

Forestry Quarterly 13:31-34. 1915.
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MASS MUTATION IN OENOTHERA PRATINCOLA1
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(with fifteen figures)

Introduction

Of the several small-flowered wild evening primroses thus far

examined by the writer for mutability, no other has yielded as

valuable data as Oenothera pratincola. Certain mutations of this

species have been treated in a former article,
2 of which this one is

in effect a continuation. To recapitulate very briefly, it may be

recalled that O. pratincola, a species found wild at Lexington,

Kentucky, gives rise in successive generations to a small propor-

tion of mutations, belonging to several distinct types. Of these

the most conspicuous in the young condition is mut. nummularia,

which originates in every generation from seven of the eight inde-

pendent strains which have been studied. The eighth strain,

designated in the former article as Lexington E, shows the phenome-

non which the writer has elsewhere designated as mutation en

masse? Mutant species in Oenothera, as typified by 0. Lamarck-

tana, give rise to few mutations. The frequency of mutations in

x From the Bureau of Plant Industry, U.S. Department of Agriculture, Office of

Plant Physiological and Fermentation Investigations. Published by permission of

the Secretary of Agriculture.

3 Bartlett, H. H., Additional evidence of mutation in Oenothera. Bot. Gaz.

59:81-123. 1915.

3
, Mutation en masse. Amer. Nat. 49:129-139. 1915.
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0. Lamarckiana is about 2 per cent. Some of its mutations are

themselves mutable and give 4 per cent or even 6 per cent of

secondary mutations. 4 The ordinary strains of 0. pratincola

produce about 2 per cent of mutations,5 and the true 0. biennis, of

Holland, only about 0.45 per cent.6 In strains which show mass

mutability, however, the number of mutations rises to 50 per cent

or even 100 per cent. This is the case with Lexington E.

Lexington E differs from all the other strains of 0. pratincola

(1) in that it gives rise to a characteristic group of four mutations,

(2) in that these characteristic mutations occur in such large num-

bers as to justify the use of the designation mass mutation for the

phenomenon, and (3) in that it does not give rise to mut. num-

mularia and certain other mutations which are characteristically

produced by the strains which do not show mass mutation.

Turning now to resemblances, we find absolutely no mor-

phological characteristics to indicate even the slightest differ-

ence between Lexington E and the other strains of 0. pratincola.

Moreover, Lexington E shows also the ordinary type of muta-

bility, in that it gives rise to small numbers of some of the same

mutations which the other strains produce. These mutations are

in no wise distinguishable morphologically from the same forms

occurring in the other strains, but all the evidence at hand shows

that when derived from the strain showing mass mutation the

non-characteristic mutations themselves show mass mutability.

The mutations characteristic of mass mutability are themselves

mutable and throw as secondary mutations other members of the

characteristic group.

In view of the extraordinary interest of the phenomenon of

mass mutation, it is hoped that the reader will pardon the presenta-

tion of this confessedly preliminary report. Many of the genetic

relationships between the mutations and the parent species remain

to be worked out, and, as will be very obvious, a cytological study

of the whole subject is imperative.

4 DeVries, H., Gruppenweise Artbildung. pp. 312-315.

5 An estimate based upon the results tabulated in Box. Gaz. 59:105-109. 1915-

6 DeVries, H., The coefficient of mutability in Oenothera biennis L. Bot. Gaz.

59:169-196. 1915.
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The characteristic mutations of the mass mutating strain

The four mutations, which by occurring in such large numbers

characterize the hereditary behavior of Lexington E, form a group

with a common structural peculiarity which sets them apart from

typical O. pratincola and from all the other mutations. This

peculiarity Hes in the narrow, strongly revolute, veiny leaves, of

which the midrib is frequently but not always prolonged from a

point below the apex as a setiform appendage. This appendage

strongly resembles the infra-terminal calyx tips of certain species

of Oenothera, and suggests the translocation of a character from

one organ to another which does not typically display it. The seti-

form appendage is exceptionally a centimeter long but is entirely

absent on some leaves of each individual mutation. It may be

said that the four mutations are characterized by the possibility

of manifesting the appendage under favorable conditions rather

than by its invariable presence. The revoluteness, narrowness,

and venoseness of the leaves, however, are characters which are

always distinctive.

The four characteristic mutations may be contrasted as follows:

Plants as tall as 0. pratincola f. typica> with a much-branched terminal

inflorescence; fruiting freely by self-pollination and producing a normal

number of viable seeds mut. farmosa

Plants semi-dwarf; leaves whitish, broader and thicker than in the last;

inflorescence often simple and bearing a few thick-tissued, usually cleistogamous

flowers; producing by self-pollination large, apparently normal capsules

which contain very few seeds mut. albicans

Plants semi-dwarf; leaves green, narrower than in mut. formosa; inflores-

cence densely branched and many-flowered; ovaries almost sterile, producing

no capsules by normal self-pollination and only shriveled capsules with few

seeds by artificial pollination mut. revoluta

More extreme dwarfs, with narrowly linear leaves; inflorescence-bearing

branches with broader leaves than the rest of the plant, simple, with thick-

tissued, usually cleistogamous flowers which produce large normal fruits but

very few viable seeds by natural self-pollination mut. setacea

The four mutations do not form a linear series showing succes-

sive degrees of reduction. Mut. formosa and mut. revoluta are

very similar and might be interpreted as successive reduction stages.

They differ in size and fertility, but have many morphological
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characters in common. Before flowering they can be distinguished

with certainty only when the environmental conditions are the

same for both. Thus, mut. revoluta grown in a rich, moist soil is

as large as mut. formosa grown in a dry, sandy soil. Under such

conditions they might be indistinguishable until they flowered,

when the latter would produce large capsules, filled with good

seeds, and the former would produce few seeds or none in the

shriveled ovaries. Grown under identical conditions, however, the

two mutations differ at every stage of development. In some

features mut. setacea also appears to be a reduction derivative in

the same series with mut. formosa and mut. revoluta. In compari-

son with the latter, however, it shows a partial resumption of fertil-

ity. Its large, strong capsules are well filled, although the seeds

are for the most part empty. In this characteristic, as also m its

simple inflorescences and thick-tissued buds and flowers, it resembles

mut. albicans. Mut. setacea is different from the other three muta-

tions in its strong tendency to produce dimorphic foliage. The

rosette leaves and young cauline plants have narrowly linear,

grasslike leaves, which are succeeded above and on the inflorescence-

bearing lateral branches by leaves much like those of mut. revoluta,

which nearly always show the setiform terminal appendage. Like

the latter mutation, mut. setacea responds greatly to environmental

changes. In dry sandy soil it flowers and fruits when only 10 cm.

high, but in moist loam it becomes 50 cm. high and has quite a

different aspect. The comparatively broad-leaved mut. albicans

is totally unlike the other mutations at every stage of development.

THE P„ F2 , AND F3 PROGENIES OF FORMA typlCd

>riginal wild mother plant designated as Lexingtc

m
in 1913. A casual inspection of the F x seedlings disclosed no

mutations. The majority of the plants of this first culture were

discarded as very young seedlings and only 30 were brought to

maturity. These 30 plants were entirely typical. In 1914 the F2

of the strain was found to show mass mutation. The remaining

seeds of the original collection were therefore sown, in order to

detect any mutability which, on account of the use of insufficiently
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rigorous experimental methods, might have been overlooked the

year before. The results from the new Fi cultures of 1914 are set

forth in table I.

TABLE I

Analysis of the Fi seedling cultures of Lexington E

Culture Seeds
planted

Total
plants

Forma
typica

Mut.
albicans

Mut.
setacea

Mut.
latifolia

Mut.
graminea

3

4
5

200*

199*

203*
185*

162

175

62

123

i6of
172

62

123

O
1 (no. 34t)

1 (no. 35) 1 (no. 36 X)

1

O
2 (nos. 3 2 1
and 33 1)

Total 787 522 $*7t 1 1 1 2

f.

* Indicates seeds from one capsule.

t 25 plants of f. typica from culture 2, grown to maturity, were uniform
typica were discarded in the rosette stage.

% Indicates that the mutation was grown to maturity.

The remaining plants of

It is clear from table I that the Fi did not point to Lexington E
as a specially mutant strain. There were only 5 mutations in a

progeny of 522 plants. Moreover, 2 of the 4 types obtained, mut.

latifolia and mut. graminea, were common to the other strains of

0. pratincola.

In 1914, F2 progenies were grown from 3 plants of 0. pratincola

f. typica belonging to strain E, and the progeny of a fourth was

grown in 191 5. The results are summarized in table II.

The F2 shows a decidedly greater degree of variability than the

Fx - One progeny only, that from Lexington E-5, shows mutations

in excess of the number of typical plants; the other three progenies

indicate a degree of mutability more comparable with that of

certain derivatives of 0. Lamarckiana, such as 0. scintillans. The
Fx , however, was, if anything, less mutable than 0. Lamarckiana
itself. Successive generations seem to show an increasing degree

of mutability. Only one F3 progeny from f . typica has been studied.

The parent belonged to the progeny of Lexington E-5, that is, it

was selected from the most mutable line. The analysis of the F3

culture is shown in table III.

The salient fact shown by the data for the Fx , F2 , and F3 pro-

genies is that the number of mutations varies inversely with the
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number of seeds per capsule. The F z progeny, with few mutations,

came from capsules with about 200 seeds. (Perhaps the capsules

TABLE II

Analysis of the F2 cultures of Lexington 4 Fi f. typica.parents

Parent

Lex. E-5 . .

a

Culture

T3

en

w •

u

it

it
• •

Total . . .

3
4
5

i-5

156*

96*

106*

75*
I04*

537

d

$

131

72

eg -S

EH

75

57
69

404

109

26

•3

a

33
!5

10

194

2

I

2

4

Lex. E-25.. 1
it

2
a

3a
4

a
5

Total . .

.

1-5

187
225
186*
180*

144

922

Lex. E-43..
tt

Total . . .

Mut.
albicans

3 <3
3 Vt

ut.

revol

a 2

6

6

3
1

3

3

5

4

15

Lex. E-19..
- M

1 340* 270 201
ii

1 A

2 350* 239 224
ii

3 219* 150 142
<i

4 299 230 219
a

5 378* !43 I08

954Total. . . 1-5 1586 1032

136 130

147 142

145 138

147 134
72 66

647 610

o
o
o
I

o

I

2

4iod
424*

i

275
362

637

238

328

566i and 2 834

o
2 4

5

17

36

S3
33
5i

15 172

3 3
1 4
4 3

3 9
1

12

4

23

63

Other mutations

A
q
o

3

o
H

(no. 208, angus-

tifolia)

(no. 210, dfcf*

maera)

22

w a

Si

1 (no. 238, gigas)

46

41

42

59

4 210 5-

4 5

4 11

4 4
4 7

1 (no. 67) 7

24

27

54

o
o
o
o
o

9
15
8

11

35

78 7.5

o
1 (no. 34)

6

5

/

13
6

37 5-7

36
27 1 (no. 7o§)

37

34

7i 11

* Seeds from one capsule.

t Plants of f. typica were grown to maturity as follows: Lex. E-5, 49 plants from cultures 2,3.4. and

5, including all of the typica plants shown in figs. 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5; Lex. E-19, 18 plants from cultures 1

and $; Lex. E-25, 23 plants from culture 5; Lex. E-43, 29 plants from culture 2. The remainder were

classified in the seedling stage and discarded. The mutations were all retained and classified at maturity,

except that some of the weaker specimens of mut. selacea died at various stages of development.

J Seeds of two capsules.

§ Lex. E-43-70 was a new mutation combining characters of mut. nitida and mut. angustijolia, two

frequent derivatives of O. praiincola,

had dehisced at the apex and lost part of their seeds, as frequently

happens. pratincola
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more or less.) The F2 progenies of 3 mother plan

contained an average of about 250 seeds gave ab

mutations, the upper limit of ordinary mutability

ence goes. Another F2 progeny from a mo
1 10 seeds to the capsule gave over 50 per cent of mutations. Turn-

ing to the verv striking F* Droerenv, we find that a mother plant

TABLE III

Analysis of F3 cultures of Lexington E, from Lex. E-5-229, f. typica

Culture

1

'Ji

o
S— 3

I

2

3

4
5
6

7

8

9
10

11

12

J 3

14
r 5
16

17

Total

39
86*

100
80*

97*

104*
105*
142*

59*
79*
83*
85*
72*

73*
87*

1477

3°
56
7i

74
48
69

73
68
102

39
65
65
42

59

73

1036

9
6
17
22

20

24
19
21

30
8

4
13
8
18

19

15

13

266

1

•

"3

o
2

O
O

3
o
o
o

o
o
o
o
I

I

2

I

o

4
3
3

3

4
3

4
3
o

5

5

4
o
6

7
2

4
8

5

4
2

1

3
o

5
2

3
6

1

2

2

5

1
*

S

19

39
43
42
18

39
28

44
35
89
28

43
46
22

30
26

53

Other mutations

i (angustifolia)

o
2 (gigas?)

o
i(?)

o

en

o

e2

E

O «

*E

IO 57 54 644

o
1 {gigas?)

o
o
o
o
o

21

50

54
52
28

45
32

52

3&

94
35
52

57
24

40
36
60

70
89-3
76.

1

70.3
58.3
65.2
62.7
71.2

55 9
92. 2

89.8
80.0
87.7

573
67.8
70.6
82.2

5 770 74-3

* Seeds from one capsule; the entire progeny was classified from the young seedlings; 30 plants of f

typica and all the mutations except the weaker individuals of mut. setacea were retained.

with only 90 seeds to the capsule gave almost 75 per cent of muta-

tions. It would be necessary to have much more complete data

to establish any exact relationship between progressive sterility

and mutability. Nevertheless, it is beyond question that the

decrease in the number of seeds has gone hand in hand with the

increase in mutability.

In Oenothera pratincola, therefore, the phenomenon which I

have termed mutation en masse is associated with the failure of a
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large number of zygotes to develop, for the number of ovules in all

capsules appears to be about the same. Probably the zygotes

which fail to develop into embryos represent the weaker individuals

of mut. setacea, or perhaps some still more reduced mutation which

is incapable of development. The problem, however, must be

attacked by cytological methods. It is interesting to observe that

the F3 , with an average seed germination of 70 per cent, contained

75 per cent of mutations. If all the seeds had germinated, and

the additional plants had all been f . typica, there would still have

been more than 50 per cent of mutations. It seems far more likely,

however, that the seeds which did not germinate were either empty

or else that they were the weak mut. setacea.

A comparable degree of mutability to that of Lexington E is

known only in the case of O. Reynoldsii, in which mass mutation

was first described. In O. Reynoldsii, also, the great increase in

mutability is associated with an enormously increased degree of

sterility. The data in regard to the latter species will soon be

published elsewhere.

A number of photographs were made to record the appearance

of the mutations at various stages of growth. Figs. 1-5 show a

portion of the F2 progeny from FT parent Lexington E-5, recorded

in table II. All of the characteristic mutations are shown, as well

as several plants which became the parents of subsequent cultures.

Fig. 6 shows 6 rosettes of mut. setacea, one of which will be found in

fig. 3. Fig. 7 shows two mature plants of the same mutation, of

which one is shown in fig. 5. Fig. 8 shows 4 rosettes of mut.

revoluta, 3 of which are likewise shown in figs. 4 and 5. A mature

plant is shown in fig. 9. Fig. 10 shows 6 rosettes of mut. albicans,

3 of which will be found in figs. 2, 3, and 4. Fig. n shows two

cauline plants of the same form. The one on the left is just begin-

ning to flower; the one on the right lingered in the rosette condition

and would therefore have matured as a stronger plant than its

sister. Rosettes of mut. fortnosa are shown in fig. 12. The main

stem of the mature plant is shown in fig. 13, and the identical cross

mut. formosaXL typica in fig. 14. Fig. 15 shows young rosettes

of f. typica and mut. gigas. The gigas plant was the particular

individual in which E. G. Arzberger determined the chromosome
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number to be 28. For a figure showing the mature stem of f.

typica the former article on O. pratincola in this journal2 should be

consulted.

/Oo

Fig. 1.—Progeny of Lexington E-5, pan 5 (part of culture 2; see table II); the

pan contained 23 rosettes which were classified, most of them at maturity, as follows:

Row X 2 3 4

setacea
setacea
setacea

typica

5

3

4
5

typica
albicans
setacea

typica
setacea

typica
setacea
albicans (no. 187;

see fig. 11)
setacea
setacea

setacea
typica
typica

setacea
typica

setacea
setacea
setacea

setacea
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Mass mutability of the non-characteristic mutations

It has already been stated that Lexington E gives rise to certain

mutations which are common to the other strains of O. pratincola

from Lexington, and that these non-characteristic mutations, as

Fig. 2.—Progeny of Lexington E-5, pan 6 (part of culture 3; the remainder is

shown in fig. 3; see table II); the pan contains 49 plants, classified as follows:

Row

1

2

J » + * - . *

4
s
6

7

z 2 3 4 5 6

typica typica typica setacea typica setacea

typica setacea setacea setacea setacea typica

typica setacea setacea typica setacea setacea

typica setacea setacea typica setacea albicans

typica setacea setacea typica formosa setacea
typica typica typica typica typica typica
setacea typica albican*- setacea setacea typica

typica
setacea
albicans (no. 190;

see fig. 10)

setacea
typica
typica
setacea
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they may be called for convenience, exhibit mass mutability super-

posed upon their ordinary behavior in heredity. In order to present

the data in regard to this point it will be necessary to anticipate

somewhat the publication of the next article of this series.

Among the mutations of O. pratincola which have been obtained

both from Lexington E and from the strains showing only ordinary

V7 /f~S' /=bs? 7

Fig. 3.—Progeny of Lexington E-5, pan 7 (part of culture 3; the remainder is

shown in fig. 2; see table II); the pan contains 26 plants, which were classified at

maturity as follows:

Row

1

2

•J • • • * •

4

5

X a

formosa

typica
typica
typica
setacea

setacea

albicans
setacea
setacea
setacea

albicans (no.

see fig. 10)
setacea
setacea
typica
setacea

191; setacea

setacea
albicans
typica
setacea

5

setacea

typica
typica
setacea
setacea

6

setacea (no. 88;

see fig. 6)
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mutability, two, mut, angustifolia and mut. latifolia, have been

carried into an Fx generation from parent plants derived from both

sources. A third non-characteristic mutation, mut. gigas, has

appeared in Lexington E and also, apparently, in the other strains,

r"^"~-

J^

Fig. 4.—Progeny of Lexington E-5, pan 8 (part of culture 4; see table II); the

pan contains 49 plants, which were classified (most of them at maturity) as follows:

Row

1

2

3

4
5

6

7

* •

t +

• •

* •

• t

X 2 3

typica
setacea
typica

setacea
albicans
setacea

setacea
typica
typica

1 setacea typica
typica

setacea
setacea

setacea
setacea

setacea
revoluta

setacea
setacea

typica
setacea
revoluta

see fig.

typica
typica

setacea
setacea

(no. 203;
8)

5

typica
formosa
setacea

typica
setacea

setacea
setacea

6

setacea
setacea
typica

setacea
albicans (no

fig. 10)
setacea
setacea

195;

7

setacea
setacea
revoluta (no.

see fig. 8)

setacea
setacea

setacea
setacea

202;
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progenies have yet been grown or chromosome counts made
in the case of one plant, belonging to the mass mutant strain

/Oct?

Fig. 5.—Progeny of Lexington E-5, pan 11 (part of culture 5; see table II);

the pan contains 49 plants, which were classified (most of them at maturity) as follows

:

Row

1

2

3
4

5

6 •

7

setacea

setacea
setacea
setacea

setacea

setacea
typica

gigas (no.

238; see
fig. 15)

setacea
typica
setacea

setacea

setacea
setacea

typica (no.

239; see

fig. 15)
setacea
typica
setacea

setacea

albicans
setacea

setacea

setacea
setacea
formosa

(no. 206;
fig. 12)

setacea
(no. 164;
see fig. 7)

setacea
setacea

setacea

setacea
setacea
setacea

setacea

setacea
setacea

6

setacea

setacea
typica
revoluta

setacea

setacea
setacea
setacea

formosa
(no. 207;
see fig. 12)

revoluta
setacea

revoluta
(no. 172;
see fig. 8)

setacea
setacea
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(This plant is shown in figs, s and 14.) All three mutations are

discussed here, but full data and illustrations are reserved for a

paper entitled "Certain mutations and hybrids of Oenothera

pratincola" to appear later in this journal.

Mut. angustifolia.—It has been found that mut. angustifolia

from ordinary strains gives no descendants resembling itself; aside

from the usual small proportion of other mutational types, the

progeny consisting of f. typica only. The variation, although

striking and entirely discontinuous, appears to be somatic. In this

connection it is interesting to note that a perfect branch of f . typica

has been observed as a bud sport on mut. angustifolia. As would

be expected, mut. angustifolia crossed reciprocally with f. typica

gives f. typica together with the usual few mutations. The

hereditary behavior may be stated:

ngustifoliaXmut. angustifolia -> f. typica

mut. angustifoliaXi. typica -> f. typica

f. typicaX mut. angustifolia -> f. typica

The behavior of mut. angustifolia from Lexington E is most

remarkable. The parent plant was a sister of the typica plant whose

progeny is analyzed in table III, but the degree of mutability proved

to be much more extreme than in the case of the typica sister.

Only two plants in the progeny, out of a total of 505, were f. typica;

the other 503 plants, 99 . 6 per cent of the progeny, were mutations

belonging to the group characteristic of Lexington E. The results

are summarized in table IV.

The cross mut. angustifoliaXi. typica and the reciprocal gave

respectively 100 per cent and 91
. 5 per cent of mutations. By com-

parison with table III it will be seen that each of the reciprocal

crosses tends to show the same degree of mutability as the female

parent. To be sure, there would seem to be a considerable dis-

crepancy between 74.3 per cent, representing the mutability of

f. typica, and 91.5 per cent, representing the mutability of f. typica

Xmut. angustifolia. No significance can be urged for this dis-

crepancy, however, when we consider that one of the cultures from

a single capsule of f . typica contained 92.2 per cent of mutations

among 102 plants, as compared with 91.5 per cent of mutations
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*^

Fig. 6.—Mut. setacea: 6 rosettes of the Fa progeny of f. typica, from F x parent

Lexington E-5; the plant in the upper left-hand corner, Lexington E-5-88, is shown also

in fig. 3-
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among 118 plants of the cross. As a matter of fact, the significance

of ratios in Oenothera can be maintained only with great caution,

in view of the enormous elimination of gametes during matura-

tion and the subsequent failure of large classes of zygotes to

develop. Nevertheless, the absence or almost complete absence

of a strong zygote such as f . typica in the progenies of mut. angusti-

folia and mut. angustifoliaXf. typica is strong evidence for the view

that the composition of the progeny among the mass mutating

strains is conditioned by the female gametes. The failure of a

TABLE IV

Analysis of Fi cultures of mut. angustifolia, Lexington E-5-208, self-pollinated

AND RECIPROCALLY CROSSED WITH F. typica, LEXINGTON E-5-229 (THE

PLANT WHOSE PROGENY IS ANALYZED IN TABLE III)

The mutation was a sister plant of the typica plant with which it was crossed; for

position in pedigree see table II, culture i from Lexington E-5

Parent

Mut. angustifolia

Mut. angustifolia

X i. typica ....

F. typicaXmut.
angustifolia . .

.

cn
4w

3
d
-5

3 "ft

42 rt 3
£ aX H

651* 5<>5

i99t 173

182? Il8

2

a

z

8

3
3

10

4

J
3

3
a

3
a

«3

1
3
3

Other
mutations

21

4

4

'3

-I
©

475

168

99

1 (no. 1)

1 (no. 1)

4

503

173

108

« 9

sjs

as
p4

99.6

100

9 x -5

The 651 seeds were from 11 capsules, containing respectively 51, 75» 53i 62, 44, 59, 82, 101, 46, 33*

and 45 seeds.

t The 199 seeds were from 3 capsules, containing respectively 73, 47, and 79 seeds.

X The 182 seeds were from 2 capsules, containing respectively 79 and 103 seeds.

class of strong zygotes to appear has much greater evidential

value than any fluctuation in the proportion of weak zygotes.

From other sources the evidence is unusually strong that the female

and male gametes of 0. pratincola are not equivalent, and that many

characters are not carried by the male gametes.

In conclusion: mut. angustifolia ordinarily gives a progeny

containing nearly 100 per cent of f. typica; in a strain exhibiting

mass mutation many of the typica plants are replaced by mutations

of the characteristic group. Presumably other individuals of

mut. angustifolia could be found which would be less mutable than

the one tested, just as different individuals of f . typica show widely
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varying degrees of mu
that mass mutability h

Mut. latifolia.—In. (

The progenies of crosses indicate

—In contrast with mut. angustifolia, mut. latifolia

reproduces itself in part of its progeny. Its descendants include

typica and 50 per cent mut. latifoli

proportion varying

latifolia gives progej

Moreover, mut.

Fig. 7.—Mut. sctacea: 2 mature plants from the F2 progeny of f. typica, from Fi

parent Lexington E-5; the right-hand plant, Lexington E-5-164, is shown also in fig. 5;

note particularly the dimorphic foliage.

cross-pollinated with f . typica. The reciprocal cross, with f . typica

as the pistillate parent, consists only of f. typica^ aside from the

usual low proportion of mutations, among which mut. latifolia may
or may not happen to occur. These relations are as follows:

mut. latifoliaXmut. latifolia -> f. typica+mut. latifolia

mut. latifoliaXi- typical f. typica+mut. latifolia

f. typkaXmut. latifolia-^ f. typica
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e of heredity here exemplified is shown by several muta-

0. Lamarckiana. 0. lata DeVries provides the classic

case. The heredity of 0. scintillans DeVries and 0. oblonga

from

/ e /

Fig. 8—Mut. revoluta: 4 rosettes of the F2 progeny of f. typica, from Fi parent

Lexington E-5; the upper right-hand plant, Lexington E-5-172, will be found in fig. 55

the two lower plants, nos. E-5-202 and 203, will be found in fig. 4.
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DeVries is in essentials the same.7 Another case is provided by
0. stenomeres mut. lasiopetala.8 Heribert-Nilsson9 has recently

described several new mutations from 0. Lamarckiana ("hetero-

game Kombinanten" dependens, undulata, stricta, etc.) which

probably show the typical lata type of inheritance, although he

erroneously concludes that the repeated segregation of 0. Lamarck-

iana from these mutations in each generation is due to the exist-

ence of two types of functioning gametes on the male rather than

! female side.

must not be inferred from the similarity

mut. latifolia Such is

not the case. Its characters are quite different. Both mut.

latifolia and mut. angustifolia will be described and illustrated in a

future article.

As in the case of mut. angustifolia, the progeny of mut. latifolia

from the mass mutating strain contained the expected types, f.

typica and mut. latifolia, together with the characteristic mutations.

The latter did not show differences among themselves which would

enable one to classify them as modified typica or modified latifolia,

as the case might be. The mother plant belonged to the Fx genera-

tion from Lexington E, and showed about the same degree of muta-

bility as the typica sister plant, Lexington E-5 (see table II). The
data for mut. latifolia are summarized in table V.

Mut. gigas.—E. G. Arzberger's discovery that this mutation

has 28 chromosomes has already been announced.10 The count

has been made only in one plant, Lexington E-5-238 (figs. 5 and 14),

belonging to the mass mutant strain. An apparently identical

mutation in one of the other strains has appeared this summer

(I9 I S)^ but its heredity is unknown. Mut. gigas is treated, there-

fore, as a non-characteristic mutation. Only 196 seeds were

7 For the latest treatment of these mutations see DeVries, Gnippenweise

Artbildung. pp. 244-267.

8 Bartlett, H. H., The mutations of Oenothera stenomeres. Amer. Jour. Bot. 2:

100-109. X 9 T 5-

9Heribert-Nilsson, N., Die Spaltungserscheinungen der Oenothera Lamarckiana.

Lunds Universitets Arsskrift. N.F. Avd. 2. 12: no. 1. pp. 132. 1915.

10 Bartlett, H. H., The experimental study of genetic relationships. Amer.

Jour. Bot. 2:132-155. 1915 (seep. 143)-
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obtained from 15 capsules of the primary mutation, Lexington E-5-

238. The progeny consisted of 25 plants, only 16 of which survived

transplanting from the seed pan. None of the progeny resembled

the parent. All were extreme dwarfs which resembled, but were

not identical with, mut. revoluta and mut. setacea. They differed

mainly in the thicker leaves, which in 4 plants were narrow but

not markedly revolute. Although a very nondescript lot, differing

much among themselves, 5 most resembled mut. revoluta, and 7

mut. setacea. The result of this culture might almost have been

predicted. The mass mutability was inherited by mut. gigas from

f. typica. In view of the dependence of the gigas characters upon

TABLE V

Analysis of an Fi culture from self-pollinated mut. latifolia, Lexington E-36
*

The parent plant belonged to the Fx from Lexington E, f. typica; see table I, culture 2,

for position in pedigree

Parent

Lex. E-36, mut
latifolia

Seeds
planted

Total
plants

375* 182

.3

B
o

3

3
*

s

I
<3

2

3
S

95 48 5

to

3
a

1

o

2
3

5.2

29 3t 87 47.

S

* Seeds from 7 capsules, containing respectively 54, 72, 49 • 30 > 3$, 70 » and 62 seeds.

t Nos. 32 and 43, a new mutation; no. 51 mut. gigas ( ? ), morphologically identical with Lexington

E-5-238 which had 28 chromosomes; see table II, culture 5 from Lexington E-5, for position ot latter

plant in pedigree.

% Excluding, of course, mut. latifolia.

double complement

mutations, it follows that the muta

occurring

f. typ Furthermore, chance irregul in chromosome

distribution might increase the polymorphism of the progeny

In such a

expected.

modified germ plasm irregularities would be

mut. gigasXi. typica yielded seeds in a sin

which 10 germinated. The plants were all extreme

most All

some mutation
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f. typica could be identified

among them. The reciprocal

cross yielded no seeds.

Inheritance and mutability of

the characteristic

mutations

Of the group of character-

istic mutations, including mut.

formosa, mut. albicans, mut.

revoluta, and mut. setacea, only

the first is both normally fertile

and vigorous. The second is

vigorous, but produces few-

good seeds. The third is

almost sterile, and the fourth

is not only difficult to cultivate,

but like mut. albicans gives

very few good seeds. All of

the forms were self-pollinated

and reciprocally crossed with

f. typica in 19 14, but, except

in the case of mut. formosa,

the resulting Fx cultures were

very fragmentary or entire

failures. The other three

forms bloomed in September,

when only a few weak, belated

flowers of f . typica were avail-

able for the crosses. The
results of the cultures are

summarized in table VI.

Mut. formosa.—The
Fig. 9.—Mut. revoluta: a mature plant,

entirely satisfactory cultures of Lexington E-19-21 (for position in pedigree

this form show that it is con- see table II).

sense

typ Moreo\
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TABLE VI

CULTURES IN THE GROUP OF M

MASS MUTABILITY

* Seeds from one capsule,

t Seeds from 2 capsules; 215+150.

t Seeds from 2 capsules; 48-fi2g.

§ Seeds from 2 capsules; 64+169.

|| Seeds from 2 capsules; 115+131.

T3
4-1 2 O

f^

'•0 3
9 s

3 w
1

3 en

Parentage culture _ a

a "3^ 3~S
~1
3 w 3 Co O **

4>
C/3 & a s 3 ^ O H

r
T 244* 196

163

177

174
193

179

171 I 24 25

2 269*
201*

137
*49
130
iso

O O 26 26

Mut. formosa
Lex. E-5-199 1

3. ....... . O 2 26 28

A 216* I O 43 44
c 217* O I 42 43
6 224* 146 O O 33 33

1

Total 1-6 1371 1082 883 I 4 194 199

Mut. formosa 1

ii ^ ^ !« ^-p^» 1

'

Lex. E-5-199

x v 365t 309 218 O 9 1 9 1

f. typica

^^

Lex. E-5-217 1

+

Mut. formosa Lex. E-5-206 i77t 146 130 2 14 16

Mut. formosa 1

Lex. E-5-206
j*

x k- 233 § 177 iSi O 3 23 26

f. typica
«-/

Lex. E-5-229
F. /y/^ca

J

Lex. E-5-229 ^

x \ 246H 133 7 I 121 4 126

mut. formosa
/

Lex. E-5-206 J

Mut. albicans Lex. E-19-6

7

386 265 36 3 226 229

Mut. albicans Lex. E-5-182 ^

(seeds of 4 capsules) 173 69 7 3 59 62

F. typica )

Lex. E-5-229
1

X
mut. albicans

22* 14 1 1 12 13

Lex. E-5-182 J

Mut. revoluta Lex. E-5-190
V*

(seeds of 14 capsules) . .

.

85 23 1 17 5
6

Mut. setacea Lex. E-5-17
(seeds of 4 capsules) 625 140 140

Mut. setacea Lex. E-5-20
(seeds of 16 capsules) . .

.

1997 8 8

Mut. setacea Lex. E-5-66 .

.

114* 31 3i

Mut. setacea Lex. E-5-135
(seeds of 3 capsules) ....

1 463 14 14
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I

k>

%
-*•*

tf

4&

1
V

Or
iT

Fig. 10.—Mut. albicans: 6 rosettes of the F2 progeny of f. typica, from F, parent

plant Lexington E-5; the right-hand plant in the middle row, Lexington E-5-190,

will be found in fig. 2; the two plants in the lower row, E-5-191 (left) and 195 (right),

will be found respectively in figs. 3 and 4.
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difference between the progenies resulting from self-pollination and

those resulting from pollination with f. typica. In other words,

mut. formosa is dominant over f. typtca if it enters the cross as

a female gamete, but is not even dominant over the weak

mut. setacea when the formosa gamete is male. The scheme of

heredity is:

mut. formosaXmut. formosa -> mut. formosa

mut. formosaXi. typtca -> mut. formosa

formosa -> f. typica

It would have been instructive to cross mut. formosa recipro-

cally with f. typica from a non-mass mutant strain. (Such crosses

have been made this year and will be grown next year.) From the

data at hand, concerning only crosses within the mass mutant

strain, it appears clear that the external features of all the char-

acteristic mutations are determined by the female gametes. The

female and male gametes are not equivalent. Thus, the progeny

obtained from f. typica, Lex. E-5-229, by pollination with mut.

formosa is not significantly different from the progeny obtained by

self-pollination (cf. tables III and VI). The characteristic muta-

tions occur with their usual frequency regardless of which pollen

is used. We know that this particular individual of f. typica gave

about 1 per cent mut. formosa when grown in large cultures from

self-pollinated seeds. That pollination with pollen of mut. formosa

does not increase the proportion of this mutation in the progeny

is strikingly shown by the absence of even a single individual among

the 133 plants of the cross. In a culture of this size from self-

pollinated seed the chances are about even that an individual

of mut. formosa, with a frequency of 1 per cent, would or would

not turn up. If the use offormosa pollen had appreciably increased

the frequency of this form in the progeny, a culture of 133 plants

might have been expected to show it. The results can be inter-

preted in only one way, that is, the female gamete carries all the

factors which determine the visible characters of the several forms,

not only of the 4 mutations, but of f . typica as well.

Both parent plants of mut. formosa showed a high degree of

mutability themselves, and gave rise to the other 3 characteristic
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mutations. As in the case of progenies from f . typica, mut. angusti-

folia, and mut. latifolia, the predominating form among the muta-

tions was mut. setacea.

Fig. rr.—Mut. albicans: 2 cauline plants, Lexington E-5-196 (left) and 187

(right), from the F2 progeny of f. typica; no. 187 is shown also in fig. 1.

Mut. albicans.—This mutation reproduces itself in only a small

proportion of its progeny, but can be said to come true in the sense
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that it gives no reversions to f . typica. All of the aberrant plants

in the cultures, both from self-pollination and from pollination with

f. typica, are mutations belonging to the characteristic group.

As in the case of mut. formosa, most of the secondary mutations

were mut. setacea.

The small culture of f. typicaXmut. albicans emphasizes the fact

that the composition of the culture is conditioned by the female

gamete. As in the case of the

analogous cross f. typicaXmut.

formosa, the progeny is just

what we should expect from

self-pollination of the typica

parent.

Mut. revoluta.—Only one

small progeny was obtained

from .this nearly sterile muta-

tion. form

reproduces itself except for

throwing other mutations of

the characteristic group. None

of the crosses made with mut.

revoluta were successful, but

there can be little doubt, from

collateral evidence, that mut

mut

cans, follows the same type of

inheritance as mut. formosa.

Mut. setacea.—So far as
Fig. 12.—Mut. formosa: 2 rosettes,

Lexington E-5-206 and 207, from the F2 can be determined, this

progeny of f. typica; both are shown in comes entirely true from
fig- 5-

and represents the m
extreme modification which can take place in the direction

followed by the group of characteristic mu Although

the crosses with f. typ have so far not been successful,

it is probable that this extreme reduction phase would also

be dominant when introduced into the cross as the female

gamete.
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The numerical data for mut. setacea in all cultures have had to

be based largely on the determination of very young plants, for

many weak plants do not succeed in forming new roots after being

transplanted. There is

no difficulty in growing

to maturity practically

every individual of mut.

formosa that germinates,

and most of those of

mut. albicans and mut.

revoluta. It is the rule

rather than the excep-

tion, however, to lose

three-fourths or more of

the setacea plants.

They show some varia-

tion among themselves

which may possibly indi-

cate that mut. setacea is

itself mutable and that

more than one type is

covered by this name.

If so, only one type sur-

vives in the part of the

cultures which reaches

maturity.

Fig. 13.—Mut. formosa (Lexington E-5-206-51):

setiform

The phenomenon of

mass mutation

From the results of

the crosses between f.

typica and muts.formosa

and albicans', as well asl
from the insignificant

variation in the composition of cultures showing mass mutation

regardless of the source of the pollen, it appears clear that the

factors responsible for the mutational characters are carried in the

the position of the plant in the pedigree may be

determined
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female gametes. So far, there is no evidence that the pollen of

any of the characteristic mutations differs from that of f. typica.

It follows that mass

mutation in O. pratin-

cola must be due to the

wholesale modification

of female gametes. The

relations have not been

worked out in the case of

O. Reynoldsii, which also

shows mass mutability.

There can be no

doubt that mass muta-

tion is not Mendelian

segregation, although

the two phenomena
have points of resem-

blance. Heribert-

Nilsson's hypothesis to

account for the muta-

bility of O. Lamarckiana

depends upon the segre-

gation of plural factors

for the same character,

and involves such com-

plications as the elimina-

tion of all zygotes which

are homozygous with re-

gard to the presence of

Fig. 14—Mut. formosaXi. typica (Lexington
r Q£ ^ nurner0US

E-5-206XE-5-229, one of the F, progeny): this *
XT^Ip^

cross is identical with mut. formosa itself (cf. plural factors. JNeeoiess

fig. 13); the constitution of the Fi progeny is given to say, he has also relied

in table VI; the progenies resulting from self- Ur)on the doctrine of the
pollination of the parent plants are recorded in . . r „i Q onrl
tables ill and VI.

equivalence of male and

female gametes. His

last paper bears evidence that his faith in the equivalence of

gametes is beginning to waver, although he has formerly trusted so
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im made If he had

studied the reciprocals of his crosses it is safe to assume that he

would never have ad-

vanced his Mendelian

explanation of muta-

bility. As far as his

results extend, his deriv-

atives of 0. Lamarcki-
ana fall, for the most

part, into two classes,

which conform in heredi-

tary behavior to the two

main classes of muta-

tions which have been

obtained from O. pra-

tincola .

Class I.—The muta-

tion breeds true, in the

sense that it gives no

reversions to the parent

form. The reciprocal

crosses with the parent

species are matroclinic.

The progeny conforms

to the type which sup-

plies the female gamete.

Class II.—The mu-
tation gives a progeny

consisting of the pa-

rental and mutational

types in greatly varying

mm ?* m

:

Fig. 15.—Mut. gigas (above) and f. typica (be-

low) : rosettes from the F2 progeny of f . typica; the

,_,. rosette of mut. gigas, Lexington E-5-238. had a
proportions. I ne pro- darker color and more conspicuous pubescence than

genies from reciprocal the sister plant of f. typica, but the difference does

not appear in the photograph; both plants are

shown in fig. 5.
crosses are mixed if the

mutation supplies the

female gametes, but consist of the parental type only if the muta-

tion supplies the male gamete.
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Several mutations of each class have been studied by the writer

in more or less detail, and the results will soon be published. As

already announced,11 the interesting mut. nummularia belongs to

class I, as do also all of the mutations characteristic of Lexington E.

Mut. latifolia is a typical member of class II. There are mutations,

of course, which show neither type of behavior, but they need not

be involved in the present discussion.

Heribert-Nilsson's hypothesis demands the recessiveness of

mutations of class I, regardless of which way they are crossed with

the parent. This condition is not fulfilled. It demands that the

female gametes of the mutations of class II should be of one kind,

and the pollen of two kinds. Neither is this condition fulfilled.

His hypothesis makes no provision for the appearance of mutations

in excess of one-third of the progeny. In this respect it is quite

inadequate. On Mendelian grounds it is as difficult to account

for too many mutations as for too few. His assumption is that after

a homozygous and recessive condition has been attained in 0.

Lamarckiana, except for one of the plural factors which produce

the Lamarckiana phaenotype, monohybrid splitting will take place.

The one-fourth of dominant homozygotes will be eliminated, and

therefore the progeny will consist of heterozygotes and recessives

(mutations) in a 2:1 ratio. He has not attempted to explain how

more than one-third of a progeny can consist of mutations, although

he states in a vague and general way that the discovery of highly

mutable strains is an argument in favor of his thesis. Nothing, he

says, has made the mutation phenomena appear so exceptional as

the low frequency of mutations. In his opinion, the high mutability

of O. Reynoldsii has rendered the mutation fiction an absurdity.

Further comment on this opinion is rendered unnecessary by

the serious discrepancies between Heribert-Nilsson's hypothesis

and the facts. It can do no harm to point out, however, that even

if mutations appeared through the operation of Mendelian segre-

gation, as no one denies may sometimes be the case, it is still neces-

sary to account for the origin of heterozygosis in the parent strain.

The writer believes that mutations may often appear as a result

of segregation, but that the antecedent heterozygosis has its origin

in a mutative change. To attempt to account for the hetero-

11 Amer. Jour. Bot. 2:146. 1915.
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zygosis by hybridization leads to such absurdities as the denial that

new forms have ever originated except by hybridization and

recombination.

It is perhaps unwise to hazard even a guess at the nature of the

modification of the female gametes which results in mass mutation.

At one time the writer was inclined to believe that the modification

had involved the cytoplasm rather than the nucleus, and that cyto-

plasmic inheritance might account for the matroclinic crosses.

However, there are now adequate data at hand to show that similar

matroclinic crosses in other cases cannot be explained by cyto-

plasmic inheritance. The reason for discarding this hypothesis

will be explained in a future paper, since it involves data which

cannot be touched upon here.

Mendelian expectations require that the largest class in a

progeny showing mutation shall consist of the parent phaenotype.

No explanation of the high mutability of mass mutating strains

can be accepted which requires the elimination of zygotes of this

phaenotype, which according to all other experience are strong and

viable. If a deficiency in any class of zygotes were to be expected

in a mass mutant strain, it would be the class of weakest mutations

;

in the case of O. pratincola, for example, it would be mut. setacea.

Yet this mutation is the very one which occurs in the largest

numbers.

Mass mutation is neither more nor less easily explained than

ordinary mutation. It seems to be due to sudden mutative trans-

formations of certain female gametes, and to be apparent in the

zygotes without the necessity of subsequent segregation because

of the fact that the factors involved have no counterparts in the

male gametes. There is no real distinction between mass mutation

and ordinary mutation except that in the former type large num-

bers of gametes may be simultaneously affected, whereas in the

latter only a few are affected.

Summary and conclusions

1. Mass mutation consists in the production of unexpectedly

large numbers of mutations, in some cases amounting to 100 per

cent of the progeny.
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2. The phenomenon is known in two species of Oenothera: O.

Reynoldsii, in which it was first described, and O. pratincola, the

subject of this paper.

3. It cannot be explained by Heribert-Nilsson's Mendelian

hypothesis.

4. The mutations of the mass mutant strain of O. pratincola are:

(A) common to other strains of the species; the non-characteristic

mutations are not produced in unexpected numbers and show mass

mutability superposed upon their ordinary behavior in heredity;

(B) characteristic of the mass mutant strain.

5. The characteristic mutations are constant in that they do

not throw the type form of the species, but, except in the case of

the most reduced member of the group, are themselves highly

mutable.

6. As far as tested, the characteristic mutations adhere to the

following scheme of inheritance:

mutationX mutation -> mutation

mutationX parent -> mutation

parentX mutation -> parent

7. They belong to a group with certain structural characters

in common, but do not seem to form a linear reduction series.

8. They seem to result from the mutative modification in the

female gametes of factors which have no counterparts in the male

gametes.

9. Mass mutation is associated with a high degree of sterility,

which manifests itself in the production of a greatly reduced number

of seeds or in the production of many empty seeds.

University of Michigan



FERTILIZATION IN ABIES BALSAMEA

CONTRIBUTIONS FROM THE HULL BOTANICAL LABORATORY 210
*

A. H. Hutchinson

(with plates xvi-xx and one figure)

A general account of fertilization and the related phenomena
in this species has been given by Miyaki (19). A number of super-

numerary nuclei were noted in the micropylar end of the egg at

the time of fertilization. These were generally regarded as derived

from the male gametophyte, while in some cases another nucleus,

that of the ventral canal cell, was added to the number. Repeti-

tion has been avoided, inasmuch as the present account is restricted

to special problems, while the general account has received little

attention.

The problems suggested by the regular occurrence of four nuclei

in the egg cytoplasm, near the micropylar end, at the time of the

4-nucleate proembryo, and by the unusual grouping of chromosomes

during the division which follows the conjugation of the egg and

sperm nuclei, have led to this investigation. Special attention,

therefore, will be given to the fertilization of the nucleus of the

the fertilization of the egg.

:yt

material am grea

W. R. Smith for collections made

Joseph. On June 25 and 26 I obtained ovules showing fertilization

at N. lat. 44 , W. long. 79°i2', and on July 2 and 3 ovules showing

similar stages at N. lat. 45°30
/

, W. long. 78°32'. The altitude in

the first case was 900 feet; in the second 1800 feet.

former paper on the male gametophy

3 number of orothallial cells has bee

mitosis

One of

. which

from a pollen grain lodged in the micropv

the hodv cell nucleus, to form two male i

through time

extremely

457] [Botanical Gazette, vol. 60
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that of the body cell very dense. The tube nucleus begins to dis-

integrate before the pollen tube emerges from the exine; usually

:gul

gation; seldom

number of gametophytes have been found similar

shown in fig. 2. The first division has cut off a polar

cell which later has disintegrated; the second div

rise to two equivalent cells; which of the two m

prothallial

has

circumstances, is im

determine. Evidently The conclusions

(9), name
from the three primary divisions

the male gametophyte may be antheridial, are supported by the

facts as found in Abies.

The period of time between pollination and fertilization is from

four to five weeks. During the greater part of this time the pollen

grains lie dormant on the nucellus, or lodged in the micropyle. The

motion rapid. Althou

difficult to determine

time of the pollen tube does not exceed two days, and probably may

measured

Fertilization of the ventral canal cell

division of the central cell to form

ill is similar to that in Pinus (figs compare

6, 19); the nuclei formed are similar in size and form. The egg

move
plasm (fig. 7). What the attractive force may be is unknown, but

the nucleus of the ventral canal cell responds to the same force and

moves in the same direction. This nucleus breaks through the

cell wall and enters the cytoplasm of the egg (figs. II, 12); here it

increases in size until it reaches a length, in some cases of 80 /z,

which is approximately one-half of the greatest length attained by

the egg nucleus. The structure of the ventral nucleus is very simi-

lar to that of the egg, which will be described later. The latter is

granular

former
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The fertilization of the nucleus of the ventral canal cell has been

seen in several instances. One of the male nuclei fuses with the

ventral nucleus (figs. 15, 17, 21); the stalk nucleus also may be in

close proximity (figs. 17, 18). Sometimes two tubes enter the

archegonium, in which case male nuclei from different gametophytes

may fuse with the ventral nucleus and egg nucleus respectively

(fig. 21). The chromatin of the fusion nucleus condenses near its

center (fig. 18), and the first division takes place. Two successive

divisions (figs. 16, 23, 24, 26) result in four nuclei, which as might

be expected, are generally arranged in pairs (figs. 22, 25). The
nuclei of this ventral proembryo range in diameter from 40 to 50 /x;

those of the proembryo proper from 60 to 65/1; otherwise the

similarity is very marked (figs. 32, 53, 54).

Nuclear changes

The changes in size of the nuclei located in the egg cytoplasm

are the most readily measured of all the modifications; moreover,

the increase or decrease in volume will serve to indicate the extent

of the qualitative changes which occur. Immediately' after the

division of the central cell the egg nucleus measures about 30 n in

diameter (fig. 7). At the time of fusion its length approximates

100 ju (fig. 19); during the approximation of the chromatin groups

160 \i is the maximum measurement (fig. 27), and during anaphase

of the first division the diameter is again reduced to 50 or 60 /jl

(fig. 46). The changes in size of the daughter nuclei are less

marked; the diameter varies from 20 \i at telophase (fig. 52) to 65 \x

in the resting stage It is not surprising that the egg nucleus should

vary greatly in structure while increasing to 60 times its original

volume, and again decreasing to one-tenth its attained volume.

During the early stages of the first division, and even before

the chromatin groups have united, four differentiations of the

"nuclear" material are evident. The chromatin group or groups

occupy less than one-tenth of the space within the nuclear mem-
brane (figs. 27, 28, 42). The spindle fibers are intranuclear in

origin (fig. 28). Large, vacuolate, irregular, deeply staining

masses are distributed throughout the whole area. The greater

part of the nuclear cavity is pervaded by slender filaments, which
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include small granules. An attempt has been made to trace thesi

structures from their origin to their fate, in order that somethinj

regarding their nature and function might be determined. Thi

complexity of structure is in contrast with the prophase of an ordi-

nary mitosis, where only chromosomes, at most chromosomes and

the nucleolus, are inclosed by the nuclear membrane.

The dark vacuolate masses are most conspicuous just after

fusion (fig. 27). In the early stages small refractive globules are

scattered throughout the granular egg nucleus ; later, these become

inclosed in a gelatinous network (fig. 19), and next appear as pre-

vious mitosis thev accumulate

several globular, vacuolate bodies (fig. 34). The latter decrease in

volume or become distributed throughout the nucleus during meta-

phase (fig. 46). At anaphase the irregular masses once more

become conspicuous (fig. 51). When the daughter nuclei are

formed The

seem

not fundamental nuclear material. The fact that they are stored

up during the growth of the nucleus and decrease in amount during

mitosis would suggest that they are simply stored food bodies.

Two successive groups of intranuclear fibers become differen-

tiated during the processes of fusion, and the first division after

conjugation. The first is concerned with the approximation of

chromosomes to be described later; the second with the first

mitosis. While the two chromatin groups, from the egg and from

the male nucleus, are still distinct, fibers which penetrate and

surround these groups are organized (fig. 28). A union of the two

groups of fibers results in the formation of a single spindle made

>lex strands (figs. 29-33). The spindle drawn was

60 fi in length. After the approximation of the chromosomes into

pairs the spindle broadens; the fibers become less conspicuous, and

finally disappear, leaving a group of irregularly arranged chromo-

somes within the now much reduced nuclear space (figs. 43-45)-

Meanwhile the chromosomes migrate to the center of the nucleus,

and soon the second set of fibers is formed ffisr. a6) . At first these

com

chromosomes

chromosomes move
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pervaded by fibers radiating from irregular centers (fig. 51). In

the egg of Abies there is an excessive development of intranuclear

fibers. It seems reasonable to suppose that they originate from

cytoplasmic material which has entered the nucleus during its

growth period, and which may be differentiated into the fibrous

form under physiological conditions not yet determined.

The slender filaments pervaded by small granules are scattered

throughout the greater part of the nucleus. They are most

definitely organized at the time when the spindle fibers are most

conspicuous (figs 27, 33, 42). When the fibers disappear, the fila-

ments become disorganized, resulting in a granular mass (figs. 43,

46); when the spindle fibers appear the second time, the whole

nucleus becomes more or less fibrous (fig. 51); when the daughter

nuclei are formed, these bodies are not included, but form a matrix

for the nuclei (figs. 49, 50). We may conclude that these filaments

also are cytoplasmic, resembling the spindle fibers in nature, and

becoming differentiated under similar conditions.

Pairing of chromosomes in fertilization

with

zation and the first division of the zygote has been traced not only

by a consideration of the stages in the approximation and redistri-

bution of chromatin bodies, but also by tracing parallel series of

changes in the size of the nucleus, in the modifications of the deeply

staining food bodies, and in the formation and dissolution of spindle

fibers. A study of the chromatin, involving as it does the union

of the male and female elements and distribution in the daughter

nuclei, is of primary importance. Emphasis has been given first

to a study of the related phenomena, already described, thereby

eliminating, in so far as is possible, the possibility of a misinter-

pretation of the order of events.

The approximation of male and female nuclei has been described

for a number of conifers. In general the process as found in Abies

agrees with that of these descriptions. A few features may be

noted. No cytoplasm could be detected adhering to the male

nucleus as it approached the egg nucleus. There is a great disparity

in the sizes of the pairing nuclei; that of the egg, as shown in fig. 19,
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is 120 fi by 80 /*, while the male nucleus is 45 /x by 15 /z. The mem-
branes of the nuclei are resorbed at the place of contact, and the

contents of the male nucleus pass into the interior of the female

nucleus, thereby leaving a protuberance containing very little

cytoplasm.

In Abies the chromatin could not be detected definitely until

the formation of two groups in the micropylar end of the egg
*

nucleus takes place. While the groups are still distinct, the indi-

vidual chromosomes become separate (fig. 28), each group con-

taining the haploid number of chromosomes. As the two spindles

unite, the chromosomes become paired (figs. 21-33); at first the

individuals of a pair approximate side by side (figs. 31, 32); soon

they twist about one another and jointly loop into the form of a C

(figs. 30, 32, 33). The chromosomes are very large, in some cases

exceeding 20 /jl in length. There is abundant evidence that this is

a pairing, not a longitudinal splitting of chromatin elements. First,

the number of pairs is haploid. This is the number which would

necessarily result from a pairing of the double number of chromo-

somes already present; a splitting would, of course, result in 2X

pairs. Also, the twisting of the chromosomes about one another

is identical with their behavior in what is generally regarded as a

'

pairing during the prophase of the first reduction division. More-

over, there follows a transverse segmentation. If the diploid num-

ber of chromosomes should undergo two divisions, one longitudinal

and one transverse, an 8x number of chromosomes would necessarily

result. The facts cannot be explained by the supposition that

there is a longitudinal split; they are readily explained by regarding

this paired appearance as a true pairing.

The segmentation.—The bending into C or V-shaped forms is

• *

followed by a segmentation of each component of the pairs; in

other words, a transverse fission at the angle of the bent chromo-

somes (figs. 34, 40). The resulting 4X daughter segments are

approximately 10 n in length, or one-half the length of the pairs

before and during the looping process. At first the segments

remain more or less twisted about one another (figs. 34, 37, 4 1
* 42 )>

and for some time retain a paired relation (figs. 43, 45). They may

be in the form of X's, or V's, or parallel rods. At the time when
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the second set of spindle fibers begins to be differentiated, the 4X

number of chromosomes are indiscriminately intermingled (figs.

46-48) . Half the number pass to each pole to form the daughter

nuclei.

The chromosome count.—Repeated chromosome counts in the

sporophyte and gametophyte confirm one another in fixing the x

and 2X numbers for Abies balsamea as 16 and 32. The individual

chromosomes which appear during the prophase of the division in

the central cell are shown in figs. 8 and 9. The count is 16. The
division of the body cell in anaphase gives 39 segments. A recon-

struction of parts separated by the microtome knife results in a

count of 32, or 16 passing to each pole. At the time of approxima-

tion of the chromosomes in the egg, there are 16 pairs (figs. 29-33).

When segmentation takes place, ^2 pairs of segments are present

(figs. 34-40). In the nucleus represented in figs. 43-45, there are

72 chromosome pieces; figs. 46-48 show 63 almost complete

chromosomes, besides a number of ends. Undoubtedly we have

in each case the 4X number, or 64 chromosomes.

The daughter nuclei.—During telophase the chromatin strands

remain remarkably distinct (figs. 49-52). They elongate greatly,

and become irregularly looped (figs. 50, 52). It would seem that

each is in contact with the periphery somewhere throughout its

length. Contraction is followed by an increase in the size of the

nuclear space; the latter is accompanied by a vacuolization of the

chromatin (fig. 55). The nuclear outline is still lobed, the lobes

corresponding to the loops of chromatin. The nuclear membrane

forms late. As the nucleus continues to enlarge, the chromatin

becomes still more discontinuous, but the outline of the strands

may
which was inclosed

the membrane of the egg nucleus, only the chromatin is included

in the newly organized daughter nuclei. The large vacuolate

darkly staining bodies, the filaments pervaded by granules, and

the fibers are all excluded when the membranes inclose the daughter

nuclei. We may conclude that these materials, although they may
be found within the nuclear membrane, are not essentially nuclear

and are not directly concerned in mitosis. They are, at most,
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cytoplasmic inclusions within the nucleus. The chromatin is the

fundamental nuclear substance.

Discussion

The ventral canal cell.—The general tendency among the Co-

niferales is toward the reduction of the ventral canal cell. In the

Abietineae a cell is cut off by a cell wall; in the Taxineae and

Cupressineae, as groups, a ventral nucleus is formed, but no cell

is organized; while in Torreya (15) there is no ventral cell, the

nucleus of the central cell becoming the egg nucleus. In Abies the

nucleus of the ventral canal cell functions as an egg. In Pinus

Laricio (3, p. 278), "while the ventral canal cell nucleus usually

disappears soon after it is formed, in some cases it persists, and its

nucleus becomes as large as that of the oosphere, passing through

a similar developmental history. New support is thus given to

the theory that the ventral canal cell is the homologue of the egg."

Nichols (21) describes (fig. 90) "two nuclei resulting from the

division of the ventral canal cell nucleus" in Juniperus. The ven-

tral canal cell "is fairly persistent in Tsuga (20). When division

is complete, its nucleus is equal in size and similar in structure to

the nucleus of the egg, and for some time shows the same stages

of development."

The most extreme development recorded is in the case of Thuja,

described by Land (14). "A number of the writer's preparations

of Thuja lead him to believe that both the ventral nucleus and the

egg, in the same archegonium, may be fertilized. In fig. 17 the

proembryo is well advanced, while the ventral nucleus has formed

a group of four cells. Another preparation shows eight cells with

indications that walls are soon to appear. The probability of such

a fertilization is strengthened by finding occasionally in the same

ovule embryos growing upward into the nucellus, as well as down-

ward into the endosperm" (p. 224). These facts and those already

described for Abies remove any doubt that the ventral canal cell

is potentially an egg.

The cytoplasmic "mantle" about the egg nucleus is present in

most species of Coniferales. Nichols (21) describes it in Juniperus

as follows: "The mass of cytoplasm and starch derived from the
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male cell gradually surrounds the conjugating nuclei so that there

is never any possibility of mistaking the fusion nucleus for an

unfertilized egg nucleus." And Noren (22) states: "Nachdem die

Kopulation der Kerne erfilgt ist legt sich das Plasma der Sperma-

zelle und deren Starke wie ein Mantel um die beiden Kerne herum."

The description is similar for Taxodium (4), Torreya (15), Sequoia

(16), and Thuja (14). In Ephedra (13), a dense cytoplasmic mass

develops about the egg nucleus and extends downward in the cyto-

plasm of the egg. In Abies a finely granular cytoplasmic layer

develops about the egg nucleus during its movement toward the

center of the egg (figs. 7, 14). This area extends along the path of

the nucleus in the form of a short streamer. The male nucleus

penetrates the mantle, but there is no appreciable addition to its

mass by cytoplasm accompanying the same (fig. 19). At the telo-

phase of the first division, the excess material from the egg cyto-

plasm is added to the "mantle" (figs. 49, 50, 55).

The darkly staining bodies described in Abies as globular or

irregularly shaped and vacuolate, according to conditions, have

been variously interpreted. Nichols (21) writes: "In the egg

nucleus frequently the entire chromatin content of the nucleus

seems

number

unable to formulate any satisfactory conclusions as to the nature

of these structures." Describing the egg nucleus of Taxodium
y

Coker (4) says: "In addition to the reticulum and plastin nucleoli

there are also present numbers of chromatin nucleoli." And

Lawson for Libocedrus (17a) states that "It is impossible to dis-

tinguish the true chromatin from the nucleoli and other irregularly

^d bodies which stair

ly associated with the 3

much the karvosomes

seem

resting nuclei of Vicia Faba. "They appear in connection with

the chromatic network and resemble the latter in staining quality.

They seem to represent an elaboration product of a process actively

going on during rest." A study of Abies has led to the conclusion

that the darkly staining bodies are storage materials derived from

the cvtoolasm.
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made

a number of species: Chamberlain, Pinus Laricio (3) ; Blackman,

(2): Miss MlJRRILL

canadensis (20) ; Noren, Juniperus (22) ; and Nichols, Juniperus

(21). "After the male pronucleus is within the oosphere nucleus

the chromatin of the two pronuclei appears as two distinct masses

in the spirem stage" (3). "Es scheint als wiirde jede der beiden

Chromatingruppen zuerst ihre eigen Kernspandel ausbilden, die

sich dann zu einzigen vereinigen" (22). On the fibers "the long

bent and twisted chromosomes appear" in Tsuga (20). Miss

Ferguson (6) states: "When the chromosomes are being oriented

at the nuclear plate, the maternal and paternal elements can no

longer be distinguished." The number of chromosomes at this

stage was found to be 2X. No count is recorded during the phase

of pairing (or splitting, as it has generally been regarded). Miss

Ferguson's figures confirm what has been described for Abies.

Her figs. 236 and 237 may be compared with figs, 29-33; her

fig. 238 with figs. 34-39; and her fig. 241 with fig. 51. As illus-

trated by diagram B, a number of stages in the process of fertiliza-

tion have not been described heretofore. It is not surprising that,

without these stages and not having the chromosome count through-

out, the pairing should be interpreted as a longitudinal split, and

evidence of segmentation Because of

extreme

chromosomes
^mentation

fertilization.—A study of the union

in plants and animals makes

in the process of fertilizatior

Uredineae. Here the fusio

primary

binucleate stages. "In the young aecidium the nuclei become

very The teleuto-

spores in the young state are binucleate, but when mature become

two naired nuclei" (1). It is onlythe

many separate but simultaneous divisions of the pairing

nuclei that this second phase of the process is accomplished.

Harper (8) believes that bivalent chromosomes are formed in
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Ascomycetes . " Th
sexual chromosomes

time

If the prochromosomes

remain

or in two distinct nuclei through part or all of the sporophyte

generation, it is also possible that they may combine in one nucleus

into bivalent chromosomes, and maintain their identity in this

A

<*>

B

C

Fig. 1

Diagram A. animals

according to the accounts heretofore recorded.

Diagram B.—An interpretation of the phenomena already described : the chro-

matin originating from the egg nucleus is shown in solid black, that from the male

argument
formation

are also indicated.

Diagram C.—A copy from Gregoere's (7) "sch6ma de Interpretation meta-

lyndetique

fc the spoi

formation known case of Cyclop

>y Haecker, the parental chromosomes do not mingle, but

I individuals and maintain their separation-into two groups

several cell generations after "fertilization." We may
consider the union of egg and sperm as consisting of three stages

:

(1) the two nuclei enter the same cytoplasmic mass; (2) the two

through
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groups of chromosomes enter the same nuclear membrane, but

retain their former grouping; and (3) the chromosomes pair. The

first is illustrated by the paired nuclei in Uredineae ; the second by

the chromatin groups during the first divisions of the Cyclops

embryo; the third takes place soon after the fusion of the egg and

sperm in Abies. It seems altogether probable that the chromo-

somes do not actually pair until the prophase of the reduction

division in such animals as Cyclops. There is a striking similarity

between the pairing process as described in Abies and that con-

cerned with tetrad formation in some animals (compare diagram A
with diagram C). To what extent we are justified in suggesting

that the processes are identical and that they are both concerned

with the pairing of corresponding chromosomes from the egg and

from the sperm, only further research can definitely determine.

Relationships

Abies, as compared with Pinus, shows a number of primitive

characters

:

1

.

The male gametophyte : (a) an excessive polar (" prothallial")

tissue; (Jb) the equality of the male nuclei; both may function.

2

.

The female gametophyte : (c) the large number of neck cells

;

as many as five tiers (Miyaki 19) ;
(d) the persistence of the ventral

canal cell; its nucleus may function as an egg nucleus.

3. The ovulate strobilus and ovules: (e) the almost complete

separation of scale and bract ; (J) the development of a rudimentary

pollen chamber; (g) the comparatively free integuments.

4. The staminate strobilus: (h) the staminate strobili are borne

on ordinary branches in the axes of ordinary leaves.

5. The arrangement of leaves: (i) the spiral arrangement of

leaves on ordinary branches (Thomson 25; Lloyd 18).

6. Vascular anatomy: (J) the general absence of ray tracheids

(Thompson 26, 27), which in Pinus are present in the mature wood,

but absent in the seedling and strobilus axis.

It may be noted, however, that resin canals are not found in

the woody axis of the Abies stem except as traumatic responses

(Jeffrey ii). Jeffrey states that the presence of resin ducts is

an ancient character which has persisted in Pinus. "On account
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of the reduced foliage of the abietineous conifers, this [that is,

resinous secretion] was a very serious drain on the assimilatory

apparatus. Gradually the more economical tendency arose of

forming issages in the case of need only/' So regarded,

more primitive than Abies. Whether or not this

argument is sufficient to overbalance the numerous ancient charac-

ters of Abies previously tabulated is a matter of judgment which

we do not presume to decide.

Many of the foregoing characters are such that they tend to

relate more closely the two ancient groups of Coniferales, the

Abietineae and the Araucarineae.

Summary

1. The male gametophyte.-—The polar ("prothallial") cells may
divide mitotically. The body cell divides to form the male nuclei

while within the spore coat. Under favorable conditions a "pro*

thallial" cell

gametophyte resulting

with the egg nucleus a

tral canal cell nucleus.

may develop as an

male nuclei are equivalent: one fuses

2. The ventral canal cell and ventral proembryo.—The ventral

canal cell nucleus breaks through its wall into the egg cytoplasm,

enlarges, and fuses with one of the male nuclei. A ventral pro-

embryo is formed by two successive divisions.

3. The times

volume. At the time

darkly staining, vacuolate masses, slender filaments pervaded by

small granules, spindle fibers, and chromatin are differentiated

within the nuclear membrane. The chromatin is the fundamental

nuclear substance; the other bodies are accretions gained during

the growth of the nucleus and excluded from the nuclei of the

proembryo.

4. Fertilization and the first division.—After fusion two chroma-

tin groups appear at the base of the egg nucleus; in each 2% chro-

mosomes become separate; the two original spindles unite; the

chromosomes approximate to form x pairs; they twist the one about

the other and become looped; each of the components of a pair
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segments medianly 2X pairs of seg-

ments result; these separate to form 4X chromosomes; a new

spindle is formed and 2x chromosomes pass to each pole.

5. Fertilization may be regarded as having three phases: (1) sex

nuclei enter a common cytoplasm; (2) the two groups of chromo-

somes enter a common nuclear membrane; (3) the chromosomes

in pairs. The first phase may be prolonged, as in

Uredineae; the second may be prolonged, as in some animals; or

approximate

may
A bies

.

imilarity

animals

connected with pairing in Abies and tetrad formation

It is suggested that they may be like processes occur-

rent stages of the life history.

I wish to express my thanks for many suggestions and helpful

criticisms given by Professor J. M. Coulter and Professor C. J.

Chamberlain, under whose direction the investigation was

pursued.

University of Chicago
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EXPLANATION OF PLATES X\T-XX

Figs. 1-5.—Pollen grains: male gametophyte.

Fig. 1.—Division of polar cell; X510.
Fig. 2.—Biantheridial gametophyte; X510.
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Figs. 3-5.—Division of body cell; X865.

Fig. 6.—Central cell and two neck cells; X510.
*

Fig. 7.—Ventral canal cell and egg nucleus; X510.

Figs. 8, 9.—Mitosis of nucleus of central cell; X865.

Fig. 10.—An archegonium: egg nucleus, ventral canal cell with wall broken

and escaped nucleus in the cytoplasm of the egg; X85.
Figs, ii, 12.—Nucleus of ventral canal cell escaping.

Fig. 13.—Egg nucleus near a male nucleus; ventral canal cell nucleus,

and near by the other male nucleus and stalk nucleus.

Fig. 14.—Detail of egg nucleus of fig. 10.

Fig. 15.—Two archegonia, one showing fertilization of both egg and ventral

canal cell nucleus; X85.
Fig. 16.—Divisions following the two fusions; X85.
Fig. 17.—Ventral canal cell nucleus: a male nucleus and the stalk nucleus

in contact; X510.

Fig. 18.—Fusion nucleus resulting from union of ventral canal cell nucleus

and male nucleus; X510.

Fig. 19.—Egg nucleus and male nucleus in contact; X510.

Fig. 20.—Egg and male nucleus in contact (see detail in fig. 19): the

ventral canal cell nucleus as described for fig. 18; X 510.

Fig. 21.—An archegonium showing the egg nucleus, ventral canal cell

nucleus, four male nuclei, a stalk nucleus, and two pollen tubes; X510.

Fig. 22.—Postion and relation of ventral proembryo and proembryo

proper; X510.

Figs. 23-26.—Detail of division following the fertilization of the ventral

canal cell nucleus; X865.

Fig. 27.—Nucleus of the fertilized egg; X510.
Fig. 28.—Nucleus of the fertilized egg: two groups of chromosomes;

X510.

Figs. 29-33.—Pairing of chromosomes; X865.
*

Figs. 34-40.—Segmentation of chromosomes; X865.

Figs. 41, 42.—Paired segments; X865.

Figs. 43-45.—Chromosome segments intermingling, still somewhat

paired; X865.

Figs. 46-48.—Chromosomes starting to the poles; X865.

Fig. 49.—Early telophase of first division; X865.

Figs. 50, 52, 55.—Late telophase of first division; X865.

Fig. 51.—Anaphase of first division; X865.
Fig. 53.—Resting stage of nucleus from ventral proembryo; X865.

Fig. 54.—Resting stage of nucleus of the proembryo; X865.
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THE SIZE OF KELPS ON THE PACIFIC COAST OF
NORTH AMERICA

T. C. Frye, G. B. Rigg, and W. C. Crandall

(with two figures)

Introduction

The personal observations of the authors on the size of kelps

have covered much of the west coast of North America from Cedros

Island on the coast of Mexico to the Shumagin Islands on the coast

of western Alaska.

The work of Frye has been done during ten summers spent on

Puget Sound, during several of which he has been director of the

Puget Sound Marine Station at Friday Harbor, Washington, and

one summer (1913) during which he was in charge of the expedition

sent to southern Alaska by the United States Bureau of Soils for the

purpose of investigating the kelps as a source of potash fertilizer.
1

The investigations of that summer included a careful examination

of the coast from Dixon Entrance to Juneau (not including the west

coast of Baranof Island), together with observations on kelps at a

number of points along the coast of British Columbia where

opportunity offered on the way to Alaska in May.

The observations of Rigg cover six summers in the Puget

Sound region, portions of three of which were spent at the Puget

Sound Marine Station, and portions of two of which were spent in

making a survey of the kelp beds of the Puget Sound region for the

United States Bureau of Soils as a part of its investigation of those

kelps as a source of potash fertilizer. Rigg's Alaskan observations

were made during the summer of 19 13 when he was in charge of the

United States Bureau of Soils expedition to western Alaska for the

investigation of the kelps of that region as a source of potash

1 All of the kelp investigation expeditions of which the writers of this paper were

in charge were a part of the general investigation of the fertilizer resources of the

United States conducted by Dr. Frank K. Cameron of the United States Bureau of

Soils.
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fertilizer. A few incidental observations were made on kelps alon^

the British Columbian coast and in southern Alaska on the waj

through that territory in May. Stops were made at Dixon Harbor

Sp No
from Yakutat to Prince William Sound, but from this sound to

the Shumagin Islands (including Cook Inlet and Kodiak Island) a

reconnoissance survey was made. A careful examination of the

coast was made at all points where conditions of weather and

tides would permit.

The work of Crandall covers the coast from Cedros Island,

Mexico, to Cape Flattery, Washington. It was done by him as

biologist at the Scripps Institution for Biological Research and under

appointments of the United States Bureau of Soils in 191 1, 191 2, and

1913 to investigate the kelps of the region as a source of potash

fertilizer.

The maximum size of kelps on the Pacific coast of North

America has been a matter of interest ever since the beginning of

botanical investigation in the region. Naturally a careful watch

for large kelps was kept on these expeditions and frequent soundings

in kelp beds were made. No specimens of Nereocystis or Macro-

figu

for figu

Alaria jistulosa

much

greater than had been reported.

Macrocystis

Macrocystis pyrifera has been reported (without locality)

by Kjellman (7) to reach a length of 200-300 m. It has been

reported by Fitzroy (3) that it grew about the Falkland Islands

in 30 fathoms of water, and by Captain Cook (i) that it grew at

Kerguelen Island in 24 fathoms of water and that he feels warranted

in saying that it reaches a length of 60 fathoms.

Harvey quotes Hooker as having calculated this species to

reach a length of 700 feet (213 m.), and states that Bory St. Vin-

cent attributes to specimens a length of 1500 feet (457 m.). Howe
(6) reports measurements of Macrocystis pyrifera and M. integrifolia
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from Peru. In regard to the size of the first species he quotes (p. 64)

a field note of the collector (Dr. Robert Coker) as follows: "The
largest piece measured 10 m. and the entire single cluster weighed

30 lbs." He refers to the second species (p. 61) as "the short plant

(2-3 m. long) that grows gregariously on surf-swept rocks with

densely intertangled rhizomatous holdfasts " Burd (2)

found Macrocystis plants varying in weight from 27 to 300 pounds.

The largest specimen reported from the Puget Sound region is

40 feet in length (Rigg 12).

This species was not found growing in the territory covered

by the western Alaskan expedition, but beds of it were found by

the southeastern expedition. The deepest water in which it was

found growing was 12.5m. Where the plants were growing in

water of this depth, the longest portion of an attached plant floating

at the surface was 13.8m. If this plant rose from the bottom

at an angle of 45 , the under-water portion would be 17.3 m. long,

and the whole would be 31. 1 m. It seems likely that it rarely if

ever reaches a length of 38 m. in Alaska.

The longest Macrocystis plant found on the Californian coast

measured 45 .
7 m. Many are only 9-13 m. long. This species with

a definite holdfast has been found by the%
writers growing in water

varying in depth from 2j to 14 fathoms. When it grows in shal-

lower depths the holdfast is more like a rhizome. A single speci-

men of this plant has been found on the Californian coast that

weighed 136 kg. A specimen collected at Santa Barbara, California,

was 23 m. in length and weighed 22 kg. Another one collected at

the same place was 25 m. long and weighed 37 kg. The deepest

sounding made in a Macrocystis bed was 14 fathoms. This was on

the Californian coast. The deepest sounding made in Alaska was

7 fathoms.

Pelagophycus

Pelagophycus porra has been found 45 m. in length on the

Californian coast (fig. 1). It has not been found in the Puget

Sound region or in Alaska. The deepest sounding made in Pelago-

phycus beds was 20 fathoms. Burd (2) found that these plants

varied in weight from 16 to 71 pounds.
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Nereocystis

Statements

localities are shown in table I.

TABLE I

Observer

Mertens
Harvey
Ruprecht. . . .

Kjellman
MacMillan. . .

MacMillan.. .

Saunders
Frye
Setchell

McFarland. . .

Rigg

Locality-

Alaska
Without locality

Alaska
Without locality

British Columbia

Date

u

Alaska
Puget Sound
California

a

Puget Sound

1829
1852
1852

1897

1899
1901

1901

1906
1908
1912
1912

Depth reported Meters

45 fathoms
340 feet

..

250
100 m.
So feet

100
..

a
70
21 m.

3
.0

a
41
100 feet

72 «

82

103

76.2
100. o

24.4
30.

5

21.3
21.0

41 .0

30.S
21.9

Part measured

Stipe only
Whole plant

u

a

ii ii

tt ii

ii a

ii u

ii a

ii a

ii a

Saunders (15) thinks that Mertens' statement is " probably
not true," since he (Saunders) "has measured many fully devel-
oped plants on the California, Oregon, and Washington coasts, as
well as on the Alaska coast, and has never found one exceeding
the above figures" (70 feet). Frye (4) has indorsed Saunders'
view. Setchell (16) sees a possibility that the "4; " in Mertens'
statement is a a

misprint from all experience

this, however, with the suggestionseems likely." He prefaces

that Mertens' statement "must have been made
his statements in general." He
found specimens 25 feet loner o:

N. A. Comp
em

in Setchell also
says that in his observations from Kodiak Island, Alaska, to

/

find any specimens that approached the
dimensions reported by Mertens and Ruprecht, but adds "Off the
entrance to Yakutat Bay, Alaska, while at anchor during a fog I

among Nereocystis

fathoms in

length."

observed 50 m. m
m



Fig. i—Pelagophycus porra, or elk kelp.—From Report no. ioo, Bureau of Soils
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that he paced at Carmel Bay, California. MacMillan (9)

expresses the opinion that the length stated by Kjellman "is not

at all excessive." McFarland (8) says: "I have been unable to

find individual plants of Nereocystis in the region examined by me
which attained anything like the maximum dimensions given by

Kjellman, Mertens, Setchell and Gardner, and MacMillan.

Specimens up to 100 feet in length are met with."

It should be noted that Ruprecht's statement was based on

mere hearsay. Kjellman (7) does not cite any measurements in

support of his statement. Mertens 7

(i i) statement has never been

confirmed by measurements. There is practical agreement in the

statements by Saunders (15), Frye (4), and Rigg (12, 13).

Longer kelps than those found by the last three observers were

reported by MacMillan (10), Setchell (16) , and McFarland (8)

.

Not a single specimen has ever been found by the writers of this

paper that reached 40 m. in length, nor has any evidence been

obtained by them from soundings that plants reach this length

in any of the beds examined. The largest specimen of Nereocystis

measured on the southern Alaskan expedition was 20.7 m. This

was at Point Davidson on Annette Island. The longest specimen

of this species measured on the western Alaskan expedition was

18.9 m. This was at Resurrection Bay on the Kenai Peninsula.

Many statements were made to the writers about extremely large

kelps, but when the beds were visited, these large specimens could

not be found. The longest lamina found by our expeditions is

780 cm. The greatest width of lamina found is 20 cm. The

length of a pneumatocyst found at Yakutat was 462 cm. All

measurements of kelps at Yakutat were from drift specimens.

None were seen growing. The region was visited in May, which is

too early for the new crop of kelp there. The maximum circum-

ference of bulbs measured on our expeditions is 453 mm. This

specimen was found at Danger Bay on Afognak Island. Other

bulb circumferences measured were 425 mm. at Meares Passage,

367 mm. at Yakutat, 365 mm. at Sand Point, and 350 mm. at

Resurrection Bay.

McFarland (8) has found the weight of fresh Nereocystis plants

on the Californian coast to vary from 43 to 76 pounds. Buw>
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maximum weight of 56 pounds

sample was taken (fall) (Rigg 12, 13) has found the

pneumatocyst

Puget Sound. The maximum weight found by our expeditions in

Alaska was 55 kg. This included the fronds and 210 cm. of the

pneumatocyst. The fronds alone weighed 49 kg. This specimen

was collected at Resurrection Bay. The

mens collected at other points weighed a<

same

Smith

[ Point, 16

Washingt

The slender portion of a stipe collected

meter Point

gm. per meter. A holdfast at S

\ summary of the measurements

Ld bv the writers is given in tal

Point

Locality

Pacific Grove, Cal., 1913
Pacific Grove, Cal., 1913
Pacific Grove, Cal., 1913
Friday Harbor, Wash., 191

1

Seward, Alaska, May 1913
Yakutat, Alaska, May 1913.. - -

Sand Point, Alaska, July 1913- • •

Pt. Davidson, Alaska, May 1913-
Meares Passage, Alaska, July 7,

1913

TABLE II

Total length
(m.)

347
36.5
384
21.9
19.0

13-7
20.6

21.2

1.8

3.6
1.8

79

33
5.4

Length of
fronds (m.)

Diameter of

bulb (mm.)

93
137
100

116

120.

S

113.

o

Weight of

plant (kg.)

7.0
136
7-5

55-4

16.2

5
made

in fathoms

Kodiak Island, Alaska, 6 fathoms; Danger Bay, Alaska, 6.5

fathoms fathoms

Alalia

beds in Alaska is Alaria fistulosa

(fig. The maximum width mentioned by HE

ardner (17) is 1 m. and maximum 5 m
and

The

number of sDoroDhvlls is given at about 200
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Fig. 2—Alar la fistulosa: general appearance of a wide-leaved plant.—From
Report no. ioo, Bureau of Soils.
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Specimens collected by Griggs and Rigg at Anchor Point,

Cook Inlet, measured as follows: length 13 m., 21 m., 22 m., 18 m.;

width 232 cm., 175 cm., 170 cm., 123 cm., respectively. The first

of these specimens had 220 sporophylls, the largest of which

measured 65 cm. in length and 84 mm. in width. The width of the

midrib was 53 mm.
All of these plants were badly frayed at the tip, a great deal of

material evidently having been worn off by the violence of the

tidal currents. Regeneration from the base seems to be continuous

throughout the life of the individual in this species. It is thus

impossible to say whether these specimens had at any time been

longer than they were when collected.

The weights found by our expeditions for portions of the fronds

of Alaria fistulosa of the sizes given are shown in table III.

TABLE III

Locality Length (m.) Width (cm.) Weight (kg.)

Cook Inlet, Alaska 19.O

18.

s

19.O
14.O

170

175

135
132

25

8.1
u a u

9.8
Red Bay, u

Cook Inlet, « 7.1

Kodiak Island, " 0.97

The deepest sounding made in an Alaria bed was 5 fathoms

(Middle Islands, Alaska).

Summary

1. The observations of the writers do not tend to confirm the

earlier statements of the great length of Nereocystis and Macro-

cystis.

2. Their observations on Alaria fistulosa confirm earlier state-

ments of its length. Its maximum width was found to be more

than twice as great as reported in literature that has come to the

attention of the writers.

University of Washington, Seattle,
1

AND

The Scripps Institution for Biological Research

La Jolla, Cal.
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NEW SPECIES OF ACHLYA AND OF SAPROLEGNIA1

A. J. PlETERS

(with plate xxi)

In the course of physiological work on Saprolegnia carried on

during the past four years, there was occasion to make pure cultures

of a large number of water molds. Altogether some 85 numbers

were isolated and cultivated on flies or in artificial media or both.

Among these forms were several that could not be induced to pro-

which

species. in some

com

named
morDhological bases. Howe\

his experience with some

be cautious in drawing conclusions. In the case of a variety of

Saprolegnia monoica to be described, the form was

for 16 months, on flies and in various media, withoi

oogonia being produced. Later, when just the righl

of conditions was presented, oogonia were produced.

Another species, to be described as S. Kaufmannii

combination

many cultures not showing a sin

oogonium. In this form also a number of oogonia

certain

solution, but in no other medium. These experiences show that

the production of sexual organs may depend on some special com-

bination of conditions, differing doubtless for each form. One

form, which has been studied for 1 which

has been tested in every way in which any of the other forms have

been tested, still refuses to produce oogonia, though yielding an

abundant harvest of round single gemmae. These gemmae have

the shape and size of oogonia, and are commonly borne laterally on

short stalks just as oogonia are in such a species as S. monoica. In
I

Contribution from the Botanical Laboratory of the University of Michigan.

no. 148.
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gemmae first form

in

or antheridia been observed, though hundreds of cultures have been

emmaeexamined. It is possible that in this form these ^

but arrested oogonia, and that, could we find the proper conditions,

oospores and perhaps antheridia would be developed.

Certain details in regard to these and other tests will be pre-

sented in another paper; at present the writer wishes to describe

a species of Achlya, which he has named A. Klebsiana in honor of

Professor Georg Klebs. The naming of this species for Professor

Klebs seemed to the writer especially appropriate since at one time

it seemed to be an exception to the rule laid down by Klebs in

1899 that sporangia are formed only when the food supply is quickly

and markedly decreased. Further study, however, showed that

this apparent exception was a real and interesting proof of the

correctness of Klebs's statement. The experiments showed that

while an abundance of food was present in the solution in which

sporangia were formed, it was not available to the growing hyphae

m While

Hei

Humphrey regularly produced sporangia in agar to which pea

broth had been added. The sporangia were mostly borne on the

large, vigorous hyphae that made a rapid growth immediately after

a fresh plate of pea agar was inoculated. Later very many slender

hyphae, which grew more slowly, were formed, and these did not

produce sporangia. On the strong hyphae there were often 2 or 3

sets of sporangia, but always after a time the development of

sporangia ceased and the outer portions of the medium became

filled with many slender hyphae. One other form which never

produced oogonia behaved in a similar manner. The agar here

1m

commenced

mi

a were formed; while later, when the amount

jht be thought to have been decreased, no

sporangia were formed. At that time no definite experiments were

undertaken to explain this phenomenon. Later these cultures were

lost, and it was not until the fall of 1913 that another form showing

this characteristic was collected. Meanwhile, A. prolifera, A. race-
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mosa, and a number of species of Saprolegnia had been cultivated,

but none of these produced sporangia in 1
. 5 per cent agar with pea

broth. In the fall of 1913 nos. 67, 68, and 70 were isolated, and in

every case the germ tube gave rise to several vigorous hyphae which

produced suoraneia after attaining a leneth of some < mm.
sometimes

m Since

question here of an abundant supply of food, the thought suggested

itself that Klebs's conclusion, that sporangium formation takes

place only when there is a dearth of food, would not apply to

all species. However, when mycelia were transferred to purified

water, sporangia were normally produced.

The hypothesis suggested to explain the facts was that although

there was plenty of food it did not reach the surface of the growing

hyphae rapidly enough; these were therefore soon

ment poor in food and then sporangia were normally and inevitably

produced.

In the pea broth the proteid constituents are colloids, and these

in

molecules diffuse with extreme slowness, so slowly, m
heir movement can be considered to be practically nil. The

large, vigorous hyphae which require a relatively large amount of

food would therefore after a time find themselves surrounded by a

film of liquid out of which they had absorbed the food particles

and to which diffusion did not carry new particles as rapidly as the

hyphae used them. This condition would result in starvation and

the development of sporangia.

To test this hypothesis several series of experiments were pre-

pared as follows. Four Ehrlenmeyer flasks, each holding 100 cc,

were half filled with pea broth, sterilized, and inoculated with

Klebsiana stnn

arm

flask aside about once a minute. As the flask was pushed aside,

arm

liquid was vigorously jarred. Another flask was placed upon a

from a small motor

of the liquid could be seen to tremble slightly; the other flasks were

placed upon the writer's desk.
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In every case where these flasks were arranged in the afternoon

and examined in the morning so that those on the desk would be

unaffected by the jar caused by walking, which complicated matters

during the daytime, it was found that sporangia had been formed

in the flasks on the desk, that the mycelium in the flask subject to

frequent shaking showed no sign of sporangia, but consisted of balls

of hyphae, the whole very dense and vigorous, and that on the

mycelium in the flasks subject to a slight jar there were many
aborted sporangia (fig. i). It was evident that in the latter case

a condition of starvation had momentarily existed, stimulating the

ends of the hyphae to the production of sporangia; that before

these could fully develop, the slight jar of the liquid had resulted

in a fresh supply of food being brought to the hyphae, resulting in
i

renewed vegetative growth and the abortion of the partially formed

sporangia. The formation of sporangia in the pea agar is doubtless

to be accounted for by the slow diffusion of food in the thick

medium. The fact that only some species behave in this way
doubtless indicates a more vigorous metabolism on the part of such

species; the rate of metabolism exceeds the rate of diffusion and

the result is starvation.

Saprolegnia Kaufmanniana has also proved interesting in that

it shows great sensitiveness to the concentration of haemoglobin in

solutions into which vigorous mycelia are placed. While such forms

as S. ferax, S. mixta, or S. monoica will produce oogonia more or

less freely in concentrations of haemoglobin varying from 0.075 to

0.01 per cent, S. Kaufmanniana persistently refused to respond to

any concentration except 0.025 per cent. In this, either alone or

with certain salts, oogonia containing oospores and accompanied

by antheridia were regularly produced, though never in large

numbers.

Achlya Klebsiana, n. sp.

This species was collected under three numbers
proving similar, and all were isolated as single spore

November from

from

from near Coldwater, Michigan, in both cases collected by Mr
E. B. Mains. One culture was also secured from a dish of algae ir
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the botanical laboratories of the University of Michigan, of unknown

source, but doubtless from around Ann Arbor.

Hyphae stiff, medium thick, forming a dense zone about the fly.

Among these are large, coarse, branched hyphae attaining a length

of 10-15 mm. or sometimes more; sporangia cylindrical, dischar-

ging and forming secondary sporangia as inA . prolifera, but develop-

in Dea agar or in

which

diameter

basal

of the fly, never intercalary; round or slightly oval in

oogonium wall smooth, not pitted, oospores 4"*°; averaging

25 ix in diameter, excentric; antheridia always present, of die

origin, partly clasping the oogonia, never clavate nor wrapped

the oogonia
;
gemmae produced in chains by the breaking up

large hyphae, cylindrical, sometimes slightly branched or wi

or more protuberances at one or both ends.

m
hyph

number of very long, thick hyphae. These commonly extended

for several millimeters beyond the thick tuft of hyphae and spread

out on the surface of the liquid, later becoming densely filled

with protoplasm and breaking up into chains of gemmae as shown

in fig. 2.

Oogonia are produced quite regularly on flies and are always

clustered near the body of the fly, but so far, with one exception, I

have been unable to secure oogonia in artificial media. In one test

a sterilized pea on which the fungus was growing was left in an open

dish of distilled water. Bacterial decay set in slowly, the water

was changed from time to time, and the fungus kept on growing

vigorously, eventually forming oogonia. In no solution of

globin or leucin, with or without salts or sugars, have oogo

haemo

oospores appeared, though empty oogonia have been occasionally

formed in haemoglobin. In one case penetration of the oogonium

observed

known. This sDecies shows affinities withA . DeBaryana Humph
the
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strictly diclinous, branched antheridia and the arrangement of the

oogonia distinguish it markedly from that species. In A . DeBary-

ana the oogonia are arranged in a loose raceme along the hyphae

well out from the fly, while in A . Klebsiana the oogonia are always

borne in a dense cluster near the body of the fly.

Saprolegnia Kaufmanniana, n. sp.

This species was collected from algal material in the botanical

laboratory of the University of Michigan, of unknown source, but

presumably from around Ann Arbor.

Vegetative growth like that of S. ferax, with firm stiff hyphae;

sporangia freely produced and of the same size and appearance as

in 5. ferax; gemmae round, oval, or irregular in shape, mostly

single, sometimes in chains and freely produced; oogonia very large,

on long or short stalks, or intercalary, scattered; oval or club-

shaped, very rarely almost round, the usual size being about

70-80 nX 100-250 /*. The smallest oogonium noted was 30X 70 m;

oogonium wall thin and smooth, without pits; oospores from 3 or 4

in small oogonia to very many in large ones, averaging about 20-30

oospores per oogonium; oospores average about 30 fi in diameter,

contents granular without any conspicuous oil drop; antheridia

nearly always present, only occasionally absent on intercalary

oogonia, diclinous, of various shapes from clavate to clasping or

irregular, often curving part way round the oogonium, and borne

on slender antheridial branches; usually more than one on an

oogonium.

This species seems to differ decidedly from all others described,

especially in the large, thin-walled oogonia without pits. Rarely

two oogonia were observed in series, as in fig. 5. This species may

be related to 5. anisospora, of which species little is known, though

no evidence of two kinds of zoospores was found in the present

species. Besides its marked morphological characters, S. Kauf-

manniana is interesting from the fact that it is especially sensitive

to the concentration of haemoglobin. Oogonia were but sparingly

produced on flies, many cultures having none, and no culture having

more than a few. Tests were made by transferring vigorous myce-

lium to haemoglobin solution, and it was found that only where
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the haemoglobin had a concentration of o. 025 per cent were oogonia

formed. Of the drawings, fig. 7 is from fly cultures, the others

from haemoglobin 0.025 per cent.

S. monoica var. vexans, n. var.

This was secured from algal material collected at Sukey Lake,

near Ann Arbor, Michigan. The vegetative growth, sporangial

characters, and the formation and shape of gemmae do not differ

in any particular from those present in S. monoica, S. ferax, or any

other species of that group except S. mixta, which has weaker

hyphae. The material was cultivated for nearly a year and a half

on flies, in agar, and by transfer from a strong culture medium such

as pea decoction or peptone, into haemoglobin, leucin, peptone, or

other solution. During all this time no oogonia were produced.

Toward the end of this time a series of tests was being made with

several cultures by transferring vigorous mycelium to leucin to

which various sugars and salts had been added. Among other

M M
combinations there was used leucin f-levulose— , and in this

200 200

a mycelium out of pea extract produced an abundance of oogonia.

When these were examined they proved to be indistinguishable

from the oogonia and antheridia of S. monoica Prings.

oogonium was found on which there was no antheridii

Rarely an

&

may

time

The fact that cultures of S. monoica were going on at the same

suggested the possibility of contamination. Check cultures

were made, therefore, by taking mycelium from the dish in which

the oogonia were formed and growing this on fly. Had the myce-

lium producing oogonia been that of S. monoica (no. 79c of my
series), plenty of oogonia would have been produced. In fact, no

oogonia were formed on the fly culture, but a fresh culture from this

fly through pea decoction into leucin and levulose again produced

oogonia as before.

We seem to have here, therefore, the remarkable case of a variety

of S. monoica having lost sexuality, but recovering it under stimulus

of this special combination, leucin and levulose in concentration

— each.
200
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The gemmae of this form are perhaps a little more varied in

shape than is the case with the species, but the shape of these organs

is so variable in most species that they are of no value for syste-

matic purposes.

Had time permitted, it would have been interesting to cultivate

this form for many generations in leucin-levulose solutions to deter-

mine whether the vigorous production of oogonia which character-

gained

variety.

forms described in this paper are remarkable exam

the intimate dependence of the members of this group on external

conditions.

University of Michigan

EXPLANATION OF PLATE XXI

Figs. 1-4.

—

Achlya Klebsiana.

Fig. 1.—Portions of hyphae showing aborted sporangia; tip of one (at a)

has also died and would shortly have been pushed aside; about X85.

Fig. 2.—Short chain of gemmae showing how they break away and fall

off; about X85.
Fig. 3.—Oogonium with oospores; X300.

Fig. 4.—Young oogonium showing much branched antheridial hyphae;

X3oo-

Figs. 5-7.

—

Saprolegnia Kaitfmanniana.

Fig. 5.—Two oogonia in series; X300.
Fig. 6.—Intercalary oogonium; X300.
Fig. 7.—Oogonium showing several antheridia; X300.
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BRIEFER ARTICLES

DWARFING EFFECT OF TREES UPON NEIGHBORING
PLANTS

The unfavorable effect of trees upon the growth of most plants

rooted in the soil immediately about them is generally attributed to one

or all of the following influences: (i) undue shade; (2) withdrawal

of moisture from soil by the tree roots; (3) withdrawal of nutrient salts

by the tree roots; (4) possible excretion of injurious substances into the

soil by the tree roots.

Every

proximity

trees, and the loss caused in this way by trees is often considerable.

Undoubtedly partial exclusion of light is an important factor. Cases

in which fruit fails to mature may often depend upon this. The writer

has found that the black raspberry (Rubus occidentalis) grew and flowered

freely but failed to ripen fruit in a situation in which the bushes during

the earlier half of the day received only one-twelfth to one-fifteenth of

the total sunlight, although they were hardly at all shaded during the

afternoon.

The present very rainy summer (1915) has afforded a suggestion as

to the importance of the second of the factors previously mentioned, the

withdrawal of moisture, in dwarfing plants growing under trees. The

July ear

inches.

July

July

ears for which the Weather Bureau

climatological

July of the

that several species of perennial mesophytes which grew just north of

and shaded by a belt of deciduous trees (wild cherries, ashes, and maples)

were reaching unusual dimensions. Three most notable instances were

1 No doubt the Cambridge rainfall for July of the present year is also the maximum

for a long period. There is no readily accessible summary of total rainfall in Cam-

bridge, month by month.

491] [Botanical Gazette, vol. 60
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Aster novae-angliae, Asclepias tuberosa, and Helianthus grosse-serratus.

None of these species was flourishing as well as did other individuals

growing in open ground, but all were perhaps twice as tall as during an

ordinary A plant of the

moisture-loving Chelone glabra, which had for some years barely kept

alive, grew luxuriantly and flowered freely.

On the other hand, the rather xerophytic Sedum telephioides and

the

Hedera Helix showed no better growth than us

plants, such as Saponaria officinalis and Oxalis cor

increase over their usual size. It would seem that

ing in ordinary seasons of the Aster', Asclepias, and Helianthus previously

mentioned must be due mainly to abstraction of moisture from the soil

by the roots of the trees. Doubtless many plants of agricultural impor-

tance are as sensitive to the effect of diminished water supply as are these

three species.—J. Y. Bergen, Cambridge, Mass.

STAMINATE FLOWERS IN ANEMONE

Anemone caroliniana is one of the most common of spring flowers in

the vicinity of Grand Island, Nebraska. For several years I have noticed

that in a large number of the flowers the pistils are lacking. In 19 14 in

one collection of 250 specimens, 190 were perfect, 50 had stamens only,

and 10 had few or abortive pistils. There were none that had pistils

only. The condition found is indicated in table* I.

TABLE I

Stamens Pistils

Minimum Maximum Average Minimum Maximum Average

190 normal flowers

.

50 staminate
flowers

20

7
10

45

55
52

28

28

40

25 60 35

10 with few pistils . 10 20 16

In 191 5 a collection of 133 specimens contained 55 staminate and

78 perfect flowers. A bouquet of especially fine large anemones was

also examined. It contained 48 specimens, 46 of which were perfect, and

in only 2 of which pistils were lacking. The average number of stamens
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f

*

in these was 86, the minimum and maximum being 72 and 100. The

average number of pistils was n6, the minimum and maximum being

108 and 125. The fact that in these larger and more luxuriant plants

the flowers were nearly all perfect and had a large number of both

stamens and pistils would suggest that the absence of pistils is due to

their degeneration through disease or some other cause; and the case of

the 10 flowers with few pistils and an average of 40 stamens would sug-

gest that pistils may be replaced by stamens. There was nothing in

the vegetative parts of any of these plants to indicate disease.

—

Clar-

ence J. Elmore, Grand Island College, Neb.



CURRENT LITERATURE
BOOK REVIEWS

Cretaceous plants

yf

Stopes, 1 treats of the flora of the so-called Lower Greensand, which is known
on the Continent as the Aptian stage of the Lower Cretaceous. The beds of

this age which have escaped erosion and are available for study are nearly all

typically marine deposits, with only such traces of terrestrial vegetation as

withstood the maceration and trituration of the sea. Consequently, the flora

of the Lower Greensand has hitherto been supposed to have been essentially

the same as that of the older and better known Wealden deposits. Thus, with
the exception of the classic Bennettites Gibsonianus of Carruthers and a
few cones, the plant remains consist almost entirely of pieces of petrified wood.

forms

(Weichselia

angiosperms. Notable features are the presence of angi-

osperms osperms
have been sparingly represented by leaf impressions in deposits of this age or

slightly older, but these have been few in number and vague in character, while

these forms of the Lower Greensand, although vague in their affinities, are

well characterized.

The proportions of the different groups represented, upon which Stopes
lays considerable stress in emphasizing the differences between this flora and
other floras of the Lower Cretaceous, is due almost entirely, I believe, to the

methods of preservation; that is to say, to differences in the physical conditions

of deposition of the sediments. Coniferous remains usually predominate and
ferns are scarcely represented in coarse marine deposits. Thus, in the Trinity

beds of Texas, which are about the same age as the Lower Greensand, there

is but one fern, while there are 8 cycadophytes and 1 1 conifers. On the other

hand, in the Lakota beds of the Black Hills, which are continental deposits

partially synchronous with the marine Trinity, there are 13 ferns and only 8

conifers.

The two features of the present work which are of greatest botanical inter-

est are the interpretation of the coniferous woods and the careful description
of the wood structure of five indubitable angiosDerms of a relativelv high degree

Stopes, Marie C, Catalogue of the mesozoic plants in the British Museum
r**t ar^orvno flj~w*-r» 1).. —4 TT T 1The cretaceous flora. Part II. London. 1915.
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of organization. While they are the oldest angiosperms whose anatomical

features are known, they are in no way primitive or pro-angiospermic. The

forms, of which three received preliminary treatment in 191 2,
2 are named

Cantia arborescens, Woburnia porosa, Sabulia Scottii, Hythia Elgari, and
4

Aptiana radiata. No attempt is made to indicate their family relationships,

largely because of our sadly inadequate knowledge of the anatomy of existing

dicotyledons. The Coniferae enumerated include, in addition to various forms

of Pinostrobus, Cedrostrobus> and Abietites, anatomical material representing a

Sequoia (Taxodieae), Protopiceoxylon (1 sp.), Pityoxylon (3 spp.), and Cedroxy-

lon (2 spp.) in the Abietineae; four species of Cupressinoxylon in the Cupres-

sineae; Taxoxylon (1 sp.) and Podocarpoxylon (4 spp.) in the Taxaceae. No
remains of Araucariaceae are recognized. This list of conifers is of especial

interest to American botanists in connection with Jeffrey's rather sweeping

conclusions from his studies of material from the Upper Cretaceous, from which

Stopes dissents, apparently on the basis of rather satisfactory evidence.

The present contribution also shows that Buckland's genus Cycadeoidea

offers anatomical differences from the American forms usually described under

that name. A new cycadophyte trunk is made the type of a new genus,

Colymbetes. It is found in the lower part of the Lower Greensand and may

have been derived mechanically from the underlying Wealden sediments.

The climate of the Aptian is considered to have been less warm than that of

the preceding Wealden.

The book on the whole is an exceedingly valuable contribution to our

knowledge of fossil plants, particularly to that important part of the Lower

Cretaceous represented in Britain by the Lower Greensand.—Edward W.

Berry.
Flora of New Zealand

Two quarto volumes illustrating the New Zealand flora have appeared

mm
W lly good

Matilda
Mag

long been known. Accompanying each plate there is an account of the dis-

covery and occurrence of the plant, as well as items of general interest. Since

Manual of

fl<

pproximately

such a flora as that of New Zealand can be appreciated. The main features

im

2 Stopes, M. C, Phil. Trans. Roy. Soc. London. B 203:75-100- pk> 6~8 - I9 12 -

* Cheeseman, T. F., Illustrations of the New Zealand flora. 2 vols. 4to. ph.

250. Published under the authority of the government of New Zealand. Wellington

.

1914.
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is without proper representation. The alpine flora has received full treat-

ment, and special attention has been paid to the endemic genera. The editor

says that he has also illustrated a number of plants of special interest "either

on account of their economic value, or from biological or morphological reasons,

or from their peculiar geographical distribution." He has not thought it

necessary, however, except in a few special cases, to figure plants occurring

in other countries as well as New Zealand.

It is interesting to note the result of the selection, as expressing in a

general way the editor's opinion of what constitutes the main features of the

New Zealand flora. Without going into detail, it may be stated that the

families represented in this selection by more than ten species are as follows:

Compositae (35), Gramineae (17), Filices (17), Orchidaceae (15), Umbelliferae

(12), Scrophulariaceae (12).—J. M. C.

MINOR NOTICES
Pharmacognosy.

—

Kraemer* has published a textbook of pharmacognosy

which is encyclopedic in its wealth of information. He recognizes the synthetic

character of the subject, especially in its combination of botanical and chemical

aspects. Moreover, both of these aspects are shown to involve the ecological

conditions under which plants grow, so that scientific pharmacognosy is a

very complex subject. After an introduction dealing with the problems

involved, the great plant groups are presented, the large majority naturally

being families of angiosperms, 94 in number, from which drugs are obtained.

As stated by the author, the book is intended for students of pharmacy,

pharmacists, food and drug analysts, and pharmacologists. We might add

to this list students of economic botany, for pharmocognosy is one of the

great fields of applied science.—J. M. C.

Citrus fruits.

—

Coits has published as a volume of Bailey's "Rural

Science Series" an account of the citrus fruit industry, with special reference

to the requirements and practices for California. It seems that the citrus

industry has not only reached a high state of development in California and

Florida, but is still progressing rapidly. The present volume discusses the

underlying principles in such a way as to emphasize the importance of certain

fundamentals which must be kept in mind. The industry as it exists at present

is described, and all current information that seems valuable is organized and

made available. Of special interest to the botanist are the chapters dealing

with the geography and climate of California, the gross structure and habits

of growth of citrus plants, and the citrus diseases and their control.—J. M. C.

4 Kraemer, Henry, Scientific and applied pharmacognosy. 8vo. pp. viii+857.

fi&5 * 3*3- Published by the author, 145 North 10th St., Philadelphia. 1915.

5 Coit, J. E., Citrus fruits. 8vo. xx+520. figs. 151. New York: Macmillan.
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Ferns of South Africa,

—

Sim6 has prepared a second edition of his Ferns

of South Africa, bringing together in this convenient form much widely scattered

information. The preliminary chapters deal with the following topics: ferns,

parts of ferns, reproduction and propagation, cultivation, identification and

preservation, the ferns of South Africa, the natural home of ferns. The bulk

of the volume naturally is concerned with the descriptions of species. Atten-

tion is called to the fact that the number of species of ferns in South Africa

is remarkably small compared with the whole flora. The present volume con-

tains 220 species of ferns and fern allies, an increase of 41 species over the first

edition, published in 1892. The full descriptions and the numerous plates

make the volume very complete for its purpose.—J. M. C.

Western wild flowers.

—

Margaret Armstrong,7 in collaboration with

Professor J. J. Thornber of Arizona, has prepared a popular field book describ-

ing and illustrating the "common wild flowers" west of the Rocky Mountains.

The book is "popular," not merely in the selection of plants for description,

but also in the absence of technical terminology. The author says that

"almost all technical botanical terms have been translated into ordinary

English." The drawings for the numerous illustrations have all been made

from life, and, in connection with the "ordinary English" of the text, should

enable the "general public" to identify the conspicuous plants in which it may
have a casual interest.— T. M. C.

Plant Hall8

the plant kingdom "to the amateur botanist and the lover of nature." As a

consequence, the style is not technical, but appeals to general interest. The

illustrations are numerous, and 50 of the 74 plates are colored. Some idea of

the topics presented can be obtained from the chapter heads, which are in

effect as follows: asexual plants, development of sex in plants and a study in

evolution, seaweeds, fungi and lichens, archegoniates, phanerogamia, fossil

ecology

J
NOTES FOR STUDENTS

Origin of monocotyledony.—In an address delivered at the twenty-fifth

anniversary celebration of the Missouri Botanical Garden, Coulter ,* because

of continued studies on the origin of monocotyledony, chiefly in grasses,

6 Sim, Thomas R., The ferns of South Africa. 2d ed. 8vo. pp. ix+384. pis.

186. Cambridge University Press. 1915. 25s.

Field book of western wild flowers. i6mo. pp. xx+

596. col. pis. 48. figs. 500. New York and London: Putnam, 1915. $2.00.

•Hall, Charles A., Plant life. 8vo. pp. xi+380. pis. 74- figs. 80. London:

A. & C. Black. 1915.

9 Coulter, J. M., The origin of monocotyledony- Ann. Mo, Bot. Card. 2:175-

l83- figs. 9. 1915-

Margaret
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restated the conclusions previously arrived at from a study10 of Agapanthus

umbellatus and some other monocotyls as follows: "In the embryogeny of

both monocotyledons and dicotyledons, a peripheral cotyledonary zone gives

rise to two or more growing points, or primordia; this is followed by zonal

development, resulting in a cotyledonary ring or sheath of varying length. If

both growing points continue to develop equally, the dicotyledonous condition

is attained; if one of the growing points ceases to develop, the continued

growth of the whole cotyledonary zone is associated with that of the other

growing point, and the monocotyledonous condition is attained. In like

manner, polycotyledony is simply the appearance and continued development

of more than two growing points on the cotyledonary ring. It follows that

cotyledons are always lateral structures, arising from the peripheral zone

developed at the top of a more or less massive proembryo. This reduces

cotyledony in general to a common basis in origin, the number of cotyledons

being a secondary feature. The constancy in the number of cotyledons in a

great group is no more to be wondered at than the same constancy in the

number of petals developed by the petaliferous zone."

To those whose mental processes require a "type" for everything, the

embryogeny of the grasses is very puzzling, because it does not conform to

the hitherto accepted monocotyl "type" of embryogeny. The structures

have received the names "scutellum," "epiblast," and "coleoptile." Early in

the history of the subject the scutellum was recognized as the cotyledon. The

epiblast was recognized as a second and rudimentary cotyledon from its first

discovery until the time of Schleiden, who in 1837 so clamorously dissented

from this view that it was suppressed from the literature of the subject until

1897, when van Tieghem, studying the embryogeny of grasses, reaffirmed that

the epiblast is a second cotyledon. In the meantime Hanstein, followed by

Famintzin, had made a study of Alisma, which has a filamentous and therefore

highly specialized proembryo, and fixed what has been almost universally

regarded as the monocotyl "type" of embryo. Because of these first studies,

the massive proembryo, so prevalent in monocotyledons, has been called the

"aberrant type," although it is undoubtedly the more primitive and generalized,

while the filamentous proembryo is the more specialized. About two-thirds of

the grasses show a well marked second cotyledon. This second cotyledon is

quite pronounced in those grasses which have a relatively long internode

("mesocotyi" of English anatomists) between the cotyledons and the "coleop-

tile" or bud-scale leaves.

Coulter shows that there is a progressive reduction of the second cotyle-

don until Zea Mays is reached, where the only external sign of the second

cotyledon is a small hump opposite the functional cotyledon; but even here a

small procambium is present, being exactly opposite the procambium of the

10 Coulter, John M., and Land, W. J. G., The origin of monocotyledony. Bot.

Gaz. 57:509-519. pis. 28,29. 1914.
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functional cotyledon. The absence of a vascular strand in the smaller cotyle-

don has been used as evidence to prove that it is not a second cotyledon. The
reviewer has no doubt that when a relatively great quantity of material shall

have been studied a procambium will occasionally be found in the second

cotyledon. It is unfortunately the habit of some investigators to make
sweeping conclusions from an examination of a very small quantity of material.

The facts shown by this reinvestigation of the grasses are as follows:

"The terminal cell of the proembryo forms a group of cells; the peripheral

cells of the group develop the cotyledonary ring or sheath, on which two grow-

ing points appear. One of these growing points soon ceases to be active, and

the whole zone develops in connection with the other growing point ; but at the

base of the growing cotyledon a notch is left by the checking of the growing

point. This notch is really the space between the two very unequal cotyledons

which surround the real apex of the embryo. The apex of the embryo is at

the bottom of the notch, and not at the tip of the large embryo. This apex

soon begins to form leaves, and the so-called stem tip appears issuing from the

bottom of the notch, in a relation apparently lateral only because the two

cotyledons are so unequal. Furthermore, when the stem tip is examined, it is

found not to be a stem tip, but a cluster of leaves, whose rapid development

has aborted one of the growing points on the cotyledonary zone. All this is

very obvious in grasses and is equally obvious in any massive proembryo, but

it escaped the earlier observers of filamentous proembryos."

The general conclusion is that " monocotyledony is simply one expression

of a process common to all cotyledony, gradually derived from dicotyledony,

and involving no abrupt transfer of a lateral structure to a terminal origin."

W. J. G. Land.

Anatomy of Helminthostachys.—In the third of his series of papers on the

Ophioglossaceae, Lang11 gives the results of a reinvestigation of the anatomy

of the rhizome of Helminthostachys, together with the details of the vascular

connections of two branching specimens. In rhizomes of young plants, the

xylem forms a solid strand of two kinds of tracheids; those of the outer part

having pitted walls, while the inner elements are smaller and are spirally

thickened. By comparison with the bases of branch steles, where a similar

condition exists, and by examination of the origin of leaf traces, where the

protoxylem becomes evident, it is shown that the two kinds of elements in the

juvenile type of stele are outer and inner metaxylem, respectively; and that

therefore the stele of Helminthostachys is mesarch even in the juvenile condition.

The transition to the adult condition begins by the appearance of parenchyma

cells among the tracheids of the inner metaxylem, thus forming a mixed pith.

In the adult condition the stele is greatly expanded and the pith is large.

"Lang, William H., Studies in the morphology and anatomy of the Ophio-

glossaceae. III. On the anatomy and branching of the rhizome of Helminthostachys

zeylanica. Ann. Botany 29:1-54. pis. i-j. Jigs. 7. 1915-
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All stages between the juvenile type with the solid stele and the adult type

may occur; cases of reduction of steles of the adult type to the juvenile con-

dition are described. These variations are held to be dependent upon physio-

logical factors; the solid stele of the juvenile type is considered to be merely a

physiological variation of the general type of the species.

The outer xylem of the leaf trace, after separation from the stele, curves

round the protoxylem strand; at the same time, the trace, originally monarch,

becomes diarch by the division of the protoxylem strand. These two processes

result in the formation of a trace whose cross-section shows two protoxylem

points, 'each surrounded by metaxylem. This "clepsydroid" stage of the leaf

trace is characteristic of certain of the Zygopterideae and affords data for a

comparison with that group.

The branches develop from the vestigial axillary buds. There is no

vascular connection between the branch stele and the leaf trace immediately

below, as in some species of Botrychium. Immediately below the point of

origin of a branch, accessory xylem is developed by irregular divisions of the

parenchyma within the phloem. While no cambium is present, this is con-

sidered to be a form of secondary thickening. In the base of the branch this

accessory xylem surrounds an extension of the inner metaxylem of the main

axis, thus forming a solid xylem strand which is in all respects similar to the

steles of rhizomes of young plants. The further development of the branch

stele is identical with that of steles of young plants.

The mesarch character of the stele, the clepsydroid stage of the leaf trace,

the irregular secondary thickening of the stele, and the connection of the

branch stele with the main axis rather than with the leaf trace, all emphasize

the view of relationship of the Ophioglossaceae to the Zygopterideae. It is

further pointed out that these features also afford a basis for comparison with

certain of the Cycadofilicales.—L. C. Petry.

Origin of dwarf plants,

—

Stout12 has described a dwarf form of Hibiscus

oculiroseus which differs from the usual robust type in having more basal

branches, shorter internodes, and smaller, somewhat crinkled and irregular

leaves. The dwarfs are descendants of a single robust plant with some

crinkled leaves and somewhat shortened upper internodes, a type known as

"intermediate." Four other plants have given none but normal robust off-

spring, something over ioo in all. Selfed seed from the intermediate plant

produced 45 plants, all dwarf. Open-pollinated seed from the same plant

yielded one dwarf, 3 intermediates, and 11 robust plants. From selfed seed

of one robust plant, there were grown one intermediate and $3 robust plants.

Selfed seed of the one dwarf plant produced one robust, 8 intermediate, and 72

dwarf plants, the robust plant being apparently an accidental hybrid. These

results are compared with the behavior of dwarfs of Oenothera, peas, and sweet

12 Stout, A. B., The origin of dwarf plants as shown in a sport of Hibiscus oculiro-

seus. Bull. Torr. Bot. Club 42:429-450. 1Q15.
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peas. The author emphasizes the fact that in the dwarf Hibiscus, as well as in

dwarfs of other plants, numerous characters besides stature are modified,

and expresses doubt concerning the possibility of interpreting such phenomena
as due to a change in a single hereditary unit. The reviewer is inclined to

suggest that, until there are available adequate data derived from crosses

between the new and the normal types, little is to be gained by the assumption

of either single or plural genetic changes, or indeed by a discussion of any other

hypothesis.—R. A. Emerson.

Growth of sugar cane.

—

Kuyper1* has investigated the growth of the leaf

blade, leaf sheath, and stalk of sugar cane. His method was to make some

holes (with a darning needle) through the young leaves and internodes. The

distance between holes was made as uniform as possible; in practice the spacing

could not be much less than a centimeter. After several days the leaves were

removed, one after the other, and the distance between the holes measured.

By comparing these measurements, the rate of growth of an area on different

parts of the leaf, and *on different leaves, can be determined. The results

indicated that the region of most rapid growth moves basipetally over the

• blade, then over the sheath, and finally over the internode. The region near

the base continues its growth after the regions above have completed their

development. These conclusions were confirmed by measurements obtained

from equally spaced lines of India ink, and also by cell measurements. Regard-

ing an internode bearing a leaf at its summit as the unit of structure, it may
be said that the blade first becomes fully grown, then the sheath follows, and

finally the internode develops. Kuyper shows how these conclusions may be

applied in studying the "top rot" disease of Java. The cause of the disease

must be sought in temporary unfavorable conditions of growth, and this inves-

tigation furnishes a method of recognizing the period of growth influenced by

these conditions.—J. M. C.

Stomata of sugar cane.

—

Kuyper1* in connection with an investigation of

the transpiration of sugar cane discovered a lack of knowledge of the structure

of the stomata. Several methods were tried for measuring the width of the

stomatal cleft. microscope proved impossible

very

opening

infiltration

showed that great variations really exist in the rapidity with which paraffin

and kerosene penetrate the leaf tissue, it was clear that there must be some-

thing in the structure of the stoma which could explain this variation. The

13 Kuyper, J., De groei van bladschyf , bladscheede, en Stengel van het suikerriet.

Archief voor de Suikerindustrie in Nederlandsch Indie 23:528-540. pis. 2. 1915.

14 Kuyper, J., De bouw der huifmondjes van het suikerriet. Archief voor de

Suikerindustrie in Nederlandsch Indie 22:1679-1707. figs. 6. 1914-
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figures of transverse sections of stomata show that any noticeable widening

of the slit in the ordinary way is impossible, because of the very thick cell

walls. The guard cell, however, can move a little as a whole, because it is

distinctly hinged with the adjacemt cell. The general conclusions reached are

as follows: a movement as described by Schwendener for grass stomata is

impossible; the guard cells can vary their distance from each other to a slight

extent by changing their position among the surrounding epidermal cells;

the position and structure of the neighboring cells makes it possible to change

the length of the slit in the vertical direction.—J. M. C,

Internal temperatures of plants.

—

Pearson13 has made observations on

internal temperatures of the stems of Euphorbia virosa and Aloe dichotoma at

4200 ft. altitude, on the western flanks of the great Karasberg Range in Great

Namaqualand. Euphorbia reached its maximum at about 2:00 p.m., about

the same hour as the shade maximum; while Aloe attained its maximum after

sundown. In Euphorbia the highest internal temperature observed was

5i?5C; the greatest range of internal temperature was 27^5 C; and the

excess of internal over shade temperature 15^35 C, as against 38^5, 16 C,

and 5 C. respectively for Aloe. These observations were made in Decem-

ber. It is likely that in February and March both the internal maximum

temperature and the excess over shade temperature is much greater.

Xerophytes have much reduced transpiration, the greater of the two cooling

methods in mesophytes, and depend largely upon thermal emissivity for cooling.

Even in mesophytes as great difference between shade and internal leaf temper-

atures have been observed as are recorded here, and in xerophytes much

greater differences. The author observes that wounding Euphorbia causes

a considerable fall in the internal temperature. This is due partly to expan-

sion of gases in the air chambers and partly to rapid evaporation from the

wound.

—

William Crocker.

Javanese Pallavicinias.

—

Campbell and Miss Williams16 have recently

completed a study of three species of Pallavicinia collected by Professor

Campbell in Java in 1906. The apical cell in the three species is dolabrate,

being similar to the usual condition in P. Lyellii, which, however, the reviewer

has observed rarely has a triangular pyramidal cell similar to the one in P.

decipiens. The antheridium in development shows the usual situation among

Jungermanniales. A delicate wall separates the pairs of spermatocytes. No
"Nebenkorper," reported by Ikeno for Marchantia, was found. The arche-

gonia present few variations from the usual liverwort conditions. In P.

1

15 Pearson, H. H. W., Observations on the internal temperatures of Euphorbia

virosa and Aloe dichotoma. Annals Bolus Herb. 1:41-66. 1914.

16 Campbell, D. H., and Williams, Florence, A morphological study of some

members of the genus Pallaiicinia. Leland Stanford Jr. Univ. Pub. 7, Univ. Series,

pp. 44. figs. 23. 19 14.
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radiculosa the primary cap cell may also add to the neck of the archegonium,

but contributes nothing to the axial row. In this species the neck canal

cells range from five to six. The embryo, while not different from that of

other Anacrogynae, closely resembles Aneura in that a large haustorial,

suspensor-like cell is produced. In the capsule the sterile cap is pronounced,

and in consequence the dehiscence is by means of four longitudinal slits. The

authors conclude that the evidence does not warrant the erection of the two

families Aneuraceae and Blyttiaceae.—W. J. G. Land.

Brown oak.

—

Groom17 has investigated the cause of what is known as

"brown oak" or "red oak" in Great Britain. The phenomenon consists in

the replacement of the ordinary heart wood of Quercus Robur by a firm, richer

toned, often reddish brown wood, which varies in tint from dull brown to

rusty brown. It is found to be due to the influence of a fungus which lives

exclusively in the heart wood, which it infects through wounds. "Brown

oak" usually occurs at the base of the trunk and in the adjoining root and

extends more or less upward in the stem and downward in the root. If the

fungus gains entrance to the upper parts of the tree, it produces in these

regions masses of "brown oak." The color is due to the fact that the fungus

produces a brown substance in the individual cells which is highly resistant to

solvents. The source of the food of the fungus was not determined, although

there are reasons to believe that tannin is one of the sources. The identity of

the fungus is also left in doubt. It produces conidiophores resembling those

of Penicillium, and on certain specimens basidiocarps appear, which were

identified as a species of Melanogaster, but cultures did not establish any con-

nection between the two phases.—J, M. C.

Morphology of Arisaema.

—

Pickett18 has made a careful study of Arisaema

triphyllum, and has contributed materially to our knowledge of the morphology

of the Araceae. The critical situations may be summarized as follows: There

is a wide range in time in the development of the flowers, with a strong tendency

to the earlier development of staminate flowers. The tapetal nuclei of the

microsporangium are freed and "wander" among the developing microspores,

as Duggar has described for Symplocarpus. The embryo sac is of the Lilium

type, and a complex and permanent suspensor system is developed. The

endosperm arises from one of the daughter cells (micropylar) of the primary

endosperm nucleus, the other daughter cell not dividing. The primary roots

are diarch, while the secondary roots of seedlings and all roots of mature

plants are triarch to pentarch. The statement is made that the sex of ma-

ture plants is changeable, dependent upon the amount of available water.

J 7 Groom, Percy, "Brown oak" and its origin. Ann. Botany 29:393-407- 1915-

18 Pickett, F. L., A contribution to our knowledge of Arisaema triphyllum.

Mem. Torr. Bot. Club 16:1-55. pis. 1-5. Jigs. 70. 1915-
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Occasionally flowers are also found showing a tendency to become bisporan-

giate.—J. M. C.

Physiology of parasitism.

—

Brown19 has begun a much needed investigation

of the physiological relation of host and parasite, his first paper dealing with

Botrytis cinerea. From the germ tubes of this fungus he succeeded in obtaining

a very powerful extract, whose action on cell walls results in the disintegration

of tissue, and whose action on the protoplasts produces death. This extract

loses its "lethal power" by heating, by mechanical agitation, and by neutrali-

zation with an alkali. Neither oxalic acid nor oxalates are accountable for

the toxicity of the extract, which the author concludes must be due to the

presence of a substance of colloidal nature. The only active substance dis-

covered was an enzyme which was thought to be responsible for the lethal

action of the extract. The multiplication of such investigations will result in

some progress in knowledge as to the nature of immunity and susceptibility.

J. M. C.

Morphology of Ephedra helvetica.—In a thesis presented for the doctorate

of science at the University of Geneva, Sigrianski20 has reviewed and rein-

vestigated Ephedra helvetica. Two new facts are reported. The hypodermal

archesporial cell does not divide periclinally and give rise to a primary wall

cell. By division of the cells of the epidermis the hypodermal initial is placed

deeply within the nucellus. The figures which illustrate this situation will not

entirely satisfy a critical investigator. A second and most important fact is

that the four megaspores are all functional, the wall of the megaspore mother

cell being the embryo sac wall, as in Lilium and some other angiosperms. It

would be most interesting to know with certainty whether Welwitschia and

Gnetum have attained the Lilium level in this respect.—W. J. G. Land.

Jurassic wood.—Miss Holden21 has described a new species of Metace-

droxylon from the Jurassic of Scotland, under the name of M. scoticum. It is a

good illustration of the merging of araucarian and abietinean characters

during the Jurassic, since it is araucarian in the pitting of the tracheids, and

abietinean in the pitting of the rays. It differs from M. araucarioides only in

the absence of pits on the tangential walls of the tracheids and in the biseriate

character of the rays.—J. M. C.

x* Brown, William, Studies in the physiology of parasitism. Ann. Botany 29:

313-348. 1915.

30 Sigrianski, Alexandre, Quelques observations sur YEphedra helvetica Mey.

pp. 62. figs. 74. Geneva. 19 13.

"Holden, Ruth, A Jurassic wood from Scotland. New Phytol. 14:205-209.

pL 3. 1915.
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